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SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
In addition to historical information, this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q may contain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the federal securities laws. All statements,
other than statements of historical facts, including statements concerning our plans, objectives, goals, beliefs, business strategies, future events, business conditions, our results of
operations, financial position and our business outlook, business trends and other information, may be forward-looking statements. Words such as “might,” “will,” “may,” “should,”
“estimates,” “expects,” “continues,” “contemplates,” “anticipates,” “projects,” “plans,” “potential,” “predicts,” “intends,” “believes,” “forecasts,” “future,” “targeted,” “goal” and
variations of such words or similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements are not historical facts, and are based upon our
current expectations, beliefs, estimates and projections, and various assumptions, many of which, by their nature, are inherently uncertain and beyond our control. Our expectations,
beliefs, estimates and projections are expressed in good faith and we believe there is a reasonable basis for them. However, there can be no assurance that management’s
expectations, beliefs, estimates and projections will result or be achieved and actual results may vary materially from what is expressed in or indicated by the forward-looking
statements.
There are a number of risks, uncertainties and other important factors, many of which are beyond our control, that could cause our actual results to differ materially from the forwardlooking statements contained in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. Such risks, uncertainties and other important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially include,
among others, the risks, uncertainties and factors set forth under “Item 1A. Risk Factors” in the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2019 (the
“Annual Report on Form 10-K”), filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), and under “Part II, Item 1A., Risk Factors” in this Quarterly Report on Form 10Q, as such risk factors may be updated from time to time in our periodic filings with the SEC, including this report, and are accessible on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov,
including the following:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the effects of the global Coronavirus (“COVID-19”) pandemic on our business and the economy in general;
complex federal and state regulations governing the treatment of animals, which can change, and claims and lawsuits by activist groups before government
regulators and in the courts;
activist and other third-party groups and/or media can pressure governmental agencies, vendors, partners, and/or regulators, bring action in the courts or create
negative publicity about us;
various factors beyond our control adversely affecting attendance and guest spending at our theme parks, including, but not limited to, weather, natural disasters,
foreign exchange rates, consumer confidence, the potential spread of travel-related health concerns including pandemics and epidemics, travel related concerns, and
governmental actions;
incidents or adverse publicity concerning our theme parks, the theme park industry and/or zoological facilities;
a decline in discretionary consumer spending or consumer confidence;
a significant portion of revenues are generated in the States of Florida, California and Virginia and the Orlando market, and any risks affecting such markets, such as
natural disasters, severe weather and travel-related disruptions or incidents;
seasonal fluctuations in operating results;
inability to compete effectively in the highly competitive theme park industry;
interactions between animals and our employees and our guests at attractions at our theme parks;
animal exposure to infectious disease;
high fixed cost structure of theme park operations;
changing consumer tastes and preferences;
cyber security risks and failure to maintain the integrity of internal or guest data;
technology interruptions or failures that impair access to our websites and/or information technology systems;
increased labor costs, including minimum wage increases, and employee health and welfare benefits;
inability to grow our business or fund theme park capital expenditures;
adverse litigation judgments or settlements;
inability to protect our intellectual property or the infringement on intellectual property rights of others;
the loss of licenses and permits required to exhibit animals or the violation of laws and regulations;
loss of key personnel;
unionization activities and/or labor disputes;
inability to meet workforce needs;
inability to realize the benefits of developments, restructurings, acquisitions or other strategic initiatives, and the impact of the costs associated with such activities;
inability to maintain certain commercial licenses;
restrictions in our debt agreements limiting flexibility in operating our business;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

changes in the method for determining LIBOR and the potential replacement of LIBOR may affect our cost of capital;
inability to retain our current credit ratings;
our substantial leverage;
inadequate insurance coverage;
inability to purchase or contract with third party manufacturers for rides and attractions or construction delays;
environmental regulations, expenditures and liabilities;
suspension or termination of any of our business licenses, including by legislation at federal, state or local levels;
delays, restrictions or inability to obtain or maintain permits;
financial distress of strategic partners or other counterparties;
changes to immigration, foreign trade, investments and/or other policies;
inability to realize the full value of our intangible assets;
changes in tax laws;
tariffs or other trade restrictions;
actions of activist stockholders;
the ability of Hill Path Capital LP to significantly influence our decisions;
changes or declines in our stock price, as well as the risk that securities analysts could downgrade our stock or our sector; and
risks associated with our capital allocation plans and share repurchases, including the risk that our share repurchase program could increase volatility and fail to
enhance stockholder value.

We caution you that the risks, uncertainties and other factors referenced above may not contain all of the risks, uncertainties and other factors that are important to you. In addition,
we cannot assure you that we will realize the results, benefits or developments that we expect or anticipate or, even if substantially realized, that they will result in the consequences
or affect us or our business in the way expected. There can be no assurance that (i) we have correctly measured or identified all of the factors affecting our business or the extent of
these factors’ likely impact, (ii) the available information with respect to these factors on which such analysis is based is complete or accurate, (iii) such analysis is correct or (iv) our
strategy, which is based in part on this analysis, will be successful. All forward-looking statements in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q apply only as of the date of this Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q or as of the date they were made or as otherwise specified herein and, except as required by applicable law, we undertake no obligation to update any forwardlooking statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise.
All references to “we,” “us,” “our,” “Company” or “SeaWorld” in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q mean SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., its subsidiaries and affiliates.
Website and Social Media Disclosure
We use our websites (www.seaworldentertainment.com and www.seaworldinvestors.com) and our corporate Twitter account (@SeaWorld) as channels of distribution of Company
information. The information we post through these channels may be deemed material. Accordingly, investors should monitor these channels, in addition to following our press
releases, SEC filings and public conference calls and webcasts. In addition, you may automatically receive e-mail alerts and other information about SeaWorld when you enroll your
e-mail address by visiting the “E-mail Alerts” section of our website at www.seaworldinvestors.com. The contents of our website and social media channels are not, however, a part
of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
Trademarks, Service Marks and Trade Names
We own or have rights to use a number of registered and common law trademarks, service marks and trade names in connection with our business in the United States and in certain
foreign jurisdictions, including SeaWorld Entertainment, SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, SeaWorld®, Shamu®, Busch Gardens®, Aquatica®, Discovery Cove®, Sea Rescue® and
other names and marks that identify our theme parks, characters, rides, attractions and other businesses. In addition, we have certain rights to use Sesame Street® marks, characters
and related indicia through our license agreement with Sesame Workshop.
Solely for convenience, the trademarks, service marks, and trade names referred to hereafter in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q are without the ® and ™ symbols, but such
references are not intended to indicate, in any way, that we will not assert, to the fullest extent under applicable law, our rights or the rights of the applicable licensors to these
trademarks, service marks, and trade names. This Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q may contain additional trademarks, service marks and trade names of others, which are the
property of their respective owners. All trademarks, service marks and trade names appearing in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q are, to our knowledge, the property of their
respective owners.
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PART I — FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Item 1. Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements
SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(In thousands, except share and per share amounts)
March 31,
2020

Assets
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable, net
Inventories
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Total current assets
Property and equipment, at cost
Accumulated depreciation
Property and equipment, net
Goodwill, net
Trade names/trademarks, net
Right of use assets-operating leases
Other intangible assets, net
Deferred tax assets, net
Other assets, net
Total assets

$

$

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
$
Current maturities of long-term debt, including revolving credit facility of $50,000 as of December 31, 2019
Operating lease obligations
Accrued salaries, wages and benefits
Deferred revenue
Other accrued liabilities
Total current liabilities
Long-term debt, net, including revolving credit facility of $312,500 as of March 31, 2020
Long-term operating lease obligations
Deferred tax liabilities, net
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Commitments and contingencies (Note 10)
Stockholders’ equity:
Preferred stock, $0.01 par value—authorized, 100,000,000 shares, no shares issued
or outstanding at March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019
Common stock, $0.01 par value—authorized, 1,000,000,000 shares; 94,345,017 and 94,044,203 shares issued at
March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated other comprehensive loss
Accumulated deficit
Treasury stock, at cost (16,260,248 and 15,790,463 shares at March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, respectively
Total stockholders’ equity
Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity
$
See accompanying notes to unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements.
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December 31,
2019

192,760
43,358
34,627
22,976
293,721
3,258,218
(1,511,468)
1,746,750
66,278
157,000
140,101
526
18,853
15,165
2,438,394

$

153,971
15,505
3,925
12,343
120,380
20,625
326,749
1,790,891
123,077
22,061
39,502
2,302,280

$

$

—
943
667,333
(855)
(115,998)
(415,309)
136,114
2,438,394

39,946
49,728
33,163
46,312
169,149
3,209,521
(1,476,059)
1,733,462
66,278
157,000
141,438
526
19,013
13,652
2,300,518

131,503
65,505
3,896
15,499
104,416
81,841
402,660
1,482,619
124,339
42,773
37,235
2,089,626

—

$

940
673,893
(1,559)
(59,479)
(402,903)
210,892
2,300,518

SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF
COMPREHENSIVE LOSS
(In thousands, except per share amounts)
For the Three Months Ended March 31,
2020
2019

Net revenues:
Admissions
Food, merchandise and other
Total revenues
Costs and expenses:
Cost of food, merchandise and other revenues
Operating expenses (exclusive of depreciation and amortization shown
separately below)
Selling, general and administrative expenses
Severance and other separation costs
Depreciation and amortization
Total costs and expenses
Operating loss
Other (income) expense, net
Interest expense
Loss before income taxes
Benefit from income taxes
Net loss

$

90,506
63,055
153,561

$

128,913
91,662
220,575

13,104

17,213

$

149,885
42,764
2,566
39,450
251,878
(31,303)
27
20,797
(52,127)
(15,107)
(37,020)

$

132,999
26,954
65
38,013
211,135
(57,574)
(12)
19,153
(76,715)
(20,196)
(56,519)

Other comprehensive loss:
Unrealized income (loss) on derivatives, net of tax
Comprehensive loss

$

704
(55,815)

$

(2,064)
(39,084)

Loss per share:
Net loss per share, basic

$

(0.72)

$

(0.44)

$

(0.72)

$

(0.44)

Net loss per share, diluted
Weighted average common shares outstanding:
Basic
Diluted

See accompanying notes to unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements.
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78,213

83,354

78,213

83,354

SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
(In thousands, except share amounts)
Shares of
Common
Stock
Issued

Balance at December 31, 2019
Equity-based compensation
Unrealized gain on derivatives, net of tax expense of $254
Vesting of restricted shares
Shares withheld for tax withholdings
Exercise of stock options
Adjustments to previous dividend declarations
Repurchase of 469,785 shares of treasury stock, at cost
Net loss
Balance at March 31, 2020

Common
Stock

Accumulated
Deficit

94,044,203 $
—
—
410,807
(121,089)
11,096
—
—
—

940 $
—
—
4
(1)
—
—
—
—

673,893 $
(3,601)
—
(4)
(3,159)
203
1
—
—

94,345,017

943

667,333

$

Shares of
Common
Stock
Issued

Balance at December 31, 2018
Equity-based compensation
Unrealized loss on derivatives, net of tax benefit of $744
Vesting of restricted shares
Shares withheld for tax withholdings
Exercise of stock options
Adjustments to previous dividend declarations
Net loss
Balance at March 31, 2019

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

$

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

Common
Stock

Accumulated
Other
Comprehensive
(Loss) Income

(1,559) $ (402,903) $
—
—
704
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
(12,406)
—
—

$ (115,998) $

(855) $ (415,309) $

Accumulated
Deficit

Accumulated
Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

934 $
—
—
4
(1)
—
—
—

663,834 $ (148,955) $
3,198
—
—
—
(4)
—
(3,605)
—
715
—
3
—
—
(37,020)

93,748,617

937

664,141

$

$ (185,975) $

See accompanying notes to unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements.
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Total
Stockholders'
Equity

(59,479) $
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
(56,519)

93,400,929 $
—
—
440,646
(132,886)
39,928
—
—
$

Treasury
Stock,
at Cost

Treasury
Stock,
at Cost

136,114

Total
Stockholders'
Equity

2,284 $ (252,903) $
—
—
(2,064)
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
220

210,892
(3,601)
704
—
(3,160)
203
1
(12,406)
(56,519)

$ (252,903) $

265,194
3,198
(2,064)
—
(3,606)
715
3
(37,020)
226,420

SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(In thousands)
For the Three Months Ended March 31,
2020
2019

Cash Flows From Operating Activities:
Net loss
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Amortization of debt issuance costs and discounts
Deferred income tax benefit
Equity-based compensation
Other, including loss on sale or disposal of assets, net
Changes in assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Accrued salaries, wages and benefits
Deferred revenue
Other accrued liabilities
Right of use assets and operating lease obligations
Other assets and liabilities
Net cash (used in) provided by operating activities
Cash Flows From Investing Activities:
Capital expenditures
Other investing activities
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash Flows From Financing Activities:
Repayments of long-term debt
Proceeds from draws on revolving credit facility
Repayments of revolving credit facility
Purchase of treasury stock
Payment of tax withholdings on equity-based compensation through shares withheld
Exercise of stock options
Debt issuance costs
Other financing activities
Net cash provided by financing activities
Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents, including Restricted Cash
Cash and Cash Equivalents, including Restricted Cash—Beginning of period
Cash and Cash Equivalents, including Restricted Cash—End of period

$

(56,519)

$

(37,020)

38,013
822
(20,805)
(3,601)
(594)

39,450
899
(16,606)
3,198
45

7,005
(1,459)
(9,586)
13,720
(3,156)
25,875
(28,349)
133
(2,266)
(40,767)

(2,329)
(6,964)
(628)
1,715
(1,737)
51,697
5,498
128
342
37,688

(49,249)
—
(49,249)

(47,937)
50
(47,887)

$

(3,877)
55,000
(20,000)
—
(3,606)
715
—
(226)
28,006
17,807
35,007
52,814

$

(3,876)
272,500
(10,000)
(12,406)
(3,160)
203
(234)
(208)
242,819
152,803
40,925
193,728

Supplemental Disclosure of Noncash Investing and Financing Activities
Capital expenditures in accounts payable

$

41,208

$

49,620

Right-of-use assets obtained in exchange for financing lease obligations

$

208

$

1,230

See accompanying notes to unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements.
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SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO UNAUDITED CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE BUSINESS AND BASIS OF PRESENTATION
Description of the Business
SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., through its wholly-owned subsidiary, SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc. (“SEA”) (collectively, the “Company”), owns and operates twelve theme
parks within the United States. The Company operates SeaWorld theme parks in Orlando, Florida; San Antonio, Texas; and San Diego, California; and Busch Gardens theme parks
in Tampa, Florida; and Williamsburg, Virginia. The Company operates water park attractions in Orlando, Florida (Aquatica); San Antonio, Texas (Aquatica); San Diego, California
(Aquatica); Tampa, Florida (Adventure Island); and Williamsburg, Virginia (Water Country USA). The Company also operates a reservations-only theme park in Orlando, Florida
(Discovery Cove) and a seasonal park in Langhorne, Pennsylvania (Sesame Place).
Impact of Global COVID-19 Pandemic
In response to the global COVID-19 pandemic, and in compliance with government restrictions, the Company has temporarily closed all of its theme parks, effective March 16,
2020. The Company continues to monitor guidance from federal, state and local authorities to determine when it can reopen its parks.
The COVID-19 pandemic and resulting park closures has had, and is likely to continue to have, a material impact on the Company’s results from operations. Federal, state and local
governments have taken unprecedented measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in the population, including severe restrictions on social gatherings. Since the global COVID19 pandemic has begun, the Company has taken proactive measures for the safety of its guests, employees and animals, to appropriately manage costs and expenditures, and to
provide liquidity in response to the temporary park closures related to COVID-19. Some of these measures included, but are not limited to, (i) increased its revolving credit
commitments on March 10th and subsequently borrowed the remaining available amount; (ii) furloughed approximately 95% of its current employees; (iii) reduced executive
officers’ base salary by 20% until the theme parks substantially resume normal operations; (iv) eliminated and/or deferred all non-essential operating expenses at both park and
corporate; (v) eliminated substantially all advertising and marketing spend; (vi) substantially reduced or deferred all capital expenditures starting in March 2020 (other than minimal
essential capital expenditures); (vii) working with its vendors and other business partners to manage, defer, and/or abate certain costs during the disruptions caused by the COVID-19
pandemic; (viii) extended expiration dates on certain pass and other products; (ix) implemented a formal daily review and approval for all payments and cash disbursements; (x)
entered into an amendment to its existing senior secured credit facilities to amend its financial covenants; and (xi) issued first-priority senior secured notes to obtain additional
liquidity (see Note 6–Long-Term Debt for details).
Additionally, the Company has established a dedicated team tasked with developing and ultimately executing on a reopening plan.
Basis of Presentation
The accompanying unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements of the Company have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America (“GAAP”) and applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) regarding interim financial reporting. Certain
information and note disclosures normally included in annual financial statements prepared in accordance with GAAP have been condensed or omitted pursuant to such rules and
regulations. Therefore, these unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements and related notes for the
year ended December 31, 2019 included in the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC. The unaudited condensed consolidated balance sheet as of
December 31, 2019 was derived from the audited consolidated financial statements included in the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K.
In the opinion of management, such unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements reflect all normal recurring adjustments necessary to present fairly the financial position,
results of operations, and cash flows for the interim periods, but are not necessarily indicative of the results of operations for the year ending December 31, 2020 or any future period
due to the seasonal nature of the Company’s operations. Based upon historical results, the Company typically generates its highest revenues in the second and third quarters of each
year and incurs a net loss in the first and fourth quarters, in part because seven of its theme parks are only open for a portion of the year. The results of operations for the three
months ended March 31, 2020 were materially impacted by the global COVID-19 pandemic which ultimately led to temporary park closures effective on March 16, 2020. The
timing of these park closures fell during historically high volume spring break weeks for most of the Company’s parks.
The unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and its wholly-owned subsidiaries, including SEA. All intercompany accounts have
been eliminated in consolidation.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements and related disclosures in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts
of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements and the reported amounts of
revenues and expenses during the reporting
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SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO UNAUDITED CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
periods. Significant estimates and assumptions include, but are not limited to, the accounting for self-insurance, deferred tax assets and liabilities, deferred revenue, equity
compensation, the valuation of goodwill and other indefinite-lived intangible assets as well as reviews for potential impairment of assets, including other long-lived assets. Estimates
are based on various factors including current and historical trends, as well as other pertinent industry data. The Company regularly evaluates this information to determine if it is
necessary to update the basis for its estimates and to adjust for known changes. Actual results could differ from those estimates. Based on the uncertainty relating the COVID-19
pandemic, including but not limited to the extent and duration of park closures, potential supply chain disruptions and impact on travel and attendance, the Company is not certain of
the ultimate impact the COVID-19 pandemic could have on its estimates, business or results of operations for the year ending December 31, 2020.
Segment Reporting
The Company maintains discrete financial information for each of its twelve theme parks, which is used by the Chief Operating Decision Maker (“CODM”), identified as the Chief
Executive Officer, or equivalent role, as a basis for allocating resources. Each theme park has been identified as an operating segment and meets the criteria for aggregation due to
similar economic characteristics. In addition, all of the theme parks provide similar products and services and share similar processes for delivering services. The theme parks have a
high degree of similarity in the workforces and target similar consumer groups. Accordingly, based on these economic and operational similarities and the way the CODM monitors
and makes decisions affecting the operations, the Company has concluded that its operating segments may be aggregated and that it has one reportable segment.
Restricted Cash
Restricted cash is recorded in other current assets in the accompanying unaudited condensed consolidated balance sheets. Restricted cash consists primarily of funds received from
strategic partners for use in approved marketing and promotional activities.
March 31,
2020

Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash, included in other current assets
Total cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash

$
$

(In thousands)
192,760
$
968
193,728
$

December 31,
2019

39,946
979
40,925

Revenue Recognition
Admissions revenue primarily consists of single-day tickets, annual or season passes or other multi-day or multi-park admission products. For single-day tickets, the Company
recognizes revenue at a point in time, upon admission to the park. Annual passes, season passes, or other multi-day or multi-park passes allow guests access to specific parks over a
specified time period. For these pass and multi-use products, revenue is deferred and recognized over the terms of the admission product based on estimated redemption rates for
similar products and is adjusted periodically. As a result of the temporary park closures due to the global COVID-19 pandemic, the Company has adjusted its estimated redemption
patterns to reflect the fact that there is no attendance during the park closures and accordingly the Company is not recognizing revenue from these admission products while the parks
are closed. The Company estimates a redemption rate using historical and forecasted growth rates and attendance trends by park for similar products. The Company is evaluating the
estimates and assumptions used in its future estimated redemption rates for products once the parks reopen. Attendance trends factor in seasonality and are adjusted based on actual
trends periodically. Revenue is recognized on a pro-rata basis based on the estimated allocated selling price of the admission product. For multi-day admission products, revenue is
allocated based on the number of visits included in the pass and recognized ratably based on each admission into the theme park. Food, merchandise and other revenue primarily
consists of culinary, merchandise and other in-park products and also includes other miscellaneous revenue which is not significant in the periods presented, including revenue
related to the Company’s international agreements as discussed below. The Company recognizes revenue for food, merchandise and other in-park products when the related
products or services are received by the guests. Certain admission products may also include bundled products at the time of purchase, such as culinary or merchandise items. The
Company conducts an analysis of bundled products to identify separate distinct performance obligations that are material in the context of the contract. For those products that are
determined to be distinct performance obligations and material in the context of the contract, the Company allocates a portion of the transaction price to each distinct performance
obligation using each performance obligation’s standalone price. If the bundled product is related to a pass product and offered over time, revenue will be recognized over time
accordingly.
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Deferred revenue primarily includes revenue associated with pass products, admission or in-park products or services with a future intended use date and contract liability balances
related to licensing and international agreements collected in advance of the Company’s performance and expected to be recognized in future periods. As a result of the temporary
park closures, the Company has extended some product expiration dates and has estimated a long-term portion of deferred revenue related to these products of approximately $3.6
million, which is reflected in the chart which follows. The Company’s estimate of the long-term portion of deferred revenue related to such products factors in certain judgements
and assumptions by park and product type, including, but not limited to, the potential reopening schedules and expected timing of attendance by mix of guests.
At March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, $10.0 million related to the long-term portion of deferred revenue included in other liabilities in the accompanying unaudited condensed
consolidated balance sheets relates to the Company’s international agreement, as discussed in the following section. The Company expects to recognize revenue related to its
international agreement over the term of the respective license agreement beginning when substantially all of the services have been performed, which is expected to be upon
opening.
The following table reflects the Company’s deferred revenue balance as of March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019:
March 31,
2020

Deferred revenue, including long-term portion
Less: Deferred revenue, long-term portion, included in other liabilities
Deferred revenue, short-term portion

$
$

(In thousands)
133,932
$
13,552
120,380
$

December 31,
2019

114,416
10,000
104,416

International Agreements
The Company has received $10.0 million in deferred revenue recorded in other liabilities related to a nonrefundable payment received from a partner in connection with a project in
the Middle East (the “Middle East Project”) to provide certain services pertaining to the planning and design of the Middle East Project, with funding received expected to offset
internal expenses. Approximately $5.3 million and $5.0 million of costs incurred related to the Middle East Project are recorded in other assets in the accompanying unaudited
condensed consolidated balance sheet as of March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, respectively. The Company has recognized an asset for the costs incurred to fulfill the contract
as the costs are specifically identifiable, enhance resources that will be used to satisfy performance obligations in the future and are expected to be recovered. The related deferred
revenue and expense will begin to be recognized when substantially all of the services have been performed. The Company continually monitors performance on the contract and
will make adjustments, if necessary. The Middle East Project is subject to various conditions, including, but not limited to, the parties completing the design development and there is
no assurance that the Middle East Project will be completed or advance to the next stages.
In March 2017, the Company entered into certain agreements with an affiliate of ZHG Group, to provide design, support and advisory services for various potential projects and
grant certain exclusive rights (collectively, the “ZHG Agreements”). In April 2019, the Company terminated the ZHG Agreements for non-payment of undisputed amounts owed.
For the three months ended March 31, 2019, the Company recorded approximately $1.7 million which is included in food, merchandise and other revenue in the accompanying
unaudited condensed consolidated statements of comprehensive loss related to the ZHG Agreements. See Note 9–Related-Party Transactions for additional disclosures.
Goodwill, Other Indefinite-Lived Intangible Assets and Other Long-Lived Assets
As of March 31, 2020, the Company determined that due to the temporary park closures effective March 16, 2020 resulting from the global COVID-19 pandemic, a triggering event
had occurred that required an interim impairment review for goodwill and other indefinite-lived intangible assets. The Company performed a qualitative impairment analysis which
included certain judgements and assumptions related to the impact of the park closures, potential reopening time frames and expected attendance levels upon reopening and
determined that, based on the significant excess fair values over carrying values that previously existed, there was no impairment of goodwill and other indefinite-lived intangible
assets as of March 31, 2020. Additionally, using similar assumptions, the Company evaluated certain other long-lived assets, including its right of use assets for impairment and
concluded that there was no impairment of other long-lived assets as of March 31, 2020.
If the Company’s assumptions, including those around the impact of the global COVID-19 pandemic and its projections of future cash flows and financial performance, as well as
the economic outlook are not achieved, the Company may be required to record impairment charges in future periods, whether in connection with the Company’s next annual
impairment testing, or on an interim basis, if any such change constitutes a triggering event outside of the quarter when the Company regularly performs its annual impairment test. It
is not possible at this time to determine if any such future impairment charge would result or, if it does, whether such charge would be material.
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2. RECENT ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS
The Company reviews new accounting pronouncements as they are issued or proposed by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”).
Recently Implemented Accounting Standards
On January 1, 2020, the Company adopted the following Accounting Standards Updates (“ASUs”) which had no material impact on its unaudited condensed consolidated financial
statements or disclosures:
•

ASU 2016-13, Measurement of Credit Losses on Financial Instruments (Topic 326), requires the immediate recognition of estimated credit losses expected to occur over
the life of financial assets rather than the current incurred loss impairment model that recognizes losses when a probability threshold is met. ASU 2016-13 is effective for
annual periods beginning after December 15, 2019 and interim periods within those fiscal years.

During 2019, the Company adopted the following ASU:
•

ASU 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842): This ASU is intended to provide enhanced transparency and comparability by requiring lessees to record right of use assets and
corresponding lease liabilities on the balance sheet. The new guidance required the Company to continue to classify leases as either operating or financing, with
classification affecting the pattern of expense recognition in the income statement. The Company was also required to disclose qualitative and quantitative information
about leasing arrangements to enable financial statement users to assess the amount, timing and uncertainty of cash flows arising from leases. The Company adopted the
ASU using a modified retrospective method that did not require the prior period information to be restated. The ASU also provided a number of optional provisions,
known as practical expedients, which companies may elect to adopt to facilitate implementation. The Company elected a package of practical expedients which, among
other items, precluded the Company from needing to reassess 1) whether any expired or existing contracts are or contain leases, 2) the lease classification of any expired
or existing leases, and 3) initial direct costs for any existing leases. The Company elected not to implement the practical expedient related to hindsight to determine lease
terms. Due to the implementation of selected practical expedients, there was no cumulative effect adjustment to beginning retained earnings as of January 1, 2019.

During 2019, the Company also adopted the following ASUs which had no material impact on its unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements or disclosures:
•

ASU 2018-09, Codification Improvements

•

ASU 2018-13, Fair Value Measurement (Topic 820)

•

ASU 2018-15, Intangibles-Goodwill and Other-Internal-Use Software (Subtopic 350-40): Customer’s Accounting for Implementation Costs Incurred in a Cloud
Computing Arrangement That is a Service Contract

•

ASU 2018-16, Derivatives and Hedging—Inclusion of the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR) Overnight Index Swap (OIS) Rate as a Benchmark Interest Rate for
Hedge Accounting Purposes

Recently Issued Accounting Standards
The Company is currently evaluating the impact of the following recently issued ASUs:
•

ASU 2020-04, Reference Rate Reform (Topic 848), provides optional transition guidance to ease the potential accounting burden associated with transitioning away from
the London Interbank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”), with optional expedients related to the application of GAAP to contracts, hedging relationships and other transactions
affected by reference rate reform. Companies can apply this ASU immediately, but application is through December 31, 2020. The Company is evaluating the impact of
LIBOR on its existing contracts and debt, but does not expect that this ASU will have a material impact on its consolidated financial statements or related disclosures.

•

ASU 2019-12, Simplifying the Accounting for Income Taxes, simplifies various aspects related to accounting for income taxes by removing certain exceptions to the
general principles in Topic 740 and clarifying certain aspects of the current guidance to promote consistency among reporting entities. ASU 2019-12 is effective for the
Company beginning January 1, 2021. Early adoption requires adoption of all amendments in the same period. Most amendments within this ASU are required to be
applied on a prospective basis, while certain amendments must be applied on a retrospective or modified retrospective basis. The Company is currently evaluating ASU
2019-12 but does not expect that this ASU will have a material impact on its consolidated financial statements or related disclosures.
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3. LOSS PER SHARE
Loss per share is computed as follows:
For the Three Months Ended March 31,
2020

Net Loss
Basic loss per share
Effect of dilutive incentive-based awards

$

(56,519)

Diluted loss per share

$

(56,519)

2019

Per
Share
Shares
Amount
Net Loss
Shares
(In thousands, except per share amounts)
78,213 $
(0.72) $
(37,020)
83,354
—
—
78,213

$

(0.72)

$

(37,020)

83,354

Per
Share
Amount
$

(0.44)

$

(0.44)

In accordance with the Earnings Per Share Topic of the ASC, basic loss per share is computed by dividing net loss by the weighted average number of shares of common stock
outstanding during the period (excluding treasury stock and unvested restricted stock). Shares of unvested restricted stock are eligible to receive dividends; if any, however, dividend
rights will be forfeited if the award does not vest. Accordingly, only vested shares of outstanding restricted stock are included in the calculation of basic earnings per share. The
weighted average number of repurchased shares during the period, if any, which are held as treasury stock, are excluded from shares of common stock outstanding.
Diluted loss per share is determined using the treasury stock method based on the dilutive effect of unvested restricted stock and certain shares of common stock that are issuable
upon exercise of stock options. There were approximately 1,700,000 and 1,893,000 potentially dilutive shares excluded from the computation of diluted loss per share during the
three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, as their effect would have been anti-dilutive due to the Company’s net loss in those periods. Approximately 1,696,000
and 2,295,000 of the Company’s outstanding performance-vesting restricted awards as of March 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, are considered contingently issuable shares and are
excluded from the calculation of diluted loss per share until the performance measure criteria is met as of the end of the reporting period.
4. INCOME TAXES
Income tax expense or benefit is recognized based on the Company’s estimated annual effective tax rate which is based upon the tax rate expected for the full calendar year applied
to the pretax income or loss of the interim period. The Company’s consolidated effective tax rate for the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2019 was 26.3% and 29.0%,
respectively, and differs from the effective statutory federal income tax rate of 21.0% primarily due to state income taxes, a valuation allowance adjustment on state net operating
loss carryforwards, and other permanent items. Due to the uncertainty of realizing the benefit from the deferred tax asset recorded for certain state net operating loss carryforwards,
the Company has recorded a valuation allowance of approximately $6.7 million and $5.2 million, net of federal tax benefit, on the deferred tax assets related to those state net
operating losses as of March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, respectively.
The Company has determined that there are no positions currently taken that would rise to a level requiring an amount to be recorded or disclosed as an unrecognized tax benefit. If
such positions do arise, it is the Company’s intent that any interest or penalty amount related to such positions will be recorded as a component of the income tax provision (benefit)
in the applicable period.
5. OTHER ACCRUED LIABILITIES
Other accrued liabilities at March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, consisted of the following:
March 31,
2020

Self-insurance reserve
Accrued property taxes
Accrued interest
Accrued legal settlements
Other
Total other accrued liabilities

$

$
11

December 31,
2019

(In thousands)
7,488 $
2,796
1,387
—
8,954
20,625 $

7,488
1,189
573
65,000
7,591
81,841
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As of December 31, 2019, accrued legal settlements above is related to a previously disclosed legal settlement which was paid, net of insurance proceeds, during the three months
ended March 31, 2020. See further discussion in Note 10–Commitments and Contingencies.
6. LONG-TERM DEBT
Long-term debt, net, as of March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019 consisted of the following:
March 31,
December 31,
2020
2019
(In thousands)

Term B-5 Loans (effective interest rate of 3.99% and 4.80% at
March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, respectively)
Revolving Credit Facility (effective interest rate of 3.72% and
4.35% at March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, respectively)
Total long-term debt
Less discounts and debt issuance costs
Less current maturities
Total long-term debt, net

$

1,504,007

$

$

312,500
1,816,507
(10,111)
(15,505)
1,790,891 $

1,507,883
50,000
1,557,883
(9,759)
(65,505)
1,482,619

SEA is the borrower under the senior secured credit facilities, as amended pursuant to a credit agreement (the “Amended Credit Agreement”) dated as of December 1, 2009, as the
same may be amended, restated, supplemented or modified from time to time (the “Senior Secured Credit Facilities”).
On March 10, 2020, SEA entered into an amendment, Amendment No. 10 (the “Amendment No. 10”) to its Amended Credit Agreement. Pursuant to Amendment No. 10, SEA
increased the revolving credit commitments available under the Amended Credit Agreement from $210.0 million to an aggregate of $332.5 million. On April 19, 2020, SEA entered
into another amendment, Amendment No. 11, (the “Amendment No. 11”) to its Amended Credit Agreement to amend certain provisions therein. See further discussion in the
Restrictive Covenants section which follows.
Senior Secured Credit Facilities
As of March 31, 2020, the Senior Secured Credit Facilities consisted of $1.504 billion in Term B-5 Loans which will mature on March 31, 2024 and a $332.5 million revolving credit
facility (the “Revolving Credit Facility”), which will mature on October 31, 2023. The outstanding balance on the Revolving Credit Facility as of March 31, 2020 was included in
long-term debt and as of December 31, 2019 was included in current maturities of long-term debt in the accompanying unaudited condensed consolidated balance sheets due to the
Company’s intent at that time to repay the borrowings.
The Term B-5 Loans amortize in equal quarterly installments in an aggregate annual amount equal to 1.015% of the original principal amount of the Term B-5 Loans outstanding on
the effective date of October 31, 2018, with the balance payable on the final maturity date. SEA may voluntarily repay amounts outstanding under the Senior Secured Credit
Facilities at any time without premium or penalty, other than customary “breakage” costs with respect to LIBOR loans. SEA is also required to prepay the outstanding Term B-5
Loans, subject to certain exceptions, under certain circumstances, as defined in the Senior Secured Credit Facilities.
As of March 31, 2020, SEA had approximately $19.9 million of outstanding letters of credit and $312.5 million outstanding on its Revolving Credit Facility leaving no remaining
amount available for borrowing under the Revolving Credit Facility.
Senior Secured Notes
On April 30, 2020, SEA closed on a private offering of $227.5 million aggregate principal amount of 8.750% first-priority senior secured notes due 2025 (the “Senior Notes”). Net
of expenses related to the offering of the Senior Notes and the Amendment No. 11 to the Credit Agreement, the Company expects to use the proceeds from the issuance of the Senior
Notes for working capital and other general corporate purposes.
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The Senior Notes mature on May 1, 2025 and have interest payment dates of May 1 and November 1 with the first interest payment due on November 1, 2020. On or after May 1,
2022, SEA may redeem the Senior Notes at its option, in whole at any time or in part from time to time, plus accrued and unpaid interest, if any, to, but excluding, the redemption
date, if redeemed during the 12-month period commencing on May 1 of the years as follows: (i) in 2022 at 104.375%; (ii) in 2023 at 102.188%; and (iii) in 2024 and thereafter at
100%. Until July 29, 2020, SEA may redeem in the aggregate up to 40% of the original aggregate principal amount of the Senior Notes with amounts equal to the net cash proceeds
of any loans received pursuant to a Regulatory Debt Facility at a redemption price (expressed as a percentage of principal amount thereof) of 104.375%, plus accrued and unpaid
interest, if any, to, but excluding, the redemption date. SEA may also redeem in the aggregate (at a redemption price expressed as a percentage of principal amount thereof): (i) 100%
of the Senior Notes after certain events constituting a change of control at a redemption price of 101%, plus accrued and unpaid interest, if any, to, but excluding, the redemption date
and (ii) up to 40% of the original aggregate principal amount of the Senior Notes with amounts equal to the net cash proceeds of certain equity offerings at a redemption price of
108.375%, plus accrued and unpaid interest, if any, to, but excluding, the redemption date.
The Senior Notes are fully and unconditionally guaranteed by the Company, any subsidiary of the Company that directly or indirectly owns 100% of the issued and outstanding
equity interests of the SEA, and subject to certain exceptions, each of SEA’s subsidiaries that guarantees the SEA’s existing senior secured credit facilities.
Restrictive Covenants
The Senior Secured Credit Facilities contain a number of customary negative covenants. Such covenants, among other things, restrict, subject to certain exceptions, the ability of
SEA and its restricted subsidiaries to incur additional indebtedness; make guarantees; create liens on assets; enter into sale and leaseback transactions; engage in mergers or
consolidations; sell assets; make fundamental changes; pay dividends and distributions or repurchase SEA’s capital stock; make investments, loans and advances, including
acquisitions; engage in certain transactions with affiliates; make changes in the nature of the business; and make prepayments of junior debt. All of the net assets of SEA and its
consolidated subsidiaries are restricted and there are no unconsolidated subsidiaries of SEA.
The Revolving Credit Facility requires that the Company comply with a springing maximum first lien secured leverage ratio of 6.25x to be tested as of the last day of any fiscal
quarter, solely to the extent that on such date the aggregate amount of funded loans and letters of credit (excluding undrawn letters of credit in an amount not to exceed $30.0 million
and cash collateralized letters of credit) under the Revolving Credit Facility exceeds an amount equal to 35% of the then outstanding commitments under the Revolving Credit
Facility. Pursuant to Amendment No. 11, among other terms, SEA will be exempt from complying with its first lien secured leverage ratio covenant for each of the second, third and
fourth quarters of 2020, after which SEA will be required to comply with such covenants starting at the first quarter of 2021. For purposes of calculating compliance with such
covenant, unless a Triggering Event occurs (as defined in Amendment No. 11), beginning with the first quarter of 2021, to the extent trailing Adjusted EBITDA (as defined in
Amendment No. 11) for the second, third or fourth quarters of 2020 would have otherwise been included in the calculation of such covenant, in lieu of using actual Adjusted
EBITDA for such periods, Adjusted EBITDA for such applicable periods will be deemed to be actual Adjusted EBITDA for the corresponding quarter of 2019. In addition, SEA
will be required to comply with a quarterly minimum liquidity test (defined as unrestricted cash and cash equivalents and available commitments under the Revolving Credit
Facility) of not less than $75.0 million until the earlier of September 30, 2021 or the date on which the Company elects to use the actual Adjusted EBITDA for purposes of
calculating its financial maintenance covenant. SEA will also be restricted from paying certain dividends or making other restricted payments through the third quarter of 2021 unless
certain conditions are met.
As of March 31, 2020, the total net leverage ratio as calculated under the Senior Secured Credit Facilities was 3.89 to 1.00.
Long-term debt at March 31, 2020 is repayable as follows and does not include the impact of the Senior Notes which were issued subsequent to March 31, 2020, or the impact of any
future voluntary prepayments. The outstanding balance under the Revolving Credit Facility is included below based on the Company’s current intent to repay the borrowings and is
subject to change:
Years Ending December 31,
Remainder of 2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter
Total

(In thousands)

$

$
13

11,629
328,005
15,505
15,505
1,445,863
1,816,507
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Interest Rate Swap Agreements
As of March 31, 2020, the Company has five interest rate swap agreements (the “Interest Rate Swap Agreements”) which effectively fix the interest rate on the LIBOR-indexed
interest payments associated with $1.0 billion of SEA’s outstanding long-term debt. The Interest Rate Swap Agreements became effective on September 30, 2016; have a total
notional amount of $1.0 billion; mature on May 14, 2020; require the Company to pay a weighted-average fixed rate of 2.45% per annum; provide that the Company receives a
variable rate of interest based upon the greater of 0.75% or the BBA LIBOR; and have interest settlement dates occurring on the last day of March, June, September and December
through maturity.
SEA designated the Interest Rate Swap Agreements above as qualifying cash flow hedge accounting relationships as further discussed in Note 7–Derivative Instruments and Hedging
Activities which follows.
Cash paid for interest relating to the Senior Secured Credit Facilities and the Interest Rate Swap Agreements, net of amounts capitalized, as applicable, was $18.3 million and $20.1
million in the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
7. DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS AND HEDGING ACTIVITIES
Risk Management Objective of Using Derivatives
The Company is exposed to certain risks arising from both its business operations and economic conditions. The Company principally manages its exposures to a wide variety of
business and operational risks through management of its core business activities. The Company manages economic risks, including interest rate, liquidity and credit risk primarily
by managing the amount, sources and duration of its debt funding and the use of derivative financial instruments. Specifically, the Company enters into derivative financial
instruments to manage exposures that arise from business activities that result in the receipt or payment of future known and uncertain cash amounts, the value of which are
determined by interest rates. The Company’s derivative financial instruments are used to manage differences in the amount, timing and duration of the Company’s known or
expected cash receipts and its known or expected cash payments principally related to the Company’s borrowings. The Company does not speculate using derivative instruments.
As of March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, the Company did not have any derivatives outstanding that were not designated in hedge accounting relationships.
Cash Flow Hedges of Interest Rate Risk
The Company’s objectives in using interest rate derivatives are to add stability to interest expense and to manage its exposure to interest rate movements. To accomplish this
objective, the Company primarily uses interest rate swaps as part of its interest rate risk management strategy. During the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2019, such
derivatives were used to hedge the variable cash flows associated with existing variable-rate debt.
As of March 31, 2020, the Company has five Interest Rate Swap Agreements, which effectively fix the interest rate on LIBOR-indexed interest payments associated with $1.0 billion
of SEA’s outstanding long-term debt until the swaps mature on May 14, 2020.
The interest rate swap agreements are designated as cash flow hedges of interest rate risk. The changes in the fair value of derivatives designated and that qualify as cash flow
hedges are recorded in accumulated other comprehensive loss and is subsequently reclassified into earnings in the period that the hedged forecasted transaction affects earnings.
Amounts reported in accumulated other comprehensive loss related to derivatives will be reclassified to interest expense as interest payments are made on the Company’s variablerate debt. Through the expiration date of May 14, 2020, the Company estimates that an additional $1.2 million will be reclassified as an increase to interest expense.
Tabular Disclosure of Fair Values of Derivative Instruments on the Balance Sheet
The table below presents the fair value of the Company’s derivative financial instruments as well as their classification on the unaudited condensed consolidated balance sheets as of
March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019:

Liability Derivatives
As of March 31, 2020
Balance Sheet
Location
Fair Value

Derivatives designated as hedging instruments:
Interest rate swap agreements
Total derivatives designated as hedging instruments

Other liabilities
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Liability Derivatives
As of December 31, 2019
Balance Sheet
Location
Fair Value

$

(In thousands)
1,198
Other liabilities

$

2,156

$

1,198

$

2,156
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Tabular Disclosure of the Effect of Derivative Instruments on the Statements of Comprehensive Loss
The table below presents the pretax effect of the Company’s derivative financial instruments in the unaudited condensed consolidated statements of comprehensive loss for the three
months ended March 31, 2020 and 2019:
Three Months Ended March 31,
2020
2019

Derivatives in Cash Flow Hedging Relationships:
Loss recognized in accumulated other comprehensive loss
Gain (loss) reclassified from accumulated other comprehensive loss to interest expense

(In thousands)

$
$

(344)
1,302

$
$

(1,953)
(855)

Credit Risk-Related Contingent Features
The Company has agreements with each of its derivative counterparties that contain a provision where if the Company defaults on any of its indebtedness, including default where
repayment of the indebtedness has not been accelerated by the lender, then the Company could also be declared in default on its derivative obligations. As of March 31, 2020, the
termination value of derivatives in a net liability position, which includes accrued interest but excludes any adjustment for nonperformance risk, related to these agreements was $1.2
million. As of March 31, 2020, the Company has posted no collateral related to these agreements. If the Company had breached any of these provisions at March 31, 2020, it could
have been required to settle its obligations under the agreements at their termination value of $1.2 million.
Changes in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss
The following table reflects the changes in accumulated other comprehensive loss for the three months ended March 31, 2020, net of tax:
(Losses) Gains on
Cash Flow Hedges

Accumulated other comprehensive loss (In thousands):
Accumulated other comprehensive loss at December 31, 2019
Other comprehensive loss before reclassifications
Amounts reclassified from accumulated other comprehensive loss to interest expense
Unrealized gain on derivatives, net of tax
Accumulated other comprehensive loss at March 31, 2020

$

(1,559)

$

704
(855)

(253)
957

8. FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS
Fair value is a market-based measurement, not an entity-specific measurement. Therefore, a fair value measurement is required to be determined based on the assumptions that
market participants would use in pricing the asset or liability. As a basis for considering market participant assumptions in fair value measurements, fair value accounting standards
establish a fair value hierarchy that distinguishes between market participant assumptions based on market data obtained from sources independent of the reporting entity. The
standard describes three levels of inputs that may be used to measure fair value:
Level 1- Quoted prices for identical instruments in active markets.
Level 2- Quoted prices for similar instruments in active markets, quoted prices for identical or similar instruments in markets that are not active and model-derived
valuations in which all significant inputs and significant value drivers are observable in active markets.
Level 3 – Valuations derived from valuation techniques in which one or more significant inputs or significant value drivers are unobservable.
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The Company has determined that the majority of the inputs used to value its derivative financial instruments using the income approach fall within Level 2 of the fair value
hierarchy. The Company uses readily available market data to value its derivatives, such as interest rate curves and discount factors. ASC 820, Fair Value Measurement also requires
consideration of credit risk in the valuation. The Company uses a potential future exposure model to estimate this credit valuation adjustment (“CVA”). The inputs to the CVA are
largely based on observable market data, with the exception of certain assumptions regarding credit worthiness which make the CVA a Level 3 input. Based on the magnitude of the
CVA, it is not considered a significant input and the derivatives are classified as Level 2. Of the Company’s long-term obligations, the Term B-5 Loans are classified in Level 2 of
the fair value hierarchy as of March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019. The fair value of the term loans as of March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019 approximate their carrying
value, excluding unamortized debt issuance costs and discounts, due in part to the variable nature of the underlying interest rates and the frequent intervals at which such interest
rates are reset.
The Company did not have any assets measured on a recurring basis at fair value at March 31, 2020. The following table presents the Company’s estimated fair value measurements
and related classifications for liabilities measured on a recurring basis as of March 31, 2020.
Quoted Prices in
Active Markets
for Identical
Assets and
Liabilities
(Level 1)

Liabilities:
Derivative financial instruments (a)
Long-term obligations (b)
(a)
(b)

Significant
Other
Observable
Inputs
(Level 2)

Significant
Unobservable
Inputs
(Level 3)

Balance at
March 31,
2020

(In thousands)

$
$

—
—

$
$

1,198
1,816,507

$
$

—
—

$
$

1,198
1,816,507

Reflected at fair value in the unaudited condensed consolidated balance sheet as other liabilities of $1.2 million as of March 31, 2020.
Reflected at carrying value, net of unamortized debt issuance costs and discounts, in the unaudited condensed consolidated balance sheet as current maturities of long-term
debt of $15.5 million and long-term debt of $1.791 billion as of March 31, 2020.

The Company did not have any assets measured on a recurring basis at fair value at December 31, 2019. The following table presents the Company’s estimated fair value
measurements and related classifications for liabilities measured on a recurring basis as of December 31, 2019:
Quoted Prices in
Active Markets
for Identical
Assets and
Liabilities
(Level 1)

Liabilities:
Derivative financial instruments (a)
Long-term obligations (b)
(a)
(b)

Significant
Other
Observable
Inputs
(Level 2)

Significant
Unobservable
Inputs
(Level 3)

Balance at
December 31,
2019

(In thousands)

$
$

—
—

$
$

2,156
1,557,883

$
$

—
—

$
$

2,156
1,557,883

Reflected at fair value in the unaudited condensed consolidated balance sheet as other liabilities of $2.2 million as of December 31, 2019.
Reflected at carrying value, net of unamortized debt issuance costs and discounts, in the unaudited condensed consolidated balance sheet as current maturities of long-term
debt of $65.5 million and long-term debt of $1.483 billion as of December 31, 2019.

9. RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS
In March 2017, the Company entered into the ZHG Agreements with Zhonghong Holding, an affiliate of Zhonghong Zhuoye Group Co., Ltd., who at the time owned approximately
21% of the outstanding shares of the Company. In April 2019, the Company terminated the ZHG Agreements for non-payment of undisputed amounts owed. See Note 1–
Description of Business and Basis of Presentation for further details including amounts recorded as revenue in the three months ended March 31, 2019 related to the ZHG
Agreements.
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As previously disclosed, Sun Wise (UK), Co., Ltd, an affiliate to the ZHG Group (“Sun Wise”), previously held beneficial ownership of 19,452,063 shares (the “Pledged Shares”) of
the Company’s common stock, which Sun Wise had pledged in connection with certain loan obligations of Sun Wise. Sun Wise subsequently defaulted on such loan obligations
and, as a result, certain of its lenders (together, the “Lenders”) foreclosed on the Pledged Shares. The Pledged Shares were transferred to a security agent for the Lenders (the
“Security Agent”), on May 3, 2019.
On May 27, 2019, the Security Agent entered into a share repurchase agreement with the Company pursuant to which the Security Agent agreed to sell and the Company agreed to
purchase 5,615,874 of the Pledged Shares held by the Security Agent at a price per share equal to $26.71 (the “SEAS Repurchase”) for a total cost of approximately $150.0 million.
The SEAS Repurchase closed on May 30, 2019. Also on May 27, 2019, the Security Agent entered into a stock purchase agreement with Hill Path Capital LP (“Hill Path”) and
certain of its affiliates pursuant to which the Security Agent agreed to sell and certain affiliates of Hill Path agreed to purchase, in the aggregate, 13,214,000 of the Pledged Shares
held by the Security Agent at a price per share equal to $26.71 (the “HP Purchase”). The HP Purchase closed on May 30, 2019, at which time, Hill Path’s ownership percentage
increased to 34.6%.
Also on May 27, 2019, in connection with the HP Purchase, the Company concurrently entered into a stockholders agreement, a registration rights agreement and an undertaking
agreement with Hill Path (the “HP Agreements”). Under the HP Agreements, the Company agreed to appoint up to three Hill Path director designees to its Board of Directors and
Hill Path agreed to certain customary standstill obligations, restrictions regarding the manner of sale of shares, and equal treatment for any change in control transaction. In addition,
Hill Path agreed that shares held in excess of 24.9% generally would be voted consistent with the Board’s recommendations or consistent with the shares voted by the Company’s
other stockholders. The Company also agreed to reimburse Hill Path for up to $250,000 of their expenses in connection with the HP Agreements.
See Note 12–Stockholder’s Equity for further details.
10. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
Legal Proceedings
Securities Class Action Lawsuits
On September 9, 2014, a purported stockholder class action lawsuit consisting of purchasers of the Company’s common stock during the periods between April 18, 2013 to August
13, 2014, captioned Baker v. SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., et al., Case No. 14-CV-02129-MMA (KSC), was filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of California
against the Company, the Chairman of the Company’s Board, certain of its executive officers and Blackstone. On February 17, 2015, Court-appointed Lead Plaintiffs,
Pensionskassen For Børne- Og Ungdomspædagoger and Arkansas Public Employees Retirement System, together with additional plaintiffs, Oklahoma City Employee Retirement
System and Pembroke Pines Firefighters and Police Officers Pension Fund (collectively, “Plaintiffs”), filed an amended complaint against the Company, the Chairman of the
Company’s Board, certain of its directors, certain of its executive officers, Blackstone, and underwriters of the initial public offering and secondary public offerings. The amended
complaint alleges, among other things, that the prospectus and registration statements filed contained materially false and misleading information in violation of the federal securities
laws and seeks unspecified compensatory damages and other relief. Plaintiffs contend that defendants knew or were reckless in not knowing that the film Blackfish was impacting
SeaWorld’s business at the time of each public statement. On May 31, 2016, Plaintiffs filed a second amended consolidated class action complaint, which, among other things, no
longer names the Company’s Board or underwriters as defendants.
On February 11, 2020, the Company announced that it had entered into a settlement agreement relating to this case. The proposed settlement, which is subject to certain conditions,
including court approval, requires the Company to pay $65.0 million for claims alleging violations of Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as well as the
costs of administration and legal fees and expenses. The proposed settlement does not include or constitute an admission, concession, or finding of any fault, liability, or wrongdoing
by the Company or any defendant. There can be no assurance that the proposed settlement agreement will be approved by the court. The fairness hearing for court approval of the
settlement is currently scheduled for July 22, 2020. During the year ended December 31, 2019, the Company recorded $32.1 million of legal settlement charges, net of insurance
recoveries, related to this case, which was paid during the three months ended March 31, 2020.
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On June 14, 2018, a lawsuit captioned Highfields Capital I LP et al v. SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc. et al, Case No. 3:18-cv-01276-L-BLM, was filed in the United States District
Court in the Southern District of California against the Company and certain of the Company’s former and present executive officers (collectively, the “Defendants”). The plaintiffs,
which are investment funds managed by a common adviser (collectively, the “Plaintiffs”) allege, among other things, that the Defendants made false and misleading statements in
violation of the federal securities laws and Florida common law, regarding the impact of the film Blackfish on SeaWorld’s business. The complaint further alleges that such
statements were made to induce Plaintiffs to purchase common stock of the Company at artificially-inflated prices and that Plaintiffs suffered investment losses as a result. The
Plaintiffs are seeking unspecified compensatory damages and other relief. On October 19, 2018, Defendants moved for partial dismissal of the complaint. On February 7, 2019, the
Court granted Defendants’ motion and dismissed Plaintiffs’ Florida state law claims as well as federal securities law claims based on the Company’s second quarter 2013 earnings
statements. On May 1, 2019, Defendants filed their answer to Plaintiffs’ complaint. On July 1, 2019, the parties filed a joint motion for a stay of all proceedings in the case pending
the resolution of the motion for summary judgment filed by Defendants in the related securities class action captioned Baker v. SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., et al. described above.
The Company believes that the lawsuit is without merit and intends to defend the lawsuit vigorously; however, there can be no assurance regarding the ultimate outcome of this
lawsuit.
Shareholder Derivative Lawsuit
On December 8, 2014, a putative derivative lawsuit captioned Kistenmacher v. Atchison, et al., Civil Action No. 10437, was filed in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware
against, among others, the Chairman of the Company’s Board, certain of the Company’s executive officers, directors and shareholders, and Blackstone. The Company is a “Nominal
Defendant” in the lawsuit.
On March 30, 2015, the plaintiff filed an amended complaint against the same set of defendants. The amended complaint alleges, among other things, that the defendants breached
their fiduciary duties, aided and abetted breaches of fiduciary duties, violated Florida Blue Sky laws and were unjustly enriched by (i) including materially false and misleading
information in the prospectus and registration statements; and (ii) causing the Company to repurchase certain shares of its common stock from certain shareholders at an alleged
artificially inflated price. The Company does not maintain any direct exposure to loss in connection with this shareholder derivative lawsuit as the lawsuit does not assert any claims
against the Company. The Company’s status as a “Nominal Defendant” in the action reflects the fact that the lawsuit is maintained by the named plaintiff on behalf of the Company
and that the plaintiff seeks damages on the Company’s behalf.
On February 11, 2020, the Company announced that it had entered into a binding agreement for the settlement of this case. Pursuant to the agreement, the Company received $12.5
million of insurance proceeds from its insurers which can be used for general corporate purposes and will adopt certain corporate governance modifications. The final settlement of
the matter remains subject to a formal agreement and court approval. There can be no assurance that the final settlement agreement will be executed or that such agreement will be
approved by the court. During the three months ended March 31, 2020, the Company recorded a legal settlement gain of $12.5 million related to insurance proceeds received in
selling, general and administrative expenses in the accompanying unaudited condensed consolidated statements of comprehensive loss.
Consumer Lawsuit
On April 13, 2015, a purported class action was filed in the Superior Court of the State of California for the City and County of San Francisco against SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment, Inc., captioned Marc Anderson, et. al., v. SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc. Civil Case No. 15-cv-02172-JSW, (the “Anderson Matter”). The putative class
consisted of all consumers within California who, within the past four years, purchased tickets to SeaWorld San Diego. The complaint (as amended) alleges causes of action under
the California False Advertising Law, California Unfair Competition Law and California CLRA. Plaintiffs’ claims are based on their allegations that the Company misrepresented
the physical living conditions and care and treatment of its killer whales, resulting in confusion or misunderstanding among ticket and orca plush purchasers with intent to deceive
and mislead the plaintiffs and purported class members. The complaint seeks restitution, equitable relief, attorneys’ fees and costs. Based on plaintiffs’ definition of the class, the
amount in controversy could have exceeded $5.0 million assuming the class became certified. The liability exposure is speculative though. On May 14, 2015, the Company
removed the case to the United States District Court for the Northern District of California.
The Company filed a motion for summary judgment on October 30, 2017 which the Court granted in part and denied in part. On May 23, 2018, the plaintiffs represented to the
Court that they would not be filing a motion for class certification. The case is no longer a class action. It continues to be prosecuted by the plaintiffs for individual restitution in a
nominal amount and injunctive relief.
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The Court bifurcated the trial of the case into two phases: the plaintiffs’ standing to sue and the merits of their claims. Just before the first phase of the trial, plaintiff Anderson
dismissed all claims against the Company. The standing trial with regard to the remaining plaintiffs took place March 9, 2020 through March 11, 2020 and the parties are awaiting a
ruling from the court. The Court has vacated the dates for the trial on the merits which was previously scheduled for April 27, 2020. If the Court rules that the remaining plaintiffs
have no standing to sue, judgment will be entered in favor of the Company. If the Court rules they have standing, the case will proceed with the second phase of the trial. The
Company believes that the lawsuit is without merit and intends to defend the lawsuit vigorously; however, there can be no assurance regarding the ultimate outcome of this lawsuit.
Other Matters
The Company is a party to various other claims and legal proceedings arising in the normal course of business. In addition, from time to time the Company is subject to audits,
inspections and investigations by, or receives requests for information from, various federal and state regulatory agencies, including, but not limited to, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (“APHIS”), the U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration (“OSHA”), the California
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (“Cal-OSHA”), the Florida Fish & Wildlife Commission (“FWC”), the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”), the
Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”).
Other than those matters discussed above, from time to time, various parties also bring other lawsuits against the Company. Matters where an unfavorable outcome to the Company
is probable and which can be reasonably estimated are accrued. Such accruals, which are not material for any period presented, are based on information known about the matters,
the Company’s estimate of the outcomes of such matters, and the Company’s experience in contesting, litigating and settling similar matters. Matters that are considered reasonably
possible to result in a material loss are not accrued for, but an estimate of the possible loss or range of loss is disclosed, if such amount or range can be determined. At this time,
management does not expect any such known claims, legal proceedings or regulatory matters to have a material adverse effect on the Company’s consolidated financial position,
results of operations or cash flows
License Commitments
Pursuant to a license agreement (“License Agreement”) with Sesame Workshop, the Company pays a specified annual license fee, as well as a specified royalty based on revenues
earned in connection with sales of licensed products, all food and beverage items utilizing the licensed elements and any events utilizing such elements if a separate fee is paid for
such event. The Company’s principal commitments pursuant to the License Agreement include, among other items, the opening of a second standalone park (“Standalone Park”) no
later than mid-2021 and minimum annual capital and marketing thresholds. After the opening of the second Standalone Park (counting the existing Sesame Place Standalone Park in
Langhorne, Pennsylvania), SEA will have the option to build additional Standalone Parks in the Sesame Territory within agreed upon timelines. The License Agreement has an
initial term through December 31, 2031, with an automatic additional 15 year extension plus a five year option added to the term of the License Agreement from December 31st of
the year of each new Standalone Park opening. As of March 31, 2020, the Company estimates the combined remaining obligations for these commitments could be up to
approximately $45.0 million over the remaining term of the agreement. In October 2019, the Company announced that it will convert Aquatica San Diego into its second Sesame
Place Standalone Park in the spring of 2021. While construction began in the fall of 2019, it was temporarily paused due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Company is currently
evaluating when this park will open.
Anheuser-Busch, Incorporated has granted the Company a perpetual, exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license to use the Busch Gardens trademark and certain related domain
names in connection with the operation, marketing, promotion and advertising of certain of the Company’s theme parks, as well as in connection with the production, use,
distribution and sale of merchandise sold in connection with such theme parks. Under the license, the Company is required to indemnify ABI against losses related to the use of the
marks.
11. EQUITY-BASED COMPENSATION
In accordance with ASC 718, Compensation-Stock Compensation, the Company measures the cost of employee services rendered in exchange for share-based compensation based
upon the grant date fair market value. The cost is recognized over the requisite service period, which is generally the vesting period unless service or performance conditions require
otherwise. The Company recognizes the impact of forfeitures as they occur.
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Equity compensation expense is included in operating expenses and in selling, general and administrative expenses in the accompanying unaudited condensed consolidated
statements of comprehensive loss as follows:
For the Three Months Ended March 31,
2020

2019

(In thousands)

Equity compensation included in operating expenses
Equity compensation included in selling, general and administrative expenses
Total equity compensation expense

$
$

(1,751)
(1,850)
(3,601)

$
$

1,357
1,841
3,198

The credit in equity compensation expense for the three months ended March 31, 2020 primarily relates to certain performance vesting restricted units which are no longer
considered probable of vesting and also includes the reversal of expense related to outstanding unvested equity awards previously held by the Company’s former chief executive
officer which were forfeited in connection with his departure. See Long-term Incentive Performance Restricted Awards section which follows for further details.
Omnibus Incentive Plan
The Company has reserved 15.0 million shares of common stock for issuance under its Omnibus Incentive Plan (the “Omnibus Incentive Plan”), of which approximately 8.75 million
shares are available for future issuance as of March 31, 2020. The Company has outstanding time restricted awards, performance restricted awards and incentive stock options.
On April 12, 2020, in connection with a review of compensation matters, the Compensation Committee of the Board of Directors (the “Board”), approved a grant of approximately
1.17 million restricted stock units designed to recognize certain employees for their contributions and continued expected contributions to the Company and its long term goals
during the global COVID-19 pandemic. The restricted stock units will vest 50% on each of the first two anniversaries of the grant date, subject to the recipient’s continued
employment on each such vesting date.
Bonus Performance Restricted Units
The Company had an annual bonus plan for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2019 (“Fiscal 2019”), under which certain employees were eligible to vest in performance vesting
restricted units (the “Bonus Performance Restricted Units”) based upon the Company’s achievement of certain performance goals with respect to Fiscal 2019. Separately, certain
equity awards granted in October 2019 (the “Supplemental Grant”) were also eligible to vest based on achievement of specific performance goals with respect to Fiscal 2019. Based
on the Company’s actual Fiscal 2019 results, a portion of these Bonus Performance Restricted Units and the Supplemental Grant vested in the three months ended March 31, 2020 in
accordance with their terms. The Company has not yet approved an annual bonus plan for fiscal year ended December 31, 2020 (“Fiscal 2020”).
Long-term Incentive Performance Restricted Awards
During the three months ended March 31, 2020, a portion of previously granted long-term incentive performance restricted awards related to completed performance periods
vested. The remaining outstanding long-term incentive performance restricted awards related to future performance periods are eligible to vest based upon the Company’s
achievement of pre-established performance goals for the respective performance period, as defined.
On February 25, 2020, the Board approved a modification (the “Modification”) to certain long-term incentive plan awards granted in 2019 (the “2019 LTIP Performance Awards”) in
order to better align its terms with certain awards granted by the Company to its then CEO in November 2019 (the “CEO Performance Awards”). The Compensation Committee of
the Board determined that it was preferable to align the 2019 LTIP Performance Awards with the CEO Performance Awards to put everyone on the same performance cycle with the
same performance goals. Pursuant to the Modification, the threshold and target performance goals were revised to align with the CEO Performance Awards threshold and target
performance goals and the performance period was extended through calendar year 2022 (or, the end of the 2023 calendar year, as applicable) consistent with the CEO Performance
Awards. Equity compensation expense has not yet been recorded related to these awards. The Company will use the respective modification date fair value to record equity
compensation expense related to the Modification awards when and if they become probable of vesting in a future period, in accordance with the guidance in ASC 718,
Compensation-Stock Compensation.
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The Company recognizes equity compensation expense for its performance-vesting restricted awards ratably over the related performance period, if the performance condition is
probable of being achieved. Based on the Company’s progress towards its respective performance goals, a portion of its performance-vesting restricted awards were no longer
considered probable of vesting as of March 31, 2020; therefore, equity compensation expense was adjusted accordingly. If the probability of vesting related to these awards changes
in a subsequent period, all equity compensation expense related to those awards that would have been recorded over the requisite service period had the awards been considered
probable at the new percentage from inception, will be recorded as a cumulative catch-up at such subsequent date.
12. STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
As of March 31, 2020, 94,345,017 shares of common stock were issued in the accompanying unaudited condensed consolidated balance sheet, which excludes 126,595 unvested
shares of common stock and 2,105,564 unvested restricted stock units held by certain participants in the Company’s equity compensation plans (see Note 11–Equity-Based
Compensation) and includes 16,260,248 shares of treasury stock held by the Company.
Share Repurchase Program
The Board had previously authorized a share repurchase program of up to $250.0 million of the Company’s common stock (the “Share Repurchase Program”). Under the Share
Repurchase Program, the Company is authorized to repurchase shares through open market purchases, privately-negotiated transactions or otherwise in accordance with applicable
federal securities laws, including through Rule 10b5-1 trading plans and under Rule 10b-18 of the Exchange Act. During the three months ended March 31, 2020, prior to the
COVID-19 temporary park closures, the Company completed a share repurchase of 469,785 shares for an aggregate total of approximately $12.4 million, leaving approximately
$237.6 million available under the Share Repurchase Program as of March 31, 2020. In connection with Amendment No. 11 to our Credit Agreement, the Company is restricted from
paying any dividends or making restricted payments, including share repurchases, through the third quarter of 2021 unless certain conditions are met (see Note 6–Long-Term Debt).
The Share Repurchase Program has no time limit and may be suspended or discontinued completely at any time. The number of shares to be purchased and the timing of purchases
will be based on the Company’s trading windows and available liquidity, general business and market conditions, and other factors, including legal requirements, debt covenant
restrictions and alternative investment opportunities.
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Item 2. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations
The following discussion contains management’s discussion and analysis of our financial condition and results of operations and should be read together with the unaudited
condensed consolidated financial statements and the related notes thereto included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. This discussion should also be read in
conjunction with our consolidated financial statements and related notes thereto, and the “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of
Operations” section of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2019. The following discussion contains forward-looking statements that reflect our
plans, estimates and beliefs and involve numerous risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, those described in the “Risk Factors” section of our Annual Report on Form
10-K, and under “Part II, Item 1A., Risk Factors” in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, as such risk factors may be updated from time to time in our periodic filings with the
SEC. Actual results may differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements. You should carefully read “Special Note Regarding Forward-Looking
Statements” in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
Business Overview
We are a leading theme park and entertainment company providing experiences that matter and inspiring guests to protect animals and the wild wonders of our world. We own or
license a portfolio of recognized brands, including SeaWorld, Busch Gardens, Aquatica, Discovery Cove and Sesame Place. Over our more than 60-year history, we have developed
a diversified portfolio of 12 differentiated theme parks that are grouped in key markets across the United States. Many of our theme parks showcase our one-of-a-kind zoological
collection and feature a diverse array of both thrill and family-friendly rides, educational presentations, shows and/or other attractions with broad demographic appeal which deliver
memorable experiences and a strong value proposition for our guests.
Recent Developments
Impact of Global COVID-19 Pandemic
In response to the global COVID-19 pandemic, and in compliance with government restrictions, we have temporarily closed all of our theme parks, effective March 16, 2020. We
continue to monitor guidance from federal, state and local authorities to determine when we are able to re-open our parks. Since the global COVID-19 pandemic has begun we have
taken proactive measures for the safety of our guests, employees and animals, to appropriately manage costs and expenditures, and to provide liquidity in response to COVID-19. See
further discussion concerning the proactive measures we have taken in Note 1–Description of the Business and Basis of Presentation to our unaudited condensed consolidated
financial statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
Factoring in measures already taken in response to COVID-19, we estimate net cash outflows to be up to approximately $25 million per month, on average, while our parks remain
closed, which reflects our current estimate of ongoing park and operating costs, average debt amortization and interest and capital expenditures. We are actively evaluating additional
cost reduction and cash saving measures. For other factors concerning the global COVID-19 pandemic, see the “Risk Factors” section of our Annual Report on Form 10-K, and
under “Part II, Item 1A., Risk Factors” in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, as such risk factors may be updated from time to time in our periodic filings with the SEC.
Leadership Changes
Effective April 4, 2020, Sergio D. Rivera resigned from his position of Chief Executive Officer and as a member of our Board. As a result, the Board appointed Marc G. Swanson,
our Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer, to serve as Interim Chief Executive Officer and Elizabeth C. Gulacsy, our Chief Accounting Officer, to serve as Interim Chief Financial
Officer and Treasurer in addition to her role of Chief Accounting Officer. Also on April 4, 2020, the Board appointed Walter Bogumil to serve as the Company’s Chief Operating
Officer. Mr. Rivera was not entitled to any severance benefits in connection with his departure and forfeited his outstanding equity awards.
Principal Factors and Trends Affecting Our Results of Operations
Revenues
Our revenues are driven primarily by attendance in our theme parks and the level of per capita spending for admission and per capita spending for culinary, merchandise and other
in-park products. We define attendance as the number of guest visits. Attendance drives admissions revenue as well as total in-park spending. Admissions revenue primarily consists
of single-day tickets, annual or season passes (collectively referred to as season passes) or other multi-day or multi-park admission products. During the period the parks are
temporarily closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which started on March 16, 2020, we are not recognizing revenue from our parks.
Total revenue per capita, defined as total revenue divided by total attendance, consists of admission per capita and in-park per capita spending:
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•

Admission Per Capita. We calculate admission per capita as total admissions revenue divided by total attendance. Admission per capita is primarily driven by ticket pricing,
the admissions product mix and the park attendance mix, among other factors. The admissions product mix, also referred to as the visitation mix, is defined as the mix of
attendance by ticket category such as single day, multi-day, annual passes or complimentary tickets and can be impacted by the mix of guests as domestic and international
guests generally purchase higher admission per capita ticket products than our local guests. The park attendance mix is defined as the mix of theme parks visited and can
impact admission per capita based on the theme park’s respective pricing which, on average, is lower for our water parks compared to our other theme parks.

•

In-Park Per Capita Spending. We calculate in-park per capita spending as total food, merchandise and other revenue divided by total attendance. Food, merchandise and
other revenue primarily consists of culinary, merchandise, parking and other in-park products and also includes other miscellaneous revenue not necessarily generated in our
parks, which is not significant in the periods presented, including revenue related to our international agreements. In-park per capita spending is primarily driven by pricing
changes, new product offerings, the mix of guests (such as local, domestic or international guests), penetration levels (percentage of guests purchasing) and the mix of inpark spending, among other factors.

See further discussion in the “Results of Operations” section which follows. For other factors affecting our revenues, see the “Risk Factors” section of our Annual Report on Form
10-K and under “Part II, Item 1A., Risk Factors” in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, as such risk factors may be updated from time to time in our periodic filings with the SEC.
Attendance
The level of attendance in our theme parks is a function of many factors, including affordability, the opening of new attractions and shows, competitive offerings, weather, marketing
and sales efforts, awareness and type of ticket and park offerings, travel patterns of both our domestic and international guests, fluctuations in foreign exchange rates and global and
regional economic conditions, consumer confidence, the external perceptions of our brands and reputation, federal, state and local regulations related to public places, industry best
practices and perceptions as to safety. The external perceptions of our brands and reputation have at times impacted relationships with some of our business partners, including
certain ticket resellers that have terminated relationships with us and other zoological-themed attractions. We continuously monitor factors impacting our attendance, making
strategic marketing and sales adjustments as necessary.
Attendance patterns on a quarterly basis have significant seasonality, driven by the timing of holidays, school vacations, calendar shifts in the number of weekend days in a quarter
and weather conditions; in addition, seven of our theme parks are seasonal and only open for part of the year.
Costs and Expenses
The principal costs of our operations are employee wages and benefits, advertising, maintenance, animal care, utilities and insurance. Factors that affect our costs and expenses
include competitive wage pressures including minimum wage legislation, commodity prices, costs for construction, repairs and maintenance, other inflationary pressures and
attendance levels, among other factors.
During the three months ended March 31, 2020, in connection with a previously disclosed legal settlement, we recorded a gain of $12.5 million which is included as a reduction to
selling, general and administrative expenses in the accompanying consolidated statements of comprehensive loss included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. See
Note 10–Commitments and Contingencies to our unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for further
details.
We remain committed to continuous improvement and regularly evaluate operations to evaluate that we are properly organized for performance and efficiency. As part of these
ongoing efforts, during the three months ended March 31, 2019, we recorded approximately $2.6 million in pre-tax charges primarily consisting of severance and other termination
benefits related to positions eliminated in 2019, which is included in severance and other separation costs in the accompanying unaudited condensed consolidated statements of
comprehensive loss included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
We have also proactively taken measures to manage costs and expenditures in response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the related park closures. See the “Impact of Global COVID19 Pandemic” section for further details. For other factors affecting our costs and expenses, see the “Risk Factors” section of our Annual Report on Form 10-K, and under “Part II,
Item 1A., Risk Factors” in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, as such risk factors may be updated from time to time in our periodic filings with the SEC.
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Seasonality
The theme park industry is seasonal in nature. Historically, we generate the highest revenues in the second and third quarters of each year, in part because seven of our theme parks
are only open for a portion of the year. Approximately two-thirds of our attendance and revenues are generated in the second and third quarters of the year and we typically incur a
net loss in the first and fourth quarters. The percent mix of revenues by quarter is relatively constant each year, but revenues can shift between the first and second quarters due to the
timing of Easter and spring break holidays and between the first and fourth quarters due to the timing of holiday breaks around Christmas and New Year. Even for our five theme
parks open year-round, attendance patterns have significant seasonality, driven by holidays, school vacations and weather conditions. Changes in school calendars that impact
traditional summer vacation months could also impact attendance patterns. See “Risk Factors” for further discussion of the adverse impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on our
business and financial performance.
Results of Operations
Prior to the COVID-19 impacts, we had a strong start to 2020 with record attendance and revenue through the first two months of the year. Year to date attendance for the first two
months of 2020 was a record 1.9 million guests, an increase of 0.2 million guests, or 9% when compared to the first two months of 2019. Total revenue for the first two months of
2020 was also a record of approximately $120.6 million, an increase of $13.0 million, or 12%, when compared to the first two months of 2019. The COVID-19 pandemic has
materially impacted our revenue and results of operations for the three months ended March 31, 2020 due primarily to the resulting park closures effective on March 16, 2020. See
“Risk Factors” for further discussion of the adverse impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business.
The following discussion provides an analysis of our operating results for the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2019. This data should be read in conjunction with our
unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements and the notes thereto included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
Comparison of the Three Months Ended March 31, 2020 and 2019
The following table presents key operating and financial information for the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2019:
For the Three Months Ended
March 31,
Variance
2020
2019
$
(In thousands, except per capita data and %)

Summary Financial Data:

Net revenues:
Admissions
Food, merchandise and other
Total revenues
Costs and expenses:
Cost of food, merchandise and other revenues
Operating expenses (exclusive of depreciation and amortization shown separately
below)
Selling, general and administrative expenses
Severance and other separation costs
Depreciation and amortization
Total costs and expenses
Operating loss
Other (income) expense, net
Interest expense
Loss before income taxes
Benefit from income taxes
Net Loss

$

$

Other data:
Attendance

90,506
63,055
153,561

$

128,913
91,662
220,575

$

%

(38,407)
(28,607)
(67,014)

(29.8%)
(31.2%)
(30.4%)

13,104

17,213

(4,109)

(23.9%)

132,999
26,954
65
38,013
211,135
(57,574)
(12)
19,153
(76,715)
(20,196)
(56,519)

149,885
42,764
2,566
39,450
251,878
(31,303)
27
20,797
(52,127)
(15,107)
(37,020)

(16,886)
(15,810)
(2,501)
(1,437)
(40,743)
(26,271)
(39)
(1,644)
(24,588)
(5,089)
(19,499)

(11.3%)
(37.0%)
(97.5%)
(3.6%)
(16.2%)
(83.9%)
NM
(7.9%)
(47.2%)
(33.7%)
(52.7%)

$

2,318

$

(1,022)

(30.6%)

Total revenue per capita

$

66.25

$

66.04

$

0.21

0.3%

Admission per capita

$

39.05

$

38.60

$

0.45

1.2%

In-park per capita spending

$

27.20

$

27.44

$

(0.24)

(0.9%)
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3,340

Admissions revenue. Admissions revenue for the three months ended March 31, 2020 decreased $38.4 million, or 29.8%, to $90.5 million as compared to $128.9 million for the three
months ended March 31, 2019. The decrease was a result of a decline in attendance partially offset by an increase in admission per capita. Total attendance for the first quarter of
2020 decreased by approximately 1.0 million guests, or 30.6%, when compared to the prior year quarter. Attendance declined primarily due to the temporary park closures resulting
from the global COVID-19 pandemic, which closed all of our parks beginning on March 16, 2020. The timing of the park closures fell during historically high volume spring break
weeks for most of our parks, which adversely impacted the visitation mix for the quarter. Admission per capita increased by 1.2% to $39.05 for the first quarter of 2020 compared
to $38.60 in the prior year quarter primarily due to pricing strategies, partially offset by the unfavorable visitation mix.
Food, merchandise and other revenue. Food, merchandise and other revenue for the three months ended March 31, 2020 decreased $28.6 million, or 31.2%, to $63.1 million as
compared to $91.7 million for the three months ended March 31, 2019, primarily as a result of the decrease in attendance, as discussed above, and a decrease in in-park per capita
spending. In-park per capita spending decreased by 0.9% to $27.20 in the first quarter of 2020 compared to $27.44 in the first quarter of 2019. Excluding the impact of other
revenue in the prior year quarter related to certain international agreements which we previously announced were terminated in early 2019, in-park per capita spending improved by
0.9% due to pricing initiatives, partially offset by the visitation mix during the quarter. See Note 1–Description of the Business and Basis of Presentation in our notes to the unaudited
condensed consolidated financial statements for further details regarding the international agreements.
Costs of food, merchandise and other revenues. Costs of food, merchandise and other revenues for the three months ended March 31, 2020 decreased $4.1 million, or 23.9%,
to $13.1 million as compared to $17.2 million for the three months ended March 31, 2019, primarily due to the decrease in volume. These costs represent 20.8% and 18.8% of the
related revenue earned for the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively. Excluding the impact of revenue related to international agreements in the prior year
period, as discussed above, these costs were 19.1% of related revenue in the first quarter of 2019.
Operating expenses. Operating expenses for the three months ended March 31, 2020 decreased $16.9 million, or 11.3%, to $133.0 million as compared to $149.9 million for the three
months ended March 31, 2019. The decrease primarily results from a reduction in labor and other direct operating costs due to the COVID-19 temporary park closures as well as the
impact of cost savings initiatives. Operating expenses were also impacted by a decrease of $3.1 million in non-cash equity compensation expense related primarily to the reversal of
certain performance vesting restricted units which are no longer considered probable of vesting. See Note 11–Equity-Based Compensation in our notes to the unaudited condensed
consolidated financial statements for further details.
Selling, general and administrative expenses. Selling, general and administrative expenses for the three months ended March 31, 2020 decreased $15.8 million, or 37.0%, to $27.0
million as compared to $42.8 million for the three months ended March 31, 2019. The decrease primarily relates to the following: (i) a decrease in legal costs primarily due to a
previously disclosed legal settlement gain of $12.5 million related to insurance proceeds received in the first quarter of 2020; (ii) a decrease of $3.7 million in non-cash equity
compensation expense, primarily related to the reversal of equity compensation, as mentioned above, and also includes the reversal of equity compensation expense related to
outstanding unvested equity awards previously held by the Company’s former chief executive officer; (iii) a decrease in marketing and media costs due to the COVID-19 temporary
park closures; and (iv) the impact of cost savings initiatives. See Note 10–Commitments and Contingencies and Note 11–Equity-Based Compensation in our notes to the unaudited
condensed consolidated financial statements for further details.
Severance and other separation costs. Severance and other separation costs for the three months ended March 31, 2019 primarily relates to severance and other expenses for
positions which were eliminated in 2019.
Depreciation and amortization. Depreciation and amortization expense for the three months ended March 31, 2020 decreased $1.4 million, or 3.6%, to $38.0 million as compared to
$39.5 million for the three months ended March 31, 2019. The decrease relates to the impact of asset retirements and fully depreciated assets, partially offset by new asset additions.
Interest expense. Interest expense for the three months ended March 31, 2020 decreased $1.6 million, or 7.9%, to $19.2 million as compared to $20.8 million for the three months
ended March 31, 2019. The decrease primarily relates to decreased LIBOR rates, partially offset by the impact of interest swap agreements and a higher outstanding balance on our
Revolving Credit Facility during the three months ended March 31, 2020. See Note 6–Long-Term Debt in our notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements and
the “Our Indebtedness” section which follows for further details.
Benefit from income taxes. Benefit from income taxes in the three months ended March 31, 2020 was $20.2 million compared to $15.1 million for the three months ended March 31,
2019. Our consolidated effective tax rate was 26.3% for the three months ended March 31, 2020 compared to 29.0% for the three months ended March 31, 2019. The effective tax
rate decreased primarily due to a valuation allowance on state operating loss carryforwards, state income taxes and permanent items including equity-based compensation.
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Liquidity and Capital Resources
Overview
Generally, our principal sources of liquidity are cash generated from operations, funds from borrowings and existing cash on hand. Our principal uses of cash include the funding of
working capital obligations, debt service, investments in theme parks (including capital projects), and share repurchases, when permitted. As of March 31, 2020, we had a working
capital ratio (defined as current assets divided by current liabilities) of 0.9, due in part to a significant deferred revenue balance from revenues paid in advance for our theme park
admissions products and high turnover of in-park products that results in a limited inventory balance. We typically operate with a working capital ratio less than 1 and we expect that
we will continue to do so in the future. Our cash flow from operations, along with our revolving credit facilities, have allowed us to meet our liquidity needs. As previously
mentioned, during the period the parks are temporarily closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which started on March 16, 2020, we are not recognizing revenue from our parks and
therefore we expect minimal cash flow from operations while the parks are closed. See the “Impact of Global COVID-19 Pandemic” section and the “Our Indebtedness” section for
further details concerning the proactive measures we have taken to address liquidity in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. For other factors concerning the global COVID-19
pandemic, see the “Risk Factors” section in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
As market conditions warrant and subject to our contractual restrictions and liquidity position, we, our affiliates and/or our stockholders, may from time to time purchase our
outstanding equity and/or debt securities, including our outstanding bank loans in privately negotiated or open market transactions, by tender offer or otherwise. Any such purchases
may be funded by incurring new debt, including additional borrowings under the Senior Secured Credit Facilities. Any new debt may also be secured debt. We may also use
available cash on our balance sheet. The amounts involved in any such transactions, individually or in the aggregate, may be material. Further, since some of our debt may trade at a
discount to the face amount among current or future syndicate members, any such purchases may result in our acquiring and retiring a substantial amount of any particular series,
with the attendant reduction in the trading liquidity of any such series. Depending on conditions in the credit and capital markets and other factors, we will, from time to time,
consider other financing transactions, the proceeds of which could be used to refinance our indebtedness or for other purposes.
Share Repurchases
Our Board had previously authorized a share repurchase program of up to $250.0 million of our common stock (the “Share Repurchase Program”). Under the Share Repurchase
Program, we are authorized to repurchase shares through open market purchases, privately-negotiated transactions or otherwise in accordance with applicable federal securities laws,
including through Rule 10b5-1 trading plans and under Rule 10b-18 of the Exchange Act. The Share Repurchase Program has no time limit and may be suspended or discontinued
completely at any time.
During the three months ended March 31, 2020, prior to the COVID-19 temporary park closures, we completed a share repurchase of 469,785 shares for an aggregate total of
approximately $12.4 million, leaving approximately $237.6 million available under the Share Repurchase Program as of March 31, 2020. In connection with Amendment No. 11 to
the Amended Credit Agreement, we are restricted from paying any dividends or making other restricted payments, including share repurchases, through the third quarter of 2021
unless certain conditions are met. The number of shares to be purchased and the timing of purchases will be based on our trading windows and available liquidity, general business
and market conditions and other factors, including legal requirements and alternative opportunities. See Note 6–Long-Term Debt and Note 12–Stockholders’ Equity in our notes to
the unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements for further details.
Other
As of March 31, 2020, we have five interest rate swap agreements (the “Interest Rate Swap Agreements”) which effectively fix the interest rate on LIBOR-indexed interest payments
associated with $1.0 billion of SEA’s outstanding long-term debt. The Interest Rate Swap Agreements have a total notional amount of $1.0 billion and mature on May 14, 2020. See
Note 6–Long-Term Debt and Note 7–Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities to our unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements for further details.
We believe that existing cash and cash equivalents, cash flow from operations, and available borrowings under our revolving credit facility will be adequate to meet the capital
expenditures and working capital requirements of our operations for at least the next 12 months.
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The following table presents a summary of our cash flows provided by (used in) operating, investing, and financing activities for the periods indicated:
For the Three Months Ended March 31,
2020
2019
(In thousands)

Net cash (used in) provided by operating activities
Net cash used in investing activities
Net cash provided by financing activities
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents, including restricted cash

$

(40,767)
(49,249)
242,819
152,803

$

$

$

37,688
(47,887)
28,006
17,807

Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Net cash used in operating activities was $40.8 million during the three months ended March 31, 2020 as compared to $37.7 million during the three months ended March 31,
2019. The change in net cash provided by operating activities was primarily impacted by the decline in revenue due to the temporary park closures.
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Investing activities consist principally of capital investments we make in our theme parks for future attractions and infrastructure. Net cash used in investing activities during the
three months ended March 31, 2020 consisted of capital expenditures of $49.2 million largely related to 2020 attractions. Net cash used in investing activities during the three
months ended March 31, 2019 consisted of $47.9 million of capital expenditures largely related to attractions that opened in 2019.
The following table presents detail of our capital expenditures for the periods indicated:
For the Three Months Ended March 31,
2020
2019

Capital Expenditures:
Core(a)
$
Expansion/ROI projects(b)
Capital expenditures, total
$
(a) Reflects capital expenditures for park rides, attractions and maintenance activities.
(b) Reflects capital expenditures for park expansion, new properties, and revenue and/or expense return on investment (“ROI”) projects.

(Unaudited, in thousands)

44,518
4,731
49,249

$
$

44,676
3,261
47,937

The amount of our capital expenditures may be affected by general economic and financial conditions, among other things, including restrictions imposed by our borrowing
arrangements. We generally expect to fund our capital expenditures through our operating cash flow. See the “Impact of Global COVID-19 Pandemic” section for further details
regarding proactive measures we have taken starting in March 2020.
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Net cash provided by financing activities during the three months ended March 31, 2020 results primarily from net draws of $262.5 million on our revolving credit facility, partially
offset by share repurchases of $12.4 million and net repayments on long-term debt of $3.9 million. Net cash used in financing activities during the three months ended March 31,
2019 results primarily from net draws of $35.0 million on our revolving credit facility, partially offset net repayments on long-term debt of $3.9 million. See Note 6–Long-term Debt
in our notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements for further details.
Our Indebtedness
The Company is a holding company and conducts its operations through its subsidiaries, which have incurred or guaranteed indebtedness as described below.
Senior Secured Credit Facilities
SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc. (“SEA”) is the borrower under the senior secured credit facilities, as amended pursuant to a credit agreement (the “Amended Credit
Agreement”) dated as of December 1, 2009, as the same may be amended, restated, supplemented or modified from time to time (the “Senior Secured Credit Facilities”). On March
10, 2020, SEA entered into an amendment, Amendment No. 10 (the “Amendment No. 10”) to its Amended Credit Agreement. Pursuant to Amendment No. 10, SEA increased the
revolving credit commitments available under the Amended Credit Agreement from $210.0 million to an aggregate of $332.5 million. On April 19, 2020, SEA entered into another
amendment, Amendment No. 11, (the “Amendment No. 11”) to the credit agreement governing the Senior Secured Credit Facilities to amend certain covenant provisions
therein. See “Covenant Compliance” discussion which follows.
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As of March 31, 2020, our Senior Secured Credit Facilities consisted of $1.504 billion in Term B-5 Loans which will mature on March 31, 2024, along with a $332.5 million
Revolving Credit Facility, of which $312.5 million was drawn upon as of March 31, 2020. Additionally, as of March 31, 2020, SEA had approximately $19.9 million of outstanding
letters of credit, leaving no remaining available amount for borrowing under the Revolving Credit Facility.
Senior Secured Notes
On April 21, 2020, SEA commenced a private offering of $227.5 million aggregate principal amount of 8.750% first-priority senior secured notes due 2025 (the “Senior Notes”).
We expect to use the proceeds from the issuance of the Senior Notes for working capital and other general corporate purposes and to pay fees and expenses related to the offering of
the Senior Notes and Amendment No. 11 to the Amended Credit Agreement. The sale of the Senior Notes closed on April 30, 2020.
See Note 6–Long-Term Debt in our notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements for further details concerning our long-term debt.
Covenant Compliance
As of March 31, 2020, we were in compliance with all covenants in the credit agreement governing the Senior Secured Credit Facilities.
The Revolving Credit Facility requires that the Company comply with a springing maximum first lien secured leverage ratio of 6.25x to be tested as of the last day of any fiscal
quarter, solely to the extent that on such date the aggregate amount of funded loans and letters of credit (excluding undrawn letters of credit in an amount not to exceed $30.0 million
and cash collateralized letters of credit) under the Revolving Credit Facility exceeds an amount equal to 35% of the then outstanding commitments under the Revolving Credit
Facility. Pursuant to Amendment No. 11, among other terms, SEA will be exempt from complying with its first lien secured leverage ratio covenant for each of the second, third and
fourth quarters of 2020, after which SEA will be required to comply with such covenants starting at the first quarter of 2021. See Note 6–Long-Term Debt to the unaudited
condensed consolidated financial statements for further details relating to the calculation beginning in the first quarter of 2021. In addition, SEA will be required to comply with a
quarterly minimum liquidity test (defined as unrestricted cash and cash equivalents and available commitments under the Revolving Credit Facility) of not less than $75.0 million
until the earlier of September 30, 2021 or the date on which the Company elects to use actual Adjusted EBITDA for purposes of calculating its financial maintenance covenant.
As of March 31, 2020, the total leverage ratio as calculated under our Senior Secured Credit Facilities was 3.89 to 1.00. The Company’s total leverage ratio is calculated by dividing
total net debt by the last twelve months Adjusted EBITDA plus $7.2 million in estimated cost savings which have been identified based on certain specified actions the Company has
taken, including restructurings and cost savings initiatives.
Adjusted EBITDA
Under the credit agreement governing the Senior Secured Credit Facilities, our ability to engage in activities such as incurring additional indebtedness, making investments,
refinancing certain indebtedness, paying dividends and entering into certain merger transactions is governed, in part, by our ability to satisfy tests based on “Adjusted
EBITDA”. The Senior Secured Credit Facilities defines “Adjusted EBITDA” as net income before interest expense, income tax expense, depreciation and amortization, as further
adjusted to exclude certain unusual, non-cash, and other items permitted in calculating covenant compliance under the Senior Secured Credit Facilities, subject to certain limitations.
Adjusted EBITDA as defined in the Senior Secured Credit Facilities is consistent with our reported Adjusted EBITDA. We believe that the presentation of Adjusted EBITDA is
appropriate as it eliminates the effect of certain non-cash and other items not necessarily indicative of a company’s underlying operating performance. We use Adjusted EBITDA in
connection with certain components of our executive compensation program. In addition, investors, lenders, financial analysts and rating agencies have historically used EBITDA
related measures in our industry, along with other measures, to estimate the value of a company, to make informed investment decisions and to evaluate companies in the
industry. In addition, the presentation of Adjusted EBITDA for the last twelve months provides additional information to investors about the calculation of, and compliance with,
certain financial covenants in the Senior Secured Credit Facilities. Adjusted EBITDA is a material component of these covenants.
Adjusted EBITDA is not a recognized term under accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (“GAAP”), should not be considered in isolation or as a
substitute for a measure of our financial performance prepared in accordance with GAAP and is not indicative of income from operations as determined under GAAP. Adjusted
EBITDA and other non-GAAP financial measures have limitations which should be considered before using these measures to evaluate our financial performance. Adjusted
EBITDA, as presented by us, may not be comparable to similarly titled measures of other companies due to varying methods of calculation.
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The following table reconciles Adjusted EBITDA, as defined in the Amended Credit Agreement, to net (loss) income for the periods indicated:
SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED RECONCILIATION OF NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES

For the Three Months Ended March 31,
2020
2019
(Unaudited, in thousands)

Net (loss) income
(Benefit from) provision for income taxes
Interest expense
Depreciation and amortization
Equity-based compensation expense (a)
Loss on impairment or disposal of assets and certain non-cash expenses (b)
Business optimization, development and strategic initiative costs (c)
Certain investment costs and other taxes(d)
Other adjusting items (e)
Adjusted EBITDA(f)

$

$

Items added back to Adjusted EBITDA, after cost savings, as defined in the Amended Credit Agreement:
Estimated cost savings (g)
Adjusted EBITDA, after cost savings (h)

(56,519)
(20,196)
19,153
38,013
(3,601)
385
2,035
102
(10,225)
(30,853)

$

$

(37,020)
(15,107)
20,797
39,450
3,198
109
5,108
50
(169)
16,416

Last Twelve Months
Ended March 31,
2020

$

$

69,977
34,439
82,534
159,120
4,307
3,474
24,796
5,108
25,898
409,653

$

7,200
416,853

(a)

Reflects non-cash equity compensation expenses associated with the grants of equity compensation. For the three and twelve months ended March 31, 2020, includes a
reversal of equity compensation for certain performance vesting restricted units which are no longer considered probable of vesting. See Note 11–Equity-Based
Compensation in our notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements for further details.

(b)

Reflects primarily non-cash expenses related to miscellaneous fixed asset disposals. For the twelve months ended March 31, 2020, includes approximately $3.0 million
associated with certain rides and equipment which were removed from service.

(c)

For the three months ended March 31, 2020, reflects business optimization, development and other strategic initiative costs primarily related to $1.8 million of third party
consulting costs. For the three months ended March 31, 2019, reflects business optimization, development and other strategic initiative costs primarily related to $2.6
million of severance and other employment costs associated with positions eliminated and $2.3 million of third party consulting costs. For the twelve months ended March
31, 2020, reflects business optimization, development and other strategic initiative costs primarily related to $21.4 million of third party consulting costs and $1.7 million of
severance and other employment costs.

(d)

For the twelve months ended March 31, 2020, $4.3 million relates to expenses associated with the previously disclosed transfer of shares and HP agreements. See Note 9Related Party Transactions in our notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements for further details.

(e)

Reflects the impact of expenses, net of insurance recoveries and adjustments, incurred primarily related to certain legal matters, which we are permitted to exclude under the
credit agreement governing our Senior Secured Credit Facilities due to the unusual nature of the items. For the three months ended March 31, 2020 and the twelve months
ended March 31, 2020, includes $12.5 million of insurance proceeds related to a legal settlement gain as previously disclosed. For the twelve months ended March 31, 2020,
also includes approximately $32.1 million related to a legal settlement charge, net of insurance recoveries, as previously disclosed. See Note 10-Commitments and
Contingencies in our notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements for further details.

(f)

Adjusted EBITDA is defined as net (loss) income before income tax expense, interest expense, depreciation and amortization, as further adjusted to exclude certain noncash, and other items permitted in calculating covenant compliance under the credit agreement governing the Company’s Senior Secured Credit Facilities.
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(g)

The Senior Secured Credit Facilities permits the Company’s calculation of certain covenants to be based on Adjusted EBITDA, as defined above, for the last twelve month
period further adjusted for net annualized estimated savings the Company expects to realize over the following 18 month period related to certain specified actions, including
restructurings and cost savings initiatives. These estimated savings are calculated net of the amount of actual benefits realized during such period. These estimated savings
are a non-GAAP Adjusted EBITDA add-back item only as defined in the Amended Credit Agreement and does not impact the Company’s reported GAAP net (loss)
income. The Amended Credit Agreement limits the amount of such estimated savings which may be reflected to 25% of Adjusted EBITDA, calculated for the last twelve
months before the impact of these estimated cost savings.

(h)

The Senior Secured Credit Facilities permits the Company’s calculation of certain covenants to be based on Adjusted EBITDA, as defined above, for the last twelve month
period further adjusted for net annualized estimated savings as described in footnote (g) above.

Contractual Obligations
There have been no material changes to our contractual obligations as March 31, 2020 from those previously disclosed in our Annual Report on Form 10-K. Subsequent to March 31,
2020, we entered into Amendment No. 11 to the Amended Credit Agreement and we issued $227.5 million in first-priority senior secured notes. See Note 6-Long-Term Debt to our
unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements therein for further discussion.
Critical Accounting Policies
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of certain assets and
liabilities, revenues and expenses, and disclosure of contingencies during the reporting period. Significant estimates and assumptions include the valuation and useful lives of longlived tangible and intangible assets, the valuation of goodwill and other indefinite-lived intangible assets, the accounting for income taxes, the accounting for self-insurance and
revenue recognition. Actual results could differ from those estimates. The critical accounting estimates associated with these policies are described in our Annual Report on Form 10K under “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations.” These critical accounting policies include impairment of long-lived assets,
goodwill and other indefinite-lived intangible assets, accounting for income taxes, self-insurance reserves, and revenue recognition. There have been no material changes to our
significant accounting policies as compared to the significant accounting policies described in our Annual Report on Form 10-K, filed on February 27, 2020, except as noted below.
Goodwill, Other Indefinite-Lived Intangible Assets and Other Long-Lived Assets
As of March 31, 2020, we determined that due to the temporary park closures effective March 16, 2020 resulting from the global COVID-19 pandemic, a triggering event had
occurred that required an interim impairment assessment for goodwill and other indefinite-lived intangible assets. We performed a qualitative impairment analysis which included
certain judgements and assumptions related to the impact of the park closures, potential reopening time frames and expected attendance levels upon reopening and determined that,
based on the significant excess fair values over carrying values that previously existed, there was no impairment as of March 31, 2020 related to these assets. Additionally, using
similar assumptions, we evaluated certain other long-lived assets, including our right of use assets for impairment as of March 31, 2020. We compared the estimated undiscounted
net cash flows of our long-lived and right of use assets to their respective carrying values. Based on the results of the analysis and our intent and ability to retain value and use for a
period of time sufficient to allow for any anticipated recovery in market conditions, we concluded that the estimated undiscounted net cash flows for these assets exceeded its
carrying value and therefore, no impairment of other long-lived assets had occurred as of March 31, 2020.
Given the current macroeconomic environment related to the global COVID-19 pandemic and the uncertainties regarding the related impact on financial performance, there can be
no assurance that the estimates and assumptions made for purposes of the interim impairment assessments will prove to be accurate predictions of the future. If our assumptions, as
well as the economic outlook are not achieved, we may be required to record impairment charges in future periods, whether in connection with the our next annual impairment
testing, or on an interim basis, if any such change constitutes a triggering event outside of the quarter when we regularly performs our annual impairment test. It is not possible at this
time to determine if any such future impairment charge would result or, if it does, whether such charge would be material.
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
We had no off-balance sheet arrangements as of March 31, 2020.
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Recently Issued Financial Accounting Standards
Refer to Note 2–Recent Accounting Pronouncements in our notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements for further details.
Item 3. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk
Inflation
The impact of inflation has affected, and will continue to affect, our operations significantly. Our costs of food, merchandise and other revenues are influenced by inflation and
fluctuations in global commodity prices. In addition, costs for construction, repairs and maintenance are all subject to inflationary pressures.
Interest Rate Risk
We are exposed to market risks from fluctuations in interest rates, and to a lesser extent on currency exchange rates, from time to time, on imported rides and equipment. The
objective of our financial risk management is to reduce the potential negative impact of interest rate and foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations to acceptable levels. We do not
acquire market risk sensitive instruments for trading purposes.
We manage interest rate risk through the use of a combination of fixed-rate long-term debt and interest rate swaps that fix a portion of our variable-rate long-term debt.
The changes in the fair value of derivatives designated and that qualify as cash flow hedges is recorded in accumulated other comprehensive loss and is subsequently reclassified into
earnings in the period that the hedged forecasted transaction affects earnings. Amounts reported in accumulated other comprehensive loss related to derivatives will be reclassified to
interest expense as interest payments are made on our variable-rate debt. Through the interest rates swaps expiration date of May 14, 2020, we estimate that an additional $1.2
million will be reclassified as an increase to interest expense.
After considering the impact of interest rate swap agreements, at March 31, 2020, approximately $1.0 billion of our outstanding long-term debt represents fixed-rate debt and
approximately $504.0 million represents variable-rate debt. Assuming an average balance on our revolving credit borrowings of approximately $312.5 million, a hypothetical 100
bps increase in one month LIBOR on our variable-rate debt would lead to an increase of approximately $8.2 million in annual cash interest costs due to the impact of our fixed-rate
swap agreements. Assuming we had no interest rate swap agreements in place, a hypothetical 100 bps increase in LIBOR would increase our annual interest expense by
approximately $18.2 million.
COVID-19 Risks and Uncertainties
See “Risk Factors” for further discussion of the adverse impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business and financial performance.
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Item 4. Controls and Procedures
Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Regulations under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), require public companies, including us, to maintain “disclosure controls and procedures,”
which are defined in Rule 13a-15(e) and Rule 15d-15(e) of the Exchange Act to mean a company’s controls and other procedures that are designed to ensure that information
required to be disclosed in the reports that it files or submits under the Exchange Act is recorded, processed, summarized and reported, within the time periods specified in the SEC’s
rules and forms. Disclosure controls and procedures include, without limitation, controls and procedures designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed in our reports
filed under the Exchange Act is accumulated and communicated to management, including our principal executive officer and principal financial officer, or persons performing
similar functions, as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required or necessary disclosures. In designing and evaluating our disclosure controls and procedures,
management recognizes that disclosure controls and procedures, no matter how well conceived and operated, can provide only reasonable, not absolute, assurance that the objectives
of the disclosure controls and procedures are met. Additionally, in designing disclosure controls and procedures, our management necessarily was required to apply its judgment in
evaluating the cost-benefit relationship of possible disclosure controls and procedures. Our principal executive officer and principal financial officer have concluded, based on the
evaluation of the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures by our management as of the end of the fiscal quarter covered by this Quarterly Report, that our disclosure
controls and procedures were effective to accomplish their objectives at a reasonable assurance level.
Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting
Regulations under the Exchange Act require public companies, including our Company, to evaluate any change in our “internal control over financial reporting” as such term is
defined in Rule 13a-15(f) and Rule 15d-15(f) of the Exchange Act. We have not experienced any material impact to our internal controls over financial reporting despite the fact that
most of our employees are working remotely due to the COVID-19 pandemic. We are continually monitoring and assessing the COVID-19 situation on our internal controls to
minimize the impact on their design and operating effectiveness. There have been no changes in our internal control over financial reporting during the fiscal quarter covered by this
Quarterly Report that have materially affected, or that are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
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PART II — OTHER INFORMATION
Item 1. Legal Proceedings
In August 2019, the San Diego County Department of Environmental Health’s Hazardous Material Division (the “Division”) notified us that one of SeaWorld’s underground storage
tanks was allegedly operating in violation of various California laws and regulations regarding leak detection and secondary containment systems. We hired environmental
consultants, engineers and attorneys to assist in investigating the allegations and addressing our obligations. The subject tank has been removed and soil samples revealed no
evidence of contamination. We continue to work with the Division in resolving and closing the matter and do not expect the resolution including any penalties or offsetting projects
to have a material impact on the business or operations.
See Note 10–Commitments and Contingencies under the caption “Legal Proceedings” in our notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements for further details
concerning our other legal proceedings.
Item 1A. Risk Factors
There have been no material changes to the risk factors set forth in Item 1A.to Part I of our Annual Report on Form 10-K, as filed on February 27, 2020, except as noted below or to
the extent factual information disclosed elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q relates to such risk factors.
The global COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted our business and will adversely affect our results of operations and various other factors beyond our control could materially
adversely affect our financial condition and results of operations.
In response to the global COVID-19 pandemic, significant travel warnings and restrictions, social distancing rules, curfews and shelter-in-place have been implemented pursuant to
federal, state and local orders and mandates and a significant portion of the global population is under a state of self-quarantine. During this period, we are generating no revenue
from our parks. The extent and duration of such impacts over the longer term remain largely uncertain and dependent on future developments that cannot be accurately predicted at
this time, such as the severity and transmission rate of the COVID-19, the extent and effectiveness of containment actions taken, including mobility restrictions, and the impact of
these and other factors on travel and consumer behavior. It is possible that the spread of the COVID-19 and the resulting economic and societal impact will reduce our guests’
interest or ability to visit our theme parks. The COVID-19 pandemic and the actions taken in response, pose the risk that we or our employees, contractors, suppliers, and other
business partners may be prevented from conducting business activities for an unknown period of time. Restrictions on travel, quarantines and other measures imposed in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as ongoing concern regarding the virus’ potential impact, have had and will likely continue to have a negative effect on economies and financial
markets, including supply chain shortages and additional business disruptions. Any such impacts could have a material adverse effect on our business.
Effective March 16, 2020, we temporarily closed all of our theme parks and are therefore not generating any revenues from our parks during the closure period. We estimate our net
cash outflow to be up to approximately $25 million per month, on average, during the time our theme parks remain closed, which reflects our current estimate of ongoing park and
operating costs, average debt amortization and interest and capital expenditures. This estimate takes into account the efforts we have put forth to preserve cash and provide sufficient
liquidity during the temporary park closures. Some of these measures include (i) deferring all capital projects other than a minimal amount of essential projects and maintenance; (ii)
eliminating or deferring non-essential operating expenses; (iii) eliminating substantially all advertising and marketing spend; (iv) temporarily reducing Executive Officer base pay by
20% and (v) working with our vendors and other business partners to manage, defer, and/or abate certain costs during the closure period. Additionally, we have furloughed
approximately 95% of our current employees. A prolonged closure of our parks could materially impact our results, operations and financial condition. As a result, we cannot
estimate the impact on our business, financial condition or near- or longer-term financial or operational results with certainty. Additionally, our accounts payable and accrued
expenses balance as of March 31, 2020 is expected to increase given the rate of payments we are making during the closure period as we work with vendors and other business
partners to defer or manage these costs. Our net cash outflows estimate could be impacted should our vendors or business partners request accelerated payments of amounts owed or
do not agree to deferrals during the closure period.
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In March 2020, we increased borrowings under our revolving credit facility as a precautionary measure to increase our cash position, to provide liquidity for a sustained period and to
preserve financial flexibility in light of current uncertainty in the global markets resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. Including the proceeds from the incremental borrowings,
total unrestricted cash and cash equivalents as of March 31, 2020 was approximately $192.8 million. Additionally on April 19, 2020, we entered into an amendment to the credit
agreement governing the Senior Secured Credit Facilities to amend certain provisions therein (the “Amendment No. 11”). Pursuant to Amendment No. 11, we will be required to
comply with a quarterly minimum liquidity coverage test (defined as unrestricted cash and cash equivalents and available commitments under the Revolving Credit Facility) of not
less than $75.0 million. On April 30, 2020, we closed on our senior notes offering of $227.5 million 8.750% first-priority senior secured notes due 2025 which provided us with net
proceeds of approximately $220.1 million. We cannot be certain that we will continue to have access to sufficient liquidity to meet our obligations for the time required to allow our
cash generating operations to resume or normalize. We may not be able to obtain additional liquidity and any relief provided by lenders, governmental agencies, and business
partners may not be adequate and may include onerous terms. If we are unable to generate revenues from our parks due to a prolonged period of closure or experience significant
declines in business volumes upon reopening, our results, operations and financial condition may be negatively impacted.
When we are able to reopen our theme parks, we may face additional costs and obstacles in complying with any new federal, state or local regulations or industry best practices
established in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, re-integrating our furloughed employees and attracting guests who may not wish to travel or visit our theme parks for a
prolonged period, which could impact the mix of guests in our theme parks. Changes in school calendars could also impact traditional summer vacation months and impact our
attendance. In addition, we may take voluntary measures to require social distancing in our theme parks, limit the number of guests allowed to participate in events and rides or close
our theme parks again if the COVID-19 pandemic worsens. Any of these factors could have a material adverse effect on our revenue and results of operations. Even once our theme
parks resume operations, a single case of COVID-19 in a theme park or impacting our animal population could result in additional costs and further closures. If we do not respond
appropriately to the pandemic, or if customers do not perceive our response to be adequate, we could suffer damage to our reputation, which could significantly adversely affect our
business. Furthermore, the effects of the pandemic on our business could be long-lasting and could continue to have adverse effects on our business, results of operations, liquidity,
cash flows and financial condition, some of which may be significant, and may adversely impact our ability to operate our business after our temporary suspension ends on the same
terms as we conducted business prior to the pandemic.
We believe, but cannot guarantee, that our business will ultimately rebound and benefit from pent-up social demand for out-of-home entertainment, as government restrictions are
lifted and home sheltering subsides. However, the ultimate significance of the pandemic, including the extent of the adverse impact on our financial and operational results, will be
dictated by the currently unknowable duration and the effect on the overall economy and of responsive governmental regulations, including shelter-in-place orders of the pandemic
and mandated business closures. Our business also could be significantly affected should the disruptions caused by COVID-19 lead to changes in consumer behavior (such as social
distancing), which we believe will be temporary. The effect of COVID-19 on the capital markets could significantly impact our cost of borrowing and the availability of capital to us.
There are limitations on our ability to mitigate the adverse financial impact of these items. COVID-19 also makes it more challenging for management to estimate the future
performance of our business or our liquidity needs, particularly over the near to medium term.
Our properties are subject to the risk that operations could be halted for a temporary or extended period of time. If there is a prolonged disruption at any of our properties, our
business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects will likely be materially adversely affected. Additionally, if a prolonged downturn of general economic or other
conditions in the areas in which our properties are located or from which we draw our guests or prevents guests from easily coming to our properties, our business, financial
condition, results of operations and prospects will be materially adversely affected.
The outbreak of COVID-19 has also significantly increased economic uncertainty. It is likely that the current outbreak or continued spread of COVID-19 could cause a global
recession, which could further adversely affect our business, and such adverse effects may be material. We have never previously experienced a complete cessation of our operations,
and as a consequence, our ability to be predictive regarding the impact of such a cessation on our operations and future prospects is uncertain. In addition, the magnitude, duration
and speed of the global pandemic is uncertain. As a consequence, we cannot estimate the impact on our business, financial condition or near or longer-term financial or operational
results with certainty.
Various other factors beyond our control could adversely affect attendance and guest spending patterns at our theme parks. These factors could also affect our suppliers, vendors,
insurance carriers and other contractual counterparties. Such factors include but are not limited to:
•
•
•

bad weather and even forecasts of bad weather, including abnormally hot, cold and/or wet weather, particularly during weekends, holidays or other peak periods;
natural disasters, such as hurricanes, fires, earthquakes, tsunamis, tornados, floods and volcanic eruptions and man-made disasters such as oil spills, which may
deter travelers from scheduling vacations or cause them to cancel travel or vacation plans;
fluctuations in foreign exchange rates;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

low consumer confidence;
outbreaks of pandemic or contagious diseases or consumers’ concerns relating to potential exposure to travel-related health concerns such as pandemics and
epidemics such as COVID-19, Ebola, Zika, Influenza H1N1, avian bird flu, SARS and MERS;
changes in the desirability of particular locations or travel patterns of both our domestic and international guests;
oil prices and travel costs and the financial condition of the airline, automotive and other transportation-related industries, any travel-related disruptions or
incidents and their impact on travel or decrease transportation options to cities where we have parks;
war, terrorist activities or threats and heightened travel security measures instituted in response to these events;
actions or statements by U.S. and foreign governmental officials, including the U.S. President and administration officials, related to travel and corporate travelrelated activities (including changes to the U.S. visa rules) and the resulting public perception of such travel and activities; and
interruption of public or private utility services to our theme parks.

Any one or more of these factors could adversely affect attendance, revenue and per capita spending at our theme parks, which could materially adversely affect our business,
financial condition and results of operations. Fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates impact our business. A strong dollar increases the cost for international tourists and
could impact their spending. In addition, demand for our parks is highly dependent on the general environment for travel and tourism, which can be significantly adversely affected
by extreme weather events. Any of these such events could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition, or results of operations. Additionally, because many of
the attractions at our parks are outdoors, attendance at our parks is adversely affected by bad or extreme weather conditions and forecasts of bad or mixed weather conditions, which
negatively affects our revenues and results of operations. For example, attendance at our parks in 2019 was negatively impacted by Hurricane Dorian over Labor Day weekend.
Separately, in 2017 we also experienced negative impacts from weather events, particularly hurricanes, which caused park closures in Tampa and Orlando and park closures and
other weather impacts in Texas and Virginia.
Additionally, although we are reviewing and intend to seek any applicable available benefits under the CARES Act, we cannot predict the manner in which such benefits will be
allocated or administered and we cannot assure you that we will be able to access such benefits in a timely manner or at all. Certain of the benefits we seek to access under the
CARES Act have not previously been administered on the present scale or at all. Government or third party program administrators may be unable to cope with the volume of
applications in the near term and any benefits we receive may not be as extensive as we currently estimate, may impose additional conditions and restrictions on our operations or
may otherwise provide less relief than we contemplate. Accessing these benefits and our response to the COVID-19 pandemic have required our management team to devote
extensive resources and are likely to continue to do so in the near future, which negatively affects our ability to implement our business plan and respond to opportunities.
The COVID-19 pandemic (including governmental responses, broad economic impacts and market disruptions) has heightened the risks related to the other risk factors described in
our 2019 Annual Report on Form 10-K.

Item 2. Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities and Use of Proceeds
The Company had no unregistered sales of equity securities during the first quarter of 2019. The following table sets forth information with respect to shares of our common stock
purchased by the Company during the periods indicated:

Period Beginning

Period Ended

January 1, 2020
February 1, 2020
March 1, 2020

January 31, 2020
February 29, 2020
March 31, 2020

(1)

Total Number
of Shares
Purchased(1)(2)

—
44,160
546,714
590,874

Average
Price Paid
per Share

$
$
$

Maximum Number
(or Approximate
Dollar Value) of
Shares that May
Yet Be Purchased
Under the Plans
or Programs(2)

Total Number of
Shares
Purchased as
Part of Publicly
Announced Plans
or Programs(2)

—
27.73
26.23

—
—
469,785
469,785

$

$

250,000,000
250,000,000
237,594,184
237,594,184

Except for the 469,785 shares of the Company’s common stock repurchased as described in footnote (2) which follows, all purchases were made pursuant to the
Company’s Omnibus Incentive Plan, under which participants may satisfy tax withholding obligations incurred upon the vesting of restricted stock by requesting the
Company to withhold shares with a value equal to the amount of the withholding obligation.
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(2)

The Company’s Board of Directors had previously authorized a share repurchase program of up to $250.0 million of the Company’s common stock (the “Share
Repurchase Program”). Under the Share Repurchase Program, the Company is authorized to repurchase shares through open market purchases, privately-negotiated
transactions or otherwise in accordance with applicable federal securities laws, including through Rule 10b5-1 trading plans and under Rule 10b-18 of the Exchange Act.
During the three months ended March 31, 2020, the Company completed a share repurchase of 469,785 shares for an aggregate total of approximately $12.4 million,
leaving approximately $237.6 million available under the Share Repurchase Program as of March 31, 2020. All of the common stock is held as treasury shares as of
March 31, 2020. See Note 12–Stockholders’ Equity in the notes to the consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for
further details.

Item 3. Defaults Upon Senior Securities
None.

Item 4. Mine Safety Disclosures
Not applicable.
Item 5. Other Information
Rule 10b5-1 Plans
Our policy governing transactions in our securities by our directors, officers and employees permits such persons to adopt stock trading plans pursuant to Rule 10b5-1 promulgated
by the SEC under the Exchange Act. Our directors, officers and employees have in the past and may from time to time establish such stock trading plans. We do not undertake any
obligation to disclose, or to update or revise any disclosure regarding, any such plans and specifically do not undertake to disclose the adoption, amendment, termination or
expiration of any such plans.
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Item 6. Exhibits
The following is a list of all exhibits filed or furnished as part of this report:
Exhibit No.

Description

4.1

Indenture, dated as of April 30, 2020, among SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., the other guarantors from time to time party
thereto and Wilmington Trust, National Association, as trustee and collateral agent. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.1 to the Registrant’s Current Report on
Form 8-K filed on April 30, 2020 (File No. 001-35883))

10.1

Amendment No. 10, dated as of March 10, 2020, to the Credit Agreement, dated as of December 1, 2009, among SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., the several
banks and other financial institutions or entities from time to time parties thereto, JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as administrative agent and collateral agent,
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as L/C issuer and swing line lender and the other parties thereto. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Registrant’s Current
Report on Form 8-K filed on March 11, 2020 (File No. 001-35883))

10.2*

Amendment No. 11, dated as of April 19, 2020, to the Credit Agreement, dated as of December 1, 2009, among SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., the several
banks and other financial institutions or entities from time to time parties thereto, JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as administrative agent and collateral agent,
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as L/C issuer and swing line lender and the other parties thereto.

10.3*

First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement, dated as of April 30, 2020, among SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., the other grantors from time to time party thereto,
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as collateral agent for the Credit Agreement Secured Parties (as defined therein), JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. as authorized
representative for the Credit Agreement Secured Parties, Wilmington Trust, National Association, as collateral agent for the Initial Additional First-Lien Secured
Parties (as defined therein), Wilmington Trust, National Association, as authorized representative for the Initial Additional First-Lien Secured Parties and each
additional authorized representative from time to time party thereto.

10.4*

Security Agreement, dated as of April 30, 2020, among SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., the other grantors from time to time
party thereto and Wilmington Trust, National Association, as collateral agent.

10.5*

Pledge Agreement, dated as of April 30, 2020, among SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc. and Wilmington Trust, National Association, as collateral agent.

10.6*

Copyright Security Agreement, dated as of April 30, 2020, by SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., Sea World LLC and SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment LLC, in
favor of Wilmington Trust, National Association, as collateral agent.

10.7*

Patent Security Agreement, dated as of April 30, 2020, by SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., in favor of Wilmington Trust, National Association, as collateral
agent.

10.8*

Trademark Security Agreement, dated as of April 30, 2020, by SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., Sea World LLC and SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment LLC,
and in favor of Wilmington Trust, National Association, as collateral agent.

10.9*†

Form of 2020 Letter Amendment to Performance Stock Unit Award Agreement.

31.1*

Certification of Periodic Report by Chief Executive Officer under Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

31.2*

Certification of Periodic Report by Chief Financial Officer under Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

32.1*

Certification of Chief Executive Officer Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350 as Adopted Pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

32.2*

Certification of Chief Financial Officer Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350 as Adopted Pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

101.INS*

XBRL Instance Document – the instance document does not appear in the Interactive Data File because its XBRL tags are embedded within the Inline XBRL
document

101.SCH*

Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document

101.CAL*

Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document

101.DEF*

Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document

101.LAB*

Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document

101.PRE*

Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document
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104

*
†

The cover page from the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2020, formatted in
Inline XBRL
Filed herewith
Identifies exhibits that consist of a management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement

The agreements and other documents filed as exhibits to this report are not intended to provide factual information or other disclosure other than with respect to the terms of the
agreements or other documents themselves, and you should not rely on them for that purpose. In particular, any representations and warranties made by us in these agreements or
other documents were made solely within the specific context of the relevant agreement or document and may not describe the actual state of affairs as of the date they were made or
at any other time.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned thereunto duly
authorized.
SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
(Registrant)

Date: May 8, 2020

By: /s/ Elizabeth C. Gulacsy
Elizabeth C. Gulacsy
Interim Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer, Chief Accounting Officer
(Principal Financial Officer and Principal Accounting Officer)
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Exhibit 10.2
Execution Version

AMENDMENT No. 11, dated as of April 19, 2020 (this “Amendment”), to the Credit Agreement, dated as of December 1, 2009,
among SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, INC., a Delaware corporation (the “Borrower”), the several banks and other financial institutions or
entities from time to time parties to the Credit Agreement (the “Lenders”), JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A., as Administrative Agent (in its capacity as
Administrative Agent, the “Administrative Agent”) and Collateral Agent (in its capacity as Collateral Agent, the “Collateral Agent”), JPMORGAN CHASE
BANK, N.A., as L/C Issuer and Swing Line Lender and the other parties thereto (as amended by Amendment No. 1, dated as of February 17, 2011, as further
amended by Amendment No. 2, dated as of April 15, 2011, as further amended by Amendment No. 3, dated as of March 30, 2012, as further amended by
Amendment No. 4, effective as of April 24, 2013, as further amended by Amendment No. 5, dated as of May 14, 2013, as further amended by Amendment
No. 6, dated as of August 9, 2013, as further amended by Amendment No. 7, dated as of March 30, 2015, as further amended by Amendment No. 8, dated as
of March 31, 2017, as further amended by Amendment No. 9, dated as of October 31, 2018, as further amended by Amendment No. 10, dated as of March
10, 2020 and as further amended, restated, modified and supplemented from time to time, the “Credit Agreement”); capitalized terms used and not otherwise
defined herein shall have the meanings assigned to such terms in the Credit Agreement.
WHEREAS, the Borrower desires to make certain amendments to the Credit Agreement on the terms set forth herein;
WHEREAS, each Person party hereto as a Lender has, subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein and in the Credit
Agreement, agreed to make certain amendments to the Credit Agreement on the terms set forth herein;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises contained herein and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt
and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto, intending to be legally bound hereby, agree as follows:
Section 1.
Amendment. Subject to and upon the satisfaction of the conditions set forth in Section 3
hereof on the Amendment No. 11 Effective Date, the Credit Agreement is hereby amended to delete the stricken text (indicated textually in the same manner
as the following example: stricken text) and to add the double-underlined text (indicated textually in the same manner as the following example: doubleunderlined text) as set forth in the pages of the Credit Agreement attached as Exhibit A hereto.
Section 2.
Representations and Warranties, No Default. The Borrower hereby represents and
warrants that as of the Amendment No. 11 Effective Date, after giving effect to the amendments set forth in this Amendment, (i) no Event of Default exists
and is continuing and (ii) all representations and warranties contained in the Credit Agreement are true and correct in all material respects on and as of the
date hereof, as though made on and as of the date hereof, except to the extent that such representations and warranties specifically refer to an earlier date, in
which case they were true and correct in all material respects as of such earlier date (provided that representations and warranties that are qualified by
materiality are true and correct (after giving effect to any other qualification thereof) in all respects on and as of the date hereof).
Section 3.
Effectiveness. This Amendment shall become effective on the date (such date, if any, the
“Amendment No. 11 Effective Date”) on which each of the following conditions has been satisfied:
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(i)
Execution. The Administrative Agent shall have received executed signature pages hereto from
Lenders constituting Required Revolving Credit Lenders hereto and each Loan Party;
(ii)
Fees. The Administrative Agent shall have received from the Borrower, all fees required to be paid,
if any, and all expenses for which reasonably detailed invoices have been presented (including the reasonable fees and expenses of a single legal
counsel to the Administrative Agent), on or before the Amendment No. 11 Effective Date; and
(iii)
Officer’s Certificate. The Administrative Agent shall have received a certificate of a Responsible
Officer of the Borrower dated the Amendment No. 11 Effective Date certifying that (a) all representations and warranties shall be true and
correct in all material respects on and as of the Amendment No. 11 Effective Date (although any representations and warranties (i) which
expressly relate to a given date or period shall be required to be true and correct in all material respects as of the respective date or for the
respective period, as the case may be and (ii) that are qualified by materiality are true and correct (after giving effect to any other qualification
thereof) in all respects on and as of the date hereof), after giving effect to the borrowing and to the application of the proceeds therefrom, as
though made on and as of such date and (b) no Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing.
Section 4.
Counterparts. This Amendment may be executed in any number of counterparts and by
different parties hereto on separate counterparts, each of which when so executed and delivered shall be deemed to be an original, but all of which when
taken together shall constitute a single instrument. Delivery of an executed counterpart of a signature page of this Amendment by facsimile or any other
electronic transmission shall be effective as delivery of an original executed counterpart thereof. The words “execution”, “signed”, “signature,” and words of
like import in this Amendment shall be deemed to include electronic signatures or the keeping of records in electronic form, each of which shall be of the
same legal effect, validity or enforceability as a manually executed signature of the use of paper-based recordkeeping system, as the case may be, to the
extent and as provided for in any applicable law or regulation, including the Federal Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act, the New
York State Electronic Signatures and Records Act, or any other similar state laws based on the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act.
Section 5.

Applicable Law.

(a)
THIS AMENDMENT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH, THE LAW OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.
(b)
ANY LEGAL ACTION OR PROCEEDING ARISING UNDER THIS AMENDMENT OR IN ANY
WAY CONNECTED WITH OR RELATED OR INCIDENTAL TO THE DEALINGS OF THE PARTIES HERETO OR ANY OF THEM WITH
RESPECT TO THIS AMENDMENT, OR THE TRANSACTIONS RELATED HERETO OR THERETO, IN EACH CASE WHETHER NOW
EXISTING OR HEREAFTER ARISING, MAY BE BROUGHT IN THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK SITTING IN THE
BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN IN NEW YORK CITY OR OF THE UNITED STATES FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF SUCH STATE
SITTING IN THE BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN IN NEW YORK CITY, AND BY EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF THIS AMENDMENT,
EACH PARTY HERETO CONSENTS, FOR ITSELF AND IN RESPECT OF ITS PROPERTY, TO THE NON-EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION OF
THOSE COURTS. EACH PARTY HERETO IRREVOCABLY WAIVES
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ANY OBJECTION, INCLUDING ANY OBJECTION TO THE LAYING OF VENUE OR BASED ON THE GROUNDS OF FORUM NON
CONVENIENS, WHICH IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER HAVE TO THE BRINGING OF ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN SUCH
JURISDICTION IN RESPECT OF THIS AMENDMENT OR ANY OTHER DOCUMENT RELATED HERETO. EACH PARTY HERETO
IRREVOCABLY CONSENTS TO SERVICE OF PROCESS IN ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS
AMENDMENT IN THE MANNER PROVIDED FOR NOTICES (OTHER THAN TELECOPIER) IN SECTION 10.02 OF THE CREDIT
AGREEMENT. NOTHING IN THIS AMENDMENT WILL AFFECT THE RIGHT OF ANY PARTY HERETO TO SERVE PROCESS IN ANY
OTHER MANNER PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
Section 6.
not limit or otherwise affect the meaning hereof.

Headings. The headings of this Amendment are for purposes of reference only and shall

Section 7.
Effect of Amendment; Reaffirmation. Except as expressly set forth herein, (i) this
Amendment shall not by implication or otherwise limit, impair, constitute a waiver of or otherwise affect the rights and remedies of the Lenders, the
Administrative Agent, any other Agent or the L/C Issuers, in each case under the Credit Agreement or any other Loan Document, and (ii) shall not alter,
modify, amend or in any way affect any of the terms, conditions, obligations, covenants or agreements contained in the Credit Agreement or any other
provision of either such agreement or any other Loan Document. Each and every term, condition, obligation, covenant and agreement contained in the Credit
Agreement as amended hereby or any other Loan Document is hereby ratified and reaffirmed in all respects and shall continue in full force and effect. Each
Loan Party reaffirms its obligations under the Loan Documents to which it is party and the validity of the Liens granted by it pursuant to the Collateral
Documents. This Amendment shall constitute a Loan Document for purposes of the Credit Agreement and from and after the Amendment No. 11 Effective
Date, all references to the Credit Agreement in any Loan Document and all references in the Credit Agreement to “this Agreement,” “hereunder”, “hereof” or
words of like import referring to the Credit Agreement, shall, unless expressly provided otherwise, refer to the Credit Agreement as amended by this
Amendment. Each of the Loan Parties hereby (i) consents to this Amendment, (ii) confirms that all obligations of such Loan Party under the Loan
Documents to which such Loan Party is a party shall continue to apply to the Credit Agreement as amended hereby, (iii) confirms and reaffirms its Guarantee
of the Obligations and (iv) reaffirms its prior grant and the validity of the security interests and Liens granted by it pursuant to the Loan Documents, and
agrees that all security interests and Liens granted by it pursuant to any Loan Document shall secure the Obligations under the Credit Agreement as amended
hereby and the other Loan Documents. This Amendment shall not constitute a novation of the Credit Agreement or any other Loan Document.
Section 8.

WAIVER OF RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, EACH PARTY TO THIS AMENDMENT HEREBY
EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY CLAIM, DEMAND, ACTION OR CAUSE OF ACTION ARISING UNDER
THIS AMENDMENT OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH OR RELATED OR INCIDENTAL TO THE DEALINGS OF THE PARTIES
HERETO OR ANY OF THEM WITH RESPECT TO THIS AMENDMENT, OR THE TRANSACTIONS RELATED THERETO, IN EACH
CASE WHETHER NOW EXISTING OR HEREAFTER ARISING, AND WHETHER FOUNDED IN CONTRACT OR TORT OR OTHERWISE;
AND EACH PARTY HEREBY AGREES AND CONSENTS THAT ANY SUCH CLAIM, DEMAND, ACTION OR CAUSE OF ACTION SHALL
BE DECIDED BY COURT TRIAL WITHOUT A JURY, AND THAT ANY PARTY TO THIS AMENDMENT MAY FILE AN
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ORIGINAL COUNTERPART OR A COPY OF THIS SECTION 10 WITH ANY COURT AS WRITTEN EVIDENCE OF THE CONSENT OF
THE SIGNATORIES HERETO TO THE WAIVER OF THEIR RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Amendment to be duly executed by their respective authorized
officers as of the day and year first above written.
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
By:

/s/ G. Anthony Taylor
Name: G. Anthony Taylor
Title: Chief Legal Officer, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary

SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
By:

/s/ G. Anthony Taylor
Name: G. Anthony Taylor
Title: Chief Legal Officer, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary

SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT LLC
SEA WORLD OF TEXAS LLC
SEA WORLD LLC
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT INTERNATIONAL, INC.
LANGHORNE FOOD SERVICES LLC
SEA WORLD OF FLORIDA LLC
SWBG ORLANDO CORPORATE OPERATIONS GROUP, LLC
SEA HOLDINGS I, LLC
By:

/s/ G. Anthony Taylor
Name: G. Anthony Taylor
Title: Chief Legal Officer, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary
[Signature Page to SP&E Amendment No. 11]

SEAWORLD OF TEXAS HOLDINGS, LLC
SEAWORLD OF TEXAS MANAGEMENT, LLC
SEAWORLD OF TEXAS BEVERAGE, LLC

By: /s/ Genaro Castro
Name: Genaro Castro
Title: Manager

By: /s/ Byron Surrett
Name: Byron Surrett
Title: Manager

[Signature Page to SP&E Amendment No. 11]

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.,
as Administrative Agent and Collateral Agent
By:

/s/ Philip VanFossan
Name: Philip VanFossan
Title: Executive Director

[Signature Page to SP&E Amendment No. 11]

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.
as L/C Issuer and Swing Line Lender
By:

/s/ Philip VanFossan
Name: Philip VanFossan
Title: Executive Director

[Signature Page to SP&E Amendment No. 11]

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.
as a Revolving Credit Lender
By:

/s/ Philip VanFossan
Name: Philip VanFossan
Title: Executive Director

[Signature Page to SP&E Amendment No. 11]

GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA
By:

/s/ Thomas M Manning
Name: Thomas M Manning
Title: Authorized Signatory

[Signature Page to SP&E Amendment No. 11]

FIFTH THIRD BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
(f/k/a Fifth Third Bank)
as a Revolving Credit Lender
By:

/s/ Brook Miller
Name: Brook Miller
Title: Director

[Signature Page to SP&E Amendment No. 11]

BARCLAYS BANK PLC
By:

/s/ Margin Corrigan
Name: Martin Corrigan
Title: Vice President

[Signature Page to SP&E Amendment No. 11]

DEUTSCHE BANK AG NEW YORK BANK,
as a Revolving Credit Lender
By:

/s/ Philip Tancorra
Name: Philip Tancorra
Title: Vice President
philip.tancorra@db.com
212-250-6576

By:

/s/ Alicia Schug
Name: Alicia Schug
Title: Vice President
alicia.schug@db.com
212.250.4796

[Signature Page to SP&E Amendment No. 11]

CITIBANK, N.A.
as a Revolving Credit Lender
By:

/s/ Blake Gronich
Name: Blake Gronich
Title: Managing Director

[Signature Page to SP&E Amendment No. 11]

Exhibit A
See Attached.
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CREDIT AGREEMENT
This CREDIT AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is entered into as of December 1, 2009 (as amended by Amendment No. 1 on
February 17, 2011, as further amended by Amendment No. 2 on April 15, 2011, as further amended by Amendment No. 3 on March 30, 2012, as further
amended by Amendment No. 4 on April 24, 2013, as further amended by Amendment No. 5 on May 14, 2013, as further amended by Amendment No. 6 on
August 9, 2013, as further amended by Amendment No. 7 on March 30, 2015, as further amended by Amendment No. 8 on March 31, 2017 and as further
amended by Amendment No. 9 on October 31, 2018), among SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, INC. (f/k/a SW ACQUISITIONS CO., INC.), a
Delaware corporation (the “Borrower”), the Guarantors party hereto from time to time, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. (as assignee of the Former
Agent (as defined below)), as Administrative Agent and Collateral Agent, each lender from time to time party hereto (collectively, the “Lenders” and
individually, a “Lender”), JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A., as L/C Issuer and Swing Line Lender, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A., CITIZENS
BANK, N.A., DEUTSCHE BANK SECURITIES INC., FIFTH THIRD BANK, GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA, BARCLAYS BANK PLC and
CITIGROUP GLOBAL MARKETS INC., as Joint Lead Arrangers and as Joint Bookrunners, and CITIZENS BANK, N.A., DEUTSCHE BANK
SECURITIES INC., FIFTH THIRD BANK, GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA, BARCLAYS BANK PLC and CITIGROUP GLOBAL MARKETS INC., as
Documentation Agent.
PRELIMINARY STATEMENTS
Pursuant to the equity purchase agreement dated October 7, 2009, as amended on November 30, 2009 (together with schedules and
exhibits thereto, the “Acquisition Agreement”) by and among the Borrower, each of the limited partnerships identified therein (collectively, “Parent”), and
Anheuser-Busch InBev SA/NV, a Belgian corporation, and Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc., a Delaware corporation, the Borrower has agreed to acquire
(the “Acquisition”) all of the outstanding equity interests of (x) Busch Entertainment LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“BEC”) and (y) Sea World
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“SW” and, together with BEC, the “Acquired Company”).
To fund a portion of the Acquisition of the Acquired Company, the Investors and certain other investors (including certain providers
of the Mezzanine Debt (as defined below)) and associated entities will make a cash equity contribution (the “Equity Contribution”) directly or indirectly to
the Parent (which shall in turn contribute the same to SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc. (f/k/a SW Holdco, Inc.), a Delaware corporation and the direct parent of
the Borrower (“Holdings”), as cash common equity, which shall in turn contribute the same to the Borrower as cash common equity) in an aggregate amount
equal to not less than 40% of the pro forma total consolidated debt and equity capitalization of the Borrower.
In consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein contained, the parties hereto covenant and agree as follows:
ARTICLE I.
Definitions and Accounting Terms
Section 1.01.
.

Defined Terms

As used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meanings set forth below:
“2018 Additional Term B-5 Commitment” means, with respect to the 2018 Additional Term B-5 Lender, its commitment to make
a Term B-5 Loan on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date in an amount equal to $543.9 million minus the aggregate principal amount of 2018 Converted
Term B-5 Loans on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date.
“2018 Additional Term B-5 Lender” means the Person identified as such in Amendment No. 9.
“2018 Converted Term B-5 Loan” means each Term B-2 Loan held by a 2018 Converting Term B-2 Lender on the Amendment
No. 9 Effective Date immediately prior to the effectiveness of Amendment No. 9.
“2018 Converting Term B-2 Lender” means each Person that was a Term B-2 Lender immediately prior to the Amendment No. 9
Effective Date and provided the Administrative Agent with a counterpart to Amendment No. 9 executed by such Lender within the time period specified by
the Administrative Agent.
“2018 Additional Term B-5 Loan” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.01(c).
“2020 Revolving Commitment Increase” has the meaning set forth in Amendment No. 10.
“2020 Revolving Commitment Increase Lender” has the meaning set forth in Amendment No. 10.
“Acceptable Price” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(iii).
“Acceptance Date” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(ii).
“Acquired Company” has the meaning set forth in the preliminary statements hereto.
“Acquisition” has the meaning set forth in the preliminary statements hereto.
“Acquisition Agreement” has the meaning set forth in the preliminary statements hereto.
“Additional Lender” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.14(a).
“Additional Term B-5 Commitment” means, with respect to the Additional Term B-5 Lender, its commitment to make a Term B5 Loan on the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date in an amount equal to $998.3 million minus the aggregate principal amount of Converted Term B-5 Loans
on the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date.
“Additional Term B-5 Lender” means the Person identified as such in Amendment No. 8.
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“Additional Term B-5 Loans” means the loans made by the Additional Term B-5 Lender on the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date.
“Additional Tranche 2 Revolving Credit Lenders” means the Persons identified as such in the Amendment No. 4 Joinder
Agreement.
“Administrative Agent” means JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (as assignee of the Former Agent), in its capacity as administrative
agent under any of the Loan Documents, or any successor administrative agent.
“Administrative Agent’s Office” means the Administrative Agent’s address and, as appropriate, account as set forth on Schedule
10.02, or such other address or account as the Administrative Agent may from time to time notify the Borrower and the Lenders.
“Administrative Questionnaire” means an Administrative Questionnaire in a form supplied by the Administrative Agent.
“Affiliate” means, with respect to any Person, another Person that directly, or indirectly through one or more intermediaries,
Controls or is Controlled by or is under common Control with the Person specified. “Control” means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to
direct or cause the direction of the management or policies of a Person, whether through the ability to exercise voting power, by contract or
otherwise. “Controlling” and “Controlled” have meanings correlative thereto.
“Agent-Related Persons” means the Agents, together with their respective Affiliates, and the officers, directors, employees, agents
and attorneys-in-fact of such Persons and Affiliates.
“Agents” means, collectively, the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent, the Co-Syndication Agents, Documentation Agent,
the Supplemental Agents (if any), the Amendment No. 1 Lead Arranger, the Amendment No. 1 Joint Bookrunners, the Amendment No. 3 Lead Arranger, the
Amendment No. 3 Joint Bookrunners, the Amendment No. 4 Lead Arranger, the Amendment No. 4 Bookrunner, the Amendment No. 5 Joint Lead
Arrangers, the Amendment No. 5 Joint Bookrunners, the Amendment No. 7 Joint Lead Arrangers, the Amendment No. 7 Joint Bookrunners, the Amendment
No. 8 Joint Lead Arrangers, the Amendment No. 8 Joint Bookrunners, the Amendment No. 8 Documentation Agent and the Amendment No. 9 Joint Lead
Arrangers, the Amendment No. 9 Joint Bookrunners and the Amendment No. 9 Documentation Agents.
“Aggregate Commitments” means the Commitments of all the Lenders.
“Agreement” means this Credit Agreement, as the same may be amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time.
“Amendment No. 1” means Amendment No. 1, dated as of February 17, 2011, to this Agreement.
“Amendment No. 1 Joint Bookrunners” means Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, Barclays Capital, the
investment banking division of Barclays Bank PLC, Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. and Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.
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“Amendment No. 1 Lead Arranger” means Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated.
“Amendment No. 2” means Amendment No. 2, dated as of April 15, 2011, to this Agreement.
“Amendment No. 3” means Amendment No. 3, dated as of March 30, 2012, to this Agreement.
“Amendment No. 3 Distribution” means a distribution made by the Borrower to the holders of its outstanding Equity Interests on
or after the Amendment No. 3 Effective Date in the amount provided in Amendment No. 3.
“Amendment No. 3 Effective Date” means March 30, 2012.
“Amendment No. 3 Joinder Agreement” means the joinder agreement, dated as of the Amendment No. 3 Effective Date, by and
among the Borrower, the Former Agent and the term B increase lender.
“Amendment No. 3 Joint Bookrunners” means Bank of America, N.A., Barclays Capital, the investment banking division of
Barclays Bank PLC, Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., Goldman Sachs Lending Partners LLC, J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, Macquarie Capital (USA) Inc. and
Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.
“Amendment No. 3 Lead Arranger” means Bank of America, N.A.
“Amendment No. 4” means Amendment No. 4, dated as of April 5, 2013, to this Agreement.
“Amendment No. 4 Bookrunner” means Bank of America, N.A.
“Amendment No. 4 Effective Date” means April 24, 2013.
“Amendment No. 4 Joinder Agreement” means the joinder agreement, dated on or before the Amendment No. 4 Effective Date,
by and among the Borrower, the Former Agent and the Additional Tranche 2 Revolving Credit Lenders party thereto.
“Amendment No. 4 Lead Arranger” means Bank of America, N.A.
“Amendment No. 5” means Amendment No. 5, dated as of May 14, 2013, to this Agreement.
“Amendment No. 5 Effective Date” means May 14, 2013.
“Amendment No. 5 Joinder Agreement” means the joinder agreement, dated on or before the Amendment No. 5 Effective Date,
by and among the Borrower, the Former Agent and the additional term B-2 lender.
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“Amendment No. 5 Joint Bookrunners” means Bank of America, N.A., Goldman Sachs Bank USA, J.P. Morgan Securities LLC,
Barclays Bank PLC, Citigroup Global Markets Inc., Wells Fargo Securities, LLC and Macquarie Capital (USA) Inc.
“Amendment No. 5 Joint Lead Arrangers” means Bank of America, N.A., Goldman Sachs Bank USA, J.P. Morgan Securities
LLC, Barclays Bank PLC, Citigroup Global Markets Inc., Wells Fargo Securities, LLC and Macquarie Capital (USA) Inc.
“Amendment No. 7” means Amendment No. 7, dated as of March 30, 2015, to this Agreement.
“Amendment No. 7 Effective Date” means April 7, 2015.
“Amendment No. 7 Joint Bookrunners” means Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, Goldman Sachs Lending
Partners LLC, J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and Barclays Bank PLC.
“Amendment No. 7 Joint Lead Arrangers” means Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, Goldman Sachs Lending
Partners LLC, J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and Barclays Bank PLC.
“Amendment No. 8” means Amendment No. 8, dated as of March 31, 2017, to this Agreement.
“Amendment No. 8 Arrangers” means the Amendment No. 8 Joint Lead Arrangers, the Amendment No. 8 Joint Bookrunners and
the Amendment No. 8 Documentation Agents.
“Amendment No. 8 Documentation Agents” means Fifth Third Bank, Goldman Sachs Bank USA, KeyBank National Association,
RBC Capital Markets1, Barclays Bank PLC and Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
“Amendment No. 8 Effective Date” means March 31, 2017.
“Amendment No. 8 Joint Bookrunners” means Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, JPMorgan Chase Bank,
N.A., Fifth Third Bank, Goldman Sachs Bank USA, KeyBank National Association, RBC Capital Markets, Barclays Bank PLC and Citigroup Global
Markets Inc.
“Amendment No. 8 Joint Lead Arrangers” means Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, JPMorgan Chase Bank,
N.A., Fifth Third Bank, Goldman Sachs Bank USA, KeyBank National Association, RBC Capital Markets, Barclays Bank PLC and Citigroup Global
Markets Inc.
“Amendment No. 9” means Amendment No. 9, dated as of October 31, 2018, to this Agreement.
1

RBC Capital Markets is a brand name for the capital markets business of Royal Bank of Canada and its affiliates.
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“Amendment No. 9Arrangers” means the Amendment No. 9 Joint Lead Arrangers, the Amendment No. 9 Joint Bookrunners and
the Amendment No. 9 Documentation Agents.
“Amendment No. 9 Documentation Agents” means Citizens Bank, N.A., Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., Fifth Third Bank,
Goldman Sachs Bank USA, Barclays Bank PLC and Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
“Amendment No. 9 Effective Date” has the meaning set forth in Amendment No. 9.
“Amendment No. 9 Joint Bookrunners” means JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., Citizens Bank, N.A., Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.,
Fifth Third Bank, Goldman Sachs Bank USA, Barclays Bank PLC and Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
“Amendment No. 9 Joint Lead Arrangers” means JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., Citizens Bank, N.A., Deutsche Bank Securities
Inc., Fifth Third Bank, Goldman Sachs Bank USA, Barclays Bank PLC and Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
“Amendment No. 10” means Amendment No. 10, dated as of March 10, 2020, to this Agreement.
“Amendment No. 10 Effective Date” means March 10, 2020.
“Amendment No. 11” means Amendment No. 11, dated as of April 19, 2020, to this Agreement.
“Amendment No. 11 Effective Date” means April 19, 2020.
“Applicable Discount” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(iii).
“Applicable ECF Percentage” means, for any fiscal year, (a) 50% if the Secured Leverage Ratio as of the last day of the applicable
Excess Cash Flow Period is greater than 4.00:1.00, (b) 25% if the Secured Leverage Ratio as of the last day of the applicable Excess Cash Flow Period is less
than or equal to 4.00:1.00 and greater than 3.00:1:00 and (c) 0% if the Secured Leverage Ratio as of the last day of the applicable Excess Cash Flow Period is
less than or equal to 3.00:1.00.
“Applicable Period” has the meaning set forth in the definition of “Applicable Rate”
“Applicable Rate” means a percentage per annum equal to:
(a)
(b)

[reserved]
with respect to Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Loans, unused Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitments and Letter of Credit fees, (i)
until delivery of financial statements for the first full fiscal quarter commencing after the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date pursuant to Section
6.01, (A) for Eurocurrency Rate Loans, 2.75%, (B) for Base Rate Loans, 1.75%, (C) for Letter of Credit fees, 2.75% and (D) for unused
commitment fees, 0.50% and (ii) thereafter, the following percentages per annum, based upon the corporate family rating from Moody’s and
corporate credit rating from S&P (for purposes of the table below, all ratings assume a stable or better outlook):
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Applicable Rate
Pricing Level
1
2
(c)

Rating
B1 and B+ or lower
Ba3 or BB- or better

Eurocurrency Rate and Letter of
Credit Fees
2.75%
2.50%

Base Rate
1.75%
1.50%

Unused
Commitment
Fee Rate
0.50%
0.50%

with respect to Term B-5 Loans, (A) for Eurocurrency Rate Loans, 3.00% and (B) for Base Rate Loans, 2.00%.

Any increase or decrease in the Applicable Rate resulting from a change in the Borrower’s ratings shall become effective as of the first Business Day
immediately following the date on which a notice of such change in the Borrower’s ratings is delivered pursuant to Section 6.02(f); provided that, at the
option of the Administrative Agent or the Required Lenders, the higher pricing level shall apply (x) as of the first Business Day after the date on which a
notice of a change in the Borrower’s ratings, with respect to the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Loans, was required to have been delivered but was not
delivered, and shall continue to so apply to and including the date on which such notice of change in the Borrower’s ratings is so delivered (and thereafter the
pricing level otherwise determined in accordance with this definition shall apply) and (y) as of the first Business Day after an Event of Default under Section
8.01(a) shall have occurred and be continuing, and shall continue to so apply to but excluding the date on which such Event of Default is cured or waived
(and thereafter the pricing level otherwise determined in accordance with this definition shall apply).
In the event that a notice of a change in the Borrower’s ratings is shown to be inaccurate at any time that this Agreement is in effect
and any Loans or Commitments are outstanding hereunder when such inaccuracy is discovered or within 91 days after the date on which all Loans have been
repaid and all Commitments have been terminated, and such inaccuracy, if corrected, would have led to a higher Applicable Rate for any period (an
“Applicable Period”) than the Applicable Rate applied for such Applicable Period, then (i) the Borrower shall promptly (and in no event later than five (5)
Business Days thereafter) deliver to the Administrative Agent a correct notice of change in the Borrower’s ratings for such Applicable Period, (ii) the
Applicable Rate for the applicable Loans shall be determined by reference to the corrected ratings (but in no event shall the Lenders owe any amounts to the
Borrower), and (iii) the Borrower shall pay to the Administrative Agent promptly upon demand (and in no event later than five (5) Business Days after
demand) any additional interest owing as a result of such increased Applicable Rate for such Applicable Period, which payment shall be promptly applied by
the Administrative Agent in accordance with the terms hereof. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, any additional interest hereunder
shall not be due and payable until demand is made for such payment pursuant to clause (iii) above and accordingly, any nonpayment of such interest as result
of any such inaccuracy shall not constitute a Default (whether retroactively or otherwise), and no such amounts shall be deemed overdue (and no amounts
shall accrue interest at the Default Rate), at any time prior to the date that is five (5) Business Days following such demand.
“Appropriate Lender” means, at any time, (a) with respect to Loans of any Class, the Lenders of such Class, (b) with respect to
Letters of Credit, (i) the relevant L/C Issuer and (ii) the Revolving Credit Lenders and (c) with respect to the Swing Line Facility, (i) the relevant Swing Line
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Lender and (ii) if any Swing Line Loans are outstanding pursuant to Section 2.04(a), the Revolving Credit Lenders.
“Approved Bank” has the meaning set forth in clause (c) of the definition of “Cash Equivalents.”
“Approved Fund” means any Fund that is administered, advised or managed by a Lender or an Affiliate of the entity that
administers, advises or manages any Fund that is a Lender.
“Arrangers” means Banc of America Securities LLC, Barclays Capital, the investment banking division of Barclays Bank PLC,
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., the Amendment No. 1 Lead Arranger, the Amendment No. 1 Joint Bookrunners, the Amendment No. 3 Lead Arranger, the
Amendment No. 3 Joint Bookrunners, the Amendment No. 4 Lead Arranger, the Amendment No. 4 Bookrunner, the Amendment No. 5 Joint Lead
Arrangers, the Amendment No. 5 Joint Bookrunners, the Amendment No. 7 Joint Lead Arrangers, the Amendment No. 7 Joint Bookrunners, the Amendment
No. 8 Arrangers and the Amendment No. 9 Arrangers.
“Assignees” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.07(b).
“Assignment and Assumption” means an Assignment and Assumption substantially in the form of Exhibit E.
“Attorney Costs” means and includes all reasonable fees, expenses and disbursements of any law firm or other external legal
counsel.
“Attributable Indebtedness” means, on any date, in respect of any Financing Lease of any Person, the capitalized amount thereof
that would appear on a balance sheet of such Person prepared as of such date in accordance with GAAP.
“Audited Financial Statements” means the audited consolidated balance sheets of the Acquired Company and its Subsidiaries as of
each of December 31, 2007 and 2008, and the related audited consolidated statements of operations and of cash flows for the Acquired Company and its
Subsidiaries for the fiscal years ended December 31, 2006, 2007 and 2008.
“Auto-Extension Letter of Credit” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.03(b)(iii).
“Bail-In Action” means the exercise of any Write-Down and Conversion Powers by the applicable EEA Resolution Authority in
respect of any liability of an EEA Financial Institution.
“Bail-In Legislation” means, with respect to any EEA Member Country implementing Article 55 of Directive 2014/59/EU of the
European Parliament and of the Council of the European Union, the implementing law for such EEA Member Country from time to time which is described
in the EU Bail-In Legislation Schedule.
“Base Rate” means for any day a fluctuating rate per annum equal to the higher of (a) the NYFRB Rate plus 1/2 of 1% and (b) the
rate of interest in effect for such day as publicly announced from time to time by JPMorgan as its “prime rate”; provided that in no event shall the Base Rate
with respect to the Term B-5 Loans be less than 1.75% per annum. The “prime rate” is a rate set by JPMorgan based upon various factors including
JPMorgan’s costs and desired return, general
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economic conditions and other factors, and is used as a reference point for pricing some loans, which may be priced at, above, or below such announced
rate. Any change in such rate announced by JPMorgan shall take effect at the opening of business on the day specified in the public announcement of such
change.
“Base Rate Loan” means a Loan that bears interest based on the Base Rate.
“BEC” has the meaning set forth in the preliminary statements hereto.
“Borrower” has the meaning set forth in the preamble hereto.
“Borrower Materials” has the meaning set forth in Section 6.01.
“Borrowing” means a Revolving Credit Borrowing, a Swing Line Borrowing, or a Term Borrowing of a particular Class, as the
context may require.
“Business Day” means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or other day on which commercial banks are authorized to close
under the Laws of, or are in fact closed in, the state where the Administrative Agent’s Office is located and if such day relates to any Eurocurrency Rate
Loan, means any such day on which dealings in deposits are conducted by and between banks in the London interbank eurodollar market.
“Capital Expenditures” means, for any period, the aggregate, without duplication, of (a) all expenditures (whether paid in cash or
accrued as liabilities) by the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries during such period that, in conformity with GAAP, are or are required to be included as
additions during such period to property, plant or equipment and other deferred charges included in Capital Expenditures reflected in the consolidated
balance sheet of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries, (b) the value of all assets under Financing Leases incurred by the Borrower and its Restricted
Subsidiaries during such period (other than as a result of purchase accounting) and (c) Capitalized Software Expenditures; provided that the term “Capital
Expenditures” shall not include (i) expenditures made in connection with the replacement, substitution, restoration or repair of assets to the extent financed
with (x) insurance proceeds paid on account of the loss of or damage to the assets being replaced, restored or repaired or (y) awards of compensation arising
from the taking by eminent domain or condemnation of the assets being replaced, (ii) the purchase price of equipment that is purchased simultaneously with
the trade-in of existing equipment solely to the extent that the gross amount of such purchase price is reduced by the credit granted by the seller of such
equipment for the equipment being traded in at such time, (iii) the purchase of plant, property or equipment or software to the extent financed with the
proceeds of Dispositions outside the ordinary course of business that are not required to be applied to prepay Term Loans pursuant to Section 2.05(b), (iv)
expenditures that are accounted for as capital expenditures by the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary and that actually are paid for by a Person other than
the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary and for which neither the Borrower nor any Restricted Subsidiary has provided or is required to provide or incur,
directly or indirectly, any consideration or obligation to such Person or any other Person (whether before, during or after such period), (v) expenditures that
constitute any part of Consolidated Interest Expense, (vi) expenditures that constitute Permitted Acquisitions, (vii) any capitalized interest expense reflected
as additions to property, plant or equipment in the consolidated balance sheet of the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries or (viii) any non-cash
compensation or other non-cash costs reflected as additions to property, plant or equipment in the consolidated balance sheet of the Borrower and the
Restricted Subsidiaries.
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“Capitalized Software Expenditures” means, for any period, the aggregate of all expenditures (whether paid in cash or accrued as
liabilities) by the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries during such period in respect of purchased software or internally developed software and software
enhancements that, in conformity with GAAP, are or are required to be reflected as capitalized costs on the consolidated balance sheet of the Borrower and
the Restricted Subsidiaries.
“Cash Collateral” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.03(g).
“Cash Collateral Account” means a blocked account at JPMorgan (or another commercial bank selected in compliance with
Section 9.09) in the name of the Administrative Agent and under the sole dominion and control of the Administrative Agent, and otherwise established in a
manner satisfactory to the Administrative Agent.
“Cash Collateralize” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.03(g).
“Cash Equivalents” means any of the following types of Investments, to the extent owned by the Borrower or any Restricted
Subsidiary:
(a)

Dollars;

(b)

readily marketable obligations issued or directly and fully guaranteed or insured by the government or any agency or instrumentality
of the United States having average maturities of not more than 24 months from the date of acquisition thereof; provided that the full faith and
credit of the United States is pledged in support thereof;

(c)

time deposits with, or insured certificates of deposit or bankers’ acceptances of, any commercial bank that (i) is a Lender or (ii) (A) is
organized under the Laws of the United States, any state thereof, the District of Columbia or any member nation of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development or is the principal banking Subsidiary of a bank holding company organized under the Laws of the
United States, any state thereof, the District of Columbia or any member nation of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, and is a member of the Federal Reserve System, and (B) has combined capital and surplus of at least $250,000,000 (any such bank
in the foregoing clauses (i) or (ii) being an “Approved Bank”), in each case with maturities not exceeding 12 months from the date of
acquisition thereof;

(d)

commercial paper and variable or fixed rate notes issued by an Approved Bank (or by the parent company thereof) or any variable or
fixed rate note issued by, or guaranteed by, a corporation (other than structured investment vehicles and other than corporations used in
structured financing transactions) rated A-2 (or the equivalent thereof) or better by S&P or P-2 (or the equivalent thereof) or better by Moody’s,
in each case with average maturities of not more than 12 months from the date of acquisition thereof;

(e)

marketable short-term money market and similar funds having a rating of at least P-2 or A-2 from either Moody’s or S&P,
respectively (or, if at any time neither Moody’s nor S&P shall be rating such obligations, an equivalent rating from another nationally recognized
statistical rating agency selected by the Borrower);
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(f)

repurchase agreements entered into by any Person with a bank or trust company (including any of the Lenders) or recognized
securities dealer, in each case, having capital and surplus in excess of $250,000,000 for direct obligations issued by or fully guaranteed or
insured by the government or any agency or instrumentality of the United States, in which such Person shall have a perfected first priority
security interest (subject to no other Liens) and having, on the date of purchase thereof, a fair market value of at least 100% of the amount of the
repurchase obligations;

(g)

securities with average maturities of 12 months or less from the date of acquisition issued or fully guaranteed by any state,
commonwealth or territory of the United States, by any political subdivision or taxing authority of any such state, commonwealth or territory or
by any foreign government having an investment grade rating from either S&P or Moody’s (or the equivalent thereof);

(h)

Investments (other than in structured investment vehicles and structured financing transactions) with average maturities of 12 months
or less from the date of acquisition in money market funds rated AAA- (or the equivalent thereof) or better by S&P or Aaa3 (or the equivalent
thereof) or better by Moody’s;

(i)

euros or any other foreign currency comparable in credit quality and tenor to those referred to above and instruments equivalent to
those referred to in clauses (a) through (h) above denominated in euros or any other foreign currency comparable in credit quality and tenor to
those referred to above, in each case, customarily used by corporations for cash management purposes in any jurisdiction outside the United
States in the ordinary course of business of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries;

(j)

Investments, classified in accordance with GAAP as current assets of the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary, in money market
investment programs which are registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940 or which are administered by financial institutions having
capital of at least $250,000,000, and, in either case, the portfolios of which are limited such that substantially all of such Investments are of the
character, quality and maturity described in clauses (a) through (h) of this definition; and

(k)

investment funds investing at least 95% of their assets in securities of the types (including as to credit quality and maturity) described
in clauses (a) through (j) above.

“Cash Management Bank” means (i) any Lender or any Affiliate of a Lender (or Person that was a Lender or an Affiliate of a
Lender at the time such arrangement was entered into) and (ii) Bank of America, N.A. and any of its affiliates.
“Cash Management Obligations” means obligations owed by the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary to any Cash Management
Bank in respect of any overdraft and related liabilities arising from treasury, depository, credit card, debit card and cash management services or any
automated clearing house transfers of funds.
“Casualty Event” means any event that gives rise to the receipt by the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary of any insurance
proceeds or condemnation awards in respect of any equipment, fixed assets or real property (including any improvements thereon) to replace or repair such
equipment, fixed assets or real property.
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“Change of Control” shall be deemed to occur if:
(a)

at any time prior to a Qualified IPO, any combination of Permitted Holders shall fail to own beneficially (within the meaning of Rule
13d-5 of the Exchange Act as in effect on the Closing Date), directly or indirectly, in the aggregate Equity Interests representing at least a
majority of the aggregate ordinary voting power represented by the issued and outstanding Equity Interests of Holdings;

(b)

at any time after a Qualified IPO, (i) any person or “group” (within the meaning of Rules 13d-3 and 13d-5 under the Exchange Act as
in effect on the Closing Date), other than any combination of the Investors or any “group” including any Permitted Holders (provided, that in the
case of any such “group,” the Permitted Holders hold a majority of all voting interest in Holdings’ Equity Interests held by all members of such
“group”), shall have acquired beneficial ownership of 35% or more on a fully diluted basis of the voting interest in Holdings’ Equity Interests
and the Permitted Holders shall own, directly or indirectly, less than such person or “group” on a fully diluted basis of the voting interest in
Holdings’ Equity Interests or (ii) during each period of twelve consecutive months, the board of directors of Holdings shall not consist of a
majority of the Continuing Directors;

(c)

a “change of control” (or similar event) shall occur under the Mezzanine Debt or any Junior Financing with an aggregate principal
amount in excess of the Threshold Amount or any Permitted Refinancing Indebtedness in respect of any of the foregoing with an aggregate
principal amount in excess of the Threshold Amount; or

(d)

Holdings shall cease to own 100% of the Equity Interests of the Borrower.

“Class” (a) when used with respect to Lenders, refers to whether such Lenders are Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Lenders, Term B-5
Lenders, Lenders holding Incremental Term Loans of a particular Incremental Series, Lenders holding Extended Term Loans under any Extended Term
Facility or Lenders holding Refinancing Term Loans under a particular Refinancing Term Facility, (b) when used with respect to Commitments, refers to
whether such Commitments are Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitments, Term B-5 Commitments or a particular Replacement Revolving Commitment
Series and (c) when used with respect to Loans or a Borrowing, refers to whether such Loans, or the Loans comprising such Borrowing, are Tranche 4
Revolving Credit Loans, Term B-5 Loans, Extended Term Loans under a particular Extended Term Facility, Refinancing Term Loans under a particular
Refinancing Term Facility, Incremental Term Loans of a particular Incremental Series, Replacement Term Loans established on a single date to replace a
Class of Term Loans or Replacement Revolving Loans under a particular Replacement Revolving Commitment Series.
“Closing Date” means the first date on which all the conditions precedent in Section 4.02 are satisfied or waived in accordance with
Section 4.02, which date is December 1, 2009.
“Closing Fee” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.09(c).
“Code” means the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended from time to time.
“Collateral” means the “Collateral” as defined in the Security Agreement and all the “Collateral” or “Pledged Assets” as defined in
any other Collateral Document and any other assets
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pledged or in which a Lien is granted pursuant to any Collateral Document, including, without limitation, the Mortgaged Property.
“Collateral Agent” means JPMorgan (as assignee of the Former Agent), in its capacity as collateral agent or pledgee in its own
name under any of the Loan Documents, or any successor collateral agent.
“Collateral and Guarantee Requirement” means, at any time, the requirement that:
(a)

on the Closing Date the Administrative Agent shall have received each Collateral Document to the extent required to be delivered on
the Closing Date pursuant to Section 4.02(e), subject to the limitations and exceptions of this Agreement, duly executed by each Loan Party
thereto;

(b)

the Obligations shall have been secured by a first-priority security interest in (i) all the Equity Interests of the Borrower and (ii) all
Equity Interests of each Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower that is not an Excluded Subsidiary directly owned by any Loan Party, in each
case, subject to exceptions and limitations otherwise set forth in this Agreement and the Collateral Documents (to the extent appropriate in the
applicable jurisdiction);

(c)

the Obligations shall have been secured by a perfected security interest in, and Mortgages on, substantially all tangible and intangible
assets of the Borrower and each Subsidiary Guarantor (including Equity Interests and intercompany debt, accounts, inventory, equipment,
investment property, contract rights, intellectual property in the United States, other general intangibles, Material Real Property and proceeds of
the foregoing), in each case, subject to exceptions and limitations otherwise set forth in this Agreement and the Collateral Documents (to the
extent appropriate in the applicable jurisdiction);

(d)

subject to limitations and exceptions of this Agreement (for the avoidance of doubt, including the limitations and exceptions set forth
in the proviso of Section 4.02(e)) and the Collateral Documents, to the extent a security interest in and Mortgages on any Material Real Property
is required under Section 6.11 or 6.13 (together with any Material Real Property that is subject to a Mortgage on the Closing Date, each, a
“Mortgaged Property”), the Administrative Agent shall have received (i) counterparts of a Mortgage with respect to such Mortgaged Property
duly executed and delivered by the record owner of such property in form suitable for filing or recording in all filing or recording offices that the
Administrative Agent may reasonably deem necessary or desirable in order to create a valid and subsisting perfected first-priority Lien (subject
only to Liens described in clause (ii) below) on the property and/or rights described therein in favor of the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the
Secured Parties, and evidence that all filing and recording taxes and fees have been paid or otherwise provided for in a manner reasonably
satisfactory to the Administrative Agent (it being understood that if a mortgage tax will be owed on the entire amount of the indebtedness
evidenced hereby, then the amount secured by the Mortgage shall be limited to 100% of the fair market value of the property at the time the
Mortgage is entered into if such limitation results in such mortgage tax being calculated based upon such fair market value), (ii) fully paid
policies of title insurance (or marked-up title insurance commitments having the effect of policies of title insurance) on the Mortgaged Property
naming the Collateral Agent as the insured for its benefit and that of the Secured Parties and respective successors and assigns (the “Mortgage
Policies”) issued by a nationally recognized title insurance company reasonably acceptable to the Administrative
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Agent in form and substance and in an amount reasonably acceptable to the Administrative Agent (not to exceed 100% of the fair
market value of the real properties covered thereby), insuring the Mortgages to be valid subsisting first-priority Liens on the property described
therein, free and clear of all Liens other than Liens permitted pursuant to Section 7.01 and other Liens reasonably acceptable to the
Administrative Agent, each of which shall (A) to the extent reasonably necessary, include such reinsurance arrangements (with provisions for
direct access, if reasonably necessary) as shall be reasonably acceptable to the Collateral Agent, (B) contain a “tie-in” or “cluster” endorsement,
if available under applicable law (i.e., policies which insure against losses regardless of location or allocated value of the insured property up to a
stated maximum coverage amount), (C) have been supplemented by such endorsements (or where such endorsements are not available, opinions
of special counsel, architects or other professionals reasonably acceptable to the Collateral Agent) as shall be reasonably requested by the
Collateral Agent (including endorsements on matters relating to usury, first loss, last dollar, zoning, contiguity, revolving credit (if available after
the applicable Loan Party uses commercially reasonable efforts), doing business, non-imputation, public road access, variable rate,
environmental lien, subdivision, mortgage recording tax, separate tax lot and so-called comprehensive coverage over covenants and restrictions;
provided, however, the applicable Loan Party shall not be obligated to obtain a “creditor’s rights” endorsement), (iii) legal opinions, addressed to
the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent and the other Secured Parties, reasonably acceptable to the Administrative Agent and the
Collateral Agent as to such matters as the Administrative Agent and the Collateral Agent may reasonably request, and (iv) a completed “life of
the loan” Federal Emergency Management Agency Standard Flood Hazard Determination with respect to each Mortgaged Property duly
executed and acknowledged by the appropriate Loan Parties; and
(e)

after the Closing Date, each Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower that is not an Excluded Subsidiary shall become a Guarantor and
signatory to this Agreement pursuant to a joinder agreement in accordance with Section 6.11 and a party to the applicable Collateral Documents
in accordance with Section 6.11; provided that notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, any Subsidiary of the Borrower that Guarantees the
Mezzanine Debt shall be a Guarantor hereunder for so long as it Guarantees such Indebtedness.
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this definition or anything in this Agreement or any other Loan Document to the

contrary:
(A)

the foregoing definition shall not require, unless otherwise stated in this clause (A), the creation or perfection of pledges of, security
interests in, Mortgages on, or the obtaining of title insurance or taking other actions with respect to, (i) any fee owned real property (other than
Material Real Properties) and any leasehold rights and interests in real property that is not Material Real Property (including landlord waivers,
estoppels and collateral access letters), (ii) motor vehicles and other assets subject to certificates of title, letters of credit with a face value of less
than $5,000,000 and commercial tort claims where the amount of damages claimed by the applicable Loan Party is less than $5,000,000, (iii) any
particular asset, if the pledge thereof or the security interest therein is prohibited by Law other than to the extent such prohibition is expressly
deemed ineffective under the Uniform Commercial Code or other applicable Law notwithstanding such prohibition, (iv) Margin Stock and,
solely to the extent prohibited by the Organization Documents or any shareholders agreement with shareholders that are not direct or indirect
wholly owned Restricted Subsidiaries of the Borrower, Equity Interests in any Person other than wholly owned
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Restricted Subsidiaries, (v) any rights of any Loan Party with respect to any lease, license or other agreement to the extent a grant of
security interest therein is prohibited by such lease, license or other agreement, would result in an invalidation thereof or would create a right of
termination in favor of any other party thereto (other than a Loan Party) after giving effect to the applicable anti-assignment provisions of the
Uniform Commercial Code or other applicable Laws or principle of equity notwithstanding such prohibition, (vi) the creation or perfection of
pledges of, security interests in, any property or assets that would result in material adverse tax consequences to Holdings, the Borrower or any
of its Subsidiaries, as reasonably determined by the Borrower with the consent of the Administrative Agent (not to be unreasonably withheld or
delayed) (it being understood that the Lenders shall not require the Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries to enter into any security agreements or
pledge agreements governed under foreign law), (vii) intellectual property to the extent a security interest is not perfected by filing of a UCC
financing statement or in respect of registered intellectual property, a filing in the USPTO (if required) or the U.S. Copyright Office (it being
understood that such assets are intended to constitute Collateral, though perfection beyond UCC, USPTO and U.S. Copyright Office filings is not
required) and (viii) any particular assets if, in the reasonable judgment of the Administrative Agent evidenced in writing, determined in
consultation with the Borrower, the burden, cost or consequences of creating or perfecting such pledges or security interests in such assets or
obtaining title insurance is excessive in relation to the benefits to be obtained therefrom by the Lenders under the Loan Documents;
(B)

(i) the foregoing definition shall not require control agreements and perfection by “control” with respect to any Collateral (including
deposit accounts, securities accounts, etc.) other than certificated Equity Interests of the Borrower and, to the extent constituting Collateral, its
Restricted Subsidiaries that are Domestic Subsidiaries; (ii) no actions in any non-U.S. jurisdiction or required by the laws of any non-U.S.
jurisdiction shall be required in order to create any security interests in assets located or titled outside of the U.S. or to perfect such security
interests (it being understood that there shall be no security agreements or pledge agreements governed under the laws of any non-U.S.
jurisdiction); and (iii) except to the extent that perfection and priority may be achieved by the filing of a financing statement under the Uniform
Commercial Code with respect to the Borrower or a Guarantor, or, with respect to real property and the recordation of Mortgages in respect
thereof, as contemplated by clauses (c) and (d) above, the Loan Documents shall not contain any requirements as to perfection or priority with
respect to any assets or property described in this clause (B);

(C)

the Administrative Agent in its discretion may grant extensions of time for the creation or perfection of security interests in, and
Mortgages on, or obtaining of title insurance or taking other actions with respect to, particular assets (including extensions beyond the Closing
Date) or any other compliance with the requirements of this definition where it reasonably determines in writing, in consultation with the
Borrower, that the creation or perfection of security interests and Mortgages on, or obtaining of title insurance or taking other actions, or any
other compliance with the requirements of this definition cannot be accomplished without undue delay, burden or expense by the time or times at
which it would otherwise be required by this Agreement or the Collateral Documents; provided that the Collateral Agent shall have received on
or prior to the Closing Date, (i) UCC financing statements in appropriate form for filing under the UCC in the jurisdiction of incorporation or
organization of each Loan Party, and (ii) any certificates or instruments representing or
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evidencing Equity Interests of the Borrower and any Subsidiary Guarantors accompanied by instruments of transfer and stock powers
undated and endorsed in blank; and
(D)

Liens required to be granted from time to time pursuant to the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement shall be subject to exceptions
and limitations set forth in this Agreement and the Collateral Documents.

“Collateral Documents” means, collectively, the Security Agreement, the Holdings Pledge Agreement, each of the Mortgages,
collateral assignments, security agreements, pledge agreements, intellectual property security agreements or other similar agreements delivered to the
Administrative Agent pursuant to Section 4.02, Section 6.11 or Section 6.13, and each of the other agreements, instruments or documents that creates or
purports to create a Lien in favor of the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Parties.
“Commitment” means a Term Commitment or a Revolving Credit Commitment of any Class, as the context may require.
“Committed Loan Notice” means a notice of (a) a Borrowing, (b) a conversion of Loans from one Type to the other, or (c) a
continuation of Eurocurrency Rate Loans, pursuant to Section 2.02(a), which, if in writing, shall be substantially in the form of Exhibit A.
“Commodity Exchange Act” means the Commodity Exchange Act (7 U.S.C. § 1 et seq.), as amended from time to time, and any
successor statute.
“Company” means the Borrower, together with its successors and assigns.
“Company Material Adverse Effect” means a “Material Adverse Effect” as defined in the Acquisition Agreement.
“Compensation Period” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.12(c)(ii).
“Compliance Certificate” means a certificate substantially in the form of Exhibit D.
“Consolidated EBITDA” means, for any period, the Consolidated Net Income for such period, plus:
(a)

without duplication and, except with respect to clause (x) below, to the extent deducted (and not added back) in arriving at such
Consolidated Net Income, the sum of the following amounts for such period with respect to the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries:
(i)

total interest expense determined in accordance with GAAP (including, to the extent deducted and not added back in computing
Consolidated Net Income, (a) amortization of original issue discount resulting from the issuance of Indebtedness at less than par, (b) all commissions,
discounts and other fees and charges owed with respect to letters of credit or bankers’ acceptances, (c) non-cash interest payments (but excluding any
non-cash interest expense attributable to the movement in mark-to-market valuation of Swap Contracts or other derivative instruments pursuant to
GAAP), (d) the interest component of capital lease or financing lease obligations, (e) net payments, if any, pursuant to interest rate Swap Contracts with
respect to Indebtedness, (f) amortization of deferred financing fees, debt
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issuance costs, commissions, fees and expenses and (g) any expensing of bridge, commitment and other financing fees) and, to the extent not
reflected in such total interest expense, any losses on hedging obligations or other derivative instruments entered into for the purpose of hedging interest
rate risk, net of interest income and gains on such hedging obligations, and costs of surety bonds in connection with financing activities (whether
amortized or immediately expensed),
(ii)

(iii)

provision for taxes based on income, profits or capital of the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries, including, without limitation, federal,
state, franchise and similar taxes (such as Delaware franchise tax, Pennsylvania capital tax or Texas margin tax) and foreign withholding taxes paid or
accrued during such period including penalties and interest related to such taxes or arising from any tax examinations,
depreciation and amortization (including amortization of intangible assets, including Capitalized Software Expenditures),

(iv)

severance, relocation costs and expenses, Transaction Expenses, integration costs, transition costs (including any one-time information
technology or other costs relating to the separation of the Borrower or its predecessor from Anheuser-Busch InBev NV/SA as part of the Transactions, to
the extent incurred on or prior to the last day of the month immediately prior to the second anniversary of the Closing Date), pre-opening, opening,
consolidation and closing costs for facilities, costs incurred in connection with any non-recurring strategic initiatives, costs incurred in connection with
acquisitions and non-recurring product and intellectual property development after the Closing Date, other business optimization expenses (including
costs and expenses relating to business optimization programs and new systems design and implementation costs), project start-up costs, separation costs
and other restructuring charges, accruals or reserves (including restructuring costs related to acquisitions after the Closing Date and to
closure/consolidation of facilities, retention charges, systems establishment costs and excess pension charges);

(v)

the amount of any minority interest expense consisting of Restricted Subsidiary income attributable to minority interests of third parties in
any non-wholly owned Restricted Subsidiary except to the extent of any cash distributions in respect thereof,

(vi)

the amount of management, monitoring, consulting and advisory fees and related expenses paid or accrued to the Investors or their Affiliates
(or management companies) under the Investor Management Agreement, including any termination fee in respect of such Investor Management
Agreement,

(vii)

any costs or expenses incurred pursuant to any management equity plan or stock option plan or any other management or employee benefit
plan or agreement or any stock subscription or shareholder agreement, to the extent that such costs or expenses are funded with cash proceeds
contributed to the capital of the Borrower or net cash proceeds of an issuance of Equity Interests of the Borrower (other than Disqualified Equity
Interests),

(viii)

[reserved],

(ix)

any net loss from disposed, abandoned or discontinued operations,

(x)

cash receipts (or any netting arrangements resulting in reduced cash expenditures) not representing Consolidated EBITDA or Consolidated
Net Income in any period to the extent non-cash gains relating to such income were deducted in the calculation of
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Consolidated EBITDA pursuant to paragraph (b) below for any previous period and not added back,
(xi)

non-cash expenses, charges and losses (including impairment charges or asset write-offs, losses from investments recorded using the equity
method, stock-based awards compensation expense), in each case other than (A) any non-cash charge representing amortization of a prepaid cash item
that was paid and not expensed in a prior period and (B) any non-cash charge relating to write-offs, write-downs or reserves with respect to accounts
receivable or inventory; provided that if any non-cash charges referred to in this clause (xi) represent an accrual or reserve for potential cash items in any
future period, the cash payment in respect thereof in such future period shall be subtracted from Consolidated EBITDA in such future period to such
extent paid,

less (b) without duplication and to the extent included in arriving at such Consolidated Net Income, (i) non-cash gains (excluding any non-cash gain to the extent it
represents the reversal of an accrual or reserve for a potential cash item that reduced Consolidated EBITDA in any prior period), (ii) any net gain from disposed,
abandoned or discontinued operations and (iii) the amount of any minority interest income consisting of Restricted Subsidiary losses attributable to minority interests
of third parties in any non-wholly owned Restricted Subsidiary; provided that, for the avoidance of doubt, any gain representing the reversal of any non-cash charge
referred to in clause (a)(xi)(B) above for a prior period shall be added (together with, without duplication, any amounts received in respect thereof to the extent not
increasing Consolidated Net Income) to Consolidated EBITDA in any subsequent period to such extent so reversed (or received);

provided that:
(A)

to the extent included in Consolidated Net Income, there shall be excluded in determining Consolidated EBITDA (x) currency
translation gains and losses related to currency remeasurements of Indebtedness (including the net loss or gain (i) resulting from Swap Contracts
for currency exchange risk and (ii) resulting from intercompany indebtedness) and (y) gains or losses on Swap Contracts,

(B)

to the extent included in Consolidated Net Income, there shall be excluded in determining Consolidated EBITDA for any period any
adjustments resulting from the application of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 133 and International Accounting Standard No.
39 and their respective related pronouncements and interpretations,

(C)

to the extent included in Consolidated Net Income, there shall be excluded in determining Consolidated EBITDA for any period any
income (loss) for such period attributable to the early extinguishment of (i) Indebtedness, (ii) obligations under any Swap Contracts or (iii) other
derivative instruments,

(D)

there shall be excluded in determining Consolidated EBITDA for any period any after-tax effect of non-recurring items (including
gains or losses and all fees and expenses relating thereto) relating to curtailments or modifications to pension and post-retirement employee
benefit plans for such period, and

(E)

in determining Consolidated EBITDA for any period, any exclusion that adjusted the calculation of Consolidated Net Income that
was calculated on an “after-tax” basis shall be deemed to have been calculated on a “pre-tax” basis.
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Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, for purposes of determining Consolidated EBITDA under this Agreement for any period that
includes (x) any of the fiscal quarters ended December 31, 2008, March 31, 2009, June 30, 2009 and September 30, 2009, Consolidated EBITDA for such
fiscal quarters shall be $21,983,510, $(87,000), $143,844.000 and $204,748.000, respectively or (y) any other period occurring prior to the Closing Date,
Consolidated EBITDA shall be calculated on a Pro Forma Basis to give effect to the Transaction.
“Consolidated Interest Expense” means, for any period, the sum, without duplication, of (i) the cash interest expense (including
that attributable to Financing Leases), net of cash interest income, of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries, determined on a consolidated basis in
accordance with GAAP, with respect to all outstanding Indebtedness of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries, including all commissions, discounts
and other fees and charges owed with respect to letters of credit and bankers’ acceptance financing and net cash costs under Swap Contracts, and (ii) any cash
payments made during such period in respect of obligations referred to in clause (b) below relating to Funded Debt that were amortized or accrued in a
previous period, but excluding, however, (a) amortization of deferred financing costs and any other amounts of non-cash interest, (b) the accretion or accrual
of discounted liabilities during such period, (c) non-cash interest expense attributable to the movement of the mark-to-market valuation of obligations under
Swap Contracts or other derivative instruments pursuant to Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 133, (d) any cash costs associated with
breakage in respect of hedging agreements for interest rates, (e) all non-recurring cash interest expense consisting of liquidated damages for failure to timely
comply with registration rights obligations and financing fees, all as calculated on a consolidated basis in accordance with GAAP, (f) fees and expenses
associated with the consummation of the Transaction, (g) annual agency fees paid to the Administrative Agent and/or Collateral Agent, (h) costs associated
with obtaining Swap Contracts; provided that there shall be excluded from Consolidated Interest Expense for any period the cash interest expense (or
income) of all Unrestricted Subsidiaries for such period to the extent otherwise included in Consolidated Interest Expense and (i) any lease, rental or other
expense in connection with a Non-Financing Lease Obligation. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, for purposes of determining
Consolidated Interest Expense (i) for any period ending prior to the first anniversary of the Closing Date, Consolidated Interest Expense shall be an amount
equal to actual Consolidated Interest Expense from the Closing Date through the date of determination multiplied by a fraction the numerator of which is 365
and the denominator of which is the number of days from the Closing Date through the date of determination and (ii) shall exclude the purchase accounting
effects described in the last sentence of the definition of “Consolidated Net Income.”
For purposes of this definition, interest on obligations in respect of Financing Leases shall be deemed to accrue at an interest rate
reasonably determined by the Borrower to be the rate of interest implicit in such Financing Lease Obligation in accordance with GAAP (or, if not implicit, as
otherwise determined in accordance with GAAP).
“Consolidated Net Income” means, for any period, the net income (loss) of the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries for such
period determined on a consolidated basis in accordance with GAAP, provided, however, that, without duplication,
(a)

any after-tax effect of extraordinary, non-recurring or unusual items (including gains or losses and all fees and expenses relating
thereto) for such period shall be excluded,
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(b)

the cumulative effect of a change in accounting principles during such period to the extent included in Consolidated Net Income shall
be excluded,

(c)

any fees and expenses incurred during such period, or any amortization thereof for such period, in connection with any acquisition,
investment, asset disposition, issuance or repayment of debt, issuance of equity securities, refinancing transaction or amendment or other
modification of any debt instrument (in each case, including any such transaction consummated on or prior to the Closing Date and any such
transaction undertaken but not completed) and any charges or non-recurring merger costs incurred during such period as a result of any such
transaction, in each case whether or not successful (including, for the avoidance of doubt the effects of expensing all transaction related expenses
in accordance with Financial Accounting Standards No. 141(R) and gains or losses associated with FASB Interpretation No. 45) shall be
excluded,

(d)

accruals and reserves that are established or adjusted within twelve months after the Closing Date that are so required to be
established or adjusted as a result of the Transactions in accordance with GAAP or changes as a result of adoption or modification of accounting
policies in accordance with GAAP shall be excluded,

(e)

any net after-tax gains or losses on disposal of abandoned, disposed or discontinued operations shall be excluded,

(f)

any net after-tax effect of gains or losses (less all fees, expenses and charges) attributable to asset dispositions or the sale or other
disposition of any Equity Interests of any Person in each case other than in the ordinary course of business, as determined in good faith by the
Borrower, shall be excluded,

(g)

the net income (loss) for such period of any Person that is not a Subsidiary of the Borrower, or is an Unrestricted Subsidiary, or that
is accounted for by the equity method of accounting, shall be excluded; provided that Consolidated Net Income of the Borrower shall be
increased by the amount of dividends or distributions or other payments that are actually paid in cash or Cash Equivalents (or to the extent
subsequently converted into cash or Cash Equivalents) to the Borrower or a Restricted Subsidiary thereof in respect of such period,

(h)

any impairment charge or asset write-off or write-down, including impairment charges or asset write-offs or write-downs related to
intangible assets, long-lived assets, investments in debt and equity securities or as a result of a change in law or regulation, in each case, pursuant
to GAAP, and the amortization of intangibles arising pursuant to GAAP shall be excluded,

(i)

any non-cash compensation charge or expense, including any such charge or expense arising from the grants of stock appreciation or
similar rights, stock options, restricted stock or other rights or equity incentive programs shall be excluded, and any cash charges associated with
the rollover, acceleration or payout of Equity Interests by management of the Borrower or any of its direct or indirect parents in connection with
the Transactions, shall be excluded,

(j)

any expenses, charges or losses that are covered by indemnification or other reimbursement provisions in connection with any
Investment, Permitted Acquisition or any
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sale, conveyance, transfer or other disposition of assets permitted under this Agreement, to the extent actually reimbursed, or, so long
as the Borrower has made a determination that a reasonable basis exists for indemnification or reimbursement and only to the extent that such
amount is in fact indemnified or reimbursed within 365 days of such determination (with a deduction in the applicable future period for any
amount so added back to the extent not so indemnified or reimbursed within such 365 days), shall be excluded,
(k)

to the extent covered by insurance and actually reimbursed, or, so long as the Borrower has made a determination that there exists
reasonable evidence that such amount will in fact be reimbursed by the insurer and only to the extent that such amount is in fact reimbursed
within 365 days of the date of such determination (with a deduction in the applicable future period for any amount so added back to the extent
not so reimbursed within such 365 days), expenses, charges or losses with respect to liability or casualty events or business interruption shall be
excluded,

(l)

any net pension or other post-employment benefit costs representing amortization of unrecognized prior service costs, actuarial
losses, including amortization of such amounts arising in prior periods, amortization of the unrecognized net obligation (and loss or cost) existing
at the date of initial application of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards Nos. 87, 106 and 112, and any other items of a similar nature,
shall be excluded, and

(m)

the income (or loss) of any Person accrued prior to the date it becomes a Restricted Subsidiary of Borrower or is merged into or
consolidated with Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries or that Person’s assets are acquired by Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries shall
be excluded (except to the extent required for any calculation of Consolidated EBITDA on a Pro Forma Basis in accordance with Section 1.09).

For the avoidance of doubt (1) revenue will be accounted for on a GAAP basis and the recognition of any deferred revenue will be included in Consolidated
Net Income in the same period as recognized for GAAP and (2) any net gain or loss resulting in such period from mark-to-market adjustments to any liability
recorded in connection with the contingent obligation owed to Anheuser Busch InBev NV/SA pursuant to the Acquisition Agreement will be excluded from
Consolidated Net Income.
There shall be excluded from Consolidated Net Income for any period the purchase accounting effects of adjustments (including the
effects of such adjustments pushed down to the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries) in component amounts required or permitted by GAAP (including
in the inventory, property and equipment, software, goodwill, intangible assets, in-process research and development, deferred revenue and debt line items
thereof) and related authoritative pronouncements (including the effects of such adjustments pushed down to the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries),
as a result of the Transactions, any acquisition consummated prior to the Closing Date, any Permitted Acquisitions, or the amortization or write-off of any
amounts thereof.
“Consolidated Total Net Debt” means, as of any date of determination, the aggregate principal amount of Indebtedness of the
Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries outstanding on such date, in an amount that would be reflected on a balance sheet prepared as of such date on a
consolidated basis in accordance with GAAP (but (x) excluding the effects of any discounting of Indebtedness resulting from the application of purchase
accounting in connection with the Transactions or any Permitted Acquisition and (y) any Indebtedness that is issued at a discount to its
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initial principal amount shall be calculated based on the entire principal amount thereof), consisting of Indebtedness for borrowed money, Attributable
Indebtedness, and debt obligations evidenced by promissory notes or similar instruments, minus the aggregate amount of cash and Cash Equivalents (other
than Restricted Cash), in each case, that is held by the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries as of such date free and clear of all Liens, other than
nonconsensual Liens permitted by Section 7.01 and Liens permitted by Section 7.01(a), Section 7.01(p) and Section 7.01(q) and clauses (i) and (ii) of Section
7.01(r); provided that Consolidated Total Net Debt shall not include Indebtedness in respect of (i) letters of credit (including Letters of Credit), except to the
extent of unreimbursed amounts thereunder; provided that any unreimbursed amount under commercial letters of credit shall not be counted as Consolidated
Total Net Debt until 3 Business Days after such amount is drawn (ii) Unrestricted Subsidiaries and (iii) Non-Financing Lease Obligations; it being
understood, for the avoidance of doubt, that obligations under Swap Contracts entered into for non-speculative purposes do not constitute Consolidated Total
Net Debt.
“Consolidated Working Capital” means, with respect to the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis at
any date of determination, Current Assets at such date of determination minus Current Liabilities at such date of determination; provided that, increases or
decreases in Consolidated Working Capital shall be calculated without regard to any changes in Current Assets or Current Liabilities as a result of (a) any
reclassification in accordance with GAAP of assets or liabilities, as applicable, between current and noncurrent or (b) the effects of purchase accounting.
“Continuing Directors” means the directors of the Borrower on the Closing Date, as elected or appointed after giving effect to the
Transactions, and each other director, if, in each case, such other director’s nomination for election to the board of directors of the Borrower is recommended
by a majority of the then Continuing Directors or such other director receives the vote of the Permitted Holders in his or her election by the stockholders of
the Borrower.
“Contract Consideration” has the meaning set forth in the definition of “Excess Cash Flow.”
“Contractual Obligation” means, as to any Person, any provision of any security issued by such Person or of any agreement,
instrument or other undertaking to which such Person is a party or by which it or any of its property is bound.
“Control” has the meaning set forth in the definition of “Affiliate.”
“Conversion Election” means a conversion election in the form set forth as Exhibit B to Amendment No. 4.
“Converted Term B-5 Loan” means each (x) Term B-2 Loan held by a Converting Term B-2 Lender on the Amendment No. 8
Effective Date immediately prior to the effectiveness of Amendment No. 8 and (y) Term B-3 Loan held by a Converting Term B-3 Lender on the
Amendment No. 8 Effective Date immediately prior to the effectiveness of Amendment No. 8; provided that the amount of such Converting Term B-2
Lender or Converting Term B-3 Lender’s Converted Term B-5 Loan may be such lesser amount as provided in Amendment No. 8.
“Converting Term B-2 Lender” means each Person that was a Term B-2 Lender immediately prior to the Amendment No. 8
Effective Date and provided the Administrative Agent
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with a counterpart to Amendment No. 8 executed by such Lender within the time period specified by the Administrative Agent.
“Converting Term B-3 Lender” means each Person that was a Term B-3 Lender immediately prior to the Amendment No. 8
Effective Date and provided the Administrative Agent with a counterpart to Amendment No. 8 executed by such Lender within the time period specified by
the Administrative Agent.
“Co-Syndication Agents” means Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. and Barclays Bank PLC, as co-syndication agent under this
Agreement.
“Credit Extension” means each of the following: (a) a Borrowing and (b) an L/C Credit Extension.
“Cumulative Credit” means, at any date, an amount, not less than zero in the aggregate, determined on a cumulative basis equal to,
without duplication:
(a)

the Cumulative Retained Excess Cash Flow Amount at such time, plus

(b)

the cumulative amount of cash and Cash Equivalent proceeds from (i) the sale of Equity Interests of the Borrower or of any direct or
indirect parent of the Borrower after the Closing Date and on or prior to such time (including upon exercise of warrants or options) which
proceeds have been contributed as common equity to the capital of the Borrower and (ii) the common Equity Interests of the Borrower (or of
Holdings or of any direct or indirect parent of Holdings) (other than Disqualified Equity Interests of the Borrower) issued upon conversion of
Indebtedness (other than Indebtedness that is contractually subordinated to the Obligations) of the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary of the
Borrower owed to a Person other than a Loan Party or a Restricted Subsidiary of a Loan Party, in the case of each of subclause (i) and subclause
(ii), not previously applied for a purpose (including a Specified Equity Contribution) other than use in the Cumulative Credit; plus

(c)

100% of the aggregate amount of contributions to the common capital of the Borrower (other than from a Restricted Subsidiary)
received in cash and Cash Equivalents after the Closing Date other than from a Specified Equity Contribution; plus

(d)

without duplication of any amounts that otherwise increased the amount available for Investments pursuant to Section 7.02, 100% of
the aggregate amount received by the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower in cash and Cash Equivalents from:
(A)

(B)
(C)

the sale (other than to the Borrower or any such Restricted Subsidiary) of any Equity Interests of an Unrestricted Subsidiary or any minority
Investments, or
any dividend or other distribution by an Unrestricted Subsidiary or received in respect of any minority Investments, or
any interest, returns of principal, repayments and similar payments by such Unrestricted Subsidiary or received in respect of any minority
Investments, plus
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(e)

(f)

in the event any Unrestricted Subsidiary has been re-designated as a Restricted Subsidiary or has been merged, consolidated or
amalgamated with or into, or transfers or conveys its assets to, or is liquidated into, the Borrower or a Restricted Subsidiary, the fair market value
of the Investments of the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries in such Unrestricted Subsidiary at the time of such redesignation,
combination or transfer (or of the assets transferred or conveyed, as applicable) so long as such Investments were originally made pursuant to
Section 7.02(n)(y), plus
the aggregate amount of Declined Proceeds retained by the Borrower, plus

(g)

an amount equal to any returns in cash and Cash Equivalents (including dividends, interest, distributions, returns of principal, profits
on sale, repayments, income and similar amounts) actually received by the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary in respect of any Investments
made pursuant to Section 7.02(n)(y), minus

(h)

any amount of the Cumulative Credit used to make Investments pursuant to Section 7.02(n)(y) after the Closing Date and prior to
such time, minus

(i)

any amount of the Cumulative Credit used to make Restricted Payments pursuant to Section 7.06(g) after the Closing Date and prior
to such time, minus

(j)

any amount of the Cumulative Credit used to make payments or distributions in respect of Junior Financings pursuant to Section 7.13
after the Closing Date and prior to such time.

“Cumulative Retained Excess Cash Flow Amount” means, at any date, an amount, not less than zero in the aggregate, determined
on a cumulative basis equal to the aggregate cumulative sum of the Retained Percentage of Excess Cash Flow, less the amount of Excess Cash Flow of
Foreign Subsidiaries to the extent and for so long as such Excess Cash Flow is excluded from Excess Cash Flow prepayments pursuant to Section 2.05(b)
(viii), for each Excess Cash Flow Period ending after the Closing Date and prior to such date.
“Current Assets” means, with respect to the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis at any date of
determination, all assets (other than cash and Cash Equivalents) that would, in accordance with GAAP, be classified on a consolidated balance sheet of the
Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries as current assets at such date of determination, other than amounts related to current or deferred Taxes based on
income or profits (but excluding assets held for sale, loans (permitted) to third parties, Pension Plan assets, deferred bank fees and derivative financial
instruments).
“Current Liabilities” means, with respect to the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis at any date of
determination, all liabilities that would, in accordance with GAAP, be classified on a consolidated balance sheet of the Borrower and its Restricted
Subsidiaries as current liabilities at such date of determination, other than (a) the current portion of any Indebtedness, (b) the current portion of interest, (c)
accruals for current or deferred Taxes based on income or profits, (d) accruals of any costs or expenses related to restructuring reserves, (e) deferred revenue
and (f) any Revolving Credit Exposure or Revolving Credit Loans.
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“Debt Fund Affiliate” means (i) any fund managed by, or under common management with, GSO Capital Partners LP, (ii) any fund
managed by GSO Debt Funds Management LLC, Blackstone Debt Advisors L.P., Blackstone Distressed Securities Advisors L.P., Blackstone Mezzanine
Advisors L.P. or Blackstone Mezzanine Advisors II L.P. and (iii) any other Affiliate of Holdings that is a bona fide diversified debt fund.
“Debtor Relief Laws” means the Bankruptcy Code of the United States and all other liquidation, conservatorship, bankruptcy,
assignment for the benefit of creditors, moratorium, rearrangement, receivership, insolvency, reorganization or similar debtor relief Laws of the United States
or other applicable jurisdictions from time to time in effect and affecting the rights of creditors generally.
“Declined Proceeds” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(b)(vi).
“Default” means any event or condition that constitutes an Event of Default or that, with the giving of any notice, the passage of
time, or both, would be an Event of Default.
“Default Rate” means an interest rate equal to (a) the Base Rate plus (b) the Applicable Rate, if any, applicable to Base Rate Loans
plus (c) 2.0% per annum; provided that with respect to a Eurocurrency Rate Loan, the Default Rate shall be an interest rate equal to the interest rate
(including any Applicable Rate) otherwise applicable to such Loan plus 2.0% per annum, in each case, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable Laws.
“Defaulting Lender” means any Lender whose acts or failure to act, whether directly or indirectly, cause it to meet any part of the
definition of “Lender Default.”
“Designation Date” has the meaning set forth in Section 6.14.
“Discount Range” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(ii).
“Discounted Prepayment Option Notice” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(ii).
“Discounted Voluntary Prepayment” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(i).
“Discounted Voluntary Prepayment Notice” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(v).
“Disposition” or “Dispose” means the sale, transfer, license, lease or other disposition (including to dispose of any property,
business or asset to a Division Successor pursuant to a Division) of any property by any Person (including any sale and leaseback transaction and any sale or
issuance of Equity Interests in a Restricted Subsidiary), including any sale, assignment, transfer or other disposal, with or without recourse, of any notes or
accounts receivable or any rights and claims associated therewith.
“Disqualified Equity Interests” means any Equity Interest that, by its terms (or by the terms of any security or other Equity
Interests into which it is convertible or for which it is exchangeable), or upon the happening of any event or condition (a) matures or is mandatorily
redeemable (other than solely for Qualified Equity Interests), pursuant to a sinking fund obligation or
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otherwise (except as a result of a change of control or asset sale so long as any rights of the holders thereof upon the occurrence of a change of control or
asset sale event shall be subject to the prior repayment in full of the Loans and all other Obligations that are accrued and payable and the termination of the
Commitments), (b) is redeemable at the option of the holder thereof (other than solely for Qualified Equity Interests), in whole or in part, (c) provides for the
scheduled payments of dividends in cash, or (d) is or becomes convertible into or exchangeable for Indebtedness or any other Equity Interests that would
constitute Disqualified Equity Interests, in each case, prior to the date that is ninety-one (91) days after the Maturity Date of all then outstanding Term Loans;
provided that if such Equity Interests are issued pursuant to a plan for the benefit of employees of Holdings (or any direct or indirect parent thereof), the
Borrower or the Restricted Subsidiaries or by any such plan to such employees, such Equity Interests shall not constitute Disqualified Equity Interests solely
because it may be required to be repurchased by the Borrower or if its Restricted Subsidiaries in order to satisfy applicable statutory or regulatory obligations.
“Distressed Person” has the meaning set forth in the definition of “Lender-Related Distress Event.”
“Division” means the statutory division of any limited liability company into two or more limited liability companies pursuant to
Section 18-217 of the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act.
“Division Successor” means any limited liability company which has been formed upon the consummation of a Division.
“Documentation Agent” means Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd., as documentation agent under this Agreement.
“Dollar” and “$” mean lawful money of the United States.
“Domestic Subsidiary” means any Subsidiary that is organized under the Laws of the United States, any state thereof or the District
of Columbia.
“EEA Financial Institution” means (a) any credit institution or investment firm established in any EEA Member Country which is
subject to the supervision of an EEA Resolution Authority, (b) any entity established in an EEA Member Country which is a parent of an institution
described in clause (a) of this definition, or (c) any financial institution established in an EEA Member Country which is a subsidiary of an institution
described in clauses (a) or (b) of this definition and is subject to consolidated supervision with its parent;
“EEA Member Country” means any of the member states of the European Union, Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway.
“EEA Resolution Authority” means any public administrative authority or any person entrusted with public administrative
authority of any EEA Member Country (including any delegee) having responsibility for the resolution of any EEA Financial Institution.
“Eligible Assignee” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.07(a).
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“Environment” means indoor air, ambient air, surface water, groundwater, drinking water, land surface, subsurface strata, and
natural resources such as wetlands, flora and fauna.
“Environmental Laws” means the common law and any applicable Laws, in any case, relating to pollution or the protection of the
Environment, or the protection of human health (to the extent relating to exposure to Hazardous Materials) and safety as it relates to the environment,
including any applicable provisions of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. § 9601 et seq., the
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. § 5101 et seq., the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. § 6901 et seq., the Clean Water
Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq., the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7401 et seq., the Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2601 et seq., the Occupational
Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S.C. § 651 et seq., and the Oil Pollution Act of 1990, 33 U.S.C. § 2701 et seq., and all analogous state or local statutes, and the
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.
“Environmental Liability” means any liability, contingent or otherwise (including any liability for damages, costs of investigation
and remediation, fines, penalties or indemnities), of the Loan Parties or any Restricted Subsidiary directly or indirectly resulting from or based upon (a)
violation of any Environmental Law, (b) the generation, use, handling, transportation, storage, treatment or disposal of any Hazardous Materials, (c) exposure
to any Hazardous Materials, (d) the Release or threatened Release of any Hazardous Materials into the Environment or (e) any contract, agreement or other
consensual arrangement pursuant to which liability is assumed or imposed with respect to any of the foregoing.
“Environmental Permit” means any permit, approval, identification number, license or other authorization required under any
Environmental Law.
“Equity Contribution” has the meaning set forth in the preliminary statements hereto.
“Equity Interests” means, with respect to any Person, all of the shares, interests, rights, participations or other equivalents (however
designated) of capital stock of (or other ownership or profit interests or units in) such Person and all of the warrants, options or other rights for the purchase,
acquisition or exchange from such Person of any of the foregoing (including through convertible securities).
“ERISA” means the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended from time to time.
“ERISA Affiliate” means any trade or business (whether or not incorporated) that is under common control with a Loan Party or
any Restricted Subsidiary within the meaning of Section 414 of the Code or Section 4001 of ERISA.
“ERISA Event” means (a) a Reportable Event with respect to a Pension Plan; (b) a withdrawal by a Loan Party, any Restricted
Subsidiary or any ERISA Affiliate from a Pension Plan subject to Section 4063 of ERISA during a plan year in which it was a substantial employer (as
defined in Section 4001(a)(2) of ERISA) or a cessation of operations that is treated as such a withdrawal under Section 4062(e) of ERISA; (c) a complete or
partial withdrawal by a Loan Party, any Restricted Subsidiary or any ERISA Affiliate from a Multiemployer Plan or notification that a Multiemployer Plan is
in reorganization; (d) the filing of a notice of intent to terminate, the treatment
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of a plan amendment as a termination under Sections 4041 or 4041A of ERISA, or the commencement of proceedings by the PBGC to terminate a Pension
Plan or Multiemployer Plan; (e) an event or condition which constitutes grounds under Section 4042 of ERISA for the termination of, or the appointment of a
trustee to administer, any Pension Plan or Multiemployer Plan; (f) with respect to a Pension Plan, the failure to satisfy the minimum funding standard of
Section 412 of the Code, whether or not waived; (g) the occurrence of a nonexempt prohibited transaction (within the meaning of Section 4975 of the Code
or Section 406 of ERISA) which could result in liability to a Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary; or (h) the imposition of any liability under Title IV of
ERISA, other than for PBGC premiums due but not delinquent under Section 4007 of ERISA, upon a Loan Party, any Restricted Subsidiary or any ERISA
Affiliate.
“EU Bail-In Legislation Schedule” means the EU Bail-In Legislation Schedule published by the Loan Market Association (or any
successor person), as in effect from time to time.
“Eurocurrency Rate” means, for any Interest Period with respect to any Eurocurrency Rate Loan, the rate per annum equal to the
British Bankers Association LIBOR Rate or the successor thereto if the British Bankers Association is no longer making a LIBOR rate available (“LIBOR”),
as published by Reuters (or other commercially available source providing quotations of LIBOR as designated by the Administrative Agent from time to
time) at approximately 11:00 a.m., London time, two Business Days prior to the commencement of such Interest Period, for Dollar deposits (for delivery on
the first day of such Interest Period) with a term equivalent to such Interest Period. If such rate is not available at such time for any reason, then the
“Eurocurrency Rate” for such Interest Period shall be the rate per annum determined by the Administrative Agent to be the rate at which deposits in Dollars
for delivery on the first day of such Interest Period in same day funds in the approximate amount of the Eurocurrency Rate Loan being made, continued or
converted by JPMorgan and with a term equivalent to such Interest Period would be offered by JPMorgan’s London Branch to major banks in the London
interbank eurodollar market at their request at approximately 11:00 a.m. (London time) two Business Days prior to the commencement of such Interest
Period; provided that (x) the Eurocurrency Rate with respect to the Term B-5 Loans shall not be less than 0.75% per annum and (y) the Eurocurrency Rate
with respect to the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Facility shall not be less than 0.00%.
“Eurocurrency Rate Loan” means a Loan that bears interest at a rate based on the Eurocurrency Rate.
“Event of Default” has the meaning set forth in Section 8.01.
“Excess Cash Flow” means, for any period, an amount equal to (a) the sum, without duplication, of (i) Consolidated Net Income for
such period, (ii) an amount equal to the amount of all non-cash charges (including depreciation and amortization) to the extent deducted in arriving at such
Consolidated Net Income, (iii) decreases in Consolidated Working Capital and long-term accounts receivable of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries
for such period (other than any such decreases arising from acquisitions or dispositions by the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries completed during
such period) and (iv) an amount equal to the aggregate net non-cash loss on Dispositions by the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries during such period
(other than sales in the ordinary course of business) to the extent deducted in arriving at such Consolidated Net Income minus (b) the sum, without
duplication, of (i) an amount equal to the amount of all non-cash credits included in arriving at such Consolidated Net Income and cash charges included in
clauses (a) through (m) of the definition of “Consolidated Net Income,” (ii) without duplication of amounts deducted pursuant to
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clause (xi) below in prior fiscal years, the amount of Capital Expenditures or acquisitions of intellectual property to the extent not expensed and Capitalized
Software Expenditures accrued or made in cash or accrued during such period, to the extent that such Capital Expenditures or acquisitions were financed with
internally generated cash or borrowings under the Revolving Credit Facility and were not made by utilizing the Cumulative Retained Excess Cash Flow
Amount, (iii) the aggregate amount of all principal payments of Indebtedness of the Borrower or its Restricted Subsidiaries (including (A) the principal
component of payments in respect of Financing Leases, (B) the amount of any scheduled repayment of Term Loans pursuant to Section 2.07(a) and (C) any
mandatory prepayment of Term Loans pursuant to Section 2.05(b)(ii) to the extent required due to a Disposition that resulted in an increase to Consolidated
Net Income and not in excess of the amount of such increase but excluding (X) all other voluntary and mandatory prepayments of Term Loans, (Y) all
prepayments of Revolving Credit Loans and Swing Line Loans made during such period and (Z) all payments in respect of any other revolving credit facility
made during such period, except in the case of clause (Z) to the extent there is an equivalent permanent reduction in commitments thereunder), to the extent
financed with internally generated cash, (iv) an amount equal to the aggregate net non-cash gain on Dispositions by the Borrower and its Restricted
Subsidiaries during such period (other than Dispositions in the ordinary course of business) to the extent included in arriving at such Consolidated Net
Income, (v) increases in Consolidated Working Capital and long-term accounts receivable of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries for such period
(other than any such increases arising from acquisitions or dispositions by the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries during such period), (vi) cash
payments by the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries during such period in respect of long-term liabilities of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries
other than Indebtedness, (vii) without duplication of amounts deducted pursuant to clause (xi) below in prior fiscal years, the amount of Investments and
acquisitions made during such period by the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis pursuant to Section 7.02 to the extent that such
Investments and acquisitions were financed with internally generated cash and were not made by utilizing the Cumulative Retained Excess Cash Flow
Amount, (viii) the amount of Restricted Payments paid during such period pursuant to Section 7.06(h), Section 7.06(g) or Section 7.06(f) to the extent such
Restricted Payments were financed with internally generated cash or borrowings under the Revolving Credit Facility, (ix) the aggregate amount of
expenditures actually made by the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries in cash during such period (including expenditures for the payment of financing
fees) to the extent that such expenditures are not expensed during such period, (x) the aggregate amount of any premium, make-whole or penalty payments
actually paid in cash by the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries during such period that are required to be made in connection with any prepayment of
Indebtedness, (xi) without duplication of amounts deducted from Excess Cash Flow in prior periods, the aggregate consideration required to be paid in cash
by the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries pursuant to binding contracts (the “Contract Consideration”) entered into prior to or during such period
relating to Permitted Acquisitions or Capital Expenditures or acquisitions of intellectual property to the extent not expensed to be consummated or made, plus
any restructuring cash expenses, pension payments or tax contingency payments that have been added to Excess Cash Flow pursuant to clause (a)(ii) above
required to be made, in each case during the period of four consecutive fiscal quarters of the Borrower following the end of such period, provided that to the
extent the aggregate amount of internally generated cash not utilizing the Cumulative Retained Excess Cash Flow Amount actually utilized to finance such
Permitted Acquisitions, Capital Expenditures or acquisitions of intellectual property during such period of four consecutive fiscal quarters is less than the
Contract Consideration, the amount of such shortfall shall be added to the calculation of Excess Cash Flow at the end of such period of four consecutive
fiscal quarters, (xii) the amount of cash taxes paid in such period to the extent they exceed the amount of tax expense deducted in determining Consolidated
Net Income for such period, (xiii) cash expenditures in respect of Swap Contracts during such fiscal year to the extent
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not deducted in arriving at such Consolidated Net Income and (xiv) any payment of cash to be amortized or expensed over a future period and recorded as a
long-term asset. Notwithstanding anything in the definition of any term used in the definition of “Excess Cash Flow” to the contrary, all components of
Excess Cash Flow shall be computed for the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis.
“Excess Cash Flow Period” means each fiscal year of the Borrower commencing with the fiscal year ending December 31, 2011
but in all cases for purposes of calculating the Cumulative Retained Excess Cash Flow Amount, such period shall commence with the fiscal year ending
December 31, 2012 and shall only include such fiscal years for which financial statements and a Compliance Certificate have been delivered in accordance
with Sections 6.01(a) and 6.02(a) and for which any prepayments required by Section 2.05(b)(i) (if any) have been made (it being understood that the
Retained Percentage of Excess Cash Flow for any Excess Cash Flow Period shall be included in the Cumulative Retained Excess Cash Flow Amount
regardless of whether a prepayment is required by Section 2.05(b)(i)).
“Exchange Act” means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
“Excluded Subsidiary” means (a) any Subsidiary that is not directly or indirectly a wholly owned Subsidiary of the Borrower, (b)
any Subsidiary that does not have total assets or annual revenues in excess of $20,000,000 individually or in the aggregate with all other Subsidiaries
excluded via this clause (b), (c) any Subsidiary acquired following the Closing Date that is prohibited by applicable Law or Contractual Obligations that are
in existence at the time of acquisition and not entered into in contemplation thereof from guaranteeing the Obligations or if guaranteeing the Obligation
would require governmental (including regulatory) consent, approval, license or authorization (unless such consent, approval license or authorization has
been obtained), (d) any other Subsidiary with respect to which, in the reasonable judgment of the Administrative Agent, in consultation with the Borrower,
the burden or cost or other consequences (including any material adverse tax consequences) of providing a Guarantee shall be excessive in view of the
benefits to be obtained by the Lenders therefrom, (e) any Foreign Subsidiary, (f) any non-for-profit Subsidiaries, (g) any Unrestricted Subsidiaries, (h) any
special purpose securitization vehicle or a captive insurance subsidiary, (i) any direct or indirect Domestic Subsidiary (x) that is treated as a disregarded
entity for federal income tax purposes and (y) substantially all of the assets of which include the Equity Interests of one or more Foreign Subsidiaries and (j)
any Domestic Subsidiary that is a Subsidiary of a Foreign Subsidiary; provided that no Subsidiary that guarantees any Mezzanine Debt or other Junior
Financing shall be deemed to be an Excluded Subsidiary at any time any such guarantee is in effect.
“Excluded Swap Obligations” means, with respect to any Guarantor, (a) any Swap Obligation if, and to the extent that, all or a
portion of the Guaranty of such Guarantor of, or the grant by such Guarantor of a security interest to secure, such Swap Obligation (or any Guaranty thereof)
is or becomes illegal under the Commodity Exchange Act or any rule, regulation, or order of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (or the application
or official interpretation of any thereof) (i) by virtue of such Guarantor’s failure to constitute an “eligible contract participant,” as defined in the Commodity
Exchange Act and the regulations thereunder (determined after giving effect to Section 11.11and any other applicable keepwell, support, or other agreement
for the benefit of such Guarantor and any and all applicable guarantees of such Guarantor’s Swap Obligations by other Loan Parties), at the time the
guarantee of (or grant of such security interest by, as applicable) such Guarantor becomes or would become effective with respect to such Swap Obligation or
(ii) in the case of a Swap Obligation that is subject to a clearing requirement pursuant to section 2(h) of the
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Commodity Exchange Act, because such Guarantor is a “financial entity,” as defined in section 2(h)(7)(C) the Commodity Exchange Act, at the time the
guarantee of (or grant of such security interest by, as applicable) such Guarantor becomes or would become effective with respect to such Swap Obligation or
(b) any other Swap Obligation designated as an “Excluded Swap Obligation” of such Guarantor as specified in any agreement between the relevant Loan
Parties and Hedge Bank applicable to such Swap Obligations. If a Swap Obligation arises under a master agreement governing more than one Swap, such
exclusion shall apply only to the portion of such Swap Obligation that is attributable to the Swap for which such guarantee or security interest is or becomes
excluded in accordance with the first sentence of this definition.
“Excluded Taxes” means, with respect to any Agent, any Lender (including any L/C Issuer), or any other recipient of any payment
to be made by or on account of any obligation of any Loan Party hereunder or under any other Loan Document, (a) any Taxes imposed on (or measured by)
its net income or net profits (or any franchise or similar Taxes in lieu thereof) by the jurisdiction under the laws of which such recipient is organized, in
which its principal office is located or in which it is otherwise doing business (other than a business deemed to arise solely by virtue of any of the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement) or, in the case of any Lender, in which its Lending Office is located, (b) any Taxes in the nature of branch profits tax within
the meaning of section 884(a) of the Code imposed by any jurisdiction described in (a), (c) other than in the case of an assignee pursuant to a request by the
Borrower under Section 3.07, any United States federal withholding tax that is imposed on any interest payable to such Person pursuant to any Law in effect
at the time such Person becomes a party to this Agreement (or designates a new Lending Office), except to the extent that such Person (or its assignor, if any)
was entitled, at the time of designation of a new applicable Lending Office (or assignment), to receive additional amounts with respect to such United States
federal withholding Tax pursuant to Section 3.01(a), (d) a United States federal withholding tax (including backup withholding tax) that is attributable to
such Person’s failure to comply with Section 3.01(d) and (e) any withholding Taxes imposed pursuant to FATCA.
“Extended Term Facility” means the Extended Term Loans established pursuant to a specified Term Loan Extension Amendment.
“Existing Term Loan Facility” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.16(a).
“Extended Term Loans” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.16(a).
“Extending Term Lender” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.16(b).
“Extension Election” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.16(b).
“Extension Request” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.16(a).
“Facility” means the Term Loans, any Extended Term Facility, any Refinancing Term Facility, the Revolving Credit Facility and
any Replacement Revolving Facility, as the context may require.
“FATCA” means Sections 1471 through 1474 of the Code, as of the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date (or any amended or
successor version that is substantively comparable and not materially more onerous to comply with), any current or future regulations or official
interpretations thereof and any agreements entered into pursuant to Section 1471(b)(1) of the Code as of the
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Amendment No. 8 Effective Date (or any amended or successor version described above), any published intergovernmental agreement implementing such
Sections of the Code and any fiscal or regulatory legislation adopted pursuant to such published intergovernmental agreements.
“FCPA” means the United States Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended or modified from time to time.
“Federal Funds Rate” means, for any day, the rate calculated by the NYFRB based on such day’s federal funds transactions by
depositary institutions, as determined in such manner as the NYFRB shall set forth on its public website from time to time, and published on the next
succeeding Business Day by the NYFRB as the federal funds effective rate.
“Financial Covenant” means, the covenant of the Borrower set forth in Section 7.11.
“Financing Lease Obligation” means, at the time any determination thereof is to be made, the amount of the liability in respect of a
Financing Lease; provided that any obligations of the Borrower or its Restricted Subsidiaries either existing on the Closing Date or created prior to any
recharacterization described below (i) that were not included on the consolidated balance sheet of the Borrower as financing or capital lease obligations and
(ii) that are subsequently recharacterized as financing or capital lease obligations or indebtedness due to a change in accounting treatment or otherwise, shall
for all purposes under this Agreement (including, without limitation, the calculation of Consolidated Net Income and Consolidated EBITDA) not be treated
as financing or capital lease obligations, Financing Lease Obligations or Indebtedness.
“Financing Leases” means all leases that have been or are required to be, in accordance with GAAP, recorded as Financing Leases;
provided that for all purposes hereunder the amount of obligations under any Financing Lease shall be the amount thereof accounted for as a liability on a
balance sheet (excluding the notes thereto) in accordance with GAAP.
“FIRREA” means the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989, as amended.
“First Lien Intercreditor Agreement” means an intercreditor agreement substantially in the form of Exhibit N between the
Collateral Agent (as assignee of the Former Agent) and one or more collateral agents or representatives for the holders of Permitted Notes issued pursuant to
Section 7.03(s) that are intended to be secured on a pari passu basis with the Obligations.
“First Lien Secured Leverage Ratio” means, with respect to any Test Period, the ratio of (a) Consolidated Total Net Debt (but
excluding for purposes of calculating Consolidated Total Net Debt any cash or Cash Equivalents representing proceeds of any Incremental Term Loans,
borrowings under any Revolving Credit Commitments established pursuant to any Revolving Commitment Increase or proceeds of Permitted Notes that are
secured on a pari passu basis with the Obligations) that is then secured by first priority Liens on property or assets of the Borrower or its Subsidiaries as of
the last day of such Test Period to (b) Pro Forma Consolidated EBITDA for such Test Period.
“Foreign Disposition” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(b)(viii).
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“Foreign Subsidiary” means any direct or indirect Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower which is not a Domestic Subsidiary.
“Former Agent” means Bank of America, N.A., as former administrative agent and collateral agent.
“Fund” means any Person (other than a natural person) that is engaged in making, purchasing, holding or otherwise investing in
commercial loans and similar extensions of credit in the ordinary course.
“Funded Debt” means all Indebtedness of the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries for borrowed money that matures more than
one year from the date of its creation or matures within one year from such date that is renewable or extendable, at the option of such Person, to a date more
than one year from such date or arises under a revolving credit or similar agreement that obligates the lender or lenders to extend credit during a period of
more than one year from such date, including Indebtedness in respect of the Loans.
“GAAP” means generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of America, as in effect from time to time; provided,
however, that if the Borrower notifies the Administrative Agent that the Borrower requests an amendment to any provision hereof to eliminate the effect of
any change occurring after the Closing Date in GAAP or in the application thereof on the operation of such provision (or if the Administrative Agent notifies
the Borrower that the Required Lenders request an amendment to any provision hereof for such purpose), regardless of whether any such notice is given
before or after such change in GAAP or in the application thereof, then such provision shall be interpreted on the basis of GAAP as in effect and applied
immediately before such change shall have become effective until such notice shall have been withdrawn or such provision amended in accordance herewith;
provided further that the accounting for operating leases and financing or capital leases under GAAP as in effect on the Closing Date (including, without
limitation, Accounting Standards Codification 840) shall apply for the purposes of determining compliance with the provisions of this Agreement, including
the definition of Financing Leases and obligations in respect thereof.
“Governmental Authority” means any nation or government, any state or other political subdivision thereof, any agency, authority,
instrumentality, regulatory body, court, administrative tribunal, central bank or other entity exercising executive, legislative, judicial, taxing, regulatory or
administrative powers or functions of or pertaining to government.
“Granting Lender” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.07(h).
“GS Lenders” means GSLP I Offshore Holdings Fund A, L.P., GSLP I Offshore Holdings Fund B, L.P., GSLP I Offshore Holdings
Fund C, L.P. and GSLP I Onshore Holdings Fund, L.L.C.
“Guarantee” means, as to any Person, without duplication, (a) any obligation, contingent or otherwise, of such Person guaranteeing
or having the economic effect of guaranteeing any Indebtedness or other monetary obligation payable or performable by another Person (the “primary
obligor”) in any manner, whether directly or indirectly, and including any obligation of such Person, direct or indirect, (i) to purchase or pay (or advance or
supply funds for the purchase or payment of) such Indebtedness or other monetary obligation, (ii) to purchase or lease property,
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securities or services for the purpose of assuring the obligee in respect of such Indebtedness or other monetary obligation of the payment or performance of
such Indebtedness or other monetary obligation, (iii) to maintain working capital, equity capital or any other financial statement condition or liquidity or level
of income or cash flow of the primary obligor so as to enable the primary obligor to pay such Indebtedness or other monetary obligation, or (iv) entered into
for the purpose of assuring in any other manner the obligee in respect of such Indebtedness or other monetary obligation of the payment or performance
thereof or to protect such obligee against loss in respect thereof (in whole or in part), or (b) any Lien on any assets of such Person securing any Indebtedness
or other monetary obligation of any other Person, whether or not such Indebtedness or other monetary obligation is assumed by such Person (or any right,
contingent or otherwise, of any holder of such Indebtedness to obtain any such Lien); provided that the term “Guarantee” shall not include endorsements for
collection or deposit, in either case in the ordinary course of business, or customary and reasonable indemnity obligations in effect on the Closing Date or
entered into in connection with any acquisition or disposition of assets permitted under this Agreement (other than such obligations with respect to
Indebtedness). The amount of any Guarantee shall be deemed to be an amount equal to the stated or determinable amount of the related primary obligation,
or portion thereof, in respect of which such Guarantee is made or, if not stated or determinable, the maximum reasonably anticipated liability in respect
thereof as determined by the guaranteeing Person in good faith. The term “Guarantee” as a verb has a corresponding meaning.
“Guaranteed Obligations” has the meaning set forth in Section 11.01.
“Guarantors” means Holdings and the Subsidiaries of the Borrower (other than any Excluded Subsidiary) and any other Domestic
Subsidiary that, at the option of the Borrower, issues a Guarantee of the Obligations after the Closing Date.
“Guaranty” means, collectively, the guaranty of the Obligations by the Guarantors pursuant to this Agreement.
“Hazardous Materials” means all materials, pollutants, contaminants, chemicals, compounds, constituents, substances or wastes, in
any form, including petroleum or petroleum distillates, asbestos or asbestos-containing materials, polychlorinated biphenyls, radon gas, mold,
electromagnetic radio frequency or microwave emissions, that are regulated pursuant to, or which could give rise to liability under, applicable Environmental
Law.
“Hedge Bank” means (i) any Person that is a Lender or an Affiliate of a Lender (or was a Lender or an Affiliate of a Lender at the
time such Swap Contract was entered into) and (ii) Bank of America, N.A. and any of its affiliates.
“Holdings” means SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc. (f/k/a SW Holdco, Inc.) or any Domestic Subsidiary of SeaWorld Entertainment,
Inc. that directly owns 100% of the issued and outstanding Equity Interests in the Borrower, and issues a Guarantee of the Obligations and agrees to assume
the obligations of “Holdings” pursuant to this Agreement and the other Loan Documents pursuant to one or more instruments in form and substance
reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent.
“Holdings Pledge Agreement” means the Holdings Pledge Agreement substantially in the form of Exhibit H.
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“Honor Date” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.03(c)(i).
“Immaterial Subsidiary” has the meaning set forth in Section 8.03.
“Incremental Amendment” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.14(a).
“Incremental Series” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.14(a).
“Incremental Term Loans” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.14(a).
“Indebtedness” means, as to any Person at a particular time, without duplication, all of the following:
(a)

all obligations of such Person for borrowed money and all obligations of such Person evidenced by bonds, debentures, notes, loan
agreements or other similar instruments;

(b)

the maximum amount (after giving effect to any prior drawings or reductions which may have been reimbursed) of all outstanding
letters of credit (including standby and commercial), bankers’ acceptances, bank guaranties, surety bonds, performance bonds and similar
instruments issued or created by or for the account of such Person;

(c)

net obligations of such Person under any Swap Contract;

(d)

all obligations of such Person to pay the deferred purchase price of property or services (other than (i) trade accounts payable in the
ordinary course of business, (ii) any earn-out obligation until such obligation becomes a liability on the balance sheet of such Person in
accordance with GAAP and (iii) liabilities accrued in the ordinary course);

(e)

indebtedness (excluding prepaid interest thereon) secured by a Lien on property owned or being purchased by such Person (including
indebtedness arising under conditional sales or other title retention agreements and mortgage, industrial revenue bond, industrial development
bond and similar financings), whether or not such indebtedness shall have been assumed by such Person or is limited in recourse;

(f)

all Attributable Indebtedness; and

(g)

all obligations of such Person in respect of Disqualified Equity Interests;
if and to the extent that the foregoing would constitute indebtedness or a liability in accordance with GAAP; and

(h)

to the extent not otherwise included above, all Guarantees of such Person in respect of any of the foregoing.

For all purposes hereof, the Indebtedness of any Person shall (A) include the Indebtedness of any partnership or joint venture (other than a joint venture that
is itself a corporation or limited liability company) in which such Person is a general partner, except to the extent such Person’s liability for such
Indebtedness is otherwise limited and only to the extent such Indebtedness would be included in the calculation of Consolidated Total Net Debt, (B) in the
case of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries, exclude all intercompany Indebtedness among the Borrower and its Restricted
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Subsidiaries having a term not exceeding 364 days (inclusive of any rollover or extensions of terms) and made in the ordinary course of business and (C)
exclude obligations under or in respect of Non-Financing Lease Obligations (to the extent they are treated as operating leases in the most recent financial
statements in existence on the Closing Date), straight-line leases, operating leases or sale lease-back transactions (except any resulting Financing Lease
Obligations). The amount of any net obligation under any Swap Contract on any date shall be deemed to be the Swap Termination Value thereof as of such
date. The amount of Indebtedness of any Person for purposes of clause (e) shall be deemed to be equal to the lesser of (i) the aggregate unpaid amount of
such Indebtedness and (ii) the fair market value of the property encumbered thereby as determined by such Person in good faith.
“Indemnified Liabilities” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.05.
“Indemnified Taxes” means any Taxes other than Excluded Taxes.
“Indemnitees” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.05.
“Information” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.08.
“Initial Incremental Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.14(a).
“Initial Lenders” means Bank of America, N.A., Barclays Bank PLC, Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas, GSLP I Offshore
Holdings Fund A, L.P., GSLP I Offshore Holdings Fund B, L.P., GSLP I Offshore Holdings Fund C, L.P., GSLP I Onshore Holdings Fund, L.L.C. and
Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.
“Initial Term B-3 Lender” means the Person identified as such in Amendment No. 7.
“Intellectual Property Security Agreement” has the meaning set forth in the Security Agreement.
“Intercompany Note” means a promissory note substantially in the form of Exhibit G.
“Interest Coverage Ratio” means, with respect to the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis, as of the
end of any fiscal quarter of the Borrower for the Test Period ending on such date, the ratio of (a) Pro Forma Consolidated EBITDA to (b) Consolidated
Interest Expense.
“Interest Payment Date” means, (a) as to any Eurocurrency Rate Loan, (i) the last day of each Interest Period applicable to such
Loan, (ii) the Maturity Date of the Facility under which such Loan was made and (iii) with respect to any Revolving Credit Loan, the Amendment No. 9
Effective Date; provided that if any Interest Period for a Eurocurrency Rate Loan exceeds three months, the respective dates that fall every three months after
the beginning of such Interest Period shall also be Interest Payment Dates and (b) as to any Base Rate Loan (including a Swing Line Loan), (i) the last
Business Day of each March, June, September and December, (ii) the Maturity Date of the Facility under which such Loan was made (with Swing Line
Loans being deemed made under the Revolving Credit Facility for purposes of this definition) and (iii) with respect to any Revolving Credit Loan or Swing
Line Loan, the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date.
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“Interest Period” means, as to each Eurocurrency Rate Loan, the period commencing on the date such Eurocurrency Rate Loan is
disbursed or converted to or continued as a Eurocurrency Rate Loan and ending on the date one, two, three or six months thereafter or, to the extent agreed
by each Lender of such Eurocurrency Rate Loan, nine or twelve months or less than one month thereafter, or, in the case of any Revolving Credit Loans
outstanding on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date, such period as provided under Section 2.02(d), as selected by the Borrower in its Committed Loan
Notice; provided that:
(i)

any Interest Period that would otherwise end on a day that is not a Business Day shall be extended to the next succeeding Business
Day unless such Business Day falls in another calendar month, in which case such Interest Period shall end on the next preceding Business Day;

(ii)

any Interest Period that begins on the last Business Day of a calendar month (or on a day for which there is no numerically
corresponding day in the calendar month at the end of such Interest Period) shall end on the last Business Day of the calendar month at the end
of such Interest Period; and

(iii)

no Interest Period shall extend beyond the Maturity Date of the Facility under which such Loan was made.

“Investment” means, as to any Person, any direct or indirect acquisition or investment by such Person, whether by means of (a) the
purchase or other acquisition of Equity Interests or debt or other securities of another Person, (b) a loan, advance or capital contribution to, Guarantee or
assumption of Indebtedness of, or purchase or other acquisition of any other debt or equity participation or interest in, another Person, including any
partnership or joint venture interest in such other Person (excluding, in the case of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries, intercompany loans,
advances or Indebtedness among the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries having a term not exceeding 364 days (inclusive of any rollover or extensions
of terms) and made in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice) or (c) the purchase or other acquisition (in one transaction or a series of
transactions) of all or substantially all of the property and assets or business of another Person or assets constituting a business unit, line of business or
division of such Person. For purposes of covenant compliance, the amount of any Investment shall be the amount actually invested, without adjustment for
subsequent increases or decreases in the value of such Investment.
“Investor Management Agreement” means the Transaction and Advisory Fee Agreement among the Borrower, Holdings (or any
direct or indirect parent entity of Holdings) and Affiliates of (or management entities associated with) one or more of the Investors, which was terminated as
of April 24, 2013.
“Investors” means Blackstone Capital Partners V L.P., and its Affiliates and any investment funds advised or managed by any of
the foregoing (other than any portfolio operating companies of Blackstone Capital Partners V L.P.).
“IP Rights” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.16.
“IPO Entity” has the meaning set forth in the definition of “Qualified IPO.”
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“ISP” means, with respect to any Letter of Credit, the “International Standby Practices 1998” published by the Institute of
International Banking Law & Practice, Inc. (or such later version thereof as may be in effect at the time of issuance).
“Issuer Documents” means with respect to any Letter of Credit, the Letter of Credit Application, and any other document,
agreement and instrument entered into by the L/C Issuer and the Borrower (or any Subsidiary) or in favor of the L/C Issuer and relating to such Letter of
Credit.
“JPMorgan” means JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. and its successors.
“Junior Financing” has the meaning set forth in Section 7.13(a).
“Junior Financing Documentation” means any documentation governing any Junior Financing.
“Laws” means, collectively, all international, foreign, Federal, state and local statutes, treaties, rules, guidelines, regulations,
ordinances, codes and administrative or judicial precedents or authorities, including the interpretation or administration thereof by any Governmental
Authority charged with the enforcement, interpretation or administration thereof, and all applicable administrative orders, directed duties, requests, licenses,
authorizations and permits of, and agreements with, any Governmental Authority.
“LIBOR” has the meaning set forth in the definition of “Eurocurrency Rate.”
“L/C Advance” means, with respect to each Revolving Credit Lender, such Lender’s funding of its participation in any L/C
Borrowing in accordance with its Pro Rata Share.
“L/C Borrowing” means an extension of credit resulting from a drawing under any Letter of Credit which has not been reimbursed
on the date when made or refinanced as a Revolving Credit Borrowing.
“L/C Credit Extension” means, with respect to any Letter of Credit, the issuance thereof or extension of the expiry date thereof, or
the renewal or increase of the amount thereof.
“L/C Issuer” means JPMorgan and any other Lender that becomes an L/C Issuer in accordance with Section 2.03(k) or 10.07(j), in
each case, in its capacity as an issuer of Letters of Credit hereunder, or any successor issuer of Letters of Credit hereunder.
“L/C Obligations” means, as at any date of determination, the aggregate amount available to be drawn under all outstanding Letters
of Credit plus the aggregate of all Unreimbursed Amounts, including all L/C Borrowings. For purposes of computing the amount available to be drawn
under any Letter of Credit, the amount of such Letter of Credit shall be determined in accordance with Section 1.10. For all purposes of this Agreement, if on
any date of determination a Letter of Credit has expired by its terms but any amount may still be drawn thereunder by reason of the operation of Rule 3.14 of
the ISP, such Letter of Credit shall be deemed to be “outstanding” in the amount so remaining available to be drawn.
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“Lender” has the meaning set forth in the preamble hereto and, as the context requires, includes an L/C Issuer and a Swing Line
Lender, and their respective successors and assigns as permitted hereunder, each of which is referred to herein as a “Lender.”
“Lender Default” means any Lender that, as determined by the Administrative Agent, (a) has failed to (i) perform any of its
funding obligations hereunder, including in respect of its Loans or participations in respect of Letters of Credit or Swing Line Loans, within two Business
Days of the date required to be funded by it hereunder (unless such obligation is the subject of a good faith dispute) or (ii) pay to the Administrative Agent,
the L/C Issuer, the Swing Line Lender or any other Lender any other amount required to be paid by it hereunder (including in respect of its participation in
Letters of Credit or Swing Line Loans) within two Business Days of the date when due, (b) has notified the Borrower, the Administrative Agent or any
Lender that it does not intend to comply with its funding obligations or has made a public statement to that effect with respect to its funding obligations
hereunder or under other agreements in which it commits to extend credit, (c) has failed, within two Business Days after request by the Administrative Agent,
to confirm in a manner satisfactory to the Administrative Agent that it will comply with its funding obligations (provided that such Lender shall cease to be a
Defaulting Lender pursuant to this clause (c) upon receipt of such written confirmation by the Administrative Agent and the Borrower), or (d) has, or has a
direct or indirect parent company that has, (i) become the subject of a proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law, (ii) had a receiver, conservator, trustee,
administrator, assignee for the benefit of creditors or similar Person charged with reorganization or liquidation of its business or a custodian appointed for it,
(iii) taken any action in furtherance of, or indicated its consent to, approval of or acquiescence in any such proceeding or appointment, (iv) a Lender has
admitted in writing that it is insolvent or such Lender becomes subject to a Lender-Related Distress Event or (v) become the subject of a Bail-In Action;
provided that a Lender shall not be a Defaulting Lender solely by virtue of the ownership or acquisition of any equity interest in that Lender or any direct or
indirect parent company thereof by a Governmental Authority.
“Lender Participation Notice” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(iii).
“Lender-Related Distress Event” mean, with respect to any Lender or any person that directly or indirectly controls such Lender
(each, a “Distressed Person”), as the case may be, a voluntary or involuntary case with respect to such Distressed Person under any Debtor Relief Law, or a
custodian, conservator, receiver or similar official is appointed for such Distressed Person or any substantial part of such Distressed Person’s assets, or such
Distressed Person or any person that directly or indirectly controls such Distressed Person is subject to a forced liquidation, or such Distressed Person makes
a general assignment for the benefit of creditors or is otherwise adjudicated as, or determined by any governmental authority having regulatory authority over
such Distressed Person or its assets to be, insolvent or bankrupt; provided that a Lender-Related Distress Event shall not be deemed to have occurred solely
by virtue of the ownership or acquisition of any Equity Interest in any Lender or any person that directly or indirectly controls such Lender by a
Governmental Authority or an instrumentality thereof.
“Lending Office” means, as to any Lender, the office or offices of such Lender described as such in such Lender’s Administrative
Questionnaire, or such other office or offices as a Lender may from time to time notify the Borrower and the Administrative Agent.
“Letter of Credit” means any letter of credit issued hereunder. A Letter of Credit may be a commercial letter of credit or a standby
letter of credit.
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“Letter of Credit Application” means an application and agreement for the issuance or amendment of a Letter of Credit in the form
from time to time in use by the L/C Issuer.
“Letter of Credit Expiration Date” means the day that is five (5) days prior to the scheduled Maturity Date then in effect for the
Revolving Credit Facility (or, if such day is not a Business Day, the next preceding Business Day).
“Letter of Credit Sublimit” means an amount equal to the lesser of (a) $50,000,000 and (b) the aggregate amount of the Revolving
Credit Commitments. The Letter of Credit Sublimit is part of, and not in addition to, the Revolving Credit Facility.
“Lien” means any mortgage, pledge, hypothecation, assignment, deposit arrangement, encumbrance, lien (statutory or other),
charge, or preference, priority or other security interest or preferential arrangement of any kind or nature whatsoever (including any conditional sale or other
title retention agreement, any easement, right of way or other encumbrance on title to Real Property, and any Financing Lease having substantially the same
economic effect as any of the foregoing).
“LLC” means any Person that is a limited liability company under the laws of its jurisdiction of formation.
“Loan” means an extension of credit by a Lender to the Borrower under Article II in the form of a Term Loan, a Revolving Credit
Loan, a Swing Line Loan or a Replacement Revolving Loan (including any extensions of credit under any Revolving Commitment Increase).
“Loan Documents” means, collectively, (i) this Agreement, (ii) the Notes, (iii) the Collateral Documents, (iv) each Letter of Credit
Application, (v) the Amendment No. 3 Joinder Agreement, (vi) the Amendment No. 4 Joinder Agreement, (vii) the Amendment No. 5 Joinder Agreement
and (viii) any amendment to any of the foregoing (including any Incremental Amendment).
“Loan Parties” means, collectively, the Borrower and each Guarantor.
“Management Stockholders” means the members of management of Holdings, the Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries who are
investors in Holdings or any direct or indirect parent thereof.
“Margin Stock” has the meaning set forth in Regulation U.
“Market Capitalization” means an amount equal to (i) the total number of issued and outstanding shares of common Equity
Interests of the IPO Entity on the date of the declaration of the relevant Restricted Payment multiplied by (ii) the arithmetic mean of the closing prices per
share of such common Equity Interests for the 30 consecutive trading days immediately preceding the date of declaration of such Restricted Payment.
“Master Agreement” has the meaning set forth in the definition of “Swap Contract.”
“Material Adverse Effect” means a (a) material adverse effect on the business, operations, assets, liabilities (actual or contingent)
or financial condition of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries, taken as a whole; (b) material adverse effect on the ability of the Loan Parties
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(taken as a whole) to fully and timely perform any of their payment obligations under any Loan Document to which the Borrower or any of the Loan Parties
is a party; or (c) material adverse effect on the rights and remedies available to the Lenders or the Collateral Agent under any Loan Document.
“Material Real Property” means any fee owned real property owned by any Loan Party (other than any owned real property
subject to a Lien permitted by clause (u) or (w) of Section 7.01 to the extent and for so long as the documentation governing such Lien prohibits the granting
of a Mortgage thereon to secure the Obligations) with a fair market value in excess of $5,000,000 (at the Closing Date or, with respect to real property
acquired after the Closing Date, at the time of acquisition, in each case, as reasonably estimated by the Borrower in good faith); provided that if at any time
the fair market value of all fee owned real properties that are not “Material Real Property” owned by the Loan Parties would exceed $25,000,000 in the
aggregate, the Loan Parties shall designate additional fee owned real properties as “Material Real Property” and comply with the Collateral and Guarantee
Requirement with respect thereto such that such threshold is no longer exceeded.
“Maturity Date” means (i) with respect to the Term B-5 Loans, March 31, 2024 and (ii) with respect to the Tranche 4 Revolving
Credit Facility and Swing Line Facility, October 31, 2023; provided that if any such day is not a Business Day, the Maturity Date shall be the Business Day
immediately succeeding such day.
“Maximum Rate” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.10.
“Mezzanine Debt” means $400,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of 13½% senior notes due 2016 issued by the Borrower on
or prior to the Closing Date, as amended by the Mezzanine Debt Amendment and the Mezzanine Debt Amendment No. 2.
“Mezzanine Debt Amendment” means the Holder Consent Letter to the Mezzanine Debt Documentation as in effect on the
Amendment No. 3 Effective Date.
“Mezzanine Debt Amendment No. 2” means the Holder Consent Letter to the Mezzanine Debt Documentation as in effect on the
Amendment No. 4 Effective Date.
“Mezzanine Debt Documentation” means any indenture or other loan or purchase agreement governing the Mezzanine Debt and
any other documents delivered pursuant thereto.
“Mezzanine Financing” means the issuance of the Mezzanine Debt pursuant to the Mezzanine Debt Documentation.
“Mezzanine Providers” means the holders of the Mezzanine Debt.
“MNPI” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(i).
“Moody’s” means Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. and any successor thereto.
“Mortgage Policies” has the meaning set forth in the definition of “Collateral and Guarantee Requirement.”
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“Mortgaged Properties” has the meaning set forth in the definition of “Collateral and Guarantee Requirement.”
“Mortgages” means, collectively, the deeds of trust, trust deeds, hypothecs and mortgages made by the Loan Parties in favor or for
the benefit of the Collateral Agent on behalf of the Secured Parties creating and evidencing a Lien on a Mortgaged Property, in form and substance
reasonably satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, and any other mortgages executed and delivered pursuant to Sections 6.11 and 6.13.
“Multiemployer Plan” means any employee benefit plan of the type described in Section 4001(a)(3) of ERISA, to which the Loan
Party, any Restricted Subsidiary or any ERISA Affiliate makes or is obligated to make contributions, or during the preceding five plan years, has made or
been obligated to make contributions.
“Net Proceeds” means:
(a)

100% of the cash proceeds actually received by the Borrower or any of the Restricted Subsidiaries (including any cash payments
received by way of deferred payment of principal pursuant to a note or installment receivable or purchase price adjustment receivable or
otherwise and including casualty insurance settlements and condemnation awards, but in each case only as and when received) from any
Disposition or Casualty Event, net of (i) attorneys’ fees, accountants’ fees, investment banking fees, survey costs, title insurance premiums, and
related search and recording charges, transfer taxes, deed or mortgage recording taxes, other customary expenses and brokerage, consultant and
other customary fees actually incurred in connection therewith, (ii) any amount required to repay (x) Indebtedness (other than pursuant to the
Loan Documents) that is secured by a Lien on the assets disposed of and which ranks prior to the Lien securing the Obligations or (y)
Indebtedness or other obligations of any Subsidiary that is disposed of in such transaction, (iii) in the case of any Disposition or Casualty Event
by a non-wholly owned Restricted Subsidiary, the pro rata portion of the Net Proceeds thereof (calculated without regard to this clause (iii))
attributable to minority interests and not available for distribution to or for the account of the Borrower or a wholly owned Restricted Subsidiary
as a result thereof, (iv) taxes paid or reasonably estimated to be payable as a result thereof, and (v) the amount of any reasonable reserve
established in accordance with GAAP against any adjustment to the sale price or any liabilities (other than any taxes deducted pursuant to clause
(i) above) (x) related to any of the applicable assets and (y) retained by the Borrower or any of the Restricted Subsidiaries including, without
limitation, Pension Plan and other post-employment benefit liabilities and liabilities related to environmental matters or against any
indemnification obligations (however, the amount of any subsequent reduction of such reserve (other than in connection with a payment in
respect of any such liability) shall be deemed to be Net Proceeds of such Disposition or Casualty Event occurring on the date of such reduction);
provided that, if no Default exists, the Borrower or the applicable Restricted Subsidiary may reinvest any portion of such proceeds in assets
useful for its business within 12 months of such receipt, such portion of such proceeds shall not constitute Net Proceeds except to the extent not,
within 12 months of such receipt, so used or contractually committed to be so used (it being understood that if any portion of such proceeds are
not so used within such 12 month period but within such 12-month period are contractually committed to be used, then upon the termination of
such contract or if such Net Proceeds are not so used within 18 months of initial receipt, such remaining portion shall constitute Net Proceeds as
of the date of such termination or expiry
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without giving effect to this proviso; it being understood that such proceeds shall constitute Net Proceeds notwithstanding any
investment notice if there is a Specified Default at the time of a proposed reinvestment unless such proposed reinvestment is made pursuant to a
binding commitment entered into at a time when no Specified Default was continuing); provided, further, that no proceeds realized in a single
transaction or series of related transactions shall constitute Net Proceeds unless (x) such proceeds shall exceed $5,000,000 or (y) the aggregate
net proceeds exceeds $15,000,000 in any fiscal year (and thereafter only net cash proceeds in excess of such amount shall constitute Net
Proceeds under this clause (a)), and
(b)

100% of the cash proceeds from the incurrence, issuance or sale by the Borrower or any of the Restricted Subsidiaries of any
Indebtedness, net of all taxes paid or reasonably estimated to be payable as a result thereof and fees (including investment banking fees and
discounts), commissions, costs and other expenses, in each case incurred in connection with such issuance or sale.

For purposes of calculating the amount of Net Proceeds, fees, commissions and other costs and expenses payable to the Borrower or
any Restricted Subsidiary shall be disregarded.
“non-cash charges” has the meaning set forth in the definition of the term “Consolidated EBITDA.”
“Non-Consenting Lender” has the meaning set forth in Section 3.07(d).
“Non-Debt Fund Affiliate” means an Affiliate of the Borrower that is not a Debt Fund Affiliate or a Purchasing Borrower Party.
“Non-extension Notice Date” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.03(b)(iii).
“Non-Financing Lease Obligation” means a lease obligation that is not required to be accounted for as a financing or capital lease
on both the balance sheet and the income statement for financial reporting purposes in accordance with GAAP. For the avoidance of doubt, a straight-line or
operating lease shall be considered a Non-Financing Lease Obligation.
“Not Otherwise Applied” means, with reference to any amount of Net Proceeds of any transaction or event, that such amount (a)
was not required to be applied to prepay the Loans pursuant to Section 2.05(b), and (b) was not previously applied in determining the permissibility of a
transaction under the Loan Documents where such permissibility was (or may have been) contingent on receipt of such amount or utilization of such amount
for a specified purpose. The Borrower shall promptly notify the Administrative Agent of any application of such amount as contemplated by (b) above.
“Note” means a Term Note, a Revolving Credit Note or a Swing Line Note, as the context may require.
“NYFRB” shall mean the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
“NYFRB Rate” shall mean, for any day, the greater of (a) the Federal Funds Rate in effect on such day and (b) the Overnight Bank
Funding Rate in effect on such day (or for any day that is not a Business Day, for the immediately preceding Business Day); provided that if none of such
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rates are published for any day that is a Business Day, the term “NYFRB Rate” shall mean the rate for a federal funds transaction quoted at 11:00 a.m. on
such day received to the Administrative Agent from a federal funds broker of recognized standing selected by it; provided, further, that if any of the aforesaid
rates shall be less than zero, such rate shall be deemed to be zero for purposes of this Agreement.
“Obligations” means all (x) advances to, and debts, liabilities, obligations, covenants and duties of, any Loan Party and its
Restricted Subsidiaries arising under any Loan Document or otherwise with respect to any Loan or Letter of Credit, whether direct or indirect (including
those acquired by assumption), absolute or contingent, due or to become due, now existing or hereafter arising and including interest and fees that accrue
after the commencement by or against any Loan Party or Restricted Subsidiary of any proceeding under any Debtor Relief Laws naming such Person as the
debtor in such proceeding, regardless of whether such interest and fees are allowed claims in such proceeding and (y) obligations of the Borrower or any
Restricted Subsidiary arising under Cash Management Obligations or any Secured Hedge Agreement. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the
Obligations of the Loan Parties under the Loan Documents (and of their Restricted Subsidiaries to the extent they have obligations under the Loan
Documents) include (a) the obligation (including guarantee obligations) to pay principal, interest, Letter of Credit fees, reimbursement obligations, charges,
expenses, fees, Attorney Costs, indemnities and other amounts payable by any Loan Party under any Loan Document and (b) the obligation of any Loan
Party to reimburse any amount in respect of any of the foregoing that any Lender, in its sole discretion, may elect to pay or advance on behalf of such Loan
Party. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Obligations of any Guarantor shall in no event include any Excluded Swap Obligations of such Guarantor.
“OFAC” means the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the United States Department of the Treasury.
“Offered Loans” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(iii).
“Organization Documents” means (a) with respect to any corporation, the certificate or articles of incorporation and the bylaws (or
equivalent or comparable constitutive documents with respect to any non-U.S. jurisdiction); (b) with respect to any limited liability company, the certificate
or articles of formation or organization and operating agreement; and (c) with respect to any partnership, joint venture, trust or other form of business entity,
the partnership, joint venture or other applicable agreement of formation or organization and any agreement, instrument, filing or notice with respect thereto
filed in connection with its formation or organization with the applicable Governmental Authority in the jurisdiction of its formation or organization and, if
applicable, any certificate or articles of formation or organization of such entity.
“Original Term Loans” means the term loans made on the Closing Date.
“Other Taxes” has the meaning set forth in Section 3.01(b).
“Outstanding Amount” means (a) with respect to Term Loans, Revolving Credit Loans and Swing Line Loans on any date, the
aggregate outstanding principal amount thereof after giving effect to any borrowings and prepayments or repayments of Term Loans, Revolving Credit Loans
(including any refinancing of outstanding unpaid drawings under Letters of Credit or L/C Credit Extensions as a Revolving Credit Borrowing) and Swing
Line Loans, as the case may be, occurring on such date; and (b) with respect to any L/C Obligations on any date, the amount of such L/C
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Obligations on such date after giving effect to any L/C Credit Extension occurring on such date and any other changes thereto as of such date, including as a
result of any reimbursements of outstanding unpaid drawings under any Letters of Credit (including any refinancing of outstanding unpaid drawings under
Letters of Credit or L/C Credit Extensions as a Revolving Credit Borrowing) or any reductions in the maximum amount available for drawing under Letters
of Credit taking effect on such date.
“Overnight Bank Funding Rate” shall mean, for any day, with respect to any amount denominated in Dollars, the rate comprised
of both overnight federal funds and overnight eurocurrency borrowings by U.S.-managed banking offices of depository institutions, as such composite rate
shall be determined by the NYFRB as set forth on its public website from time to time, and published on the next succeeding Business Day by the NYFRB as
an overnight bank funding rate (from and after such date as the NYFRB shall commence to publish such composite rate).
“Parent” has the meaning set forth in the preliminary statements hereto.
“Participant” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.07(e).
“Participant Register” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.07(e).
“PBGC” means the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.
“Pension Plan” means any “employee pension benefit plan” (as such term is defined in Section 3(2) of ERISA), other than a
Multiemployer Plan, that is subject to Title IV of ERISA and is sponsored or maintained by any Loan Party or any ERISA Affiliate or to which any Loan
Party or any ERISA Affiliate contributes or has an obligation to contribute, or in the case of a multiple employer or other plan described in Section 4064(a) of
ERISA, has made contributions at any time during the immediately preceding five (5) plan years.
“Perfection Certificate” means a certificate in the form of Exhibit II to the Security Agreement or any other form reasonably
approved by the Collateral Agent, as the same shall be supplemented from time to time.
“Permitted Acquisition” has the meaning set forth in Section 7.02(i).
“Permitted Holders” means each of the Investors, the Management Stockholders and the Mezzanine Providers; provided that (a) if
the Management Stockholders own beneficially or of record more than ten percent (10%) of the outstanding voting Equity Interests of Holdings in the
aggregate, they shall be treated as Permitted Holders of only ten percent (10%) of the outstanding voting Equity Interests of Holdings at such time and (b) if
the Mezzanine Providers own beneficially or of record more than ten percent (10%) of the outstanding voting Equity Interests of Holdings in the aggregate,
they shall be treated as Permitted Holders of only ten percent (10%) of the outstanding voting Equity Interests of Holdings at such time.
“Permitted Notes” means (i) unsecured senior or senior subordinated debt securities of the Borrower, (ii) debt securities of the
Borrower that are secured by a Lien on the Collateral ranking junior to the Liens securing the Obligations pursuant to a Second Lien Intercreditor Agreement
or (iii) debt securities of the Borrower that are secured by a Lien ranking pari passu with the Liens securing the Obligations pursuant to a First Lien
Intercreditor Agreement; provided that (a)
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in the case of debt securities issued in reliance on Section 7.03(s)(iii), such debt securities are issued for cash consideration, (b) the terms of such debt
securities do not provide for any scheduled repayment, mandatory redemption or sinking fund obligations prior to the Maturity Date of the Term B-5 Loan
Facility (other than customary offers to repurchase upon a change of control, asset sale or event of loss and customary acceleration rights after an event of
default), (c) the covenants, events of default, guarantees, collateral and other terms of which (other than interest rate and redemption premiums), taken as a
whole, are not more restrictive to the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries than those in this Agreement; provided that a certificate of a Responsible
Officer of the Borrower delivered to the Administrative Agent at least three Business Days (or such shorter period as the Administrative Agent may
reasonably agree) prior to the incurrence of such debt securities, together with a reasonably detailed description of the material terms and conditions of such
debt securities or drafts of the documentation relating thereto, stating that the Borrower has determined in good faith that such terms and conditions satisfy
the foregoing requirement shall be conclusive evidence that such terms and conditions satisfy the foregoing requirement, (d) at the time that any such
Permitted Notes are issued (and after giving effect thereto) no Event of Default shall exist, (e) [reserved], and (f) no Subsidiary of the Borrower (other than a
Guarantor) shall be an obligor and no Permitted Notes shall be secured by any collateral other than the Collateral.
“Permitted Refinancing” means, with respect to any Person, any modification, refinancing, refunding, renewal, replacement or
extension of any Indebtedness of such Person; provided that (a) the principal amount (or accreted value, if applicable) thereof does not exceed the principal
amount (or accreted value, if applicable) of the Indebtedness so modified, refinanced, refunded, renewed, replaced or extended except by an amount equal to
unpaid accrued interest and premium thereon plus other amounts paid, and fees and expenses reasonably incurred, in connection with such modification,
refinancing, refunding, renewal, replacement or extension and by an amount equal to any existing commitments unutilized thereunder, (b) other than with
respect to a Permitted Refinancing in respect of Indebtedness permitted pursuant to Section 7.03(e), such modification, refinancing, refunding, renewal,
replacement or extension has a final maturity date equal to or later than the final maturity date of, and has a Weighted Average Life to Maturity equal to or
greater than the Weighted Average Life to Maturity of, the Indebtedness being modified, refinanced, refunded, renewed, replaced or extended, (c) other than
with respect to a Permitted Refinancing in respect of Indebtedness permitted pursuant to Sections 7.03(e) or (f), at the time thereof, no Event of Default shall
have occurred and be continuing and (d) if such Indebtedness being modified, refinanced, refunded, renewed, replaced or extended is Indebtedness permitted
pursuant to Section 7.03(b), 7.03(q), 7.03(s) or 7.13(a) or is otherwise a Junior Financing, (i) to the extent such Indebtedness being modified, refinanced,
refunded, renewed, replaced or extended is subordinated in right of payment to the Obligations, such modification, refinancing, refunding, renewal,
replacement or extension is subordinated in right of payment to the Obligations on terms at least as favorable to the Lenders as those contained in the
documentation governing the Indebtedness being modified, refinanced, refunded, renewed, replaced or extended, (ii) the terms and conditions (including, if
applicable, as to collateral but excluding as to subordination, interest rate and redemption premium) of any such modified, refinanced, refunded, renewed,
replaced or extended Indebtedness, taken as a whole, are not materially less favorable to the Loan Parties or the Lenders than the terms and conditions of the
Indebtedness being modified, refinanced, refunded, renewed, replaced or extended, taken as a whole; provided that a certificate of a Responsible Officer
delivered to the Administrative Agent at least five Business Days prior to the incurrence of such Indebtedness, together with a reasonably detailed description
of the material terms and conditions of such Indebtedness or drafts of the documentation relating thereto, stating that the Borrower has determined in good
faith that such terms and conditions satisfy the foregoing requirement shall be conclusive evidence that such terms and conditions satisfy
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the foregoing requirement unless the Administrative Agent notifies the Borrower within such five Business Day period that it disagrees with such
determination (including a reasonable description of the basis upon which it disagrees) and (iii) such modification, refinancing, refunding, renewal,
replacement or extension is incurred by the Person who is the obligor of the Indebtedness being modified, refinanced, refunded, renewed, replaced or
extended.
“Person” means any natural person, corporation, limited liability company, trust, joint venture, association, company, partnership,
Governmental Authority or other entity.
“Plan” means any “employee benefit plan” (as such term is defined in Section 3(3) of ERISA) established, maintained or
contributed to by any Loan Party or, with respect to any such plan that is subject to Section 412 of the Code or Title IV of ERISA, any ERISA Affiliate.
“Platform” has the meaning set forth in Section 6.01.
“Principal L/C Issuer” means JPMorgan and any other L/C Issuer that has issued Letters of Credit having an aggregate
Outstanding Amount in excess of $10,000,000.
“Pro Forma Balance Sheet” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.05(a)(i).
“Pro Forma Basis” means, with respect to compliance with any test or covenant or calculation of any ratio hereunder, the
determination or calculation of such test, covenant or ratio (including in connection with Specified Transactions) in accordance with Section 1.09.
“Pro Forma Compliance” means, with respect to the covenant in Section 7.11, compliance on a Pro Forma Basis with such
covenant in accordance with Section 1.09.
“Pro Forma Consolidated EBITDA” means, for any period, the Consolidated EBITDA for such period calculated on a Pro Forma
Basis.
“Pro Forma Financial Statements” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.05(a)(i).
“Projections” has the meaning set forth in Section 6.01(c).
“Proposed Discounted Prepayment Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(ii).
“Pro Rata Share” means, with respect to each Lender at any time a fraction (expressed as a percentage, carried out to the ninth
decimal place), the numerator of which is the amount of the Commitments of such Lender under the applicable Facility or Facilities at such time and the
denominator of which is the amount of the Aggregate Commitments under the applicable Facility or Facilities at such time; provided that if such
Commitments have been terminated, then the Pro Rata Share of each Lender shall be determined based on the Pro Rata Share of such Lender immediately
prior to such termination and after giving effect to any subsequent assignments made pursuant to the terms hereof.
“Public Lender” has the meaning set forth in Section 6.01.
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“Purchasing Borrower Party” means Holdings or any Subsidiary of Holdings that (x) makes a Discounted Voluntary Prepayment
pursuant to Section 2.05(c) or (y) becomes an Eligible Assignees or Participant pursuant to Section 10.07(k).
“Qualified ECP Guarantor” means, in respect of any Swap Obligation, each Guarantor that, at the time the relevant Guaranty (or
grant of the relevant security interest, as applicable) becomes or would become effective with respect to such Swap Obligation, has total assets exceeding
$10,000,000 or otherwise constitutes an “eligible contract participant” under the Commodity Exchange Act and which may cause another person to qualify as
an “eligible contract participant” with respect to such Swap Obligation at such time by entering into a keepwell pursuant to § 1a(18)(A)(v)(II) of the
Commodity Exchange Act.
“Qualified Equity Interests” means any Equity Interests that are not Disqualified Equity Interests.
“Qualified IPO” means the issuance by Holdings or any direct or indirect parent of Holdings (the “IPO Entity”) of its common
Equity Interests in an underwritten primary public offering (other than a public offering pursuant to a registration statement on Form S-8) (i) pursuant to an
effective registration statement filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission in accordance with the Securities Act (whether alone or in
connection with a secondary public offering) or (ii) after which the common Equity Interests of Holdings or any direct or indirect parent of Holdings are
listed on an internationally recognized securities exchange or dealer quotation system.
“Qualifying Lenders” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(iv).
“Qualifying Loans” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(c)(iv).
“Ratio-Based Incremental Facility” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.14(a).
“Real Property” means, collectively, all right, title and interest (including any leasehold, mineral or other estate) in and to any and
all parcels of or interests in real property owned or leased by any Person, whether by lease, license or other means, together with, in each case, all easements,
hereditaments and appurtenances relating thereto, all improvements and appurtenant fixtures and equipment, all general intangibles and contract rights and
other property and rights incidental to the ownership, lease or operation thereof.
“Refinanced Term Loans” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.01.
“Refinancing Effective Date” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.15(a).
“Refinancing Term Facility” means the Refinancing Term Loans established pursuant to a specified Refinancing Term Loan
Amendment.
“Refinancing Term Lender” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.15(b).
“Refinancing Term Loan Amendment” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.15(c).
“Refinancing Term Loans” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.15(a).
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“Register” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.07(d).
“Rejection Notice” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.05(b)(vi).
“Release” means any spilling, leaking, seepage, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, discharging, injecting, escaping, leaching,
dumping, disposing, depositing, dispersing or migrating in, into, onto or through the Environment or from or through any facility, property or equipment.
“Replacement L/C Issuer” means, with respect to any Replacement Revolving Facility, any Replacement Revolving Lender
thereunder from time to time designated by the applicable Borrower as the Replacement L/C Issuer under such Replacement Revolving Facility with the
consent of such Replacement Revolving Lender and the Administrative Agent.
“Replacement L/C Obligations” means, at any time with respect to any Replacement Revolving Facility, an amount equal to the
sum of (a) the then aggregate undrawn and unexpired amount of the then outstanding Replacement Letters of Credit under such Replacement Revolving
Facility and (b) the aggregate amount of drawings under the Replacement Letters of Credit under such Replacement Revolving Facility that have not then
been reimbursed.
“Replacement Letter of Credit” means any letter of credit issued pursuant to a Replacement Revolving Facility.
“Replacement Revolving Credit Percentage” means, as to any Replacement Revolving Lender at any time under any Replacement
Revolving Facility, the percentage which such Lender’s Replacement Revolving Commitment under such Replacement Revolving Facility then constitutes of
the aggregate Replacement Revolving Commitments under such Replacement Revolving Facility (or, at any time after such Replacement Revolving
Commitments shall have expired or terminated, the percentage which the aggregate amount of such Lender’s Replacement Revolving Extensions of Credit
then outstanding pursuant to such Replacement Revolving Facility constitutes of the amount of the aggregate Replacement Revolving Extensions of Credit
then outstanding pursuant to such Replacement Revolving Facility).
“Replacement Revolving Commitment Series” has the meaning specified in Section 2.17(b).
“Replacement Revolving Extensions of Credit” means, as to any Replacement Revolving Lender at any time under any
Replacement Revolving Facility, an amount equal to the sum of (a) the aggregate principal amount of all Replacement Revolving Loans made by such
Lender pursuant to such Replacement Revolving Facility then outstanding, (b) such Lender’s Replacement Revolving Credit Percentage of the outstanding
Replacement L/C Obligations under any Replacement Letters of Credit under such Replacement Revolving Facility and (c) such Lender’s Replacement
Revolving Credit Percentage of the Replacement Swing Line Loans then outstanding under such Replacement Revolving Facility.
“Replacement Revolving Facility” means each Replacement Revolving Commitment Series of Replacement Revolving
Commitments and the Replacement Revolving Extensions of Credit made hereunder.
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“Replacement Revolving Facility Amendment” has the meaning specified in Section 2.17(c).
“Replacement Revolving Commitments” has the meaning specified in Section 2.17(a).
“Replacement Revolving Facility Effective Date” has the meaning specified in Section 2.17(a).
“Replacement Revolving Lender” has the meaning specified in Section 2.17(b).
“Replacement Revolving Loans” has the meaning specified in Section 2.17(a).
“Replacement Swing Line Lender” means, with respect to any Replacement Revolving Facility, any Replacement Revolving
Lender thereunder from time to time designated by the applicable Borrower as the Replacement Swing Line Lender under such Replacement Revolving
Facility with the consent of such Replacement Revolving Lender and the Administrative Agent
“Replacement Swing Line Loans” means any swing line loan made to the Borrower pursuant to a Replacement Revolving Facility.
“Replacement Term Loans” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.01.
“Reportable Event” means any of the events set forth in Section 4043(c) of ERISA or the regulations issued thereunder, other than
events for which the thirty (30) day notice period has been waived.
“Request for Credit Extension” means (a) with respect to a Borrowing, continuation or conversion of Term Loans or Revolving
Credit Loans, a Committed Loan Notice, (b) with respect to an L/C Credit Extension, a Letter of Credit Application, and (c) with respect to a Swing Line
Loan, a Swing Line Loan Notice.
“Required Class Lenders” means, as of any date of determination and subject to the limitations set forth in Section 10.07(l), Term
Lenders of a particular Class of Term Loans having more than 50% of the aggregate principal amount of outstanding Term Loans of such Class of all Term
Lenders in such Class.
“Required Lenders” means, as of any date of determination and subject to the limitations set forth in Section 10.07(l), Lenders
having more than 50% of the sum of the (a) Total Outstandings (with the aggregate amount of each Lender’s risk participation and funded participation in
L/C Obligations and Swing Line Loans being deemed “held” by such Lender for purposes of this definition), (b) aggregate unused Term Commitments and
(c) aggregate unused Revolving Credit Commitments and Replacement Revolving Commitments; provided that the unused Term Commitment and unused
Revolving Credit Commitment of, and the portion of the Total Outstandings held or deemed held by, any Defaulting Lender shall be excluded for purposes of
making a determination of Required Lenders.
“Required Revolving Credit Lenders” means, as of any date of determination and subject to the limitations set forth in Section
10.07(l), Revolving Credit Lenders having more than
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50% of the sum of the (a) Revolving Credit Loans (other than Swing Line Loans) outstanding, (b) L/C Obligations, (c) Swing Line Obligations and
(d) aggregate unused Revolving Credit Commitment and Replacement Revolving Commitments; provided, that the Revolving Credit Loans, L/C Obligations,
Swing Line Obligations and unused Revolving Credit Commitment held by or deemed held by, any Defaulting Lender shall be excluded for purposes of
making a determination of Required Revolving Credit Lenders.
“Responsible Officer” means the chief executive officer, president, vice president, chief financial officer, treasurer or assistant
treasurer or other similar officer of a Loan Party and, as to any document delivered on the Closing Date, any secretary or assistant secretary of such Loan
Party. Any document delivered hereunder that is signed by a Responsible Officer of a Loan Party shall be conclusively presumed to have been authorized by
all necessary corporate, partnership and/or other action on the part of such Loan Party and such Responsible Officer shall be conclusively presumed to have
acted on behalf of such Loan Party.
“Restricted Cash” means cash and Cash Equivalents held by Restricted Subsidiaries that is contractually restricted from being
distributed to the Borrower.
“Restricted Payment” means any dividend or other distribution (whether in cash, securities or other property) with respect to any
Equity Interest of the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary, or any payment (whether in cash, securities or other property), including any sinking fund or
similar deposit, on account of the purchase, redemption, retirement, defeasance, acquisition, cancellation or termination of any such Equity Interest, or on
account of any return of capital to the Borrower’s or a Restricted Subsidiary’s stockholders, partners or members (or the equivalent Persons thereof).
“Restricted Subsidiary” means any Subsidiary of the Borrower other than an Unrestricted Subsidiary.
“Retained Percentage” means, with respect to any Excess Cash Flow Period, (a) 100% minus (b) the Applicable ECF Percentage
with respect to such Excess Cash Flow Period.
“Revolving Commitment Increase” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.14(a).
“Revolving Commitment Increase Lender” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.14(a).
“Revolving Credit Borrowing” means a borrowing consisting of simultaneous Revolving Credit Loans of the same Type and Class
and, in the case of Eurocurrency Rate Loans, having the same Interest Period made by each of the Revolving Credit Lenders pursuant to Section 2.01(e).
“Revolving Credit Commitment” means, as to each Revolving Credit Lender, any Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitment.
“Revolving Credit Exposure” means, as to each Revolving Credit Lender, the sum of the amount of the outstanding principal
amount of such Revolving Credit Lender’s Revolving Credit Loans and its Pro Rata Share of the L/C Obligations and the Swing Line Obligations at such
time.
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“Revolving Credit Facility” means the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Facility.
“Revolving Credit Lender” means, at any time, a Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Lender.
“Revolving Credit Loans” means any Loans made pursuant to a Revolving Credit Commitment.
“Revolving Credit Note” means a promissory note of the Borrower payable to any Revolving Credit Lender or its registered
assigns, in substantially the form of Exhibit C-2 hereto, evidencing the aggregate Indebtedness of the Borrower to such Revolving Credit Lender resulting
from the Revolving Credit Loans made by such Revolving Credit Lender to the Borrower.
“S&P” means S&P Global Ratings, a business unit of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC, and any successor thereto.
“Same Day Funds” means immediately available funds.
“Sanction(s)” means any international economic sanction administered or enforced by the United States government (including
without limitation, OFAC), the United Nations Security Council, the European Union or Her Majesty’s Treasury.
“SEC” means the Securities and Exchange Commission, or any Governmental Authority succeeding to any of its principal
functions.
“Second Lien Intercreditor Agreement” means an intercreditor agreement by and among the Collateral Agent and the collateral
agents or other representatives for the holders of Indebtedness secured by Liens that are intended to rank junior to the Liens securing the Obligations and that
are otherwise permitted pursuant to Section 7.01 providing that all proceeds of Collateral shall first be applied to repay the Obligations in full prior to being
applied to any obligations under the Indebtedness secured by such junior Liens and that until the termination of the Aggregate Commitments and the
repayment in full (or cash collateralization of Letters of Credit) of all Obligations outstanding under this Agreement, the Collateral Agent shall have the sole
right to exercise remedies against the Collateral (subject to customary exceptions for limited protective actions that may be taken by the holders of such
junior Lien Indebtedness) and otherwise in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Collateral Agent.
“Secured Hedge Agreement” means any Swap Contract permitted under Article VII that is entered into by and between the
Borrower or any Subsidiary and any Hedge Bank.
“Secured Leverage Ratio” means, with respect to any Test Period, the ratio of (a) Consolidated Total Net Debt that is then secured
by Liens on property or assets of the Borrower or its Restricted Subsidiaries as of the last day of such Test Period to (b) Pro Forma Consolidated EBITDA for
such Test Period.
“Secured Parties” means, collectively, the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent, the Lenders, the Hedge Banks, the Cash
Management Banks, the Supplemental Agents and each co-agent or sub-agent appointed by the Administrative Agent or Collateral Agent from time to time
pursuant to Section 9.02.
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“Securities Act” means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
“Security Agreement” means a Security Agreement substantially in the form of Exhibit F.
“Security Agreement Supplement” has the meaning set forth in the Security Agreement.
“Solvent” and “Solvency” mean, with respect to any Person on any date of determination, that on such date (a) the fair value of the
property of such Person is greater than the total amount of liabilities, including contingent liabilities, of such Person, (b) the present fair salable value of the
assets of such Person is not less than the amount that will be required to pay the probable liability of such Person on its debts as they become absolute and
matured, (c) such Person does not intend to, and does not believe that it will, incur debts or liabilities beyond such Person’s ability to pay such debts and
liabilities as they mature and (d) such Person is not engaged in business or a transaction, and is not about to engage in business or a transaction, for which
such Person’s property would constitute an unreasonably small capital. The amount of contingent liabilities at any time shall be computed as the amount
that, in the light of all the facts and circumstances existing at such time, represents the amount that can reasonably be expected to become an actual or
matured liability.
“SPC” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.07(h).
“Specified Default” means a Default under Section 8.01(a), (f) or (g).
“Specified Equity Contribution” means any cash contribution to the common equity of Holdings and/or any purchase or
investment in an Equity Interest of Holdings other than Disqualified Equity Interests.
“Specified Guarantor” means any Guarantor that is not an “eligible contract participant” under the Commodity Exchange Act
(determined prior to giving effect to Section 11.11).
“Specified Transaction” means any incurrence or repayment of Indebtedness (other than for working capital purposes) or
Incremental Term Loan or Revolving Commitment Increase or Investment that results in a Person becoming a Restricted Subsidiary or an Unrestricted
Subsidiary, any Permitted Acquisition or any Disposition that results in a Restricted Subsidiary ceasing to be a Subsidiary of the Borrower, any Investment
constituting an acquisition of assets constituting a business unit, line of business or division of another Person or any Disposition of a business unit, line of
business or division of the Borrower or a Restricted Subsidiary, in each case whether by merger, consolidation, amalgamation or otherwise, and any other
specified action taken or with respect to which substantial steps have been taken, including any restructuring or implementation of an initiative (in each case,
in the good faith determination of the Borrower).
“Subsidiary” of a Person means a corporation, partnership, joint venture, limited liability company or other business entity of which
(i) a majority of the shares of securities or other interests having ordinary voting power for the election of directors or other governing body (other than
securities or interests having such power only by reason of the happening of a contingency) are at the time beneficially owned, (ii) more than half of the
issued share capital is at the time beneficially owned or (iii) the management of which is otherwise controlled, directly or indirectly, through one or
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more intermediaries, or both, by such Person. Unless otherwise specified, all references herein to a “Subsidiary” or to “Subsidiaries” shall refer to a
Subsidiary or Subsidiaries of the Borrower.
“Subsidiary Guarantor” means any Guarantor other than Holdings.
“Successor Company” has the meaning set forth in Section 7.04(d).
“Supplemental Agent” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.13(a) and “Supplemental Agents” shall have the corresponding
meaning.
“Swap” means, any agreement, contract, or transaction that constitutes a “swap” within the meaning of Section 1a(47) of the
Commodity Exchange Act.
“Swap Contract” means (a) any and all rate swap transactions, basis swaps, credit derivative transactions, forward rate transactions,
commodity swaps, commodity options, forward commodity contracts, equity or equity index swaps or options, bond or bond price or bond index swaps or
options or forward bond or forward bond price or forward bond index transactions, interest rate options, forward foreign exchange transactions, cap
transactions, floor transactions, collar transactions, currency swap transactions, cross-currency rate swap transactions, currency options, spot contracts, or any
other similar transactions or any combination of any of the foregoing (including any options to enter into any of the foregoing), whether or not any such
transaction is governed by or subject to any master agreement, and (b) any and all transactions of any kind, and the related confirmations, which are subject
to the terms and conditions of, or governed by, any form of master agreement published by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc., any
International Foreign Exchange Master Agreement, or any other master agreement (any such master agreement, together with any related schedules, a
“Master Agreement”), including any such obligations or liabilities under any Master Agreement.
“Swap Obligation” means, with respect to any Person, any obligation to pay or perform under any Swap.
“Swap Termination Value” means, in respect of any one or more Swap Contracts, after taking into account the effect of any legally
enforceable netting agreement relating to such Swap Contracts, (a) for any date on or after the date such Swap Contracts have been closed out and
termination value(s) determined in accordance therewith, such termination value(s), and (b) for any date prior to the date referenced in clause (a), the
amount(s) determined as the mark-to-market value(s) for such Swap Contracts, as determined based upon one or more mid-market or other readily available
quotations provided by any recognized dealer in such Swap Contracts (which may include a Lender or any Affiliate of a Lender).
“Swing Line Borrowing” means a borrowing of a Swing Line Loan pursuant to Section 2.04.
“Swing Line Facility” means the swing line loan facility made available by the Swing Line Lenders pursuant to Section 2.04.
“Swing Line Lender” means JPMorgan, in its capacity as provider of Swing Line Loans or any successor swing line lender
hereunder.
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“Swing Line Loan” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.04(a).
“Swing Line Loan Notice” means a notice of a Swing Line Borrowing pursuant to Section 2.04(b), which, if in writing, shall be
substantially in the form of Exhibit B.
“Swing Line Note” means a promissory note of the Borrower payable to any Swing Line Lender or its registered assigns, in
substantially the form of Exhibit C-3 hereto, evidencing the aggregate Indebtedness of the Borrower to such Swing Line Lender resulting from the Swing
Line Loans.
“Swing Line Obligations” means, as at any date of determination, the aggregate principal amount of all Swing Line Loans
outstanding.
“Swing Line Sublimit” means an amount equal to the lesser of (a) $20,000,000 and (b) the aggregate amount of the Revolving
Credit Commitments. The Swing Line Sublimit is part of, and not in addition to, the Revolving Credit Commitments.
“Tax Group” has the meaning set forth in Section 7.06(h)(iii).
“Taxes” means any and all present or future taxes, duties, levies, imposts, assessments, deductions, withholdings or other charges
imposed by any Governmental Authority, whether computed on a separate, consolidated, unitary, combined or other basis and any and all liabilities
(including interest, fines, penalties or additions to tax) with respect to the foregoing.
“Term B Loans” means any Term B-5 Loan.
“Term B-2 Lender” means, at any time, any Lender that has a Term B-2 Loan at such time.
“Term B-2 Loans” means each “Term B-2 Loan” outstanding hereunder immediately prior to the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date.
“Term B-3 Lender” means, at any time, any Lender that has a Term B-3 Loan at such time.
“Term B-3 Loan” means each “Term B-3 Loan” outstanding hereunder immediately prior to the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date.
“Term B-5 Commitment” means the Additional Term B-5 Commitment or an 2018 Additional Term B-5 Commitment.
“Term B-5 Lender” means, at any time, any Lender that has an Additional Term B-5 Commitment, an 2018 Additional Term B-5
Commitment or Term B-5 Loan at such time.
“Term B-5 Loans” means the Additional Term B-5 Loans and the 2018 Additional Term B-5 Loans.
“Term Borrowing” means a borrowing consisting of simultaneous Term Loans of the same Class and Type and, in the case of
Eurocurrency Rate Loans, having the same Interest Period made by each of the Term Lenders.
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“Term Commitment” means any Term B-5 Commitment.
“Term Lender” means, at any time, any Lender that has a Term Commitment or Term Loan at such time.
“Term Loan” means each Term B-5 Loan, Extended Term Loan and Incremental Term Loan.
“Term Loan Extension Amendment” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.16(c).
“Term Note” means a promissory note of the Borrower payable to any Term Lender or its registered assigns, in substantially the
form of Exhibit C-1 hereto (with appropriate modifications in the case or any Term Loan that is not an Original Term Loan), evidencing the aggregate
Indebtedness of the Borrower to such Term Lender resulting from the Term Loans of each Class made by such Term Lender.
“Test Period” means, for any date of determination under this Agreement, the latest four consecutive fiscal quarters of the Borrower
for which financial statements have been delivered to the Administrative Agent on or prior to the Closing Date and/or for which financial statements are
required to be delivered pursuant to Section 6.01, as applicable.
“Testing Condition” shall be satisfied at any time if as of such time (i) the sum of without duplication (x) the aggregate principal
amount of outstanding Revolving Credit Loans and Swing Line Loans at such time and (y) the aggregate stated amount of Letters of Credit issued hereunder
at such time (other than $30,000,000 of undrawn Letters of Credit and any Letters of Credit that have been Cash Collateralized in accordance with Section
2.03(g)) exceeds (ii) an amount equal to 35% of the aggregate amount of the Revolving Credit Commitments at such time.
“Threshold Amount” means $25,000,000.
“Total Leverage Ratio” means, with respect to any Test Period, the ratio of (a) Consolidated Total Net Debt as of the last day of
such Test Period to (b) Pro Forma Consolidated EBITDA for such Test Period.
“Total Outstandings” means the aggregate Outstanding Amount of all Loans and all L/C Obligations and Replacement L/C
Obligations.
“Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitment” means, as to each Revolving Credit Lender, its obligation to (a) make Tranche 4
Revolving Credit Loans to the Borrower pursuant to Section 2.01(e), (b) purchase participations in L/C Obligations in respect of Letters of Credit and (c)
purchase participations in Swing Line Loans, in an aggregate principal amount at any one time outstanding not to exceed the amount of (i) in the case of a
Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Lender, such Lender’s Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitments as set forth next to such Lender’s name on Schedule I-B of
Amendment No. 10, or (ii) following the Amendment No. 10 Effective Date, in the Assignment and Assumption pursuant to which such Lender becomes a
party hereto, as applicable, as such amount may be adjusted from time to time in accordance with this Agreement (including Section 2.14 and Section
10.07(b)). The aggregate Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitments of all Revolving Credit Lenders shall be $332,500,000 on the Amendment No. 10
Effective Date (including, for the
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avoidance of doubt, the 2020 Revolving Commitments Increase), as such amount may be adjusted from time to time in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement.
“Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Facility” means, at any time, the aggregate amount of the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Lenders’
Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitments at such time.
“Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Lender” means, at any time, any Lender that has a Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitment at such
time or, if the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitments have terminated, Revolving Credit Exposure. For the avoidance of doubt, each 2020 Revolving
Commitment Increase Lender shall be a Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Lender.
“Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Loan” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.01(e).
“Transaction Expenses” means any fees or expenses incurred or paid by the Investors, Holdings, the Borrower or any of its (or
their) Subsidiaries in connection with the Transactions (including expenses in connection with hedging transactions), this Agreement and the other Loan
Documents and the transactions contemplated hereby and thereby.
“Transactions” means, collectively, (a) the Acquisition and other related transactions contemplated by the Acquisition Agreement,
(b) the Equity Contribution, (c) the issuance and the funding of the Mezzanine Debt, (d) the funding of the Loans on the Closing Date and the execution and
delivery of Loan Documents to be entered into on the Closing Date, (e) the funding of any amounts into escrow on the Closing Date in connection with any
escrow identified to the Initial Lenders on or prior to the date hereof, (f) the repayment of certain Indebtedness of the Acquired Company and its subsidiaries
existing on the Closing Date (if any) and (g) the payment of Transaction Expenses.
“Transferred Guarantor” has the meaning set forth in Section 11.09.
“Type” means, with respect to a Loan, its character as a Base Rate Loan or a Eurocurrency Rate Loan.
“Unaudited Financial Statements” means (a) the unaudited consolidated balance sheet of the Acquired Company and its
Subsidiaries as of September 30, 2009 and (b) the related unaudited consolidated statements of operations for the Acquired Company and its Subsidiaries for
the fiscal quarter ended September 30, 2009.
“Uniform Commercial Code” or “UCC” means the Uniform Commercial Code as the same may from time to time be in effect in
the State of New York or the Uniform Commercial Code (or similar code or statute) of another jurisdiction, to the extent it may be required to apply to any
item or items of Collateral.
“United States” and “U.S.” mean the United States of America.
“United States Tax Compliance Certificate” has the meaning set forth in Section 3.01(d)(ii)(C) and is in substantially the form of
Exhibit I hereto.
“Unreimbursed Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.03(c)(i).
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“Unrestricted Subsidiary” means (i) each Subsidiary of the Borrower listed on Schedule 1.01B and (ii) any Subsidiary of the
Borrower designated by the board of directors of the Borrower as an Unrestricted Subsidiary pursuant to Section 6.14 subsequent to the Closing Date.
“USA Patriot Act” means the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and
Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001, Public Law 107-56, as amended or modified from time to time.
“Weighted Average Life to Maturity” means, when applied to any Indebtedness at any date, the number of years obtained by
dividing: (i) the sum of the products obtained by multiplying (a) the amount of each then remaining installment, sinking fund, serial maturity or other
required payments of principal, including payment at final maturity, in respect thereof, by (b) the number of years (calculated to the nearest one-twelfth) that
will elapse between such date and the making of such payment; by (ii) the then outstanding principal amount of such Indebtedness.
“wholly owned” means, with respect to a Subsidiary of a Person, a Subsidiary of such Person all of the outstanding Equity Interests
of which (other than (x) director’s qualifying shares and (y) shares issued to foreign nationals to the extent required by applicable Law) are owned by such
Person and/or by one or more wholly owned Subsidiaries of such Person.
“Write-Down and Conversion Powers” means, with respect to any EEA Resolution Authority, the write-down and conversion
powers of such EEA Resolution Authority from time to time under the Bail-In Legislation for the applicable EEA Member Country, which write-down and
conversion powers are described in the EU Bail-In Legislation Schedule.
Section 1.02.

Other Interpretive Provisions

.
With reference to this Agreement and each other Loan Document, unless otherwise specified herein or in such other Loan
Document:
(a)

The meanings of defined terms are equally applicable to the singular and plural forms of the defined terms.

(b)
The words “herein,” “hereto,” “hereof” and “hereunder” and words of similar import when used in any Loan Document
shall refer to such Loan Document as a whole and not to any particular provision thereof.
(c)

Article, Section, Exhibit and Schedule references are to the Loan Document in which such reference appears.

(d)

The term “including” is by way of example and not limitation.

(e)
The term “documents” includes any and all instruments, documents, agreements, certificates, notices, reports, financial
statements and other writings, however evidenced, whether in physical or electronic form.
(f)
In the computation of periods of time from a specified date to a later specified date, the word “from” means “from and
including”; the words “to” and “until” each mean “to but excluding”; and the word “through” means “to and including.”
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(g)
Section headings herein and in the other Loan Documents are included for convenience of reference only and shall not
affect the interpretation of this Agreement or any other Loan Document.
Section 1.03.

Accounting Terms

.
All accounting terms not specifically or completely defined herein shall be construed in conformity with, and all financial data
(including financial ratios and other financial calculations) required to be submitted pursuant to this Agreement shall be prepared in conformity with, GAAP,
except as otherwise specifically prescribed herein.
Section 1.04.

Rounding

.
Any financial ratios required to be maintained by the Borrower pursuant to this Agreement (or required to be satisfied in order for a
specific action to be permitted under this Agreement) shall be calculated by dividing the appropriate component by the other component, carrying the result
to one place more than the number of places by which such ratio is expressed herein and rounding the result up or down to the nearest number (with a
rounding up if there is no nearest number).
Section 1.05.

References to Agreements, Laws, Etc.

Unless otherwise expressly provided herein, (a) references to Organization Documents, agreements (including the Loan Documents)
and other contractual instruments shall be deemed to include all subsequent amendments, restatements, extensions, supplements and other modifications
thereto, but only to the extent that such amendments, restatements, extensions, supplements and other modifications are permitted by the Loan Documents;
and (b) references to any Law shall include all statutory and regulatory provisions consolidating, amending, replacing, supplementing or interpreting such
Law.
Section 1.06.

Times of Day

.
Unless otherwise specified, all references herein to times of day shall be references to Eastern time (daylight or standard, as
applicable).
Section 1.07.

Timing of Payment of Performance

.
When the payment of any obligation or the performance of any covenant, duty or obligation is stated to be due or performance
required on a day which is not a Business Day, the date of such payment (other than as described in the definition of “Interest Period”) or performance shall
extend to the immediately succeeding Business Day.
Section 1.08.

Cumulative Credit Transactions

.
If more than one action occurs on any given date the permissibility of the taking of which is determined hereunder by reference to
the amount of the Cumulative Credit immediately prior to the taking of such action, the permissibility of the taking of each such action shall be determined
independently and in no event may any two or more such actions be treated as occurring simultaneously.
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Section 1.09.

Pro Forma Calculations

.
(a)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Total Leverage Ratio, the Secured Leverage Ratio, the First Lien
Secured Leverage Ratio and the Interest Coverage Ratio shall be calculated in the manner prescribed by this Section 1.09; provided that notwithstanding
anything to the contrary in clauses (b), (c) or (d) of this Section 1.09, when calculating the Total Leverage Ratio, the Secured Leverage Ratio, the First Lien
Secured Leverage Ratio and the Interest Coverage Ratio, as applicable, for purposes of (i) the Applicable ECF Percentage of Excess Cash Flow and (ii)
determining actual compliance (and not Pro Forma Compliance or compliance on a Pro Forma Basis) with the covenant pursuant to Section 7.11, the events
described in this Section 1.09 that occurred subsequent to the end of the applicable Test Period shall not be given pro forma effect.
(b)
For purposes of calculating the Total Leverage Ratio, the Secured Leverage Ratio, the First Lien Secured Leverage Ratio
and the Interest Coverage Ratio, Specified Transactions (and the incurrence or repayment of any Indebtedness in connection therewith) that have been made
(i) during the applicable Test Period and (ii) subsequent to such Test Period and prior to or simultaneously with the event for which the calculation of any
such ratio is made shall be calculated on a pro forma basis assuming that all such Specified Transactions (and any increase or decrease in Consolidated
EBITDA and the component financial definitions used therein attributable to any Specified Transaction) had occurred on the first day of the applicable Test
Period. If since the beginning of any applicable Test Period any Person that subsequently became a Restricted Subsidiary or was merged, amalgamated or
consolidated with or into the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries since the beginning of such Test Period shall have made any Specified
Transaction that would have required adjustment pursuant to this Section 1.09, then the Total Leverage Ratio, the Secured Leverage Ratio, the First Lien
Secured Leverage Ratio and the Interest Coverage Ratio shall be calculated to give pro forma effect thereto in accordance with this Section 1.09.
(c)
Whenever pro forma effect is to be given to a Specified Transaction, the pro forma calculations shall be made in good
faith by a responsible financial or accounting officer of the Borrower and include, for the avoidance of doubt, the amount of cost savings, operating expense
reductions and synergies projected by the Borrower in good faith to be realized as a result of specified actions taken or with respect to which the Borrower in
good faith expects that substantial steps will have been taken (calculated on a pro forma basis as though such cost savings, operating expense reductions and
synergies had been realized on the first day of such period as if such cost savings, operating expense reductions and synergies were realized during the
entirety of such period) relating to such Specified Transaction, net of the amount of actual benefits realized during such period from such actions; provided
that (A) a duly completed certificate signed by a Responsible Officer of the Borrower shall be delivered to the Administrative Agent together with the
Compliance Certificate required to be delivered pursuant to Section 6.02(a), certifying that such cost savings, operating expense reductions and synergies are
reasonably expected and factually supportable in the good faith judgment of the Borrower, (B) such actions are to be taken within 18 months after the
applicable Specified Transaction, (C) no cost savings, operating expense reductions and synergies shall be added to the extent duplicative of any expenses or
charges otherwise added to Consolidated EBITDA for such period and (D) the aggregate amount of cost savings and operating expense reductions added
pursuant to this clause (c) does not exceed 25% of Consolidated EBITDA for any period of four-consecutive fiscal quarters (calculated prior to giving effect
to such capped adjustments (but, for the avoidance of doubt, after giving effect to other uncapped pro forma adjustments)).
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(d)
In the event that the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary incurs (including by assumption or guarantees) or repays
(including by redemption, repayment, retirement or extinguishment) any Indebtedness included in the calculations of the Total Leverage Ratio, the Secured
Leverage Ratio, the First Lien Secured Leverage Ratio and the Interest Coverage Ratio, as the case may be (in each case, other than Indebtedness incurred or
repaid under any revolving credit facility in the ordinary course of business for working capital purposes), (i) during the applicable Test Period and (ii)
subsequent to the end of the applicable Test Period and prior to or simultaneously with the event for which the calculation of any such ratio is made, then the
Total Leverage Ratio, the Secured Leverage Ratio and the Interest Coverage Ratio shall be calculated giving pro forma effect to such incurrence or
repayment of Indebtedness, to the extent required, as if the same had occurred on (A) the last day of the applicable Test Period in the case of the Total
Leverage Ratio, the First Lien Secured Leverage Ratio or the Secured Leverage Ratio and (B) the first day of the applicable Test Period in the case of the
Interest Coverage Ratio. If any Indebtedness bears a floating rate of interest and is being given pro forma effect, the interest on such Indebtedness shall be
calculated as if the rate in effect on the date of the event for which the calculation of the Interest Coverage Ratio is made had been the applicable rate for the
entire period (taking into account any hedging obligations applicable to such Indebtedness); provided, in the case of repayment of any Indebtedness, to the
extent actual interest related thereto was included during all or any portion of the applicable Test Period, the actual interest may be used for the applicable
portion of such Test Period. Interest on a Financing Lease Obligation shall be deemed to accrue at an interest rate reasonably determined by a responsible
financial or accounting officer of the Borrower to be the rate of interest implicit in such Financing Lease Obligation in accordance with GAAP. Interest on
Indebtedness that may optionally be determined at an interest rate based upon a factor of a prime or similar rate, a London interbank offered rate, or other
rate, shall be determined to have been based upon the rate actually chose, or if none, then based upon such optional rate chosen as the Borrower or Restricted
Subsidiary may designate.
Section 1.10.

Letter of Credit Amounts

.
Unless otherwise specified herein, the amount of a Letter of Credit at any time shall be deemed to be the stated amount of such
Letter of Credit in effect at such time; provided, however, that with respect to any Letter of Credit that, by its terms or the terms of any Issuer Document
related thereto, provides for one or more automatic increases in the stated amount thereof, the amount of such Letter of Credit shall be deemed to be the
maximum stated amount of such Letter of Credit after giving effect to all such increases, whether or not such maximum stated amount is in effect at such
time.
ARTICLE II.
The Commitments and Credit Extensions
Section 2.01.

The Loans

.
(a)

[Reserved].

(b)

[Reserved].

(c)
The Term B-5 Borrowings. Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in Amendment No. 9 (x) the 2018 Additional
Term B-5 Lender agrees to make a loan to the Borrower denominated in Dollars (a “2018 Additional Term B-5 Loan”) on the Amendment No. 9 Effective
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Date in an aggregate amount not to exceed the amount of its 2018 Additional Term B-5 Commitment and (y) all of the 2018 Converted Term B-5 Loans of
each 2018 Converting Term B-2 Lender shall be converted into a Term B-5 Loan of such Lender effective as of the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date in a
like principal amount. For the avoidance of doubt, such conversion shall not constitute a novation of any interest owing to any 2018 Converting Term B-2
Lender and each 2018 Converting Term B-2 Lender shall receive all accrued and unpaid interest owing to it from the Borrower through but not including the
Amendment No. 9 Effective Date with respect to its 2018 Converted Term B-5 Loan (which, in the case of accrued interest, shall be payable on the
Amendment No. 9 Effective Date). The Term B-5 Loans may from time to time be Eurocurrency Rate Loans or Base Rate Loans, as determined by the
Borrower and notified to the Administrative Agent in accordance with Section 2.02; provided that each 2018 Additional Term B-5 Loan shall on the
Amendment No. 9 Effective Date initially be Eurocurrency Rate Loans with an Interest Period equal to the remaining Interest Period on the Term B-2 Loans
from which it was converted, immediately prior to the effectiveness of Amendment No. 9 and with an initial Eurocurrency Rate equal to the Eurocurrency
Rate for the Term B-2 Loans from which it was converted, immediately prior to the effectiveness of Amendment No. 9. Repaid Term B-5 Loans may not be
reborrowed.
(d)
Subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein, any “Tranche 3 Revolving Credit Commitments” (as defined in this
Agreement immediately prior to the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date) outstanding under this Agreement immediately prior to the Amendment No. 9
Effective Date shall be terminated in accordance with Section 2.06(b).
(e)
Revolving Credit Borrowings. Subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein each Tranche 4 Revolving Credit
Lender severally agrees to make Revolving Credit Loans denominated in Dollars pursuant to Section 2.02 to the Borrower from its applicable Lending Office
(each such loan, a “Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Loan”) from time to time, on any Business Day during the period from the Closing Date until the Maturity
Date of the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Facility, in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed at any time outstanding the amount of such Lender’s
Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitment as set forth next to such Lender’s name on Schedule I-B of Amendment No. 10; provided that after giving effect to
any Revolving Credit Borrowing, the aggregate Outstanding Amount of the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Loans of any Lender, plus such Lender’s Pro Rata
Share of the Outstanding Amount of all L/C Obligations, plus such Lender’s Pro Rata Share of the Outstanding Amount of all Swing Line Loans shall not
exceed such Lender’s Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitment. Within the limits of each Lender’s Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitments, and subject
to the other terms and conditions hereof, the Borrower may borrow under this Section 2.01(e), prepay under Section 2.05, and reborrow under this Section
2.01(e). Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Loans may be Base Rate Loans or Eurocurrency Rate Loans, as further provided herein.
Section 2.02.

Borrowings, Conversions and Continuations of Loans

.
(a)
Each Term Borrowing, each Revolving Credit Borrowing, each conversion of Term Loans or Revolving Credit Loans
from one Type to the other, and each continuation of Eurocurrency Rate Loans shall be made upon the Borrower’s irrevocable notice to the Administrative
Agent (except that, subject to Section 3.05, a notice in connection with the initial Credit Extensions hereunder may be revoked if the Closing Date does not
occur on the proposed date of borrowing), which may be given by telephone. Each such notice must be received by the Administrative Agent not later than
(i) 11:00 a.m. (New York City time) three (3) Business Days prior to the requested date of any Borrowing or continuation of Eurocurrency Rate Loans or any
conversion of Base Rate Loans to
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Eurocurrency Rate Loans, and (ii) 10:00 a.m. (New York City time) on the Business Day of any Borrowing of Base Rate Loans. Each telephonic notice by
the Borrower pursuant to this Section 2.02(a) must be confirmed promptly by delivery to the Administrative Agent of a written Committed Loan Notice,
appropriately completed and signed by a Responsible Officer of the Borrower. Except as provided in Section 2.14(a), each Borrowing of, conversion to or
continuation of Eurocurrency Rate Loans shall be in a minimum principal amount of $2,500,000 or a whole multiple of $500,000, in excess thereof. Except
as provided in Section 2.03(c), 2.04(c), 2.14(a) or the last sentence of this paragraph, each Borrowing of or conversion to Base Rate Loans shall be in a
minimum principal amount of $500,000 or a whole multiple of $100,000 in excess thereof. Each Committed Loan Notice (whether telephonic or written)
shall specify (i) whether the Borrower is requesting a Term Borrowing of a particular Class, a Revolving Credit Borrowing, a conversion of Term Loans of
any Class or Revolving Credit Loans from one Type to the other, or a continuation of Eurocurrency Rate Loans, (ii) the requested date of the Borrowing,
conversion or continuation, as the case may be (which shall be a Business Day), (iii) the principal amount of Loans to be borrowed, converted or continued,
(iv) the Type of Loans to be borrowed or to which existing Term Loans of a Class or Revolving Credit Loans are to be converted, and (v) if applicable, the
duration of the Interest Period with respect thereto. If the Borrower fails to specify a Type of Loan in a Committed Loan Notice or fails to give a timely
notice requesting a conversion or continuation, then the applicable Term Loans or Revolving Credit Loans shall be made as, or converted to, Base Rate
Loans. Any such automatic conversion to Base Rate Loans shall be effective as of the last day of the Interest Period then in effect with respect to the
applicable Eurocurrency Rate Loans. If the Borrower requests a Borrowing of, conversion to, or continuation of Eurocurrency Rate Loans in any such
Committed Loan Notice, but fails to specify an Interest Period, it will be deemed to have specified an Interest Period of one (1) month.
(b)
Following receipt of a Committed Loan Notice, the Administrative Agent shall promptly notify each Lender of the
amount of its Pro Rata Share of the applicable Class of Loans, and if no timely notice of a conversion or continuation is provided by the Borrower, the
Administrative Agent shall notify each Lender of the details of any automatic conversion to Base Rate Loans or continuation described in Section 2.02(a). In
the case of each Borrowing, each Appropriate Lender shall make the amount of its Loan available to the Administrative Agent in Same Day Funds at the
Administrative Agent’s Office not later than 2:00 p.m. (New York City time) on the Business Day specified in the applicable Committed Loan Notice. The
Administrative Agent shall make all funds so received available to the Borrower in like funds as received by the Administrative Agent either by (i) crediting
the account of the Borrower on the books of JPMorgan with the amount of such funds or (ii) wire transfer of such funds, in each case in accordance with
instructions provided to (and reasonably acceptable to) the Administrative Agent by the Borrower; provided that if, on the date the Committed Loan Notice
with respect to such Borrowing is given by the Borrower, there are Swing Line Loans or L/C Borrowings outstanding, then the proceeds of such Borrowing
shall be applied, first, to the payment in full of any such L/C Borrowing, second, to the payment in full of any such Swing Line Loans, and third, to the
Borrower as provided above.
(c)
Except as otherwise provided herein, a Eurocurrency Rate Loan may be continued or converted only on the last day of an
Interest Period for such Eurocurrency Rate Loan unless the Borrower pays the amount due, if any, under Section 3.05 in connection therewith. During the
existence of an Event of Default, the Administrative Agent or the Required Lenders may require that no Loans may be converted to or continued as
Eurocurrency Rate Loans.
(d)
The Administrative Agent shall promptly notify the Borrower and the Lenders of the interest rate applicable to any
Interest Period for Eurocurrency Rate Loans upon determination
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of such interest rate. The determination of the Eurocurrency Rate by the Administrative Agent shall be conclusive in the absence of manifest error. At any
time that Base Rate Loans are outstanding, the Administrative Agent shall notify the Borrower and the Lenders of any change in JPMorgan’s prime rate used
in determining the Base Rate promptly following the public announcement of such change.
(e)
After giving effect to all Term Borrowings, all Revolving Credit Borrowings, all conversions of Term Loans or
Revolving Credit Loans from one Type to the other, and all continuations of Term Loans or Revolving Credit Loans as the same Type, there shall not be
more than ten (10) Interest Periods in effect with respect to all Revolving Credit Borrowings and not more than five (5) Interest Periods in effect with respect
to all Term Borrowings.
(f)
The failure of any Lender to make the Loan to be made by it as part of any Borrowing shall not relieve any other Lender
of its obligation, if any, hereunder to make its Loan on the date of such Borrowing, but no Lender shall be responsible for the failure of any other Lender to
make the Loan to be made by such other Lender on the date of any Borrowing.
Section 2.03.

Letters of Credit

.
(a)
The Letter of Credit Commitment. (i) Subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein, (A) each L/C Issuer agrees, in
reliance upon the agreements of the other Revolving Credit Lenders set forth in this Section 2.03, (1) from time to time on any Business Day during the
period from the Closing Date until the Letter of Credit Expiration Date, to issue Letters of Credit denominated in Dollars for the account of the Borrower
(provided that any Letter of Credit may be for the benefit of any Subsidiary of the Borrower) and to amend or renew Letters of Credit previously issued by it,
in accordance with Section 2.03(b), and (2) to honor drafts under the Letters of Credit and (B) the Revolving Credit Lenders severally agree to participate in
Letters of Credit issued pursuant to this Section 2.03; provided that no L/C Issuer shall be obligated to make any L/C Credit Extension with respect to any
Letter of Credit, and no Lender shall be obligated to participate in any Letter of Credit if as of the date of such L/C Credit Extension, (x) the Revolving Credit
Exposure of any Revolving Credit Lender would exceed such Lender’s Revolving Credit Commitment or (y) the Outstanding Amount of the L/C Obligations
would exceed the Letter of Credit Sublimit. Within the foregoing limits, and subject to the terms and conditions hereof, the Borrower’s ability to obtain
Letters of Credit shall be fully revolving, and accordingly the Borrower may, during the foregoing period, obtain Letters of Credit to replace Letters of Credit
that have expired or that have been drawn upon and reimbursed.
(ii)

An L/C Issuer shall be under no obligation to issue any Letter of Credit if:

(A)
any order, judgment or decree of any Governmental Authority or arbitrator shall by its terms purport to enjoin or restrain
such L/C Issuer from issuing such Letter of Credit, or any Law applicable to such L/C Issuer or any directive (whether or not having the force of
law) from any Governmental Authority with jurisdiction over such L/C Issuer shall prohibit, or direct that such L/C Issuer refrain from, the
issuance of letters of credit generally or such Letter of Credit in particular or shall impose upon such L/C Issuer with respect to such Letter of
Credit any restriction, reserve or capital requirement (for which such L/C Issuer is not otherwise compensated hereunder) not in effect on the
Closing Date, or shall impose upon such L/C Issuer any unreimbursed loss, cost or expense which was not applicable on the Closing Date (for
which such L/C Issuer is not otherwise compensated hereunder);
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(B)
the expiry date of such requested Letter of Credit would occur more than twelve months after the date of issuance or last
renewal, unless the Lenders holding a majority of the Revolving Credit Commitments have approved such expiry date;
(C)
the expiry date of such requested Letter of Credit would occur after the Letter of Credit Expiration Date, unless all the
Revolving Credit Lenders have approved such expiry date;
(D)

the issuance of such Letter of Credit would violate any Laws binding upon such L/C Issuer;

(E)

such Letter of Credit is denominated in a currency other than Dollars;

(F)
any Revolving Credit Lender is at such time a Defaulting Lender, unless such L/C Issuer has received (as set forth in
clause (a)(iv) below) Cash Collateral or similar security satisfactory to such L/C Issuer (in its sole discretion) from either the Borrower or such
Defaulting Lender or such Defaulting Lender’s Pro Rata Share of the L/C Obligations has been reallocated pursuant to clause (a)(iv) below in
respect of such Defaulting Lender’s obligation to fund under Section 2.03(c); or
(G)

such Letter of Credit is in an initial amount less than $100,000.

(iii)
An L/C Issuer shall be under no obligation to amend any Letter of Credit if (A) such L/C Issuer would have no
obligation at such time to issue such Letter of Credit in its amended form under the terms hereof, or (B) the beneficiary of such Letter of Credit does not
accept the proposed amendment to such Letter of Credit.
(iv)
In the case where any Revolving Credit Lender is at any time a Defaulting Lender, the Borrower and such Defaulting
Lender each agree, within one Business Day following notice by the Administrative Agent, to cause to be deposited with the Administrative Agent for the
benefit of the L/C Issuer, Cash Collateral in the full amount of such Defaulting Lender’s Pro Rata Share of the outstanding L/C Obligations; provided that, at
the Borrower’s option, the Borrower may, by notice to the Administrative Agent, elect to reallocate all or any part of the Defaulting Lender’s Pro Rata Share
of the L/C Obligations among all Revolving Credit Lenders that are not Defaulting Lenders but only to the extent (x) the total Revolving Credit Exposure of
all Revolving Credit Lenders that are not Defaulting Lenders plus such Defaulting Lender’s Pro Rata Share of the L/C Obligations and any Swing Line
Loans, in each case, except to the extent Cash Collateralized, does not exceed the aggregate Revolving Credit Commitments (excluding the Revolving Credit
Commitment of any Defaulting Lender except to the extent of any outstanding Revolving Credit Loans of such Defaulting Lender) and (y) the conditions set
forth in Section 4.02 are satisfied at such time (in which case (i) the Revolving Credit Commitments of all Defaulting Lenders shall be deemed to be zero
(except to the extent Cash Collateral has been posted in respect of any portion of such Defaulting Lender’s L/C Obligations or participations in Swing Line
Loans) for purposes of any determination of the Revolving Credit Lenders’ respective Pro Rata Shares of L/C Obligations (including for purposes of all fee
calculations hereunder)). Subject to Section 11.12, no reallocation hereunder shall constitute a waiver or release of any claim of any party hereunder against
a Defaulting Lender arising from that Lender having become a Defaulting Lender, including any claim of a non-Defaulting Lender as a result of
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such non-Defaulting Lender’s increased exposure following such reallocation. The Borrower and/or such Defaulting Lender hereby grant to the
Administrative Agent, for the benefit of such L/C Issuer, a security interest in any Cash Collateral and all proceeds of the foregoing with respect to such
Defaulting Lender’s participations in Letters of Credit deposited hereunder. Such Cash Collateral shall be maintained in blocked deposit accounts at
JPMorgan and may be invested in Cash Equivalents reasonably acceptable to the Administrative Agent. If at any time the Administrative Agent determines
that any funds held as Cash Collateral under this clause (a)(iv) are subject to any right or claim of any Person other than the Administrative Agent for the
benefit of such L/C Issuer or that the total amount of such funds is less than such Defaulting Lender’s Pro Rata Share of all L/C Obligations that has not been
reallocated as provided above, the Borrower and/or such Defaulting Lender will, promptly upon demand by the Administrative Agent, pay to the
Administrative Agent, as additional funds to be deposited as Cash Collateral, an amount equal to the excess of (I) such Defaulting Lender’s Pro Rata Share of
all L/C Obligations that have not been so reallocated over (II) the total amount of funds, if any, then held as Cash Collateral in respect thereof under this
clause (a)(iv) that the Administrative Agent determines to be free and clear of any such right and claim. Upon the drawing of any Letter of Credit for which
funds are on deposit as Cash Collateral, such funds shall be applied, to the extent permitted under applicable Laws, to reimburse such L/C Issuer. If the
Lender that triggers the Cash Collateral requirement under this clause (a)(iv) ceases to be a Defaulting Lender (as determined by such L/C Issuer in good
faith), or if there are no L/C Obligations outstanding, any funds held as Cash Collateral pursuant to the foregoing provisions shall thereafter be returned to the
Borrower or the Defaulting Lender, whichever provided the funds for the Cash Collateral, and the Pro Rata Share of the L/C Obligations of each Revolving
Credit Lender shall thereafter take into account such Revolving Credit Lender’s Revolving Credit Commitment.
(b)
Procedures for Issuance and Amendment of Letters of Credit; Auto-Extension Letters of Credit. (i) Each Letter of Credit
shall be issued or amended, as the case may be, upon the request of the Borrower delivered to an L/C Issuer (with a copy to the Administrative Agent) in the
form of a Letter of Credit Application, appropriately completed and signed by a Responsible Officer of the Borrower. Such Letter of Credit Application must
be received by the relevant L/C Issuer and the Administrative Agent not later than 11:00 a.m. (New York City time) at least two (2) Business Days prior to
the proposed issuance date or date of amendment, as the case may be; or, in each case, such later date and time as the relevant L/C Issuer may agree in a
particular instance in its sole discretion. In the case of a request for an initial issuance of a Letter of Credit, such Letter of Credit Application shall specify in
form and detail reasonably satisfactory to the relevant L/C Issuer: (a) the proposed issuance date of the requested Letter of Credit (which shall be a Business
Day); (b) the amount thereof; (c) the expiry date thereof; (d) the name and address of the beneficiary thereof; (e) the documents to be presented by such
beneficiary in case of any drawing thereunder; (f) the full text of any certificate to be presented by such beneficiary in case of any drawing thereunder; and
(g) such other matters as the relevant L/C Issuer may reasonably request. In the case of a request for an amendment of any outstanding Letter of Credit, such
Letter of Credit Application shall specify in form and detail reasonably satisfactory to the relevant L/C Issuer (1) the Letter of Credit to be amended; (2) the
proposed date of amendment thereof (which shall be a Business Day); (3) the nature of the proposed amendment; and (4) such other matters as the relevant
L/C Issuer may reasonably request.
(ii)
Promptly after receipt of any Letter of Credit Application, the relevant L/C Issuer will confirm with the Administrative
Agent (by telephone or in writing) that the Administrative Agent has received a copy of such Letter of Credit Application from the Borrower and, if not, such
L/C Issuer will provide the Administrative Agent with a copy thereof. Upon receipt by the relevant L/C Issuer of confirmation from the Administrative
Agent that the requested issuance or amendment is
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permitted in accordance with the terms hereof, then, subject to the terms and conditions hereof, such L/C Issuer shall, on the requested date, issue a Letter of
Credit for the account of the Borrower or enter into the applicable amendment, as the case may be. Immediately upon the issuance of each Letter of Credit,
each Revolving Credit Lender shall be deemed to, and hereby irrevocably and unconditionally agrees to, purchase from the relevant L/C Issuer a risk
participation in such Letter of Credit in an amount equal to the product of such Lender’s Pro Rata Share times the amount of such Letter of Credit.
(iii)
If the Borrower so requests in any applicable Letter of Credit Application, the relevant L/C Issuer shall agree to issue a
Letter of Credit that has automatic extension provisions (each, an “Auto-Extension Letter of Credit”); provided that any such Auto-Extension Letter of
Credit must permit the relevant L/C Issuer to prevent any such extension at least once in each twelve month period (commencing with the date of issuance of
such Letter of Credit) by giving prior notice to the beneficiary thereof not later than a day (the “Non-extension Notice Date”) in each such twelve month
period to be agreed upon at the time such Letter of Credit is issued. Unless otherwise directed by the relevant L/C Issuer, the Borrower shall not be required
to make a specific request to the relevant L/C Issuer for any such extension. Once an Auto-Extension Letter of Credit has been issued, the Lenders shall be
deemed to have authorized (but may not require) the relevant L/C Issuer to permit the extension of such Letter of Credit at any time to an expiry date not later
than the Letter of Credit Expiration Date; provided that the relevant L/C Issuer shall (A) not be required to permit any such extension if the relevant L/C
Issuer has determined that it would have no obligation at such time to issue such Letter of Credit in its extended form under the terms hereof (by reason of the
provisions of Section 2.03(a)(ii) or otherwise), and (B) shall not permit any such extension if it has received notice (which may be by telephone or in writing)
on or before the day that is five (5) Business Days before the Non-extension Notice Date from the Administrative Agent, any Revolving Credit Lender or the
Borrower that one or more of the applicable conditions specified in Section 4.01 is not then satisfied.
(iv)
Promptly after issuance of any Letter of Credit or any amendment to a Letter of Credit, the relevant L/C Issuer will also
deliver to the Borrower and the Administrative Agent a true and complete copy of such Letter of Credit or amendment.
(c)
Drawings and Reimbursements; Funding of Participations. (i) Upon receipt from the beneficiary of any Letter of Credit
of any notice of a drawing under such Letter of Credit, the relevant L/C Issuer shall notify promptly the Borrower and the Administrative Agent thereof. Not
later than 2:00 p.m. (New York City time) on the Business Day immediately following any payment by an L/C Issuer under a Letter of Credit with notice to
the Borrower (each such date, an “Honor Date”), the Borrower shall reimburse such L/C Issuer through the Administrative Agent in an amount equal to the
amount of such drawing in Dollars. The L/C Issuer shall notify the Borrower of the amount of the drawing promptly following the determination or
revaluation thereof. If the Borrower fails to so reimburse such L/C Issuer by such time, the Administrative Agent shall promptly notify each Appropriate
Lender of the Honor Date, the amount of the unreimbursed drawing (the “Unreimbursed Amount”), and the amount of such Appropriate Lender’s Pro Rata
Share thereof. In such event, the Borrower shall be deemed to have requested a Revolving Credit Borrowing of Base Rate Loans to be disbursed on the
Honor Date in an amount equal to the Unreimbursed Amount, without regard to the minimum and multiples specified in Section 2.02 for the principal
amount of Base Rate Loans but subject to the amount of the unutilized portion of the Revolving Credit Commitments of the Appropriate Lenders and the
conditions set forth in Section 4.01 (other than the delivery of a Committed Loan Notice). Any notice given by an L/C Issuer or the Administrative Agent
pursuant to this Section 2.03(c)(i) may be given by telephone if immediately confirmed in
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writing; provided that the lack of such an immediate confirmation shall not affect the conclusiveness or binding effect of such notice.
(ii)
Each Appropriate Lender (including any Lender acting as an L/C Issuer) shall upon any notice pursuant to Section
2.03(c)(i) make funds available to the Administrative Agent for the account of the relevant L/C Issuer in Dollars at the Administrative Agent’s Office for
payments in an amount equal to its Pro Rata Share of the Unreimbursed Amount not later than 1:00 p.m. (New York City time) on the Business Day
specified in such notice by the Administrative Agent, whereupon, subject to the provisions of Section 2.03(c)(iii), each Appropriate Lender that so makes
funds available shall be deemed to have made a Revolving Credit Loan that is a Base Rate Loan to the Borrower in such amount. The Administrative Agent
shall remit the funds so received to the relevant L/C Issuer.
(iii)
With respect to any Unreimbursed Amount that is not fully refinanced by a Revolving Credit Borrowing of Base Rate
Loans because the conditions set forth in Section 4.01 cannot be satisfied or for any other reason, the Borrower shall be deemed to have incurred from the
relevant L/C Issuer an L/C Borrowing in the amount of the Unreimbursed Amount that is not so refinanced, which L/C Borrowing shall be due and payable
on demand (together with interest) and shall bear interest at the Default Rate for Revolving Credit Loans. In such event, each Appropriate Lender’s payment
to the Administrative Agent for the account of the relevant L/C Issuer pursuant to Section 2.03(c)(ii) shall be deemed payment in respect of its participation
in such L/C Borrowing and shall constitute an L/C Advance from such Lender in satisfaction of its participation obligation under this Section 2.03.
(iv)
Until each Appropriate Lender funds its Revolving Credit Loan or L/C Advance pursuant to this Section 2.03(c) to
reimburse the relevant L/C Issuer for any amount drawn under any Letter of Credit, interest in respect of such Lender’s Pro Rata Share of such amount shall
be solely for the account of the relevant L/C Issuer.
(v)
Each Revolving Credit Lender’s obligation to make Revolving Credit Loans or L/C Advances to reimburse an L/C Issuer
for amounts drawn under Letters of Credit, as contemplated by this Section 2.03(c), shall be absolute and unconditional and shall not be affected by any
circumstance, including (A) any setoff, counterclaim, recoupment, defense or other right which such Lender may have against the relevant L/C Issuer, the
Borrower or any other Person for any reason whatsoever; (B) the occurrence or continuance of a Default, or (C) any other occurrence, event or condition,
whether or not similar to any of the foregoing; provided that each Revolving Credit Lender’s obligation to make Revolving Credit Loans (but not L/C
Advances) pursuant to this Section 2.03(c) is subject to the conditions set forth in Section 4.01 (other than delivery by the Borrower of a Committed Loan
Notice). No such making of an L/C Advance shall relieve or otherwise impair the obligation of the Borrower to reimburse the relevant L/C Issuer for the
amount of any payment made by such L/C Issuer under any Letter of Credit, together with interest as provided herein.
(vi)
If any Revolving Credit Lender fails to make available to the Administrative Agent for the account of the relevant L/C
Issuer any amount required to be paid by such Lender pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this Section 2.03(c) by the time specified in Section 2.03(c)(ii),
such L/C Issuer shall be entitled to recover from such Lender (acting through the Administrative Agent), on demand, such amount with interest thereon for
the period from the date such payment is required to the date on which such payment is immediately available to such L/C Issuer at a rate per annum equal to
the greater of the Federal Funds Rate and a rate determined by the L/C Issuer in
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accordance with banking industry rules on interbank compensation, plus any administrative, processing or similar fees customarily charged by the L/C Issuer
in connection with the foregoing. A certificate of the relevant L/C Issuer submitted to any Revolving Credit Lender (through the Administrative Agent) with
respect to any amounts owing under this Section 2.03(c)(vi) shall be conclusive absent manifest error.
(d)
Repayment of Participations. (i) If, at any time after an L/C Issuer has made a payment under any Letter of Credit and
has received from any Revolving Credit Lender such Lender’s L/C Advance in respect of such payment in accordance with Section 2.03(c), the
Administrative Agent receives for the account of such L/C Issuer any payment in respect of the related Unreimbursed Amount or interest thereon (whether
directly from the Borrower or otherwise, including proceeds of Cash Collateral applied thereto by the Administrative Agent), the Administrative Agent will
distribute to such Lender its Pro Rata Share thereof (appropriately adjusted, in the case of interest payments, to reflect the period of time during which such
Lender’s L/C Advance was outstanding) in the amount received by the Administrative Agent.
(ii)
If any payment received by the Administrative Agent for the account of an L/C Issuer pursuant to Section 2.03(c)(i) is
required to be returned under any of the circumstances described in Section 10.06 (including pursuant to any settlement entered into by such L/C Issuer in its
discretion), each Appropriate Lender shall pay to the Administrative Agent for the account of such L/C Issuer its Pro Rata Share thereof on demand of the
Administrative Agent, plus interest thereon from the date of such demand to the date such amount is returned by such Lender, at a rate per annum equal to the
Federal Funds Rate from time to time in effect. The obligations of the Lenders under this clause shall survive the payment in full of the Obligations and the
termination of this Agreement.
(e)
Obligations Absolute. The obligation of the Borrower to reimburse the relevant L/C Issuer for each drawing under each
Letter of Credit issued by it and to repay each L/C Borrowing shall be absolute, unconditional and irrevocable, and shall be paid strictly in accordance with
the terms of this Agreement under all circumstances, including the following:
(i)
relating thereto;

any lack of validity or enforceability of such Letter of Credit, this Agreement, or any other agreement or instrument

(ii)
the existence of any claim, counterclaim, setoff, defense or other right that any Loan Party may have at any time against
any beneficiary or any transferee of such Letter of Credit (or any Person for whom any such beneficiary or any such transferee may be acting),
the relevant L/C Issuer or any other Person, whether in connection with this Agreement, the transactions contemplated hereby or by such Letter
of Credit or any agreement or instrument relating thereto, or any unrelated transaction;
(iii)
any draft, demand, certificate or other document presented under such Letter of Credit proving to be forged, fraudulent,
invalid or insufficient in any respect or any statement therein being untrue or inaccurate in any respect; or any loss or delay in the transmission or
otherwise of any document required in order to make a drawing under such Letter of Credit;
(iv)
any payment by the relevant L/C Issuer under such Letter of Credit against presentation of a draft or certificate that does
not strictly comply with the terms of such Letter of Credit; or any payment made by the relevant L/C Issuer under such Letter of Credit to any
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Person purporting to be a trustee in bankruptcy, debtor-in-possession, assignee for the benefit of creditors, liquidator, receiver or other
representative of or successor to any beneficiary or any transferee of such Letter of Credit, including any arising in connection with any
proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law;
(v)
any exchange, release or non-perfection of any Collateral, or any release or amendment or waiver of or consent to
departure from the Guaranty or any other guarantee, for all or any of the Obligations of any Loan Party in respect of such Letter of Credit; or
(vi)
any other circumstance or happening whatsoever, whether or not similar to any of the foregoing, including any other
circumstance that might otherwise constitute a defense available to, or a discharge of, any Loan Party;
provided that the foregoing shall not excuse any L/C Issuer from liability to the Borrower to the extent of any direct damages (as opposed to consequential
damages, claims in respect of which are waived by the Borrower to the extent permitted by applicable Law) suffered by the Borrower that are caused by such
L/C Issuer’s gross negligence or willful misconduct as determined in a final and non-appealable judgment by a court of competent jurisdiction when
determining whether drafts and other documents presented under a Letter of Credit comply with the terms thereof.
(f)
Role of L/C Issuers. Each Lender and the Borrower agree that, in paying any drawing under a Letter of Credit, the
relevant L/C Issuer shall not have any responsibility to obtain any document (other than any sight draft, certificates and documents expressly required by the
Letter of Credit) or to ascertain or inquire as to the validity or accuracy of any such document or the authority of the Person executing or delivering any such
document. None of the L/C Issuers, any Agent-Related Person nor any of the respective correspondents, participants or assignees of any L/C Issuer shall be
liable to any Lender for (i) any action taken or omitted in connection herewith at the request or with the approval of the Lenders or the Lenders holding a
majority of the Revolving Credit Commitments, as applicable; (ii) any action taken or omitted in the absence of gross negligence or willful misconduct as
determined in a final and non-appealable judgment by a court of competent jurisdiction; or (iii) the due execution, effectiveness, validity or enforceability of
any document or instrument related to any Letter of Credit or Letter of Credit Application. The Borrower hereby assumes all risks of the acts or omissions of
any beneficiary or transferee with respect to its use of any Letter of Credit; provided that this assumption is not intended to, and shall not, preclude the
Borrower’s pursuing such rights and remedies as it may have against the beneficiary or transferee at law or under any other agreement. None of the L/C
Issuers, any Agent-Related Person, nor any of the respective correspondents, participants or assignees of any L/C Issuer, shall be liable or responsible for any
of the matters described in clauses (i) through (vi) of Section 2.03(e); provided that anything in such clauses to the contrary notwithstanding, the Borrower
may have a claim against an L/C Issuer, and such L/C Issuer may be liable to the Borrower, to the extent, but only to the extent, of any direct, as opposed to
consequential or exemplary, damages suffered by the Borrower which the Borrower proves were caused by such L/C Issuer’s willful misconduct or gross
negligence or such L/C Issuer’s willful or grossly negligent failure to pay under any Letter of Credit after the presentation to it by the beneficiary of a sight
draft and certificate(s) strictly complying with the terms and conditions of a Letter of Credit, in each case as determined in a final and non-appealable
judgment by a court of competent jurisdiction. In furtherance and not in limitation of the foregoing, each L/C Issuer may accept documents that appear on
their face to be in order, without responsibility for further investigation, regardless of any notice or information to the contrary, and no L/C Issuer shall be
responsible for the validity or sufficiency of any instrument transferring or assigning or purporting to transfer or assign a
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Letter of Credit or the rights or benefits thereunder or proceeds thereof, in whole or in part, which may prove to be invalid or ineffective for any reason.
(g)
Cash Collateral. (i) If, as of the Letter of Credit Expiration Date, any Letter of Credit may for any reason remain
outstanding and partially or wholly undrawn, (ii) if any Event of Default occurs and is continuing and the Administrative Agent or the Lenders holding a
majority of the Revolving Credit Commitments, as applicable, require the Borrower to Cash Collateralize the L/C Obligations pursuant to Section 8.02 or
(iii) an Event of Default set forth under Section 8.01(f) occurs and is continuing, the Borrower shall Cash Collateralize the then Outstanding Amount of all
L/C Obligations (in an amount equal to such Outstanding Amount determined as of the date of such L/C Borrowing or the Letter of Credit Expiration Date,
as the case may be), and shall do so not later than 2:00 P.M., New York City time, on (x) in the case of the immediately preceding clauses (i) through (iii), (1)
the Business Day that the Borrower receives notice thereof, if such notice is received on such day prior to 12:00 Noon, New York City time, or (2) if clause
(1) above does not apply, the Business Day immediately following the day that the Borrower receives such notice and (y) in the case of the immediately
preceding clause (iii), the Business Day on which an Event of Default set forth under Section 8.01(f) occurs or, if such day is not a Business Day, the
Business Day immediately succeeding such day. For purposes hereof, “Cash Collateralize” means to pledge and deposit with or deliver to the
Administrative Agent, for the benefit of the relevant L/C Issuer and the Revolving Lenders, as collateral for the L/C Obligations, cash or deposit account
balances (“Cash Collateral”) pursuant to documentation in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent and the relevant L/C
Issuer (which documents are hereby consented to by the Lenders). Derivatives of such term have corresponding meanings. The Borrower hereby grants to
the Administrative Agent, for the benefit of the L/C Issuers and the Lenders, a security interest in all such cash, deposit accounts and all balances therein and
all proceeds of the foregoing. Cash Collateral shall be maintained in blocked accounts at the Administrative Agent and may be invested in readily available
Cash Equivalents. If at any time the Administrative Agent determines that any funds held as Cash Collateral are expressly subject to any right or claim of
any Person other than the Administrative Agent (on behalf of the Secured Parties) or that the total amount of such funds is less than the aggregate
Outstanding Amount of all L/C Obligations, the Borrower will, forthwith upon demand by the Administrative Agent, pay to the Administrative Agent, as
additional funds to be deposited and held in the deposit accounts at the Administrative Agent as aforesaid, an amount equal to the excess of (a) such
aggregate Outstanding Amount over (b) the total amount of funds, if any, then held as Cash Collateral that the Administrative Agent reasonably determines
to be free and clear of any such right and claim. Upon the drawing of any Letter of Credit for which funds are on deposit as Cash Collateral, such funds shall
be applied, to the extent permitted under applicable Law, to reimburse the relevant L/C Issuer. To the extent the amount of any Cash Collateral exceeds the
then Outstanding Amount of such L/C Obligations and so long as no Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, the excess shall be refunded to the
Borrower. To the extent any Event of Default giving rise to the requirement to Cash Collateralize any Letter of Credit pursuant to this Section 2.03(g) is
cured or otherwise waived by the Required Lenders, then so long as no other Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, all Cash Collateral pledged to
Cash Collateralize such Letter of Credit shall be refunded to the Borrower.
(h)
Letter of Credit Fees. The Borrower shall pay to the Administrative Agent for the account of each Revolving Credit
Lender in accordance with its Pro Rata Share a Letter of Credit fee for each Letter of Credit issued pursuant to this Agreement equal to the Applicable Rate
times the daily maximum amount then available to be drawn under such Letter of Credit (whether or not such maximum amount is then in effect under such
Letter of Credit if such maximum amount increases periodically pursuant to the terms of such Letter of Credit); provided that (x) if any portion
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of a Defaulting Lender’s Pro Rata Share of any Letter of Credit is Cash Collateralized by the Borrower or reallocated to the other Revolving Credit Lenders
pursuant to Section 2.03(a)(iv), then the Borrower shall not be required to pay a Letter of Credit fee with respect to such portion of such Defaulting Lender’s
Pro Rata Share so long as it is Cash Collateralized by the Borrower or reallocated to the other Revolving Credit Lenders and (y) if any portion of a Defaulting
Lender’s Pro Rata Share is not Cash Collateralized or reallocated pursuant to Section 2.03(a)(iv), then the Letter of Credit fee with respect to such Defaulting
Lender’s Pro Rata Share shall be payable to the applicable L/C Issuer until such Pro Rata Share is Cash Collateralized or such Lender ceases to be a
Defaulting Lender. Such Letter of Credit fees shall be computed on a quarterly basis in arrears. Such Letter of Credit fees shall be due and payable in
Dollars on the first Business Day after the end of each March, June, September and December, commencing with the first such date to occur after the
issuance of such Letter of Credit, on the Letter of Credit Expiration Date and thereafter on demand. If there is any change in the Applicable Rate during any
quarter, the daily maximum amount of each Letter of Credit shall be computed and multiplied by the Applicable Rate separately for each period during such
quarter that such Applicable Rate was in effect.
(i)
Fronting Fee and Documentary and Processing Charges Payable to L/C Issuers. The Borrower shall pay directly to each
L/C Issuer for its own account a fronting fee with respect to each Letter of Credit issued by it to the Borrower equal to the greater of (x) 0.125% per annum
(or such other amount as may be mutually agreed by the Borrower and the applicable L/C Issuer) of the daily maximum amount then available to be drawn
under such Letter of Credit (whether or not such maximum amount is then in effect under such Letter of Credit if such maximum amount increases
periodically pursuant to the terms of such Letter of Credit) and (y) to the extent the L/C Issuer is the Administrative Agent or an Affiliate thereof, $1,500 per
annum. Such fronting fees shall be computed on a quarterly basis in arrears. Such fronting fees shall be due and payable in Dollars on the first Business Day
after the end of each March, June, September and December, commencing with the first such date to occur after the issuance of such Letter of Credit, on the
Letter of Credit Expiration Date and thereafter on demand. In addition, the Borrower shall pay directly to each L/C Issuer for its own account with respect to
each Letter of Credit issued to the Borrower the customary issuance, presentation, amendment and other processing fees, and other standard costs and
charges, of such L/C Issuer relating to letters of credit as from time to time in effect. Such customary fees and standard costs and charges are due and
payable within ten (10) Business Days of demand and are nonrefundable.
(j)
Conflict with Letter of Credit Application. Notwithstanding anything else to the contrary in this Agreement, in the event
of any conflict between the terms hereof and the terms of any Letter of Credit Application, the terms hereof shall control.
(k)
Addition of an L/C Issuer. A Revolving Credit Lender may become an additional L/C Issuer hereunder pursuant to a
written agreement among the Borrower, the Administrative Agent and such Revolving Credit Lender. The Administrative Agent shall notify the Revolving
Credit Lenders of any such additional L/C Issuer.
(l)
Upon the Amendment No. 10 Effective Date, the aggregate amount of participations in Letters of Credit held by
Revolving Credit Lenders shall be deemed to be reallocated to the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Lenders so that participation of the Tranche 4 Revolving
Credit Lenders in outstanding Letters of Credit shall be in proportion to their respective Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitments.
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Section 2.04.

Swing Line Loans

.
(a)
The Swing Line. Subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein, JPMorgan, in its capacity as Swing Line Lender,
may in its sole discretion, agree to make loans in Dollars to the Borrower (each such loan, a “Swing Line Loan”), from time to time on any Business Day
during the period beginning on the Closing Date and until the Maturity Date in an aggregate amount not to exceed at any time outstanding the amount of the
Swing Line Sublimit, notwithstanding the fact that such Swing Line Loans, when aggregated with the Pro Rata Share of the Outstanding Amount of
Revolving Credit Loans and L/C Obligations of the Lender acting as Swing Line Lender, may exceed the amount of such Swing Line Lender’s Revolving
Credit Commitment; provided that, after giving effect to any Swing Line Loan, (i) the Revolving Credit Exposure shall not exceed the aggregate Revolving
Credit Commitment and (ii) the aggregate Outstanding Amount of the Revolving Credit Loans of any Lender (other than the relevant Swing Line Lender),
plus such Lender’s Pro Rata Share of the Outstanding Amount of all L/C Obligations, plus such Lender’s Pro Rata Share of the Outstanding Amount of all
Swing Line Loans shall not exceed such Lender’s Revolving Credit Commitment then in effect; provided further that the Borrower shall not use the proceeds
of any Swing Line Loan to refinance any outstanding Swing Line Loan. Within the foregoing limits, and subject to the other terms and conditions hereof, the
Borrower may borrow under this Section 2.04, prepay under Section 2.05, and reborrow under this Section 2.04. Each Swing Line Loan shall be a Base Rate
Loan. Immediately upon the making of a Swing Line Loan, each Revolving Credit Lender shall be deemed to, and hereby irrevocably and unconditionally
agrees to, purchase from the Swing Line Lender a risk participation in such Swing Line Loan in an amount equal to the product of such Lender’s Pro Rata
Share times the amount of such Swing Line Loan.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, before making any Swing Line Loans (if at such time any Revolving Credit Lender is a Defaulting
Lender), the applicable Swing Line Lender may condition the provision of any Swing Line Loans on its receipt of Cash Collateral or similar security
satisfactory to such Swing Line Lender (in its sole discretion) from either the Borrower or such Defaulting Lender in respect of such Defaulting Lender’s risk
participation in such Swing Line Loans as set forth below. The Borrower and/or such Defaulting Lender hereby grants to the Administrative Agent, for the
benefit of the Swing Line Lender, a security interest in all such Cash Collateral and all proceeds of the foregoing. Such Cash Collateral shall be maintained
in blocked deposit accounts at JPMorgan and may be invested in Cash Equivalents reasonably acceptable to the Administrative Agent. If at any time the
Administrative Agent determines that any funds held as Cash Collateral under this paragraph are subject to any right or claim of any Person other than the
Administrative Agent for the benefit of the Swing Line Lender or that the total amount of such funds is less than the aggregate risk participation of such
Defaulting Lender in the applicable Swing Line Loan, the Borrower and/or such Defaulting Lender will, promptly upon demand by the Administrative
Agent, pay to the Administrative Agent, as additional funds to be deposited as Cash Collateral, an amount equal to the excess of (x) such aggregate risk
participation over (y) the total amount of funds, if any, then held as Cash Collateral under this paragraph that the Administrative Agent determines to be free
and clear of any such right and claim. If the Revolving Credit Lender that triggers the Cash Collateral requirement under this paragraph ceases to be a
Defaulting Lender (as determined by the Swing Line Lender in good faith), or if the Swing Line Commitments have been permanently reduced to zero, the
funds held as Cash Collateral shall thereafter be returned to the Borrower or the Defaulting Lender, whichever provided the funds for the Cash Collateral.
(b)
Borrowing Procedures. Each Swing Line Borrowing shall be made upon the Borrower’s irrevocable notice to the Swing
Line Lender and the Administrative Agent, which may be
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given by telephone. Each such notice must be received by the Swing Line Lender and the Administrative Agent not later than 1:00 p.m. (New York City
time) on the requested borrowing date and shall specify (i) the amount to be borrowed, which shall be a minimum of $100,000 and (ii) the requested
borrowing date, which shall be a Business Day. Each such telephonic notice must be confirmed promptly by delivery to the relevant Swing Line Lender and
the Administrative Agent of a written Swing Line Loan Notice, appropriately completed and signed by a Responsible Officer of the Borrower. Promptly
after receipt by the Swing Line Lender of any Swing Line Loan Notice (by telephone or in writing), the Swing Line Lender will confirm with the
Administrative Agent (by telephone or in writing) that the Administrative Agent has also received such Swing Line Loan Notice and, if not, such Swing Line
Lender will notify the Administrative Agent (by telephone or in writing) of the contents thereof. Unless (x) the relevant Swing Line Lender has received
notice (by telephone or in writing) from the Administrative Agent (including at the request of any Revolving Credit Lender) prior to 2:00 p.m. (New York
City time) on the date of the proposed Swing Line Borrowing (A) directing the Swing Line Lender not to make such Swing Line Loan as a result of the
limitations set forth in the first proviso to the first sentence of Section 2.04(a), or (B) that one or more of the applicable conditions specified in Section 4.01 is
not then satisfied or (y) such Swing Line Lender has determined in its sole discretion not to make such Swing Line Loan, then, subject to the terms and
conditions hereof, the Swing Line Lender will, not later than 5:00 p.m. (New York City time) on the borrowing date specified in such Swing Line Loan
Notice, make the amount of its Swing Line Loan available to the Borrower.
(c)
Refinancing of Swing Line Loans. (i) The Swing Line Lender at any time in its sole and absolute discretion may request,
on behalf the Borrower (which hereby irrevocably authorizes such Swing Line Lender to so request on its behalf), that each Revolving Credit Lender make a
Base Rate Loan in an amount equal to such Lender’s Pro Rata Share of the amount of Swing Line Loans then outstanding. Such request shall be made in
writing (which written request shall be deemed to be a Committed Loan Notice for purposes hereof) and in accordance with the requirements of Section 2.02,
without regard to the minimum and multiples specified therein for the principal amount of Base Rate Loans, but subject to the unutilized portion of the
aggregate Revolving Credit Commitments and the conditions set forth in Section 4.01. The relevant Swing Line Lender shall furnish the Borrower with a
copy of the applicable Committed Loan Notice promptly after delivering such notice to the Administrative Agent. Each Revolving Credit Lender shall make
an amount equal to its Pro Rata Share of the amount specified in such Committed Loan Notice available to the Administrative Agent in Same Day Funds for
the account of the Swing Line Lender at the Administrative Agent’s Office not later than 1:00 p.m. (New York City time) on the day specified in such
Committed Loan Notice, whereupon, subject to Section 2.04(c)(ii), each Revolving Credit Lender that so makes funds available shall be deemed to have
made a Base Rate Loan to the Borrower in such amount. The Administrative Agent shall remit the funds so received to the Swing Line Lender.
(ii)
If for any reason any Swing Line Loan cannot be refinanced by such a Revolving Credit Borrowing in accordance with
Section 2.04(c)(i), the request for Base Rate Loans submitted by the relevant Swing Line Lender as set forth herein shall be deemed to be a request by such
Swing Line Lender that each of the Revolving Credit Lenders fund its risk participation in the relevant Swing Line Loan and each Revolving Credit Lender’s
payment to the Administrative Agent for the account of the Swing Line Lender pursuant to Section 2.04(c)(i) shall be deemed payment in respect of such
participation.
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(iii)
If any Revolving Credit Lender fails to make available to the Administrative Agent for the account of the Swing Line
Lender any amount required to be paid by the Lender pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this Section 2.04(c) by the time specified in Section 2.04(c)(i),
the Swing Line Lender shall be entitled to recover from such Lender (acting through the Administrative Agent), on demand, such amount with interest
thereon for the period from the date such payment is required to the date on which such payment is immediately available to the Swing Line Lender at a rate
per annum equal to the greater of the Federal Funds Rate and a rate determined by the Swing Line Lender in accordance with banking industry rules on
interbank compensation, plus any administrative, processing or similar fees customarily charged by the Swing Line Lender in connection with the
foregoing. A certificate of the Swing Line Lender submitted to any Lender (through the Administrative Agent) with respect to any amounts owing under this
clause (iii) shall be conclusive absent manifest error.
(iv)
Each Revolving Credit Lender’s obligation to make Revolving Credit Loans or to purchase and fund risk participations
in Swing Line Loans pursuant to this Section 2.04(c) shall be absolute and unconditional and shall not be affected by any circumstance, including (A) any
setoff, counterclaim, recoupment, defense or other right which such Lender may have against the Swing Line Lender, the Borrower or any other Person for
any reason whatsoever, (B) the occurrence or continuance of a Default, or (C) any other occurrence, event or condition, whether or not similar to any of the
foregoing; provided that each Revolving Credit Lender’s obligation to make Revolving Credit Loans pursuant to this Section 2.04(c) (but not to purchase and
fund risk participations in Swing Line Loans) is subject to the conditions set forth in Section 4.01. No such funding of risk participations shall relieve or
otherwise impair the obligation of the Borrower to repay Swing Line Loans, together with interest as provided herein.
(d)
Repayment of Participations. (i) At any time after any Revolving Credit Lender has purchased and funded a risk
participation in a Swing Line Loan, if the relevant Swing Line Lender receives any payment on account of such Swing Line Loan, such Swing Line Lender
will distribute to such Lender its Pro Rata Share of such payment (appropriately adjusted, in the case of interest payments, to reflect the period of time during
which such Lender’s risk participation was funded) in the same funds as those received by such Swing Line Lender.
(ii)
If any payment received by the Swing Line Lender in respect of principal or interest on any Swing Line Loan is required
to be returned by the Swing Line Lender under any of the circumstances described in Section 10.06 (including pursuant to any settlement entered into by the
Swing Line Lender in its discretion), each Revolving Credit Lender shall pay to the Swing Line Lender its Pro Rata Share thereof on demand of the
Administrative Agent, plus interest thereon from the date of such demand to the date such amount is returned, at a rate per annum equal to the applicable
Federal Funds Rate. The Administrative Agent will make such demand upon the request of a Swing Line Lender. The obligations of the Revolving Credit
Lenders under this clause shall survive the payment in full of the Obligations and the termination of this Agreement.
(e)
Interest for Account of Swing Line Lender. The Swing Line Lender shall be responsible for invoicing the Borrower for
interest on the Swing Line Loans. Until each Revolving Credit Lender funds its Base Rate Loan, Eurocurrency Rate Loan or risk participation pursuant to
this Section 2.04 to refinance such Lender’s Pro Rata Share of any Swing Line Loan, interest in respect of such Pro Rata Share shall be solely for the account
of the Swing Line Lender.
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(f)
Payments Directly to Swing Line Lender. The Borrower shall make all payments of principal and interest in respect of the
Swing Line Loans directly to the Swing Line Lender.
(g)
Upon the Amendment No. 10 Effective Date, the aggregate amount of participations in Swing Line Loans held by
Revolving Credit Lenders shall be deemed to be reallocated to the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Lenders so that participation of the Tranche 4 Revolving
Credit Lenders in outstanding Swing Line Loans shall be in proportion to their respective Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitments.
Section 2.05.

Prepayments

.
(a)
Optional. (i) The Borrower may, upon notice to the Administrative Agent, at any time or from time to time voluntarily
prepay Term Loans of any Class and Revolving Credit Loans in whole or in part and, except as set forth below in clause (d) below, without premium or
penalty; provided that (1) such notice must be received by the Administrative Agent not later than 11:00 a.m. (New York City time) (A) three (3) Business
Days prior to any date of prepayment of Eurocurrency Rate Loans and (B) on the date of prepayment of Base Rate Loans; (2) any prepayment of
Eurocurrency Rate Loans shall be in a minimum principal amount of $2,500,000, or a whole multiple of $500,000 in excess thereof; (3) any prepayment of
Base Rate Loans shall be in a minimum principal amount of $500,000 or a whole multiple of $100,000 in excess thereof or, in each case, if less, the entire
principal amount thereof then outstanding; and (4) no Extended Term Loan under any Extended Term Facility shall be prepaid prior to the date on which all
Term Loans of the Class from which such Extended Term Loans were converted unless such prepayment is accompanied by a pro rata prepayment of Term
Loans under the original Class. Each such notice shall specify the date and amount of such prepayment and the Class(es) and Type(s) of Loans and the order
of Borrowing(s) to be prepaid. The Administrative Agent will promptly notify each Appropriate Lender of its receipt of each such notice, and of the amount
of such Lender’s Pro Rata Share or, if such prepayment is being made pursuant to Section 2.05(c) or Section 10.07(k), such Lender’s share, of such
prepayment. If such notice is given by the Borrower, the Borrower shall make such prepayment and the payment amount specified in such notice shall be
due and payable on the date specified therein. Any prepayment of a Eurocurrency Rate Loan shall be accompanied by all accrued interest thereon, together
with any additional amounts required pursuant to Section 3.05. In the case of each prepayment of the Loans pursuant to this Section 2.05(a), the Borrower
may in its sole discretion select the Borrowing or Borrowings (and the order of maturity of principal payments) to be repaid, and such payment shall be paid
to the Appropriate Lenders in accordance with their respective Pro Rata Shares (other than if pursuant to Section 2.05(c) or Section 10.07(k)).
(ii)
The Borrower may, upon notice to the Swing Line Lender (with a copy to the Administrative Agent), at any time or from
time to time, voluntarily prepay Swing Line Loans in whole or in part without premium or penalty; provided that (1) such notice must be received by the
Swing Line Lender and the Administrative Agent not later than 1:00 p.m. (New York City time) on the date of the prepayment, and (2) any such prepayment
shall be in a minimum principal amount of $100,000 or a whole multiple of $100,000 in excess thereof or, if less, the entire principal amount thereof then
outstanding. Each such notice shall specify the date and amount of such prepayment. If such notice is given by the Borrower, the Borrower shall make such
prepayment and the payment amount specified in such notice shall be due and payable on the date specified therein.
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Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, the Borrower may rescind any notice of prepayment under
Section 2.05(a)(i) or 2.05(a)(ii) if such prepayment would have resulted from a refinancing of all of the Facilities, which refinancing shall not be
consummated or shall otherwise be delayed. Each prepayment of Term Loans of any Class pursuant to this Section 2.05(a) shall be applied in an order of
priority to repayments thereof required pursuant to Section 2.07(a) as directed by the Borrower and, absent such direction, shall be applied in direct order of
maturity to repayments thereof required pursuant to Section 2.07(a).
(b)
Mandatory. (i) Within six (6) Business Days after financial statements have been delivered pursuant to Section 6.01(a)
(commencing with the fiscal year ended December 31, 2011) and the related Compliance Certificate has been delivered pursuant to Section 6.02(a), the
Borrower shall cause to be prepaid an aggregate amount of Term Loans in an amount equal to (A) the Applicable ECF Percentage of Excess Cash Flow, if
any, for the Excess Cash Flow Period covered by such financial statements minus (B) the sum of (1) all voluntary prepayments of Term Loans during such
fiscal year pursuant to Section 2.05(a) and the amount expended by any Purchasing Borrower Party to prepay any Term Loans pursuant to Section 2.05(c) or
Section 10.07(k) and (2) all voluntary prepayments of Revolving Credit Loans and Swing Line Loans during such fiscal year to the extent the Revolving
Credit Commitments are permanently reduced by the amount of such payments, in the case of each of the immediately preceding clauses (1) and (2), to the
extent such prepayments are not funded with the proceeds of Indebtedness.
(ii)
If (1) the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower Disposes of any property or assets (other than any
Disposition of any property or assets permitted by Section 7.05(a)(i), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (l), (n), (p) or (q)), or (2) any Casualty Event occurs, which
results in the realization or receipt by the Borrower or Restricted Subsidiary of Net Proceeds, the Borrower shall cause to be offered to be prepaid on or prior
to the date which is ten (10) Business Days after the date of the realization or receipt by the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary of such Net Proceeds an
aggregate principal amount of Term Loans in an amount equal to 100% of all Net Proceeds received; provided that if any Permitted Notes have been issued
in compliance with Sections 7.01 and 7.03 with Liens ranking pari passu with the Liens securing the Obligations pursuant to the First Lien Intercreditor
Agreement, then the Borrower may, to the extent required pursuant to the terms of the documentation governing such Permitted Notes, prepay Term Loans
and purchase such Permitted Notes (at a purchase price no greater than par plus accrued and unpaid interest) on a pro rata basis in accordance with the
respective principal amounts thereof.
(iii)
If the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary (A) incurs or issues any Indebtedness after the Closing Date (x) pursuant to
Section 7.03(s)(iii) or (y) that is not otherwise permitted to be incurred pursuant to Section 7.03, or (B) if any Refinancing Term Loans are borrowed, the
Borrower shall cause to be prepaid an aggregate principal amount of Term Loans in an amount equal to 100% of all Net Proceeds received therefrom, in the
case of clause (A) on or prior to the date which is six (6) Business Days after the receipt by the Borrower or such Restricted Subsidiary of such Net Proceeds
and, in the case of clause (B), on the date of such incurrence.
(iv)
If for any reason the aggregate Revolving Credit Exposures at any time exceeds the aggregate Revolving Credit
Commitments then in effect, the Borrower shall promptly prepay or cause to be promptly prepaid Revolving Credit Loans and Swing Line Loans and/or Cash
Collateralize the L/C Obligations in an aggregate amount equal to such excess; provided that the Borrower shall not be required to Cash Collateralize the L/C
Obligations pursuant to this Section 2.05(b)(iv) unless after the prepayment in full of the Revolving Credit Loans and Swing Line Loans
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such aggregate Outstanding Amount exceeds the aggregate Revolving Credit Commitments then in effect.
(v)
Each prepayment of Term Loans pursuant to Section 2.05(b)(i), (ii) or (iii) shall (except to the extent that any Incremental
Amendment, Term Loan Extension Amendment or Refinancing Term Loan Amendment provides that the Incremental Term Loans, Extended Term Loans or
Refinancing Term Loans established thereby shall participate on a less than pro rata basis with any existing Class of Term Loans) be applied pro rata to each
Class of Term Loans in direct order of maturity to repayments thereof required pursuant to Section 2.07(a); and each such prepayment shall be paid to the
Lenders in accordance with their respective Pro Rata Shares, subject to clause (vi) of this Section 2.05(b).
(vi)
The Borrower shall notify the Administrative Agent in writing of any mandatory prepayment of Term Loans required to
be made pursuant to clause (i) or (ii) of this Section 2.05(b) at least four (4) Business Days prior to the date of such prepayment. Each such notice shall
specify the date of such prepayment and provide a reasonably detailed calculation of the amount of such prepayment. The Administrative Agent will
promptly notify each Appropriate Lender of the contents of the Borrower’s prepayment notice and of such Appropriate Lender’s Pro Rata Share of the
prepayment. Each Term Lender may reject all or a portion of its Pro Rata Share of any mandatory prepayment (such declined amounts, the “Declined
Proceeds”) of Term Loans required to be made pursuant to clauses (i) and (ii) of this Section 2.05(b) by providing written notice (each, a “Rejection
Notice”) to the Administrative Agent and the Borrower no later than 5:00 p.m. one (1) Business Day after the date of such Lender’s receipt of notice from the
Administrative Agent regarding such prepayment. Each Rejection Notice from a given Lender shall specify the principal amount of the mandatory
repayment of Term Loans to be rejected by such Lender. If a Term Lender fails to deliver a Rejection Notice to the Administrative Agent within the time
frame specified above or such Rejection Notice fails to specify the principal amount of the Term Loans to be rejected, any such failure will be deemed an
acceptance of the total amount of such mandatory prepayment of Term Loans. Any Declined Proceeds shall be retained by the Borrower.
(vii)
Funding Losses, Etc. All prepayments under this Section 2.05 shall be made together with, in the case of any such
prepayment of a Eurocurrency Rate Loan on a date other than the last day of an Interest Period therefor, any amounts owing in respect of such Eurocurrency
Rate Loan pursuant to Section 3.05. Notwithstanding any of the other provisions of this Section 2.05(b), so long as no Event of Default shall have occurred
and be continuing, if any prepayment of Eurocurrency Rate Loans is required to be made under this Section 2.05(b), prior to the last day of the Interest Period
therefor, the Borrower may, in its sole discretion, deposit the amount of any such prepayment otherwise required to be made thereunder into a Cash
Collateral Account until the last day of such Interest Period, at which time the Administrative Agent shall be authorized (without any further action by or
notice to or from the Borrower or any other Loan Party) to apply such amount to the prepayment of such Loans in accordance with this Section
2.05(b). Upon the occurrence and during the continuance of any Event of Default, the Administrative Agent shall also be authorized (without any further
action by or notice to or from the Borrower or any other Loan Party) to apply such amount to the prepayment of the outstanding Loans in accordance with
this Section 2.05(b).
(viii)
Foreign Dispositions. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Section 2.05, (i) to the extent that any of or all the
Net Proceeds of any Disposition by a Foreign Subsidiary (“Foreign Disposition”) or Excess Cash Flow attributable to Foreign Subsidiaries are prohibited or
delayed by applicable local law from being repatriated to the United States, the portion of such Net
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Proceeds or Excess Cash Flow so affected will not be required to be applied to repay Term Loans at the times provided in this Section 2.05 but may be
retained by the applicable Foreign Subsidiary so long, but only so long, as the applicable local law will not permit repatriation to the United States (the
Borrower hereby agreeing to cause the applicable Foreign Subsidiary to promptly take all actions required by the applicable local law to permit such
repatriation), and once such repatriation of any of such affected Net Proceeds or Excess Cash Flow is permitted under the applicable local law, such
repatriation will be immediately effected and such repatriated Net Proceeds or Excess Cash Flow will be promptly (and in any event not later than two
Business Days after such repatriation) applied (net of additional taxes payable or reserved against as a result thereof) to the repayment of the Term Loans
pursuant to this Section 2.05 and (ii) to the extent that the Borrower has determined in good faith that repatriation of any of or all the Net Proceeds of any
Foreign Disposition or Foreign Subsidiary Excess Cash Flow would have material adverse tax cost consequences with respect to such Net Proceeds or
Excess Cash Flow, such Net Proceeds or Excess Cash Flow so affected may be retained by the applicable Foreign Subsidiary; provided that, in the case of
this clause (ii), on or before the date on which any such Net Proceeds so retained would otherwise have been required to be applied to reinvestments or
prepayments pursuant to Section 2.05(b) or any such Excess Cash Flow would have been required to be applied to prepayments pursuant to Section 2.05(b),
the Borrower applies an amount equal to such Net Proceeds or Excess Cash Flow to such reinvestments or prepayments, as applicable, as if such Net
Proceeds or Excess Cash Flow had been received by the Borrower rather than such Foreign Subsidiary, less the amount of additional taxes that would have
been payable or reserved against if such Net Proceeds or Excess Cash Flow had been repatriated (or, if less, the Net Proceeds or Excess Cash Flow that
would be calculated if received by such Foreign Subsidiary).
(ix)

The Borrower shall prepay all Term B-3 Loans on the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date.

(x)

The Borrower shall prepay all Term B-2 Loans on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date.

(c)
(i) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Section 2.05(a), 2.12(a) or 2.13 (which provisions shall not be applicable
to this Section 2.05(c)), any Purchasing Borrower Party shall have the right at any time and from time to time to prepay Term Loans of any Class to the
Lenders at a discount to the par value of such Loans and on a non pro rata basis (each, a “Discounted Voluntary Prepayment”) pursuant to the procedures
described in this Section 2.05(c); provided that (A) no Discounted Voluntary Prepayment shall be made from the proceeds of any Revolving Credit Loan or
Swing Line Loan, (B) immediately after giving effect to any Discounted Voluntary Prepayment, the sum of (x) the excess of the aggregate Revolving Credit
Commitments at such time less the aggregate Revolving Credit Exposure plus (y) the amount of unrestricted cash and Cash Equivalents of the Borrower and
its Restricted Subsidiaries shall be not less than $50,000,000, (C) any Discounted Voluntary Prepayment shall be offered to all Lenders with Term Loans of
the specified Class on a pro rata basis, (D) such Purchasing Borrower Party shall deliver to the Administrative Agent a certificate stating that (1) no Default
or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing or would result from the Discounted Voluntary Prepayment (after giving effect to any related waivers or
amendments obtained in connection with such Discounted Voluntary Prepayment), (2) each of the conditions to such Discounted Voluntary Prepayment
contained in this Section 2.05(c) has been satisfied, (3) such Purchasing Borrower Party does not have any material non-public information (“MNPI”) with
respect to Holdings or any of its Subsidiaries that either (a) has not been disclosed to the Lenders (other than Lenders that do not wish to receive MNPI with
respect to Holdings, any of its Subsidiaries or Affiliates) prior to such time or (b) if not disclosed to the Lenders, could reasonably be
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expected to have a material effect upon, or otherwise be material, (i) to a Lender’s decision to participate in any Discounted Voluntary Prepayment or (ii) to
the market price of the Term Loans.
(ii)
To the extent a Purchasing Borrower Party seeks to make a Discounted Voluntary Prepayment, such Purchasing
Borrower Party will provide written notice to the Administrative Agent substantially in the form of Exhibit J hereto (each, a “Discounted Prepayment
Option Notice”) that such Purchasing Borrower Party desires to prepay Term Loans in an aggregate principal amount specified therein by the Purchasing
Borrower Party (each, a “Proposed Discounted Prepayment Amount”), in each case at a discount to the par value of such Term Loans as specified
below. The Proposed Discounted Prepayment Amount of Term Loans shall not be less than $5,000,000. The Discounted Prepayment Option Notice shall
further specify with respect to the proposed Discounted Voluntary Prepayment: (A) the Proposed Discounted Prepayment Amount of Term Loans, (B) a
discount range (which may be a single percentage) selected by the Purchasing Borrower Party with respect to such proposed Discounted Voluntary
Prepayment (representing the percentage of par of the principal amount of Term Loans to be prepaid) (the “Discount Range”), and (C) the date by which
Lenders are required to indicate their election to participate in such proposed Discounted Voluntary Prepayment which shall be at least five Business Days
following the date of the Discounted Prepayment Option Notice (the “Acceptance Date”).
(iii)
Upon receipt of a Discounted Prepayment Option Notice in accordance with Section 2.05(c)(ii), the Administrative
Agent shall promptly notify each applicable Lender thereof. On or prior to the Acceptance Date, each such Lender may specify by written notice
substantially in the form of Exhibit K hereto (each, a “Lender Participation Notice”) to the Administrative Agent (A) a minimum price (the “Acceptable
Price”) within the Discount Range (for example, 80% of the par value of the Loans to be prepaid) and (B) a maximum principal amount (subject to rounding
requirements specified by the Administrative Agent) of Term Loans of the applicable Class with respect to which such Lender is willing to permit a
Discounted Voluntary Prepayment at the Acceptable Price (“Offered Loans”). Based on the Acceptable Prices and principal amounts of Term Loans
specified by the Lenders in the applicable Lender Participation Notice, the Administrative Agent, in consultation with the Purchasing Borrower Party, shall
determine the applicable discount for Term Loans (the “Applicable Discount”), which Applicable Discount shall be (A) the percentage specified by the
Purchasing Borrower Party if the Purchasing Borrower Party has selected a single percentage pursuant to Section 2.05(c)(ii) for the Discounted Voluntary
Prepayment or (B) otherwise, the lowest Acceptable Price at which the Purchasing Borrower Party can pay the Proposed Discounted Prepayment Amount in
full (determined by adding the principal amounts of Offered Loans commencing with the Offered Loans with the lowest Acceptable Price); provided,
however, that in the event that such Proposed Discounted Prepayment Amount cannot be repaid in full at any Acceptable Price, the Applicable Discount shall
be the highest Acceptable Price specified by the Lenders that is within the Discount Range. The Applicable Discount shall be applicable for all Lenders who
have offered to participate in the Discounted Voluntary Prepayment and have Qualifying Loans (as defined below). Any Lender with outstanding Term
Loans of the applicable Class whose Lender Participation Notice is not received by the Administrative Agent by the Acceptance Date shall be deemed to
have declined to accept a Discounted Voluntary Prepayment of any of its Term Loans at any discount to their par value within the Applicable Discount.
(iv)
The Purchasing Borrower Party shall make a Discounted Voluntary Prepayment by prepaying those Term Loans of the
applicable Class (or the respective portions thereof) offered by the Lenders (“Qualifying Lenders”) that specify an Acceptable Price that is equal to or lower
than the Applicable Discount (“Qualifying Loans”) at the Applicable Discount; provided that if
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the aggregate proceeds required to prepay all Qualifying Loans (disregarding any interest payable at such time) would exceed the amount of aggregate
proceeds required to prepay the Proposed Discounted Prepayment Amount, such amounts in each case calculated by applying the Applicable Discount, the
Purchasing Borrower Party shall prepay such Qualifying Loans ratably among the Qualifying Lenders based on their respective principal amounts of such
Qualifying Loans (subject to rounding requirements specified by the Administrative Agent). If the aggregate proceeds required to prepay all Qualifying
Loans (disregarding any interest payable at such time) would be less than the amount of aggregate proceeds required to prepay the Proposed Discounted
Prepayment Amount, such amounts in each case calculated by applying the Applicable Discount, the Purchasing Borrower Party shall prepay all Qualifying
Loans.
(v)
Each Discounted Voluntary Prepayment shall be made within four Business Days of the Acceptance Date (or such other
date as the Administrative Agent shall reasonably agree, given the time required to calculate the Applicable Discount and determine the amount and holders
of Qualifying Loans), without premium or penalty (but subject to Section 3.05), upon irrevocable notice substantially in the form of Exhibit L hereto (each a
“Discounted Voluntary Prepayment Notice”), delivered to the Administrative Agent no later than 11:00 a.m. (New York City time), three Business Days
prior to the date of such Discounted Voluntary Prepayment, which notice shall specify the date and amount of the Discounted Voluntary Prepayment and the
Applicable Discount determined by the Administrative Agent. Upon receipt of any Discounted Voluntary Prepayment Notice the Administrative Agent shall
promptly notify each relevant Lender thereof. If any Discounted Voluntary Prepayment Notice is given, the amount specified in such notice shall be due and
payable to the applicable Lenders, subject to the Applicable Discount on the applicable Loans, on the date specified therein together with accrued interest (on
the par principal amount) to but not including such date on the amount prepaid.
(vi)
To the extent not expressly provided for herein, each Discounted Voluntary Prepayment shall be consummated pursuant
to reasonable procedures (including as to timing, rounding and calculation of Applicable Discount in accordance with Section 2.05(c)(iii) above) established
by the Administrative Agent in consultation with the Borrower.
(vii)
Prior to the delivery of a Discounted Voluntary Prepayment Notice, upon written notice to the Administrative Agent, the
Purchasing Borrower Party may withdraw its offer to make a Discounted Voluntary Prepayment pursuant to any Discounted Prepayment Option Notice.
(d)
Prepayment Premium. In the event that, at any time after the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date and on or prior to the date
that is six months after the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date, (i) this Agreement is amended and such amendment to this Agreement has the effect of
reducing the interest rate applicable to the Term B-5 Loans (other than any waiver of default interest) or (ii) the Borrower makes any mandatory or voluntary
prepayment of the Term B-5 Loans with the proceeds of any term loan Indebtedness under any credit facility (including, without limitation, any new or
additional Term Loans under this Agreement) which term loan Indebtedness has a lower interest rate margin than the highest interest rate then applicable
with respect to the Term B-5 Loans; provided that solely for the purposes of the foregoing clause (ii), the interest rate margins applicable to any term loan
Indebtedness shall be deemed to include all upfront or similar fees or original issue discount payable by the Borrower generally to the lenders providing such
term loan Indebtedness based on an assumed four-year life to maturity and, if the lowest possible Eurocurrency Rate applicable to such term loan
Indebtedness is greater than 0.75% or the lowest possible Base Rate applicable to such term loan Indebtedness is greater than 1.75%, the difference between
such “floor” and 0.75% in the case of
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Eurocurrency Rate Term B-5 Loans, or 1.75%, in the case of Base Rate Term B-5 Loans, shall be equated to interest rate margin for purposes of the
foregoing clause (ii), then the Borrower agrees to pay to the Administrative Agent, (x) in the case of clause (i), for the account of each applicable Term B-5
Lender that agrees to such amendment a fee in an amount equal to 1.00% of such Lender’s Term B-5 Loans outstanding on the effective date of such
amendment, and (y) in the case of clause (ii), for the account of each applicable Term B-5 Lender, a fee in an amount equal to 1.00% of such Lender’s Term
B-5 Loans that are being prepaid as a result of such prepayment.
Section 2.06.

Termination or Reduction of Commitments

.
(a)
Optional. The Borrower may, upon written notice to the Administrative Agent, terminate the unused Commitments of
any Class, or from time to time permanently reduce the unused Commitments of any Class, in each case without premium or penalty; provided that (i) any
such notice shall be received by the Administrative Agent three (3) Business Days prior to the date of termination or reduction, (ii) any such partial reduction
shall be in a minimum aggregate amount of $1,000,000, as applicable, or any whole multiple of $250,000, in excess thereof and (iii) if, after giving effect to
any reduction of the Commitments, the Letter of Credit Sublimit or the Swing Line Sublimit exceeds the amount of the Revolving Credit Facility, such
sublimit shall be automatically reduced by the amount of such excess. The amount of any such Commitment reduction shall not otherwise be applied to the
Letter of Credit Sublimit or the Swing Line Sublimit unless otherwise specified by the Borrower. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Borrower may rescind
or postpone any notice of termination of the Commitments if such termination would have resulted from a refinancing of all of the Facilities, which
refinancing shall not be consummated or otherwise shall be delayed.
(b)
Mandatory. The 2018 Additional Term B-5 Commitment of the 2018 Additional Term B-5 Lender shall be automatically
and permanently reduced to $0 upon the funding of 2018 Term B-5 Loans to be made by the 2018 Additional Term B-5 Lender on the Amendment No. 9
Effective Date. The “Tranche 3 Revolving Credit Commitment” (as defined in this Agreement immediately prior to the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date) of
each Revolving Credit Lender shall automatically and permanently terminate on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date. The Revolving Credit Commitment
of each Revolving Credit Lender shall automatically and permanently terminate on the Maturity Date.
(c)
Application of Commitment Reductions; Payment of Fees. The Administrative Agent will promptly notify the Lenders of
any termination or reduction of unused portions of the Letter of Credit Sublimit or the Swing Line Sublimit or the unused Commitments of any Class under
this Section 2.06. Upon any reduction of unused Commitments of any Class, the Commitment of each Lender of such Class shall be reduced by such
Lender’s Pro Rata Share of the amount by which such Commitments are reduced (other than the termination of the Commitment of any Lender as provided
in Section 3.07). All commitment fees accrued until the effective date of any termination of the Aggregate Commitments shall be paid on the effective date
of such termination.
Section 2.07.

Repayment of Loans

.
(a)
Term Loans. The Borrower shall repay to the Administrative Agent for the ratable account of the Term B-5 Lenders (i)
on the last Business Day of each March, June, September and December, commencing with December 31, 2018, an aggregate amount equal to 0.25381% of
the aggregate principal amount of the Term B-5 Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date (which payments shall be reduced as a result of
the application of prepayments in accordance
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with the order of priority set forth in Section 2.05) and (ii) on the Maturity Date for the Term B-5 Loans, the aggregate principal amount of all Term B-5
Loans outstanding on such date. The Incremental Term Loans of any Class shall mature as provided in the applicable Incremental Amendment. The
Extended Term Loans under any Extended Term Facility shall mature as provided in the applicable Term Loan Extension Amendment. The Refinancing
Term Loans shall mature as provided in the applicable Refinancing Term Loan Amendment.
(b)
Revolving Credit Loans. The Borrower shall repay to the Administrative Agent for the ratable account of the Appropriate
Lenders on the Maturity Date for the applicable Revolving Credit Facility the aggregate principal amount of all of the Borrower’s Revolving Credit Loans
under such Revolving Credit Facility outstanding on such date.
(c)
Swing Line Loans. The Borrower shall repay the aggregate principal amount of its Swing Line Loans on the earlier to
occur of (i) the date five (5) Business Days after such Loan is made and (ii) the Maturity Date for the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Facility.
Section 2.08.

Interest

.
(a)
Subject to the provisions of Section 2.08(b), (i) each Eurocurrency Rate Loan (which shall not include any Swing Line
Loan) shall bear interest on the outstanding principal amount thereof for each Interest Period at a rate per annum equal to the Eurocurrency Rate, for such
Interest Period plus the Applicable Rate; (ii) each Base Rate Loan shall bear interest on the outstanding principal amount thereof from the applicable
borrowing date at a rate per annum equal to the Base Rate plus the Applicable Rate; and (iii) each Swing Line Loan shall bear interest on the outstanding
principal amount thereof from the applicable borrowing date at a rate per annum equal to the Base Rate plus the Applicable Rate for Revolving Credit Loans.
(b)
During the continuance of a Default under Section 8.01(a), the Borrower shall pay interest on past due amounts owing by
it hereunder at a fluctuating interest rate per annum at all times equal to the Default Rate to the fullest extent permitted by applicable Laws; provided that no
interest at the Default Rate shall accrue or be payable to a Defaulting Lender so long as such Lender shall be a Defaulting Lender. Accrued and unpaid
interest on such amounts (including interest on past due interest) shall be due and payable upon demand.
(c)
Interest on each Loan shall be due and payable in arrears on each Interest Payment Date applicable thereto and at such
other times as may be specified herein. Interest hereunder shall be due and payable in accordance with the terms hereof before and after judgment, and
before and after the commencement of any proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law.
Section 2.09.

Fees

.
In addition to certain fees described in Sections 2.03(h) and (i):
(a)
Commitment Fee. The Borrower agrees to pay to the Administrative Agent for the account of each Revolving Credit
Lender under each Facility in accordance with its Pro Rata Share, a commitment fee equal to the Applicable Rate with respect to commitment
fees times the actual daily amount by which the aggregate Revolving Credit Commitment exceeds the sum of (A) the Outstanding Amount of
Revolving Credit Loans (which shall exclude, for the avoidance of doubt, any Swing Line Loans) and (B) the Outstanding Amount of L/C
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Obligations; provided that (x) any commitment fee accrued with respect to any of the Commitments of a Defaulting Lender during the period
prior to the time such Lender became a Defaulting Lender and unpaid at such time shall not be payable by the Borrower so long as such Lender
shall be a Defaulting Lender except to the extent that such commitment fee shall otherwise have been due and payable by the Borrower prior to
such time and (y) no commitment fee shall accrue on any of the Commitments of a Defaulting Lender so long as such Lender shall be a
Defaulting Lender. The commitment fee on each Revolving Credit Facility shall accrue at all times from the Closing Date until the Maturity
Date for the Revolving Credit Facility, including at any time during which one or more of the conditions in Article IV is not met, and shall be
due and payable quarterly in arrears on the last Business Day of each March, June, September and December, commencing with the first such
date during the first full fiscal quarter to occur after the Closing Date, and on the Maturity Date for the Revolving Credit Facility. The
commitment fee shall be calculated quarterly in arrears, and if there is any change in the Applicable Rate during any quarter, the actual daily
amount shall be computed and multiplied by the Applicable Rate separately for each period during such quarter that such Applicable Rate was in
effect.
(b)
Other Fees. The Borrower shall pay to the Agents such fees as shall have been separately agreed upon in writing in the
amounts and at the times so specified. Such fees shall be fully earned when paid and shall not be refundable for any reason whatsoever (except
as expressly agreed between the Borrower and the applicable Agent).
(c)
Closing Fees. The Borrower agrees to pay on the Closing Date to each Lender party to this Agreement on the Closing
Date (other than the GS Lenders), as fee compensation for the funding of such Lender’s Original Term Loan and making of such Lender’s
Revolving Credit Commitment, a closing fee (the “Closing Fee”) in an amount equal to (x) 3.00% of the stated principal amount of such
Lender’s Revolving Credit Commitment on the Closing Date and (y) 1.50% of the stated principal amount of such Lender’s Term Loan made on
the Closing Date. Such Closing Fee will be in all respects fully earned, due and payable on the Closing Date and non-refundable and noncreditable thereafter and, in the case of the Original Term Loans, such Closing Fee shall be netted against Original Term Loans made by such
Lender.
Section 2.10.

Computation of Interest and Fees

.
All computations of interest for Base Rate Loans when the Base Rate is determined by JPMorgan’s “prime rate” shall be made on
the basis of a year of three hundred sixty-five (365) days, or three hundred sixty-six (366) days, as applicable, and actual days elapsed. All other
computations of fees and interest shall be made on the basis of a three hundred and sixty (360) day year and actual days elapsed. Interest shall accrue on each
Loan for the day on which the Loan is made, and shall not accrue on a Loan, or any portion thereof, for the day on which the Loan or such portion is paid;
provided that any Loan that is repaid on the same day on which it is made shall, subject to Section 2.12(a), bear interest for one (1) day. Each determination
by the Administrative Agent of an interest rate or fee hereunder shall be conclusive and binding for all purposes, absent manifest error.
Section 2.11.

Evidence of Indebtedness

.
(a)
The Credit Extensions made by each Lender shall be evidenced by one or more accounts or records maintained by such
Lender and evidenced by one or more entries in the
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Register maintained by the Administrative Agent, acting solely for purposes of Treasury Regulation Section 5f.103-1(c), as non-fiduciary agent for the
Borrower, in each case in the ordinary course of business. The accounts or records maintained by the Administrative Agent and each Lender shall be prima
facie evidence absent manifest error of the amount of the Credit Extensions made by the Lenders to the Borrower and the interest and payments
thereon. Any failure to so record or any error in doing so shall not, however, limit or otherwise affect the obligation of the Borrower hereunder to pay any
amount owing with respect to the Obligations. In the event of any conflict between the accounts and records maintained by any Lender and the accounts and
records of the Administrative Agent in respect of such matters, the accounts and records of the Administrative Agent shall control in the absence of manifest
error. Upon the request of any Lender made through the Administrative Agent, the Borrower shall execute and deliver to such Lender (through the
Administrative Agent) a Note payable to such Lender, which shall evidence such Lender’s Loans in addition to such accounts or records. Each Lender may
attach schedules to its Note and endorse thereon the date, Type (if applicable), amount and maturity of its Loans and payments with respect thereto.
(b)
In addition to the accounts and records referred to in Section 2.11(a), each Lender and the Administrative Agent shall
maintain in accordance with its usual practice accounts or records and, in the case of the Administrative Agent, entries in the Register, evidencing the
purchases and sales by such Lender of participations in Letters of Credit and Swing Line Loans. In the event of any conflict between the accounts and
records maintained by the Administrative Agent and the accounts and records of any Lender in respect of such matters, the accounts and records of the
Administrative Agent shall control in the absence of manifest error.
(c)
Entries made in good faith by the Administrative Agent in the Register pursuant to Sections 2.11(a) and (b), and by each
Lender in its account or accounts pursuant to Sections 2.11(a) and (b), shall be prima facie evidence of the amount of principal and interest due and payable
or to become due and payable from the Borrower to, in the case of the Register, each Lender and, in the case of such account or accounts, such Lender, under
this Agreement and the other Loan Documents, absent manifest error; provided that the failure of the Administrative Agent or such Lender to make an entry,
or any finding that an entry is incorrect, in the Register or such account or accounts shall not limit or otherwise affect the obligations of the Borrower under
this Agreement and the other Loan Documents.
Section 2.12.

Payments Generally

.
(a)
All payments to be made by the Borrower shall be made without condition or deduction for any counterclaim, defense,
recoupment or setoff. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, all payments by the Borrower hereunder shall be made to the Administrative Agent, for
the account of the respective Lenders to which such payment is owed, at the applicable Administrative Agent’s Office in Same Day Funds not later than 2:00
p.m. (New York City time) on the date specified herein. The Administrative Agent will promptly distribute to each Lender its Pro Rata Share (or other
applicable share as provided in Section 2.05(b)(vi) or Section 2.05(c) or as otherwise provided herein) of such payment in like funds as received by wire
transfer to such Lender’s applicable Lending Office. All payments received by the Administrative Agent after 2:00 p.m. (New York City time), shall in each
case be deemed received on the next succeeding Business Day and any applicable interest or fee shall continue to accrue.
(b)
If any payment to be made by the Borrower shall come due on a day other than a Business Day, payment shall be made
on the next following Business Day, and such extension
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of time shall be reflected in computing interest or fees, as the case may be; provided that, if such extension would cause payment of interest on or principal of
Eurocurrency Rate Loans to be made in the next succeeding calendar month, such payment shall be made on the immediately preceding Business Day.
(c)
Unless the Borrower or any Lender has notified the Administrative Agent, prior to the date any payment is required to be
made by it to the Administrative Agent hereunder, that the Borrower or such Lender, as the case may be, will not make such payment, the Administrative
Agent may assume that the Borrower or such Lender, as the case may be, has timely made such payment and may (but shall not be so required to), in reliance
thereon, make available a corresponding amount to the Person entitled thereto. If and to the extent that such payment was not in fact made to the
Administrative Agent in Same Day Funds, then:
(i)
if the Borrower failed to make such payment, each Lender shall forthwith on demand repay to the Administrative Agent
the portion of such assumed payment that was made available to such Lender in Same Day Funds, together with interest thereon in respect of
each day from and including the date such amount was made available by the Administrative Agent to such Lender to the date such amount is
repaid to the Administrative Agent in Same Day Funds at the applicable Federal Funds Rate from time to time in effect; and
(ii)
if any Lender failed to make such payment, such Lender shall forthwith on demand pay to the Administrative Agent the
amount thereof in Same Day Funds, together with interest thereon for the period from the date such amount was made available by the
Administrative Agent to the Borrower to the date such amount is recovered by the Administrative Agent (the “Compensation Period”) at a rate
per annum equal to the greater of (x) the applicable Federal Funds Rate from time to time in effect and (y) a rate determined by the
Administrative Agent in accordance with banking rules governing interbank compensation. When such Lender makes payment to the
Administrative Agent (together with all accrued interest thereon), then such payment amount (excluding the amount of any interest which may
have accrued and been paid in respect of such late payment) shall constitute such Lender’s Loan included in the applicable Borrowing. If such
Lender does not pay such amount forthwith upon the Administrative Agent’s demand therefor, the Administrative Agent may make a demand
therefor upon the Borrower, and the Borrower shall pay such amount to the Administrative Agent, together with interest thereon for the
Compensation Period at a rate per annum equal to the rate of interest applicable to the applicable Borrowing. Nothing herein shall be deemed to
relieve any Lender from its obligation to fulfill its Commitment or to prejudice any rights which the Administrative Agent or the Borrower may
have against any Lender as a result of any default by such Lender hereunder.
A notice of the Administrative Agent to any Lender or the Borrower with respect to any amount owing under this Section 2.12(c) shall be conclusive, absent
manifest error.
(d)
If any Lender makes available to the Administrative Agent funds for any Loan to be made by such Lender as provided in
the foregoing provisions of this Article II, and such funds are not made available to the Borrower by the Administrative Agent because the conditions to the
applicable Credit Extension set forth in Article IV are not satisfied or waived in accordance with the terms hereof, the Administrative Agent shall return such
funds (in like funds as received from such Lender) to such Lender, without interest.
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(e)
The obligations of the Lenders hereunder to make Loans and to fund participations in Letters of Credit and Swing Line
Loans are several and not joint. The failure of any Lender to make any Loan or to fund any such participation on any date required hereunder shall not
relieve any other Lender of its corresponding obligation to do so on such date, and no Lender shall be responsible for the failure of any other Lender to so
make its Loan or purchase its participation.
(f)
Nothing herein shall be deemed to obligate any Lender to obtain the funds for any Loan in any particular place or manner
or to constitute a representation by any Lender that it has obtained or will obtain the funds for any Loan in any particular place or manner.
(g)
Whenever any payment received by the Administrative Agent under this Agreement or any of the other Loan Documents
is insufficient to pay in full all amounts due and payable to the Administrative Agent and the Lenders under or in respect of this Agreement and the other
Loan Documents on any date, such payment shall be distributed by the Administrative Agent and applied by the Administrative Agent and the Lenders in the
order of priority set forth in Section 8.04. If the Administrative Agent receives funds for application to the Obligations of the Loan Parties under or in respect
of the Loan Documents under circumstances for which the Loan Documents do not specify the manner in which such funds are to be applied, the
Administrative Agent may (to the fullest extent permitted by mandatory provisions of applicable Law), but shall not be obligated to, elect to distribute such
funds to each of the Lenders in accordance with such Lender’s Pro Rata Share of the sum of (a) the Outstanding Amount of all Loans outstanding at such
time and (b) the Outstanding Amount of all L/C Obligations outstanding at such time, in repayment or prepayment of such of the outstanding Loans or other
Obligations then owing to such Lender.
(h)
If any Lender shall fail to make any payment required to be made by it pursuant to Section 2.02(b), 2.03(c), 2.04(c),
2.12(c) or 2.13, then the Administrative Agent may, in its discretion (notwithstanding any contrary provision hereof), apply any amounts thereafter received
by the Administrative Agent for the account of such Lender to satisfy such Lender’s obligations under such Sections until all such unsatisfied obligations are
fully paid.
Section 2.13.

Sharing of Payments

.
If, other than as expressly provided in Section 2.05(b)(vi), Section 2.05(c), Section 7.03(s)(iv), Section 10.07(k) or as otherwise
provided elsewhere herein, any Lender shall obtain on account of the Loans made by it, or the participations in L/C Obligations and Swing Line Loans held
by it, any payment (whether voluntary, involuntary, through the exercise of any right of setoff, or otherwise) in excess of its ratable share (or other share
contemplated hereunder) thereof, such Lender shall immediately (a) notify the Administrative Agent of such fact, and (b) purchase from the other Lenders
such participations in the Loans made by them and/or such subparticipations in the participations in L/C Obligations or Swing Line Loans held by them, as
the case may be, as shall be necessary to cause such purchasing Lender to share the excess payment in respect of such Loans or such participations, as the
case may be, pro rata with each of them; provided that if all or any portion of such excess payment is thereafter recovered from the purchasing Lender under
any of the circumstances described in Section 10.06 (including pursuant to any settlement entered into by the purchasing Lender in its discretion), such
purchase shall to that extent be rescinded and each other Lender shall repay to the purchasing Lender the purchase price paid therefor, together with an
amount equal to such paying Lender’s ratable share (according to the proportion of (i) the amount of such paying Lender’s required repayment to (ii) the total
amount so recovered from the purchasing Lender) of any interest or other amount paid or payable by the purchasing Lender in respect of the total amount
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so recovered, without further interest thereon. The Borrower agrees that any Lender so purchasing a participation from another Lender may, to the fullest
extent permitted by applicable Law, exercise all its rights of payment (including the right of setoff, but subject to Section 10.09) with respect to such
participation as fully as if such Lender were the direct creditor of the Borrower in the amount of such participation. The Administrative Agent will keep
records (which shall be conclusive and binding in the absence of manifest error) of participations purchased under this Section 2.13 and will in each case
notify the Lenders following any such purchases or repayments. Each Lender that purchases a participation pursuant to this Section 2.13 shall from and after
such purchase have the right to give all notices, requests, demands, directions and other communications under this Agreement with respect to the portion of
the Obligations purchased to the same extent as though the purchasing Lender were the original owner of the Obligations purchased.
Section 2.14.

Incremental Credit Extensions

.
(a)
The Borrower may at any time or from time to time after the Closing Date, by notice to the Administrative Agent
(whereupon the Administrative Agent shall promptly deliver a copy to each of the Lenders), request (a) one or more additional Classes or additions to an
existing Class of Term Loans (the “Incremental Term Loans” and any such Class, an “Incremental Series”) or (b) one or more increases in the amount of
the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitments on the same terms as the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Facility (except for interest rate margins and
commitment fees) (a “Revolving Commitment Increase”); provided that both at the time of any such request and upon the effectiveness of any Incremental
Amendment referred to below, no Event of Default shall exist and at the time that any such Incremental Term Loan is made (and after giving effect thereto)
no Event of Default shall exist. Each tranche of Incremental Term Loans and each Revolving Commitment Increase shall be in an aggregate principal
amount that is not less than $25,000,000 and shall be in an increment of $1,000,000 (provided that such amount may be less than $25,000,000 if such amount
represents all remaining availability under the limit set forth in the next sentence). Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the aggregate amount of
the Incremental Term Loans and the Revolving Commitment Increases, when aggregated with the amount of Permitted Notes issued in reliance on Section
7.03(s)(i) and Section 7.03(s)(ii)(x), shall not exceed (x) $350,000,000 (the “Initial Incremental Amount”) plus (y) the Borrower may incur additional
Incremental Term Loans and/or Revolving Commitment Increases (a “Ratio-Based Incremental Facility”) so long as the Borrower’s First Lien Secured
Leverage Ratio, determined on a Pro Forma Basis as of the last day of the most recently ended Test Period for which financial statements were required to
have been delivered pursuant to Section 6.01(a) or (b), as applicable (or, if no Test Period has passed, as of the last four quarters ended), in each case, as if
such Ratio-Based Incremental Facility (and Revolving Credit Loans in an amount equal to the full amount of any such Revolving Commitment Increase) had
been outstanding on the last day of such four quarter period, shall not exceed 3.50 to 1.00. The Incremental Term Loans (a) shall rank pari passu or junior in
right of payment and of security with the Revolving Credit Loans and the Term Loans; provided that any Incremental Term Loans ranking junior in right of
payment and security shall be deemed to rank pari passu in right of payment and of security with the Revolving Credit Loans and the Term Loans for
purposes of calculating the First Lien Secured Leverage Ratio with respect to any incurrence of a Ratio-Based Incremental Facility, (b) shall not mature
earlier than the Maturity Date with respect to the Term B-5 Loans, (c) shall have a Weighted Average Life to Maturity not shorter than the remaining
Weighted Average Life to Maturity of then-existing Term B-5 Loans and (d) the Applicable Rate for the Incremental Term Loan, and subject to clause (c)
above, amortization for the Incremental Term Loans shall be determined by the Borrower and the applicable new Lenders; provided, however, that if any
such additional Incremental Term Loans are requested after the Amendment No. 9 Effective
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Date, (i) then if the interest rate margins for any Incremental Term Loan is more than 50 basis points per annum greater than the applicable interest rate
margin under the Term B-5 Loans, then the applicable interest rate margin under the Term B-5 Loans shall be adjusted so that the interest rate margins
relating to the Term B-5 Loans is not less than the applicable interest rate margin to such Incremental Term Loans by more than 50 basis points, (ii) solely for
purposes of the foregoing clause (i), the interest rate margins applicable to any Term Loans or Incremental Term Loans shall be deemed to include all upfront
or similar fees or original issue discount payable by the Borrower generally to the Lenders providing such Term Loans or such Incremental Term Loans
based on an assumed four-year life to maturity (but excluding arrangement fees, structuring fees, incentive fees, commitment fees, underwriting fees or other
fees payable to any lead arranger (or its affiliates) in connection with the commitment or syndication of such Indebtedness) and (iii) if the lowest permissible
Eurocurrency Rate is greater than 0.75% or the lowest permissible Base Rate is greater than 1.75% for such Incremental Term Loans, the difference between
such “floor” and 0.75%, in the case of Eurocurrency Rate Incremental Term Loans, or 1.75%, in the case of Base Rate Incremental Term Loans, shall be
equated to interest rate margin for purposes of clause (i) above; provided that except as provided above, the terms and conditions applicable to Incremental
Term Loans may be materially different from those of the Term Loans to the extent such differences are reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative
Agent. Each notice from the Borrower pursuant to this Section 2.14 shall set forth the requested amount and proposed terms of the relevant Incremental
Term Loans or Revolving Commitment Increases. Incremental Term Loans may be made, and Revolving Commitment Increases may be provided, by any
existing Lender (but each existing Lender will not have an obligation to make a portion of any Incremental Term Loan or any portion of any Revolving
Commitment Increase) or by any other bank or other financial institution (any such other bank or other financial institution being called an “Additional
Lender”), provided that the Administrative Agent, L/C Issuer and/or Swing Line Lender, as applicable, shall have consented (not to be unreasonably
withheld, conditioned or delayed) to such Lender’s or Additional Lender’s making such Incremental Term Loans or providing such Revolving Commitment
Increases to the extent any such consent would be required under Section 10.07(b) for an assignment of Loans or Revolving Credit Commitments, as
applicable, to such Lender or Additional Lender. Commitments in respect of Incremental Term Loans and Revolving Commitment Increases shall become
Commitments (or in the case of a Revolving Commitment Increase to be provided by an existing Revolving Credit Lender, an increase in such Lender’s
applicable Revolving Credit Commitment) under this Agreement pursuant to an amendment (an “Incremental Amendment”) to this Agreement and, as
appropriate, the other Loan Documents, executed by the Borrower, each Lender agreeing to provide such Commitment, if any, each Additional Lender, if
any, and the Administrative Agent. The Incremental Amendment may, without the consent of Borrower, or any other Loan Party, Agents or Lenders, effect
such amendments to this Agreement and the other Loan Documents as may be necessary or appropriate, in the reasonable opinion of the Administrative
Agent and the Borrower, to effect the provisions of this Section 2.14. The Borrower will use the proceeds of the Incremental Term Loans and Revolving
Commitment Increases for any purpose not prohibited by this Agreement. No Lender shall be obligated to provide any Incremental Term Loans or
Revolving Commitment Increases, unless it so agrees. Upon each increase in the Revolving Credit Commitments pursuant to this Section 2.14, (a) if the
increase relates to the Revolving Credit Facility, each Revolving Credit Lender immediately prior to such increase will automatically and without further act
be deemed to have assigned to each Lender providing a portion of the Revolving Commitment Increase (each, a “Revolving Commitment Increase
Lender”), and each such Revolving Commitment Increase Lender will automatically and without further act be deemed to have assumed (in the case of an
increase to the Revolving Credit Facility only), a portion of such Revolving Credit Lender’s participations hereunder in outstanding Letters of Credit and
Swing Line Loans such that, after giving effect to each such deemed assignment and assumption of
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participations, the percentage of the aggregate outstanding (i) participations hereunder in Letters of Credit and (ii) participations hereunder in Swing Line
Loans held by each Revolving Credit Lender (including each such Revolving Commitment Increase Lender) will equal the percentage of the aggregate
Revolving Credit Commitments of all Revolving Credit Lenders represented by such Revolving Credit Lender’s Revolving Credit Commitment and (b) if, on
the date of such increase, there are any Revolving Credit Loans under the applicable Facility outstanding, such Revolving Credit Loans shall on or prior to
the effectiveness of such Revolving Commitment Increase be prepaid from the proceeds of additional Revolving Credit Loans made hereunder (reflecting
such increase in Revolving Credit Commitments), which prepayment shall be accompanied by accrued interest on the Revolving Credit Loans being prepaid
and any costs incurred by any Lender in accordance with Section 3.05. The Administrative Agent and the Lenders hereby agree that the minimum
borrowing, pro rata borrowing and pro rata payment requirements contained elsewhere in this Agreement shall not apply to the transactions effected pursuant
to the immediately preceding sentence.
(b)
Section 2.15.

This Section 2.14 shall supersede any provisions in Section 2.13 or 10.01 to the contrary.
Refinancing Term Loans

.
(a)
The Borrower may by written notice to Administrative Agent elect to request the establishment of one or more additional
tranches of term loans denominated in Dollars under this Agreement (“Refinancing Term Loans”) to refinance an outstanding Class of Term Loans. Each
such notice shall specify the date (each, a “Refinancing Effective Date”) on which the Borrower proposes that the Refinancing Term Loans shall be made,
which shall be a date not less than five Business Days after the date on which such notice is delivered to the Administrative Agent; provided that:
(i)
after giving effect to the borrowing of such Refinancing Term Loans on the Refinancing Effective Date each of the
conditions set forth in Section 4.01 shall be satisfied;
(ii)
such Refinancing Term Loans shall mature no earlier than, and the Weighted Average Life to Maturity of such
Refinancing Term Loans shall not be shorter than the then remaining Weighted Average Life to Maturity of Term Loans outstanding under the
Class of Term Loans being so refinanced at the time of such refinancing;
(iii)
all other terms applicable to such Refinancing Term Loans (other than provisions relating to original issue discount,
upfront fees and interest rates which shall be as agreed between the Borrower and the Lenders providing such Refinancing Term Loans) shall be
substantially identical to, or less favorable to the Lenders providing such Refinancing Term Loans than, those applicable to the then outstanding
Term Loans of the applicable Class except to the extent such covenants and other terms apply solely to any period after the latest final maturity
of all Classes of Term Loans and Revolving Commitments in effect on the Refinancing Effective Date immediately prior to the borrowing of
such Refinancing Term Loans;
(iv)
the Loan Parties and the Collateral Agent shall enter into such amendments to the Collateral Documents as may be
requested by the Collateral Agent (which shall not require any consent from any Lender) in order to ensure that the Refinancing Term Loans are
provided with the benefit of the applicable Collateral Documents and shall deliver such other
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documents, certificates and opinions of counsel in connection therewith as may be requested by the Collateral Agent; and
(v)
the Net Proceeds of the Refinancing Term Loans shall be applied to the repayment of the then outstanding Term Loans in
accordance with Section 2.05(b).
(b)
The Borrower may approach any Lender or any other Person that would be a permitted Assignee pursuant to Section
10.07 to provide all or a portion of the Refinancing Term Loans (a “Refinancing Term Lender”); provided that any Lender offered or approached to
provide all or a portion of the Refinancing Term Loans may elect or decline, in its sole discretion, to provide a Refinancing Term Loan. Any Refinancing
Term Loans made on any Refinancing Effective Date shall be designated a Class of Refinancing Term Loans for all purposes of this Agreement; provided
that any Refinancing Term Loans may, to the extent provided in the applicable Refinancing Term Loan Amendment, be designated as an increase in any
previously established Class of Term Loans made to the Borrower that were Refinancing Term Loans.
(c)
The Refinancing Term Loans shall be established pursuant to an amendment to this Agreement among the Borrower, the
Administrative Agent and the Refinancing Term Lenders providing such Refinancing Term Loans (a “Refinancing Term Loan Amendment”) which shall
be consistent with the provisions set forth in paragraph (a) above (which shall not require the consent of any other Lender). Each Refinancing Term Loan
Amendment shall be binding on the Lenders, the Loan Parties and the other parties hereto.
(d)

This Section 2.15 shall supersede any provisions in Section 2.13 or 10.01 to the contrary.

Section 2.16.

Extended Term Loans

.
(a)
The Borrower may at any time and from time to time request that all or a portion of the Term Loans under any Facility
(an “Existing Term Loan Facility”) be converted to extend the scheduled maturity date(s) of any payment of principal with respect to all or a portion of any
principal amount of such Term Loans (any such Term Loans which have been so converted, “Extended Term Loans”) and to provide for other terms
consistent with this Section 2.16. In order to establish any Extended Term Loans, the Borrower shall provide a notice to the Administrative Agent (who shall
provide a copy of such notice to each of the Lenders under the applicable Existing Term Loan Facility) (an “Extension Request”) setting forth the proposed
terms of the Extended Term Loans to be established which shall be identical to the Class of Term Loans from which such Extended Term Loans are to be
converted except that:
(i)
all or any of the scheduled amortization payments of principal of the Extended Term Loans may be delayed to later dates
than the scheduled amortization payments of principal of the Class of Term Loans being converted to the extent provided in the applicable Term
Loan Extension Amendment;
(ii)
the interest margins with respect to the Extended Term Loans may be different than the interest margins for the Class of
Term Loans being converted and upfront fees may be paid to the Extending Term Lenders, in each case, to the extent provided in the applicable
Term Loan Extension Amendment;
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(iii)
the Term Loan Extension Amendment may provide for other covenants and terms that apply solely to any period after
the latest final maturity of all Classes of Term Loans and Revolving Commitments in effect on the effective date of the Term Loan Extension
Amendment immediately prior to the establishment of such Extended Term Loans; and
(iv)
no Extended Term Loans may be optionally prepaid prior to the date on which the Term Loans under the Class from
which they were converted are repaid in full unless such optional prepayment is accompanied by a pro rata optional prepayment of the Term
Loans under such Class that were not converted.
Any Extended Term Loans converted pursuant to any Extension Request shall be designated a Class of Extended Term Loans for all
purposes of this Agreement; provided that any Extended Term Loans converted may, to the extent provided in the applicable Term Loan Extension
Amendment, be designated as an increase in any previously established Class of Extended Term Loans.
(b)
The Borrower shall provide the applicable Extension Request to all Lenders of such Class that is subject to the Extension
Request at least five (5) Business Days prior to the date on which Lenders under such Class being converted are requested to respond. No Lender shall have
any obligation to agree to have any of its Term Loans of such class converted into Extended Term Loans pursuant to any Extension Request. Any Lender (an
“Extending Term Lender”) wishing to have all or a portion of its Term Loans under such Class being converted into Extended Term Loans shall notify the
Administrative Agent (an “Extension Election”) on or prior to the date specified in such Extension Request of the amount of its Term Loans of such Class
which it has elected to request be converted into Extended Term Loans (subject to any minimum denomination requirements reasonably imposed by the
Administrative Agent). In the event that the aggregate amount of Term Loans under such Class being converted exceeds the amount of Extended Term
Loans requested pursuant to the Extension Request, Term Loans subject to Extension Elections shall be converted to Extended Term Loans on a pro rata
basis based on the amount of Term Loans included in each such Extension Election.
(c)
Extended Term Loans shall be established pursuant to an amendment (a “Term Loan Extension
Amendment”) to this Agreement among the Borrower, the Administrative Agent and each Extending Term Lender providing an Extended Term Loan
thereunder which shall be consistent with the provisions set forth in paragraph (a) above (but which shall not require the consent of any other Lender). Each
Term Loan Extension Amendment shall be binding on the Lenders, the Loan Parties and the other parties hereto. In connection with any Term Loan
Extension Amendment, the Loan Parties and the Collateral Agent shall enter into such amendments to the Collateral Documents as may be reasonably
requested by the Collateral Agent (which shall not require any consent from any Lender) in order to ensure that the Extended Term Loans are provided with
the benefit of the applicable Collateral Documents and shall deliver such other documents, certificates and opinions of counsel in connection therewith as
may be requested by the Collateral Agent.
(d)

This Section 2.16 shall supersede any provisions in Section 2.13 or 10.01 to the contrary.

Section 2.17.

Replacement Revolving Commitments

.
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(a)
The Borrower may by written notice to Administrative Agent elect to request the establishment of one or
more additional Facilities providing for revolving commitments (“Replacement Revolving Commitments” and the revolving loans thereunder
“Replacement Revolving Loans”). Each such notice shall specify the date (each, a “Replacement Revolving Facility Effective Date”) on which the
Borrower proposes that the Replacement Revolving Commitments shall become effective, which shall be a date not less than five Business Days after the
date on which such notice is delivered to the Administrative Agent; provided that:
(i)
after giving effect to the establishment of such Replacement Revolving Commitments on the
Replacement Revolving Facility Effective Date each of the conditions set forth in Section 4.01 shall be satisfied;
(ii)
after giving effect to the establishment of any Replacement Revolving Commitments and any
concurrent reduction in the aggregate amount of any other Revolving Credit Commitments, the aggregate amount of Revolving Credit
Commitments shall not exceed the aggregate amount of the Revolving Credit Commitments outstanding on the Amendment No. 9 Effective
Date;
(iii)
no Replacement Revolving Commitments shall have a scheduled termination date prior to the
Maturity Date of the Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Facility (or if later, the date required pursuant to any Replacement Revolving Facility
Amendment);
(iv)
all other terms applicable to such Replacement Revolving Facility (other than provisions relating to
(x) fees and interest rates which shall be as agreed between the Borrower and the Lenders providing such Replacement Revolving Commitments
and (y) the amount of any Letter of Credit Sublimit and Swing Line Sublimit under such Replacement Revolving Facility which shall be as
agreed between the Borrower, the Lenders providing such Replacement Revolving Commitments, the Administrative Agent and the
Replacement L/C Issuer and Replacement Swing Line Lender, if any, under such Replacement Revolving Commitments) shall be substantially
identical to, or less favorable to the Lenders providing such Replacement Revolving Commitments than, those applicable to the Tranche 4
Revolving Credit Facility;
(v)
there shall be no more than two Classes, in the aggregate, of Revolving Credit Commitments and
Replacement Revolving Commitment Series in effect at any time any Replacement Revolving Commitment Series is established; and
(vi)
the Loan Parties and the Collateral Agent shall enter into such amendments to the Collateral
Documents as may be reasonably requested by the Collateral Agent (which shall not require any consent from any Lender) in order to ensure that
the Replacement Revolving Loans are provided with the benefit of the applicable Collateral Documents on a pari passu basis with the other
Obligations and shall deliver such other documents, certificates and opinions of counsel in connection therewith as may be reasonably requested
by the Collateral Agent.
(b)
The Borrower may approach any Lender or any other Person that would be a permitted Assignee of a
Revolving Credit Commitment pursuant to Section 10.07 to provide all or a portion of the Replacement Revolving Commitments (a “Replacement
Revolving Lender”); provided that any Lender offered or approached to provide all or a portion of the Replacement
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Revolving Commitments may elect or decline, in its sole discretion, to provide a Replacement Revolving Commitment and the selection of Replacement
Revolving Lender shall be subject to any consent that would be required pursuant to Section 10.07. Any Replacement Revolving Commitment made on any
Replacement Revolving Facility Effective Date shall be designated a series (a “Replacement Revolving Commitment Series”) of Replacement Revolving
Commitments for all purposes of this Agreement; provided that any Replacement Revolving Commitments may, to the extent provided in the applicable
Replacement Revolving Facility Amendment, be designated as an increase in any previously established Replacement Revolving Commitment Series of the
Borrower.
(c)
The Replacement Revolving Commitments shall be established pursuant to an amendment to this
Agreement among the Borrower, the Administrative Agent, the Replacement Revolving Lenders providing such Replacement Revolving Loans and any
Replacement L/C Issuer and/or Replacement Swing Line Lender thereunder (a “Replacement Revolving Facility Amendment”) which shall be consistent
with the provisions set forth in paragraph (a) above (but which shall not require the consent of any other Lender).
(d)
On any Replacement Revolving Facility Effective Date, subject to the satisfaction of the foregoing terms and conditions,
each of the Replacement Revolving Lenders with Replacement Revolving Commitments of such Replacement Revolving Commitment Series shall purchase
from each of the other Lenders with Replacement Revolving Commitment Series of such Replacement Revolving Commitment Series, at the principal
amount thereof and in the applicable currencies, such interests in the Replacement Revolving Loans under such Replacement Revolving Commitment Series
outstanding on such Replacement Revolving Facility Effective Date as shall be necessary in order that, after giving effect to all such assignments and
purchases, the Replacement Revolving Loans of such Replacement Revolving Commitment Series will be held by Replacement Revolving Lenders
thereunder ratably in accordance with their Replacement Revolving Credit Percentages.
(e)

This Section 2.17 shall supersede any provisions in Section 2.13 or 10.01 to the contrary.

ARTICLE III.
Taxes, Increased Costs Protection and Illegality
Section 3.01.

Taxes

.
(a)
Unless required by applicable Laws (as determined in good faith by the applicable withholding agent), any and all
payments made by or on account of any Loan Party under any Loan Document shall be made free and clear of and without deduction for Taxes. If the Loan
Party or other applicable withholding agent shall be required by any Laws to withhold or deduct any Indemnified Taxes or Other Taxes from or in respect of
any sum payable under any Loan Document to any Agent or any Lender, (i) the sum payable by such Loan Party shall be increased as necessary so that after
making all required deductions (including deductions applicable to additional sums payable under this Section 3.01) have been made, each of such Agent and
such Lender receives an amount equal to the sum it would have received had no such deductions been made, (ii) the applicable withholding agent shall make
such deductions, (iii) the applicable withholding agent shall pay the full amount deducted to the relevant taxation authority or other authority in accordance
with applicable Laws, and (iv) within thirty (30) days after the date of such payment (or, if receipts or evidence are not available within thirty (30) days, as
soon as possible thereafter), if the relevant Loan Party is the
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applicable withholding agent, shall furnish to such Agent or Lender (as the case may be) the original or a copy of a receipt evidencing payment thereof or
other evidence acceptable to such Agent or Lender.
(b)
In addition, the Borrower agrees to pay any and all present or future stamp, court or documentary Taxes and any other
excise, property, intangible or mortgage recording Taxes, or charges or levies of the same character, imposed by any Governmental Authority, which arise
from any payment made under any Loan Document or from the execution, delivery, performance, enforcement or registration of, or otherwise with respect
to, any Loan Document, other than any such Taxes that are imposed as a result of a Lender’s voluntary assignment in such Lender’s interest in the Loan
hereunder, but only to the extent such assignment-related Taxes are imposed as a result of such Lender’s current or former connection with the jurisdiction
imposing such Taxes (other than any connections arising from such Lender having executed, delivered, enforced, become a party to, performed its
obligations or received payments under, received or perfected a security interest under, or engaged in any other transaction pursuant to, any Loan Document)
(the “Other Taxes”).
(c)
Each of the Loan Parties agrees to indemnify each Agent and each Lender for (i) the full amount of Indemnified Taxes
and Other Taxes payable by such Agent or such Lender (whether or not such Taxes are legally imposed) and (ii) any expenses arising therefrom or with
respect thereto, provided such Agent or Lender, as the case may be, provides the relevant Loan Party with a written statement thereof setting forth in
reasonable detail the basis and calculation of such amounts. If the Borrower reasonably believes that such Indemnified Taxes or Other Taxes were not
correctly or legally asserted, the Administrative Agent and each Lender and L/C Issuer will use reasonable efforts to cooperate with Borrower for the
Borrower to file for and obtain a refund of such Indemnified Taxes or Other Taxes so long as such efforts would not, in the sole determination of the
Administrative Agent, such Lender, or such L/C Issuer, result in any additional costs, expenses or risks or be otherwise disadvantageous to it.
(d)
Each Lender shall, at such times as are reasonably requested by the Borrower or the Administrative Agent, provide the
Borrower and the Administrative Agent with any documentation prescribed by Law certifying as to any entitlement of such Lender to an exemption from, or
reduction in, withholding tax with respect to any payments to be made to such Lender under the Loan Documents. Each such Lender shall, whenever a lapse
in time or change in circumstances renders such documentation obsolete or inaccurate in any material respect, deliver promptly to the Borrower and the
Administrative Agent updated or other appropriate documentation (including any new documentation reasonably requested by the applicable withholding
agent) or promptly notify the Borrower and the Administrative Agent of its inability to do so. Unless the applicable withholding agent has received forms or
other documents satisfactory to it indicating that payments under any Loan Document to or for a Lender are not subject to withholding tax or are subject to
such Tax at a rate reduced by an applicable tax treaty, the Borrower, the Administrative Agent or other applicable withholding agent shall withhold amounts
required to be withheld by applicable Law from such payments at the applicable statutory rate. Without limiting the foregoing:
(i)
Each Lender that is a United States person (as defined in Section 7701(a)(30) of the Code) shall deliver to the Borrower
and the Administrative Agent on or before the date on which it becomes a party to this Agreement two properly completed and duly signed
original copies of Internal Revenue Service Form W-9 certifying that such Lender is exempt from federal backup withholding.
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(ii)
Each Lender that is not a United States person (as defined in Section 7701(a)(30) of the Code) shall deliver to the
Borrower and the Administrative Agent on or before the date on which it becomes a party to this Agreement (and from time to time thereafter
upon the request of the Borrower or the Administrative Agent) whichever of the following is applicable:
(A)
two properly completed and duly signed original copies of Internal Revenue Service Form W-8BEN-E or
W-8BEN (or any successor forms) claiming eligibility for the benefits of an income tax treaty to which the United States is a party,
and such other documentation as required under the Code,
(B)
successor forms),

two properly completed and duly signed original copies of Internal Revenue Service Form W-8ECI (or any

(C)
in the case of a Lender claiming the benefits of the exemption for portfolio interest under Section 881(c) of
the Code, (A) a certificate substantially in the form of Exhibit I (any such certificate a “United States Tax Compliance
Certificate”) and (B) two properly completed and duly signed original copies of Internal Revenue Service Form W-8BEN-E or W8BEN,
(D)
to the extent a Lender is not the beneficial owner (for example, where the Lender is a partnership, or is a
Participant holding a participation granted by a participating Lender), Internal Revenue Service Form W-8IMY (or any successor
forms) of the Lender, accompanied by a Form W-8ECI, W-8BEN-E or W-8BEN, United States Tax Compliance Certificate, Form
W-9, Form W-8IMY or any other required information from each beneficial owner, as applicable (provided that, if one or more
beneficial owners are claiming the portfolio interest exemption, the United States Tax Compliance Certificate may be provided by
such Lender on behalf of such beneficial owner). Each Lender shall deliver to the Borrower and the Administrative Agent two
further original copies of any previously delivered form or certification (or any applicable successor form) on or before the date that
any such form or certification expires or becomes obsolete or inaccurate and promptly after the occurrence of any event requiring a
change in the most recent form previously delivered by it to the Borrower or the Administrative Agent, or promptly notify the
Borrower and the Administrative Agent that it is unable to do so. Each Lender shall promptly notify the Administrative Agent at
any time it determines that it is no longer in a position to provide any previously delivered form or certification to the Borrower or
the Administrative Agent, or
(E)
two properly completed and duly signed original copies of any other form prescribed by applicable U.S.
federal income tax laws (including the Treasury Regulations) as a basis for claiming a complete exemption from, or a deduction in,
United States federal withholding tax on any payments to such Lender under the Loan Documents.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this clause (d), a Lender shall not be required to deliver any form that such Lender is not legally able to deliver.
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(e)
Any Lender claiming any additional amounts payable pursuant to this Section 3.01 shall use its reasonable efforts to
change the jurisdiction of its Lending Office (or take any other measures reasonably requested by the Borrower) if such a change or other measures would
reduce any such additional amounts (or any similar amount that may thereafter accrue) and would not, in the sole determination of such Lender, result in any
unreimbursed cost or expense or be otherwise materially disadvantageous to such Lender.
(f)
If any Lender or Agent determines, in its sole discretion, that it has received a refund in respect of any Indemnified Taxes
or Other Taxes as to which indemnification or additional amounts have been paid to it by any Loan Party pursuant to this Section 3.01, it shall promptly remit
such refund to the Loan Party, net of all out-of-pocket expenses of the Lender or Agent, as the case may be and without interest (other than any interest paid
by the relevant taxing authority with respect to such refund net of any Taxes payable by any Agent or Lender on such interest); provided that the Loan Party,
upon the request of the Lender or Agent, as the case may be, agrees promptly to return such refund (plus any penalties, interest or other charges imposed by
the relevant taxing authority) to such party in the event such party is required to repay such refund to the relevant taxing authority. This section shall not be
construed to require the Administrative Agent or any Lender to make available its tax returns (or any other information relating to Taxes that it deems
confidential) to the Borrower or any other person.
(g)
If a payment made to a Lender under any Loan Document would be subject to U.S. federal withholding Tax imposed by
FATCA if such Lender were to fail to comply with the applicable reporting requirements of FATCA (including those contained in Section 1471(b) or
1472(b) of the Code, as applicable), such Lender shall deliver to the Borrower and the Administrative Agent at the time or times prescribed by law and at
such time or times reasonably requested by the Borrower or the Administrative Agent such documentation prescribed by applicable law (including as
prescribed by Section 1471(b)(3)(C)(i) of the Code) and such additional documentation reasonably requested by the Borrower or the Administrative Agent as
may be necessary for the Borrower and the Administrative Agent to comply with their obligations under FATCA and to determine that such Lender has
complied with such Lender’s obligations under FATCA or to determine the amount to deduct and withhold from such payment. Solely for purposes of this
clause (g), “FATCA” shall include any amendments made to FATCA after the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date.
(h)
(i) For U.S. federal income tax purposes, all of the Term B-5 Loans (including all Converted Term B-5 Loans and 2018
Converted Term B-5 Loans) shall be treated as one fungible tranche. Unless otherwise required by applicable law, none of the Loan Parties, the
Administrative Agent or any Lender shall take any tax position inconsistent with the preceding sentence. (ii) Solely for purposes of FATCA, from and after
the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date, the Administrative Agent shall treat (and the Lenders hereby authorize the Administrative Agent to treat) this
Agreement and any Loan made hereunder as not qualifying as “grandfathered obligations” within the meaning of Treasury Regulation Section 1.1471-2(b)(2)
(i).
Section 3.02.

Illegality

.
If any Lender determines that any Law has made it unlawful, or that any Governmental Authority has asserted that it is unlawful, for
any Lender or its applicable Lending Office to make, maintain or fund Eurocurrency Rate Loans, or to determine or charge interest rates based upon the
Eurocurrency Rate, then, on notice thereof by such Lender to the Borrower through the Administrative Agent, any obligation of such Lender to make or
continue Eurocurrency Rate Loans or
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to convert Base Rate Loans to Eurocurrency Rate Loans shall be suspended until such Lender notifies the Administrative Agent and the Borrower that the
circumstances giving rise to such determination no longer exist. Upon receipt of such notice, the Borrower shall upon demand from such Lender (with a
copy to the Administrative Agent), prepay or, if applicable, convert all applicable Eurocurrency Rate Loans of such Lender to Base Rate Loans, either on the
last day of the Interest Period therefor, if such Lender may lawfully continue to maintain such Eurocurrency Rate Loans to such day, or promptly, if such
Lender may not lawfully continue to maintain such Eurocurrency Rate Loans. Upon any such prepayment or conversion, the Borrower shall also pay
accrued interest on the amount so prepaid or converted and all amounts due, if any, in connection with such prepayment or conversion under Section
3.05. Each Lender agrees to designate a different Lending Office if such designation will avoid the need for such notice and will not, in the good faith
judgment of such Lender, otherwise be materially disadvantageous to such Lender.
Section 3.03.

Inability to Determine Rates

.
If the Administrative Agent or the Required Lenders determine that for any reason adequate and reasonable means do not exist for
determining the applicable Eurocurrency Rate for any requested Interest Period with respect to a proposed Eurocurrency Rate Loan, or that the Eurocurrency
Rate for any requested Interest Period with respect to a proposed Eurocurrency Rate Loan does not adequately and fairly reflect the cost to such Lenders of
funding such Loan, or that Dollar deposits are not being offered to banks in the London interbank eurodollar, or other applicable, market for the applicable
amount and the Interest Period of such Eurocurrency Rate Loan, the Administrative Agent will promptly so notify the Borrower and each
Lender. Thereafter, the obligation of the Lenders to make or maintain Eurocurrency Rate Loans shall be suspended until the Administrative Agent (upon the
instruction of the Required Lenders) revokes such notice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Borrower may revoke any pending request for a Borrowing of,
conversion to or continuation of such Eurocurrency Rate Loans or, failing that, will be deemed to have converted such request, if applicable, into a request
for a Borrowing of Base Rate Loans in the amount specified therein.
Section 3.04.

Increased Cost and Reduced Return; Capital Adequacy; Reserves on Eurocurrency Rate Loans

.
(a)
If any Lender reasonably determines that as a result of the introduction of or any change in or in the interpretation of any
Law, in each case after the Closing Date, or such Lender’s compliance therewith, there shall be any increase in the cost to such Lender of agreeing to make or
making, funding or maintaining any Eurocurrency Rate Loans (or in the case of Taxes, any Loan) or (as the case may be) issuing or participating in Letters of
Credit, or a reduction in the amount received or receivable by such Lender in connection with any of the foregoing (excluding for purposes of this Section
3.04(a) any such increased costs or reduction in amount resulting from (i) Indemnified Taxes or Other Taxes (which are covered by Section 3.01), or any
Excluded Taxes or (ii) reserve requirements contemplated by Section 3.04(c)) and the result of any of the foregoing shall be to increase the cost to such
Lender of making or maintaining the Eurocurrency Rate Loan (or of maintaining its obligations to make any Loan), or to reduce the amount of any sum
received or receivable by such Lender, then from time to time within fifteen (15) days after demand by such Lender setting forth in reasonable detail such
increased costs (with a copy of such demand to the Administrative Agent given in accordance with Section 3.06), the Borrower shall pay to such Lender such
additional amounts as will compensate such Lender for such increased cost or reduction.
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(b)
If any Lender determines that the introduction of any Law regarding capital adequacy or liquidity requirement or any
change therein or in the interpretation thereof, in each case after the Closing Date, or compliance by such Lender (or its Lending Office) therewith, has the
effect of reducing the rate of return on the capital of such Lender or any corporation controlling such Lender as a consequence of such Lender’s obligations
hereunder (taking into consideration its policies with respect to capital adequacy and liquidity requirement and such Lender’s desired return on capital), then
from time to time upon demand of such Lender setting forth in reasonable detail the charge and the calculation of such reduced rate of return (with a copy of
such demand to the Administrative Agent given in accordance with Section 3.06), the Borrower shall pay to such Lender such additional amounts as will
compensate such Lender for such reduction within fifteen (15) days after receipt of such demand.
(c)
The Borrower shall pay to each Lender, (i) as long as such Lender shall be required to maintain reserves with respect to
liabilities or assets consisting of or including Eurocurrency Rate funds or deposits, additional interest on the unpaid principal amount of each applicable
Eurocurrency Rate Loan of the Borrower equal to the actual costs of such reserves allocated to such Loan by such Lender (as determined by such Lender in
good faith, which determination shall be conclusive in the absence of manifest error), and (ii) as long as such Lender shall be required to comply with any
reserve ratio requirement or analogous requirement of any other central banking or financial regulatory authority imposed in respect of the maintenance of
the Commitments or the funding of any Eurocurrency Rate Loans of the Borrower, such additional costs (expressed as a percentage per annum and rounded
upwards, if necessary, to the nearest five decimal places) equal to the actual costs allocated to such Commitment or Loan by such Lender (as determined by
such Lender in good faith, which determination shall be conclusive absent manifest error) which in each case shall be due and payable on each date on which
interest is payable on such Loan, provided the Borrower shall have received at least fifteen (15) days’ prior notice (with a copy to the Administrative Agent)
of such additional interest or cost from such Lender. If a Lender fails to give notice fifteen (15) days prior to the relevant Interest Payment Date, such
additional interest or cost shall be due and payable fifteen (15) days from receipt of such notice.
(d)
Failure or delay on the part of any Lender to demand compensation pursuant to this Section 3.04 shall not constitute a
waiver of such Lender’s right to demand such compensation.
(e)
If any Lender requests compensation under this Section 3.04, then such Lender will, if requested by the Borrower and at
the Borrower’s expense, use commercially reasonable efforts to designate another Lending Office for any Loan or Letter of Credit affected by such event;
provided that such efforts are made on terms that, in the reasonable judgment of such Lender, cause such Lender and its Lending Office(s) to suffer no
material economic, legal or regulatory disadvantage, and provided further that nothing in this Section 3.04(e) shall affect or postpone any of the Obligations
of the Borrower or the rights of such Lender pursuant to Section 3.04(a), (b), (c) or (d).
(f)
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, (x) the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act and all requests, rules, guidelines or directives thereunder or issued in connection therewith and (y) all requests, rules, guidelines or directives
promulgated by the Bank for International Settlements, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (or any successor or similar authority) or the United
States regulatory authorities, in each case pursuant to Basel III, shall be deemed to be a change after the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date in a requirement of
law or government rule, regulation or order, regardless of the date enacted, adopted, issued or implemented (including for purposes of this Section 3.04(f))
only if such Lender
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imposes such changes under other syndicated credit facilities involving similarly situated borrowers that such Lender is a lender under.
Section 3.05.

Funding Losses

.
Upon written demand of any Lender (with a copy to the Administrative Agent) from time to time, which demand shall set forth in
reasonable detail the basis for requesting such amount, the Borrower shall promptly compensate such Lender for and hold such Lender harmless from any
loss, cost or expense actually incurred by it as a result of:
(a)
any continuation, conversion, payment or prepayment of any Eurocurrency Rate Loan of the Borrower on a day other
than the last day of the Interest Period for such Loan; or
(b)
any failure by the Borrower (for a reason other than the failure of such Lender to make a Loan) to prepay, borrow,
continue or convert any Eurocurrency Rate Loan of the Borrower on the date or in the amount notified by the Borrower;
including any loss or expense (excluding loss of anticipated profits) arising from the liquidation or reemployment of funds obtained by it to maintain such
Loan or from fees payable to terminate the deposits from which such funds were obtained.
Section 3.06.

Matters Applicable to All Requests for Compensation

.
(a)
Any Agent or any Lender claiming compensation under this Article III shall deliver a certificate to the Borrower setting
forth the additional amount or amounts to be paid to it hereunder which shall be conclusive in the absence of manifest error. In determining such amount,
such Agent or such Lender may use any reasonable averaging and attribution methods.
(b)
With respect to any Lender’s claim for compensation under Section 3.01, 3.02, 3.03 or 3.04, the Borrower shall not be
required to compensate such Lender for any amount incurred more than one hundred and eighty (180) days prior to the date that such Lender notifies the
Borrower of the event that gives rise to such claim; provided that, if the circumstance giving rise to such claim is retroactive, then such 180-day period
referred to above shall be extended to include the period of retroactive effect thereof. If any Lender requests compensation by the Borrower under Section
3.04, the Borrower may, by notice to such Lender (with a copy to the Administrative Agent), suspend the obligation of such Lender to make or continue from
one Interest Period to another applicable Eurocurrency Rate Loan, or, if applicable, to convert Base Rate Loans into Eurocurrency Rate Loans, until the event
or condition giving rise to such request ceases to be in effect (in which case the provisions of Section 3.06(c) shall be applicable); provided that such
suspension shall not affect the right of such Lender to receive the compensation so requested.
(c)
If the obligation of any Lender to make or continue any Eurocurrency Rate Loan, or to convert Base Rate Loans into
Eurocurrency Rate Loans shall be suspended pursuant to Section 3.06(b) hereof, such Lender’s applicable Eurocurrency Rate Loans shall be automatically
converted into Base Rate Loans (or, if such conversion is not possible, repaid) on the last day(s) of the then current Interest Period(s) for such Eurocurrency
Rate Loans (or, in the case of an immediate conversion required by Section 3.02, on such earlier date as required by Law) and, unless and until
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such Lender gives notice as provided below that the circumstances specified in Section 3.02, 3.03 or 3.04 hereof that gave rise to such conversion no longer
exist:
(i)
to the extent that such Lender’s Eurocurrency Rate Loans have been so converted, all payments and prepayments of
principal that would otherwise be applied to such Lender’s applicable Eurocurrency Rate Loans shall be applied instead to its Base Rate Loans;
and
(ii)
all Loans that would otherwise be made or continued from one Interest Period to another by such Lender as Eurocurrency
Rate Loans shall be made or continued instead as Base Rate Loans (if possible), and all Base Rate Loans of such Lender that would otherwise be
converted into Eurocurrency Rate Loans shall remain as Base Rate Loans.
(d)
If any Lender gives notice to the Borrower (with a copy to the Administrative Agent) that the circumstances specified in
Section 3.02, 3.03 or 3.04 hereof that gave rise to the conversion of any of such Lender’s Eurocurrency Rate Loans pursuant to this Section 3.06 no longer
exist (which such Lender agrees to do promptly upon such circumstances ceasing to exist) at a time when Eurocurrency Rate Loans made by other Lenders
under the applicable Facility are outstanding, if applicable, such Lender’s Base Rate Loans shall be automatically converted, on the first day(s) of the next
succeeding Interest Period(s) for such outstanding Eurocurrency Rate Loans, to the extent necessary so that, after giving effect thereto, all Loans held by the
Lenders holding Eurocurrency Rate Loans under such Facility and by such Lender are held pro rata (as to principal amounts, interest rate basis, and Interest
Periods) in accordance with their respective Commitments for the applicable Facility.
Section 3.07.

Replacement of Lenders Under Certain Circumstances

.
(a)
If at any time (i) the Borrower becomes obligated to pay additional amounts or indemnity payments described in Section
3.01 or 3.04 as a result of any condition described in such Sections or any Lender ceases to make any Eurocurrency Rate Loans as a result of any condition
described in Section 3.02 or Section 3.04, (ii) any Lender becomes a Defaulting Lender or (iii) any Lender becomes a Non-Consenting Lender, then the
Borrower may, on ten (10) Business Days’ prior written notice to the Administrative Agent and such Lender, (x) replace such Lender by causing such Lender
to (and such Lender shall be obligated to) assign pursuant to Section 10.07(b) (with the assignment fee to be paid by the Borrower in such instance) all of its
rights and obligations under this Agreement (in respect of any applicable Facility only in the case of clause (i) or, with respect to a Class vote, clause (iii)) to
one or more Eligible Assignees; provided that neither the Administrative Agent nor any Lender shall have any obligation to the Borrower to find a
replacement Lender or other such Person; and provided further that (A) in the case of any such assignment resulting from a claim for compensation under
Section 3.04 or payments required to be made pursuant to Section 3.01, such assignment will result in a reduction in such compensation or payments and (B)
in the case of any such assignment resulting from a Lender becoming a Non-Consenting Lender, the applicable Eligible Assignees shall have agreed to, and
shall be sufficient (together with all other consenting Lenders) to cause the adoption of, the applicable departure, waiver or amendment of the Loan
Documents; or (y) terminate the Commitment of such Lender or L/C Issuer, as the case may be, and (1) in the case of a Lender (other than an L/C Issuer),
repay all Obligations of the Borrower owing to such Lender relating to the Loans and participations held by such Lender as of such termination date and (2)
in the case of an L/C Issuer, repay all Obligations of the Borrower owing to such L/C Issuer relating to the Loans and participations held by the L/C Issuer as
of such termination date and cancel or backstop on
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terms satisfactory to such L/C Issuer any Letters of Credit issued by it; provided that in the case of any such termination of a Non-Consenting Lender such
termination shall be sufficient (together with all other consenting Lenders) to cause the adoption of the applicable departure, waiver or amendment of the
Loan Documents and such termination shall be in respect of any applicable facility only in the case of clause (i) or, with respect to a Class vote, clause (iii).
(b)
Any Lender being replaced pursuant to Section 3.07(a) above shall (i) execute and deliver an Assignment and
Assumption with respect to such Lender’s applicable Commitment and outstanding Loans and participations in L/C Obligations and Swing Line Loans in
respect thereof, and (ii) deliver any Notes evidencing such Loans to the Borrower or Administrative Agent. Pursuant to such Assignment and Assumption,
(A) the assignee Lender shall acquire all or a portion, as the case may be, of the assigning Lender’s Commitment and outstanding Loans and participations in
L/C Obligations and Swing Line Loans, (B) all obligations of the Borrower owing to the assigning Lender relating to the Loans, Commitments and
participations so assigned shall be paid in full by the assignee Lender to such assigning Lender concurrently with such Assignment and Assumption and (C)
upon such payment and, if so requested by the assignee Lender, delivery to the assignee Lender of the appropriate Note or Notes executed by the Borrower,
the assignee Lender shall become a Lender hereunder and the assigning Lender shall cease to constitute a Lender hereunder with respect to such assigned
Loans, Commitments and participations, except with respect to indemnification provisions under this Agreement, which shall survive as to such assigning
Lender. In connection with any such replacement, if any such Non-Consenting Lender or Defaulting Lender does not execute and deliver to the
Administrative Agent a duly executed Assignment and Assumption reflecting such replacement within five (5) Business Days of the date on which the
assignee Lender executes and delivers such Assignment and Assumption to such Non-Consenting Lender or Defaulting Lender, then such Non-Consenting
Lender or Defaulting Lender shall be deemed to have executed and delivered such Assignment and Assumption without any action on the part of the NonConsenting Lender or Defaulting Lender.
(c)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained above, any Lender that acts as an L/C Issuer may not be replaced
hereunder at any time that it has any Letter of Credit outstanding hereunder unless arrangements reasonably satisfactory to such L/C Issuer (including the
furnishing of a back-up standby letter of credit in form and substance, and issued by an issuer reasonably satisfactory to such L/C Issuer or the depositing of
Cash Collateral into a Cash Collateral account in amounts and pursuant to arrangements reasonably satisfactory to such L/C Issuer) have been made with
respect to each such outstanding Letter of Credit and the Lender that acts as the Administrative Agent may not be replaced hereunder except in accordance
with the terms of Section 9.09.
(d)
In the event that (i) the Borrower or the Administrative Agent has requested that the Lenders consent to a departure or
waiver of any provisions of the Loan Documents or agree to any amendment thereto, (ii) the consent, waiver or amendment in question requires the
agreement of all affected Lenders in accordance with the terms of Section 10.01 or all the Lenders with respect to a certain Class of the Loans and (iii) the
Required Lenders (or, in the case of a consent, waiver or amendment involving all affected Lenders of a certain Class, the Required Class Lenders) have
agreed to such consent, waiver or amendment, then any Lender who does not agree to such consent, waiver or amendment shall be deemed a “NonConsenting Lender.”
Section 3.08.

Survival

.
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All of the Borrower’s obligations under this Article III shall survive any assignment of rights by, or the replacement of, a Lender (including any L/C Issuer)
and termination of the Aggregate Commitments and repayment, satisfaction and discharge of all other Obligations hereunder.
ARTICLE IV.
Conditions Precedent to Credit Extensions
Section 4.01.

All Credit Events After the Closing Date

.
The obligation of each Lender to honor any Request for Credit Extension (other than a Committed Loan Notice requesting only a
conversion of Loans to the other Type, or a continuation of Eurocurrency Rate Loans) after the Closing Date is subject to the following conditions precedent:
(i)
The representations and warranties of each Loan Party set forth in Article V and in each other Loan Document shall be
true and correct in all material respects on and as of the date of such Credit Extension with the same effect as though made on and as of such
date, except to the extent such representations and warranties expressly relate to an earlier date, in which case they shall be true and correct in all
material respects as of such earlier date.
(ii)

No Default shall exist or would result from such proposed Credit Extension or from the application of the proceeds

therefrom.
(iii)
The Administrative Agent and, if applicable, the relevant L/C Issuer or the relevant Swing Line Lender shall have
received a Request for Credit Extension in accordance with the requirements hereof.
Each Request for Credit Extension (other than a Committed Loan Notice requesting only a conversion of Loans to the other Type, or
a continuation of Eurocurrency Rate Loans) submitted by the Borrower after the Closing Date shall be deemed to be a representation and warranty that the
conditions specified in Sections 4.01(i) and (ii) have been satisfied on and as of the date of the applicable Credit Extension.
Section 4.02.

First Credit Event

.
Each Lender shall make the Credit Extension to be made by it on the Closing Date subject only to the following conditions
precedent, unless otherwise waived by the Initial Lenders in their sole discretion:
(a)

This Agreement shall have been duly executed and delivered by the Borrower and each Guarantor.

(b)
The Administrative Agent and, if applicable, the relevant L/C Issuer or the relevant Swing Line Lender shall have
received a Request for Credit Extension in accordance with the requirements hereof.
(c)
The Administrative Agent shall have received, on behalf of itself, the Collateral Agent, the Lenders and each L/C Issuer,
an opinion of (i) Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP, special counsel for the Loan Parties, and (ii) from each local counsel for the Loan Parties
listed on Schedule 4.02(c), in each case, dated the Closing Date and addressed to
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each L/C Issuer, the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent and the Lenders, in each case in form and substance customary for senior
secured credit facilities in transactions of this kind.
(d)
The Administrative Agent shall have received (i) a copy of the certificate or articles of incorporation or organization,
including all amendments thereto, of each Loan Party, certified, if applicable, as of a recent date by the Secretary of State of the state of its
organization, and a certificate as to the good standing (where relevant) of each Loan Party as of a recent date, from such Secretary of State or
similar Governmental Authority and (ii) a certificate of the Secretary or Assistant Secretary of each Loan Party dated the Closing Date and
certifying (A) that attached thereto is a true and complete copy of the by-laws or operating (or limited liability company) agreement of such Loan
Party as in effect on the Closing Date, (B) that attached thereto is a true and complete copy of resolutions duly adopted by the board of directors
(or equivalent governing body) of such Loan Party authorizing the execution, delivery and performance of the Loan Documents to which such
Person is a party and, in the case of the Borrower, the borrowings hereunder, and that such resolutions have not been modified, rescinded or
amended and are in full force and effect, (C) that the certificate or articles of incorporation or organization of such Loan Party have not been
amended since the date of the last amendment thereto shown on the certificate of good standing furnished pursuant to clause (i) above, and (D)
as to the incumbency and specimen signature of each officer executing any Loan Document on behalf of such Loan Party and countersigned by
another officer as to the incumbency and specimen signature of the Secretary or Assistant Secretary executing the certificate pursuant to clause
(ii) above.
(e)
(i) The Administrative Agent shall have received the results of (x) searches of the Uniform Commercial Code filings (or
equivalent filings) and (y) judgment and tax lien searches, made with respect to the Loan Parties in the states or other jurisdictions of formation
of such Person and with respect to such other locations and names listed on the Perfection Certificate, together with (in the case of clause (y))
copies of the financing statements (or similar documents) disclosed by such search and (ii) the Security Agreement and the Holdings Pledge
Agreement shall have been duly executed and delivered by each Loan Party that is to be a party thereto, together with (x) certificates, if any,
representing the pledged Equity Interests of the Borrower and the Domestic Subsidiaries accompanied by undated stock powers executed in
blank and (y) documents and instruments to be recorded or filed that the Administrative Agent may deem reasonably necessary to satisfy the
Collateral and Guarantee Requirement; provided, however, that each of the requirements set forth in clauses (i) and (ii) above, including lien
searches (other than Uniform Commercial Code, tax and lien searches) and the delivery of documents and instruments necessary to satisfy the
Collateral and Guarantee Requirement (other than the pledge and perfection of domestic assets with respect to which a lien may be perfected by
the filing of a financing statement under the Uniform Commercial Code or, to the extent applicable, the delivery of a stock certificate and related
stock power of the Borrower and any Domestic Subsidiary on the Closing Date) shall not constitute conditions precedent to the Credit Extension
on the Closing Date after the Borrower’s use of commercially reasonable efforts to provide such items on or prior to the Closing Date if the
Borrower agrees to deliver or cause to be delivered such search results, documents and instruments, or take or cause to be taken such other
actions as may be required to perfect such security interests within 120 days after the Closing Date (subject to extensions approved by the
Administrative Agent in its reasonable discretion).
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(f)
The Administrative Agent shall have received a certified copy of the Acquisition Agreement, duly executed by the parties
thereto (together with all material ancillary agreements entered into in connection therewith and all exhibits and schedules thereto). Prior to or
substantially simultaneously with the initial Credit Extension on the Closing Date, the Acquisition shall have been consummated pursuant to the
Acquisition Agreement, and no provision of the Acquisition Agreement shall have been waived or amended in any material respect by Holdings
or Parent in a manner materially adverse to the Lenders without the consent of the Initial Lenders, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld,
conditioned or delayed (it being understood that the good faith determination by the parties to the Acquisition Agreement that the Acquisition
Agreement closing conditions specified in Sections 6.01 and 6.02 have been satisfied (other than conditions which by their nature may be
satisfied only at the Closing Date) shall be conclusive).
(g)
The Administrative Agent shall have received confirmation from the Investors or their representatives that the Equity
Contribution and the Mezzanine Financing shall have been consummated, or substantially simultaneously with the initial borrowing hereunder
shall be consummated.
(h)
The Administrative Agent shall have received a certificate, dated the Closing Date and signed by the Chief Financial
Officer of the Borrower, certifying that the Borrower and its Subsidiaries, on a consolidated basis after giving effect to the Transactions on the
Closing Date, are Solvent as of the Closing Date.
(i)
On the Closing Date, the representations and warranties made by the Loan Parties in Sections 5.01(a) (solely as to the
Borrower), 5.01(b)(ii) (solely as to the Loan Parties), 5.02(a) (solely as to the Loan Documents), 5.02(b)(i) and (b)(iii) (in each case, solely as to
the Loan Documents), 5.04, 5.13, 5.17 and 5.18 shall be true and correct in all material respects.
(j)
The Initial Lenders shall have received all documentation and other information required by regulatory authorities with
respect to the Borrower reasonably requested by the Initial Lenders under applicable “know your customer” and anti-money laundering rules and
regulations, including without limitation the USA PATRIOT Act; provided that the Initial Lenders shall use commercially reasonable efforts to
ensure that such requests are delivered at least 10 days prior to the Closing Date and are not unduly burdensome on any person unless required
by applicable Law.
(k)
The Initial Lenders shall have received the Audited Financial Statements, the Unaudited Financial Statements and the Pro
Forma Financial Statements.
ARTICLE V.
Representations and Warranties
The Borrower and each of the Subsidiary Guarantors party hereto represent and warrant to the Agents and the Lenders at the time of
each Credit Extension that:
Section 5.01.

Existence, Qualification and Power; Compliance with Laws

.
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Each Loan Party and each Restricted Subsidiary (a) is a Person duly organized or formed, validly existing and in good standing
(where relevant) under the Laws of the jurisdiction of its incorporation or organization, (b) has all requisite power and authority to (i) own or lease its assets
and carry on its business as currently conducted and (ii) execute, deliver and perform its obligations under the Loan Documents to which it is a party, (c) is
duly qualified and in good standing (where relevant) under the Laws of each jurisdiction where its ownership, lease or operation of properties or the conduct
of its business requires such qualification, (d) is in compliance with all Laws, orders, writs and injunctions and (e) has all requisite governmental licenses,
authorizations, consents and approvals to operate its business as currently conducted; except in the case of clause (a) (other than with respect to the
Borrower), (b)(i) (other than with respect to the Borrower), (c), (d) or (e), to the extent that failure to do so could not reasonably be expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect.
Section 5.02.

Authorization; No Contravention

.
The execution, delivery and performance by each Loan Party of each Loan Document to which such Person is a party, and the
consummation of the Transactions, are within such Loan Party’s corporate or other powers, (a) have been duly authorized by all necessary corporate or other
organizational action, and (b) do not (i) contravene the terms of any of such Person’s Organization Documents, (ii) conflict with or result in any breach or
contravention of, or the creation of any Lien under (other than as permitted by Section 7.01), or require any payment to be made under (x) any Contractual
Obligation to which such Person is a party or affecting such Person or the properties of such Person or any of its Subsidiaries or (y) any material order,
injunction, writ or decree of any Governmental Authority or any arbitral award to which such Person or its property is subject; or (iii) violate any material
Law; except with respect to any conflict, breach or contravention or payment (but not creation of Liens) (A) referred to in clause (b)(ii)(x), to the extent that
such violation, conflict, breach, contravention or payment could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect, and (B) solely for purposes of
Section 4.02, referred to in clause (b)(iii), to the extent that such violation could not reasonably be expected to have a Company Material Adverse Effect.
Section 5.03.

Governmental Authorization; Other Consents

.
No material approval, consent, exemption, authorization, or other action by, or notice to, or filing with, any Governmental Authority
or any other Person is necessary or required in connection with (a) the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement against, any Loan Party of this
Agreement or any other Loan Document, or for the consummation of the Transactions, (b) the grant by any Loan Party of the Liens granted by it pursuant to
the Collateral Documents, (c) the perfection or maintenance of the Liens created under the Collateral Documents (including the priority thereof) or (d) the
exercise by the Administrative Agent or any Lender of its rights under the Loan Documents or the remedies in respect of the Collateral pursuant to the
Collateral Documents, except for (i) filings and registrations necessary to perfect the Liens on the Collateral granted by the Loan Parties in favor of the
Secured Parties, (ii) the approvals, consents, exemptions, authorizations, actions, notices and filings which have been duly obtained, taken, given or made and
are in full force and effect (except to the extent not required to obtained, taken, given or made or in full force and effect pursuant to the Collateral and
Guarantee Requirement) and (iii) those approvals, consents, exemptions, authorizations or other actions, notices or filings, the failure of which to obtain or
make could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
Section 5.04.

Binding Effect

.
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This Agreement and each other Loan Document has been duly executed and delivered by each Loan Party that is a party
thereto. This Agreement and each other Loan Document constitute legal, valid and binding obligations of such Loan Party, enforceable against each Loan
Party that is a party thereto in accordance with its terms, except as such enforceability may be limited by (i) Debtor Relief Laws and by general principles of
equity, (ii) the need for filings and registrations necessary to create or perfect the Liens on the Collateral granted by the Loan Parties in favor of the Secured
Parties and (iii) the effect of foreign Laws, rules and regulations as they relate to pledges, if any, of Equity Interests in Foreign Subsidiaries.
Section 5.05.

Financial Statements; No Material Adverse Effect

.

(a)
(i) The unaudited pro forma consolidated balance sheet of the Borrower and its Subsidiaries as at the last day of the most recen
fiscal quarter for which Unaudited Financial Statements have been delivered prior to the Closing Date (including the notes thereto describing the pro forma
adjustments) (the “Pro Forma Balance Sheet”) and the unaudited pro forma consolidated statement of operations of the Borrower and its Subsidiaries for
the twelve months ended on the last day of the most recent fiscal quarter for which Unaudited Financial Statements have been delivered prior to the Closing
Date (together with the Pro Forma Balance Sheet, the “Pro Forma Financial Statements”), copies of which will be furnished to each Lender prior to the
Closing Date, have been prepared giving effect (as if such events had occurred on such date or at the beginning of such periods, as the case may be) to the
Transactions. The Pro Forma Financial Statements have been prepared in good faith, based on assumptions believed by the Borrower to be reasonable as of
the date of delivery thereof, and present fairly in all material respects on a pro forma basis the estimated consolidated financial position of the Borrower and
its Subsidiaries as at the last day of the most recent fiscal quarter for which Unaudited Financial Statements have been delivered and its estimated
consolidated results of operations for the periods covered thereby, assuming that the events specified in the preceding sentence had actually occurred at such
date or at the beginning of the periods covered thereby.
(ii)
The Audited Financial Statements fairly present in all material respects the consolidated financial condition of the
Acquired Company as of the dates thereof and its consolidated results of operations for the period covered thereby in accordance with GAAP consistently
applied throughout the periods covered thereby, except as otherwise expressly noted therein.
(iii)
The Unaudited Financial Statements fairly present in all material respects the consolidated financial condition of the
Acquired Company as of the dates thereof and its results of operations for the period covered thereby in accordance with GAAP consistently applied
throughout the periods covered thereby, except as otherwise expressly noted therein and subject to normal year-end audit adjustments.
(b)
The forecasts of income statements of the Borrower and its Subsidiaries which have been furnished to the Administrative
Agent prior to the Closing Date have been prepared in good faith on the basis of the assumptions stated therein, which assumptions were believed to be
reasonable at the time of preparation of such forecasts, it being understood that actual results may vary from such forecasts and that such variations may be
material.
(c)
Since the Closing Date, there has been no event or circumstance, either individually or in the aggregate, that has had or
could reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
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(d)
As of the Closing Date, neither the Acquired Company nor any of its Subsidiaries has any Indebtedness or other
obligations or liabilities, direct or contingent (other than (i) the liabilities reflected on Schedule 5.05, (ii) obligations arising under the Loan Documents and
the Mezzanine Debt Documentation, (iii) liabilities incurred in the ordinary course of business, (iv) liabilities disclosed in the Pro Forma Financial
Statements and (v) liabilities under the Acquisition Agreement) that, either individually or in the aggregate, have had or could reasonably be expected to have
a Material Adverse Effect.
Section 5.06.

Litigation

.
There are no actions, suits, proceedings, claims or disputes pending or, to the knowledge of the Borrower, threatened in writing or
contemplated, at law, in equity, in arbitration or before any Governmental Authority, by or against the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries or
against any of their properties or revenues that either individually or in the aggregate, could reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
Section 5.07.

No Default

.
Neither the Borrower nor any of its Restricted Subsidiaries is in default under or with respect to, or a party to, any Contractual
Obligation that could, either individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
Section 5.08.

Ownership of Property; Liens

.
(a)
The Borrower and each of its Restricted Subsidiaries has good record title to, or valid leasehold interests in, or easements
or other limited property interests in, all Real Property necessary in the ordinary conduct of its business, free and clear of all Liens except as set forth on
Schedule 5.08 hereto and except for minor defects in title that do not materially interfere with its ability to conduct its business or to utilize such assets for
their intended purposes and Liens permitted by Section 7.01 and except where the failure to have such title could not reasonably be expected to have,
individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect.
(b)
As of the Closing Date, Schedule 5.08 contains a true and complete list of each Material Real Property owned by the
Borrower and the Subsidiaries as of the Closing Date.
(c)
No Casualty Event. As of the Closing Date, except as otherwise disclosed to the Administrative Agent, (i) no Loan Party
has received any notice of, nor has any knowledge of, the occurrence (and still pending as of the Closing Date) or pendency or contemplation of any Casualty
Event affecting all or any portion of a Mortgaged Property, and (ii) no Mortgage encumbers improved Mortgaged Property that is located in an area that has
been identified by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development as an area having special flood hazards within the meaning of the National Flood
Insurance Act of 1968 unless flood insurance available under such Act has been obtained in accordance with Section 6.07.
Section 5.09.

Environmental Matters

.
Except as specifically disclosed in Schedule 5.09(a) or except as could not reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the
aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect:
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(a)
each Loan Party and its properties are and have been in compliance with all Environmental Laws, which includes
obtaining and maintaining all applicable Environmental Permits required under such Environmental Laws to carry on the business and operations
of the Loan Parties;
(b)
the Loan Parties have not received any written notice that alleges any of them is in violation of or potentially liable under
any Environmental Laws and none of the Loan Parties nor any of their properties is the subject of any claims, investigations, liens, demands or
judicial, administrative or arbitral proceedings pending or, to the knowledge of the Borrower, threatened under any Environmental Law or to
revoke or modify any Environmental Permit held by any of the Loan Parties;
(c)
there has been no release, discharge or disposal of Hazardous Materials on, at, under or from any property owned, leased
or operated by any of the Loan Parties, or, to the knowledge of the Borrower, any property formerly owned, operated or leased by any Loan
Party or arising out of the conduct of the Loan Parties that could reasonably be expected to require investigation, response or corrective action, or
could reasonably be expected to result in the Borrower incurring liability, under Environmental Laws; and
(d)
there are no facts, circumstances or conditions arising out of or relating to the operations of the Loan Parties or any
property owned, leased or operated by any of the Loan Parties or, to the knowledge of the Borrower, any property formerly owned, operated or
leased by the Loan Parties or any of their predecessors in interest that could reasonably be expected to require investigation, response or
corrective action, or could reasonably be expected to result in any of the Loan Parties incurring liability, under Environmental Laws.
Section 5.10.

Taxes

.
Except as would not, either individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect, each of
the Loan Parties and their Subsidiaries have filed all tax returns required to be filed, and have paid all Taxes levied or imposed upon them or their properties,
that are due and payable (including in their capacity as a withholding agent) and taking into account applicable extensions, except those which are being
contested in good faith by appropriate proceedings diligently conducted and for which adequate reserves have been provided in accordance with GAAP.
There is no proposed Tax deficiency or assessment known to any Loan Parties against the Loan Parties that would, if made, individually or in the aggregate,
have a Material Adverse Effect.
Section 5.11.

ERISA Compliance

.
(a)
Except as could not, either individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect,
each Plan is in compliance with the applicable provisions of ERISA, the Code and other Federal or state Laws.
(b)
(i) No ERISA Event has occurred during the five year period prior to the date on which this representation is made or
deemed made; (ii) neither any Loan Party nor any ERISA Affiliate has incurred, or reasonably expects to incur, any liability under Title IV of ERISA with
respect to any Pension Plan (other than premiums due and not delinquent under Section 4007 of ERISA); (iii) neither any Loan Party nor any ERISA
Affiliate has incurred, or reasonably expects to incur, any liability (and no event has occurred which, with the giving of notice under Section 4219 of
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ERISA, would result in such liability) under Sections 4201 or 4243 of ERISA with respect to a Multiemployer Plan; and (iv) neither any Loan Party nor any
ERISA Affiliate has engaged in a transaction that could be subject to Sections 4069 or 4212(c) of ERISA, except, with respect to each of the foregoing
clauses of this Section 5.11(b), as could not reasonably be expected, individually or in the aggregate, to result in a Material Adverse Effect.
(c)
The Pension Plans of the Loan Parties and the Subsidiaries are funded to the extent required by Law, in each case, except
as could not reasonably be expected, individually or in the aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect.
Section 5.12.

Subsidiaries; Equity Interests

.
As of the Closing Date (after giving effect to any part of the Transactions that is consummated on or prior to the Closing Date), no
Loan Party has any material Subsidiaries other than those specifically disclosed in Schedule 5.12, and all of the outstanding Equity Interests owned by the
Loan Parties (or a Subsidiary of any Loan Party) in such material Subsidiaries have been validly issued and are fully paid and all Equity Interests owned by a
Loan Party (or a Subsidiary of any Loan Party) in such material Subsidiaries are owned free and clear of all Liens except (i) those created under the
Collateral Documents and (ii) any Lien that is permitted under Section 7.01. As of the Closing Date, Schedule 5.12(a) sets forth the name and jurisdiction of
each Domestic Subsidiary that is a Loan Party and (b) sets forth the ownership interest of the Borrower and any other Subsidiary thereof in each Subsidiary,
including the percentage of such ownership.
Section 5.13.

Margin Regulations; Investment Company Act

.
(a)
The Borrower is not engaged nor will it engage, principally or as one of its important activities, in the business of
purchasing or carrying Margin Stock, or extending credit for the purpose of purchasing or carrying Margin Stock, and no proceeds of any Borrowings or
drawings under any Letter of Credit will be used for any purpose that violates Regulation U.
(b)
None of the Borrower, any Person Controlling the Borrower, or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries is or is required to be
registered as an “investment company” under the Investment Company Act of 1940.
Section 5.14.

Disclosure

.
To the best of the Borrower’s knowledge, no report, financial statement, certificate or other written information furnished by or on
behalf of any Loan Party (other than projected financial information, pro forma financial information and information of a general economic or industry
nature) to any Agent or any Lender in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby and the negotiation of this Agreement or delivered hereunder or
any other Loan Document (as modified or supplemented by other information so furnished) when taken as a whole contains any material misstatement of fact
or omits to state any material fact necessary to make the statements therein (when taken as a whole), in the light of the circumstances under which they were
made, not materially misleading. With respect to projected financial information and pro forma financial information, the Borrower represents that such
information was prepared in good faith based upon assumptions believed to be reasonable at the time of preparation; it being understood that such projections
may vary from actual results and that such variances may be material.
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Section 5.15.

Labor Matters

.
Except as, in the aggregate, could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect: (a) there are no strikes or other
labor disputes against the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries pending or, to the knowledge of the Borrower, threatened; (b) hours worked by and
payment made to employees of the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries have not been in violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act or any other
applicable Laws dealing with such matters; and (c) all payments due from the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries on account of employee health
and welfare insurance have been paid or accrued as a liability on the books of the relevant party.
Section 5.16.

Intellectual Property; Licenses, Etc

.
Except as, individually or in the aggregate, could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect, the Borrower and its
Restricted Subsidiaries own, license or possess the right to use all of the trademarks, service marks, trade names, domain names, copyrights, patents, patent
rights, licenses, technology, software, know-how, rights in databases, design rights and other intellectual property rights (collectively, “IP Rights”) that are
reasonably necessary for the operation of their respective businesses as currently conducted, and, to the knowledge of the Borrower and its Restricted
Subsidiaries, such IP Rights do not conflict with the rights of any Person, except to the extent such failure to own, license or possess or such conflicts, either
individually or in the aggregate, could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect. No advertisement, product, process, method or
substance used by any Loan Party or any of its Subsidiaries in the operation of their respective businesses as currently conducted infringes upon any IP
Rights held by any Person except for such infringements which individually or in the aggregate could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse
Effect. No claim or litigation regarding any of the IP Rights is filed and presently pending or, to the knowledge of the Borrower, presently threatened against
any Loan Party or any of its Subsidiaries, which, either individually or in the aggregate, could reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
Except pursuant to written licenses and other user agreements entered into by each Loan Party in the ordinary course of business, as
of the Closing Date, all registrations listed in Schedule 8(a) or 8(b) to the Perfection Certificate are valid and in full force and effect, except, in each
individual case, to the extent that such a registration is not valid and in full force and effect could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse
Effect.
Section 5.17.

Solvency

.
On the Closing Date after giving effect to the Transactions, the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries, on a consolidated basis, are
Solvent.
Section 5.18.

Security Documents

.
(a)
Valid Liens. Each Collateral Document delivered pursuant to Sections 4.02, 6.11 and 6.13 will, upon execution and
delivery thereof, be effective to create in favor of the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Parties, legal, valid and enforceable Liens on, and
security interests in, the Collateral described therein to the extent intended to be created thereby and (i) when financing statements and other filings in
appropriate form are filed in the offices specified on Schedule 4 to the Perfection Certificate and (ii) upon the taking of possession or control by the Collateral
Agent of such Collateral with respect to which a security interest may be perfected only by possession or
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control (which possession or control shall be given to the Collateral Agent to the extent possession or control by the Collateral Agent is required by the
Security Agreement), the Liens created by the Collateral Documents shall constitute fully perfected Liens on, and security interests in (to the extent intended
to be created thereby), all right, title and interest of the grantors in such Collateral to the extent perfection can be obtained by filing financing statements, in
each case subject to no Liens other than Liens permitted hereunder.
(b)
PTO Filing; Copyright Office Filing. When the Security Agreement or a short form thereof is properly filed in the
United States Patent and Trademark Office and the United States Copyright Office, to the extent such filings may perfect such interests, the Liens created by
such Security Agreement shall constitute fully perfected Liens on, and security interests in, all right, title and interest of the grantors thereunder in Patents
and Trademarks (each as defined in the Security Agreement) registered or applied for with the United States Patent and Trademark Office or Copyrights (as
defined in such Security Agreement) registered or applied for with the United States Copyright Office, as the case may be, in each case free and clear of
Liens other than Liens permitted under Section 7.01 hereof (it being understood that subsequent recordings in the United States Patent and Trademark Office
and the United States Copyright Office may be necessary to establish a Lien on registered Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights registered or applied for by
the grantors thereof after the Closing Date).
(c)
Mortgages. Upon recording thereof in the appropriate recording office, each Mortgage is effective to create, in favor of
the Collateral Agent, for its benefit and the benefit of the Secured Parties, legal, valid and enforceable perfected first-priority Liens on, and security interest
in, all of the Loan Parties’ right, title and interest in and to the Mortgaged Properties thereunder and the proceeds thereof, subject only to Liens permitted
hereunder, and when the Mortgages are filed in the offices specified on Schedule 4 to the Perfection Certificate dated the Closing Date (or, in the case of any
Mortgage executed and delivered after the date thereof in accordance with the provisions of Sections 6.11 and 6.13, when such Mortgage is filed in the
offices specified in the local counsel opinion delivered with respect thereto in accordance with the provisions of Sections 6.11 and 6.13), the Mortgages shall
constitute fully perfected first-priority Liens on, and security interests in, all right, title and interest of the Loan Parties in the Mortgaged Properties and the
proceeds thereof, in each case prior and superior in right to any other Person, other than Liens permitted by hereunder.
Notwithstanding anything herein (including this Section 5.18) or in any other Loan Document to the contrary, neither the Borrower
nor any other Loan Party makes any representation or warranty as to (A) the effects of perfection or non-perfection, the priority or the enforceability of any
pledge of or security interest in any Equity Interests of any Foreign Subsidiary, or as to the rights and remedies of the Agents or any Lender with respect
thereto, under foreign Law, (B) the pledge or creation of any security interest, or the effects of perfection or non-perfection, the priority or the enforceability
of any pledge of or security interest to the extent such pledge, security interest, perfection or priority is not required pursuant to the Collateral and Guarantee
Requirement or the Collateral Documents or (C) on the Closing Date and until required pursuant to Section 6.13 or Section 4.02(e), the pledge or creation of
any security interest, or the effects of perfection or non-perfection, the priority or enforceability of any pledge or security interest to the extent not required on
the Closing Date pursuant to Section 4.02(e).
Section 5.19.

OFAC; USA PATRIOT Act; FCPA

.
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(a)
To the extent applicable, each of the Borrower and its Subsidiaries is in compliance, in all material respects, with (i) the
Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended, the International Emergency Economic Powers Act, as amended, and each of the foreign assets control regulations
of the United States Treasury Department (31 CFR Subtitle B, Chapter V, as amended) and any other enabling legislation or executive order relating thereto
and (ii) the USA PATRIOT Act.

(b)
Neither the Borrower nor any of its Subsidiaries nor, to the knowledge of the Borrower and the other Loan Parties, any director, offi
employee, agent or controlled affiliate of the Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries is currently the subject of any Sanctions, nor is the Borrower or any of its
Subsidiaries located, organized or resident in any country or territory that is the subject of Sanctions.

(c)
No part of the proceeds of the Loans will be used, directly or indirectly, by the Borrower (i) in violation of the FCPA or (ii) for the p
financing any activities or business of or with any Person that, at the time of such financing, is the subject of any Sanctions.
ARTICLE VI.
Affirmative Covenants
So long as any Lender shall have any Commitment hereunder, any Loan or other Obligation (other than Cash Management
Obligations or obligations under Secured Hedge Agreements) hereunder which is accrued and payable shall remain unpaid or unsatisfied, or any Letter of
Credit shall remain outstanding (unless the Outstanding Amount of the L/C Obligations related thereto has been Cash Collateralized or a backstop letter of
credit reasonably satisfactory to the applicable L/C Issuer is in place), then from and after the Closing Date, the Borrower shall, and shall (except in the case
of the covenants set forth in Sections 6.01, 6.02 and 6.03) cause each of its Restricted Subsidiaries to:
Section 6.01.

Financial Statements

.
(a)
Deliver to the Administrative Agent for prompt further distribution to each Lender, as soon as available, but in any event
within ninety (90) days after the end of each fiscal year, a consolidated balance sheet of the Borrower and its Subsidiaries as at the end of such fiscal year,
and the related consolidated statements of income or operations, stockholders’ equity (other than with respect to the fiscal year ending December 31, 2009)
and cash flows for such fiscal year, setting forth in each case in comparative form the figures for the previous fiscal year, all in reasonable detail and prepared
in accordance with GAAP, audited and accompanied by a report and opinion of an independent registered public accounting firm of nationally recognized
standing, which report and opinion shall be prepared in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and shall not be subject to any “going
concern” or like qualification or exception or any qualification or exception as to the scope of such audit; provided that no later than 90 days following the
Borrower’s fiscal year ending December 31, 2009, the Borrower shall deliver to the Administrative Agent, (i) audited combined financial statements of the
Acquired Company and its Subsidiaries (but otherwise satisfying the requirements set forth above including with respect to an audit opinion) for the portion
of the 2009 fiscal year ending on the day prior to the Closing Date and as of the day prior to the Closing Date and (ii) unaudited consolidated financial
statements (otherwise satisfying the requirements set forth above except that such financial statements shall be unaudited) for the Borrower and its
Subsidiaries for the period from the Closing Date to December 31, 2009 and as of December 31, 2009, certified by a Responsible Officer of the Borrower as
fairly presenting in all material respects the financial condition, results of operations, stockholders’ equity and cash flows of the Borrower and its
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Subsidiaries in accordance with GAAP subject to the absence of footnotes and the finalization of purchase accounting adjustments;
(b)
Deliver to the Administrative Agent for prompt further distribution to each Lender, as soon as available, but in any event
within forty-five (45) days after the end of each of the first three (3) fiscal quarters of each fiscal year of the Borrower, a consolidated balance sheet of the
Borrower and its Subsidiaries as at the end of such fiscal quarter and the related (i) consolidated statements of income or operations for such fiscal quarter
and for the portion of the fiscal year then ended and (ii) consolidated statements of cash flows for the portion of the fiscal year then ended, setting forth in
comparative form the figures for the corresponding portion of the previous fiscal year, all in reasonable detail and certified by a Responsible Officer of the
Borrower as fairly presenting in all material respects the financial condition, results of operations, stockholders’ equity and cash flows of the Borrower and
its Subsidiaries in accordance with GAAP, subject only to normal year-end audit adjustments and the absence of footnotes;
(c)
Deliver to the Administrative Agent for prompt further distribution to each Lender, as soon as available, and in any event
no later ninety (90) days after the end of each fiscal year of the Borrower, a detailed consolidated budget for the following fiscal year on a quarterly basis
(including a projected consolidated balance sheet of the Borrower and its Subsidiaries as of the end of the following fiscal year, the related consolidated
statements of projected cash flow and projected income and a summary of the material underlying assumptions applicable thereto) (collectively, the
“Projections”), which Projections shall in each case be accompanied by a certificate of a Responsible Officer stating that such Projections have been
prepared in good faith on the basis of the assumptions stated therein, which assumptions were believed to be reasonable at the time of preparation of such
Projections, it being understood that actual results may vary from such Projections and that such variations may be material; and
(d)
Deliver to the Administrative Agent with each set of consolidated financial statements referred to in Sections 6.01(a) and
6.01(b) above, the related consolidating financial statements reflecting the adjustments necessary to eliminate the accounts of Unrestricted Subsidiaries (if
any) (which may be in footnote form only) from such consolidated financial statements.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the obligations in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Section 6.01 may be satisfied with respect to
financial information of the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries by furnishing (A) the applicable financial statements of the Borrower (or any direct or
indirect parent of the Borrower) or (B) the Borrower’s (or any direct or indirect parent thereof), as applicable, Form l0-K or 10-Q, as applicable, filed with
the SEC; provided that, with respect to clauses (A) and (B), (i) to the extent such information relates to a parent of the Borrower, such information is
accompanied by consolidating information that explains in reasonable detail the differences between the information relating to the Borrower (or such
parent), on the one hand, and the information relating to the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries on a standalone basis, on the other hand and (ii) to the
extent such information is in lieu of information required to be provided under Section 6.01(a), such materials are accompanied by a report and opinion of an
independent registered public accounting firm of nationally recognized standing, which report and opinion shall be prepared in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards and shall not be subject to any “going concern” or like qualification or exception or any qualifications or exception as to the
scope of such audit.
Documents required to be delivered pursuant to Section 6.01 and Sections 6.02(c) and (d) may be delivered electronically and if so
delivered, shall be deemed to have been delivered on the
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date (i) on which the Borrower (or any direct or indirect parent of the Borrower) posts such documents, or provides a link thereto on the website on the
Internet at the website address listed on Schedule 10.02; or (ii) on which such documents are posted on the Borrower’s behalf on IntraLinks/IntraAgency or
another relevant website, if any, to which each Lender and the Administrative Agent have access (whether a commercial, third-party website or whether
sponsored by the Administrative Agent); provided that: (i) upon written request by the Administrative Agent, the Borrower shall deliver paper copies of such
documents to the Administrative Agent for further distribution to each Lender until a written request to cease delivering paper copies is given by the
Administrative Agent and (ii) the Borrower shall notify (which may be by facsimile or electronic mail) the Administrative Agent of the posting of any such
documents and provide to the Administrative Agent by electronic mail electronic versions (i.e., soft copies) of such documents. Notwithstanding anything
contained herein, in every instance the Borrower shall be required to provide paper copies of the Compliance Certificates required by Section 6.02(a) to the
Administrative Agent; provided, however, that if such Compliance Certificate is first delivered by electronic means, the date of such delivery by electronic
means shall constitute the date of delivery for purposes of compliance with Section 6.02(a). Each Lender shall be solely responsible for timely accessing
posted documents or requesting delivery of paper copies of such documents from the Administrative Agent and maintaining its copies of such documents.
The Borrower hereby acknowledges that (a) the Administrative Agent and/or the Arrangers will make available to the Lenders and
the L/C Issuer materials and/or information provided by or on behalf of the Borrower hereunder (collectively, “Borrower Materials”) by posting the
Borrower Materials on IntraLinks or another similar electronic system (the “Platform”) and (b) certain of the Lenders (each, a “Public Lender”) may have
personnel who do not wish to receive material non-public information with respect to the Borrower or its Affiliates, or the respective securities of any of the
foregoing, and who may be engaged in investment and other market-related activities with respect to such Persons’ securities. The Borrower hereby agrees
that it will use commercially reasonable efforts to identify that portion of the Borrower Materials that may be distributed to the Public Lenders and that (w)
all such Borrower Materials shall be clearly and conspicuously marked “PUBLIC,” which, at a minimum, shall mean that the word “PUBLIC” shall appear
prominently on the first page thereof; (x) by marking Borrower Materials “PUBLIC,” the Borrower shall be deemed to have authorized the Administrative
Agent, the Arrangers, the L/C Issuer and the Lenders to treat such Borrower Materials as not containing any material non-public information (although it may
be sensitive and proprietary) with respect to the Borrower or its securities for purposes of United States Federal and state securities laws; provided that to the
extent such Borrower Materials constitute Information, they shall be treated as set forth in Section 10.08; (y) all Borrower Materials marked “PUBLIC” are
permitted to be made available through a portion of the Platform designated “Public Side Information”; and (z) the Administrative Agent and each Arranger
shall be entitled to treat any Borrower Materials that are not marked “PUBLIC” as being suitable only for posting on a portion of the Platform not designated
“Public Side Information.” Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Borrower shall not be under any obligation to mark any Borrower Materials “PUBLIC.”
Section 6.02.

Certificates; Other Information

.
Deliver to the Administrative Agent for prompt further distribution to each Lender:
(a)
no later than five (5) days after the delivery of the financial statements referred to in Section 6.01(a) and (b), commencing
with the first full fiscal quarter completed
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after the Closing Date, a duly completed Compliance Certificate signed by a Responsible Officer of the Borrower;
(b)
no later than five (5) days after the delivery of the financial statements referred to in Section 6.01(a), but only if available
after the use of commercially reasonable efforts, a certificate (or other appropriate reporting means in accordance with applicable auditing
standards) of its independent registered public accounting firm stating that in making the examination necessary therefor no knowledge was
obtained of any Event of Default under Section 7.11 or, if any such Event of Default shall exist, stating the nature and status of such event;
(c)
promptly after the same are publicly available, copies of all annual, regular, periodic and special reports and registration
statements which the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary files with the SEC or with any Governmental Authority that may be substituted
therefor (other than amendments to any registration statement (to the extent such registration statement, in the form it became effective, is
delivered), exhibits to any registration statement and, if applicable, any registration statement on Form S-8) and in any case not otherwise
required to be delivered to the Administrative Agent pursuant hereto;
(d)
promptly after the furnishing thereof, copies of any material requests or material notices received by any Loan Party
(other than in the ordinary course of business) or material statements or material reports furnished to any holder of debt securities (other than in
connection with any board observer rights) of any Loan Party or of any of its Restricted Subsidiaries pursuant to the terms of any Mezzanine
Debt Documentation, or Junior Financing Documentation in each case in a principal amount in excess of the Threshold Amount and not
otherwise required to be furnished to the Lenders pursuant to any clause of this Section 6.02;
(e)
together with the delivery of each Compliance Certificate pursuant to Section 6.02(a), (i) in the case of annual
Compliance Certificates only, a report setting forth the information required by sections describing the legal name and the jurisdiction of
formation of each Loan Party and the location of the Chief Executive Office of each Loan Party of the Perfection Certificate or confirming that
there has been no change in such information since the Closing Date or the date of the last such report, (ii) a description of each event, condition
or circumstance during the last fiscal quarter covered by such Compliance Certificate requiring a mandatory prepayment under Section 2.05(b)
and (iii) a list of each Subsidiary of the Borrower that identifies each Subsidiary as a Restricted or an Unrestricted Subsidiary as of the date of
delivery of such Compliance Certificate (to the extent that there have been any changes in the identity of such Subsidiaries since the Closing
Date or the most recent list provided);
(f)
within five (5) business days of receipt of notice thereof by the Borrower, written notice of any announcement of any
change in the Borrower’s corporate family rating from Moody’s or corporate credit rating from S&P, including outlook; and
(g)
promptly, such additional customary information regarding the business, legal, financial or corporate affairs of the Loan
Parties or any of their respective Restricted Subsidiaries, or compliance with the terms of the Loan Documents, as the Administrative Agent or
any Lender through the Administrative Agent may from time to time reasonably request.
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Section 6.03.

Notices

.
Promptly after a Responsible Officer of the Borrower or any Subsidiary Guarantor has obtained knowledge thereof, notify the
Administrative Agent:
(a)

of the occurrence of any Default;

(b)

of any matter that has resulted or could reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect; and

(c)
of the filing or commencement of, or any threat or notice of intention of any person to file or commence, any action, suit,
litigation or proceeding, whether at law or in equity by or before any Governmental Authority with respect to any Loan Document.
Each notice pursuant to this Section shall be accompanied by a written statement of a Responsible Officer of the Borrower (x) that
such notice is being delivered pursuant to Section 6.03(a), (b) or (c) (as applicable) and (y) setting forth details of the occurrence referred to therein and
stating what action the Borrower has taken and proposes to take with respect thereto.
Section 6.04.

Payment of Obligations

.
Pay, discharge or otherwise satisfy as the same shall become due and payable in the normal conduct of its business, all its Taxes
(whether or not shown on a Tax return), except, in each case, to the extent any such Tax is being contested in good faith and by appropriate proceedings for
which appropriate reserves have been established in accordance with GAAP or the failure to pay or discharge the same would not reasonably be expected to
have, individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect.
Section 6.05.

Preservation of Existence, Etc

.
(a) Preserve, renew and maintain in full force and effect its legal existence under the Laws of the jurisdiction of its organization and
(b) take all reasonable action to maintain all rights, privileges (including its good standing where applicable in the relevant jurisdiction), permits, licenses and
franchises necessary or desirable in the normal conduct of its business, except, in the case of (a) or (b), (i) (other than with respect to the Borrower) to the
extent that failure to do so could not reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect or (ii) pursuant to a
transaction (including a Division) permitted by Section 7.04 or 7.05.
Section 6.06.

Maintenance of Properties

.
Except if the failure to do so could not reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect,
(a) maintain, preserve and protect all of its material properties and equipment necessary in the operation of its business in good working order, repair and
condition, ordinary wear and tear excepted and fire, casualty or condemnation excepted, and (b) make all necessary renewals, replacements, modifications,
improvements, upgrades, extensions and additions thereof or thereto in accordance with prudent industry practice and in the normal conduct of its business.
Section 6.07.

Maintenance of Insurance

.
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(a)
Generally. Maintain with financially sound and reputable insurance companies, insurance with respect to its properties
and business against loss or damage of the kinds customarily insured against by Persons engaged in the same or similar business, of such types and in such
amounts (after giving effect to any self-insurance reasonable and customary for similarly situated Persons engaged in the same or similar businesses as the
Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries) as are customarily carried under similar circumstances by such other Persons.
(b)
Requirements of Insurance. Not later than ninety (90) days after the Closing Date (or the date any such insurance is
obtained, in the case of insurance obtained after the Closing Date), the Borrower shall use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that (i) all such
insurance with respect to any Collateral shall provide that no cancellation, material reduction in amount or material change in coverage thereof shall be
effective until at least 10 days (or, to the extent reasonably available, 30 days) after receipt by the Collateral Agent of written notice thereof (the Borrower
shall deliver a copy of the policy (and to the extent any such policy is renewed, a renewal policy) or other evidence thereof to the Administrative Agent and
the Collateral Agent, or insurance certificate with respect thereto) and (ii) all such insurance with respect to any Collateral shall name the Collateral Agent as
mortgagee (in the case of property insurance) or additional insured on behalf of the Secured Parties (in the case of liability insurance) and loss payee (in the
case of property insurance), as applicable.
(c)
Flood Insurance. With respect to each Mortgaged Property, obtain flood insurance in such total amount as the
Administrative Agent or the Required Lenders may from time to time reasonably require, if at any time the area in which any material improvements are
located on any Mortgaged Property is designated a “flood hazard area” in any Flood Insurance Rate Map published by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (or any successor agency), and otherwise comply with the National Flood Insurance Program as set forth in the Flood Disaster Protection Act of
1973, as amended from time to time.
Section 6.08.

Compliance with Laws

.
Comply in all material respects with the requirements of all Laws and all orders, writs, injunctions and decrees applicable to it or to
its business or property, except if the failure to comply therewith could not reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate, a Material
Adverse Effect.
Section 6.09.

Books and Records

.
Maintain proper books of record and account, in which entries that are full, true and correct in all material respects and are in
conformity with GAAP consistently applied and which reflect all material financial transactions and matters involving the assets and business of the
Borrower or a Restricted Subsidiary, as the case may be (it being understood and agreed that Foreign Subsidiaries may maintain individual books and records
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles that are applicable in their respective countries of organization and that such maintenance shall
not constitute a breach of the representations, warranties or covenants hereunder).
Section 6.10.

Inspection Rights

.
Permit representatives and independent contractors of the Administrative Agent and each Lender to visit and inspect any of its
properties, to examine its corporate, financial and operating
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records, and make copies thereof or abstracts therefrom (other than records of the Board of Directors of such Loan Party or such Subsidiary), and to discuss
its affairs, finances and accounts with its directors, officers, and independent public accountants (subject to such accountants’ customary policies and
procedures), all at the reasonable expense of the Borrower and at such reasonable times during normal business hours and as often as may be reasonably
desired, upon reasonable advance notice to the Borrower; provided that, excluding any such visits and inspections during the continuation of an Event of
Default, only the Administrative Agent on behalf of the Lenders may exercise rights of the Administrative Agent and the Lenders under this Section 6.10 and
the Administrative Agent shall not exercise such rights more often than two (2) times during any calendar year and only one (1) such time shall be at the
Borrower’s expense; provided further that when an Event of Default exists, the Administrative Agent or any Lender (or any of their respective
representatives or independent contractors) may do any of the foregoing at the expense of the Borrower at any time during normal business hours and upon
reasonable advance notice. The Administrative Agent and the Lenders shall give the Borrower the opportunity to participate in any discussions with the
Borrower’s independent public accountants. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section 6.10, none of the Borrower nor any Restricted
Subsidiary shall be required to disclose, permit the inspection, examination or making copies or abstracts of, or discussion of, any document, information or
other matter that (i) constitutes non-financial trade secrets or non-financial proprietary information, (ii) in respect of which disclosure to the Administrative
Agent or any Lender (or their respective representatives or contractors) is prohibited by Law or (iii) is subject to attorney client or similar privilege or
constitutes attorney work-product.
Section 6.11.

Additional Collateral; Additional Guarantors

.
At the Borrower’s expense, take all action necessary or reasonably requested by the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent to
ensure that the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement continues to be satisfied, including:
(a)
Upon (x) the formation or acquisition of any new direct or indirect wholly owned Domestic Subsidiary (in each case,
other than an Excluded Subsidiary) by the Borrower, (y) any Excluded Subsidiary ceasing to constitute an Excluded Subsidiary or (z) or the
designation in accordance with Section 6.14 of any existing direct or indirect wholly owned Domestic Subsidiary (other than an Excluded
Subsidiary) as a Restricted Subsidiary:
(i)
within 60 days after such formation, acquisition, cessation or designation, or such longer period as the
Administrative Agent may agree in writing in its discretion:
(A)
cause each such Domestic Subsidiary that is required to become a Guarantor pursuant to the
Collateral and Guarantee Requirement to duly execute and deliver to the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent
(as appropriate) joinders to this Agreement as Guarantors, Security Agreement Supplements, Intellectual Property
Security Agreements, a counterpart of the Intercompany Note and other security agreements and documents (including,
with respect to such Mortgages, the documents listed in Section 6.13(b)), as reasonably requested by and in form and
substance reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent (consistent, subject to local law requirements, with the
Mortgages, Security Agreement, Intellectual Property Security Agreements and other security agreements in effect on
the
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Closing Date), in each case granting first-priority Liens required by the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement;
(B)
cause each such Domestic Subsidiary that is required to become a Guarantor pursuant to the
Collateral and Guarantee Requirement (and the parent of each such Domestic Subsidiary that is a Guarantor) to deliver
any and all certificates representing Equity Interests (to the extent certificated) and intercompany notes (to the extent
certificated) that are required to be pledged pursuant to the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement, accompanied by
undated stock powers or other appropriate instruments of transfer executed in blank;
(C)
take and cause such Restricted Subsidiary that is required to become a Guarantor pursuant to the
Collateral and Guarantee Requirement and each direct or indirect parent of such Restricted Subsidiary to take whatever
action (including the recording of Mortgages, the filing of UCC financing statements and delivery of stock and
membership interest certificates) as may be necessary in the reasonable opinion of the Collateral Agent to vest in the
Collateral Agent (or in any representative of the Collateral Agent designated by it) valid and perfected Liens to the
extent required by the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement or the Collateral Documents, and to otherwise comply
with the requirements of the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement or the Collateral Documents;
(ii)
if reasonably requested by the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, within forty-five (45) days after
such request (or such longer period as the Administrative Agent may agree in writing in its sole discretion), deliver to the
Administrative Agent a signed copy of an opinion, addressed to the Administrative Agent and the Lenders, of counsel for the Loan
Parties reasonably acceptable to the Administrative Agent as to such matters set forth in this Section 6.11(a) as the Administrative
Agent may reasonably request;
(iii)
as promptly as practicable after the request therefor by the Administrative Agent or Collateral Agent, deliver
to the Collateral Agent with respect to each Material Real Property, any existing title reports, abstracts or environmental assessment
reports, to the extent available and in the possession or control of the Borrower; provided, however, that there shall be no obligation
to deliver to the Administrative Agent any existing environmental assessment report whose disclosure to the Administrative Agent
would require the consent of a Person other than the Borrower or one of its Subsidiaries, where, despite the commercially reasonable
efforts of the Borrower to obtain such consent, such consent cannot be obtained; and
(iv)
if reasonably requested by the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, within sixty (60) days after
such request (or such longer period as the Administrative Agent may agree in writing in its sole discretion), deliver to the Collateral
Agent any other items necessary from time to time to satisfy the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement with respect to perfection
and existence of security interests with respect to property of any Guarantor acquired after the Closing Date and
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subject to the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement or the Collateral Documents, but not specifically covered by the preceding
clauses (i), (ii) or (iii) or clause (b) below.
(b)
Not later than one hundred twenty (120) days after the acquisition by any Loan Party of Material Real Property as
determined by the Borrower (acting reasonably and in good faith) (or such longer period as the Administrative Agent may agree in writing in its
sole discretion) that is required to be provided as Collateral pursuant to the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement, which property would not be
automatically subject to another Lien pursuant to pre-existing Collateral Documents, cause such property to be subject to a first-priority Lien and
Mortgage in favor of the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Parties and take, or cause the relevant Loan Party to take, such actions as
shall be necessary or reasonably requested by the Administrative Agent to grant and perfect or record such Lien, in each case to the extent
required by, and subject to the limitations and exceptions of, the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement and to otherwise comply with the
requirements of the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement.
(c)

Always ensuring that the Obligations are secured by a first-priority security interest in all the Equity Interests of the

Borrower.
Section 6.12.

Compliance with Environmental Laws

.
Except, in each case, to the extent that the failure to do so could not reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate,
a Material Adverse Effect, comply, and take all reasonable actions to cause all lessees and other Persons operating or occupying its properties to comply with
all applicable Environmental Laws and Environmental Permits; obtain and renew all Environmental Permits necessary for its operations and properties; and,
in each case to the extent the Loan Parties are required by Environmental Laws, conduct any investigation, remedial or other corrective action necessary to
address Hazardous Materials at any property or facility in accordance with applicable Environmental Laws.
Section 6.13.

Further Assurances and Post-Closing Conditions

.
(a)
Within ninety (90) days after the Closing Date (subject to extension by the Administrative Agent in its reasonable
discretion), deliver each Collateral Document required to satisfy the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement or required pursuant to the terms of any Collateral
Document, duly executed by each Loan Party required to be party thereto, together with all documents and instruments required to perfect the security
interest or Lien of the Collateral Agent in the Collateral (if any) free of any other pledges, security interests or mortgages, except Liens permitted under the
Collateral and Guarantee Requirement, to the extent required pursuant to the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement or the Collateral Documents.
(b)
Promptly upon reasonable request by the Administrative Agent (i) correct any material defect or error that may be
discovered in the execution, acknowledgment, filing or recordation of any Collateral Document or other document or instrument relating to any Collateral,
and (ii) do, execute, acknowledge, deliver, record, re-record, file, re-file, register and re-register any and all such further acts, deeds, certificates, assurances
and other instruments as the Administrative Agent may reasonably request from time to time in order to carry out more effectively the purposes of the
Collateral Documents, to the extent required pursuant to the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement or the Collateral Documents. If the Administrative Agent
or the Collateral Agent reasonably
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determines that it is required by applicable Law to have appraisals prepared in respect of the Real Property of any Loan Party subject to a mortgage
constituting Collateral, the Borrower shall provide to the Administrative Agent appraisals that satisfy the applicable requirements of the Real Estate
Appraisal Reform Amendments of FIRREA.
Section 6.14.

Designation of Subsidiaries

.
The Borrower may at any time after the Closing Date designate any Restricted Subsidiary as an Unrestricted Subsidiary or any
Unrestricted Subsidiary as a Restricted Subsidiary; provided that (i) immediately before and after such designation, no Default shall have occurred and be
continuing, (ii) [reserved], (iii) no Subsidiary may be designated as an Unrestricted Subsidiary if it is a “Restricted Subsidiary” for the purpose of the
Mezzanine Debt, or any Junior Financing, as applicable, (iv) no Restricted Subsidiary may be designated an Unrestricted Subsidiary if it was previously
designated an Unrestricted Subsidiary and (v) if a Restricted Subsidiary is being designated as an Unrestricted Subsidiary hereunder, the sum of (A) the fair
market value of assets of such Subsidiary as of such date of designation (the “Designation Date”), plus (B) the aggregate fair market value of assets of all
Unrestricted Subsidiaries designated as Unrestricted Subsidiaries pursuant to this Section 6.14 prior to the Designation Date (in each case measured as of the
date of each such Unrestricted Subsidiary’s designation as an Unrestricted Subsidiary) shall not exceed $75,000,000 as of such Designation Date pro forma
for such designation. The designation of any Subsidiary as an Unrestricted Subsidiary after the Closing Date shall constitute an Investment by the Borrower
therein at the date of designation in an amount equal to the fair market value of the Borrower’s investment therein. The designation of any Unrestricted
Subsidiary as a Restricted Subsidiary shall constitute (i) the incurrence at the time of designation of any Investment, Indebtedness or Liens of such Subsidiary
existing at such time and (ii) a return on any Investment by the Borrower in Unrestricted Subsidiaries pursuant to the preceding sentence in an amount equal
to the fair market value at the date of such designation of the Borrower’s Investment in such Subsidiary.
Section 6.15.

Maintenance of Ratings

.
The Borrower shall use commercially reasonable efforts to maintain a public corporate rating from S&P and a public corporate
family rating from Moody’s, in each case in respect of the Borrower, and a public rating of the Facilities by each of S&P and Moody’s.
ARTICLE VII.
Negative Covenants
So long as any Lender shall have any Commitment hereunder, any Loan or other Obligation hereunder (other than Cash
Management Obligations or obligations under Secured Hedge Agreements) which is accrued and payable shall remain unpaid or unsatisfied, or any Letter of
Credit shall remain outstanding (unless the Outstanding Amount of the L/C Obligations related thereto has been Cash Collateralized or a backstop letter of
credit reasonably satisfactory to the applicable L/C Issuer is in place), then from and after the Closing Date:
Section 7.01.

Liens

.
Neither the Borrower nor the Restricted Subsidiaries shall, directly or indirectly, create, incur, assume or suffer to exist any Lien
upon any of its property, assets or revenues, whether now owned or hereafter acquired, other than the following:
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(a)

Liens pursuant to any Loan Document;

(b)
Liens existing on the Closing Date; provided that any Lien securing Indebtedness in excess of (x) $2,500,000 individually
or (y) $10,000,000 in the aggregate (when taken together with all other Liens securing obligations outstanding in reliance on this clause (b) that
are not listed on Schedule 7.01(b)) shall only be permitted to the extent such Lien is listed on Schedule 7.01(b), and any modifications,
replacements, renewals, refinancings or extensions thereof; provided that (i) the Lien does not extend to any additional property other than (A)
after-acquired property that is affixed or incorporated into the property covered by such Lien or financed by Indebtedness permitted under
Section 7.03, and (B) proceeds and products thereof, and (ii) the replacement, renewal, extension or refinancing of the obligations secured or
benefited by such Liens, to the extent constituting Indebtedness, is permitted by Section 7.03;
(c)
Liens for Taxes that are not overdue for a period of more than thirty (30) days or that are being contested in good faith
and by appropriate actions, if adequate reserves with respect thereto are maintained on the books of the applicable Person in accordance with
GAAP to the extent required by GAAP;
(d)
statutory or common law Liens of landlords, sublandlords, carriers, warehousemen, mechanics, materialmen, repairmen,
construction contractors or other like Liens arising in the ordinary course of business that secure amounts not overdue for a period of more than
thirty (30) days or if more than thirty (30) days overdue, that are unfiled and no other action has been taken to enforce such Lien or that are being
contested in good faith and by appropriate actions, if adequate reserves with respect thereto are maintained on the books of the applicable Person
in accordance with GAAP to the extent required by GAAP;
(e)
(i) pledges or deposits in the ordinary course of business in connection with workers’ compensation, unemployment
insurance and other social security legislation and (ii) pledges and deposits in the ordinary course of business securing liability for
reimbursement or indemnification obligations of (including obligations in respect of letters of credit or bank guarantees for the benefit of)
insurance carriers providing property, casualty or liability insurance to the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries;
(f)
deposits to secure the performance of bids, trade contracts, governmental contracts and leases (other than Indebtedness for
borrowed money), statutory obligations, surety, stay, customs and appeal bonds, performance bonds and other obligations of a like nature
(including (i) those to secure health, safety and environmental obligations and (ii) letters of credit and bank guarantees required or requested by
any Governmental Authority) incurred in the ordinary course of business;
(g)
easements, rights-of-way, restrictions (including zoning restrictions), encroachments, protrusions and other similar
encumbrances and minor title defects affecting Real Property that do not in the aggregate materially interfere with the ordinary conduct of the
business of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries, taken as a whole, and any exceptions on the Mortgage Policies issued in connection
with the Mortgaged Properties;
(h)

Liens securing judgments for the payment of money not constituting an Event of Default under Section 8.01(h);
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(i)
leases, licenses, subleases or sublicenses granted to others in the ordinary course of business which do not (i) interfere in
any material respect with the business of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries, taken as a whole, or (ii) secure any Indebtedness;
(j)
Liens (i) in favor of customs and revenue authorities arising as a matter of Law to secure payment of customs duties in
connection with the importation of goods in the ordinary course of business or (ii) on specific items of inventory or other goods and proceeds of
any Person securing such Person’s obligations in respect of bankers’ acceptances or letters of credit issued or created for the account of such
Person to facilitate the purchase, shipment or storage of such inventory or other goods in the ordinary course of business;
(k)
Liens (i) of a collection bank arising under Section 4-210 of the Uniform Commercial Code on items in the course of
collection, (ii) attaching to commodity trading accounts or other commodities brokerage accounts incurred in the ordinary course of business and
(iii) in favor of a banking or other financial institution arising as a matter of Law or under customary general terms and conditions encumbering
deposits or other funds maintained with a financial institution (including the right of setoff) and that are within the general parameters customary
in the banking industry or arising pursuant to such banking institutions general terms and conditions;
(l)
Liens (i) on cash advances in favor of the seller of any property to be acquired in an Investment permitted pursuant to
Section 7.02(i) or (n) or, to the extent related to any of the foregoing, Section 7.02(r) to be applied against the purchase price for such
Investment, and (ii) consisting of an agreement to Dispose of any property in a Disposition permitted under Section 7.05, in each case, solely to
the extent such Investment or Disposition, as the case may be, would have been permitted on the date of the creation of such Lien;
(m)
Liens (i) in favor of the Borrower or a Restricted Subsidiary on assets of a Restricted Subsidiary that is not a Loan Party
or (ii) in favor of the Borrower or any Subsidiary Guarantor;
(n)
any interest or title of a lessor, sublessor, licensor or sublicensor under leases, subleases, licenses or sublicenses entered
into by the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries in the ordinary course of business;
(o)
Liens arising out of conditional sale, title retention, consignment or similar arrangements for sale of goods entered into by
the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries in the ordinary course of business permitted by this Agreement;
(p)

Liens deemed to exist in connection with Investments in repurchase agreements under Section 7.02;

(q)
Liens encumbering reasonable customary initial deposits and margin deposits and similar Liens attaching to commodity
trading accounts or other brokerage accounts incurred in the ordinary course of business and not for speculative purposes;
(r)
Liens that are contractual rights of setoff or rights of pledge (i) relating to the establishment of depository relations with
banks or other financial institutions not given in connection with the issuance of Indebtedness, (ii) relating to pooled deposit or sweep accounts
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of the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries to permit satisfaction of overdraft or similar obligations incurred in the ordinary course of
business of the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries or (iii) relating to purchase orders and other agreements entered into with
customers of the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries in the ordinary course of business;
(s)
Liens solely on any cash earnest money deposits made by the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries in connection
with any letter of intent or purchase agreement permitted hereunder;
(t)
ground leases in respect of Real Property on which facilities owned or leased by the Borrower or any of its Restricted
Subsidiaries are located;
(u)
Liens to secure Indebtedness permitted under Section 7.03(e); provided that (i) such Liens are created within 270 days of
the acquisition, construction, repair, lease or improvement of the property subject to such Liens, (ii) such Liens do not at any time encumber
property (except for replacements, additions and accessions to such property) other than the property financed by such Indebtedness and the
proceeds and products thereof and customary security deposits and (iii) with respect to Financing Leases, such Liens do not at any time extend to
or cover any assets (except for replacements, additions and accessions to such assets) other than the assets subject to such Financing Leases and
the proceeds and products thereof and customary security deposits; provided that individual financings of equipment provided by one lender may
be cross collateralized to other financings of equipment provided by such lender;
(v)
Liens on property of any Restricted Subsidiary that is not a Loan Party securing Indebtedness of the applicable Subsidiary
permitted under Section 7.03;
(w)
Liens existing on property at the time of its acquisition or existing on the property of any Person at the time such Person
becomes a Restricted Subsidiary (other than by designation as a Restricted Subsidiary pursuant to Section 6.14), in each case after the Closing
Date (including Financing Leases); provided that (i) such Lien was not created in contemplation of such acquisition or such Person becoming a
Restricted Subsidiary, (ii) such Lien does not extend to or cover any other assets or property (other than the proceeds or products thereof and
other than after-acquired property subjected to a Lien securing Indebtedness and other obligations incurred prior to such time and which
Indebtedness and other obligations are permitted hereunder that require, pursuant to their terms at such time, a pledge of after-acquired property,
it being understood that such requirement shall not be permitted to apply to any property to which such requirement would not have applied but
for such acquisition), and (iii) (a) the obligations secured thereby do not exceed $75,000,000 at any time outstanding and (b) the Indebtedness
secured thereby is permitted under Section 7.03(g);
(x)
(i) zoning, building, entitlement and other land use regulations by Governmental Authorities with which the normal
operation of the business complies, and (ii) any zoning or similar law or right reserved to or vested in any Governmental Authority to control or
regulate the use of any real property that does not materially interfere with the ordinary conduct of the business of the Borrower and its
Restricted Subsidiaries, taken as a whole;
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(y)

Liens arising from precautionary Uniform Commercial Code financing statement or similar filings;

(z)

Liens on insurance policies and the proceeds thereof securing the financing of the premiums with respect thereto;

(aa)
the modification, replacement, renewal or extension of any Lien permitted by clauses (u) and (w) of this Section 7.01;
provided that (i) the Lien does not extend to any additional property, other than (A) after-acquired property that is affixed or incorporated into
the property covered by such Lien and (B) proceeds and products thereof, and (ii) the renewal, extension or refinancing of the obligations
secured or benefited by such Liens is permitted by Section 7.03 (to the extent constituting Indebtedness);
(bb)
other Liens (which may be Liens on the Collateral so long as any such Liens securing Indebtedness for money borrowed
are junior to the Liens securing the Obligations and any such obligations secured by junior Lien on the Collateral in excess of $10,000,000 in the
aggregate shall be expressly subject to a Second Lien Intercreditor Agreement) securing obligations in an aggregate principal amount
outstanding at any time not to exceed $75,000,000;
(cc)
Liens securing Permitted Notes issued pursuant to Section 7.03(s) so long as such Liens are subject to the First Lien
Intercreditor Agreement or a Second Lien Intercreditor Agreement;
(dd)
Liens in favor of the Borrower or a Restricted Subsidiary securing Indebtedness (other than Indebtedness of a Loan
Party to a Restricted Subsidiary that is not a Loan Party) permitted under Section 7.03(d); and
(ee)
Liens on specific items of inventory or other goods and the proceeds thereof securing such Person’s obligations in
respect of documentary letters of credit or bankers’ acceptances issued or created for the account of such Person to facilitate the purchase,
shipment or storage of such inventory or goods.
Section 7.02.

Investments

.
Neither the Borrower nor the Restricted Subsidiaries shall directly or indirectly, make or hold any Investments, except:
(a)
Investments by the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries in assets that were Cash Equivalents when such
Investment was made;
(b)
loans or advances to officers, directors and employees of any Loan Party (or any direct or indirect parent thereof) or any
of its Subsidiaries (i) for reasonable and customary business-related travel, entertainment, relocation and analogous ordinary business purposes,
(ii) in connection with such Person’s purchase of Equity Interests of Holdings or any direct or indirect parent thereof (provided that the amount
of such loans and advances shall be contributed to the Borrower in cash as common equity) and (iii) for any other purposes not described in the
foregoing clauses (i) and (ii); provided that the aggregate principal amount outstanding at any time under clause (iii) above shall not exceed
$15,000,000;
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(c)
Investments (i) by the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary in any Loan Party, (ii) by the Borrower or any Restricted
Subsidiary that is a Loan Party to or in any Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower that are not Loan Parties (when taken together with the
Permitted Acquisitions of Restricted Subsidiaries which are not Loan Parties pursuant to subsection 7.02(i)(v)) in the aggregate at any time
outstanding for all such Investments not to exceed $125,000,000, (iii) by any Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower that is not a Loan Party to or
in another Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower that is not a Loan Party and (iv) by the Borrower or any Subsidiary of the Borrower to or in the
Borrower or any Subsidiary of the Borrower so long as such Investments are part of a series of substantially concurrent transactions that result in
the proceeds of such Investments ultimately being invested in (or distributed to) the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower that
is a Loan Party;
(d)
Investments (i) consisting of extensions of credit in the nature of accounts receivable or notes receivable arising from the
grant of trade credit in the ordinary course of business, and (ii) received in satisfaction or partial satisfaction thereof from financially troubled
account debtors and other credits to suppliers in the ordinary course of business;
(e)
Investments consisting of (x) transactions permitted under Sections 7.01, 7.03 (other than 7.03(c) and (d)), 7.04 (other
than 7.04(d) and (e)) and 7.05 (other than 7.05(e)), (y) Restricted Payments permitted by Section 7.06 and (z) repayments or other acquisitions of
Indebtedness of the Company or a Subsidiary Guarantor not prohibited by Section 7.13;
(f)
Investments (i) existing or contemplated on the Closing Date and set forth on Schedule 7.02(f) and any modification,
replacement, renewal, reinvestment or extension thereof and (ii) existing on the Closing Date by the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary in the
Borrower or any other Restricted Subsidiary and any modification, renewal or extension thereof; provided that the amount of any original
Investment under this clause (f) is not increased except by the terms of such Investment as of the Closing Date or as otherwise permitted by
Section 7.02;
(g)

Investments in Swap Contracts permitted under Section 7.03;

(h)

promissory notes and other non-cash consideration received in connection with Dispositions permitted by Section 7.05;

(i)
any acquisition of all or substantially all the assets of, or all the Equity Interests (other than directors’ qualifying shares or
any options for Equity Interests that cannot, as a matter of law, be cancelled, redeemed or otherwise extinguished without the express agreement
of the holder thereof at or prior to acquisition) in, a Person or division or line of business of a Person (or any subsequent investment made in a
Person, division or line of business previously acquired in a Permitted Acquisition), in a single transaction or series of related transactions, if
immediately after giving effect thereto: (i) no Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing or would result therefrom (other than in
respect of any Permitted Acquisition made pursuant to a legally binding commitment entered into at a time when no Default exists or would
result therefrom); (ii) [reserved]; (iii) any acquired or newly formed Restricted Subsidiary shall not be liable for any Indebtedness except for
Indebtedness otherwise permitted by Section 7.03; (iv) to the extent required by the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement, (A) the property,
assets and businesses acquired in such purchase or other acquisition shall constitute Collateral and (B) any such newly created or acquired
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Subsidiary (other than an Excluded Subsidiary or an Unrestricted Subsidiary (it being understood that the acquisition of an Unrestricted
Subsidiary as part of a Permitted Acquisition shall be deemed to be an Investment made in reliance on a provision of this Section 7.02 other than
this clause (i))) shall become Guarantors, in each case, in accordance with Section 6.11, and (v) the aggregate amount of such Investments by
Loan Parties in assets that are not (or do not become) owned by a Loan Party or in Equity Interests in Persons that do not become Loan Parties
upon consummation of such acquisition shall not exceed in the aggregate at any time outstanding for all such Investments, when combined with
the aggregate principal amount of Investments outstanding under Section 7.02(c)(ii), $125,000,000 (any such acquisition, a “Permitted
Acquisition”);
(j)

Investments made in connection with the Transactions;

(k)
Investments in the ordinary course of business consisting of UCC Article 3 endorsements for collection or deposit and
UCC Article 4 customary trade arrangements with customers consistent with past practices;
(l)
Investments (including debt obligations and Equity Interests) received in connection with the bankruptcy or
reorganization of suppliers and customers or in settlement of delinquent obligations of, or other disputes with, customers and suppliers arising in
the ordinary course of business or upon the foreclosure with respect to any secured Investment or other transfer of title with respect to any
secured Investment;
(m)
loans and advances to the Borrower and any other direct or indirect parent of the Borrower, and not in excess of the
amount of (after giving effect to any other loans, advances or Restricted Payments in respect thereof) Restricted Payments permitted to be made
to such parent in accordance with Section 7.06(f), (g) or (h);
(n)
other Investments (including in connection with Permitted Acquisitions as contemplated pursuant to Sections 7.02(i)(iv)
and (i)(v)) (i) made prior to the Amendment No. 4 Effective Date pursuant to this clause (n) and (ii) made on or after the Amendment No. 4
Effective Date in an aggregate amount outstanding pursuant to this clause (n) (valued at the time of the making thereof, and without giving effect
to any write downs or write offs thereof) at any time not to exceed (x) $175,000,000 (net of any return in respect thereof, including dividends,
interest, distributions, returns of principal, profits on sale, repayments, income and similar amounts) plus (y) the portion, if any, of the
Cumulative Credit on the date of such election that the Borrower elects to apply to this subsection (y), such election to be specified in a written
notice of a Responsible Officer of the Borrower calculating in reasonable detail the amount of Cumulative Credit immediately prior to such
election and the amount thereof elected to be so applied;
(o)

advances of payroll payments to employees in the ordinary course of business;

(p)
(i) Investments made in the ordinary course of business and consistent with past practice in connection with obtaining,
maintaining or renewing client contracts and loans or advances made to distributors in the ordinary course of business and consistent with past
practice and (ii) Investments to the extent that payment for such Investments is made solely with Equity Interests of the Borrower (or any direct
or indirect parent of the Borrower);
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(q)
Investments of a Restricted Subsidiary acquired after the Closing Date or of a corporation merged or amalgamated or
consolidated into the Borrower or merged, amalgamated or consolidated with a Restricted Subsidiary, in each case in accordance with Section
7.04 after the Closing Date to the extent that such Investments were not made in contemplation of or in connection with such acquisition, merger,
amalgamation or consolidation, do not constitute a material portion of the aggregate assets acquired by the Borrower and its Restricted
Subsidiaries in such transaction and were in existence on the date of such acquisition, merger or consolidation;
(r)
Investments made by any Restricted Subsidiary that is not a Loan Party to the extent such Investments are financed with
the proceeds received by such Restricted Subsidiary from an Investment in such Restricted Subsidiary contemplated pursuant to Section 7.02(n)
or permitted under Section 7.02(i)(v);
(s)
Guarantees by the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries of leases (other than Financing Leases) or of other
obligations that do not constitute Indebtedness, in each case entered into in the ordinary course of business;
(t)
loans and leases of animals to third parties for the purposes of exhibition, storage or breeding, as the case may be, in each
case in the ordinary course of business and consistent with past practices; and
(u)
Investments in an unlimited amount, so long as, on a Pro Forma Basis after giving effect to such Investment, the Total
Leverage Ratio shall be no greater than 3.75 to 1.00.
Section 7.03.

Indebtedness

.
Neither the Borrower nor any of the Restricted Subsidiaries shall directly or indirectly, create, incur, assume or suffer to exist any
Indebtedness, except:
(a)
Indebtedness of any Loan Party under the Loan Documents (including for the avoidance of doubt any Incremental Term
Loans or Revolving Commitment Increase);
(b)
Indebtedness (i) outstanding on the Closing Date and listed on Schedule 7.03(b) and any refinancing thereof and (ii)
intercompany Indebtedness outstanding on the Closing Date and any refinancing thereof, of which any amount owed by a Restricted Subsidiary
that is not a Loan Party to a Loan Party shall be evidenced by an Intercompany Note; provided that all such Indebtedness of any Loan Party
owed to any Restricted Subsidiary that is not a Loan Party shall be unsecured and subordinated to the Obligations pursuant to an Intercompany
Note;
(c)
Guarantees by the Borrower and any Restricted Subsidiary in respect of Indebtedness of the Borrower or any Restricted
Subsidiary of the Borrower otherwise permitted hereunder; provided that (A) no Guarantee of any Mezzanine Debt or Junior Financing shall be
permitted unless such guaranteeing party shall have also provided a Guarantee of the Obligations on the terms set forth herein and (B) if the
Indebtedness being Guaranteed is subordinated to the Obligations, such Guarantee shall be subordinated to the
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Guarantee of the Obligations on terms at least as favorable to the Lenders as those contained in the subordination of such Indebtedness;
(d)
Indebtedness of the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary owing to any Loan Party or any other Restricted Subsidiary
(or issued or transferred to any direct or indirect parent of a Loan Party which is substantially contemporaneously transferred to a Loan Party or
any Restricted Subsidiary of a Loan Party) to the extent constituting an Investment permitted by Section 7.02; provided that all such
Indebtedness owed by a Restricted Subsidiary that is not a Loan Party to a Loan Party shall be evidenced by an Intercompany Note;
(e)
(i) Attributable Indebtedness and other Indebtedness (including Financing Leases) financing an acquisition, construction,
repair, replacement, lease or improvement of a fixed or capital asset incurred by the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary prior to or within 270
days after the acquisition, construction, repair, replacement, lease or improvement of the applicable asset in an aggregate amount not to exceed
$30,000,000 (together with any Permitted Refinancings thereof) at any time outstanding, (ii) Attributable Indebtedness arising out of saleleaseback transactions permitted by Section 7.05(m) and (iii) any Permitted Refinancing of any of the foregoing;
(f)
Indebtedness in respect of Swap Contracts designed to hedge against the Borrower’s or any Restricted Subsidiary’s
exposure to interest rates, foreign exchange rates or commodities pricing risks incurred in the ordinary course of business and not for speculative
purposes;
(g)
Indebtedness of the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary (A) assumed in connection with any Permitted Acquisition,
provided that such Indebtedness is not incurred in contemplation of such Permitted Acquisition, and any Permitted Refinancing thereof or (B)
incurred to finance a Permitted Acquisition and any Permitted Refinancing thereof; provided that (w) in the case of clauses (A) and (B), such
Indebtedness and all Indebtedness resulting from a Permitted Refinancing thereof is unsecured (except for Liens permitted by Section 7.01(w)
securing Indebtedness (together with Permitted Refinancings thereof) incurred pursuant to clause (A) in an aggregate principal outstanding not to
exceed $75,000,000 and Liens securing Indebtedness incurred pursuant to clause (A) permitted by Section 7.01(bb)), (x) in the case of clauses
(A) and (B), both immediately prior and after giving effect thereto, no Default shall exist or result therefrom (other than a Permitted Acquisition
made pursuant to a legally binding commitment entered into at a time when no Default exists or would result therefrom), and (y) in the case of
any such incurred Indebtedness under clause (B), such Indebtedness matures after, and does not require any scheduled amortization or other
scheduled payments of principal prior to, the seventh anniversary of the Closing Date; provided, further, that the amount of Indebtedness
incurred by Restricted Subsidiaries that are not Loan Parties under this Section 7.03(g) shall not exceed $50,000,000 in the aggregate;
(h)
Indebtedness representing deferred compensation to employees of the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries
incurred in the ordinary course of business;
(i)
Indebtedness to current or former officers, managers, consultants, directors and employees, their respective estates,
spouses or former spouses to finance the purchase or
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redemption of Equity Interests of the Borrower or any direct or indirect parent of the Borrower permitted by Section 7.06;
(j)
Indebtedness incurred by the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries in a Permitted Acquisition, any other
Investment expressly permitted hereunder or any Disposition, in each case, constituting indemnification obligations or obligations in respect of
purchase price (including customary earnouts) or other similar adjustments;
(k)
Indebtedness consisting of obligations of the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries under deferred compensation
or other similar arrangements incurred by such Person in connection with the Transactions, and Permitted Acquisitions or any other Investment
expressly permitted hereunder;
(l)
Cash Management Obligations and other Indebtedness in respect of netting services, automatic clearinghouse
arrangements, overdraft protections and similar arrangements in each case in connection with deposit accounts in the ordinary course of
business;
(m)
Indebtedness of the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries, in an aggregate principal amount that at the time of,
and after giving effect to, the incurrence thereof, would not exceed $125,000,000;
(n)
Indebtedness consisting of (a) the financing of insurance premiums or (b) take-or-pay obligations contained in supply
arrangements, in each case, in the ordinary course of business;
(o)
Indebtedness incurred by the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries in respect of letters of credit, bank guarantees,
bankers’ acceptances, warehouse receipts or similar instruments issued or created in the ordinary course of business, including in respect of
workers compensation claims, health, disability or other employee benefits or property, casualty or liability insurance or self-insurance or other
Indebtedness with respect to reimbursement-type obligations regarding workers compensation claims; provided that any reimbursement
obligations in respect thereof are reimbursed within 30 days following the due date thereof;
(p)
obligations in respect of performance, bid, appeal and surety bonds and performance and completion guarantees and
similar obligations provided by the Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries or obligations in respect of letters of credit, bank guarantees or
similar instruments related thereto, in each case in the ordinary course of business or consistent with past practice;
(q)

Indebtedness constituting the Mezzanine Debt and any Permitted Refinancing thereof;

(r)

Indebtedness supported by a Letter of Credit, in a principal amount not to exceed the face amount of such Letter of Credit;

(s)
(i) Permitted Notes in an aggregate principal amount, when aggregated with the amount of Incremental Term Loans and
Revolving Commitment Increases pursuant to
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Section 2.14, not to exceed $350,000,000, (ii) to the extent Permitted Notes may not be issued in reliance on the foregoing subclause (i),
Permitted Notes that are (x) secured on a pari passu basis with the Obligations in an aggregate principal amount that would not cause the First
Lien Secured Leverage Ratio, determined on a Pro Forma Basis as of the last day of the most recently ended Test Period for which financial
statements were required to have been delivered pursuant to Section 6.01(a) or (b), as applicable (or, if no Test Period has passed, as of the last
four quarters ended), as if such Permitted Notes had been outstanding on the last day of such four quarter period, to exceed 3.50 to 1.00 or (y)
unsecured or secured on a junior basis with the Obligations in an aggregate principal amount that would not cause the Total Leverage Ratio,
determined on a Pro Forma Basis as of the last day of the most recently ended Test Period for which financial statements were required to have
been delivered pursuant to Section 6.01(a) or (b), as applicable (or, if no Test Period has passed, as of the last four quarters ended), as if such
Permitted Notes had been outstanding on the last day of such four quarter period, to exceed 5.25 to 1.00, (iii) Permitted Notes, the Net Proceeds
of which are applied to the permanent repayment of Term Loans pursuant to Section 2.05(b)(iii), (iv) Permitted Notes that are offered on a pro
rata basis to all Lenders that are “Qualified Institutional Buyers” (as defined in Rule 144A under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended)
holding Term Loans and in a principal amount not to exceed the amount of Term Loans exchanged for such Permitted Notes pursuant to
procedures reasonably acceptable to the Administrative Agent (including procedures designed to comply with securities laws); provided that any
Term Loans exchanged for such Permitted Notes shall be deemed to have been repaid immediately upon the effectiveness of such exchange, and
(v) in the case of Permitted Notes incurred under any of the foregoing clauses (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), Permitted Refinancings thereof;
(t)
(A) additional Indebtedness in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed 100% of the aggregate amount of direct or
indirect equity investments in cash, Cash Equivalents or permitted Investments from the sale of Equity Interests of the Borrower or any direct or
indirect parent of the Borrower after the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date and on or prior to such time (including upon exercise of warrants or
options) to the extent not included within the Cumulative Credit or applied to increase any other basket hereunder and (B) any Permitted
Refinancing of such Indebtedness incurred pursuant to the foregoing subclause (A); and
(u)
all premiums (if any), interest (including post-petition interest), fees, expenses, charges and additional or contingent
interest on obligations described in clauses (a) through (t) above.
For purposes of determining compliance with this Section 7.03, in the event that an item of Indebtedness meets the criteria of more
than one of the categories of Indebtedness described in clauses (a) through (t) above, the Borrower shall, in its sole discretion, classify and reclassify or later
divide, classify or reclassify such item of Indebtedness (or any portion thereof) and will only be required to include the amount and type of such Indebtedness
in one or more of the above clauses; provided that (i) all Indebtedness outstanding under the Loan Documents will at all times be deemed to be outstanding in
reliance only on the exception in clause (a) of Section 7.03, and (ii) all Indebtedness constituting Mezzanine Debt will be deemed to be outstanding in
reliance only on the exception in clause (q) of Section 7.03.
Section 7.04.

Fundamental Changes

.
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Neither the Borrower nor any of the Restricted Subsidiaries shall merge, dissolve, liquidate, consolidate with or into another Person,
consummate a Division or otherwise Dispose of (whether in one transaction or in a series of transactions) all or substantially all of its assets (whether now
owned or hereafter acquired) to or in favor of any Person (other than as part of the Transactions), except that:
(a)
any Restricted Subsidiary may merge, amalgamate or consolidate with (i) the Borrower (including a merger, the purpose
of which is to reorganize the Borrower into a new jurisdiction in the United States); provided that the Borrower shall be the continuing or
surviving Person or (ii) one or more other Restricted Subsidiaries; provided that when any Person that is a Loan Party is merging with a
Restricted Subsidiary, a Loan Party shall be the continuing or surviving Person;
(b)
(i) any Subsidiary that is not a Loan Party may merge, amalgamate or consolidate with or into any other Subsidiary that is
not a Loan Party and (ii) any Subsidiary may liquidate or dissolve or the Borrower or any Subsidiary may change its legal form if the Borrower
determines in good faith that such action is in the best interest of the Borrower and its Subsidiaries and if not materially disadvantageous to the
Lenders (it being understood that in the case of any change in legal form, a Subsidiary that is a Guarantor will remain a Guarantor unless such
Guarantor is otherwise permitted to cease being a Guarantor hereunder);
(c)
any Restricted Subsidiary may Dispose of all or substantially all of its assets (upon voluntary liquidation or otherwise) to
the Borrower or to another Restricted Subsidiary; provided that if the transferor in such a transaction is a Guarantor, then (i) the transferee must
be a Guarantor or the Borrower or (ii) to the extent constituting an Investment, such Investment must be a permitted Investment in or
Indebtedness of a Restricted Subsidiary which is not a Loan Party in accordance with Sections 7.02 (other than Section 7.02(e)) and 7.03,
respectively;
(d)
so long as no Default exists or would result therefrom, the Borrower may merge with any other Person; provided that (i)
the Borrower shall be the continuing or surviving corporation or (ii) if the Person formed by or surviving any such merger or consolidation is not
the Borrower (any such Person, the “Successor Company”), (A) the Successor Company shall be an entity organized or existing under the Laws
of the United States, any state thereof, the District of Columbia or any territory thereof, (B) the Successor Company shall expressly assume all
the obligations of the Borrower under this Agreement and the other Loan Documents to which the Borrower is a party pursuant to a supplement
hereto or thereto in form reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent, (C) each Guarantor, unless it is the other party to such merger or
consolidation, shall have confirmed that its Guarantee shall apply to the Successor Company’s obligations under the Loan Documents, (D) each
Guarantor, unless it is the other party to such merger or consolidation, shall have by a supplement to the Security Agreement and other
applicable Collateral Documents confirmed that its obligations thereunder shall apply to the Successor Company’s obligations under the Loan
Documents, (E) if requested by the Administrative Agent, each mortgagor of a Mortgaged Property, unless it is the other party to such merger or
consolidation, shall have by an amendment to or restatement of the applicable Mortgage (or other instrument reasonably satisfactory to the
Administrative Agent) confirmed that its obligations thereunder shall apply to the Successor Company’s obligations under the Loan Documents,
and (F) the Borrower
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shall have delivered to the Administrative Agent an officer’s certificate and an opinion of counsel, each stating that such merger or consolidation
and such supplement to this Agreement or any Collateral Document comply with this Agreement; provided, further, that if the foregoing are
satisfied, the Successor Company will succeed to, and be substituted for, the Borrower under this Agreement;
(e)
so long as no Default exists or would result therefrom (in the case of a merger involving a Loan Party), any Restricted
Subsidiary may merge with any other Person in order to effect an Investment permitted pursuant to Section 7.02; provided that the continuing or
surviving Person shall be a Restricted Subsidiary or the Borrower, which together with each of its Restricted Subsidiaries, shall have complied
with the requirements of Section 6.11 to the extent required pursuant to the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement;
(f)
the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries may consummate the Acquisition, related transactions contemplated by the
Acquisition Agreement (and documents related thereto) and the Transactions;
(g)
so long as no Default exists or would result therefrom, a merger, dissolution, liquidation, consolidation or Disposition, the
purpose of which is to effect a Disposition permitted pursuant to Section 7.05; and
(h)
any Restricted Subsidiary that is an LLC may consummate a Division if, immediately upon the consummation of the
Division, the assets of such Restricted Subsidiary are held by one or more Restricted Subsidiaries at such time, or, with respect to assets not so
held by one or more Restricted Subsidiaries, such Division, in the aggregate would otherwise result in a Disposition permitted by Section 7.05(j).
Section 7.05.

Dispositions

.
Neither the Borrower nor any of the Restricted Subsidiaries shall, directly or indirectly, make any Disposition or enter into any
agreement to make any Disposition (other than as part of or in connection with the Transaction), except:
(a)
(i) Dispositions of obsolete, surplus or worn out property, whether now owned or hereafter acquired, in the ordinary
course of business and Dispositions in the ordinary course of business of property no longer used or useful in the conduct of the business of the
Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries and (ii) Dispositions of property no longer used or useful in the conduct of the business of the
Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries outside the ordinary course of business (and for consideration complying with the requirements
applicable to Dispositions pursuant to clause (j) below) in an aggregate amount not to exceed $25,000,000;
(b)
Dispositions of inventory, goods held for sale in the ordinary course of business and immaterial assets (including
allowing any registrations or any applications for registration of any intellectual property to lapse or go abandoned) in the ordinary course of
business;
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(c)
Dispositions of property to the extent that (i) such property is exchanged for credit against the purchase price of similar
replacement property or (ii) the proceeds of such Disposition are promptly applied to the purchase price of such replacement property;
(d)
Dispositions of property to the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary; provided that if the transferor of such property is a
Loan Party, (i) the transferee thereof must be a Loan Party or (ii) if such transaction constitutes an Investment, such transaction is permitted
under Section 7.02;
(e)
to the extent constituting Dispositions, the granting of Liens permitted by Section 7.01, the making of Investments
permitted by Section 7.02, mergers, consolidations and liquidations permitted by Section 7.04 (other than Section 7.04(g)) and Restricted
Payments permitted by Section 7.06;
(f)

Dispositions made on the Closing Date to consummate the Transaction;

(g)

Dispositions of Cash Equivalents;

(h)
leases, subleases, licenses or sublicenses (including the provision of software or the licensing of other intellectual
property rights), in each case in the ordinary course of business and which do not materially interfere with the business of the Borrower and its
Restricted Subsidiaries, taken as a whole;
(i)

transfers of property subject to Casualty Events;

(j)
Dispositions of property not otherwise permitted under this Section 7.05 in an aggregate amount during the term of this
Agreement not to exceed $500,000,000; provided that (i) at the time of such Disposition (other than any such Disposition made pursuant to a
legally binding commitment entered into at a time when no Default exists), no Default shall exist or would result from such Disposition, (ii) with
respect to any Disposition pursuant to this clause (j) for a purchase price in excess of $5,000,000, the Borrower or any of its Restricted
Subsidiaries shall receive not less than 75% of such consideration in the form of cash or Cash Equivalents (in each case, free and clear of all
Liens at the time received, other than nonconsensual Liens permitted by Section 7.01 and Liens permitted by Sections 7.01(a), (f), (k), (p), (q),
(bb) and (cc) and clauses (i) and (ii) of Section 7.01(r)); provided, however, that for the purposes of this clause (j)(ii), the following shall be
deemed to be cash: (A) any liabilities (as shown on the Borrower’s most recent balance sheet provided hereunder or in the footnotes thereto) of
the Borrower or such Restricted Subsidiary associated with the assets or Restricted Subsidiary sold in such Disposition that are assumed by the
transferee with respect to the applicable Disposition and for which the Borrower and all of its Restricted Subsidiaries shall have been validly
released by all applicable creditors in writing, (B) any securities received by such the Borrower or the applicable Restricted Subsidiary from such
transferee that are converted by the Borrower or such Restricted Subsidiary into cash or Cash Equivalents (to the extent of the cash or Cash
Equivalents received) within 180 days following the closing of the applicable Disposition, and (C) aggregate non-cash consideration received by
the Borrower or the applicable Restricted Subsidiary having an aggregate fair market value (determined as of the closing of the applicable
Disposition for which such non-cash consideration is received) not to exceed $10,000,0000 at any time (net of any non-cash consideration
converted into cash and Cash Equivalents), and (iii) to the extent that the
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aggregate amount of Net Proceeds received by the Borrower or a Restricted Subsidiary from all Dispositions made pursuant to this Section
7.05(j) exceeds $250,000,000, all Net Proceeds in excess of such amount shall be applied to prepay Term Loans in accordance with Section
2.05(b)(ii) and may not be reinvested in the business of the Borrower or a Restricted Subsidiary;
(k)

Dispositions listed on Schedule 7.05(k);

(l)
Dispositions or discounts without recourse of accounts receivable in connection with the compromise or collection thereof
in the ordinary course of business;
(m)
Dispositions of property pursuant to sale-leaseback transactions; provided that the fair market value of all property so
Disposed of after the Closing Date shall not exceed $50,000,000;
(n)
any swap of assets in exchange for services or other assets in the ordinary course of business of comparable or greater
value or usefulness to the business of the Borrower and its Subsidiaries as a whole, as determined in good faith by the management of the
Borrower;
(o)

any issuance or sale of Equity Interests in, or Indebtedness or other securities of, an Unrestricted Subsidiary;

(p)
Dispositions of Investments in joint ventures to the extent required by, or made pursuant to customary buy/sell
arrangements between, the joint venture parties set forth in joint venture arrangements and similar binding arrangements; and
(q)

the unwinding of any Swap Contracts pursuant to its terms;

provided that any Disposition of any property pursuant to Section 7.05(j) or (m) shall be for no less than the fair market value of such property at the time of
such Disposition. To the extent any Collateral is Disposed of as expressly permitted by this Section 7.05 to any Person other than a Loan Party, such
Collateral shall be sold free and clear of the Liens created by the Loan Documents, and the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, as applicable, shall
be authorized to take any actions deemed appropriate in order to effect the foregoing.
Section 7.06.

Restricted Payments

.
Neither the Borrower shall, nor shall the Borrower permit any of its Restricted Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, declare or
make, directly or indirectly, any Restricted Payment, except:
(a)
each Restricted Subsidiary may make Restricted Payments to the Borrower, and other Restricted Subsidiaries of the
Borrower (and, in the case of a Restricted Payment by a non-wholly owned Restricted Subsidiary, to the Borrower and any other Restricted
Subsidiary and to each other owner of Equity Interests of such Restricted Subsidiary based on their relative ownership interests of the relevant
class of Equity Interests);
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(b)
the Borrower and each Restricted Subsidiary may declare and make dividend payments or other Restricted Payments
payable solely in Equity Interests (other than Disqualified Equity Interests not otherwise permitted by Section 7.03) of such Person;
(c)
Restricted Payments made (i) on the Closing Date to consummate the Transactions, (ii) in respect of working capital
adjustments or purchase price adjustments pursuant to the Acquisition Agreement and (iii) in order to satisfy indemnity and other similar
obligations under the Acquisition Agreement;
(d)
to the extent constituting Restricted Payments, the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries may enter into and
consummate transactions expressly permitted by any provision of Section 7.02 (other than 7.02(e)), 7.04 or Section 7.08 (other than Section
7.08(f));
(e)
repurchases of Equity Interests in the Borrower (or any direct or indirect parent thereof) or any Restricted Subsidiary of
the Borrower deemed to occur upon exercise of stock options or warrants if such Equity Interests represent a portion of the exercise price of such
options or warrants;
(f)
the Borrower and each Restricted Subsidiary may pay (or make Restricted Payments to allow the Borrower or any other
direct or indirect parent thereof to pay) for the repurchase, retirement or other acquisition or retirement for value of Equity Interests of such
Restricted Subsidiary (or of the Borrower or any other such direct or indirect parent thereof) by any future, present or former employee, officer,
director, manager or consultant of such Restricted Subsidiary (or the Borrower or any other direct or indirect parent of such Restricted
Subsidiary) or any of its Subsidiaries upon the death, disability, retirement or termination of employment of any such Person or pursuant to any
employee, manager or director equity plan, employee, manager or director stock option plan or any other employee, manager or director benefit
plan or any agreement (including any stock subscription or shareholder agreement) with any employee, director, officer or consultant of such
Restricted Subsidiary (or the Borrower or any other direct or indirect parent thereof) or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries; provided that the
aggregate amount of Restricted Payments made pursuant to this clause (f) shall not exceed $15,000,000 in any calendar year (which shall
increase to $25,000,000 subsequent to the consummation of a Qualified IPO of Holdings or any direct or indirect parent thereof, as the case may
be) (with unused amounts in any calendar year being carried over to succeeding calendar years subject to a maximum (without giving effect to
the following proviso) of $25,000,000 in any calendar year (which shall increase to $50,000,000 subsequent to the consummation of a Qualified
IPO of Holdings or any direct or indirect parent thereof, as the case may be)); provided further that such amount in any calendar year may be
increased by an amount not to exceed:
(i)
to the extent contributed to the Borrower, the Net Proceeds from the sale of Equity Interests of any of the
Borrower’s direct or indirect parent companies, in each case to members of management, managers, directors or consultants of
Holdings, the Borrower, any of its Subsidiaries or any of its direct or indirect parent companies that occurs after the Closing Date;
plus
(ii)

the cash proceeds of key man life insurance policies received by the Borrower or its Restricted Subsidiaries;

less
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(iii)
the amount of any Restricted Payments previously made with the cash proceeds described in clauses (i) and
(ii) of this Section 7.06(f);
(g)
the Borrower may make Restricted Payments in an aggregate amount equal to the portion, if any, of the Cumulative
Credit on such date that the Borrower elects to apply to this paragraph so long as (i) the Total Leverage Ratio determined on a Pro Forma Basis
as of the last day of the most recently ended Test Period for which financial statements were required to have been delivered pursuant to Section
6.01(a) or (b), as applicable (or, if no Test Period has passed, as of the last four quarters ended), as if such Restricted Payment had been made on
the last day of such four quarter period, is less than or equal to 3.75:1.00 and (ii) no Default has occurred and is continuing; provided that any
election made pursuant to this clause (g) shall be specified in a written notice of a Responsible Officer of the Borrower calculating in reasonable
detail the amount of Cumulative Credit immediately prior to such election and the amount thereof elected to be so applied;
(h)

the Borrower may make Restricted Payments to any direct or indirect parent of the Borrower:

(i)
to pay its operating expenses incurred in the ordinary course of business and other corporate overhead costs
and expenses (including administrative, legal, accounting and similar expenses provided by third parties), which are reasonable and
customary and incurred in the ordinary course of business and attributable to the ownership or operations of the Borrower and its
Restricted Subsidiaries so long as allocable to such entity in accordance with GAAP, Transaction Expenses and any reasonable and
customary indemnification claims made by directors or officers of such parent attributable to the ownership or operations of the
Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries;
(ii)
the proceeds of which shall be used by such parent to pay franchise taxes and other fees, taxes and expenses
required to maintain its (or any of its direct or indirect parents’) corporate existence;
(iii)
for any taxable period in which the Borrower and/or any of its Subsidiaries is a member of a consolidated,
combined or similar income tax group of which a direct or indirect parent of Borrower is the common parent (a “Tax Group”), to
pay federal, foreign, state and local income Taxes of such Tax Group that are attributable to the taxable income of the Borrower
and/or its Subsidiaries; provided that, for each taxable period, the amount of such payments made in respect of such taxable period
in the aggregate shall not exceed the amount that the Borrower and the Subsidiaries would have been required to pay as a standalone Tax Group, reduced by any portion of such income Taxes directly paid by the Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries; provided
further that the permitted payment pursuant to this clause (iii) with respect to any Taxes of any Unrestricted Subsidiary for any
taxable period shall be limited to the amount actually paid with respect to such period by such Unrestricted Subsidiary to the
Borrower or its Restricted Subsidiaries for the purposes of paying such consolidated, combined or similar Taxes;
(iv)
to finance any Investment that would be permitted to be made pursuant to Section 7.02 if such parent were
subject to such section; provided that (A)
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such Restricted Payment shall be made substantially concurrently with the closing of such Investment and (B) such parent shall,
immediately following the closing thereof, cause (1) all property acquired (whether assets or Equity Interests) to be contributed to
the Borrower or the Restricted Subsidiaries or (2) the merger (to the extent permitted in Section 7.04) of the Person formed or
acquired into the Borrower or its Restricted Subsidiaries in order to consummate such Permitted Acquisition or Investment, in each
case, in accordance with the requirements of Section 6.11;
(v)
the proceeds of which shall be used to pay customary salary, bonus and other benefits payable to officers and
employees of Holdings or any direct or indirect parent company of Holdings to the extent such salaries, bonuses and other benefits
are attributable to the ownership or operation of the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries;
(vi)
the proceeds of which shall be used by Holdings to pay (or to make Restricted Payments to allow any direct
or indirect parent thereof to pay) fees and expenses (other than to Affiliates) related to any unsuccessful equity or debt offering by
Holdings (or any direct or indirect parent thereof) that is directly attributable to the operations of the Borrower and its Restricted
Subsidiaries; and
(vii)
the proceeds of which shall be used to pay customary costs, fees and expenses (other than to Affiliates)
related to any unsuccessful equity or debt offering permitted by this Agreement;
(i)
payments made or expected to be made by the Borrower or any of the Restricted Subsidiaries in respect of withholding or
similar Taxes payable by any future, present or former employee, director, manager or consultant (or any spouses, former spouses, successors,
executors, administrators, heirs, legatees or distributees of any of the foregoing) and any repurchases of Equity Interests in consideration of such
payments including deemed repurchases in connection with the exercise of stock options;
(j)
after a Qualified IPO, (i) any Restricted Payment by the Borrower or any other direct or indirect parent of the Borrower to
pay listing fees and other costs and expenses attributable to being a publicly traded company which are reasonable and customary and (ii)
Restricted Payments in an amount per annum equal to the sum of (A) $25,000,000 plus (B) an amount, if any, equal to (w) if the Total Leverage
Ratio on a Pro Forma Basis after giving effect to the payment of any such Restricted Payment, is no greater than 3.50 to 1.00, an unlimited
amount, (x) if the Total Leverage Ratio on a Pro Forma Basis after giving effect to the payment of any such Restricted Payment, is no greater
than 4.00 to 1.00 and greater than 3.50 to 1.00, the greater of (a) $95,000,000 and (b) 7.50% of Market Capitalization, (y) if the Total Leverage
Ratio on a Pro Forma Basis after giving effect to the payment of any such Restricted Payment, is no greater than 4.50 to 1.00 and greater than
4.00 to 1.00, $95,000,000 and (z) if the Total Leverage Ratio on a Pro Forma Basis after giving effect to the payment of any such Restricted
Payment, is no greater than 5.00 to 1.00 and greater than 4.50 to 1.00, $65,000,000; and
(k)

the Borrower may make the Amendment No. 3 Distribution.

Section 7.07.

Change in Nature of Business

.
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The Borrower shall not, nor shall the Borrower permit any of the Restricted Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, engage in any
material line of business substantially different from those lines of business conducted by the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries on the Closing Date
or any business reasonably related, complementary, synergistic or ancillary thereto (including related, complementary, synergistic or ancillary technologies)
or reasonable extensions thereof.
Section 7.08.

Transactions with Affiliates

.
Neither the Borrower shall, nor shall the Borrower permit any of the Restricted Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, enter into any
transaction of any kind with any Affiliate of the Borrower, whether or not in the ordinary course of business, other than (a) transactions among the Borrower
and its Restricted Subsidiaries or any entity that becomes a Restricted Subsidiary as a result of such transaction, (b) on terms substantially as favorable to the
Borrower or such Restricted Subsidiary as would be obtainable by the Borrower or such Restricted Subsidiary at the time in a comparable arm’s-length
transaction with a Person other than an Affiliate, (c) the Transactions and the payment of fees and expenses (including Transaction Expenses) as part of or in
connection with the Transactions, (d) the issuance of Equity Interests to any officer, director, employee or consultant of the Borrower or any of its Restricted
Subsidiaries in connection with the Transactions, (e) [reserved], (f) Restricted Payments permitted under Section 7.06, (g) loans and other transactions among
the Borrower and its Subsidiaries and joint ventures (to the extent any such Subsidiary that is not a Restricted Subsidiary or any such joint venture is only an
Affiliate as a result of Investments by the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries in such Subsidiary or joint venture) to the extent otherwise permitted
under this Article VII, (h) employment and severance arrangements between the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries and their respective officers and
employees in the ordinary course of business and transactions pursuant to stock option plans and employee benefit plans and arrangements in the ordinary
course of business, (i) the payment of customary fees and reasonable out of pocket costs to, and indemnities provided on behalf of, directors, managers,
officers, employees and consultants of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries (or any direct or indirect parent of the Borrower) in the ordinary course of
business to the extent attributable to the ownership or operation of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries, (j) transactions pursuant to agreements in
existence on the Closing Date and set forth on Schedule 7.08 or any amendment thereto to the extent such an amendment is not adverse to the Lenders in any
material respect, (k) customary payments by the Borrower and any of its Restricted Subsidiaries to the Investors made for any financial advisory, financing,
underwriting or placement services or in respect of other investment banking activities (including in connection with acquisitions or divestitures), which
payments are approved by the majority of the members of the board of directors or managers or a majority of the disinterested members of the board of
directors or managers of the Borrower, in good faith, (l) payments by the Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries pursuant to any tax sharing agreements with any
direct or indirect parent of the Borrower to the extent attributable to the ownership or operation of the Borrower and the Subsidiaries, but only to the extent
permitted by Section 7.06(h)(iii), (m) the issuance or transfer of Equity Interests (other than Disqualified Equity Interests) of Holdings to any Permitted
Holder or to any former, current or future director, manager, officer, employee or consultant (or any Affiliate of any of the foregoing) of the Borrower, any of
its Subsidiaries or any direct or indirect parent thereof, (n) transactions with customers, clients, joint venture partners, suppliers or purchasers or sellers of
goods or services, in each case in the ordinary course of business and otherwise in compliance with the terms of this Agreement that are fair to the Borrower
and the Restricted Subsidiaries, in the reasonable determination of the board of directors or the senior management of the Borrower, or are on terms at least
as favorable as might reasonably have been obtained at such time from an unaffiliated party, (o) any payments required to be made pursuant to the
Acquisition Agreement and (p) the payment of
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reasonable out-of-pocket costs and expenses relating to registration rights and indemnities provided to shareholders pursuant to the Acquisition Agreement.
Section 7.09.

Burdensome Agreements

.
The Borrower shall not, nor shall the Borrower permit any of the Restricted Subsidiaries to, enter into or permit to exist any
Contractual Obligation (other than this Agreement or any other Loan Document) that limits the ability of (a) any Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower that is
not a Guarantor to make Restricted Payments to the Borrower or any Guarantor or (b) any Loan Party to create, incur, assume or suffer to exist Liens on
property of such Person for the benefit of the Lenders with respect to the Facilities and the Obligations or under the Loan Documents; provided that the
foregoing clauses (a) and (b) shall not apply to Contractual Obligations which (i) (x) exist on the Closing Date and (to the extent not otherwise permitted by
this Section 7.09) are listed on Schedule 7.09 hereto and (y) to the extent Contractual Obligations permitted by clause (x) are set forth in an agreement
evidencing Indebtedness, are set forth in any agreement evidencing any permitted modification, replacement, renewal, extension or refinancing of such
Indebtedness so long as such modification, replacement, renewal, extension or refinancing does not expand the scope of such Contractual Obligation, (ii) are
binding on a Restricted Subsidiary at the time such Restricted Subsidiary first becomes a Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower, so long as such Contractual
Obligations were not entered into solely in contemplation of such Person becoming a Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower; provided further that this clause
(ii) shall not apply to Contractual Obligations that are binding on a Person that becomes a Restricted Subsidiary pursuant to Section 6.14, (iii) represent
Indebtedness of a Restricted Subsidiary of the Borrower which is not a Loan Party which is permitted by Section 7.03, (iv) arise in connection with any
Disposition permitted by Section 7.04 or 7.05 and relate solely to the assets or Person subject to such Disposition, (v) are customary provisions in joint
venture agreements and other similar agreements applicable to joint ventures permitted under Section 7.02 and applicable solely to such joint venture entered
into in the ordinary course of business, (vi) are negative pledges and restrictions on Liens in favor of any holder of Indebtedness permitted under Section 7.03
but solely to the extent any negative pledge relates to the property financed by such Indebtedness, (vii) are customary restrictions on leases, subleases,
licenses or asset sale agreements otherwise permitted hereby so long as such restrictions relate to the assets subject thereto, (viii) comprise restrictions
imposed by any agreement relating to secured Indebtedness permitted pursuant to Section 7.03(e), (g) or (m) and to the extent that such restrictions apply
only to the property or assets securing such Indebtedness or to the Restricted Subsidiaries incurring or guaranteeing such Indebtedness, (ix) are customary
provisions restricting subletting or assignment of any lease governing a leasehold interest of the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary, (x) are customary
provisions restricting assignment of any agreement entered into in the ordinary course of business, (xi) are restrictions on cash or other deposits imposed by
customers under contracts entered into in the ordinary course of business, (xii) are customary restrictions contained in the Mezzanine Debt Documentation or
(xiii) arise in connection with cash or other deposits permitted under Sections 7.01 and 7.02 and limited to such cash or deposit.
Section 7.10.

Use of Proceeds

.
The proceeds of the Original Term Loans received on the Closing Date, together with the Equity Contribution and the proceeds of
the Mezzanine Debt, shall be used solely to pay the cash consideration for the Acquisition (and related transactions) and to pay Transaction Expenses and for
other purposes contemplated by, or otherwise fund, the Transactions. The proceeds of the Revolving Credit Loans and Swing Line Loans, shall be used to
pay the cash consideration for the Acquisition
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and to pay Transaction Expenses, for working capital, general corporate purposes, and any other purpose not prohibited by this Agreement including
Permitted Acquisitions, and other Investments; provided that on the Closing Date, after consummating the Transactions, the sum of (x) the excess of the
aggregate Revolving Credit Commitments at such time less the aggregate Revolving Credit Exposure plus (y) the amount of unrestricted cash and Cash
Equivalents of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries shall be not less than $50,000,000. The Letters of Credit shall be used solely to support
obligations of the Borrower and its Subsidiaries incurred for working capital, general corporate purposes and any other purpose not prohibited by this
Agreement.
Section 7.11.

Financial Covenant

. (a) With respect to the Revolving Credit Facility only, permit the First Lien Secured Leverage Ratio as of the last day of any fiscal
quarter (beginning with the fiscal quarter ended September 30, 2018ending March 31, 2021), solely to the extent that on such date the Testing Condition
is satisfied, to exceed 6.25 to 1.00. For the purposes of this Section 7.11(a), in calculating the First Lien Secured Leverage Ratio for the Test Periods
ending March 31, 2021, June 30, 2021, and September 30, 2021, (i) the Consolidated EBITDA for the fiscal quarter period ending June 30, 2020,
shall be deemed to be $149,674,000, (ii) the Consolidated EBITDA for the fiscal quarter period ending September 30, 2020, shall be deemed to be
$206,897,000, and (iii) the Consolidated EBITDA for the fiscal quarter period ending December 31, 2020, shall be deemed to be $95,235,000
(collectively, the “Deemed EBITDA”); provided, that, the Deemed EBITDA for any such fiscal quarter shall be deemed to be actual Consolidated
EBITDA for such fiscal quarter in the event a Triggering Event has occurred. For purposes of this Section 7.11(a), a “Triggering Event” shall mean
the earlier of (x) the making of any Restricted Payment pursuant to clauses (g) or (j)(ii) of Section 7.06 on or prior to September 30, 2021 and (y)
both (i) the Borrower has elected by one-time written notice to the Administrative Agent to use actual Consolidated EBITDA in calculating the First
Lien Secured Leverage Ratio for the Test Period most recently ended and thereafter (the “Election”) and (ii) after giving effect to any Restricted
Payment made in connection with such Election, if any, the Borrower is in Pro Forma Compliance with Section 7.11(a); provided, that, a Triggering
Event shall be deemed not to have occurred pursuant to clause (x) of the definition thereof if both (i) such Restricted Payment is made on or after
July 1, 2021 and (ii) after giving effect to such Restricted Payment, the Testing Condition is not satisfied ; provided, that if the Borrower chooses the
Election on a date that is prior to the first day of the fiscal quarter commencing January 1, 2021, the First Lien Secured Leverage Ratio for
purposes of this Section 7.11(a) shall be tested, solely to the extent that on such date the Testing Condition is satisfied, commencing with the last day
of the fiscal quarter in which the Borrower chooses the Election.
(b) With respect to the Revolving Credit Facility only, from and after the Amendment No. 11 Effective Date through the
earlier of (i) the date of the Election and (ii) the fiscal quarter ending September 30, 2021, permit Liquidity as of the last day of any fiscal quarter to
be less than $75,000,000. For purposes of this Section 7.11(b), “Liquidity” shall mean, as of any date of determination, the sum of (i) the aggregate
amount of unrestricted cash and Cash Equivalents of Holdings and its Subsidiaries at such date plus (ii) the excess of the aggregate principal
amount of Revolving Credit Commitments in effect on such date over the aggregate Revolving Credit Exposure of all Lenders on such date. With
respect to each fiscal quarter ending on or prior to December 31, 2020, within 45 days after the end of each such fiscal quarter, Borrower shall
deliver to the Administrative Agent a certificate of a Responsible Officer of the Borrower setting forth Liquidity as of the end of such Fiscal
Quarter, in form reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent.
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Section 7.12.

Accounting Changes

.
The Borrower shall not make any change in its fiscal year; provided, however, that the Borrower may, upon written notice to the
Administrative Agent, change its fiscal year to any other fiscal year reasonably acceptable to the Administrative Agent, in which case, the Borrower and the
Administrative Agent will, and are hereby authorized by the Lenders to, make any adjustments to this Agreement that are necessary to reflect such change in
fiscal year.
Section 7.13.

Prepayments, Etc. of Indebtedness

.
(a)
The Borrower shall not, nor shall the Borrower permit any of the Restricted Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, prepay,
redeem, purchase, defease or otherwise satisfy prior to the scheduled maturity thereof in any manner (it being understood that payments of regularly
scheduled interest shall be permitted) the Mezzanine Debt, any Indebtedness constituting a Permitted Refinancing of the Mezzanine Debt, any subordinated
Indebtedness incurred under Section 7.03(g) or any other Indebtedness that is required to be subordinated to the Obligations pursuant to the terms of the Loan
Documents (collectively, “Junior Financing”) or make any payment in violation of any subordination terms of any Junior Financing Documentation, except
(i) the refinancing thereof with the Net Proceeds of any Indebtedness (x) constituting a Permitted Refinancing; provided that if such Indebtedness was
originally incurred under Section 7.03(g), such Permitted Refinancing is permitted pursuant to Section 7.03(g), or (y) with respect to the Mezzanine Debt,
otherwise permitted to be incurred pursuant to Section 7.03, (ii) the conversion of any Junior Financing to Equity Interests (other than Disqualified Equity
Interests) of Holdings or any of its direct or indirect parents, (iii) the prepayment of Indebtedness of the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary to the
Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary to the extent not prohibited by the subordination provisions contained in the Intercompany Note, (iv) prepayments or
purchases of Junior Financing with Declined Proceeds as required pursuant to the Junior Financing Documentation, (v) prepayments, redemptions, purchases,
defeasances and other payments in respect of Junior Financings prior to their scheduled maturity in an aggregate amount not to exceed, if the Total Leverage
Ratio, determined on a Pro Forma Basis as of the last day of the most recently ended Test Period for which financial statements were required to have been
delivered pursuant to Section 6.01(a) or (b), as applicable (or, if no Test Period has passed, as of the last four quarters ended), as if such prepayment,
redemption, purchase, defeasance or other payment in respect of Junior Financings had been made on the last day of such four quarter period, is less than or
equal to 3.25 to 1.00, the portion, if any, of the Cumulative Credit on such date that the Borrower elects to apply to this paragraph and (vi) prepayments,
redemptions, purchases, defeasances and other payments in respect of Junior Financing if the Total Leverage Ratio, determined on a Pro Forma Basis as if
such prepayment, redemption, purchase, defeasance or other payment in respect of Junior Financings had been made, is less than or equal to 3.75 to 1.00;
provided that any election made pursuant to this clause (a) shall be specified in a written notice of a Responsible Officer of the Borrower calculating in
reasonable detail the amount of Cumulative Credit immediately prior to such election and the amount thereof elected to be so applied.
(b)
The Borrower shall not, nor shall it permit any of the Restricted Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, amend, modify or
change in any manner materially adverse to the interests of the Lenders any term or condition of any Junior Financing Documentation without the consent of
the Administrative Agent (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed); provided that the Mezzanine Debt Amendment and
Mezzanine Debt Amendment No. 2 shall be deemed to not be materially adverse to the interests of the Lenders for purposes of this Section 7.13(b).
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Section 7.14.

Permitted Activities

.
Holdings shall not engage in any material operating or business activities; provided that the following shall be permitted in any
event: (i) its ownership of the Equity Interests of Borrower and activities incidental thereto, (ii) the maintenance of its legal existence (including the ability to
incur fees, costs and expenses relating to such maintenance), (iii) the performance of its obligations with respect to the Loan Documents and any other
Indebtedness, (iv) any public offering of its common stock or any other issuance or sale of its Equity Interests, (v) financing activities, including the issuance
of securities, incurrence of debt, payment of dividends, making contributions to the capital of the Borrower and guaranteeing the obligations of the Borrower,
(vi) participating in tax, accounting and other administrative matters as a member of the consolidated group of Holdings and the Borrower, (vii) holding any
cash or property (but not operating any property), (viii) providing indemnification to officers, managers and directors and (ix) any activities incidental to the
foregoing. Holdings shall not incur any Liens on Equity Interests of the Borrower other than those for the benefit of the Obligations and Holdings shall not
own any Equity Interests other than those of the Borrower.
ARTICLE VIII.
Events Of Default and Remedies
Section 8.01.

Events of Default

.
Any of the following from and after the Closing Date shall constitute an event of default (an “Event of Default”):
(a)
Non-Payment. Any Loan Party fails to pay (i) when and as required to be paid herein, any amount of principal of any
Loan, or (ii) within five (5) Business Days after the same becomes due, any interest on any Loan or any other amount payable hereunder or with
respect to any other Loan Document; or
(b)
Specific Covenants. The Borrower fails to perform or observe any term, covenant or agreement contained in any of
Sections 6.03(a) or 6.05(a) (solely with respect to the Borrower) or Article VII; provided that the covenant in Section 7.11 is subject to cure
pursuant to Section 8.05 and that any breach of the Financial Covenant shall not, by itself, constitute an Event of Default under any Existing
Term Loan Facility and the Term Loans may not be accelerated as a result thereof unless there are Revolving Credit Loans outstanding that have
been accelerated by the Required Revolving Credit Lenders pursuant to the last sentence of Section 8.02 as a result of such breach of the
Financial Covenant; or
(c)
Other Defaults. Any Loan Party fails to perform or observe any other covenant or agreement (not specified in Section
8.01(a) or (b) above) contained in any Loan Document on its part to be performed or observed and such failure continues for thirty (30) days
after notice thereof by the Administrative Agent or the Required Lenders to the Borrower; or
(d)
Representations and Warranties. Any representation, warranty, certification or statement of fact made or deemed made
by or on behalf of the Borrower or any other Loan Party herein, in any other Loan Document, or in any document required to be delivered in
connection herewith or therewith shall be incorrect or misleading in any material respect when made or deemed made; or
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(e)
Cross-Default. Any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary (A) fails to make any payment beyond the applicable grace
period with respect thereto, if any, (whether by scheduled maturity, required prepayment, acceleration, demand, or otherwise) in respect of any
Indebtedness (other than Indebtedness hereunder) having an outstanding aggregate principal amount of not less than the Threshold Amount, or
(B) fails to observe or perform any other agreement or condition relating to any such Indebtedness, or any other event occurs (other than, with
respect to Indebtedness consisting of Swap Contracts, termination events or equivalent events pursuant to the terms of such Swap Contracts), the
effect of which default or other event is to cause, or to permit the holder or holders of such Indebtedness (or a trustee or agent on behalf of such
holder or holders or beneficiary or beneficiaries) to cause, with the giving of notice if required, such Indebtedness to become due or to be
repurchased, prepaid, defeased or redeemed (automatically or otherwise), or an offer to repurchase, prepay, defease or redeem such Indebtedness
to be made, prior to its stated maturity; provided that this clause (e)(B) shall not apply to secured Indebtedness that becomes due as a result of the
voluntary sale or transfer of the property or assets securing such Indebtedness, if such sale or transfer is permitted hereunder and under the
documents providing for such Indebtedness; provided further that such failure is unremedied and is not waived by the holders of such
Indebtedness prior to any termination of the Revolving Credit Commitments or acceleration of the Loans pursuant to Section 8.02; or
(f)
Insolvency Proceedings, Etc. Any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary institutes or consents to the institution of any
proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law, or makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors; or applies for or consents to the appointment of
any receiver, trustee, custodian, conservator, liquidator, rehabilitator, administrator, administrative receiver or similar officer for it or for all or
any material part of its property; or any receiver, trustee, custodian, conservator, liquidator, rehabilitator, administrator, administrative receiver
or similar officer is appointed without the application or consent of such Person and the appointment continues undischarged or unstayed for
sixty (60) calendar days; or any proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law relating to any such Person or to all or any material part of its property
is instituted without the consent of such Person and continues undismissed or unstayed for sixty (60) calendar days, or an order for relief is
entered in any such proceeding; or
(g)
Inability to Pay Debts; Attachment. (i) Any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary becomes unable or admits in writing
its inability or fails generally to pay its debts as they become due, or (ii) any writ or warrant of attachment or execution or similar process is
issued or levied against all or any material part of the property of the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries, taken as a whole, and is not
released, vacated or fully bonded within sixty (60) days after its issue or levy; or
(h)
Judgments. There is entered against any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary a final judgment or order for the
payment of money in an aggregate amount exceeding the Threshold Amount (to the extent not covered by independent third-party insurance as
to which the insurer has been notified of such judgment or order and has not denied coverage) and such judgment or order shall not have been
satisfied, vacated, discharged or stayed or bonded pending an appeal for a period of sixty (60) consecutive days; or
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(i)
Invalidity of Loan Documents. Any material provision of any Loan Document, at any time after its execution and delivery
and for any reason other than as expressly permitted hereunder or thereunder (including as a result of a transaction permitted under Section 7.04
or 7.05) or as a result of acts or omissions by the Administrative Agent or Collateral Agent or any Lender or the satisfaction in full of all the
Obligations, ceases to be in full force and effect; or any Loan Party contests in writing the validity or enforceability of any provision of any Loan
Document; or any Loan Party denies in writing that it has any or further liability or obligation under any Loan Document (other than as a result
of repayment in full of the Obligations and termination of the Aggregate Commitments), or purports in writing to revoke or rescind any Loan
Document; or
(j)

Change of Control. There occurs any Change of Control; or

(k)
Collateral Documents. Any Collateral Document after delivery thereof pursuant to Section 6.11 or 6.13 shall for any
reason (other than pursuant to the terms thereof including as a result of a transaction not prohibited under this Agreement) cease to create a valid
and perfected Lien, with the priority required by the Collateral Documents on and security interest in any material portion of the Collateral
purported to be covered thereby, subject to Liens permitted under Section 7.01, (i) except to the extent that any such perfection or priority is not
required pursuant to the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement or results from the failure of the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent to
maintain possession of certificates actually delivered to it representing securities pledged under the Collateral Documents or to file Uniform
Commercial Code continuation statements and (ii) except as to Collateral consisting of Real Property to the extent that such losses are covered
by a lender’s title insurance policy and such insurer has not denied coverage; or
(l)
ERISA. (i) An ERISA Event occurs which has resulted or could reasonably be expected to result in liability of a Loan
Party or a Restricted Subsidiary in an aggregate amount which could reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect, or (ii) a Loan
Party, any Restricted Subsidiary or any ERISA Affiliate fails to pay when due, after the expiration of any applicable grace period, any
installment payment with respect to its withdrawal liability under Section 4201 of ERISA under a Multiemployer Plan in an aggregate amount
which could reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect.
Section 8.02.

Remedies upon Event of Default

.
If any Event of Default occurs and is continuing (other than an event described in clause (b) of Section 8.01 above arising with
respect to a failure to comply with the Financial Covenant, unless the conditions of the first proviso contained in clause (b) of Section 8.01 above have been
satisfied), the Administrative Agent may and, at the request of the Required Lenders, shall take any or all of the following actions:
(a)
declare the commitment of each Lender to make Loans and any obligation of the L/C Issuers to make L/C Credit
Extensions to be terminated, whereupon such commitments and obligation shall be terminated;
(b)
declare the unpaid principal amount of all outstanding Loans, all interest accrued and unpaid thereon, and all other
amounts owing or payable hereunder or under any
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other Loan Document to be immediately due and payable, without presentment, demand, protest or other notice of any kind, all of which are
hereby expressly waived by the Borrower;
(c)
thereof); and

require that the Borrower Cash Collateralize the L/C Obligations (in an amount equal to the then Outstanding Amount

(d)
exercise on behalf of itself and the Lenders all rights and remedies available to it and the Lenders under the Loan
Documents or applicable Law;
provided that upon the occurrence of an actual or deemed entry of an order for relief with respect to the Borrower under the Bankruptcy Code of the United
States, the obligation of each Lender to make Loans and any obligation of the L/C Issuers to make L/C Credit Extensions shall automatically terminate, the
unpaid principal amount of all outstanding Loans and all interest and other amounts as aforesaid shall automatically become due and payable and the
obligation of the Borrower to Cash Collateralize the L/C Obligations as aforesaid shall automatically become effective, in each case without further act of the
Administrative Agent or any Lender.
In the case of an Event of Default under clause (b) of Section 8.01 above arising with respect to a failure to comply with the
Financial Covenant, unless the conditions of the first proviso contained in clause (b) of Section 8.01 have been satisfied, and at any time thereafter during the
continuance of such event, subject to Section 8.05, the Administrative Agent, at the request of the Required Revolving Credit Lenders, shall, by notice to the
Borrower, take either or both of the following actions, at the same or different times: (i) terminate forthwith the Revolving Credit Commitments and (ii)
declare the Revolving Credit Loans then outstanding to be forthwith due and payable in whole or in part, whereupon the principal of the Revolving Credit
Loans so declared to be due and payable, together with accrued interest thereon and any unpaid accrued fees and all other liabilities of the Borrower accrued
hereunder with respect to such Revolving Credit Loans, shall become forthwith due and payable, without presentment, demand, protest or any other notice of
any kind, all of which are hereby expressly waived by the Borrower, anything contained herein or in any other Loan Document to the contrary
notwithstanding.
Section 8.03.

Exclusion of Immaterial Subsidiaries

.
Solely for the purpose of determining whether a Default or Event of Default has occurred under clause (f) or (g) of Section 8.01, any
reference in any such clause to any Restricted Subsidiary or Loan Party shall be deemed not to include any Restricted Subsidiary (an “Immaterial
Subsidiary”) affected by any event or circumstances referred to in any such clause that did not, as of the last day of the most recent completed fiscal quarter
of the Borrower, have assets with a fair market value in excess of 5% of the consolidated total assets of the Borrower and the Restricted Subsidiaries (it being
agreed that all Restricted Subsidiaries affected by any event or circumstance referred to in any such clause shall be considered together, as a single
consolidated Restricted Subsidiary, for purposes of determining whether the condition specified above is satisfied).
Section 8.04.

Application of Funds

.
After the exercise of remedies provided for in Section 8.02 (or after the Loans have automatically become immediately due and
payable and the L/C Obligations have automatically been required to be Cash Collateralized as set forth in the proviso to Section 8.02), any amounts received
on
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account of the Obligations shall be applied by the Administrative Agent in the following order (to the fullest extent permitted by mandatory provisions of
applicable Law):
First, to payment of that portion of the Obligations constituting fees, indemnities, expenses and other amounts (other than principal
and interest, but including Attorney Costs payable under Section 10.04 and amounts payable under Article III) payable to the Administrative
Agent or the Collateral Agent in its capacity as such;
Second, to payment of that portion of the Obligations constituting fees, indemnities and other amounts (other than principal and
interest) payable to the Lenders (including Attorney Costs payable under Section 10.04 and amounts payable under Article III), ratably among
them in proportion to the amounts described in this clause Second payable to them;
Third, to payment of that portion of the Obligations constituting accrued and unpaid interest and fees on the Loans, Commitments,
Letters of Credit and L/C Borrowings, and any fees, premiums and scheduled periodic payments due under Cash Management Obligations or
Secured Hedge Agreements, ratably among the Secured Parties in proportion to the respective amounts described in this clause Third payable to
them;
Fourth, to payment of that portion of the Obligations constituting unpaid principal of the Loans and L/C Borrowings (including to
Cash Collateralize that portion of L/C Obligations comprised of the aggregate undrawn amount of Letters of Credit), and any breakage,
termination or other payments under Cash Management Obligations or Secured Hedge Agreements, ratably among the Secured Parties in
proportion to the respective amounts described in this clause Fourth held by them;
Fifth, to the payment of all other Obligations of the Borrower that are due and payable to the Administrative Agent and the other
Secured Parties on such date, ratably based upon the respective aggregate amounts of all such Obligations owing to the Administrative Agent
and the other Secured Parties on such date; and
Last, the balance, if any, after all of the Obligations have been paid in full, to the Borrower or as otherwise required by Law.
Subject to Section 2.03(c), amounts used to Cash Collateralize the aggregate undrawn amount of Letters of Credit pursuant to clause
Fifth above shall be applied to satisfy drawings under such Letters of Credit as they occur. If any amount remains on deposit as Cash Collateral after all
Letters of Credit have either been fully drawn or expired, such remaining amount shall be applied to the other Obligations, if any, in the order set forth above
and, if no Obligations remain outstanding, to the Borrower as applicable. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no amounts received from any Guarantor shall be
applied to any Excluded Swap Obligation of such Guarantor.
Section 8.05.

Borrower’s Right to Cure

.
(a)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Section 8.01 or 8.02, in the event of any Event of Default or
potential Event of Default under the covenant set forth in Section 7.11 and at any time until the expiration of the tenth (10th) day after the date on which
financial statements are required to be delivered with respect to the applicable fiscal quarter or fiscal year hereunder, the Investors may make a Specified
Equity Contribution to Holdings, and Holdings may
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apply the amount of the net cash proceeds thereof to increase Consolidated EBITDA with respect to such applicable quarter and any four-quarter period that
contains such quarter; provided that such net cash proceeds (i) are actually received by the Borrower as cash common equity (including through capital
contribution of such net cash proceeds to the Borrower) no later than ten (10) days after the date on which financial statements are required to be delivered
with respect to such fiscal quarter hereunder and (ii) are Not Otherwise Applied. The parties hereby acknowledge that this Section 8.05(a) may not be relied
on for purposes of calculating any financial ratios other than as applicable to Section 7.11 and shall not result in any adjustment to any amounts other than the
amount of the Consolidated EBITDA referred to in the immediately preceding sentence. Notwithstanding the foregoing, after the occurrence of an Event of
Default under the Financial Covenant, the Borrower shall not be able to request the making of any Revolving Credit Loan or Swing Line Loans or make any
request for the issuance of a Letter of Credit (or the amendment, renewal or extension of an outstanding Letter of Credit) during the period from the date on
which the financial statements in respect of the applicable fiscal quarter or fiscal year are required to be delivered pursuant to Section 6.01(a) or (b) until
receipt by the Borrower of the Specified Equity Contribution or waiver of the Event of Default.
(b)
(i) In each period of four consecutive fiscal quarters, there shall be at least two fiscal quarters in which no Specified
Equity Contribution is made, (ii) no more than three Specified Equity Contributions will be made in the aggregate during the term of this Agreement, (iii) the
amount of any Specified Equity Contribution shall be no more than the amount required to cause the Borrower to be in Pro Forma Compliance with Section
7.11 for any applicable period and (iv) there shall be no pro forma reduction in Indebtedness with the proceeds of any Specified Equity Contribution for
determining compliance with Section 7.11 for the fiscal quarter immediately prior to the fiscal quarter in which such Specified Equity Contribution was
made.
ARTICLE IX.
Administrative Agent and Other Agents
Section 9.01.

Appointment and Authorization of Agents

.
(a)
Each Lender hereby irrevocably appoints, designates and authorizes each of the Administrative Agent and the Collateral
Agent to take such action on its behalf under the provisions of this Agreement and each other Loan Document and to exercise such powers and perform such
duties as are expressly delegated to it by the terms of this Agreement or any other Loan Document, together with such powers as are reasonably incidental
thereto. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary contained elsewhere herein or in any other Loan Document, neither the Administrative Agent nor the
Collateral Agent shall have any duties or responsibilities, except those expressly set forth herein, nor shall the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent
have or be deemed to have any fiduciary relationship with any Lender or Participant, and no implied covenants, functions, responsibilities, duties, obligations
or liabilities shall be read into this Agreement or any other Loan Document or otherwise exist against the Administrative Agent or the Collateral
Agent. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing sentence, the use of the term “agent” herein and in the other Loan Documents with reference to any
Agent is not intended to connote any fiduciary or other implied (or express) obligations arising under agency doctrine of any applicable Law. Instead, such
term is used merely as a matter of market custom, and is intended to create or reflect only an administrative relationship between independent contracting
parties.
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(b)
Each L/C Issuer shall act on behalf of the Lenders with respect to any Letters of Credit issued by it and the documents
associated therewith, and each such L/C Issuer shall have all of the benefits and immunities (i) provided to the Agents in this Article IX with respect to any
acts taken or omissions suffered by such L/C Issuer in connection with Letters of Credit issued by it or proposed to be issued by it and the applications and
agreements for letters of credit pertaining to such Letters of Credit as fully as if the term “Agent” as used in this Article IX and in the definition of “AgentRelated Person” included such L/C Issuer with respect to such acts or omissions, and (ii) as additionally provided herein with respect to such L/C Issuer.
(c)
Each of the Secured Parties hereby irrevocably appoints and authorizes the Collateral Agent to act as the agent of (and to
hold any security interest created by the Collateral Documents for and on behalf of or in trust for) such Secured Party for purposes of acquiring, holding and
enforcing any and all Liens on Collateral granted by the Loan Parties to secure any of the Obligations, together with such powers and discretion as are
reasonably incidental thereto. In this connection, the Collateral Agent (and any co-agents, sub-agents and attorneys-in-fact appointed by the Administrative
Agent pursuant to Section 9.02 for purposes of holding or enforcing any Lien on the Collateral (or any portion thereof) granted under the Collateral
Documents, or for exercising any rights and remedies thereunder at the direction of the Collateral Agent), shall be entitled to the benefits of all provisions of
this Article IX (including, Section 9.07, as though such co-agents, sub-agents and attorneys-in-fact were the Collateral Agent under the Loan Documents) as
if set forth in full herein with respect thereto.
Section 9.02.

Delegation of Duties

.
Each of the Administrative Agent and the Collateral Agent may execute any of its duties under this Agreement or any other Loan
Document (including for purposes of holding or enforcing any Lien on the Collateral (or any portion thereof) granted under the Collateral Documents or of
exercising any rights and remedies thereunder) by or through agents, employees or attorneys-in-fact and shall be entitled to advice of counsel and other
consultants or experts concerning all matters pertaining to such duties. The Administrative Agent shall not be responsible for the negligence or misconduct
of any agent or sub-agent or attorney-in-fact that it selects in the absence of gross negligence or willful misconduct (as determined in the final non-appealable
judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction).
Section 9.03.

Liability of Agents

.
No Agent-Related Person shall (a) be liable for any action taken or omitted to be taken by any of them under or in connection with
this Agreement or any other Loan Document or the transactions contemplated hereby (except for its own gross negligence or willful misconduct, as
determined by the final non-appealable judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction, in connection with its duties expressly set forth herein), or (b) be
responsible in any manner to any Lender or Participant for any recital, statement, representation or warranty made by any Loan Party or any officer thereof,
contained herein or in any other Loan Document, or in any certificate, report, statement or other document referred to or provided for in, or received by the
Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent under or in connection with, this Agreement or any other Loan Document, or the validity, effectiveness,
genuineness, enforceability or sufficiency of this Agreement or any other Loan Document, or the perfection or priority of any Lien or security interest created
or purported to be created under the Collateral Documents, or for any failure of any Loan Party or any other party to any Loan Document to perform its
obligations hereunder or thereunder. No Agent-Related Person shall be
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under any obligation to any Lender or participant to ascertain or to inquire as to the observance or performance of any of the agreements contained in, or
conditions of, this Agreement or any other Loan Document, or to inspect the properties, books or records of any Loan Party or any Affiliate thereof.
Section 9.04.

Reliance by Agents

.
(a)
Each Agent shall be entitled to rely, and shall be fully protected in relying, upon any writing, communication, signature,
resolution, representation, notice, consent, certificate, affidavit, letter, telegram, facsimile, telex or telephone message, electronic mail message, statement or
other document or conversation believed by it to be genuine and correct and to have been signed, sent or made by the proper Person or Persons, and upon
advice and statements of legal counsel (including counsel to any Loan Party), independent accountants and other experts selected by such Agent. Each Agent
shall be fully justified in failing or refusing to take any action under any Loan Document unless it shall first receive such advice or concurrence of the
Required Lenders as it deems appropriate and, if it so requests, it shall first be indemnified to its satisfaction by the Lenders against any and all liability and
expense which may be incurred by it by reason of taking or continuing to take any such action. Each Agent shall in all cases be fully protected in acting, or
in refraining from acting, under this Agreement or any other Loan Document in accordance with a request or consent of the Required Lenders (or such
greater number of Lenders as may be expressly required hereby in any instance) and such request and any action taken or failure to act pursuant thereto shall
be binding upon all the Lenders.
(b)
For purposes of determining compliance with the conditions specified in Section 4.01 with respect to Credit Extensions
on the Closing Date or Section 4.02, each Lender that has signed this Agreement shall be deemed to have consented to, approved or accepted or to be
satisfied with, each document or other matter required thereunder to be consented to or approved by or acceptable or satisfactory to a Lender unless the
Administrative Agent shall have received notice from such Lender prior to the proposed Closing Date specifying its objection thereto.
Section 9.05.

Notice of Default

.
The Administrative Agent shall not be deemed to have knowledge or notice of the occurrence of any Default, except with respect to
defaults in the payment of principal, interest and fees required to be paid to the Administrative Agent for the account of the Lenders, unless the
Administrative Agent shall have received written notice from a Lender or the Borrower referring to this Agreement, describing such Default and stating that
such notice is a “notice of default.” The Administrative Agent will notify the Lenders of its receipt of any such notice. The Administrative Agent shall take
such action with respect to any Event of Default as may be directed by the Required Lenders in accordance with Article VIII; provided that unless and until
the Administrative Agent has received any such direction, the Administrative Agent may (but shall not be obligated to) take such action, or refrain from
taking such action, with respect to such Event of Default as it shall deem advisable or in the best interest of the Lenders.
Section 9.06.

Credit Decision; Disclosure of Information by Agents

.
Each Lender acknowledges that no Agent-Related Person has made any representation or warranty to it, and that no act by any
Agent hereafter taken, including any consent to and acceptance of any assignment or review of the affairs of any Loan Party or any Affiliate thereof, shall be
deemed to constitute any representation or warranty by any Agent-Related Person to any Lender as
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to any matter, including whether Agent-Related Persons have disclosed material information in their possession. Each Lender represents to each Agent that it
has, independently and without reliance upon any Agent-Related Person and based on such documents and information as it has deemed appropriate, made its
own appraisal of and investigation into the business, prospects, operations, property, financial and other condition and creditworthiness of the Loan Parties
and their Subsidiaries, and all applicable bank or other regulatory Laws relating to the transactions contemplated hereby, and made its own decision to enter
into this Agreement and to extend credit to the Borrower hereunder. Each Lender also represents that it will, independently and without reliance upon any
Agent-Related Person and based on such documents and information as it shall deem appropriate at the time, continue to make its own credit analysis,
appraisals and decisions in taking or not taking action under this Agreement and the other Loan Documents, and to make such investigations as it deems
necessary to inform itself as to the business, prospects, operations, property, financial and other condition and creditworthiness of the Loan Parties. Except
for notices, reports and other documents expressly required to be furnished to the Lenders by any Agent herein, such Agent shall not have any duty or
responsibility to provide any Lender with any credit or other information concerning the business, prospects, operations, property, financial and other
condition or creditworthiness of any of the Loan Parties or any of their Affiliates which may come into the possession of any Agent-Related Person.
Section 9.07.

Indemnification of Agents

.
Whether or not the transactions contemplated hereby are consummated, the Lenders shall indemnify upon demand each AgentRelated Person (to the extent not reimbursed by or on behalf of any Loan Party and without limiting the obligation of any Loan Party to do so), pro rata, and
hold harmless each Agent-Related Person from and against any and all Indemnified Liabilities incurred by it; provided that no Lender shall be liable for the
payment to any Agent-Related Person of any portion of such Indemnified Liabilities resulting from such Agent-Related Person’s own gross negligence or
willful misconduct, as determined by the final non-appealable judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction; provided that no action taken in accordance with
the directions of the Required Lenders (or such other number or percentage of the Lenders as shall be required by the Loan Documents) shall be deemed to
constitute gross negligence or willful misconduct for purposes of this Section 9.07; provided further that any obligation to indemnify an L/C Issuer pursuant
to this Section 9.07 shall be limited to Revolving Credit Lenders only. In the case of any investigation, litigation or proceeding giving rise to any
Indemnified Liabilities, this Section 9.07 applies whether any such investigation, litigation or proceeding is brought by any Lender or any other
Person. Without limitation of the foregoing, each Lender shall reimburse each of the Administrative Agent and the Collateral Agent upon demand for its
ratable share of any costs or out-of-pocket expenses (including Attorney Costs) incurred by the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, as the case may
be, in connection with the preparation, execution, delivery, administration, modification, amendment or enforcement (whether through negotiations, legal
proceedings or otherwise) of, or legal advice in respect of rights or responsibilities under, this Agreement, any other Loan Document, or any document
contemplated by or referred to herein, to the extent that the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, as the case may be, is not reimbursed for such
expenses by or on behalf of the Loan Parties. The undertaking in this Section 9.07 shall survive termination of the Aggregate Commitments, the payment of
all other Obligations and the resignation of the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, as the case may be.
Section 9.08.

Agents in Their Individual Capacities

.
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JPMorgan and its Affiliates may make loans to, issue letters of credit for the account of, accept deposits from, acquire Equity
Interests in and generally engage in any kind of banking, trust, financial advisory, underwriting or other business with the Borrower and its respective
Affiliates as though JPMorgan were not the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent or an L/C Issuer hereunder and without notice to or consent of the
Lenders. The Lenders acknowledge that, pursuant to such activities, JPMorgan or its Affiliates may receive information regarding the Borrower or its
Affiliates (including information that may be subject to confidentiality obligations in favor of the Borrower or such Affiliate) and acknowledge that neither
the Administrative Agent nor the Collateral Agent shall be under any obligation to provide such information to them. With respect to its Loans, JPMorgan
and its Affiliates shall have the same rights and powers under this Agreement as any other Lender and may exercise such rights and powers as though it were
not the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent or an L/C Issuer, and the terms “Lender” and “Lenders” include JPMorgan in its individual capacity. Any
successor to JPMorgan as the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent shall also have the rights attributed to JPMorgan under this paragraph.
Section 9.09.

Successor Agents

.
Each of the Administrative Agent and the Collateral Agent may resign as the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, as
applicable, upon thirty (30) days’ notice to the Lenders and the Borrower and if either the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent is a Defaulting
Lender, the Borrower may remove such Defaulting Lender from such role upon fifteen (15) days’ notice to the Lenders. If the Administrative Agent or the
Collateral Agent resigns under this Agreement or is removed by the Borrower, the Required Lenders shall appoint from among the Lenders a successor agent
for the Lenders, which successor agent shall be consented to by the Borrower at all times other than during the existence of an Event of Default under Section
8.01(f) or (g) (which consent of the Borrower shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed). If no successor agent is appointed prior to the effective date of
the resignation or removal of the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, as applicable, the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, as applicable
in the case of a resignation, and the Borrower, in the case of a removal, may appoint, after consulting with the Lenders and the Borrower (in the case of a
resignation), a successor agent from among the Lenders. Upon the acceptance of its appointment as successor agent hereunder, the Person acting as such
successor agent shall succeed to all the rights, powers and duties of the retiring Administrative Agent or retiring Collateral Agent and the term
“Administrative Agent” or “Collateral Agent” shall mean such successor administrative agent or collateral agent and/or Supplemental Agent, as the case
may be, and the retiring Administrative Agent’s or Collateral Agent’s appointment, powers and duties as the Administrative Agent or Collateral Agent shall
be terminated. After the retiring Administrative Agent’s or the Collateral Agent’s resignation or removal hereunder as the Administrative Agent or Collateral
Agent, the provisions of this Article IX and Sections 10.04 and 10.05 shall inure to its benefit as to any actions taken or omitted to be taken by it while it was
the Administrative Agent or Collateral Agent under this Agreement. If no successor agent has accepted appointment as the Administrative Agent or the
Collateral Agent by the date which is thirty (30) days following the retiring Administrative Agent’s or Collateral Agent’s notice of resignation or fifteen (15)
days following the Borrower’s notice of removal, the retiring Administrative Agent’s or the retiring Collateral Agent’s resignation shall nevertheless
thereupon become effective and the Lenders shall perform all of the duties of the Administrative Agent or Collateral Agent hereunder until such time, if any,
as the Required Lenders appoint a successor agent as provided for above. Upon the acceptance of any appointment as the Administrative Agent or Collateral
Agent hereunder by a successor and upon the execution and filing or recording of such financing statements, or amendments thereto, and such other
instruments or notices, as may be necessary or desirable, or as the Required Lenders may
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request, in order to (a) continue the perfection of the Liens granted or purported to be granted by the Collateral Documents or (b) otherwise ensure that
Section 6.11 is satisfied, the Administrative Agent or Collateral Agent shall thereupon succeed to and become vested with all the rights, powers, discretion,
privileges, and duties of the retiring Administrative Agent or Collateral Agent, and the retiring Administrative Agent or Collateral Agent shall be discharged
from its duties and obligations under the Loan Documents. After the retiring Administrative Agent’s or Collateral Agent’s resignation hereunder as the
Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, the provisions of this Article IX shall continue in effect for its benefit in respect of any actions taken or omitted
to be taken by it while it was acting as the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent.
Section 9.10.

Administrative Agent May File Proofs of Claim

.
In case of the pendency of any receivership, insolvency, liquidation, bankruptcy, reorganization, arrangement, adjustment,
composition or other judicial proceeding relative to any Loan Party, the Administrative Agent (irrespective of whether the principal of any Loan or L/C
Obligation shall then be due and payable as herein expressed or by declaration or otherwise and irrespective of whether the Administrative Agent shall have
made any demand on the Borrower or the Collateral Agent) shall be (to the fullest extent permitted by mandatory provisions of applicable Law) entitled and
empowered, by intervention in such proceeding or otherwise:
(a)
to file and prove a claim for the whole amount of the principal and interest owing and unpaid in respect of the Loans, L/C
Obligations and all other Obligations that are owing and unpaid and to file such other documents as may be necessary or advisable in order to
have the claims of the Lenders, the Collateral Agent and the Administrative Agent (including any claim for the reasonable compensation,
expenses, disbursements and advances of the Lenders, the Collateral Agent and the Administrative Agent and their respective agents and counsel
and all other amounts due to the Lenders, the Collateral Agent and the Administrative Agent under Sections 2.03(h) and (i), 2.09 and 10.04)
allowed in such judicial proceeding; and
(b)

to collect and receive any monies or other property payable or deliverable on any such claims and to distribute the same;

and any custodian, curator, receiver, assignee, trustee, liquidator, sequestrator or other similar official in any such judicial proceeding is hereby authorized by
each Lender to make such payments to the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent and, in the event that the Administrative Agent shall consent to the
making of such payments directly to the Lenders, to pay to the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent any amount due for the reasonable
compensation, expenses, disbursements and advances of the Agents and their respective agents and counsel, and any other amounts due the Administrative
Agent or the Collateral Agent under Sections 2.09 and 10.04.
Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to authorize the Administrative Agent to authorize or consent to or accept or adopt on
behalf of any Lender any plan of reorganization, arrangement, adjustment or composition affecting the Obligations or the rights of any Lender or to authorize
the Administrative Agent to vote in respect of the claim of any Lender in any such proceeding.
Section 9.11.

Collateral and Guaranty Matters

.
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The Lenders irrevocably agree:
(a)
that any Lien on any property granted to or held by the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent under any Loan
Document shall be automatically released (i) upon termination of the Aggregate Commitments and payment in full of all Obligations (other than
(x) Cash Management Obligations or obligations under Secured Hedge Agreements not yet due and payable and (y) contingent obligations not
yet accrued and payable) and the expiration or termination or Cash Collateralization of all Letters of Credit, (ii) at the time the property subject
to such Lien is Disposed or to be substantially simultaneously Disposed as part of or in connection with any Disposition permitted hereunder or
under any other Loan Document to any Person other than a Person required to grant a Lien to the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent
under the Loan Documents (or, if such transferee is a Person required to grant a Lien to the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent on such
asset, at the option of the applicable Loan Party, such Lien on such asset may still be released in connection with the transfer so long as (x) the
transferee grants a new Lien to the Administrative Agent or Collateral Agent on such asset substantially concurrently with the transfer of such
asset, (y) the transfer is between parties organized under the laws of different jurisdictions and the transferee is a Foreign Subsidiary and (z) the
priority of the new Lien is the same as that of the original Lien), (iii) subject to Section 10.01, if the release of such Lien is approved, authorized
or ratified in writing by the Required Lenders or (iv) if the property subject to such Lien is owned by a Guarantor, upon release of such
Guarantor from its obligations under its Guaranty pursuant to clause (c) below;
(b)
the Collateral Agent is authorized to release any Lien on any property granted to or held by the Collateral Agent under
any Loan Document on any assets that are excluded from the Collateral;
(c)
that any Guarantor shall be automatically released from its obligations under the Guaranty if such Person ceases to be a
Restricted Subsidiary or becomes an Excluded Subsidiary (other than pursuant to (i) clause (a) of the definition thereof unless such Restricted
Subsidiary ceases to be a Restricted Subsidiary or (ii) clause (b) of the definition thereof unless, in the case of this subclause (ii), the Borrower
delivers a written request to the Administrative Agent for such release and no Default has occurred and is continuing at such time) as a result of a
transaction or designation permitted hereunder; provided that no such release shall occur if such Guarantor continues to be a guarantor in respect
of the Mezzanine Debt or any Junior Financing; and
(d)
(x) the Collateral Agent may, without any further consent of any Lender, enter into or amend (i) a First Lien Intercreditor
Agreement with the collateral agent or other representatives of the holders of Permitted Notes issued pursuant to Section 7.03(s) that are intended
to be secured on a pari passu basis with the Obligations and/or (ii) a Second Lien Intercreditor Agreement with the collateral agent or other
representatives of the holders of Indebtedness that is permitted to be secured by a Lien on the Collateral ranking junior to the Lien securing the
Obligations that is permitted by Section 7.03, (y) the Collateral Agent may rely exclusively on a certificate of a Responsible Officer of the
Borrower as to whether any such other Liens are permitted and (z) any First Lien Intercreditor Agreement or Second Lien Intercreditor
Agreement entered into by the Collateral Agent shall be binding on the Secured Parties.
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Upon request by the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent at any time, the Required Lenders will confirm in writing the
Administrative Agent’s or the Collateral Agent’s authority to release or subordinate its interest in particular types or items of property, or to release any
Guarantor from its obligations under the Guaranty pursuant to this Section 9.11. In each case as specified in this Section 9.11, the Administrative Agent or
the Collateral Agent will (and each Lender irrevocably authorizes the Administrative Agent and the Collateral Agent to), at the Borrower’s expense, execute
and deliver to the applicable Loan Party such documents as the Borrower may reasonably request to evidence the release or subordination of such item of
Collateral from the assignment and security interest granted under the Collateral Documents, or to evidence the release of such Guarantor from its obligations
under the Guaranty, in each case in accordance with the terms of the Loan Documents and this Section 9.11.
Section 9.12.

Other Agents; Arrangers and Managers

.
None of the Lenders or other Persons identified on the facing page or signature pages of this Agreement as a “syndication agent,”
“documentation agent,” “joint bookrunner” or “arranger” shall have any right, power, obligation, liability, responsibility or duty under this Agreement other
than those applicable to all Lenders as such. Without limiting the foregoing, none of the Lenders or other Persons so identified shall have or be deemed to
have any fiduciary relationship with any Lender. Each Lender acknowledges that it has not relied, and will not rely, on any of the Lenders or other Persons
so identified in deciding to enter into this Agreement or in taking or not taking action hereunder.
Section 9.13.

Appointment of Supplemental Agents

.
(a)
It is the purpose of this Agreement and the other Loan Documents that there shall be no violation of any Law of any
jurisdiction denying or restricting the right of banking corporations or associations to transact business as agent or trustee in such jurisdiction. It is
recognized that in case of litigation under this Agreement or any of the other Loan Documents, and in particular in case of the enforcement of any of the
Loan Documents, or in case the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent deems that by reason of any present or future Law of any jurisdiction it may
not exercise any of the rights, powers or remedies granted herein or in any of the other Loan Documents or take any other action which may be desirable or
necessary in connection therewith, the Administrative Agent and the Collateral Agent are hereby authorized to appoint an additional individual or institution
selected by the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent in its sole discretion as a separate trustee, co-trustee, administrative agent, collateral agent,
administrative sub-agent or administrative co-agent (any such additional individual or institution being referred to herein individually as a “Supplemental
Agent” and collectively as “Supplemental Agents”).
(b)
In the event that the Collateral Agent appoints a Supplemental Agent with respect to any Collateral, (i) each and every
right, power, privilege or duty expressed or intended by this Agreement or any of the other Loan Documents to be exercised by or vested in or conveyed to
the Collateral Agent with respect to such Collateral shall be exercisable by and vest in such Supplemental Agent to the extent, and only to the extent,
necessary to enable such Supplemental Agent to exercise such rights, powers and privileges with respect to such Collateral and to perform such duties with
respect to such Collateral, and every covenant and obligation contained in the Loan Documents and necessary to the exercise or performance thereof by such
Supplemental Agent shall run to and be enforceable by either the Collateral Agent or such Supplemental Agent, and (ii) the provisions of this Article IX and
of Sections 10.04 and 10.05 that refer to the Administrative Agent shall inure to the
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benefit of such Supplemental Agent and all references therein to the Collateral Agent shall be deemed to be references to the Collateral Agent and/or such
Supplemental Agent, as the context may require.
(c)
Should any instrument in writing from any Loan Party be required by any Supplemental Agent so appointed by the
Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent for more fully and certainly vesting in and confirming to it or its such rights, powers, privileges and duties, such
Loan Party shall execute, acknowledge and deliver any and all such instruments promptly upon request by the Administrative Agent or the Collateral
Agent. In case any Supplemental Agent, or a successor thereto, shall die, become incapable of acting, resign or be removed, all the rights, powers, privileges
and duties of such Supplemental Agent, to the extent permitted by Law, shall vest in and be exercised by the Administrative Agent until the appointment of a
new Supplemental Agent.
Section 9.14.

Withholding Tax Indemnity

.
(a)
To the extent required by any applicable Law, the Administrative Agent may withhold from any payment to any Lender
an amount equivalent to any applicable withholding tax. If the Internal Revenue Service or any other authority of the United States or other jurisdiction
asserts a claim that the Administrative Agent did not properly withhold tax from amounts paid to or for the account of any Lender for any reason (including,
without limitation, because the appropriate form was not delivered or not properly executed, or because such Lender failed to notify the Administrative Agent
of a change in circumstance that rendered the exemption from, or reduction of withholding tax ineffective), such Lender shall indemnify and hold harmless
the Administrative Agent (to the extent that the Administrative Agent has not already been reimbursed by the Borrower pursuant to Section 3.01 and Section
3.04 and without limiting or expanding the obligation of the Borrower to do so) for all amounts paid, directly or indirectly, by the Administrative Agent as
Taxes or otherwise, together with all expenses incurred, including legal expenses and any other out-of-pocket expenses, whether or not such tax was correctly
or legally imposed or asserted by the relevant governmental authority. A certificate as to the amount of such payment or liability delivered to any Lender by
the Administrative Agent shall be conclusive absent manifest error. The agreements in this Section 9.14 shall survive the resignation and/or replacement of
the Administrative Agent, any assignment of rights by, or the replacement of, a Lender, the termination of the Agreement and the repayment, satisfaction or
discharge of all other Obligations.
ARTICLE X.
Miscellaneous
Section 10.01.

Amendments, Etc.

Except as otherwise set forth in this Agreement, no amendment or waiver of any provision of this Agreement or any other Loan
Document, and no consent to any departure by any Loan Party therefrom, shall be effective unless in writing signed by the Required Lenders and the
Borrower (or in respect of any waiver, amendment or modification of Section 7.11 (or any Default or Event of Default in respect thereof) or of Section 4.01,
the Required Revolving Credit Lenders voting as a single Class, rather than the Required Lenders) and each such waiver or consent shall be effective only in
the specific instance and for the specific purpose for which given; provided that, no such amendment, waiver or consent shall:
(a)
extend or increase the Commitment of any Lender without the written consent of each Lender holding such Commitment
(it being understood that a waiver of any condition
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precedent or of any Default, mandatory prepayment or mandatory reduction of the Commitments shall not constitute an extension or increase of
any Commitment of any Lender);
(b)
postpone any date scheduled for, or reduce or forgive the amount of, any payment of principal or interest under Section
2.07 or 2.08 without the written consent of each Lender holding the applicable Obligation (it being understood that the waiver of (or amendment
to the terms of) any mandatory prepayment of the Term Loans shall not constitute a postponement of any date scheduled for the payment of
principal or interest and it being understood that any change to the definition of “Secured Leverage Ratio” or in the component definitions
thereof shall not constitute a reduction or forgiveness in any rate of interest);
(c)
reduce or forgive the principal of, or the rate of interest specified herein on, any Loan, or L/C Borrowing, or (subject to
clause (iii) of the second proviso to this Section 10.01) any fees or other amounts payable hereunder or under any other Loan Document (or
change the timing of payments of such fees or other amounts) without the written consent of each Lender holding such Loan, L/C Borrowing or
to whom such fee or other amount is owed (it being understood that any change to the definition of “Secured Leverage Ratio” or in the
component definitions thereof shall not constitute a reduction or forgiveness in any rate of interest); provided that, only the consent of the
Required Lenders shall be necessary to amend the definition of “Default Rate” or to waive any obligation of the Borrower to pay interest at the
Default Rate;
(d)
change any provision of this Section 10.01, the definition of “Required Lenders,” without the written consent of each
Lender, or the definition of “Required Revolving Credit Lenders,” “Required Class Lenders,” Section 8.04 or, following an exercise of remedies
pursuant to Section 8.02(a), the definition of “Pro Rata Share” or Section 2.12(a), 2.12(g) or 2.13 without the written consent of each Lender
directly affected thereby;
(e)
other than in connection with a transaction permitted under Section 7.04 or 7.05, release all or substantially all of the
Collateral in any transaction or series of related transactions, without the written consent of each Lender;
(f)
other than in connection with a transaction permitted under Section 7.04 or 7.05, release all or substantially all of the
aggregate value of the Guarantees, without the written consent of each Lender;
(g)
without the written consent of each Lender adversely affected thereby, amend the portion of the definition of “Interest
Period” that reads as follows: “one, two, three or six months thereafter or, to the extent agreed by each Lender of such Eurocurrency Rate Loan,
nine or twelve months or less than one month thereafter”; or
(h)
waive or modify any mandatory prepayment of the Term Loans required under Section 2.05 without the written consent
of the Required Class Lenders;
and provided further that (i) no amendment, waiver or consent shall, unless in writing and signed by each L/C Issuer in addition to the Lenders required
above, affect the rights or duties of an L/C Issuer under this Agreement or any Letter of Credit Application relating to any Letter of Credit issued or to be
issued by it; (ii) no amendment, waiver or consent shall, unless in writing and signed by a Swing
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Line Lender in addition to the Lenders required above, affect the rights or duties of such Swing Line Lender under this Agreement; (iii) no amendment,
waiver or consent shall, unless in writing and signed by the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, as applicable, in addition to the Lenders required
above, affect the rights or duties of, or any fees or other amounts payable to, the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, as applicable, under this
Agreement or any other Loan Document; and (iv) Section 10.07(h) may not be amended, waived or otherwise modified without the consent of each Granting
Lender all or any part of whose Loans are being funded by an SPC at the time of such amendment, waiver or other modification.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement may be amended (or amended and restated) with the written consent of the Required
Lenders, the Administrative Agent and the Borrower (a) to add one or more additional credit facilities to this Agreement and to permit the extensions of
credit from time to time outstanding thereunder and the accrued interest and fees in respect thereof to share ratably in the benefits of this Agreement and the
other Loan Documents with the Term Loans and the Revolving Credit Loans and the accrued interest and fees in respect thereof and (b) to include
appropriately the Lenders holding such credit facilities in any determination of the Required Lenders. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement may be
amended to adjust the borrowing mechanics related to Swing Line Loans with only the written consent of the Administrative Agent, the applicable Swing
Line Lender(s) and the Borrower so long as the obligations of the Revolving Credit Lenders and, if applicable, the other Swing Line Lender are not affected
thereby.
In addition, notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement may be amended, waived or otherwise modified with the written consent
of the Required Revolving Credit Lenders, the Administrative Agent and the Borrower with respect to the provisions of Section 7.11 (or Article VIII or any
other provision incorporating such Section 7.11 with respect to the effects thereof).
In addition, notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement may be amended with the written consent of the Administrative Agent,
the Borrower and the Lenders providing the Replacement Term Loans (as defined below) to permit the refinancing of all outstanding Term Loans of any
Class (“Refinanced Term Loans”) with a replacement term loan tranche denominated in Dollars (“Replacement Term Loans”) hereunder; provided that
(a) the aggregate principal amount of such Replacement Term Loans shall not exceed the aggregate principal amount of such Refinanced Term Loans, (b) the
Applicable Rate for such Replacement Term Loans shall not be higher than the Applicable Rate for such Refinanced Term Loans, (c) the Weighted Average
Life to Maturity of Replacement Term Loans shall not be shorter than the Weighted Average Life to Maturity of such Refinanced Term Loans, at the time of
such refinancing (except to the extent of nominal amortization for periods where amortization has been eliminated as a result of prepayment of the applicable
Term Loans) and (d) all other terms applicable to such Replacement Term Loans shall be substantially identical to, or less favorable to the Lenders providing
such Replacement Term Loans, than those applicable to such Refinanced Term Loans except to the extent necessary to provide for covenants and other terms
applicable to any period after the latest final maturity of the Term Loans in effect immediately prior to such refinancing.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, technical and conforming modifications to the Loan Documents may be made with the consent of
the Borrower and the Administrative Agent to the extent necessary to integrate any Refinancing Term Loans, any Extended Term Loans or any Replacement
Revolving Loans on substantially the same basis as the Term Loans or Revolving Credit Loans, as applicable.
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Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, during such period as a Lender is a Defaulting Lender, to the fullest extent
permitted by applicable law, such Lender will not be entitled to vote in respect of amendments, waivers and consents hereunder and the Commitment and the
outstanding Loans or other extensions of credit of such Lender hereunder will not be taken into account in determining whether the Required Class Lenders,
the Required Lenders or all of the Lenders, as required, have approved any such amendment, waiver or consent (and the definitions of “Required Class
Lenders,” “Required Revolving Credit Lenders” and “Required Lenders” will automatically be deemed modified accordingly for the duration of such
period); provided that any such amendment or waiver that would increase or extend the term of the Commitment of such Defaulting Lender, extend the date
fixed for the payment of principal or interest owing to such Defaulting Lender hereunder, reduce the principal amount of any obligation owing to such
Defaulting Lender, reduce the amount of or the rate or amount of interest on any amount owing to such Defaulting Lender or of any fee payable to such
Defaulting Lender hereunder, or alter the terms of this proviso, will require the consent of such Defaulting Lender.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Section 10.01, the Borrower and the Administrative Agent may without
the input or consent of the Lenders, effect amendments to this Agreement and the other Loan Documents as may be necessary or appropriate in the opinion of
the Administrative Agent to effect the provisions of Section 2.14.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Section 10.01, guarantees, collateral security documents and related
documents executed by Subsidiaries in connection with this Agreement may be in a form reasonably determined by the Administrative Agent and may be,
together with this Agreement, amended, supplemented and waived with the consent of the Administrative Agent at the request of the Borrower without the
need to obtain the consent of any other Lender if such amendment, supplement or waiver is delivered in order (i) to comply with local Law or advice of local
counsel, (ii) to cure ambiguities, omissions, mistakes or defects or (iii) to cause such guarantee, collateral security document or other document to be
consistent with this Agreement and the other Loan Documents.
Section 10.02.

Notices and Other Communications; Facsimile Copies

.
(a)
General. Unless otherwise expressly provided herein, all notices and other communications provided for hereunder or
under any other Loan Document shall be in writing (including by facsimile transmission). All such written notices shall be mailed, faxed or delivered to the
applicable address, facsimile number or electronic mail address, and all notices and other communications expressly permitted hereunder to be given by
telephone shall be made to the applicable telephone number, as follows:
(i)
if to the Borrower or the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent, an L/C Issuer or a Swing Line Lender, to the
address, facsimile number, electronic mail address or telephone number specified for such Person on Schedule 10.02 or to such other address,
facsimile number, electronic mail address or telephone number as shall be designated by such party in a notice to the other parties; and
(ii)
if to any other Lender, to the address, facsimile number, electronic mail address or telephone number specified in its
Administrative Questionnaire or to such other address, facsimile number, electronic mail address or telephone number as shall be designated
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by such party in a notice to the Borrower and the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent, an L/C Issuer or a Swing Line Lender.
All such notices and other communications shall be deemed to be given or made upon the earlier to occur of (i) actual receipt by the relevant party hereto and
(ii) (A) if delivered by hand or by courier, when signed for by or on behalf of the relevant party hereto; (B) if delivered by mail, four (4) Business Days after
deposit in the mails, postage prepaid; (C) if delivered by facsimile, when sent and receipt has been confirmed by telephone; and (D) if delivered by electronic
mail (which form of delivery is subject to the provisions of Section 10.02(d)), when delivered; provided that notices and other communications to the
Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent, an L/C Issuer and a Swing Line Lender pursuant to Article II shall not be effective until actually received by
such Person. In no event shall a voice mail message be effective as a notice, communication or confirmation hereunder.
(b)
Effectiveness of Facsimile Documents and Signatures. Loan Documents may be transmitted and/or signed by facsimile
or other electronic communication. The effectiveness of any such documents and signatures shall, subject to applicable Law, have the same force and effect
as manually signed originals and shall be binding on all Loan Parties, the Agents and the Lenders.
(c)
Reliance by Agents and Lenders. The Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent and the Lenders shall be entitled to rely
and act upon any notices (including telephonic Committed Loan Notices and Swing Line Loan Notices) purportedly given by or on behalf of the Borrower
even if (i) such notices were not made in a manner specified herein, were incomplete or were not preceded or followed by any other form of notice specified
herein, or (ii) the terms thereof, as understood by the recipient, varied from any confirmation thereof. The Borrower shall indemnify each Agent-Related
Person and each Lender from all losses, costs, expenses and liabilities resulting from the reliance by such Person on each notice purportedly given by or on
behalf of the Borrower in the absence of gross negligence or willful misconduct as determined in a final and non-appealable judgment by a court of
competent jurisdiction. All telephonic notices to the Administrative Agent or Collateral Agent may be recorded by the Administrative Agent or the
Collateral Agent, and each of the parties hereto hereby consents to such recording.
(d)
Electronic Communications. Notices and other communications to the Lenders and the L/C Issuer hereunder may be
delivered or furnished by electronic communication (including e-mail and Internet or intranet websites) pursuant to procedures approved by the
Administrative Agent, provided that the foregoing shall not apply to notices to any Lender or the L/C Issuer pursuant to Article II if such Lender or the L/C
Issuer, as applicable, has notified the Administrative Agent that it is incapable of receiving notices under such Article by electronic communication. The
Administrative Agent or the Borrower may, in its discretion, agree to accept notices and other communications to it hereunder by electronic communications
pursuant to procedures approved by it, provided that approval of such procedures may be limited to particular notices or communications.
Unless the Administrative Agent otherwise prescribes, (i) notices and other communications sent to an e-mail address shall be
deemed received upon the sender’s receipt of an acknowledgement from the intended recipient (such as by the “return receipt requested” function, as
available, return e-mail or other written acknowledgement), provided that if such notice or other communication is not sent during the normal business hours
of the recipient, such notice or communication shall be deemed to have been sent at the opening of business on the next business day for the recipient, and (ii)
notices or communications posted to an Internet or intranet website shall be
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deemed received upon the deemed receipt by the intended recipient at its e-mail address as described in the foregoing clause (i) of notification that such
notice or communication is available and identifying the website address therefor.
Section 10.03.

No Waiver; Cumulative Remedies

.
No failure by any Lender or the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent to exercise, and no delay by any such Person in
exercising, any right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder or under any other Loan Document shall operate as a waiver thereof; nor shall any single or
partial exercise of any right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, remedy,
power or privilege. The rights, remedies, powers and privileges herein provided, and provided under each other Loan Document, are cumulative and not
exclusive of any rights, remedies, powers and privileges provided by Law.
Section 10.04.

Attorney Costs and Expenses

.
The Borrower agrees (a) if the Closing Date occurs, to pay or reimburse the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent, the CoSyndication Agents and the Arrangers for all reasonable out-of-pocket costs and expenses incurred in connection with the preparation, negotiation,
syndication and execution of this Agreement and the other Loan Documents, and any amendment, waiver, consent or other modification of the provisions
hereof and thereof (whether or not the transactions contemplated thereby are consummated), and the consummation and administration of the transactions
contemplated hereby and thereby (including all Attorney Costs, which shall be limited to Cahill Gordon & Reindel LLP (and one local counsel in each
applicable jurisdiction and, in the event of a conflict of interest, one additional counsel of each type to the affected parties)) and (b) from and after the
Closing Date, to pay or reimburse the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent, the Co-Syndication Agents, the Arrangers and each Lender for all
reasonable and documented out-of-pocket costs and expenses incurred in connection with the enforcement (whether through negotiations, legal proceedings
or otherwise) of any rights or remedies under this Agreement or the other Loan Documents (including all such costs and expenses incurred during any legal
proceeding, including any proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law, and including all respective Attorney Costs, which shall be limited to Attorney Costs of
one counsel to the Administrative Agent and Joint Bookrunners (and one local counsel in each applicable jurisdiction and, in the event of any conflict of
interest, one additional counsel of each type to the affected parties)). The foregoing costs and expenses shall include all reasonable search, filing, recording
and title insurance charges and fees related thereto, and other reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred by any Agent. The agreements in this Section
10.04 shall survive the termination of the Aggregate Commitments and repayment of all other Obligations. All amounts due under this Section 10.04 shall be
paid within ten (10) Business Days of receipt by the Borrower of an invoice relating thereto setting forth such expenses in reasonable detail; provided that,
with respect to the Closing Date, all amounts due under this Section 10.04 shall be paid on the Closing Date solely to the extent invoiced to the Borrower
within three (3) Business Days of the Closing Date. If any Loan Party fails to pay when due any costs, expenses or other amounts payable by it hereunder or
under any Loan Document, such amount may be paid on behalf of such Loan Party by the Administrative Agent in its sole discretion.
Section 10.05.

Indemnification by the Borrower

.
Whether or not the transactions contemplated hereby are consummated, from and after the Closing Date, the Borrower shall
indemnify and hold harmless each Agent-Related Person, each
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Lender and their respective Affiliates, and directors, officers, employees, counsel, agents, trustees, investment advisors and attorneys-in-fact of each of the
foregoing (collectively the “Indemnitees”) from and against any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, damages, penalties, claims, demands, actions,
judgments, suits, costs, expenses and disbursements (including Attorney Costs which shall be limited to Attorney Costs of one counsel to the Administrative
Agent and the Joint Bookrunners and one counsel to the other Lenders (and one local counsel in each applicable jurisdiction and, in the event of any actual
conflict of interest, one additional counsel of each type to the affected parties)) of any kind or nature whatsoever which may at any time be imposed on,
incurred by or asserted against any such Indemnitee in any way relating to or arising out of or in connection with (a) the execution, delivery, enforcement,
performance or administration of any Loan Document or any other agreement, letter or instrument delivered in connection with the transactions contemplated
thereby or the consummation of the transactions contemplated thereby, (b) any Commitment, Loan or Letter of Credit or the use or proposed use of the
proceeds therefrom including any refusal by an L/C Issuer to honor a demand for payment under a Letter of Credit if the documents presented in connection
with such demand do not strictly comply with the terms of such Letter of Credit, or (c) any actual or alleged presence or Release of Hazardous Materials at,
on, under or from any property or facility currently or formerly owned, leased or operated by the Loan Parties or any Subsidiary, or any Environmental
Liability related in any way to any Loan Parties or any Subsidiary, or (d) any actual or prospective claim, litigation, investigation or proceeding relating to
any of the foregoing, whether based on contract, tort or any other theory (including any investigation of, preparation for, or defense of any pending or
threatened claim, investigation, litigation or proceeding) and regardless of whether any Indemnitee is a party thereto (all the foregoing, collectively, the
“Indemnified Liabilities”) in all cases, whether or not caused by or arising, in whole or in part, out of the negligence of the Indemnitee; provided that,
notwithstanding the foregoing, such indemnity shall not, as to any Indemnitee, be available to the extent that such liabilities, obligations, losses, damages,
penalties, claims, demands, actions, judgments, suits, costs, expenses or disbursements resulted from (x) the gross negligence, bad faith or willful misconduct
of such Indemnitee or of any affiliate, director, officer, employee, counsel, agent or attorney-in-fact of such Indemnitee, as determined by the final nonappealable judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction or (y) a material breach of its obligations under the Loan Documents by such Indemnitee or of any
affiliate, director, officer, employee, counsel, agent or attorney-in-fact of such Indemnitee as determined by the final non-appealable judgment of a court of
competent jurisdiction. No Indemnitee shall be liable for any damages arising from the use by others of any information or other materials obtained through
IntraLinks or other similar information transmission systems in connection with this Agreement, nor shall any Indemnitee or the Borrower or any Subsidiary
have any liability for any special, punitive, indirect or consequential damages relating to this Agreement or any other Loan Document or arising out of its
activities in connection herewith or therewith (whether before or after the Closing Date). In the case of an investigation, litigation or other proceeding to
which the indemnity in this Section 10.05 applies, such indemnity shall be effective whether or not such investigation, litigation or proceeding is brought by
any Loan Party, any Subsidiary of any Loan Party, any Loan Party’s directors, stockholders or creditors or an Indemnitee or any other Person, whether or not
any Indemnitee is otherwise a party thereto and whether or not any of the transactions contemplated hereunder or under any of the other Loan Documents are
consummated. All amounts due under this Section 10.05 shall be paid within ten (10) Business Days after demand therefor; provided, however, that such
Indemnitee shall promptly refund such amount to the extent that there is a final judicial or arbitral determination that such Indemnitee was not entitled to
indemnification rights with respect to such payment pursuant to the express terms of this Section 10.05. The agreements in this Section 10.05 shall survive
the resignation of the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent, the replacement of, or assignment of rights by, any Lender, the termination of the
Aggregate Commitments and the repayment, satisfaction or discharge of all the other Obligations.
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For the avoidance of doubt, any indemnification relating to Taxes, other than Taxes resulting from any non-Tax claim, shall be covered by Sections 3.01 and
3.04 and shall not be covered by this Section 10.05.
Section 10.06.

Payments Set Aside

.
To the extent that any payment by or on behalf of the Borrower is made to any Agent or any Lender, or any Agent or any Lender
exercises its right of setoff, and such payment or the proceeds of such setoff or any part thereof is subsequently invalidated, declared to be fraudulent or
preferential, set aside or required (including pursuant to any settlement entered into by such Agent or such Lender in its discretion) to be repaid to a trustee,
receiver or any other party, in connection with any proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law or otherwise, then (a) to the extent of such recovery, the
obligation or part thereof originally intended to be satisfied shall, to the fullest extent possible under provisions of applicable Law, be revived and continued
in full force and effect as if such payment had not been made or such setoff had not occurred, and (b) each Lender severally agrees to pay to the
Administrative Agent upon demand its applicable share of any amount so recovered from or repaid by any Agent, plus interest thereon from the date of such
demand to the date such payment is made at a rate per annum equal to the applicable Federal Funds Rate from time to time in effect.
Section 10.07.

Successors and Assigns

.
(a)
The provisions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective
successors and assigns permitted hereby, except that the Borrower may not assign or otherwise transfer any of its rights or obligations hereunder without the
prior written consent of each Lender (except as permitted by Section 7.04) and no Lender may assign or otherwise transfer any of its rights or obligations
hereunder except (i) to an Assignee pursuant to an assignment made in accordance with the provisions of Section 10.07(b) (such an assignee, an “Eligible
Assignee”), (ii) by way of participation in accordance with the provisions of Section 10.07(e), (iii) by way of pledge or assignment of a security interest
subject to the restrictions of Section 10.07(g) or (iv) to an SPC in accordance with the provisions of Section 10.07(h) (and any other attempted assignment or
transfer by any party hereto shall be null and void); Nothing in this Agreement, expressed or implied, shall be construed to confer upon any Person (other
than the parties hereto, their respective successors and assigns permitted hereby, Participants to the extent provided in Section 10.07(e) and, to the extent
expressly contemplated hereby, the Indemnitees) any legal or equitable right, remedy or claim under or by reason of this Agreement.
(b)
(i) Subject to the conditions set forth in paragraph (b)(ii) below, any Lender may assign to one or more assignees
(“Assignees”) all or a portion of its rights and obligations under this Agreement (including all or a portion of its Commitment and the Loans (including for
purposes of this Section 10.07(b), participations in L/C Obligations and in Swing Line Loans at the time owing to it)) with the prior written consent (such
consent not to be unreasonably withheld) of:
(A)
the Borrower, provided that no consent of the Borrower shall be required for (i) an assignment of all or a portion of a
Term Loan to a Lender, an Affiliate of a Lender or an Approved Fund, (ii) an assignment related to Revolving Credit Commitments or
Revolving Credit Exposure to a Revolving Credit Lender or an Affiliate of a Revolving Credit Lender or an Approved Fund of a Revolving
Credit Lender or (iii) if an Event of Default under Section 8.01(a), (f) or (g) has occurred and is continuing, any Assignee;
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(B)
the Administrative Agent, provided that no consent of the Administrative Agent shall be required for (i) an assignment of
all or any portion of a Term Loan to a Lender or an Approved Fund or (ii) an assignment related to Revolving Credit Commitments or Revolving
Credit Exposure to a Revolving Credit Lender or an Affiliate of a Revolving Credit Lender or an Approved Fund of a Revolving Credit Lender;
(C)
each Principal L/C Issuer at the time of such assignment, provided that no consent of the Principal L/C Issuers shall be
required for any assignment not related to Revolving Credit Commitments or Revolving Credit Exposure or any assignment to an Agent or an
Affiliate of an Agent; and
(D)
the Swing Line Lenders; provided that no consent of a Swing Line Lender shall be required for any assignment not
related to Revolving Credit Commitments or Revolving Credit Exposure or any assignment to an Agent or an Affiliate of an Agent.
Notwithstanding the foregoing or anything to the contrary set forth herein, any assignment of any Loans or Commitments to a
Purchasing Borrower Party or a Non-Debt Fund Affiliate shall also be subject to the requirements set forth in Section 10.07(k).
(ii)

Assignments shall be subject to the following additional conditions:

(A)
except in the case of an assignment to a Lender, an Affiliate of a Lender or an Approved Fund or an assignment of the
entire remaining amount of the assigning Lender’s Commitment or Loans of any Class, the amount of the Commitment or Loans of the assigning
Lender subject to each such assignment (determined as of the date the Assignment and Assumption with respect to such assignment is delivered
to the Administrative Agent) shall not be less than an amount of $5,000,000 (in the case of each Revolving Credit Loan) or $1,000,000 (in the
case of a Term Loan), and shall be in increments of an amount of $1,000,000 in excess thereof unless each of the Borrower and the
Administrative Agent otherwise consents, provided that such amounts shall be aggregated in respect of each Lender and its Affiliates or
Approved Funds, if any;
(B)
the parties to each assignment shall execute and deliver to the Administrative Agent an Assignment and Assumption,
together with a processing and recordation fee of $3,500; provided that the Administrative Agent, in its sole discretion, may elect to waive such
processing and recordation fee; and
(C)

the Assignee, if it shall not be a Lender, shall deliver to the Administrative Agent an Administrative Questionnaire.

This paragraph (b) shall not prohibit any Lender from assigning all or a portion of its rights and obligations among separate
Facilities on a non-pro rata basis among such Facilities.
(c)
Subject to acceptance and recording thereof by the Administrative Agent pursuant to Section 10.07(d), from and after the
effective date specified in each Assignment and Assumption, the Eligible Assignee thereunder shall be a party to this Agreement and, to the extent of the
interest assigned by such Assignment and Assumption, have the rights and obligations of a Lender under this Agreement, and the assigning Lender
thereunder shall, to the extent of the interest assigned
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by such Assignment and Assumption, be released from its obligations under this Agreement (and, in the case of an Assignment and Assumption covering all
of the assigning Lender’s rights and obligations under this Agreement, such Lender shall cease to be a party hereto but shall continue to be entitled to the
benefits of Sections 3.01, 3.04, 3.05, 10.04 and 10.05 with respect to facts and circumstances occurring prior to the effective date of such assignment). Upon
request, and the surrender by the assigning Lender of its Note, the Borrower (at its expense) shall execute and deliver a Note to the assignee Lender. Any
assignment or transfer by a Lender of rights or obligations under this Agreement that does not comply with this clause (c) shall be treated for purposes of this
Agreement as a sale by such Lender of a participation in such rights and obligations in accordance with Section 10.07(e).
(d)
The Administrative Agent, acting solely for this purpose as an agent of the Borrower, shall maintain at the Administrative
Agent’s Office a copy of each Assignment and Assumption delivered to it and a register for the recordation of the names and addresses of the Lenders, and
the Commitments of, and principal amounts (and related interest amounts) of the Loans, L/C Obligations (specifying the Unreimbursed Amounts), L/C
Borrowings and the amounts due under Section 2.03, owing to, each Lender pursuant to the terms hereof from time to time (the “Register”). The entries in
the Register shall be conclusive, absent manifest error, and the Borrower, the Agents and the Lenders shall treat each Person whose name is recorded in the
Register pursuant to the terms hereof as a Lender hereunder for all purposes of this Agreement, notwithstanding notice to the contrary. The Register shall be
available for inspection by the Borrower, any Agent and any Lender, at any reasonable time and from time to time upon reasonable prior notice.
(e)
Any Lender may at any time sell participations to any Person (other than a natural person, Holdings or any of its
Subsidiaries) (each, a “Participant”) in all or a portion of such Lender’s rights and/or obligations under this Agreement (including all or a portion of its
Commitment and/or the Loans (including such Lender’s participations in L/C Obligations and/or Swing Line Loans) owing to it); provided that (i) such
Lender’s obligations under this Agreement shall remain unchanged, (ii) such Lender shall remain solely responsible to the other parties hereto for the
performance of such obligations and (iii) the Borrower, the Agents and the other Lenders shall continue to deal solely and directly with such Lender in
connection with such Lender’s rights and obligations under this Agreement. Any agreement or instrument pursuant to which a Lender sells such a
participation shall provide that such Lender shall retain the sole right to enforce this Agreement and the other Loan Documents and to approve any
amendment, modification or waiver of any provision of this Agreement or the other Loan Documents; provided that such agreement or instrument may
provide that such Lender will not, without the consent of the Participant, agree to any amendment, waiver or other modification described in the first proviso
to Section 10.01 that requires the affirmative vote of such Lender. Subject to Section 10.07(f), the Borrower agrees that each Participant shall be entitled to
the benefits of Sections 3.01, 3.04 and 3.05 (subject to the requirements and limitations of such Sections, including the requirement to provide the forms and
certificates pursuant to Section 3.01(d)) to the same extent as if it were a Lender and had acquired its interest by assignment pursuant to Section 10.07(c). To
the extent permitted by applicable Law, each Participant also shall be entitled to the benefits of Section 10.09 as though it were a Lender; provided that such
Participant agrees to be subject to Section 2.13 as though it were a Lender. Each Lender that sells a participation shall, acting solely for this purpose as a
non-fiduciary agent of the Borrower, maintain a register on which it enters the name and address of each Participant and the principal amounts (and stated
interest) of each participant’s interest in the Loans or other obligations under this Agreement (the “Participant Register”). The entries in the Participant
Register shall be conclusive and such Lender shall treat each person whose name is recorded in the Participant Register as the owner of such participation for
all
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purposes of this Agreement notwithstanding any notice to the contrary. The Loan Parties and each Non-Debt Fund Affiliate (by its acquisition of a
participation in any Lender’s rights and/or obligations under this Agreement) hereby agree that if a case under Title 11 of the United States Code is
commenced against any Loan Party, to the extent that any Non-Debt Fund Affiliate would have the right to direct any Participant with respect to any vote
with respect to any plan of reorganization with respect to any Loan Party (or to directly vote on such plan of reorganization) as a result of any participation
taken by such Non-Debt Fund Affiliate pursuant to this Section 10.07(e), such Loan Party shall seek (and each Non-Debt Fund Affiliate shall consent) to
provide that the vote of any Non-Debt Fund Affiliate (in its capacity as a Participant) with respect to any plan of reorganization of such Loan Party shall not
be counted except that such Non-Debt Fund Affiliate’s vote (in its capacity as a Participant) may be counted to the extent any such plan of reorganization
proposes to treat the participation in any Obligations held by such Non-Debt Fund Affiliate in a manner that is less favorable in any material respect to such
Non-Debt Fund Affiliate than the proposed treatment of similar Obligations held by Lenders or Participants that are not Affiliates of the Borrower. Each
Non-Debt Fund Affiliate hereby irrevocably appoints the Administrative Agent (such appointment being coupled with an interest) as such Non-Debt Fund
Affiliate’s attorney-in-fact, with full authority in the place and stead of such Non-Debt Fund Affiliate and in the name of such Non-Debt Fund Affiliate, from
time to time in the Administrative Agent’s discretion to take any action and to execute any instrument that the Administrative Agent may deem reasonably
necessary to carry out the provisions of this paragraph.
(f)
A Participant shall not be entitled to receive any greater payment under Section 3.01, 3.04 or 3.05 than the applicable
Lender would have been entitled to receive with respect to the participation sold to such Participant, unless the sale of the participation to such Participant is
made with the Borrower’s prior written consent.
(g)
Any Lender may, without the consent of the Borrower or the Administrative Agent, at any time pledge or assign a
security interest in all or any portion of its rights under this Agreement (including under its Note, if any) to secure obligations of such Lender, including any
pledge or assignment to secure obligations to a Federal Reserve Bank; provided that no such pledge or assignment shall release such Lender from any of its
obligations hereunder or substitute any such pledgee or assignee for such Lender as a party hereto.
(h)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, any Lender (a “Granting Lender”) may grant to a special
purpose funding vehicle identified as such in writing from time to time by the Granting Lender to the Administrative Agent and the Borrower (an “SPC”) the
option to provide all or any part of any Loan that such Granting Lender would otherwise be obligated to make pursuant to this Agreement; provided that (i)
nothing herein shall constitute a commitment by any SPC to fund any Loan, and (ii) if an SPC elects not to exercise such option or otherwise fails to make all
or any part of such Loan, the Granting Lender shall be obligated to make such Loan pursuant to the terms hereof. Each party hereto hereby agrees that (i) an
SPC shall be entitled to the benefit of Sections 3.01, 3.04 and 3.05 (subject to the requirements and the limitations of such Sections, including the
requirement to provide the forms and certificates pursuant to Section 3.01(d)), but neither the grant to any SPC nor the exercise by any SPC of such option
shall increase the costs or expenses or otherwise increase or change the obligations of the Borrower under this Agreement, unless the grant to the SPC was
made with the prior written consent of the Borrower, not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed (for the avoidance of doubt, the Borrower shall have
reasonable basis for withholding consent if an exercise by SPC immediately after the grant would result in materially increased indemnification obligation to
the Borrower at such time), (ii) no SPC shall be liable for any
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indemnity or similar payment obligation under this Agreement for which a Lender would be liable, and (iii) the Granting Lender shall for all purposes,
including the approval of any amendment, waiver or other modification of any provision of any Loan Document, remain the lender of record hereunder. The
making of a Loan by an SPC hereunder shall utilize the Commitment of the Granting Lender to the same extent, and as if, such Loan were made by such
Granting Lender. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, any SPC may (i) with notice to, but without prior consent of the Borrower and
the Administrative Agent and with the payment of a processing fee of $3,500, assign all or any portion of its right to receive payment with respect to any
Loan to the Granting Lender and (ii) disclose on a confidential basis any non-public information relating to its funding of Loans to any rating agency,
commercial paper dealer or provider of any surety or Guarantee or credit or liquidity enhancement to such SPC.
(i)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, without the consent of the Borrower or the Administrative
Agent, (1) any Lender may in accordance with applicable Law create a security interest in all or any portion of the Loans owing to it and the Note, if any,
held by it and (2) any Lender that is a Fund may create a security interest in all or any portion of the Loans owing to it and the Note, if any, held by it to the
trustee for holders of obligations owed, or securities issued, by such Fund as security for such obligations or securities; provided that unless and until such
trustee actually becomes a Lender in compliance with the other provisions of this Section 10.07, (i) no such pledge shall release the pledging Lender from
any of its obligations under the Loan Documents and (ii) such trustee shall not be entitled to exercise any of the rights of a Lender under the Loan Documents
even though such trustee may have acquired ownership rights with respect to the pledged interest through foreclosure or otherwise.
(j)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, any L/C Issuer or Swing Line Lender may, upon thirty (30)
days’ notice to the Borrower and the Lenders, resign as an L/C Issuer or Swing Line Lender, respectively; provided that on or prior to the expiration of such
30-day period with respect to such resignation, the relevant L/C Issuer or Swing Line Lender shall have identified a successor L/C Issuer or Swing Line
Lender reasonably acceptable to the Borrower willing to accept its appointment as successor L/C Issuer or Swing Line Lender, as applicable. In the event of
any such resignation of an L/C Issuer or Swing Line Lender, the Borrower shall be entitled to appoint from among the Lenders willing to accept such
appointment a successor L/C Issuer or Swing Line Lender hereunder; provided that no failure by the Borrower to appoint any such successor shall affect the
resignation of the relevant L/C Issuer or the Swing Line Lender, as the case may be, except as expressly provided above. If an L/C Issuer resigns as an L/C
Issuer, it shall retain all the rights and obligations of an L/C Issuer hereunder with respect to all Letters of Credit outstanding as of the effective date of its
resignation as an L/C Issuer and all L/C Obligations with respect thereto (including the right to require the Lenders to make Base Rate Loans or fund risk
participations in Unreimbursed Amounts pursuant to Section 2.03(c)). If the Swing Line Lender resigns as Swing Line Lender, it shall retain all the rights of
the Swing Line Lender provided for hereunder with respect to Swing Line Loans made by it and outstanding as of the effective date of such resignation,
including the right to require the Lenders to make Base Rate Loans, Eurocurrency Rate Loans or fund risk participations in outstanding Swing Line Loans
pursuant to Section 2.04(c).
(k)
(i) Notwithstanding anything else to the contrary contained in this Agreement, any Lender may assign all or a portion of
its Term Loans to any Non-Debt Fund Affiliate or Purchasing Borrower Party in accordance with Section 10.07(b); provided that:
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(A)

no Default or Event of Default has occurred or is continuing or would result therefrom;

(B)
the assigning Lender and Non-Debt Fund Affiliate or Purchasing Borrower Party purchasing such Lender’s Term Loans,
as applicable, shall execute and deliver to the Administrative Agent an assignment agreement substantially in the form of Exhibit M hereto (an
“Affiliated Lender Assignment and Assumption”) in lieu of an Assignment and Assumption;
(C)
for the avoidance of doubt, Lenders shall not be permitted to assign Revolving Credit Commitments or Revolving Credit
Loans to any Purchasing Borrower Party or Non-Debt Fund Affiliate;
(D)
any Term Loans assigned to any Purchasing Borrower Party shall be automatically and permanently cancelled for upon
the effectiveness of such assignment and will thereafter no longer be outstanding for any purpose hereunder;
(E)
(i) no Purchasing Borrower Party may use the proceeds from Revolving Credit Loans or Swing Line Loans to purchase
any Term Loans and (ii) Term Loans may only be purchased by a Purchasing Borrowing Party if, after giving effect to any such purchase, the
sum of (x) the excess of the aggregate Revolving Credit Commitments at such time less the aggregate Revolving Credit Exposure plus (y) the
amount of unrestricted cash and Cash Equivalents of the Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries shall be not less than $50,000,000; and
(F)
no Term Loan may be assigned to a Non-Debt Fund Affiliates pursuant to this Section 10.07(k), if after giving effect to
such assignment, Non-Debt Fund Affiliates in the aggregate would own in excess of 25% of all Term Loans then outstanding.
(ii)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, no Non-Debt Fund Affiliate shall have any right to (i) attend
(including by telephone) any meeting or discussions (or portion thereof) among the Administrative Agent or any Lender to which representatives of the Loan
Parties are not invited, and (ii) receive any information or material prepared by Administrative Agent or any Lender or any communication by or among
Administrative Agent and/or one or more Lenders, except to the extent such information or materials have been made available to any Loan Party or its
representatives (and in any case, other than the right to receive notices of prepayments and other administrative notices in respect of its Loans required to be
delivered to Lenders pursuant to Article II), or (iii) make or bring (or participate in, other than as a passive participant in or recipient of its pro rata benefits
of) any claim, in its capacity as a Lender, against Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent or any other Lender with respect to any duties or obligations or
alleged duties or obligations of such Agent or any other such Lender under the Loan Documents.
(l)
Notwithstanding anything in Section 10.01 or the definition of “Required Lenders,” “Required Revolving Credit Lenders”
or “Required Class Lenders” to the contrary, for purposes of determining whether the Required Lenders, Required Revolving Credit Lenders or the Required
Class Lenders have (i) consented (or not consented) to any amendment, modification, waiver, consent or other action with respect to any of the terms of any
Loan Document or any departure by any Loan Party therefrom, (ii) otherwise acted on any matter related to any Loan
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Document, or (iii) directed or required the Administrative Agent, Collateral Agent or any Lender to undertake any action (or refrain from taking any action)
with respect to or under any Loan Document:
(x)

all Term Loans held by any Non-Debt Fund Affiliate shall be deemed to be not outstanding for all purposes of calculating whether
the Required Lenders or Required Class Lenders have taken any actions; and

(y)

all Term Loans, Revolving Credit Commitments and Revolving Credit Exposure held by Debt Fund Affiliates may not account for
more than 50% of the Term Loans, Revolving Credit Commitments and Revolving Credit Exposure of consenting Lenders included in
determining whether the Required Lenders or the Required Class Lender have consented to any action pursuant to Section 10.01.

Additionally, the Loan Parties and each Non-Debt Fund Affiliate hereby agree that if a case under Title 11 of the United States Code
is commenced against any Loan Party, such Loan Party shall seek (and each Non-Debt Fund Affiliate shall consent) to provide that the vote of any Non-Debt
Fund Affiliate (in its capacity as a Lender) with respect to any plan of reorganization of such Loan Party shall not be counted except that such Non-Debt
Fund Affiliate’s vote (in its capacity as a Lender) may be counted to the extent any such plan of reorganization proposes to treat the Obligations held by such
Non-Debt Fund Affiliate in a manner that is less favorable in any material respect to such Non-Debt Fund Affiliate than the proposed treatment of similar
Obligations held by Lenders that are not Affiliates of the Borrower. Each Non-Debt Fund Affiliate hereby irrevocably appoints the Administrative Agent
(such appointment being coupled with an interest) as such Non-Debt Fund Affiliate’s attorney-in-fact, with full authority in the place and stead of such NonDebt Fund Affiliate and in the name of such Non-Debt Fund Affiliate, from time to time in the Administrative Agent’s discretion to take any action and to
execute any instrument that the Administrative Agent may deem reasonably necessary to carry out the provisions of this paragraph.
Section 10.08.

Confidentiality

.
Each of the Agents and the Lenders agrees to maintain the confidentiality of the Information, except that Information may be
disclosed (a) to its Affiliates and its and its Affiliates’ managers, administrators, directors, officers, employees, trustees, partners, investors, investment
advisors and agents, including accountants, legal counsel and other advisors (it being understood that the Persons to whom such disclosure is made will be
informed of the confidential nature of such Information and instructed to keep such Information confidential); (b) to the extent requested by any
Governmental Authority or self regulatory authority having or asserting jurisdiction over such Person (including any Governmental Authority regulating any
Lender or its Affiliates); (c) to the extent required by applicable Laws or regulations or by any subpoena or similar legal process; (d) to any other party to this
Agreement; (e) subject to an agreement containing provisions substantially the same as those of this Section 10.08 (or as may otherwise be reasonably
acceptable to the Borrower), to any pledgee referred to in Section 10.07(g), counterparty to a Swap Contract, Eligible Assignee of or Participant in, or any
prospective Eligible Assignee of or Participant in any of its rights or obligations under this Agreement; (f) with the written consent of the Borrower; (g) to the
extent such Information becomes publicly available other than as a result of a breach of this Section 10.08 or becomes available to the Administrative Agent,
any Arranger, any Lender, the L/C Issuer or any of their respective Affiliates on a non-confidential basis from a source other than a Loan Party or any
Investor or their respective related parties (so long as such source is not known to the Administrative Agent, such Arranger, such Lender, the L/C Issuer or
any of their respective Affiliates to be bound by
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confidentiality obligations to any Loan Party); (h) to any Governmental Authority or examiner (including the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners or any other similar organization) regulating any Lender; (i) to any rating agency when required by it (it being understood that, prior to any
such disclosure, such rating agency shall undertake to preserve the confidentiality of any Information relating to Loan Parties and their Subsidiaries received
by it from such Lender) or to the CUSIP Service Bureau or any similar organization; or (j) in connection with the exercise of any remedies hereunder, under
any other Loan Document or the enforcement of its rights hereunder or thereunder. In addition, the Agents and the Lenders may disclose the existence of this
Agreement and publicly available information about this Agreement to market data collectors, similar service providers to the lending industry, and service
providers to the Agents and the Lenders in connection with the administration and management of this Agreement, the other Loan Documents, the
Commitments, and the Credit Extensions. For the purposes of this Section 10.08, “Information” means all information received from the Loan Parties
relating to any Loan Party, its Affiliates or its Affiliates’ directors, managers, officers, employees, trustees, investment advisors or agents, relating to
Holdings, the Borrower or any of their Subsidiaries or its business, other than any such information that is publicly available to any Agent, any L/C Issuer or
any Lender prior to disclosure by any Loan Party other than as a result of a breach of this Section 10.08; provided that, in the case of information received
from a Loan Party after the Closing Date, such information is clearly identified at the time of delivery as confidential or is delivered pursuant to Section 6.01,
6.02 or 6.03 hereof.
Section 10.09.

Setoff

.
In addition to any rights and remedies of the Lenders provided by Law, upon the occurrence and during the continuance of any
Event of Default, each Lender and its Affiliates (and the Collateral Agent, in respect of any unpaid fees, costs and expenses payable hereunder) is authorized
at any time and from time to time, without prior notice to the Borrower, any such notice being waived by the Borrower (on its own behalf and on behalf of
each Loan Party and each of its Subsidiaries) to the fullest extent permitted by applicable Law, to set off and apply any and all deposits (general or special,
time or demand, provisional or final) at any time held by, and other Indebtedness at any time owing by, such Lender and its Affiliates or the Collateral Agent
to or for the credit or the account of the respective Loan Parties and their Subsidiaries against any and all Obligations owing to such Lender and its Affiliates
or the Collateral Agent hereunder or under any other Loan Document, now or hereafter existing, irrespective of whether or not such Agent or such Lender or
Affiliate shall have made demand under this Agreement or any other Loan Document and although such Obligations may be contingent or unmatured or
denominated in a currency different from that of the applicable deposit or Indebtedness. Each Lender agrees promptly to notify the Borrower and the
Administrative Agent after any such setoff and application made by such Lender; provided that the failure to give such notice shall not affect the validity of
such setoff and application. The rights of the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent and each Lender under this Section 10.09 are in addition to other
rights and remedies (including other rights of setoff) that the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agent and such Lender may have at Law. No amounts set
off from any Guarantor shall be applied to any Excluded Swap Obligation of such Guarantor.
Section 10.10.

Interest Rate Limitation

.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any Loan Document, the interest paid or agreed to be paid under the Loan
Documents shall not exceed the maximum rate of non-usurious interest permitted by applicable Law (the “Maximum Rate”). If any Agent or any Lender
shall receive interest in an amount that exceeds the Maximum Rate, the excess interest shall be
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applied to the principal of the Loans or, if it exceeds such unpaid principal, refunded to the Borrower. In determining whether the interest contracted for,
charged, or received by an Agent or a Lender exceeds the Maximum Rate, such Person may, to the extent permitted by applicable Law, (a) characterize any
payment that is not principal as an expense, fee, or premium rather than interest, (b) exclude voluntary prepayments and the effects thereof, and (c) amortize,
prorate, allocate, and spread in equal or unequal parts the total amount of interest throughout the contemplated term of the Obligations hereunder.
Section 10.11.

Counterparts

.
This Agreement and each other Loan Document may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an
original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. Delivery by telecopier of an executed counterpart of a signature page to this
Agreement and each other Loan Document shall be effective as delivery of an original executed counterpart of this Agreement and such other Loan
Document. The Agents may also require that any such documents and signatures delivered by telecopier be confirmed by a manually signed original thereof;
provided that the failure to request or deliver the same shall not limit the effectiveness of any document or signature delivered by telecopier.
Section 10.12.

Integration; Termination

.
This Agreement, together with the other Loan Documents, comprises the complete and integrated agreement of the parties on the
subject matter hereof and thereof and supersedes all prior agreements, written or oral, on such subject matter. In the event of any conflict between the
provisions of this Agreement and those of any other Loan Document, the provisions of this Agreement shall control; provided that the inclusion of
supplemental rights or remedies in favor of the Agents or the Lenders in any other Loan Document shall not be deemed a conflict with this Agreement. Each
Loan Document was drafted with the joint participation of the respective parties thereto and shall be construed neither against nor in favor of any party, but
rather in accordance with the fair meaning thereof.
Section 10.13.

Survival of Representations and Warranties

.
All representations and warranties made hereunder and in any other Loan Document or other document delivered pursuant hereto or
thereto or in connection herewith or therewith shall survive the execution and delivery hereof and thereof. Such representations and warranties have been or
will be relied upon by each Agent and each Lender, regardless of any investigation made by any Agent or any Lender or on their behalf and notwithstanding
that any Agent or any Lender may have had notice or knowledge of any Default at the time of any Credit Extension, and shall continue in full force and effect
as long as any Loan or any other Obligation hereunder shall remain unpaid or unsatisfied or any Letter of Credit shall remain outstanding.
Section 10.14.

Severability

.
If any provision of this Agreement or the other Loan Documents is held to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, the legality, validity
and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement and the other Loan Documents shall not be affected or impaired thereby. The invalidity of a
provision in a particular jurisdiction shall not invalidate or render unenforceable such provision in any other jurisdiction.
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Section 10.15.

GOVERNING LAW

.
THIS AGREEMENT AND EACH OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND CONSTRUED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH, THE LAW OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.
(a)
ANY LEGAL ACTION OR PROCEEDING ARISING UNDER ANY LOAN DOCUMENT OR IN ANY WAY
CONNECTED WITH OR RELATED OR INCIDENTAL TO THE DEALINGS OF THE PARTIES HERETO OR ANY OF THEM WITH RESPECT TO
ANY LOAN DOCUMENT, OR THE TRANSACTIONS RELATED THERETO, IN EACH CASE WHETHER NOW EXISTING OR HEREAFTER
ARISING, MAY BE BROUGHT IN THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK SITTING IN NEW YORK CITY OR OF THE UNITED STATES
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF SUCH STATE, AND BY EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF THIS AGREEMENT, EACH LOAN PARTY,
EACH AGENT AND EACH LENDER CONSENTS, FOR ITSELF AND IN RESPECT OF ITS PROPERTY, TO THE NON-EXCLUSIVE
JURISDICTION OF THOSE COURTS. EACH LOAN PARTY, EACH AGENT AND EACH LENDER IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY OBJECTION,
INCLUDING ANY OBJECTION TO THE LAYING OF VENUE OR BASED ON THE GROUNDS OF FORUM NON CONVENIENS, WHICH IT MAY
NOW OR HEREAFTER HAVE TO THE BRINGING OF ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN SUCH JURISDICTION IN RESPECT OF ANY LOAN
DOCUMENT OR OTHER DOCUMENT RELATED THERETO. EACH PARTY HERETO IRREVOCABLY CONSENTS TO SERVICE OF PROCESS
IN ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO ANY LOAN DOCUMENTS IN THE MANNER PROVIDED FOR
NOTICES (OTHER THAN TELECOPIER) IN SECTION 10.02. NOTHING IN THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT WILL
AFFECT THE RIGHT OF ANY PARTY HERETO TO SERVE PROCESS IN ANY OTHER MANNER PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
Section 10.16.

WAIVER OF RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY

.
TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, EACH PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT HEREBY EXPRESSLY
WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY CLAIM, DEMAND, ACTION OR CAUSE OF ACTION ARISING UNDER ANY LOAN
DOCUMENT OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH OR RELATED OR INCIDENTAL TO THE DEALINGS OF THE PARTIES HERETO OR ANY
OF THEM WITH RESPECT TO ANY LOAN DOCUMENT, OR THE TRANSACTIONS RELATED THERETO, IN EACH CASE WHETHER NOW
EXISTING OR HEREAFTER ARISING, AND WHETHER FOUNDED IN CONTRACT OR TORT OR OTHERWISE; AND EACH PARTY HEREBY
AGREES AND CONSENTS THAT ANY SUCH CLAIM, DEMAND, ACTION OR CAUSE OF ACTION SHALL BE DECIDED BY COURT TRIAL
WITHOUT A JURY, AND THAT ANY PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT MAY FILE AN ORIGINAL COUNTERPART OR A COPY OF THIS
SECTION 10.16 WITH ANY COURT AS WRITTEN EVIDENCE OF THE CONSENT OF THE SIGNATORIES HERETO TO THE WAIVER OF
THEIR RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY.
Section 10.17.

Binding Effect

.
This Agreement shall become effective when it shall have been executed by the Loan Parties and the Administrative Agent shall
have been notified by each Lender, the Swing Line Lenders and L/C Issuer that each such Lender, Swing Line Lender and L/C Issuer has executed it and
thereafter
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shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Loan Parties, each Agent and each Lender and their respective successors and assigns, in each case in
accordance with Section 10.07 (if applicable) and except that no Loan Party shall have the right to assign its rights hereunder or any interest herein without
the prior written consent of the Lenders except as permitted by Section 7.04.
Section 10.18.

USA Patriot Act

.
Each Lender that is subject to the USA Patriot Act and the Administrative Agent (for itself and not on behalf of any Lender) hereby
notifies the Borrower that pursuant to the requirements of the USA Patriot Act, it is required to obtain, verify and record information that identifies the
Borrower, which information includes the name, address and tax identification number of the Borrower and other information regarding the Borrower that
will allow such Lender or the Administrative Agent, as applicable, to identify the Borrower in accordance with the USA Patriot Act. This notice is given in
accordance with the requirements of the USA Patriot Act and is effective as to the Lenders and the Administrative Agent.
Section 10.19.

No Advisory or Fiduciary Responsibility

.
In connection with all aspects of each transaction contemplated hereby, each Loan Party acknowledges and agrees, and
acknowledges its Affiliates’ understanding, that (i) the facilities provided for hereunder and any related arranging or other services in connection therewith
(including in connection with any amendment, waiver or other modification hereof or of any other Loan Document) are an arm’s-length commercial
transaction between the Borrower and its Affiliates, on the one hand, and the Agents, the Arrangers and the Lenders, on the other hand, and the Borrower is
capable of evaluating and understanding and understands and accepts the terms, risks and conditions of the transactions contemplated hereby and by the other
Loan Documents (including any amendment, waiver or other modification hereof or thereof), (ii) in connection with the process leading to such transaction,
each of the Agents, the Arrangers and the Lenders is and has been acting solely as a principal and except as expressly agreed in writing by the relevant
parties, is not the financial advisor, agent or fiduciary, for the Borrower or any of its Affiliates, stockholders, creditors or employees or any other Person, (iii)
none of the Agents, the Arrangers or the Lenders has assumed or will assume an advisory, agency or fiduciary responsibility in favor of the Borrower with
respect to any of the transactions contemplated hereby or the process leading thereto except as expressly agreed in writing by the relevant parties, including
with respect to any amendment, waiver or other modification hereof or of any other Loan Document (irrespective of whether any Agent or Lender has
advised or is currently advising the Borrower or any of its Affiliates on other matters) and none of the Agents, the Arrangers or the Lenders has any
obligation to the Borrower or any of its Affiliates with respect to the financing transactions contemplated hereby except those obligations expressly set forth
herein and in the other Loan Documents, (iv) the Agents, the Arrangers and the Lenders and their respective Affiliates may be engaged in a broad range of
transactions that involve interests that differ from, and may conflict with, those of the Borrower and its Affiliates, and none of the Agents, the Arrangers or
the Lenders has any obligation to disclose any of such interests by virtue of any advisory, agency or fiduciary relationship and (v) the Agents, the Arrangers
and the Lenders have not provided and will not provide any legal, accounting, regulatory or tax advice with respect to any of the transactions contemplated
hereby (including any amendment, waiver or other modification hereof or of any other Loan Document) and the Loan Parties have consulted their own legal,
accounting, regulatory and tax advisors to the extent they have deemed appropriate.
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ARTICLE XI.
Guarantee
Section 11.01.

The Guarantee

.
Each Guarantor hereby jointly and severally with the other Guarantors guarantees, as a primary obligor and not as a surety to each
Secured Party and their respective successors and assigns, the prompt payment in full when due (whether at stated maturity, by required prepayment,
declaration, demand, by acceleration or otherwise) of the principal of and interest (including any interest, fees, costs or charges that would accrue but for the
provisions of (i) the Title 11 of the United States Code after any bankruptcy or insolvency petition under Title 11 of the United States Code and (ii) any other
Debtor Relief Laws) on the Loans made by the Lenders to, and the Notes, if any, held by each Lender of, the Borrower (other than such Guarantor), and all
other Obligations (other than with respect to any Guarantor, Excluded Swap Obligations of such Guarantor) from time to time owing to the Secured Parties
by any Loan Party under any Loan Document or the Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary under any Secured Hedge Agreement or any Cash Management
Obligations, in each case strictly in accordance with the terms thereof (such obligations being herein collectively called the “Guaranteed
Obligations”). The Guarantors hereby jointly and severally agree that if the Borrower or other Guarantor(s) shall fail to pay in full when due (whether at
stated maturity, by acceleration or otherwise) any of the Guaranteed Obligations, the Guarantors will promptly pay the same in cash, without any demand or
notice whatsoever, and that in the case of any extension of time of payment or renewal of any of the Guaranteed Obligations, the same will be promptly paid
in full when due (whether at extended maturity, by acceleration or otherwise) in accordance with the terms of such extension or renewal.
Section 11.02.

Obligations Unconditional

.
The obligations of the Guarantors under Section 11.01 shall constitute a guaranty of payment and to the fullest extent permitted by
applicable Law, are absolute, irrevocable and unconditional, joint and several, irrespective of the value, genuineness, validity, regularity or enforceability of
the Guaranteed Obligations of the Borrower under this Agreement, the Notes, if any, or any other agreement or instrument referred to herein or therein, or
any substitution, release or exchange of any other guarantee of or security for any of the Guaranteed Obligations, and, irrespective of any other circumstance
whatsoever that might otherwise constitute a legal or equitable discharge or defense of a surety or Guarantor (except for payment in full). Without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, it is agreed that the occurrence of any one or more of the following shall not alter or impair the liability of the Guarantors
hereunder which shall remain absolute, irrevocable and unconditional under any and all circumstances as described above:
(i)
at any time or from time to time, without notice to the Guarantors, to the extent permitted by Law, the time for any
performance of or compliance with any of the Guaranteed Obligations shall be extended, or such performance or compliance shall be waived;
(ii)
any of the acts mentioned in any of the provisions of this Agreement or the Notes, if any, or any other agreement or
instrument referred to herein or therein shall be done or omitted;
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(iii)
the maturity of any of the Guaranteed Obligations shall be accelerated, or any of the Guaranteed Obligations shall be
amended in any respect, or any right under the Loan Documents or any other agreement or instrument referred to herein or therein shall be
amended or waived in any respect or any other guarantee of any of the Guaranteed Obligations or except as permitted pursuant to Section 11.09,
any security therefor shall be released or exchanged in whole or in part or otherwise dealt with;
(iv)
any Lien or security interest granted to, or in favor of, an L/C Issuer or any Lender or Agent as security for any of the
Guaranteed Obligations shall fail to be perfected; or
(v)

the release of any other Guarantor pursuant to Section 11.09 or otherwise.

The Guarantors hereby expressly waive diligence, presentment, demand of payment, protest and, to the extent permitted by Law, all
notices whatsoever, and any requirement that any Secured Party exhaust any right, power or remedy or proceed against the Borrower under this Agreement
or the Notes, if any, or any other agreement or instrument referred to herein or therein, or against any other person under any other guarantee of, or security
for, any of the Guaranteed Obligations. The Guarantors waive, to the extent permitted by Law, any and all notice of the creation, renewal, extension, waiver,
termination or accrual of any of the Guaranteed Obligations and notice of or proof of reliance by any Secured Party upon this Guarantee or acceptance of this
Guarantee, and the Guaranteed Obligations, and any of them, shall conclusively be deemed to have been created, contracted or incurred in reliance upon this
Guarantee, and all dealings between the Borrower and the Secured Parties shall likewise be conclusively presumed to have been had or consummated in
reliance upon this Guarantee. This Guarantee shall be construed as a continuing, absolute, irrevocable and unconditional guarantee of payment without
regard to any right of offset with respect to the Guaranteed Obligations at any time or from time to time held by Secured Parties, and the obligations and
liabilities of the Guarantors hereunder shall not be conditioned or contingent upon the pursuit by the Secured Parties or any other person at any time of any
right or remedy against the Borrower or against any other person which may be or become liable in respect of all or any part of the Guaranteed Obligations or
against any collateral security or guarantee therefor or right of offset with respect thereto. This Guarantee shall remain in full force and effect and be binding
in accordance with and to the extent of its terms upon the Guarantors and the successors and assigns thereof, and shall inure to the benefit of the Lenders, and
their respective successors and assigns, notwithstanding that from time to time during the term of this Agreement there may be no Guaranteed Obligations
outstanding.
Section 11.03.

Reinstatement

.
The obligations of the Guarantors under this Article XI shall be automatically reinstated if and to the extent that for any reason any
payment by or on behalf of the Borrower or other Loan Party in respect of the Guaranteed Obligations is rescinded or must be otherwise restored by any
holder of any of the Guaranteed Obligations, whether as a result of any proceedings in bankruptcy or reorganization or otherwise.
Section 11.04.

Subrogation; Subordination

.
Each Guarantor hereby agrees that until the payment and satisfaction in full in cash of all Guaranteed Obligations and the expiration
and termination of the Commitments of the Lenders under this Agreement it shall waive any claim and shall not exercise any right or remedy, direct or
indirect, arising by reason of any performance by it of its guarantee in Section 11.01, whether by
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subrogation or otherwise, against the Borrower or any other Guarantor of any of the Guaranteed Obligations or any security for any of the Guaranteed
Obligations. Any Indebtedness of any Loan Party permitted pursuant to Section 7.03(b)(ii) or 7.03(d) shall be subordinated to such Loan Party’s Obligations
in the manner set forth in the Intercompany Note evidencing such Indebtedness.
Section 11.05.

Remedies

.
The Guarantors jointly and severally agree that, as between the Guarantors and the Lenders, the obligations of the Borrower under
this Agreement and the Notes, if any, may be declared to be forthwith due and payable as provided in Section 8.02 (and shall be deemed to have become
automatically due and payable in the circumstances provided in Section 8.02) for purposes of Section 11.01, notwithstanding any stay, injunction or other
prohibition preventing such declaration (or such obligations from becoming automatically due and payable) as against the Borrower and that, in the event of
such declaration (or such obligations being deemed to have become automatically due and payable), such obligations (whether or not due and payable by the
Borrower) shall forthwith become due and payable by the Guarantors for purposes of Section 11.01.
Section 11.06.

Instrument for the Payment of Money

.
Each Guarantor hereby acknowledges that the guarantee in this Article XI constitutes an instrument for the payment of money, and
consents and agrees that any Lender or Agent, at its sole option, in the event of a dispute by such Guarantor in the payment of any moneys due hereunder,
shall have the right to bring a motion-action under New York CPLR Section 3213.
Section 11.07.

Continuing Guarantee

.
The guarantee in this Article XI is a continuing guarantee of payment, and shall apply to all Guaranteed Obligations whenever
arising.
Section 11.08.

General Limitation on Guarantee Obligations

.
In any action or proceeding involving any state corporate limited partnership or limited liability company law, or any applicable
state, federal or foreign bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization or other Law affecting the rights of creditors generally, if the obligations of any Guarantor
under Section 11.01 would otherwise be held or determined to be void, voidable, invalid or unenforceable, or subordinated to the claims of any other
creditors, on account of the amount of its liability under Section 11.01, then, notwithstanding any other provision to the contrary, the amount of such liability
shall, without any further action by such Guarantor, any Loan Party or any other person, be automatically limited and reduced to the highest amount (after
giving effect to the right of contribution established in Section 11.10) that is valid and enforceable and not subordinated to the claims of other creditors as
determined in such action or proceeding.
Section 11.09.

Release of Guarantors

.
If, in compliance with the terms and provisions of the Loan Documents, Equity Interests of any Subsidiary Guarantor (a
“Transferred Guarantor”) are sold or otherwise transferred, following which transfer such Subsidiary Guarantor ceases to be a Subsidiary, such
Transferred Guarantor shall, upon the consummation of such sale or transfer, be automatically released from its obligations under this Agreement (including
under Section 10.05 hereof) and the other Loan
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Documents and, so long as the Borrower shall have provided the Agents such certifications or documents as any Agent shall reasonably request, the
Collateral Agent shall take such actions as are necessary to effect the releases described in this Section 11.09.
When all Commitments hereunder have terminated, and all Loans or other Obligation hereunder which are accrued and payable
have been paid or satisfied, and no Letter of Credit remains outstanding (except any Letter of Credit the Outstanding Amount of which the Obligations
related thereto has been Cash Collateralized or for which a backstop letter of credit reasonably satisfactory to the applicable L/C Issuer has been put in place),
this Agreement and the Guarantees made herein shall terminate with respect to all Obligations, except with respect to Obligations that expressly survive such
repayment pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.
Section 11.10.

Right of Contribution

.
Each Guarantor hereby agrees that to the extent that a Subsidiary Guarantor shall have paid more than its proportionate share of any
payment made hereunder, such Subsidiary Guarantor shall be entitled to seek and receive contribution from and against any other Guarantor hereunder which
has not paid its proportionate share of such payment. Each Subsidiary Guarantor’s right of contribution shall be subject to the terms and conditions of
Section 11.04. The provisions of this Section 11.10 shall in no respect limit the obligations and liabilities of any Subsidiary Guarantor to the Administrative
Agent, the L/C Issuer, the Swing Line Lender and the Lenders, and each Subsidiary Guarantor shall remain liable to the Administrative Agent, the L/C
Issuer, the Swing Line Lender and the Lenders for the full amount guaranteed by such Subsidiary Guarantor hereunder.
Section 11.11.

Keepwell

.
Each Qualified ECP Guarantor hereby jointly and severally, absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably undertakes to provide such
funds or other support to each Specified Guarantor as may be needed by such Specified Guarantor from time to time to honor all of its obligations under its
Guaranty and the other Loan Documents in respect of any Swap Obligation (provided, however, that each Qualified ECP Guarantor shall only be liable under
this Section for up to the maximum amount of such liability that can be hereby incurred without rendering such Qualified ECP Guarantor’s obligations and
undertakings under this Article XI voidable under applicable law relating to fraudulent conveyance or fraudulent transfer, and not for any greater amount).
The obligations and undertakings of each Qualified ECP Guarantor under this Section shall remain in full force and effect until the date upon which all
Commitments under this Agreement have been terminated and all Obligations have been indefeasibly paid and performed in full. Each Qualified ECP
Guarantor intends that this Section constitute, and this Section shall be deemed to constitute, a “keepwell, support, or other agreement” for the benefit of each
Specified Guarantor for all purposes of Section 1a(18)(A)(v)(II) of the Commodity Exchange Act.
Section 11.12.

Acknowledgement and Consent to Bail-In of EEA Financial Institutions.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any Loan Document or in any other agreement, arrangement or understanding among
any such parties, each party hereto acknowledges that any liability of any EEA Financial Institution arising under any Loan Document, to the extent such
liability is unsecured, may be subject to the Write-Down and Conversion Powers of an EEA Resolution Authority and agrees and consents to, and
acknowledges and agrees to be bound by:
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(a)
the application of any Write-Down and Conversion Powers by an EEA Resolution Authority to any such liabilities arising
hereunder which may be payable to it by any party hereto that is an EEA Financial Institution; and
(b)

the effects of any Bail-In Action on any such liability, including, if applicable:

(i)

a reduction in full or in part or cancellation of any such liability;

(ii)
a conversion of all, or a portion of, such liability into shares or other instruments of ownership in such EEA Financial
Institution, its parent undertaking, or a bridge institution that may be issued to it or otherwise conferred on it, and that such shares or other
instruments of ownership will be accepted by it in lieu of any rights with respect to any such liability under this Agreement or any other Loan
Document; or
(iii)
the variation of the terms of such liability in connection with the exercise of the Write-Down and Conversion Powers of
any EEA Resolution Authority.
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Schedule I-B

Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitments

Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Lender

Tranche 4 Revolving Credit Commitment

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.

$70,000,000

Deutsche Bank AG New York Branch

$67,500,000

Goldman Sachs Bank USA

$67,500,000

Barclays Bank PLC

$40,000,000

Fifth Third Bank

$33,750,000

Citizens Bank, N.A.

$33,750,000

Citibank, N.A.

$20,000,000
Total
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$332,500,000

Exhibit 10.3
EXECUTION VERSION

FIRST-LIEN INTERCREDITOR AGREEMENT
among
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, INC.,
the other Grantors party hereto,
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.,
as Credit Agreement Collateral Agent for the Credit Agreement Secured Parties
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.,
as Authorized Representative for the Credit Agreement Secured Parties,
WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
as the Initial Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent
WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
as the Initial Additional Authorized Representative,
and
each additional Authorized Representative from time to time party hereto

dated as of April 30, 2020
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FIRST-LIEN INTERCREDITOR AGREEMENT, dated as of April 30, 2020 (as amended, restated, amended and restated, extended, supplemented
or otherwise modified from time to time, this “Agreement”), among SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, INC., a Delaware corporation
(the “Company”), the other Grantors (as defined below) from time to time party hereto, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. (“JPMorgan”), as
collateral agent for the Credit Agreement Secured Parties (as defined below) (in such capacity and together with its successors in such capacity, the
“Credit Agreement Collateral Agent”), JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A., as Authorized Representative for the Credit Agreement Secured
Parties (as each such term is defined below), WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as collateral agent for the Additional FirstLien Secured Parties (as defined below) (in such capacity and together with its successors in such capacity, the “Initial Additional First-Lien
Collateral Agent”), WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as Authorized Representative for the Initial Additional First-Lien
Secured Parties (as defined below) (in such capacity and together with its successors in such capacity, the “Initial Additional Authorized
Representative”) and each additional Authorized Representative from time to time party hereto for the other Additional First-Lien Secured Parties
of the Series (as defined below) with respect to which it is acting in such capacity.
In consideration of the mutual agreements herein contained and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which are hereby acknowledged, the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent, the Authorized Representative for the Credit Agreement Secured Parties
(for itself and on behalf of the Credit Agreement Secured Parties), the Initial Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent, the Initial Additional
Authorized Representative (for itself and on behalf of the Initial Additional First-Lien Secured Parties), each Additional First-Lien Collateral
Agent, and each additional Authorized Representative (for itself and on behalf of the Additional First-Lien Secured Parties of the applicable Series)
agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
Definitions
SECTION 1.01
Certain Defined Terms. Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined herein have the meanings set forth in the Credit
Agreement or, if defined in the New York UCC, the meanings specified therein. As used in this Agreement, the following terms
have the meanings specified below:
“Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent” means, with respect to the Shared Collateral (x) for so long as the Initial Additional First-Lien
Obligations are the only Series of Additional First-Lien Obligations outstanding, the Initial Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent and (y)
thereafter, the Collateral Agent for the Series of Additional First Lien Obligations that constitutes the largest outstanding aggregate principal
amount of any then outstanding Series of First-Lien Obligations with respect to such Shared Collateral.
“Additional First-Lien Documents” means, with respect to the Initial Additional First-Lien Obligations or any Series of Additional
Senior Class Debt, the notes, indentures, credit agreement, security documents and other operative agreements evidencing or governing such
indebtedness and liens securing such indebtedness, including the Initial Additional First-Lien
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Documents and the Additional First-Lien Security Documents and each other agreement entered into for the purpose of securing the Initial
Additional First-Lien Obligations or any Series of Additional Senior Class Debt; provided that, in each case, the Indebtedness thereunder (other
than the Initial Additional First-Lien Obligations) has been designated as Additional First-Lien Obligations pursuant to Section 5.13 hereto.
“Additional First-Lien Obligations” means all Initial Additional First-Lien Obligations and all amounts owing to any Additional FirstLien Secured Party (including the Initial Additional First-Lien Secured Parties) pursuant to the terms of any Additional First-Lien Document
(including the Initial Additional First-Lien Documents), including, without limitation, all amounts in respect of any principal, premium, interest
(including any interest, fees or expenses accruing subsequent to the commencement of an Insolvency or Liquidation Proceeding at the rate provided
for in the respective Additional First-Lien Document, whether or not such interest, fees, or expenses is an allowed claim under any such proceeding
or under applicable state, federal or foreign law), penalties, fees, expenses, indemnifications, reimbursements, damages and other liabilities, and
guarantees of the foregoing amounts.
“Additional First-Lien Secured Party” means the holders of any Additional First-Lien Obligations and any Authorized Representative
and the Collateral Agent with respect thereto, and shall include the Initial Additional First-Lien Secured Parties.
“Additional First-Lien Security Documents” means any security agreement or any other document now existing or entered into after the
date hereof that create Liens on any assets or properties of any Grantor to secure the Additional First-Lien Obligations.
“Additional Senior Class Debt” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 5.13.
“Additional Senior Class Debt Parties” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 5.13.
“Additional Senior Class Debt Representative” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 5.13.
“Administrative Agent” has the meaning assigned to such term in the definition of “Credit Agreement”.
“Agreement” has the meaning assigned to such term in the introductory paragraph of this Agreement.
“Applicable Authorized Representative” means, with respect to any Shared Collateral, (i) until the earlier of (x) the Discharge of Credit
Agreement Obligations and (y) the Non-Controlling Authorized Representative Enforcement Date, the Administrative Agent and (ii) from and after
the earlier of (x) the Discharge of Credit Agreement Obligations and (y) the Non-Controlling Authorized Representative Enforcement Date, the
Major Non-Controlling Authorized Representative.
“Applicable Collateral Agent” means (i) until the earlier of (x) Discharge of Credit Agreement Obligations and (y) the Non-Controlling
Authorized Representative Enforcement
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Date, the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent and (ii) from and after the earlier of (x) the Discharge of Credit Agreement Obligations and (y) the
Non-Controlling Authorized Representative Enforcement Date, the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent.
“Authorized Representative” means, at any time, (i) in the case of any Credit Agreement Obligations or the Credit Agreement Secured
Parties, the Administrative Agent, (ii) in the case of the Initial Additional First-Lien Obligations or the Initial Additional First-Lien Secured Parties,
the Initial Additional Authorized Representative, and (iii) in the case of any other Series of Additional First-Lien Obligations or Additional FirstLien Secured Parties that become subject to this Agreement after the date hereof, the Authorized Representative named for such Series in the
applicable Joinder Agreement.
“Bankruptcy Case” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.05(b).
“Bankruptcy Code” means Title 11 of the United States Code, as amended.
“Bankruptcy Law” means the Bankruptcy Code and any similar Federal, state or foreign law for the relief of debtors.
“Collateral” means all assets and properties subject to Liens created pursuant to any First-Lien Security Document to secure one or more
Series of First-Lien Obligations.
“Collateral Agent” means (i) in the case of any Credit Agreement Obligations, the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent, (ii) in the case of
the Initial Additional First-Lien Obligations, the Initial Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent and (iii) in the case of any other Series of Additional
First Lien Obligations that become subject to this Agreement after the date hereof, the Additional Senior Class Debt Collateral Agent for such
Series named in the applicable Joinder Agreement.
“Company” has the meaning assigned to such term in the introductory paragraph of this Agreement.
“Controlling Secured Parties” means, with respect to any Shared Collateral, (i) at any time when the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent
is the Applicable Collateral Agent, the Credit Agreement Secured Parties and (ii) at any other time, the Series of First-Lien Secured Parties whose
Authorized Representative is the Applicable Authorized Representative for such Shared Collateral.
“Credit Agreement” means that certain Credit Agreement, December 1, 2009, among the Company, the guarantors party thereto, the
several banks and other financial institutions or entities from time to time party thereto, JPMorgan Chase Bank, as administrative agent (in such
capacity and together with its successors in such capacity, the “Administrative Agent”) and collateral agent, and the other parties thereto, as
amended by Amendment No. 1, dated as of February 17, 2011, as further amended by Amendment No. 2, dated as of April 15, 2011, as further
amended by Amendment No. 3, dated as of March 30, 2012, as further amended by Amendment No. 4, effective as of April 24, 2013, as further
amended by Amendment No. 5, dated as of May 14, 2013, as further amended by Amendment No. 6, dated as of August 9, 2013, as further
amended by Amendment No. 7, dated as of March 30, 2015, as further amended by
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Amendment No. 8, dated as of March 31, 2017, as amended by Amendment No. 9, dated as of October 31, 2018, as further amended by
Amendment No. 10, dated as of March 10, 2020, as further amended by Amendment No. 11, dated as of April 19, 2020, as amended, restated,
amended and restated, extended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time.
“Credit Agreement Collateral Agent” has the meaning assigned to such term in the introductory paragraph of this Agreement.
“Credit Agreement Collateral Documents” means the Security Agreement, the other Collateral Documents (as defined in the Credit
Agreement) and each other agreement entered into in favor of the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent for the purpose of securing any Credit
Agreement Obligations.
“Credit Agreement Obligations” means the “Obligations” as defined in the Credit Agreement.
“Credit Agreement Secured Parties” means the “Secured Parties” as defined in the Credit Agreement.
“DIP Financing” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.05(b).
“DIP Financing Liens” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.05(b).
“DIP Lenders” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.05(b).
“Discharge” means, with respect to any Shared Collateral and any Series of First-Lien Obligations, the date on which such Series of
First-Lien Obligations is no longer secured by such Shared Collateral in accordance with the terms of the documents governing such Series. The
term “Discharged” shall have a corresponding meaning.
“Discharge of Credit Agreement Obligations” means, with respect to any Shared Collateral, the Discharge of the Credit Agreement
Obligations with respect to such Shared Collateral; provided that the Discharge of Credit Agreement Obligations shall not be deemed to have
occurred in connection with a Refinancing of such Credit Agreement Obligations with additional First-Lien Obligations secured by such Shared
Collateral under an Additional First-Lien Document which has been designated in writing by the Administrative Agent (under the Credit
Agreement so Refinanced) to the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent and each other Authorized Representative as the “Credit Agreement” for
purposes of this Agreement.
“Event of Default” means an “Event of Default” (or similarly defined term) as defined in any Secured Credit Document.
“First-Lien Obligations” means, collectively, (i) the Credit Agreement Obligations and (ii) each Series of Additional First-Lien
Obligations.
“First-Lien Secured Parties” means (i) the Credit Agreement Secured Parties and (ii) the Additional First-Lien Secured Parties with
respect to each Series of Additional First-Lien Obligations.
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“First-Lien Security Documents” means, collectively, (i) the Credit Agreement Collateral Documents and (ii) the Additional First-Lien
Security Documents.
“Grantors” means Holdings, the Company and each of the Subsidiary Guarantors (as defined in the Credit Agreement) and each other
Subsidiary of the Company which has granted a security interest pursuant to any First-Lien Security Document to secure any Series of First-Lien
Obligations. The Grantors existing on the date hereof are set forth in Annex I hereto.
“Holdings” means SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., a Delaware corporation.
“Impairment” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 1.03.
“Initial Additional Authorized Representative” has the meaning assigned to such term in the introductory paragraph of this Agreement.
“Initial Additional First-Lien Agreement” mean that certain Indenture, dated as of April 30, 2020 among the Company, the Guarantors
identified therein, and Wilmington Trust, National Association, as trustee and collateral agent, as amended, restated, amended and restated,
extended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time.
“Initial Additional First-Lien Documents” means the Initial Additional First-Lien Agreement, the notes issued thereunder, the Initial
Additional First-Lien Security Agreement and any security documents and other operative agreements evidencing or governing the Indebtedness
thereunder, and the liens securing such Indebtedness, including any agreement entered into for the purpose of securing the Initial Additional FirstLien Obligations.
“Initial Additional First-Lien Obligations” means the “Notes Obligations” as such term is defined in the Initial Additional First-Lien
Security Agreement.
“Initial Additional First-Lien Secured Parties” means the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent, the Initial Additional Authorized
Representative and the holders of the Initial Additional First-Lien Obligations issued pursuant to the Initial Additional First-Lien Agreement.
“Initial Additional First-Lien Security Agreement” means the security agreement, dated as of the date hereof, among the Company, the
other Grantors, the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent and the other parties thereto, as amended, restated, amended and restated, extended,
supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time.
“Insolvency or Liquidation Proceeding” means:
(1)
any case or proceeding commenced by or against the Company or any other Grantor under any Bankruptcy Law,
any other case or proceeding for the reorganization, recapitalization or adjustment or marshalling of the assets or liabilities of the
Company or any other Grantor, any receivership or assignment for the benefit of creditors relating to the Company or any other Grantor
or any similar case or proceeding relative to the Company or any other Grantor or its creditors, as such, in each case whether or not
voluntary;
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(2)
any liquidation, dissolution, marshalling of assets or liabilities or other winding up of or relating to the Company
or any other Grantor, in each case whether or not voluntary and whether or not involving bankruptcy or insolvency; or
(3)
any other case or proceeding of any type or nature in which substantially all claims of creditors of the Company or
any other Grantor are determined and any payment or distribution is or may be made on account of such claims.
“Intervening Creditor” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.01(a).
“Joinder Agreement” means a joinder to this Agreement in the form of Annex II hereof required to be delivered by an Authorized
Representative to each Collateral Agent and each Authorized Representative pursuant to Section 5.13 hereof in order to establish an additional
Series of Additional First-Lien Obligations and add Additional First-Lien Secured Parties hereunder.
“JPMorgan” has the meaning assigned to such term in the introductory paragraph of this Agreement.
“Lien” means any mortgage, pledge, security interest, hypothecation, assignment, lien (statutory or other) or similar encumbrance
(including any agreement to give any of the foregoing), any conditional sale or other title retention agreement or any lease in the nature thereof.
“Major Non-Controlling Authorized Representative” means, with respect to any Shared Collateral, the Authorized Representative of the
Series of Additional First-Lien Obligations that constitutes the largest outstanding principal amount of any then outstanding Series of First-Lien
Obligations with respect to such Shared Collateral.
“New York UCC” means the Uniform Commercial Code as from time to time in effect in the State of New York.
“Non-Controlling Authorized Representative” means, at any time with respect to any Shared Collateral, any Authorized Representative
that is not the Applicable Authorized Representative at such time with respect to such Shared Collateral.
“Non-Controlling Authorized Representative Enforcement Date” means, with respect to any Non-Controlling Authorized
Representative, the date which is 90 days (throughout which 90 day period such Non-Controlling Authorized Representative was the Major NonControlling Authorized Representative) after the occurrence of both (i) an Event of Default (under and as defined in the Additional First-Lien
Document under which such Non-Controlling Authorized Representative is the Authorized Representative) and (ii) each Collateral Agent’s and
each other Authorized Representative’s receipt of written notice from such Non-Controlling Authorized Representative certifying that (x) such
Non-Controlling Authorized Representative is the Major Non-Controlling Authorized Representative and that an Event of Default (under and as
defined in the Additional First-Lien Document under which such Non-Controlling Authorized Representative is the Authorized Representative) has
occurred and is continuing and (y) the Additional First-Lien Obligations of the Series with respect to which such Non-Controlling
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Authorized Representative is the Authorized Representative are currently due and payable in full (whether as a result of acceleration thereof or
otherwise) in accordance with the terms of the applicable Additional First-Lien Document; provided that the Non-Controlling Authorized
Representative Enforcement Date shall be stayed and shall not occur and shall be deemed not to have occurred with respect to any Shared
Collateral (1) at any time the Administrative Agent or the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent has commenced and is diligently pursuing any
enforcement action with respect to such Shared Collateral or (2) at any time the Grantor which has granted a security interest in such Shared
Collateral is then a debtor under or with respect to (or otherwise subject to) any Insolvency or Liquidation Proceeding.
“Non-Controlling Secured Parties” means, with respect to any Shared Collateral, the First-Lien Secured Parties which are not
Controlling Secured Parties with respect to such Shared Collateral.
“Possessory Collateral” means any Shared Collateral in the possession of a Collateral Agent (or its agents or bailees), to the extent that
possession thereof perfects a Lien thereon under the Uniform Commercial Code of any jurisdiction. Possessory Collateral includes, without
limitation, any Certificated Securities, Promissory Notes, Instruments, and Chattel Paper, in each case, delivered to or in the possession of the
Collateral Agent under the terms of the First-Lien Security Documents.
“Proceeds” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.01.
“Refinance” means, in respect of any indebtedness, to refinance, extend, renew, defease, amend, increase, modify, supplement,
restructure, refund, replace or repay, or to issue other indebtedness or enter alternative financing arrangements, in exchange or replacement for such
indebtedness (in whole or in part), including by adding or replacing lenders, creditors, agents, borrowers and/or guarantors, and including in each
case, but not limited to, after the original instrument giving rise to such indebtedness has been terminated and including, in each case, through any
credit agreement, indenture or other agreement. “Refinanced” and “Refinancing” have correlative meanings.
“Secured Credit Document” means (i) the Credit Agreement and each Loan Document (as defined in the Credit Agreement), (ii) each
Initial Additional First-Lien Document, and (iii) each Additional First-Lien Document.
“Security Agreement” means the Security Agreement, dated as of December 1, 2009, among the Company, the other Grantors, the
Credit Agreement Collateral Agent and the other parties thereto, as amended, restated, amended and restated, extended, supplemented or otherwise
modified from time to time.
“Series” means (a) with respect to the First-Lien Secured Parties, each of (i) the Credit Agreement Secured Parties (in their capacities as
such), (ii) the Initial Additional First-Lien Secured Parties (in their capacities as such), and (iii) the Additional First-Lien Secured Parties that
become subject to this Agreement after the date hereof that are represented by a common Authorized Representative (in its capacity as such for
such Additional First-Lien Secured Parties) and (b) with respect to any First-Lien Obligations, each of (i) the Credit Agreement
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Obligations, (ii) the Initial Additional First-Lien Obligations, and (iii) the Additional First-Lien Obligations incurred pursuant to any Additional
First-Lien Document, which pursuant to any Joinder Agreement, are to be represented hereunder by a common Authorized Representative (in its
capacity as such for such Additional First-Lien Obligations).
“Shared Collateral” means, at any time, Collateral in which the holders of two or more Series of First-Lien Obligations hold a valid and
perfected security interest at such time. If more than two Series of First-Lien Obligations are outstanding at any time and the holders of less than
all Series of First-Lien Obligations hold a valid and perfected security interest in any Collateral at such time, then such Collateral shall constitute
Shared Collateral for those Series of First-Lien Obligations that hold a valid and perfected security interest in such Collateral at such time and shall
not constitute Shared Collateral for any Series which does not have a valid and perfected security interest in such Collateral at such time.
SECTION 1.02
Terms Generally. The definitions of terms herein shall apply equally to the singular and plural forms of the terms
defined. Whenever the context may require, any pronoun shall include the corresponding masculine, feminine and neuter
forms. The words “include”, “includes” and “including” shall be deemed to be followed by the phrase “without limitation”. The
word “will” shall be construed to have the same meaning and effect as the word “shall”. Unless the context requires otherwise, (i)
any definition of or reference to any agreement, instrument, other document, statute or regulation herein shall be construed as
referring to such agreement, instrument, other document, statute or regulation as from time to time amended, supplemented or
otherwise modified, (ii) any reference herein to any Person shall be construed to include such Person’s successors and assigns, but
shall not be deemed to include the subsidiaries of such Person unless express reference is made to such subsidiaries, (iii) the words
“herein”, “hereof” and “hereunder”, and words of similar import, shall be construed to refer to this Agreement in its entirety and not
to any particular provision hereof, (iv) all references herein to Articles, Sections and Annexes shall be construed to refer to Articles,
Sections and Annexes of this Agreement, (v) unless otherwise expressly qualified herein, the words “asset” and “property” shall be
construed to have the same meaning and effect and to refer to any and all tangible and intangible assets and properties, including
cash, securities, accounts and contract rights and (vi) the term “or” is not exclusive.
SECTION 1.03
Impairments. It is the intention of the First-Lien Secured Parties of each Series that the holders of First-Lien Obligations
of such Series (and not the First-Lien Secured Parties of any other Series) bear the risk of (i) any determination by a court of
competent jurisdiction that (x) any of the First-Lien Obligations of such Series are unenforceable under applicable law or are
subordinated to any other obligations (other than another Series of First-Lien Obligations), (y) any of the First-Lien Obligations of
such Series do not have an enforceable security interest in any of the Collateral securing any other Series of First-Lien Obligations
and/or (z) any intervening security interest exists securing any other obligations (other than another Series of First-Lien
Obligations) on a basis ranking prior to the security interest of such Series of First-Lien Obligations but junior to the security
interest of any other Series of First-Lien Obligations or (ii) the existence of any Collateral for any other Series of First-Lien
Obligations that is not Shared Collateral for such Series of First-Lien Obligations (any such condition referred to in the foregoing
clauses (i) or (ii) with respect to any Series of First-Lien Obligations, an “Impairment” of such Series of First-Lien Obligations);
provided, that the
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existence of a maximum claim with respect to any real property subject to a mortgage which applies to all First-Lien
Obligations shall not be deemed to be an Impairment of any Series of First-Lien Obligations. In the event of any Impairment with
respect to any Series of First-Lien Obligations, the results of such Impairment shall be borne solely by the holders of such Series of
First-Lien Obligations, and the rights of the holders of such Series of First-Lien Obligations (including, without limitation, the right to
receive distributions in respect of such Series of First-Lien Obligations pursuant to Section 2.01) set forth herein shall be modified to the
extent necessary so that the effects of such Impairment are borne solely by the holders of the Series of such First-Lien Obligations
subject to such Impairment. Additionally, in the event the First-Lien Obligations of any Series are modified pursuant to applicable law
(including, without limitation, pursuant to Section 1129 of the Bankruptcy Code or any equivalent provision of any other applicable
Bankruptcy Law), any reference to such First-Lien Obligations or the First-Lien Security Documents governing such First-Lien
Obligations shall refer to such obligations or such documents as so modified.
ARTICLE II
Priorities and Agreements with Respect to Shared Collateral
SECTION 2.01
(a)

Priority of Claims.

Anything contained herein or in any of the Secured Credit Documents to the contrary notwithstanding (but subject to Section
1.03), if an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, and the Applicable Collateral Agent or any First-Lien Secured Party is
taking action to enforce rights in respect of any Shared Collateral, or any distribution is made in respect of any Shared Collateral in any
Insolvency or Liquidation Proceeding of the Company or any other Grantor or any First-Lien Secured Party receives any payment
pursuant to any intercreditor agreement (other than this Agreement) with respect to any Shared Collateral, the proceeds of any sale,
collection or other liquidation of any such Collateral by any First-Lien Secured Party or received by the Applicable Collateral Agent or
any First-Lien Secured Party pursuant to any such intercreditor agreement with respect to such Shared Collateral and proceeds of any
such distribution (subject, in the case of any such distribution, to the sentence immediately following) (all payments, distributions,
proceeds of any sale, collection or other liquidation of any Collateral and all proceeds of any such distribution being collectively
referred to as “Proceeds”), shall be applied (i) FIRST, to the payment of all amounts owing to each Collateral Agent (in its capacity as
such) on a ratable basis pursuant to the terms of any Secured Credit Document, (ii) SECOND, subject to Section 1.03, to the payment in
full of the First-Lien Obligations of each Series secured by valid and perfected Liens on such Shared Collateral on a ratable basis, with
such Proceeds from Shared Collateral to be applied to the First-Lien Obligations of a given Series in accordance with the terms of the
applicable Secured Credit Documents and (iii) THIRD, after payment of all First-Lien Obligations, to the Company and the other
Grantors or their successors or assigns, as their interests may appear, or to whosoever may be lawfully entitled to receive the same, or as
a court of competent jurisdiction may direct. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with respect to any Shared Collateral for which a third
party (other than a First-Lien Secured Party) has a lien or security interest that is junior in priority to the security interest of any Series of
First-Lien Obligations but senior (as determined by appropriate legal proceedings in the case of any dispute) to the security interest of
any other Series of First-Lien Obligations (such third
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party, an “Intervening Creditor”), the value of any Shared Collateral or Proceeds which are allocated to such Intervening
Creditor shall be deducted on a ratable basis solely from the Shared Collateral or Proceeds to be distributed in respect of the Series of
First-Lien Obligations with respect to which such Impairment exists.
(b)

It is acknowledged that the First-Lien Obligations of any Series may, subject to the limitations set forth in the then extant
Secured Credit Documents, be increased, extended, renewed, replaced, restated, supplemented, restructured, repaid, refunded,
Refinanced or otherwise amended or modified from time to time, all without affecting the priorities set forth in Section 2.01(a) or the
provisions of this Agreement defining the relative rights of the First-Lien Secured Parties of any Series.

(c)

Notwithstanding the date, time, method, manner or order of grant, attachment or perfection of any Liens securing any Series
of First-Lien Obligations granted on the Shared Collateral and notwithstanding any provision of the Uniform Commercial Code of any
jurisdiction, or any other applicable law or the Secured Credit Documents or any defect or deficiencies in the Liens securing the FirstLien Obligations of any Series or any other circumstance whatsoever (but, in each case, subject to Section 1.03), each First-Lien
Secured Party hereby agrees that the Liens securing each Series of First-Lien Obligations on any Shared Collateral shall be of equal
priority.

(d) Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement or any other First Lien Security Documents to the contrary, Collateral consisting of
cash and cash equivalents pledged to secure Credit Agreement Obligations consisting of reimbursement obligations in respect of letters of credit or
otherwise held by the Administrative Agent or the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent pursuant to Section 2.03 of the Credit Agreement (or any
equivalent successor provision) shall be applied as specified in the Credit Agreement and will not constitute Shared Collateral.
SECTION 2.02
(a)

Actions with Respect to Shared Collateral; Prohibition on Contesting Liens.

Only the Applicable Collateral Agent shall act or refrain from acting with respect to any Shared Collateral (including with
respect to any intercreditor agreement with respect to any Shared Collateral). At any time when the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent
is the Applicable Collateral Agent, no Additional First-Lien Secured Party shall or shall instruct any Collateral Agent to, and no
Collateral Agent that is not the Applicable Collateral Agent shall, commence any judicial or nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings with
respect to, seek to have a trustee, receiver, liquidator or similar official appointed for or over, attempt any action to take possession of,
exercise any right, remedy or power with respect to, or otherwise take any action to enforce its security interest in or realize upon, or
take any other action available to it in respect of, any Shared Collateral (including with respect to any intercreditor agreement with
respect to any Shared Collateral), whether under any Additional First-Lien Security Document, applicable law or otherwise, it being
agreed that only the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent (or any Person authorized by it), acting in accordance with the Credit
Agreement Collateral Documents, shall be entitled to take any such actions or exercise any such remedies with respect to Shared
Collateral at such time; provided that, notwithstanding the foregoing, (i) in any Insolvency or Liquidation Proceeding, any Collateral
Agent or any other First-Lien Secured Party may file a proof of claim
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or statement of interest with respect to the First-Lien Obligations owed to the First-Lien Secured Parties; (ii) any Collateral
Agent or any other First-Lien Secured Party may take any action to preserve or protect the validity and enforceability of the Liens
granted in favor of First-Lien Secured Parties, provided that no such action is, or could reasonably be expected to be, (A) adverse, in any
material respect, to the Liens granted in favor of the Controlling Secured Parties or the rights of the Applicable Collateral Agent or any
other Controlling Secured Parties to exercise remedies in respect thereof or (B) otherwise inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement;
and (iii) any Collateral Agent or any other First-Lien Secured Party may file any responsive or defensive pleadings in opposition to any
motion, claim, adversary proceeding or other pleading made by any Person objecting to or otherwise seeking the disallowance of the
claims or Liens of such First-Lien Secured Party, including any claims secured by the Shared Collateral, in each case, to the extent not
inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement.
(b)

With respect to any Shared Collateral at any time when the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent is the Applicable Collateral
Agent, (i) the Applicable Collateral Agent shall act only on the instructions of the Applicable Authorized Representative, (ii) the
Applicable Collateral Agent shall not follow any instructions with respect to such Shared Collateral (including with respect to any
intercreditor agreement with respect to any Shared Collateral) from any Non-Controlling Authorized Representative (or any other FirstLien Secured Party other than the Applicable Authorized Representative) and (iii) no Non-Controlling Authorized Representative or
other First-Lien Secured Party (other than the Applicable Authorized Representative) shall or shall instruct the Applicable Collateral
Agent to, commence any judicial or nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings with respect to, seek to have a trustee, receiver, liquidator or
similar official appointed for or over, attempt any action to take possession of, exercise any right, remedy or power with respect to, or
otherwise take any action to enforce its security interest in or realize upon, or take any other action available to it in respect of, any
Shared Collateral (including with respect to any intercreditor agreement with respect to any Shared Collateral), whether under any FirstLien Security Document, applicable law or otherwise, it being agreed that only the Applicable Collateral Agent, acting on the
instructions of the Applicable Authorized Representative and in accordance with the Additional First-Lien Security Documents, shall be
entitled to take any such actions or exercise any such remedies with respect to Shared Collateral.

(c)

Notwithstanding the equal priority of the Liens on the Shared Collateral securing each Series of First-Lien Obligations, the
Applicable Collateral Agent (in the case of the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent, acting on the instructions of the Applicable
Authorized Representative) may deal with the Shared Collateral as if such Applicable Collateral Agent had a senior Lien on such
Collateral. No Non-Controlling Authorized Representative or Non-Controlling Secured Party will contest, protest or object to any
foreclosure proceeding or action brought by the Applicable Collateral Agent, the Applicable Authorized Representative or the
Controlling Secured Party or any other exercise by the Applicable Collateral Agent, the Applicable Authorized Representative or the
Controlling Secured Party of any rights and remedies relating to the Shared Collateral, or to cause the Applicable Collateral Agent to do
so. The foregoing shall not be construed to limit the rights and priorities of any First-Lien Secured Party, the Applicable Collateral
Agent or any Authorized Representative with respect to any Collateral not constituting Shared Collateral.
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(d)

Each of the First-Lien Secured Parties agrees that it will not (and hereby waives any right to) question or contest or support
any other Person in contesting, in any proceeding (including any Insolvency or Liquidation Proceeding), the perfection, priority,
validity, attachment or enforceability of a Lien held by or on behalf of any of the First-Lien Secured Parties in all or any part of the
Collateral, or the provisions of this Agreement; provided that nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent or impair the
rights of any Collateral Agent or any Authorized Representative to enforce this Agreement.

(e)

With respect to Shared Collateral that is real property to be mortgaged under the First-Lien Security Documents, the parties
hereto hereby agree that within 90 days of the date hereof (or such later date as agreed by the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent in its
reasonable discretion), the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent and the Initial Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent shall enter into a
mortgage collateral agency agreement which shall designate an agent to act on behalf of the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent, the
Initial Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent and any Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent with respect to such real property.

SECTION 2.03
(a)

No Interference; Payment Over.

Each First-Lien Secured Party agrees that (i) it will not challenge or question in any proceeding (including any Insolvency or
Liquidation Proceeding) the validity or enforceability of any First-Lien Obligations of any Series or any First-Lien Security Document
or the validity, attachment, perfection or priority of any Lien under any First-Lien Security Document or the validity or enforceability of
the priorities, rights or duties established by or other provisions of this Agreement; (ii) it will not take or cause to be taken any action the
purpose or intent of which is, or could be, to interfere, hinder or delay, in any manner, whether by judicial proceedings or otherwise, any
sale, transfer or other disposition of the Shared Collateral by the Applicable Collateral Agent, (iii) except as provided in Section 2.02, it
shall have no right to (A) direct the Applicable Collateral Agent or any other First-Lien Secured Party to exercise any right, remedy or
power with respect to any Shared Collateral (including pursuant to any intercreditor agreement) or (B) consent to the exercise by the
Applicable Collateral Agent or any other First-Lien Secured Party of any right, remedy or power with respect to any Shared Collateral,
(iv) it will not institute any suit or assert in any suit, Insolvency or Liquidation Proceeding, or other proceeding any claim against the
Applicable Collateral Agent or any other First-Lien Secured Party seeking damages from or other relief by way of specific performance,
instructions or otherwise with respect to any Shared Collateral, and none of the Applicable Collateral Agent, any Applicable Authorized
Representative or any other First-Lien Secured Party shall be liable for any action taken or omitted to be taken by the Applicable
Collateral Agent, such Applicable Authorized Representative or other First-Lien Secured Party with respect to any Shared Collateral in
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement, (v) it will not seek, and hereby waives any right, to have any Shared Collateral or any
part thereof marshaled upon any foreclosure or other disposition of such Collateral and (vi) it will not attempt, directly or indirectly,
whether by judicial proceedings or otherwise, to challenge the enforceability of any provision of this Agreement; provided that nothing
in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent or impair the rights of any of the Applicable Collateral Agent or any other First-Lien
Secured Party to enforce this Agreement.
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(b)

Each First-Lien Secured Party hereby agrees that if it shall obtain possession of any Shared Collateral or shall realize any
proceeds or payment in respect of any such Shared Collateral, pursuant to any First-Lien Security Document or by the exercise of any
rights available to it under applicable law or in any Insolvency or Liquidation Proceeding or through any other exercise of remedies
(including pursuant to any intercreditor agreement), at any time prior to the Discharge of each of the First-Lien Obligations, then it shall
hold such Shared Collateral, proceeds or payment in trust for the other First-Lien Secured Parties and promptly transfer such Shared
Collateral, proceeds or payment, as the case may be, to the Applicable Collateral Agent, to be distributed in accordance with the
provisions of Section 2.01 hereof.

SECTION 2.05

Automatic Release of Liens; Amendments to First-Lien Security Documents.

(a)

If, at any time the Applicable Collateral Agent forecloses upon or otherwise exercises remedies against any Shared Collateral
resulting in a sale or disposition thereof, then (whether or not any Insolvency or Liquidation Proceeding is pending at the time) the Liens
in favor of the other Collateral Agent for the benefit of each Series of First-Lien Secured Parties upon such Shared Collateral will
automatically be released and discharged as and when, but only to the extent, such Liens of the Applicable Collateral Agent on such
Shared Collateral are released and discharged; provided that any proceeds of any Shared Collateral realized therefrom shall be applied
pursuant to Section 2.01.

(b)

Each Collateral Agent and Authorized Representative agrees to execute and deliver (at the sole cost and expense of the
Grantors) all such authorizations and other instruments as shall reasonably be requested in writing by the Applicable Collateral Agent to
evidence and confirm any release of Shared Collateral provided for in this Section.

SECTION 2.6

Certain Agreements with Respect to Bankruptcy or Insolvency Proceedings or Liquidation Proceedings.

(a)

This Agreement shall continue in full force and effect notwithstanding the commencement of any Insolvency or Liquidation
Proceeding (including any case or proceeding under the Bankruptcy Code or any other Bankruptcy Law or similar law) by or against the
Company or any of its Subsidiaries.

(b)

If the Company and/or any other Grantor shall become subject to a case (a “Bankruptcy Case”) under the Bankruptcy Code or
any other applicable Bankruptcy Law and shall, as debtor(s)‑in‑possession, move for approval of financing (“DIP Financing”) to be
provided by one or more lenders (the “DIP Lenders”) under Section 364 of the Bankruptcy Code or any equivalent provision of any
other Bankruptcy Law and/or the use of cash collateral under Section 363 of the Bankruptcy Code or any equivalent provision of any
other Bankruptcy Law, each First-Lien Secured Party (other than any Controlling Secured Party or Authorized Representative of any
Controlling Secured Party) agrees that it will raise no objection to any such financing or to the Liens on the Shared Collateral securing
the same (“DIP Financing Liens”) or to any use of cash collateral that constitutes Shared Collateral, unless any Controlling Secured
Party, or an Authorized Representative of any Controlling Secured Party, shall then oppose or object to such DIP Financing or such DIP
Financing Liens and/or use of cash
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collateral (and (i) to the extent that such DIP Financing Liens are senior to the Liens on any such Shared Collateral for the
benefit of the Controlling Secured Parties, each Non-Controlling Secured Party will subordinate its Liens with respect to such Shared
Collateral on the same terms as the Liens of the Controlling Secured Parties (other than any Liens of any First-Lien Secured Parties
constituting DIP Financing Liens) are subordinated thereto, and (ii) to the extent that such DIP Financing Liens rank pari passu with the
Liens on any such Shared Collateral granted to secure the First-Lien Obligations of the Controlling Secured Parties, each NonControlling Secured Party will confirm the priorities with respect to such Shared Collateral as set forth herein), in each case so long as
(A) the First-Lien Secured Parties of each Series retain the benefit of their Liens on all such Shared Collateral pledged to the DIP
Lenders, including proceeds thereof arising after the commencement of such proceeding, with the same priority vis-à-vis all the other
First-Lien Secured Parties (other than any Liens of the First-Lien Secured Parties constituting DIP Financing Liens) as existed prior to
the commencement of the Bankruptcy Case, (B) the First-Lien Secured Parties of each Series are granted Liens on any additional
collateral pledged to any First-Lien Secured Parties as adequate protection or otherwise in connection with such DIP Financing and/or
use of cash collateral, with the same priority vis-à-vis the First-Lien Secured Parties as set forth in this Agreement (other than any Liens
of the First-Lien Secured Parties constituting DIP Financing Liens), (C) if any amount of such DIP Financing or cash collateral is
applied to repay any of the First-Lien Obligations, such amount is applied pursuant to Section 2.01, and (D) if any First-Lien Secured
Parties are granted adequate protection, including in the form of periodic payments, in connection with such DIP Financing and/or use
of cash collateral, the proceeds of such adequate protection are applied pursuant to Section 2.01; provided that the First-Lien Secured
Parties of each Series shall have a right to object to the grant of a Lien to secure the DIP Financing over any Collateral subject to Liens
in favor of the First-Lien Secured Parties of such Series or its Authorized Representative that shall not constitute Shared Collateral; and
provided, further, that the First-Lien Secured Parties receiving adequate protection shall not object to any other First-Lien Secured Party
receiving adequate protection comparable to any adequate protection granted to such First-Lien Secured Parties in connection with a
DIP Financing and/or use of cash collateral.
SECTION 2.07
Reinstatement. In the event that any of the First-Lien Obligations shall be paid in full and such payment or any part
thereof shall subsequently, for whatever reason (including an order or judgment for disgorgement or avoidance of a preference or
fraudulent transfer under the Bankruptcy Code, any other Bankruptcy Law, or any similar law, or the settlement of any claim in
respect thereof), be required to be returned or repaid, the terms and conditions of this Article II shall be fully applicable thereto until
all such First-Lien Obligations shall again have been paid in full in cash.
SECTION 2.08
Insurance. As between the First-Lien Secured Parties, the Applicable Collateral Agent, (and in the case of the Additional
First-Lien Collateral Agent, acting at the direction of the Applicable Authorized Representative), shall have the right to adjust or
settle any insurance policy or claim covering or constituting Shared Collateral in the event of any loss thereunder and to approve
any award granted in any condemnation or similar proceeding affecting the Shared Collateral.
SECTION 2.09
Refinancings. The First-Lien Obligations of any Series may be Refinanced, in whole or in part, in each case, without
notice to, or the consent (except to the
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extent a consent is otherwise required to permit the Refinancing transaction under any Secured Credit Document) of any
First-Lien Secured Party of any other Series, all without affecting the priorities provided for herein or the other provisions hereof;
provided that the Authorized Representative of the holders of any such Refinancing indebtedness shall have executed a Joinder
Agreement on behalf of the holders of such Refinancing indebtedness.
SECTION 2.10

Possessory Collateral Agent as Gratuitous Bailee for Perfection.

(a)

The Possessory Collateral shall be delivered to the Applicable Collateral Agent and the Applicable Collateral Agent agrees to
hold any Shared Collateral constituting Possessory Collateral that is part of the Shared Collateral in its possession or control (or in the
possession or control of its agents or bailees) as gratuitous bailee for the benefit of each other First-Lien Secured Party and any assignee
solely for the purpose of perfecting the security interest granted in such Possessory Collateral, if any, pursuant to the applicable FirstLien Security Documents, in each case, subject to the terms and conditions of this Section 2.10; provided that at any time a Collateral
Agent is not the Applicable Collateral Agent, then such Collateral Agent shall, at the written request of the Applicable Collateral Agent,
promptly deliver all Possessory Collateral to the Applicable Collateral Agent together with any necessary endorsements (or otherwise
allow the Applicable Collateral Agent to obtain control of such Possessory Collateral). The Company shall take such further action as is
required to effectuate the transfer contemplated hereby and shall indemnify each Collateral Agent for loss or damage suffered by such
Collateral Agent as a result of such transfer except for loss or damage suffered by such Collateral Agent as a result of its own willful
misconduct or gross negligence.

(b)

The Applicable Collateral Agent agrees to hold any Shared Collateral constituting Possessory Collateral, from time to time in
its possession, as gratuitous bailee for the benefit of each other First-Lien Secured Party and any assignee, solely for the purpose of
perfecting the security interest granted in such Possessory Collateral, if any, pursuant to the applicable First-Lien Security Documents,
in each case, subject to the terms and conditions of this Section 2.10.

(c)

The duties or responsibilities of each Collateral Agent under this Section 2.10 shall be limited solely to holding any Shared
Collateral constituting Possessory Collateral as gratuitous bailee for the benefit of each other First-Lien Secured Party for purposes of
perfecting the Lien held by such First-Lien Secured Parties therein.

SECTION 2.11

Amendments to Security Documents.

(a)

Without the prior written consent of the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent, the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent agrees
that no Additional First-Lien Security Document may be amended, supplemented or otherwise modified or entered into to the extent
such amendment, supplement or modification, or the terms of any new Additional First-Lien Security Document would be prohibited
by, or would require any Grantor to act or refrain from acting in a manner that would violate, any of the terms of this Agreement.

(b)

Without the prior written consent of the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent, the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent agrees
that no Credit Agreement Collateral Document may be amended, supplemented or otherwise modified or entered into to the extent such
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amendment, supplement or modification, or the terms of any new Credit Agreement Collateral Document would be prohibited
by, or would require any Grantor to act or refrain from acting in a manner that would violate, any of the terms of this Agreement.
(c)

In making determinations required by this Section 2.11, each Collateral Agent may conclusively rely on an officer’s
certificate of the Company.
ARTICLE III
Existence and Amounts of Liens and Obligations

SECTION 3.01
Determinations with Respect to Amounts of Liens and Obligations. Whenever a Collateral Agent or any Authorized
Representative shall be required, in connection with the exercise of its rights or the performance of its obligations hereunder, to
determine the existence or amount of any First-Lien Obligations of any Series, or the Shared Collateral subject to any Lien securing
the First-Lien Obligations of any Series, it may request that such information be furnished to it in writing by each other Authorized
Representative or Collateral Agent and shall be entitled to make such determination or not make any determination on the basis of
the information so furnished; provided, however, that if an Authorized Representative or a Collateral Agent shall fail or refuse
reasonably promptly to provide the requested information, the requesting Collateral Agent or Authorized Representative shall be
entitled to make any such determination by such method as it may, in the exercise of its good faith judgment, determine, including
by reliance upon a certificate of the Company. Each Collateral Agent and each Authorized Representative may rely conclusively,
and shall be fully protected in so relying, on any determination made by it in accordance with the provisions of the preceding
sentence (or as otherwise directed by a court of competent jurisdiction) and shall have no liability to any Grantor, any First-Lien
Secured Party or any other person as a result of such determination.
ARTICLE IV
The Applicable Collateral Agent
ARTICLE 4.01

Authority.

(a)

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, nothing herein shall be construed to impose any fiduciary or other
duty on any Applicable Collateral Agent to any Non-Controlling Secured Party or give any Non-Controlling Secured Party the right to
direct any Applicable Collateral Agent, except that each Applicable Collateral Agent shall be obligated to distribute proceeds of any
Shared Collateral in accordance with Section 2.01 hereof.

(b)

In furtherance of the foregoing, each Non-Controlling Secured Party acknowledges and agrees that the Applicable Collateral
Agent shall be entitled, for the benefit of the First-Lien Secured Parties, to sell, transfer or otherwise dispose of or deal with any Shared
Collateral as provided herein and in the First-Lien Security Documents, as applicable, for which the Applicable Collateral Agent is the
collateral agent of such Shared Collateral, without regard to any rights to which the Non-Controlling Secured Parties would otherwise
be entitled as a result of the First-Lien Obligations held by such Non-Controlling Secured Parties. Without
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limiting the foregoing, each Non-Controlling Secured Party agrees that none of the Applicable Collateral Agent, the
Applicable Authorized Representative or any other First-Lien Secured Party shall have any duty or obligation first to marshal or realize
upon any type of Shared Collateral (or any other Collateral securing any of the First-Lien Obligations), or to sell, dispose of or
otherwise liquidate all or any portion of such Shared Collateral (or any other Collateral securing any First-Lien Obligations), in any
manner that would maximize the return to the Non-Controlling Secured Parties, notwithstanding that the order and timing of any such
realization, sale, disposition or liquidation may affect the amount of proceeds actually received by the Non-Controlling Secured Parties
from such realization, sale, disposition or liquidation. Each of the First-Lien Secured Parties waives any claim it may now or hereafter
have against any Collateral Agent or the Authorized Representative of any other Series of First-Lien Obligations or any other First-Lien
Secured Party of any other Series arising out of (i) any actions which any Collateral Agent, Authorized Representative or the First-Lien
Secured Parties take or omit to take (including, actions with respect to the creation, perfection or continuation of Liens on any
Collateral, actions with respect to the foreclosure upon, sale, release or depreciation of, or failure to realize upon, any of the Collateral
and actions with respect to the collection of any claim for all or any part of the First-Lien Obligations from any account debtor,
guarantor or any other party) in accordance with the First-Lien Security Documents or any other agreement related thereto or to the
collection of the First-Lien Obligations or the valuation, use, protection or release of any security for the First-Lien Obligations, (ii) any
election by any Applicable Authorized Representative or any holders of First-Lien Obligations, in any Insolvency or Liquidation
Proceeding, of the application of Section 1111(b) of the Bankruptcy Code or any equivalent provision of any other Bankruptcy Law or
(iii) subject to Section 2.05, any borrowing by, or grant of a security interest or administrative expense priority under Section 364 of the
Bankruptcy Code or any equivalent provision of any other Bankruptcy Law, by the Company or any of its Subsidiaries, as debtor-inpossession. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Applicable Collateral Agent shall not accept any Shared
Collateral in full or partial satisfaction of any First-Lien Obligations pursuant to Section 9-620 of the Uniform Commercial Code of any
jurisdiction, without the consent of each Authorized Representative representing holders of First-Lien Obligations for whom such
Collateral constitutes Shared Collateral.
SECTION 4.02 Rights as a First-Lien Secured Party. (a) The Person serving as the Applicable Collateral Agent hereunder shall have
the same rights and powers in its capacity as a First-Lien Secured Party under any Series of First-Lien Obligations that it holds as any other First-Lien
Secured Party of such Series and may exercise the same as though it were not the Applicable Collateral Agent and the term “First-Lien Secured Party” or
“First-Lien Secured Parties” or (as applicable) “Credit Agreement Secured Party”, “Credit Agreement Secured Parties”, “Additional First-Lien Secured
Party”, “Additional First-Lien Secured Parties”, “Initial Additional First-Lien Secured Party” or “Initial Additional First-Lien Secured Parties” shall, unless
otherwise expressly indicated or unless the context otherwise requires, include the Person serving as the Collateral Agent hereunder in its individual
capacity. Such Person and its Affiliates may accept deposits from, lend money to, act as the financial advisor or in any other advisory capacity for and
generally engage in any kind of business with Holdings, the Company or any Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof as if such Person were not the Collateral
Agent hereunder and without any duty to account therefor to any other First-Lien Secured Party.
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SECTION 4.03 Exculpatory Provisions. (a) The Applicable Collateral Agent shall not have any duties or obligations except those
expressly set forth herein and in the other First-Lien Security Documents. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Applicable Collateral Agent:
(i)
shall not be subject to any fiduciary or other implied duties of any kind or nature to any Person, regardless of whether an
Event of Default has occurred and is continuing;
(ii)
shall not have any duty to take any discretionary action or exercise any discretionary powers, except discretionary rights
and powers expressly contemplated hereby or by the other First-Lien Security Documents that the Applicable Collateral Agent is required to
exercise as directed in writing by the Applicable Authorized Representative; provided that the Applicable Collateral Agent shall not be
required to take any action that, in its opinion or the opinion of its counsel, may expose the Collateral Agent to liability or that is contrary to
any First-Lien Security Document or applicable law;
(iii)
shall not, except as expressly set forth herein and in the other First-Lien Security Documents, have any duty to disclose,
and shall not be liable for the failure to disclose, any information relating to the Company or any of its Affiliates that is communicated to or
obtained by the Person serving as the Applicable Collateral Agent or any of its Affiliates in any capacity;
(iv)
shall not be liable for any action taken or not taken by it (i) with the consent or at the request of the Applicable
Authorized Representative or (ii) in the absence of its own gross negligence or willful misconduct or (iii) in reliance on a certificate of an
authorized officer of the Company stating that such action is permitted by the terms of this Agreement (it being understood and agreed that the
Applicable Collateral Agent shall be deemed not to have knowledge of any Event of Default under any Series of First-Lien Obligations unless
and until notice describing such Event Default is given to the Applicable Collateral Agent by the Authorized Representative of such First-Lien
Obligations or the Company); and
(v)
shall not be responsible for or have any duty to ascertain or inquire into (i) any statement, warranty or representation
made in or in connection with this Agreement or any other First-Lien Security Document, (ii) the contents of any certificate, report or other
document delivered hereunder or thereunder or in connection herewith or therewith, (iii) the performance or observance of any of the
covenants, agreements or other terms or conditions set forth herein or therein or the occurrence of any default, (iv) the validity, enforceability,
effectiveness or genuineness of this Agreement, any other First-Lien Security Document or any other agreement, instrument or document, or
the creation, perfection or priority of any Lien purported to be created by the First-Lien Security Documents, (v) the value or the sufficiency of
any Collateral for any Series of First-Lien Obligations, or (v) the satisfaction of any condition set forth in any Secured Credit Document, other
than to confirm receipt of items expressly required to be delivered to the Applicable Collateral Agent;
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(vi)
shall not have any fiduciary duties of any kind or nature under any Additional First-Lien Document (but shall be entitled
to all protections provided to the Collateral Agent therein);
(vii)
with respect to the Credit Agreement or any Additional First-Lien Document, may conclusively assume that the
Grantors have complied with all of their obligations thereunder unless advised in writing by the Authorized Representative thereunder to the
contrary specifically setting forth the alleged violation; and
(viii) may conclusively rely on any certificate of an officer of the Company provided pursuant to Section 2.04(d).

ARTICLE V
Miscellaneous
SECTION 5.01
Notices. All notices and other communications provided for herein shall be in writing and shall be delivered by hand or
overnight courier service, mailed by certified or registered mail or sent by telecopy, as follows:
(a)
if to the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent or the Administrative Agent, to it at 10 South Dearborn, Floor L2,
Chicago, IL 60603, Attention of Nanette Wilson (Fax No. 844-490-5663);
(b)
if to the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent or the Initial Additional Authorized Representative, to it at
Wilmington Trust, National Association, 50 South Sixth Street, Suite 1290, Minneapolis, MN 55402, Attention of SeaWorld Notes
Administrator (Fax No. 612-217-5651);
(c)
Agreement.

if to any other Additional Authorized Representative, to it at the address set forth in the applicable Joinder

Any party hereto may change its address or telecopy number for notices and other communications hereunder by notice to the other parties
hereto. All notices and other communications given to any party hereto in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed to
have been given on the date of receipt (if a Business Day) and on the next Business Day thereafter (in all other cases) if delivered by hand or
overnight courier service or sent by telecopy or on the date three Business Days after dispatch by certified or registered mail if mailed, in each case
delivered, sent or mailed (properly addressed) to such party as provided in this Section 5.01 or in accordance with the latest unrevoked direction
from such party given in accordance with this Section 5.01. As agreed to in writing among each Collateral Agent and each Authorized
Representative from time to time, notices and other communications may also be delivered by e‑mail to the e‑mail address of a representative of
the applicable person provided from time to time by such person.
SECTION 5.02

Waivers; Amendment; Joinder Agreements.
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(a)

No failure or delay on the part of any party hereto in exercising any right or power hereunder shall operate as a waiver
thereof, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any such right or power, or any abandonment or discontinuance of steps to enforce
such a right or power, preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right or power. The rights and remedies
of the parties hereto are cumulative and are not exclusive of any rights or remedies that they would otherwise have. No waiver of any
provision of this Agreement or consent to any departure by any party therefrom shall in any event be effective unless the same shall be
permitted by paragraph (b) of this Section, and then such waiver or consent shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the
purpose for which given. No notice or demand on any party hereto in any case shall entitle such party to any other or further notice or
demand in similar or other circumstances.

(b)

Neither this Agreement nor any provision hereof may be terminated, waived, amended or modified (other than pursuant to
any Joinder Agreement) except pursuant to an agreement or agreements in writing entered into by each Authorized Representative and
each Collateral Agent (and with respect to any such termination, waiver, amendment or modification which by the terms of this
Agreement requires the Company’s consent or which increases the obligations or reduces the rights of the Company or any other
Grantor, with the consent of the Company).

(c)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, without the consent of any First-Lien Secured Party, any Authorized Representative may
become a party hereto by execution and delivery of a Joinder Agreement in accordance with Section 5.13 and upon such execution and
delivery, such Authorized Representative and the Additional First-Lien Secured Parties and Additional First-Lien Obligations of the
Series for which such Authorized Representative is acting shall be subject to the terms hereof and the terms of the Additional First-Lien
Security Documents applicable thereto.

(d)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, without the consent of any other Authorized Representative or First-Lien Secured Party, the
Collateral Agents may effect amendments and modifications to this Agreement to the extent necessary to reflect any incurrence of any
Additional First-Lien Obligations in compliance with the Credit Agreement and the other Secured Credit Documents.

SECTION 5.03
Parties in Interest. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective
successors and assigns, as well as the other First-Lien Secured Parties, all of whom are intended to be bound by, and to be third
party beneficiaries of, this Agreement.
SECTION 5.04
Survival of Agreement. All covenants, agreements, representations and warranties made by any party in this Agreement
shall be considered to have been relied upon by the other parties hereto and shall survive the execution and delivery of this
Agreement.
SECTION 5.05
Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed by one or more of the parties to this Agreement on any number of
separate counterparts, and all of said counterparts taken together shall be deemed to constitute one and the same
instrument. Delivery of an
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executed signature page of this Agreement by facsimile or other electronic transmission shall be effective as delivery of a
manually executed counterpart hereof.
SECTION 5.06
Severability. Any provision of this Agreement that is prohibited or unenforceable in any jurisdiction shall, as to such
jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining provisions
hereof, and any such prohibition or unenforceability in any jurisdiction shall not invalidate or render unenforceable such provision
in any other jurisdiction. The parties shall endeavor in good faith negotiations to replace the invalid, illegal or unenforceable
provisions with valid provisions the economic effect of which comes as close as possible to that of the invalid, illegal or
unenforceable provisions.
SECTION 5.07
GOVERNING LAW. THIS AGREEMENT AND THE RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES UNDER
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND CONSTRUED AND INTERPRETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH,
THE LAW OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.
SECTION 5.08
Submission to Jurisdiction Waivers; Consent to Service of Process. Each Collateral Agent and each Authorized
Representative, on behalf of itself and the First-Lien Secured Parties of the Series for whom it is acting, irrevocably and
unconditionally:
(a)
submits for itself and its property in any legal action or proceeding relating to this Agreement and the First-Lien
Security Documents, or for recognition and enforcement of any judgment in respect thereof, to the non exclusive general jurisdiction of
the courts of the State of New York, the courts of the United States of America for the Southern District of New York, and appellate
courts from any thereof;
(b)
consents that any such action or proceeding may be brought in such courts and waives any objection that it may
now or hereafter have to the venue of any such action or proceeding in any such court or that such action or proceeding was brought in
an inconvenient court and agrees not to plead or claim the same;
(c)
agrees that service of process in any such action or proceeding may be effected by mailing a copy thereof by
registered or certified mail (or any substantially similar form of mail), postage prepaid, to such Person (or its Authorized Representative)
at the address set forth in Section 5.01;
(d)
agrees that nothing herein shall affect the right of any other party hereto (or any First-Lien Secured Party) to effect
service of process in any other manner permitted by law or shall limit the right of any party hereto (or any First-Lien Secured Party) to
sue in any other jurisdiction; and
(e)
waives, to the maximum extent not prohibited by law, any right it may have to claim or recover in any legal action
or proceeding referred to in this Section 5.08 any special, exemplary, punitive or consequential damages.
SECTION 5.09
WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL. EACH PARTY HERETO HEREBY IRREVOCABLY AND UNCONDITIONALLY
WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY LEGAL
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ACTION OR PROCEEDING RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR FOR ANY COUNTERCLAIM THEREIN.
SECTION 5.10
Headings. Article, Section and Annex headings used herein are for convenience of reference only, are not part of this
Agreement and are not to affect the construction of, or to be taken into consideration in interpreting, this Agreement.
SECTION 5.11
Conflicts. In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the provisions of this Agreement and the provisions of
any of the First-Lien Security Documents or any of the other Secured Credit Documents, the provisions of this Agreement shall
control.
SECTION 5.12
Provisions Solely to Define Relative Rights. The provisions of this Agreement are and are intended solely for the purpose
of defining the relative rights of the First-Lien Secured Parties in relation to one another. None of the Company, any other Grantor
or any other creditor thereof shall have any rights or obligations hereunder, except as expressly provided in this Agreement
(provided that nothing in this Agreement (other than Section 2.04, 2.05, 2.08, 2.09 or Article V) is intended to or will amend, waive
or otherwise modify the provisions of the Credit Agreement or any Additional First-Lien Documents), and none of the Company or
any other Grantor may rely on the terms hereof (other than Sections 2.04, 2.05, 2.08, 2.09 and Article V). Nothing in this
Agreement is intended to or shall impair the obligations of any Grantor, which are absolute and unconditional, to pay the First-Lien
Obligations as and when the same shall become due and payable in accordance with their terms.
SECTION 5.13
Additional Senior Debt. To the extent, but only to the extent permitted by the provisions of the Credit Agreement and the
Additional First-Lien Documents then in effect, the Company may incur additional indebtedness after the date hereof that is
permitted by the Credit Agreement and the Additional First-Lien Documents to be incurred and secured on an equal and ratable
basis by the liens securing the First-Lien Obligations (such indebtedness referred to as “Additional Senior Class Debt”). Any such
Additional Senior Class Debt may be secured by a Lien and may be Guaranteed by the Grantors on a senior basis, in each case
under and pursuant to the Additional First-Lien Documents, if and subject to the condition that the Authorized Representative of
any such Additional Senior Class Debt (each, a “Additional Senior Class Debt Representative”) and the collateral agent or similar
representative acting on behalf of the holders of such Additional Indebtedness (each, an “Additional Senior Class Debt Collateral
Agent” and together with the Additional Senior Class Debt Representative and holders in respect of any Additional Senior Class
Debt being referred to as the “Additional Senior Class Debt Parties”), becomes a party to this Agreement by satisfying the
conditions set forth in clauses (i) through (iv) of the immediately succeeding paragraph.
In order for a Additional Senior Class Debt Representative and the related Additional Senior Class Debt Collateral Agent to become a
party to this Agreement,
(i)
such Additional Senior Class Debt Representative and Additional Senior Class Debt Collateral Agent, each
Collateral Agent, each Authorized Representative and each Grantor shall have executed and delivered an instrument substantially in the
form of Annex II (with such changes as may be reasonably approved by each Collateral Agent and such Additional Senior Class Debt
Representative) pursuant to which such
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Additional Senior Class Debt Representative becomes an Authorized Representative hereunder and such Additional Senior Class Debt
Collateral Agent becomes a “Collateral Agent” hereunder, and the Additional Senior Class Debt in respect of which such Additional
Senior Class Debt Representative is the Authorized Representative and the related Additional Senior Class Debt Parties become subject
hereto and bound hereby;
(ii)
the Company shall have (x) delivered to each Collateral Agent true and complete copies of each of the Additional
First-Lien Documents relating to such Additional Senior Class Debt, certified as being true and correct by a Responsible Officer of the
Company and (y) identified in a certificate of an authorized officer the obligations to be designated as Additional First-Lien Obligations
and the initial aggregate principal amount or face amount thereof;
(iii)
all filings, recordations and/or amendments or supplements to the First-Lien Security Documents necessary or
desirable in the reasonable judgment of the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent to confirm and perfect the Liens securing the relevant
obligations relating to such Additional Senior Class Debt shall have been made, executed and/or delivered (or, with respect to any such
filings or recordations, acceptable provisions to perform such filings or recordings have been taken in the reasonable judgment of the
Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent), and all fees and taxes in connection therewith shall have been paid (or acceptable provisions to
make such payments have been taken in the reasonable judgment of the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent); and
(iv)
the Additional First-Lien Documents, as applicable, relating to such Additional Senior Class Debt shall provide,
in a manner reasonably satisfactory to each Collateral Agent, that each Additional Senior Class Debt Party with respect to such
Additional Senior Class Debt will be subject to and bound by the provisions of this Agreement in its capacity as a holder of such
Additional Senior Class Debt.
Each Authorized Representative acknowledges and agrees that upon execution and delivery of a Joinder Agreement substantially in the
form of Annex II by an additional Additional Senior Class Debt Representative and each Grantor in accordance with Section 5.13, the Additional
First-Lien Collateral Agent will continue to act in its capacity as Additional First Lien Collateral Agent in respect of the then existing Authorized
Representatives (other than the Administrative Agent) and such additional Authorized Representative.
SECTION 5.14
Agent Capacities. Except as expressly provided herein or in the Credit Agreement Collateral Documents, JPMorgan is
acting in the capacities of Administrative Agent and Credit Agreement Collateral Agent solely for the Credit Agreement Secured
Parties. Except as expressly provided herein or in the Additional First Lien Security Documents, Wilmington Trust, National
Association is acting in the capacity of the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent solely for the Additional First-Lien Secured
Parties. Except as expressly set forth herein, none of the Administrative Agent, the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent or the
Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent shall have any duties or obligations in respect of any of the Collateral, all of such duties and
obligations, if any, being subject to and governed by the applicable Secured Credit Documents.
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SECTION 5.15
Integration. This Agreement together with the other Secured Credit Documents and the First-Lien Security Documents
represents the agreement of each of the Grantors and the First-Lien Secured Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof and
there are no promises, undertakings, representations or warranties by any Grantor, the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent, any or
any other First-Lien Secured Party relative to the subject matter hereof not expressly set forth or referred to herein or in the other
Secured Credit Documents or the First-Lien Security Documents.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be duly executed by their respective authorized officers as
of the day and year first above written.
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JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.,
as Credit Agreement Collateral Agent
By:
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/s/ Philip VanFossan
Name: Philip VanFossan
Title:Executive Director

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.,
as Authorized Representative for the Credit Agreement Secured Parties
By:
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/s/ Philip VanFossan
Name: Philip VanFossan
Title:Executive Director

WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
as Initial Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent
By: /s/ Jane Schweiger
Name: Jane Schweiger
Title: Vice President
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WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
as Initial Additional Authorized Representative

Name: Jane Schweiger
Title: Vice President
By: /s/ Jane Schweiger
Name: Jane Schweiger
Title: Vice President
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SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT
LLC
SEA WORLD OF TEXAS LLC
SEA WORLD LLC
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT INTERNATIONAL, INC.
LANGHORNE FOOD SERVICES LLC
SEA WORLD OF FLORIDA LLC
SWBG ORLANDO CORPORATE OPERATIONS GROUP, LLC
SEA HOLDINGS I, LLC

By:

/s/ Harold J. Herman
Name:Harold J. Herman
Title:Assistant Secretary
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SEAWORLD OF TEXAS HOLDINGS, LLC
SEAWORLD OF TEXAS MANAGEMENT, LLC
SEAWORLD OF TEXAS BEVERAGE, LLC
By: /s/ Genaro Castro
Name: Genaro Castro
Title: Manager

By: /s/ Byron Surrett
Name: Byron Surrett
Title: Manager
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ANNEX I
Grantors
Schedule 1

1.

SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc.

2.

SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc.

3.

SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment International, Inc.

4.

SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment LLC

5.

Langhorne Food Services LLC

6.

Sea World LLC

7.

SeaWorld of Texas LLC

8.

SEA HOLDINGS I, LLC

9.

Sea World of Florida LLC

10.

SWBG ORLANDO CORPORATE OPERATIONS GROUP, LLC

11.

SeaWorld of Texas Beverage, LLC

12.

SeaWorld of Texas Holdings, LLC

13.

SeaWorld of Texas Management, LLC
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ANNEX II
[FORM OF] JOINDER NO. [
] dated as of [_______], 20[ ] to the FIRST-LIEN INTERCREDITOR AGREEMENT dated as of
April 30, 2020 (the “First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement”), among SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the
“Company”), certain subsidiaries and affiliates of the Company (each a “Grantor”), JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as Credit Agreement Collateral
Agent for the Credit Agreement Secured Parties under the First-Lien Security Documents (in such capacity, the “Credit Agreement Collateral
Agent”), JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as Authorized Representative for the Credit Agreement Secured Parties, Wilmington Trust, National
Association, as Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent, Wilmington Trust, National Association, as Initial Additional Authorized Representative,
and the additional Authorized Representatives from time to time a party thereto.1
A.

Capitalized terms used herein but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings assigned to such terms in the FirstLien Intercreditor Agreement.

B.

As a condition to the ability of the Company to incur Additional First-Lien Obligations and to secure such Additional Senior
Class Debt with the liens and security interests created by the Additional First-Lien Security Documents, the Additional Senior Class
Debt Representative in respect of such Additional Senior Class Debt is required to become an Authorized Representative, the Additional
Senior Class Debt Collateral Agent in respect of such Additional Senior Class Debt is required to become a Collateral Agent and such
Additional Senior Class Debt and the Additional Senior Class Debt Parties in respect thereof are required to become subject to and
bound by, the First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement. Section 5.13 of the First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement provides that such Additional
Senior Class Debt Representative may become an Authorized Representative, such Additional Senior Class Debt Collateral Agent may
become a Collateral Agent and such Additional Senior Class Debt and such Additional Senior Class Debt Parties may become subject to
and bound by, the First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement, pursuant to the execution and delivery by the Senior Debt Class Representative
and the Additional Senior Debt Class Collateral Agent of an instrument in the form of this Joinder and the satisfaction of the other
conditions set forth in Section 5.13 of the First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement. The undersigned Additional Senior Class Debt
Representative (the “New Representative”) and Additional Senior Class Debt Collateral Agent (the “New Collateral Agent”) are
executing this Representative Joinder in accordance with the requirements of the First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement and the First-Lien
Security Documents.
Accordingly, each Collateral Agent, each Authorized Representative and the New Representative and the New Collateral Agent agree as

follows:
SECTION 1.
In accordance with Section 5.13 of the First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement, the New Representative by its signature below
becomes an Authorized Representative under, the New Collateral Agent by its signature below becomes a Collateral Agent under, and
the related
1
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In the event of the Refinancing of the Credit Agreement Obligations, revise to reflect joinder by a new Credit Agreement Collateral Agent

Additional Senior Class Debt and Additional Senior Class Debt Parties become subject to and bound by, the First-Lien
Intercreditor Agreement with the same force and effect as if the New Representative had originally been named therein as an Authorized
Representative and the New Collateral Agent had originally been named therein as a Collateral Agent, and each of the New
Representative and the New Collateral Agent, on their behalf and on behalf of such Additional Senior Class Debt Parties, hereby agree
to all the terms and provisions of the First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement applicable to it as Authorized Representative or Collateral
Agent, as applicable, and to the Additional Senior Class Debt Parties that they represent as Additional First-Lien Secured Parties. Each
reference to a “Authorized Representative” in the First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement shall be deemed to include the New
Representative. Each reference to a “Collateral Agent” in the Pari Passu Intercreditor Agreement shall be deemed to include the New
Collateral Agent. The First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement is hereby incorporated herein by reference.
SECTION 2.
The New Representative and the New Collateral Agent represent and warrant to each Collateral Agent, each Authorized
Representative and the other First-Lien Secured Parties, individually, that (i) it has full power and authority to enter into this Joinder,
in its capacity as [agent] [trustee], (ii) this Joinder has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by it and constitutes its legal, valid
and binding obligation, enforceable against it in accordance with its terms and (iii) the Additional First-Lien Documents relating to
such Additional Senior Class Debt provide that, upon the New Representative’s entry into this Agreement, the Additional Senior Class
Debt Parties in respect of such Additional Senior Class Debt will be subject to and bound by the provisions of the First-Lien
Intercreditor Agreement as Additional First-Lien Secured Parties.
SECTION 3.
This Joinder may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall constitute an original, but all of which when taken
together shall constitute a single contract. This Joinder shall become effective when each Collateral Agent shall have received a
counterpart of this Joinder that bears the signatures of the New Representative and the New Collateral Agent. Delivery of an executed
signature page to this Joinder by facsimile transmission shall be effective as delivery of a manually signed counterpart of this Joinder.
SECTION 4.

Except as expressly supplemented hereby, the First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

SECTION 5.
THIS JOINDER SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH, THE LAWS OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK.
SECTION 6.
In case any one or more of the provisions contained in this Joinder should be held invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any
respect, no party hereto shall be required to comply with such provision for so long as such provision is held to be invalid, illegal or
unenforceable, but the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions contained herein and in the First-Lien
Intercreditor Agreement shall not in any way be affected or impaired. The parties hereto shall endeavor in good‑faith negotiations to
replace the invalid, illegal or unenforceable provisions with valid provisions the economic effect of which comes as close as possible
to that of the invalid, illegal or unenforceable provisions.
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SECTION 7.
All communications and notices hereunder shall be in writing and given as provided in Section 5.01 of the First-Lien
Intercreditor Agreement. All communications and notices hereunder to the New Representative or the New Collateral Agent shall be
given to them at their respective addresses set forth below their signatures hereto.
SECTION 8.
The Company agrees to reimburse each Collateral Agent and each Authorized Representative for its reasonable out-ofpocket expenses in connection with this Joinder, including the reasonable fees, other charges and disbursements of counsel.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the New Representative and New Collateral Agent has duly executed this Joinder to the First-Lien Intercreditor
Agreement as of the day and year first above written.
[NAME OF NEW REPRESENTATIVE], as
[
] for the holders of [
],

Name:
Title:
By:
Name:
Title:

Address for notices:
attention of:
Telecopy:
[NAME OF NEW COLLATERAL AGENT], as
[
] for the holders of [
],

Name:
Title:
By:
Name:
Title:

Address for notices:
attention of:
Telecopy:
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Acknowledged by:
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.,
as the Credit Agreement Collateral Agent and Authorized Representative,

By:
Name:
Title:
WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
as the Additional First-Lien Collateral Agent and Initial Additional Authorized Representative,

By:
Name:
Title:

[OTHER AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES]
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, INC.,
as Company
By:
Name:
Title:
THE OTHER GRANTORS
LISTED ON SCHEDULE I HERETO,

By:
Name:
Title:
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Schedule I to the
Supplement to the
First-Lien Intercreditor Agreement
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[

]
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Exhibit 10.4
EXECUTION VERSION

SECURITY AGREEMENT
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April 30, 2020
Among
THE GRANTORS IDENTIFIED HEREIN
and
WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
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SECURITY AGREEMENT dated as of April 30, 2020, among the Grantors (as defined below) and Wilmington Trust, National Association, as
Collateral Agent for the Secured Parties (in such capacity, the “Collateral Agent”).
Reference is made to the Indenture dated as of April 30, 2020 (as amended, amended and restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from
time to time, the “Indenture”), among SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the “Company”), SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., a
Delaware corporation and the direct parent of the Company (“Holdings”), the other Guarantors from time to time party thereto (the “Subsidiary
Guarantors” and, together with Holdings, the “Guarantors”), and Wilmington Trust, National Association, as trustee (in such capacity, the “Trustee”) and
as Collateral Agent, pursuant to which the Company issued $227,500,000 aggregate principal amount of 8.750% Senior Secured Notes due 2025 (together
with any Additional Notes issued under the Indenture, the “Notes”). The parties hereto agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
Definitions
Section 1.1.

Indenture.

(a)
Capitalized terms used in this Agreement and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings specified in the Indenture. All
terms defined in the UCC (as defined herein) and not defined in this Agreement have the meanings specified therein; the term “instrument” shall have the
meaning specified in Article 9 of the UCC.
(b)

The rules of construction specified in Section 1.03 of the Indenture also apply to this Agreement.

Other Defined Terms
. As used in this Agreement, the following terms have the meanings specified below:
“Account Debtor” means any Person who is or who may become obligated to any Grantor under, with respect to or on account of an
Account.
“Accounts” has the meaning specified in Article 9 of the UCC.
“Agreement” means this Security Agreement.
“Article 9 Collateral” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 3.1(a).
“Collateral” means the Article 9 Collateral and the Pledged Collateral.
“Collateral Agent” has the meaning assigned to such term in the preamble of the Agreement.
“Commercial Tort Claims” has the meaning specified in Article 9 of the UCC.
“Company” has the meaning assigned to such term in the preliminary statement of this Agreement.

“Copyright License” means any written agreement, now or hereafter in effect, granting any right to any third party under any
Copyright now owned or hereafter acquired by any Grantor or that such Grantor otherwise has the right to license, or granting any right to any
Grantor under any Copyright now owned or hereafter acquired by any third party, and all rights of such Grantor under any such agreement.
“Copyrights” means all of the following now owned or hereafter acquired by any Person: (a) all copyright rights in any work
subject to the copyright laws of the United States, whether as author, assignee, transferee or otherwise, and (b) all registrations and applications
for registration of any such copyright in the United States, including registrations and pending applications for registration in the USCO.
“Credit Agreement Collateral Agent” means JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., and any successors.
“Excluded Assets” means:
(a)
any General Intangible, Investment Property, Intellectual Property or rights of a Grantor with respect to any
contract, lease, license or other agreement if (but only to the extent that) the grant of a security interest therein would (x) constitute a
violation (including a breach or default) of, a restriction in respect of, or result in the abandonment, invalidation or unenforceability
of, such General Intangible, Investment Property, Intellectual Property or rights in favor of a third party or in conflict with any law,
regulation, permit, order or decree of any Governmental Authority, unless and until all required consents shall have been obtained
(for the avoidance of doubt, the restrictions described herein shall not include negative pledges or similar undertakings in favor of a
lender or other financial counterparty) or (y) expressly give any other party (other than another Grantor or its Affiliates) in respect of
any such contract, lease, license or other agreement, the right to terminate its obligations thereunder, provided, however, that the
limitation set forth in this clause (a) shall not affect, limit, restrict or impair the grant by a Grantor of a security interest pursuant to
this Agreement in any such Collateral to the extent that an otherwise applicable prohibition or restriction on such grant is rendered
ineffective by any applicable Law, including the UCC; provided, further, that, at such time as the condition causing the conditions in
sub-clauses (x) and (y) of this clause (a) shall be remedied, whether by contract, change of law or otherwise, the contract, lease,
instrument, license or other documents shall immediately cease to be an Excluded Asset, and any security interest that would
otherwise be granted herein shall attach immediately to such contract, lease, instrument, license or other agreement, or to the extent
severable, to any portion thereof that does not result in any of the conditions in subclauses (x) or (y) above;
(b)
any assets to the extent and for so long as (i) the pledge of or security interest in such assets is prohibited by
law and such prohibition is not overridden by the UCC or other applicable law or (ii) the grant of such security interest would require
governmental consent, approval, license or authorization (except that the cash Proceeds of dispositions thereof in accordance with
applicable law, including, without limitation, rules and regulations of any governmental authority or agency shall not be an Excluded
Asset);
(c)
motor vehicles and other assets subject to certificates of title, letters of credit with a face value of less than
$5,000,000 and commercial tort claims where the
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amount of damages claimed by the applicable Grantor is less than $5,000,000, the perfection of a security interest in which cannot be
perfected through the filing of financing statements under the UCC in the relevant jurisdiction;
(d)

Margin Stock;

(e)

Excluded Security;

(f)
any Intellectual Property to the extent that the attachment of the security interest of this Agreement thereto, or
any assignment thereof, would result in the forfeiture, cancellation, invalidation, unenforceability, or other loss of the Grantors’ rights
in such property including, without limitation, any License pursuant to which Grantor is licensee under terms which prohibit the
granting of a security interest or under which granting such an interest would give rise to a breach or default by Grantor, and any
Trademark applications filed in the USPTO on the basis of such Grantor’s “intent-to-use” such Trademark, unless and until
acceptable evidence of use of such Trademark has been filed with and accepted by the USPTO pursuant to Section 1(c) or Section
1(d) of the Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. 1051, et seq.), to the extent that granting a lien in such Trademark application prior to such filing
would adversely affect the enforceability, validity, or other rights in such Trademark application;
(g)
assets (including Equity Interests) owned by any Grantor on the date hereof or hereafter acquired that are
subject to (A) a Lien of the type described in Sections 7.01(u), (w) and (aa) (to the extent relating to Liens originally incurred
pursuant to Section 7.01(u) or (w)) of the Credit Agreement or (B) a contract or agreement permitted under clauses (i) or (xiii) of the
proviso to Section 7.09 of the Credit Agreement, in each case, if and to the extent that the contract or other agreement pursuant to
which such Lien is granted or to which such assets are subject (or the documentation relating thereto) prohibits the creation of any
other Lien on such asset ;
(h)
any particular assets if, in the reasonable judgment of the Company evidenced in writing delivered to the
Credit Agreement Collateral Agent, creating a pledge thereof or security interest therein to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the
Secured Parties would result in any material adverse tax consequences to the Company or its Subsidiaries; and
(i)
any particular assets if, in the reasonable judgment of the Company and evidenced in writing delivered to the
Credit Agreement Collateral Agent, the burden, cost or consequences (including any material adverse tax consequences) to the
Company or its Subsidiaries of creating or perfecting such pledges or security interests in such assets in favor of the Collateral Agent
for the benefit of the Secured Parties is excessive in relation to the benefits to be obtained therefrom by the Secured Parties.
“Excluded Security” means:
(a)

more than 65% of the issued and outstanding Equity Interests of any Foreign Subsidiary;

(b)
more than 65% of the issued and outstanding Equity Interests of any Domestic Subsidiary that is a disregarded
entity under the Code if substantially all of its
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assets consist of the Equity Interests of one or more Subsidiaries that are controlled foreign corporations within the meaning of
Section 957 of the Code;
(c)
any interest in a joint venture or non-wholly owned Restricted Subsidiary to the extent the granting of a
security interest therein is prohibited by the terms of the Organizational Documents of such joint venture or non-wholly owned
Restricted Subsidiary;
(d)
any Equity Interests of any Unrestricted Subsidiary (until such time, if at all, as such Unrestricted Subsidiary
becomes a Restricted Subsidiary in accordance with the Indenture);
(e)
any Equity Interest of any Subsidiary the pledge of which is prohibited by applicable Law or by agreements
permitted under the Indenture containing anti-assignment clauses to the extent not over-ridden by the UCC or the pledge of which
would require governmental (including regulatory) consent, approval, license or authorization;
(f)

any Equity Interest of any not-for-profit Subsidiaries; and

(g)

any Equity Interest of any special purpose securitization vehicle or a captive insurance subsidiary.

“General Intangibles” has the meaning specified in Article 9 of the UCC.
“Grantor” means the Company, each Subsidiary Guarantor that is a party hereto, and each Subsidiary Guarantor that is a Domestic
Subsidiary that becomes a party to this Agreement after the Closing Date.
“Immaterial Subsidiary” means any Subsidiary that does not have total assets or annual revenues in excess of $20,000,000
individually or in the aggregate with all other “Immaterial Subsidiaries.”
“Indenture” has the meaning assigned to such term in the preliminary statement of this Agreement.
“Intellectual Property” means all intellectual property now owned or hereafter acquired by any Person, including inventions,
designs, Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks, trade secrets, the intellectual property rights in software and databases and related documentation, and
all additions and improvements to the foregoing.
“Intellectual Property Security Agreements” means the short-form Patent Security Agreement, short-form Trademark Security
Agreement, and short-form Copyright Security Agreement, each substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibits III, IV and V, respectively.
“License” means any Patent License, Trademark License, Copyright License or other Intellectual Property license or sublicense
agreement to which any Grantor is a party, together with any and all (i) renewals, extensions, supplements and continuations thereof, (ii) income,
fees, royalties, damages, claims and payments now and hereafter due and/or payable thereunder or with respect thereto including damages and
payments for past, present or future infringements or violations thereof, and (iii) rights to sue for past, present and future violations thereof.
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“Margin Stock” has the meaning specified in Regulation U of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
“Material Adverse Effect” means a (a) material adverse effect on the business, operations, assets, liabilities (actual or contingent) or
financial condition of the Company and its Subsidiaries, taken as a whole; (b) material adverse effect on the ability of the Grantors (taken as a
whole) to fully and timely perform any of their payment obligations under any Notes Document to which the Company or any of the Grantors is a
party; or (c) material adverse effect on the rights and remedies available to the Secured Parties under any Notes Document.
“Mortgages” has the meaning assigned to such term in the Indenture.
“Mortgaged Property” has the meaning assigned to such term in the Indenture.
“Notes” has the meaning assigned to such term in the preliminary statement of this Agreement.
“Notes Documents” means the Notes, the Guarantees, the Security Documents and the Indenture.
“Patent License” means any written agreement, now or hereafter in effect, granting to any third party any right to make, use or sell
any invention on which a Patent, now owned or hereafter acquired by any Grantor or that any Grantor otherwise has the right to license, is in
existence, or granting to any Grantor any right to make, use or sell any invention on which a Patent, now owned or hereafter acquired by any
third party, is in existence, and all rights of any Grantor under any such agreement.
“Patents” means all of the following now owned or hereafter acquired by any Person: (a) all letters Patent of the United States in or
to which any Grantor now or hereafter has any right, title or interest therein, all registrations thereof, and all applications for letters Patent of the
United States, including registrations and pending applications in the USPTO, and (b) all reissues, continuations, divisions, continuations-in-part,
renewals or extensions thereof, and the inventions disclosed or claimed therein, including the right to make, use and/or sell the inventions
disclosed or claimed therein.
“Perfection Certificate” means a certificate substantially in the form of Exhibit II, completed and supplemented with the schedules
and attachments contemplated thereby, and duly executed by a Responsible Officer of the Company.
“Pledged Collateral” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.1.
“Pledged Debt” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.1.
“Pledged Equity” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.1.
“Pledged Securities” means the Pledged Equity and Pledged Debt.
“Secured Obligations” means the “Notes Obligations” (as defined in the Indenture).
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“Secured Parties” means, collectively, the Collateral Agent, the Trustee, the holders and each co-agent or sub-agent appointed by
the Collateral Agent from time to time pursuant to Section 11.02 of the Indenture.
“Security Agreement Supplement” means an instrument substantially in the form of Exhibit I hereto.
“Security Documents” has the meaning assigned to such term in the Indenture.
“Subsidiary Parties” means (a) the Restricted Subsidiaries identified on Schedule I and (b) each other Restricted Subsidiary that
becomes a party to this Agreement as a Subsidiary Party after the Closing Date.
“Trademark License” means any written agreement, now or hereafter in effect, granting to any third party any right to use any
trademark now or hereafter owned by any Grantor or that any Grantor otherwise has the right to license, or granting to any Grantor any right to
use any trademark now or hereafter owned by any third party, and all rights of any Grantor under any such agreement.
“Trademarks” means all of the following now owned or hereafter acquired by any Person: (a) all trademarks, service marks, trade
names, corporate names, trade dress, logos, designs, fictitious business names other source or business identifiers, now owned or hereafter
acquired, all registrations and recordings thereof, and all registration and recording applications filed in connection therewith, including
registrations and registration applications in the USPTO or any similar offices in any State of the United States or any jurisdiction thereof, and all
extensions or renewals thereof, and (b) all goodwill associated therewith.
“Trustee” has the meaning assigned to such term in the preliminary statement of this Agreement.
“UCC” means the Uniform Commercial Code as from time to time in effect in the State of New York; provided that, if perfection or
the effect of perfection or non-perfection or the priority of the security interest in any Collateral is governed by the Uniform Commercial Code as
in effect in a jurisdiction other than the State of New York, “UCC” means the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect from time to time in such
other jurisdiction for purposes of the provisions hereof relating to such perfection, effect of perfection or non-perfection or priority.
“USCO” means the United States Copyright Office.
“USPTO” means the United States Patent and Trademark Office.
ARTICLE II
Pledge of Securities
Pledge
. As security for the payment or performance, as the case may be, in full of the Secured Obligations, including the Guarantees, each of the
Grantors hereby assigns and pledges to the Collateral Agent, its successors and assigns, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, and hereby grants to the
Collateral Agent, its successors and assigns, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, a security interest in all of such Grantors’ right, title and interest in, to and
under;
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(i)
all Equity Interests held by it that are listed on Schedule II and any other Equity Interests obtained in
the future by such Grantor and the certificates representing all such Equity Interests (the “Pledged Equity”) of (x) any wholly owned
Restricted Subsidiary and (y) non-wholly owned Subsidiaries to the extent permitted by the terms of the Organizational Documents of such
non-wholly owned Restricted Subsidiaries; provided that the Pledged Equity shall not include (a) Excluded Assets and (b) the Equity
Interests of an Immaterial Subsidiary;
(ii)
(A) the debt securities owned by it and listed opposite the name of such Grantor on Schedule II, (B)
any debt securities obtained in the future by such Grantor and (C) the promissory notes and any other instruments evidencing such debt
securities (the “Pledged Debt”); provided that the Pledged Debt shall not include any Excluded Assets;
(iii)
all other property that may be delivered to and held by the Collateral Agent pursuant to the terms of
this Section 2.1 or its agent pursuant to Section 6.20;
(iv)
subject to Section 2.6, all payments of principal or interest, dividends, cash, instruments and other
property from time to time received, receivable or otherwise distributed in respect of, in exchange for or upon the conversion of, and all
other Proceeds received in respect of, the securities referred to in clauses (i) and (ii) above;
(v)
subject to Section 2.6, all rights and privileges of such Grantor with respect to the securities and other
property referred to in clauses (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) above; and
(vi)
all Proceeds of any of the foregoing (the items referred to in clauses (i) through (v) above being
collectively referred to as the “Pledged Collateral”).
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Pledged Collateral, together with all right, title, interest, powers, privileges and preferences pertaining or
incidental thereto, unto the Collateral Agent, its successors and assigns, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, forever, subject, however, to the terms,
covenants and conditions hereinafter set forth.
Section 2.2.

Delivery of the Pledged Securities.

(a)
Subject to Section 6.20, each Grantor agrees promptly (but in any event within 30 days after receipt by such Grantor) to
deliver or cause to be delivered to the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, any and all (i) Pledged Equity to the extent certificated and (ii)
to the extent required to be delivered pursuant to paragraph (b) of this Section 2.2, Pledged Debt.
(b)
Subject to Section 6.20, each Grantor will cause any Indebtedness for borrowed money having an aggregate principal amount
in excess of $5,000,000 owed to such Grantor by any Person that is evidenced by a duly executed promissory note to be pledged and delivered to the
Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, pursuant to the terms hereof.
(c)
Upon delivery to the Collateral Agent, any Pledged Securities shall be accompanied by stock or security powers duly executed
in blank or other instruments of transfer reasonably satisfactory to the Collateral Agent. Each delivery of Pledged Securities shall be accompanied by a
schedule describing the securities, which schedule shall be deemed to supplement Schedule II and made a part hereof; provided that failure to supplement
Schedule II shall not affect the validity of such pledge of such Pledged Security. Each schedule so delivered shall supplement any prior schedules so
delivered.
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Representations, Warranties and Covenants
. Each Grantor represents, warrants and covenants to and with the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, that:
(a)
As of the date hereof, Schedule II includes all Equity Interests, debt securities and promissory notes
required to be pledged by such Grantor hereunder;
(b)
the Pledged Equity issued by the Company or a wholly owned Restricted Subsidiary have been duly and
validly authorized and issued by the issuers thereof and are fully paid and non-assessable;
(c)
except for the security interests granted hereunder, such Grantor (i) is, subject to any transfers made in
compliance with the Indenture, the direct owner, beneficially and of record, of the Pledged Equity indicated on Schedule II, (ii) holds the same
free and clear of all Liens, other than Liens created by the Security Documents and Permitted Liens, and (iii) will defend its title or interest
thereto or therein against any and all Liens (other than the Liens permitted pursuant to this Section 2.3(c)), however arising, of all Persons
whomsoever;
(d)
except for restrictions and limitations (i) imposed or permitted by the Notes Documents or securities laws
generally or (ii) described in the Perfection Certificate, the Pledged Collateral is freely transferable and assignable, and none of the Pledged
Collateral is subject to any option, right of first refusal, shareholders agreement, charter or by-law provisions or contractual restriction of any
nature that might prohibit, impair, delay or otherwise affect in any manner material and adverse to the Secured Parties the pledge of such Pledged
Collateral hereunder, the sale or disposition thereof pursuant hereto or the exercise by the Collateral Agent of rights and remedies hereunder;
(e)
the execution and performance by the Grantors of this Agreement are within each Grantor’s corporate
limited liability or limited partnership powers and have been duly authorized by all necessary corporate, limited liability or limited partnership
action or other organizational action;
(f)
no consent or approval of any Governmental Authority, any securities exchange or any other Person was or
is necessary to the validity of the pledge effected hereby, except for (i) filings and registrations necessary to perfect the Liens on the Collateral
granted by the Grantors in favor of the Secured Parties and (ii) the approvals, consents, exemptions, authorizations, actions, notices and filings
which have been duly obtained, taken, given or made and are in full force and effect;
(g)
by virtue of the execution and delivery by each Grantor of this Agreement, and delivery of the Pledged
Securities to and continued possession by the Collateral Agent, the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Parties has a legal, valid and
perfected lien upon and security interest in such Pledged Security as security for the payment and performance of the Secured Obligations to the
extent such perfection is governed by the UCC; and
(h)
the pledge effected hereby is effective to vest in the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured
Parties, the rights of the Collateral Agent in the Pledged Collateral to the extent intended hereby.
Subject to the terms of this Agreement and to the extent permitted by Applicable Law, each Grantor hereby agrees that upon the occurrence and
during the continuance of an Event of Default, it will comply with instructions of the Collateral Agent with respect to the Equity Interests in such Grantor
that
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constitute Pledged Equity hereunder that are not certificated without further consent by the applicable owner or holder of such Equity Interests.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, to the extent any provision of this Agreement or the Indenture excludes any assets
from the scope of the Pledged Collateral, or from any requirement to take any action to perfect any security interest in favor of the Collateral Agent in the
Pledged Collateral (including the Equity Interests of Immaterial Subsidiaries), the representations, warranties and covenants made by any relevant Grantor in
this Agreement with respect to the creation, perfection or priority (as applicable) of the security interest granted in favor of the Collateral Agent (including,
without limitation, this Section 2.3) shall be deemed not to apply to such excluded assets.
Certification of Limited Liability Company and Limited Partnership Interests
. No interest in any limited liability company or limited partnership controlled by any Grantor that constitutes Pledged Equity shall be
represented by a certificate unless (i) the limited liability company agreement or partnership agreement expressly provides that such interests shall be a
“security” within the meaning of Article 8 of the UCC of the applicable jurisdiction, and (ii) such certificate shall be delivered to the Collateral Agent in
accordance with Section 2.2. Any limited liability company and any limited partnership controlled by any Grantor shall either (a) not include in its operative
documents any provision that any Equity Interests in such limited liability company or such limited partnership be a “security” as defined under Article 8 of
the Uniform Commercial Code or (b) certificate any Equity Interests in any such limited liability company or such limited partnership. To the extent an
interest in any limited liability company or limited partnership controlled by any Grantor and pledged under Section 2.1 is certificated or becomes
certificated, (i) each such certificate shall be delivered to the Collateral Agent, pursuant to Section 2.2(a) and (ii) such Grantor shall fulfill all other
requirements under Section 2.2 applicable in respect thereof. Such Grantor hereby agrees that if any of the Pledged Collateral are at any time not evidenced
by certificates of ownership, then each applicable Grantor shall, to the extent permitted by applicable law, if necessary or desirable to perfect a security
interest in such Pledged Collateral, cause such pledge to be recorded on the equity holder register or the books of the issuer, execute any customary pledge
forms or other documents necessary or appropriate to complete the pledge and give the Collateral Agent the right to transfer such Pledged Collateral under
the terms hereof.
Registration in Nominee Name; Denominations
. If an Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing and the Collateral Agent shall give the Company prior notice of its intent to
exercise such rights, (a) the Collateral Agent, on behalf of the Secured Parties, shall have the right to hold the Pledged Securities in its own name as pledgee,
the name of its nominee (as pledgee or as sub-agent) or the name of the applicable Grantor, endorsed or assigned in blank or in favor of the Collateral Agent
and each Grantor will promptly give to the Collateral Agent copies of any notices or other communications received by it with respect to Pledged Equity
registered in the name of such Grantor and (b) the Collateral Agent shall have the right to exchange the certificates representing Pledged Equity for
certificates of smaller or larger denominations for any purpose consistent with this Agreement, to the extent permitted by the documentation governing such
Pledged Securities.
Section 2.6.

Voting Rights; Dividends and Interest.

(a)
Unless and until an Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing and the Collateral Agent shall have provided prior
notice to the Company that the rights of the Grantors under this Section 2.6 are being suspended:
(i)
Each Grantor shall be entitled to exercise any and all voting and/or other consensual rights and powers
inuring to an owner of Pledged Securities or any part thereof,
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and each Grantor agrees that it shall exercise such rights for purposes consistent with the terms of this Agreement, the Indenture and the
other Notes Documents;
(ii)
The Collateral Agent shall promptly (after reasonable advance written notice) execute and deliver to
each Grantor, or cause to be executed and delivered to such Grantor, all such proxies, powers of attorney and other instruments as such
Grantor may reasonably request in writing for the purpose of enabling such Grantor to exercise the voting and/or consensual rights and
powers it is entitled to exercise pursuant to subparagraph (i) above; and
(iii)
Each Grantor shall be entitled to receive and retain any and all dividends, interest, principal and
other distributions paid on or distributed in respect of the Pledged Securities to the extent and only to the extent that such dividends, interest,
principal and other distributions are permitted by, and otherwise paid or distributed in accordance with, the terms and conditions of the
Indenture, the other Notes Documents and applicable Laws; provided that any non-cash dividends, interest, principal or other distributions
that would constitute Pledged Equity or Pledged Debt, whether resulting from a subdivision, combination or reclassification of the
outstanding Equity Interests of the issuer of any Pledged Securities or received in exchange for Pledged Securities or any part thereof, or in
redemption thereof, or as a result of any merger, consolidation, acquisition or other exchange of assets to which such issuer may be a party
or otherwise, shall be and become part of the Pledged Collateral, and, if received by any Grantor, shall not be commingled by such Grantor
with any of its other funds or property but shall be held separate and apart therefrom, shall be held in trust for the benefit of the Collateral
Agent and the Secured Parties and shall be promptly (and in any event within 10 Business Days) delivered to the Collateral Agent in the
same form as so received (with any necessary endorsement reasonably requested by the Collateral Agent). So long as no Default or Event
of Default has occurred and is continuing, the Collateral Agent shall promptly deliver to each Grantor any Pledged Securities in its
possession if requested in writing to be delivered to the issuer thereof in connection with any exchange or redemption of such Pledged
Securities permitted by the Indenture in accordance with this Section 2.6(a)(iii).
(b)
Upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default, subject to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement,
after the Collateral Agent shall have notified the Company of the suspension of the Grantors’ rights under paragraph (a)(iii) of this Section 2.6, then all
rights of any Grantor to dividends, interest, principal or other distributions that such Grantor is authorized to receive pursuant to paragraph (a)(iii) of this
Section 2.06 shall cease, and all such rights shall thereupon become vested in the Collateral Agent, which shall have the sole and exclusive right and
authority to receive and retain such dividends, interest, principal or other distributions. All dividends, interest, principal or other distributions received by
any Grantor contrary to the provisions of this Section 2.6 shall be held in trust for the benefit of the Collateral Agent, shall be segregated from other
property or funds of such Grantor and shall be promptly (and in any event within 10 days) delivered to the Collateral Agent upon demand in the same form
as so received (with any necessary endorsement reasonably requested by the Collateral Agent). Any and all money and other property paid over to or
received by the Collateral Agent pursuant to the provisions of this paragraph (b) shall be retained by the Collateral Agent in an account to be established by
the Collateral Agent upon receipt of such money or other property and shall be applied in accordance with the provisions of Section 4.2. After all Events
of Default have been cured or waived, the Collateral Agent shall promptly repay to each Grantor (without interest) all dividends, interest, principal or other
distributions that such Grantor would otherwise be permitted to retain pursuant to the terms of paragraph (a)(iii) of this Section 2.06 and that remain in
such account.
(c)
Upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default, subject to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement,
after the Collateral Agent shall have provided the Company with
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notice of the suspension of the rights of the Grantors under paragraph (a)(i) of this Section 2.6, then, all rights of any Grantor to exercise the voting and
consensual rights and powers it is entitled to exercise pursuant to paragraph (a)(i) of this Section 2.6, and the obligations of the Collateral Agent under
paragraph (a)(ii) of this Section 2.6, shall cease, and all such rights shall thereupon become vested in the Collateral Agent, which shall have the sole and
exclusive right and authority to exercise such voting and consensual rights and powers; provided that, unless otherwise directed by the requisite percentage of
holders pursuant to the terms of the Indenture, the Collateral Agent shall have the right from time to time following and during the continuance of an Event of
Default to permit the Grantors to exercise such rights. After all Events of Default have been cured or waived, each Grantor shall have the exclusive right to
exercise the voting and/or consensual rights and powers that such Grantor would otherwise be entitled to exercise pursuant to the terms of paragraph (a)(i)
above, and the obligations of the Collateral Agent under paragraph (a)(ii) of this Section 2.6 shall be reinstated.
(d)
Any notice given by the Collateral Agent to the Company under Section 2.5 or Section 2.6 (i) shall be given in writing, (ii)
may be given with respect to one or more Grantors at the same or different times and (iii) may suspend the rights of the Grantors under paragraph (a)(i) or
paragraph (a)(iii) of this Section 2.6 in part without suspending all such rights (as specified by the Collateral Agent in its sole and absolute discretion) and
without waiving or otherwise affecting the Collateral Agent’s rights to give additional notices from time to time suspending other rights so long as an Event
of Default has occurred and is continuing.
ARTICLE III
Security Interests in Personal Property
Section 3.1.

Security Interest.

(a)
As security for the payment or performance, as the case may be, in full of the Secured Obligations, including the Guarantees,
each Grantor hereby collaterally assigns and pledges to the Collateral Agent, its successors and assigns, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, and hereby
grants to the Collateral Agent, its successors and assigns, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, a security interest (the “Security Interest”) in, all right, title
or interest in or to any and all of the following assets and properties now owned or at any time hereafter acquired by such Grantor or in which such Grantor
now has or at any time in the future may acquire any right, title or interest (collectively, the “Article 9 Collateral”):
(i)

all Accounts;

(ii)

all Chattel Paper;

(iii)

all Documents;

(iv)

all Equipment;

(v)

all General Intangibles;

(vi)

all Goods;

(vii)

all Instruments;

(viii)

all Inventory;
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(ix)

all Investment Property;

(x)

all books and records pertaining to the Article 9 Collateral;

(xi)

all Fixtures;

(xii)

all Letter of Credit and Letter-of-Credit Rights in excess of $5,000,000;

(xiii)

all Intellectual Property;

(xiv)
all Commercial Tort Claims listed on Schedule III and on any supplement thereto received by the
Collateral Agent pursuant to Section 3.3(g); and
(xv)
to the extent not otherwise included, all Proceeds and products of any and all of the foregoing and
all supporting obligations, collateral security and guarantees given by any Person with respect to any of the foregoing;
provided that, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, this Agreement shall not constitute a grant of a security interest in any Excluded
Asset.
(b)
Subject to Section 3.1(e), each Grantor hereby irrevocably authorizes, but does not obligate, the Collateral Agent for the
benefit of the Secured Parties at any time and from time to time to file in any relevant jurisdiction any initial financing statements with respect to the Article 9
Collateral or any part thereof and amendments thereto that (i) indicate the Article 9 Collateral as “all assets” or “all personal property” of such Grantor or
words of similar effect as being of an equal or lesser scope or with greater detail and (ii) contain the information required by Article 9 of the UCC or the
analogous legislation of each applicable jurisdiction for the filing of any financing statement or amendment, including whether such Grantor is an
organization, the type of organization and, if required, any organizational identification number issued to such Grantor. Each Grantor agrees to provide such
information to the Collateral Agent promptly upon any reasonable request. Notwithstanding the foregoing authorizations, each Grantor agrees to prepare,
record and file, at its own expense, financing statements (and amendments or continuation statements when applicable) with respect to the Collateral now
existing or hereafter created meeting the requirements of applicable state law in such manner and in such jurisdictions as are necessary to perfect and
maintain perfected the Security Interest in the Collateral, and to deliver a file stamped copy of each such financing statement or other evidence of filing to the
Collateral Agent.
(c)
The Security Interest is granted as security only and shall not subject the Collateral Agent or any other Secured Party to, or in
any way alter or modify, any obligation or liability of any Grantor with respect to or arising out of the Article 9 Collateral.
(d)
The Collateral Agent is authorized, but not obligated, to file with the USPTO or the USCO (or any successor office) such
documents executed by any Grantor as may be necessary or advisable for the purpose of perfecting, confirming, continuing, enforcing or protecting the
Security Interest in United States registered and applied for Intellectual Property of each Grantor in which a security interest has been granted by each
Grantor and naming any Grantor or the Grantor as debtors and the Collateral Agent as secured party. Notwithstanding the foregoing authorizations, subject to
Section 3.3(f)(v), each Grantor agrees to prepare, execute, file and record, at its own expense, appropriate documents and instruments with the USPTO or the
USCO with respect to the United States registered and applied for Intellectual Property constituting Collateral now existing or hereafter acquired meeting the
requirements of applicable law as are necessary or desirable to record, perfect and maintain the Collateral
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Agent's perfected Security Interest in such Collateral, and to deliver promptly evidence of such filing and recordation to the Collateral Agent.
(e)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Notes Documents, none of the Grantors shall be required, nor is the Collateral
Agent authorized, (i) to perfect the Security Interests granted by this Security Agreement (including Security Interests in Investment Property and Fixtures)
by any means other than by (A) filings pursuant to the Uniform Commercial Code in the office of the secretary of state (or similar central filing office) of the
relevant State(s), and filings in the applicable real estate records with respect to any fixtures relating to Mortgaged Property, (B) filings in United States
government offices with respect to United States registered and applied for Intellectual Property of Grantor as expressly required elsewhere herein, (C)
delivery to the Collateral Agent to be held in its possession of all Collateral consisting of Instruments as expressly required elsewhere herein or (D) other
methods expressly provided herein, (ii) to enter into any deposit account control agreement, securities account control agreement or any other control
agreement with respect to any deposit account, securities account or any other Collateral that requires perfection by “control,” (iii) to take any action (other
than the actions listed in clause (i)(A) and (C) above) with respect to any assets located outside of the United States, (iv) to perfect in any assets subject to a
certificate of title statute or (v) to deliver any Equity Interests except as expressly provided in Section 2.1.
Representations and Warranties
. Each Grantor represents and warrants to the Collateral Agent and the Secured Parties that:
(a)
Subject to Liens permitted by Section 4.12 of the Indenture, each Grantor has good and valid rights in and
title to the Article 9 Collateral with respect to which it has purported to grant a Security Interest hereunder and has full power and authority to
grant to the Collateral Agent the Security Interest in such Article 9 Collateral pursuant hereto and to execute, deliver and perform its obligations
in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, without the consent or approval of any other Person other than any consent or approval that has
been obtained.
(b)
The Perfection Certificate has been duly prepared, completed and executed and the information set forth
therein is correct and complete in all material respects (except the information therein with respect to the exact legal name of each Grantor shall
be correct and complete in all respects) as of the Closing Date. Subject to Section 3.1(e), the UCC financing statements or other appropriate
filings, recordings or registrations listed on Schedule 4 to the Perfection Certificate for filing in the applicable filing office (or specified by notice
from the Company to the Collateral Agent after the Closing Date in the case of filings, recordings or registrations (other than filings required to
be made in the USPTO and the USCO in order to perfect the Security Interest in Article 9 Collateral consisting of United States registered and
applied for Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights), in each case, as required by this Agreement or Sections 4.11, 11.01 or 12.07 of the Indenture),
are all the filings, recordings and registrations that are necessary to establish a legal, valid and perfected security interest in favor of the Collateral
Agent (for the benefit of the Secured Parties) in respect of all Article 9 Collateral in which the Security Interest may be perfected by filing,
recording or registration in the United States (or any political subdivision thereof) and its territories and possessions pursuant to the Uniform
Commercial Code, and no further or subsequent filing, re-filing, recording, rerecording, registration or re-registration is necessary in any such
jurisdiction, except as provided under applicable Law with respect to the filing of continuation statements.
(c)
Each Grantor represents and warrants that short-form Intellectual Property Security Agreements
substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibits II, IV and V and containing a description of all Article 9 Collateral consisting of material
United States registered
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and applied for Patents, United States registered Trademarks (and Trademarks for which United States registration applications are pending,
unless it constitutes an Excluded Asset) and United States registered Copyrights, respectively, have been delivered for recording by the USPTO
and the USCO pursuant to 35 U.S.C.§ 261, 15 U.S.C.§ 1060 or 17 U.S.C.§ 205 and the regulations thereunder, as applicable, (for the benefit of
the Secured Parties) in respect of all Article 9 Collateral consisting of registrations and applications for United States Patents, Trademarks and
Copyrights. To the extent a security interest may be perfected by filing, recording or registration in USPTO or USCO under the Federal
intellectual property laws, then no further or subsequent filing, re-filing, recording, rerecording, registration or re-registration is necessary (other
than (i) such filings and actions as are necessary to perfect the Security Interest with respect to any Article 9 Collateral consisting of United
States registered and applied for Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights acquired or developed by any Grantor after the date hereof and (ii) the UCC
financing and continuation statements contemplated in Section 3.2(b)).
(d)
The Security Interest constitutes (i) a legal and valid security interest in all the Article 9 Collateral
securing the payment and performance of the Secured Obligations and (ii) subject to the filings described in Section 3.2(b), a perfected security
interest in all Article 9 Collateral in which a security interest may be perfected by filing, recording or registering a financing statement or
analogous document in the United States (or any political subdivision thereof) and its territories and possessions pursuant to the Uniform
Commercial Code in the relevant jurisdiction. Subject to Section 3.1(e) of this Agreement, the Security Interest is and shall be prior to any other
Lien on any of the Article 9 Collateral, other than (i) any statutory or similar Lien that has priority as a matter of Law and (ii) any Liens expressly
permitted pursuant to Section 4.12 of the Indenture.
(e)
The Article 9 Collateral is owned by the Grantors free and clear of any Lien, except for Liens expressly
permitted pursuant to Section 4.12 of the Indenture. None of the Grantors has filed or consented to the filing of (i) any financing statement or
analogous document under the Uniform Commercial Code or any other applicable Laws covering any Article 9 Collateral, (ii) any assignment in
which any Grantor assigns any Article 9 Collateral owned by any Grantor or any security agreement or similar instrument covering any Article 9
Collateral owned by any Grantor with the USPTO or the USCO, or (iii) any assignment in which any Grantor assigns any Article 9 Collateral or
any security agreement or similar instrument covering any Article 9 Collateral with any foreign governmental, municipal or other office, which
financing statement or analogous document, assignment, security agreement or similar instrument is still in effect, except, in each case, for Liens
expressly permitted pursuant to Section 4.12 of the Indenture and assignments permitted by the Indenture.
(f)
As of the date hereof, no Grantor has any Commercial Tort Claim in excess of $5,000,000, other than the
Commercial Tort Claims listed on Schedule III.
Section 3.3.

Covenants.

(a)
The Company agrees (i) to notify the Collateral Agent in writing promptly, but in any event within 60 days, after any change
in (x) the legal name of any Grantor, (y) the identity or type of organization or corporate structure of any Grantor or (z) the jurisdiction of organization of any
Grantor and (ii) make all filings within such 60 day period, under the Uniform Commercial Code or otherwise, that are required in order for the Collateral
Agent to continue at all times following such change to have a valid, legal and perfected security interest in all the Collateral, for the benefit of the Secured
Parties.
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(b)
Subject to Section 3.1(e), each Grantor shall, at its own expense, take any and all commercially reasonable actions necessary
to defend title to the Article 9 Collateral against all Persons and to defend the Security Interest of the Collateral Agent in the Article 9 Collateral and the
priority thereof against any Lien not expressly permitted pursuant to Section 4.12 of the Indenture; provided that, nothing in this Agreement shall prevent any
Grantor from discontinuing the operation or maintenance of any of its assets or properties if such discontinuance is (x) determined by such Grantor to be
desirable in the conduct of its business and (y) permitted by the Indenture.
(c)
Subject to Section 3.1(e), each Grantor agrees, at its own expense, to execute, acknowledge, deliver and cause to be duly filed
all such further instruments and documents and take all such actions as may be necessary to better assure, preserve, protect and perfect the Security Interest
and the rights and remedies created hereby, including the payment of any fees and taxes required in connection with the execution and delivery of this
Agreement, the granting of the Security Interest and the filing of any financing statements or other documents in connection herewith or therewith. If any
amount payable under or in connection with any of the Article 9 Collateral that is in excess of $5,000,000 shall be or become evidenced by any promissory
note, other instrument or debt security, such note, instrument or debt security shall be promptly (and in any event within 30 days of its acquisition) pledged
and delivered to the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, duly endorsed in a manner reasonably satisfactory to the Collateral Agent.
(d)
At its option, the Collateral Agent may discharge past due taxes, assessments, charges, fees, Liens, security interests or other
encumbrances at any time levied or placed on the Article 9 Collateral and not permitted pursuant to Section 4.12 of the Indenture, and may pay for the
maintenance and preservation of the Article 9 Collateral to the extent any Grantor fails to do so as required by the Indenture or any other Notes Document
and within a reasonable period of time after the Collateral Agent has requested that it do so, and each Grantor jointly and severally agrees to reimburse the
Collateral Agent within 10 Business Days after demand for any payment made or any reasonable expense incurred by the Collateral Agent pursuant to the
foregoing authorization; provided, however, the Grantors shall not be obligated to reimburse the Collateral Agent with respect to any Intellectual Property
that any Grantor has failed to maintain or pursue, or otherwise allowed to lapse, terminate or be put into the public domain in accordance with Section 3.3(f)
(iv). Nothing in this paragraph shall be interpreted as excusing any Grantor from the performance of, or imposing any obligation on the Collateral Agent or
any Secured Party to cure or perform, any covenants or other promises of any Grantor with respect to taxes, assessments, charges, fees, Liens, security
interests or other encumbrances and maintenance as set forth herein or in the other Notes Documents.
(e)
If at any time any Grantor shall take a security interest in any property of an Account Debtor or any other Person, the value of
which is in excess of $5,000,000 to secure payment and performance of an Account, such Grantor shall promptly assign such security interest to the
Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Parties. Such assignment need not be filed of public record unless necessary to continue the perfected status
of the security interest against creditors of and transferees from the Account Debtor or other Person granting the security interest.
(f)

Intellectual Property Covenants.

(i)
Other than to the extent not prohibited herein or in the Indenture or with respect to registrations and applications no
longer used or useful, except to the extent failure to act would not, as deemed by the applicable Grantor in its reasonable business judgment, reasonably be
expected to have a Material Adverse Effect, with respect to registration or pending application of each item of its Intellectual Property for which such
Grantor has standing to do so, each Grantor agrees to take, at its expense, all reasonable steps, including, without limitation, in the USPTO, the USCO and
any other governmental
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authority located in the United States, to pursue the registration and maintenance of each Patent, Trademark, or Copyright registration or application, now or
hereafter included in the Intellectual Property of such Grantor that are not Excluded Assets.
(ii)
Other than to the extent not prohibited herein or in the Indenture, or with respect to registrations and applications no
longer used or useful, or except as would not, as deemed by the applicable Grantor in its reasonable business judgment, reasonably be expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect, no Grantor shall do or permit any act or knowingly omit to do any act whereby any of its Intellectual Property, excluding Excluded
Assets, may prematurely lapse, be terminated, or become invalid or unenforceable or placed in the public domain (or in the case of a trade secret, become
publicly known).
(iii)
Other than as excluded or as not prohibited herein or in the Indenture, or with respect to Patents, Copyrights or
Trademarks which are no longer used or useful in the applicable Grantor’s business operations or except where failure to do so would not, as deemed by the
applicable Grantor in its reasonable business judgment, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect, each Grantor shall take all reasonable
steps to preserve and enforce each item of its Intellectual Property, including, without limitation, maintaining the quality of any and all products or services
used or provided in connection with any of the Trademarks, consistent with the quality of the products and services as of the date hereof, and taking
reasonable steps necessary to ensure that all licensed users of any of the material Trademarks abide by the applicable license’s terms with respect to standards
of quality.
(iv)
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, nothing in this Agreement or any other Notes Document
prevents or shall be deemed to prevent any Grantor from disposing of, discontinuing the use or maintenance of, failing to pursue, or otherwise allowing to
lapse, expire, terminate or be put into the public domain, any of its Intellectual Property to the extent permitted by the Indenture if such Grantor determines in
its reasonable business judgment that such discontinuance is desirable in the conduct of its business.
(v)
Within 30 days after each March 31 and September 30, (i) the Company shall provide a list of any additional
registrations of Intellectual Property of all Grantors with the USPTO and USCO not previously disclosed to the Collateral Agent including such information
as is necessary for such Grantor to make appropriate filings in the USPTO and USCO and (ii) the applicable Grantor shall execute and deliver to the
Collateral Agent an Intellectual Property Security Agreement with respect to such Intellectual Property and have it timely recorded with the USPTO or
USCO, as applicable, and execute, deliver and file any all other agreements, instruments and documents as necessary to evidence the Collateral Agent’s
security interest in any such Intellectual Property included in the Collateral.
(g)
Commercial Tort Claims. If the Grantors shall at any time hold or acquire a Commercial Tort Claim in an amount reasonably
estimated by such Grantor to exceed $5,000,000 for which this clause has not been satisfied and for which a complaint in a court of competent jurisdiction
has been filed, such Grantor shall within 45 days after the end of the fiscal quarter in which such complaint was filed notify the Collateral Agent thereof in a
writing signed by such Grantor including a summary description of such claim and grant to the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, in
such writing a security interest therein and in the proceeds thereof, all upon the terms of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE IV
Remedies
Remedies Upon Default
. Upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default, subject to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement, it is agreed that the
Collateral Agent shall have the right, but not the obligations, to exercise any and all rights afforded to a secured party with respect to the Secured Obligations,
including all rights afforded to a secured party with respect to the Secured Obligations, including the Guarantees, under the Uniform Commercial Code or
other applicable Law and also may (i) require each Grantor to, and each Grantor agrees that it will at its expense and upon request of the Collateral Agent
promptly, assemble all or part of the Collateral as directed by the Collateral Agent and make it available to the Collateral Agent at a place and time to be
designated by the Collateral Agent that is reasonably convenient to both parties; (ii) occupy any premises owned or, to the extent lawful and permitted, leased
by any of the Grantors where the Collateral or any part thereof is assembled or located for a reasonable period in order to effectuate its rights and remedies
hereunder or under Law, without obligation to such Grantor in respect of such occupation; provided that the Collateral Agent shall provide the applicable
Grantor with notice thereof prior to such occupancy; (iii) exercise any and all rights and remedies of any of the Grantors under or in connection with the
Collateral, or otherwise in respect of the Collateral; and (iv) subject to the mandatory requirements of applicable Law and the notice requirements described
below, sell or otherwise dispose of all or any part of the Collateral securing the Secured Obligations at a public or private sale or at any broker’s board or on
any securities exchange, for cash, upon credit or for future delivery as the Collateral Agent shall deem appropriate. The Collateral Agent shall be authorized
at any such sale of securities (if it deems it advisable to do so) to restrict the prospective bidders or purchasers to Persons who will represent and agree that
they are purchasing the Collateral for their own account for investment and not with a view to the distribution or sale thereof, and upon consummation of any
such sale the Collateral Agent shall have the right to assign, transfer and deliver to the purchaser or purchasers thereof the Collateral so sold. Each such
purchaser at any sale of Collateral shall hold the property sold absolutely, free from any claim or right on the part of any Grantor, and each Grantor hereby
waives (to the extent permitted by Law) all rights of redemption, stay and appraisal which such Grantor now has or may at any time in the future have under
any Law now existing or hereafter enacted.
The Collateral Agent shall give the applicable Grantors 10 days’ written notice (which each Grantor agrees is reasonable notice within the
meaning of Section 9-611 of the UCC or its equivalent in other jurisdictions) of the Collateral Agent’s intention to make any sale of Collateral. Such notice,
in the case of a public sale, shall state the time and place for such sale and, in the case of a sale at a broker’s board or on a securities exchange, shall state the
board or exchange at which such sale is to be made and the day on which the Collateral, or portion thereof, will first be offered for sale at such board or
exchange. Any such public sale shall be held at such time or times within ordinary business hours and at such place or places as the Collateral Agent may fix
and state in the notice (if any) of such sale. At any such sale, the Collateral, or portion thereof, to be sold may be sold in one lot as an entirety or in separate
parcels, as the Collateral Agent may (in its sole and absolute discretion) determine. The Collateral Agent shall not be obligated to make any sale of any
Collateral if it shall determine not to do so, regardless of the fact that notice of sale of such Collateral shall have been given. The Collateral Agent may,
without notice or publication, adjourn any public or private sale or cause the same to be adjourned from time to time by announcement at the time and place
fixed for sale, and such sale may, without further notice, be made at the time and place to which the same was so adjourned. In case any sale of all or any
part of the Collateral is made on credit or for future delivery, the Collateral so sold may be retained by the Collateral Agent until the sale price is paid by the
purchaser or purchasers thereof, but the Collateral Agent shall not incur any liability in case any such purchaser or purchasers shall fail to take up and pay for
the Collateral so sold and, in case of any such failure, such Collateral may be sold again upon like notice. At any public (or, to the extent permitted by Law,
private) sale made pursuant to this Agreement, any Secured Party
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may bid for or purchase, free (to the extent permitted by Law) from any right of redemption, stay, valuation or appraisal on the part of any Grantor (all said
rights being also hereby waived and released to the extent permitted by Law), the Collateral or any part thereof offered for sale and may make payment on
account thereof by using any claim then due and payable to such Secured Party from any Grantor as a credit against the purchase price, and such Secured
Party may, upon compliance with the terms of sale, hold, retain and dispose of such property without further accountability to any Grantor therefor. For
purposes hereof, a written agreement to purchase the Collateral or any portion thereof shall be treated as a sale thereof; the Collateral Agent shall be free to
carry out such sale pursuant to such agreement and no Grantor shall be entitled to the return of the Collateral or any portion thereof subject thereto,
notwithstanding the fact that after the Collateral Agent shall have entered into such an agreement all Events of Default shall have been remedied and the
Secured Obligations paid in full. As an alternative to exercising the power of sale herein conferred upon it, the Collateral Agent may proceed by a suit or
suits at Law or in equity to foreclose this Agreement and to sell the Collateral or any portion thereof pursuant to a judgment or decree of a court or courts
having competent jurisdiction or pursuant to a proceeding by a court-appointed receiver. Any sale pursuant to the provisions of this Section 4.1 shall be
deemed to conform to the commercially reasonable standards as provided in Section 9-610(b) of the UCC or its equivalent in other jurisdictions.
Application of Proceeds
. Subject to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement, the Collateral Agent shall apply the proceeds of any collection or sale of Collateral,
including any Collateral consisting of cash in accordance with Section 6.10 of the Indenture.
The Collateral Agent shall have absolute discretion as to the time of application of any such proceeds, moneys or balances in accordance with
this Agreement. Upon any sale of Collateral by the Collateral Agent (including pursuant to a power of sale granted by statute or under a judicial proceeding),
the receipt of the Collateral Agent or of the officer making the sale shall be a sufficient discharge to the purchaser or purchasers of the Collateral so sold and
such purchaser or purchasers shall not be obligated to see to the application of any part of the purchase money paid over to the Collateral Agent or such
officer or be answerable in any way for the misapplication thereof.
The Collateral Agent shall have no liability to any of the Secured Parties for actions taken in reliance on information supplied to it as to the
amounts of unpaid principal and interest and other amounts outstanding with respect to the Secured Obligations, provided that nothing in this sentence shall
prevent any Grantor from contesting any amounts claimed by any Secured Party in any information so supplied. All distributions made by the Collateral
Agent pursuant to this Section 4.2 shall be (subject to any decree of any court of competent jurisdiction) final (absent manifest error), and the Collateral
Agent shall have no duty to inquire as to the application by the Trustee of any amounts distributed to it.
Grant of License to Use Intellectual Property
. For the exclusive purpose of enabling the Collateral Agent to exercise rights and remedies under this Agreement at such time as the Collateral
Agent shall be lawfully entitled to exercise such rights and remedies at any time after and during the continuance of an Event of Default, each Grantor hereby
grants to the Collateral Agent a nonexclusive, royalty-free, limited license (until the termination or cure of the Event of Default) to use, license or, solely to
the extent necessary to exercise those rights and remedies, sublicense any of the Intellectual Property now owned or hereafter acquired by such Grantor, and
wherever the same are located, and including in such license necessary access to media in which such licensed items are recorded or stored and to computer
software and programs used for the compilation or printout thereof; provided, however, that all of the foregoing rights of the Collateral Agent to use such
licenses, sublicenses and other rights, and (to the extent permitted by the terms of such licenses and sublicenses) all licenses and sublicenses granted
thereunder, shall expire immediately upon the termination or cure of all Events of Default and shall be exercised by the Collateral Agent solely during the
continuance of an Event of Default and upon 10 Business Days’ prior
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written notice to the applicable Grantor; provided, further, that nothing in this Section 4.3 shall require Grantors to grant any license that is prohibited by any
rule of law, statute or regulation, or is prohibited by, or constitutes a breach or default under or results in the termination of or gives rise to any right of
cancellation under any contract, license, agreement, instrument or other document evidencing, giving rise to or theretofore granted, to the extent permitted by
the Indenture, with respect to such property or otherwise prejudices the value thereof to the relevant Grantor; provided, further, that such licenses granted
hereunder with respect to Trademarks material to the business of such Grantor shall be subject to restrictions, including, without limitation restrictions as to
goods or services associated with such Trademarks and the maintenance of quality standards with respect to the goods and services on which such
Trademarks are used, sufficient to preserve the validity and value of such Trademarks. For the avoidance of doubt, the use of such license by the Collateral
Agent may be exercised, at the option of the Collateral Agent, only during the continuation of an Event of Default and upon 10 Business Days’ prior written
notice to the applicable Grantor. Upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default and upon 10 Business Days’ prior written notice to
the applicable Grantor , the Collateral Agent may also exercise the rights afforded under Section 4.1 of this Agreement with respect to Intellectual Property
contained in the Article 9 Collateral.
ARTICLE V
Subordination
Section 5.1.

Subordination.

(a)
Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all rights of the Grantors of indemnity, contribution or
subrogation under applicable law or otherwise shall be fully subordinated to the payment in full in cash of the Secured Obligations. No failure on the part of
the Company or any Grantor to make the payments required under applicable law or otherwise shall in any respect limit the obligations and liabilities of any
Grantor with respect to its obligations hereunder, and each Grantor shall remain liable for the full amount of the obligations of such Grantor hereunder.
(b)
Each Grantor hereby agrees that upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default and after notice from
the Collateral Agent, all Indebtedness owed to it by any other Grantor shall be fully subordinated to the payment in full in cash of the Secured Obligations.
ARTICLE VI
Miscellaneous

Notices
. All communications and notices hereunder shall (except as otherwise expressly permitted herein) be in writing and given as provided in Section
13.02 of the Indenture. All communications and notices hereunder to the Company or any other Grantor shall be given to it in care of the Company as
provided in Section 13.02 of the Indenture.
Waivers; Amendment
.
(a)
No failure or delay by any Secured Party in exercising any right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder or under any other
Notes Document shall operate as a waiver thereof, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any such right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder preclude
any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, remedy, power or privilege. The rights,
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remedies, powers and privileges of the Secured Parties herein provided, and provided under each other Notes Document, are cumulative and are not
exclusive of any rights, remedies, powers and privileges provided by Law. No waiver of any provision of this Agreement or consent to any departure by any
Grantor therefrom shall in any event be effective unless the same shall be permitted by paragraph (b) of this Section 6.2, and then such waiver or consent
shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the purpose for which given. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the issuance of the Notes
shall not be construed as a waiver of any Default, regardless of whether any Secured Party may have had notice or knowledge of such Default at the time.
(b)
Neither this Agreement nor any provision hereof may be waived, amended or modified except pursuant to an agreement or
agreements in writing entered into by the Collateral Agent and the Grantor or Grantors with respect to which such waiver, amendment or modification is to
apply, subject to any consent required in accordance with Article IX of the Indenture.
Collateral Agent’s Fees and Expenses; Indemnification
.
(a)
The parties hereto agree that the Collateral Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement of its reasonable out-of-pocket expenses
incurred hereunder and indemnity for its actions in connection herewith, in each case, as provided in Sections 7.07 and 7.12 of the Indenture.
(b)
Any such amounts payable as provided hereunder shall be additional Secured Obligations secured hereby and by the other
Security Documents. The provisions of this Section 6.3 shall remain operative and in full force and effect regardless of the resignation of each or either of
the Trustee and the Collateral Agent and the termination of this Agreement or any other Notes Document, the consummation of the transactions contemplated
hereby, the repayment of any of the Secured Obligations, the invalidity or unenforceability of any term or provision of this Agreement or any other Notes
Document, or any investigation made by or on behalf of the Collateral Agent or any other Secured Party. All amounts due under this Section 6.3 shall be
payable within 10 days of written demand therefor.
(c)
The provisions of Articles VII and XI of the Indenture, including the rights, benefits, privileges, protections, indemnities and
immunities of the Collateral Agent, are incorporated herein mutatis mutandis, as if a part hereof. No provision of this Agreement shall require the Collateral
Agent to expend or risk its own funds or otherwise incur financial liability in the performance of any of its duties hereunder or in the exercise of any of its
rights or powers.
Successors and Assigns
. The provisions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors and
assigns.
Survival of Agreement
. All covenants, agreements, representations and warranties made by the Grantors hereunder and in the other Notes Documents and in the
certificates or other instruments prepared or delivered in connection with or pursuant to this Agreement shall be considered to have been relied upon by the
Secured Parties and shall survive the execution and delivery of the Notes Documents and the issuance of the Notes, regardless of any investigation made by
any Secured Party or on its behalf and notwithstanding that any Secured Party may have had notice or knowledge of any Default at the time any Notes were
issued under the Indenture, and shall continue in full force and effect as long as this Agreement has not been terminated or released pursuant to Section 6.12
below.
Counterparts; Effectiveness; Several Agreement
. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall
constitute one and the same instrument. Delivery by facsimile or other electronic communication of an executed counterpart of a signature page to this
Agreement shall be effective as delivery of an original
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executed counterpart of this Agreement. This Agreement shall become effective as to any Grantor when a counterpart hereof executed on behalf of such
Grantor shall have been delivered to the Collateral Agent and a counterpart hereof shall have been executed on behalf of the Collateral Agent, and thereafter
shall be binding upon such Grantor and the Collateral Agent and their respective permitted successors and assigns, and shall inure to the benefit of such
Grantor, the Collateral Agent and the other Secured Parties and their respective permitted successors and assigns, except that no Grantor shall have the right
to assign or transfer its rights or obligations hereunder or any interest herein or in the Collateral (and any such assignment or transfer shall be void) except as
expressly contemplated by this Agreement or the Indenture. This Agreement shall be construed as a separate agreement with respect to each Grantor and
may be amended, modified, supplemented, waived or released with respect to any Grantor without the approval of any other Grantor and without affecting
the obligations of any other Grantor hereunder.
Severability
. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining
provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected or impaired thereby. The invalidity of a provision in a particular jurisdiction shall not invalidate or render
unenforceable such provision in any other jurisdiction.
Right of Set-Off
. In addition to any rights and remedies of the Secured Parties provided by Law, upon the occurrence and during the continuance of any Event of
Default, each Secured Party and its Affiliates is authorized at any time and from time to time, without prior notice to any Grantor, any such notice being
waived by each Grantor to the fullest extent permitted by applicable Law, to set-off and apply any and all deposits (general or special, time or demand,
provisional or final) at any time held by, and other Indebtedness at any time owing by, such Secured Party and its Affiliates to or for the credit or the account
of the respective Grantors against any and all Obligations owing to such Secured Party and its Affiliates hereunder, now or hereafter existing, irrespective of
whether or not such Secured Party or Affiliate shall have made demand under this Agreement and although such Obligations may be contingent or unmatured
or denominated in a currency different from that of the applicable deposit or Indebtedness. Each Secured Party agrees promptly to notify the applicable
Grantor and the Collateral Agent after any such set-off and application made by such Secured Party; provided, that the failure to give such notice shall not
affect the validity of such set-off and application. The rights of each Secured Party under this Section 6.08 are in addition to other rights and remedies
(including other rights of set-off) that such Secured Party may have at Law.
Governing Law; Jurisdiction; Venue; Waiver of Jury Trial; Consent to Service of Process
.
(a)
The terms of Sections 13.09 and 13.17 of the Indenture with respect to governing law, submission of
jurisdiction, venue and waiver of jury trial are incorporated herein by reference, mutatis mutandis, and the parties hereto agree to such terms.
(b)
Each party to this Agreement irrevocably consents to service of process in the manner provided for notices
in Section 6.01. Nothing in this Agreement will affect the right of any party to this Agreement to serve process in any other manner permitted by
Law.
Headings
. Article and Section headings and the Table of Contents used herein are for convenience of reference only, are not part of this Agreement and
are not to affect the construction of, or to be taken into consideration in interpreting, this Agreement.
Security Interest Absolute
. To the extent permitted by Law, all rights of the Collateral Agent hereunder, the Security Interest, the grant of a security interest in the Pledged
Collateral and all obligations of each Grantor hereunder shall be absolute and unconditional irrespective of (a) any
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lack of validity or enforceability of the Indenture, any other Notes Document, any agreement with respect to any of the Secured Obligations or any other
agreement or instrument relating to any of the foregoing, (b) any change in the time, manner or place of payment of, or in any other term of, all or any of the
Secured Obligations, or any other amendment or waiver of or any consent to any departure from the Indenture, any other Notes Document or any other
agreement or instrument, (c) any exchange, release or non-perfection of any Lien on other collateral, or any release or amendment or waiver of or consent
under or departure from any guarantee, securing or guaranteeing all or any of the Secured Obligations or (d) any other circumstance that might otherwise
constitute a defense available to, or a discharge of, any Grantor in respect of the Secured Obligations or this Agreement.
Termination or Release
.
(a)
This Agreement, the Security Interest and all other security interests granted hereby shall terminate with respect to all Secured
Obligations and any Liens arising therefrom shall be automatically released upon payment in full of all Secured Obligations (other than contingent
obligations not yet accrued and payable).
(b)
A Subsidiary Party shall automatically be released from its obligations hereunder and the Security Interest in the Collateral of
such Subsidiary Party shall be automatically released upon the occurrence of the circumstances set forth in Section 12.02(b) of the Indenture.
(c)
The security interest in any Collateral shall be automatically released upon the occurrence of the circumstances set forth in
Section 11.04 of the Indenture.
(d)
In connection with any termination or release pursuant to paragraph (a), (b) or (c) of this Section 6.12, the Collateral Agent
shall execute and deliver to any Grantor, at such Grantor’s expense, all documents that such Grantor shall reasonably request in writing to evidence such
termination or release and shall perform such other actions reasonably requested by such Grantor to effect such release, including delivery of certificates,
securities and instruments. Any execution and delivery of documents pursuant to this Section 6.12 shall be without recourse to or warranty by the Collateral
Agent.
(e)

The Collateral Agent may conclusively rely on an Officer’s Certificate and Opinion of Counsel as to whether any termination or
release contemplated by this Section 6.12 is permitted and all conditions precedent have been complied with.
Additional Grantors

. Pursuant to Sections 4.11 and 12.07 of the Indenture, certain additional Subsidiaries of the Company may be required to enter in this
Agreement as Grantors. Upon execution and delivery by the Collateral Agent and a Subsidiary of a Security Agreement Supplement, such Subsidiary shall
become a Grantor hereunder with the same force and effect as if originally named as a Grantor herein. The execution and delivery of any such instrument
shall not require the consent of any other Grantor hereunder. The rights and obligations of each Grantor hereunder shall remain in full force and effect
notwithstanding the addition of any new Grantor as a party to this Agreement.
Collateral Agent Appointed Attorney-in-Fact
. Each Grantor hereby appoints the Collateral Agent (and all officers, employees or agents designated by the Collateral Agent) as such Grantor’s
true and lawful agent (and attorney-in-fact) of such Grantor for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Agreement and taking any action and
executing any instrument necessary or advisable to accomplish the purposes hereof at any time after and during the continuance of an Event of Default,
which appointment is irrevocable and coupled with an interest (provided that the Collateral Agent shall provide the applicable Grantor with notice thereof
prior to exercising such rights). Without limiting the generality of
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the foregoing, the Collateral Agent shall have the right, upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default and notice by the Collateral
Agent to the applicable Grantor of the Collateral Agent’s intent to exercise such rights, with full power of substitution either in the Collateral Agent’s name
or in the name of such Grantor (a) to receive, endorse, assign and/or deliver any and all notes, acceptances, checks, drafts, money orders or other evidences of
payment relating to the Collateral or any part thereof; (b) to demand, collect, receive payment of, give receipt for and give discharges and releases of all or
any of the Collateral or Mortgaged Property; (c) to sign the name of any Grantor on any invoice or bill of lading relating to any of the Collateral or
Mortgaged Property; (d) to send verifications of Accounts Receivable to any Account Debtor; (e) to commence and prosecute any and all suits, actions or
proceedings at Law or in equity in any court of competent jurisdiction to collect or otherwise realize on all or any of the Collateral or Mortgaged Property or
to enforce any rights in respect of any Collateral or Mortgaged Property; (f) to settle, compromise, compound, adjust or defend any actions, suits or
proceedings relating to all or any of the Collateral or Mortgaged Property; (g) to notify, or to require any Grantor to notify, Account Debtors to make
payment directly to the Collateral Agent; (h) to make, settle and adjust claims in respect of Article 9 Collateral or Mortgaged Property under policies of
insurance, endorsing the name of such Grantor on any check, draft, instrument or other item of payment for the proceeds of such policies of insurance; (i) to
make all determinations and decisions with respect thereto; (j) to obtain or maintain the policies of insurance required by Section 11.01 of the Indenture or
paying any premium in whole or in part relating thereto; and (k) to use, sell, assign, transfer, pledge, make any agreement with respect to or otherwise deal
with all or any of the Collateral or Mortgaged Property, and to do all other acts and things necessary to carry out the purposes of this Agreement, as fully and
completely as though the Collateral Agent were the absolute owner of the Collateral or Mortgaged Property for all purposes; provided that nothing herein
contained shall be construed as requiring or obligating the Collateral Agent to make any commitment or to make any inquiry as to the nature or sufficiency of
any payment received by the Collateral Agent, or to present or file any claim or notice, or to take any action with respect to the Collateral or Mortgaged
Property or any part thereof or the moneys due or to become due in respect thereof or any property covered thereby. The Collateral Agent and the other
Secured Parties shall be accountable only for amounts actually received as a result of the exercise of the powers granted to them herein, and neither they nor
their officers, directors, employees or agents shall be responsible to any Grantor for any act or failure to act hereunder, except for their own gross negligence
or willful misconduct or that of any of their Affiliates, directors, officers, employees, counsel, agents or attorneys-in-fact, in each case, as determined by a
final non-appealable judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction. All sums disbursed by the Collateral Agent in connection with this paragraph, including
reasonable attorneys’ fees, court costs, expenses and other charges relating thereto, shall be payable, within 10 days of demand, by the Grantors to the
Collateral Agent and shall be additional Secured Obligations secured hereby.
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General Authority of the Collateral Agent
. By acceptance of the benefits of this Agreement and any other Security Documents, each Secured Party (whether or not a signatory hereto)
shall be deemed irrevocably (a) to consent to the appointment of the Collateral Agent as its agent hereunder and under such other Security Documents, (b) to
confirm that the Collateral Agent shall have the authority to act as the exclusive agent of such Secured Party for the enforcement of any have the authority to
act as the exclusive agent of such Secured Party for the enforcement of any provisions of this Agreement and such other Security Documents against any
Grantor, the exercise of remedies hereunder or thereunder and the giving or withholding of any consent or approval hereunder or thereunder relating to any
Collateral or any Grantor’s obligations with respect thereto, (c) to agree that it shall not take any action to enforce any provisions of this Agreement or any
other Security Document against any Grantor, to exercise any remedy hereunder or thereunder or to give any consents or approvals hereunder or thereunder
except as expressly provided in this Agreement or any other Security Document and (d) to agree to be bound by the terms of this Agreement and any other
Security Documents.
Reasonable Care
. Beyond the exercise of reasonable care in the custody thereof, the Collateral Agent shall have no duty as to any Collateral or Mortgaged
Property in its possession or control or in the possession or control of any agent or bailee or any income thereon or as to preservation of rights against prior
parties or any other rights pertaining thereto and the Collateral Agent shall not be responsible for filing any financing or continuation statements or recording
any documents or instruments in any public office at any time or times or otherwise perfecting or maintaining the perfection of any security interest in the
Collateral or Mortgaged Property. The Collateral Agent shall be deemed to have exercised reasonable care in the custody of the Collateral or Mortgaged
Property in its possession if the Collateral or Mortgaged Property is accorded treatment substantially equal to that which it accords its own property and shall
not be liable or responsible for any loss or diminution in the value of any of the Collateral or Mortgaged Property, by reason of the act or omission of any
carrier, forwarding agency or other agent or bailee selected by the Collateral Agent in good faith.
Delegation; Limitation
. The Collateral Agent may execute any of the powers granted under this Agreement or the Mortgages and perform any duty hereunder either
directly or by or through agents or attorneys-in-fact, and shall not be responsible for the negligence or misconduct of any agents or attorneys-in-fact selected
by it with due care.
Reinstatement
. The obligations of the Grantors under this Security Agreement shall be automatically reinstated if and to the extent that for any reason any
payment by or on behalf of the Company or any other Grantor in respect of the Secured Obligations is rescinded or must be otherwise restored by any holder
of any of the Secured Obligations, whether as a result of any proceedings in bankruptcy or reorganization or otherwise.
Miscellaneous
. The Collateral Agent shall not be deemed to have actual, constructive, direct or indirect notice or knowledge of the occurrence of any Event of
Default unless and until the Collateral Agent shall have received a written notice of Event of Default or a written notice from the Grantor or the Secured
Parties to the Collateral Agent in its capacity as Collateral Agent indicating that an Event of Default has occurred.
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Subject to Intercreditor Agreement; Conflicts
. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, (i) the Liens and security interests granted to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the
Secured Parties pursuant to this Agreement and (ii) the exercise of any right or remedy by the Collateral Agent hereunder or the application of proceeds
(including insurance and condemnation proceeds) of any Collateral, in each case, are subject to the limitations and provisions of the Intercreditor Agreement
to the extent provided therein. In the event of any conflict between the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement and the terms of this Agreement, the terms of the
Intercreditor Agreement shall govern. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, prior to the Discharge (as defined in the Intercreditor Agreement) of
First Lien Obligations (as defined in the Intercreditor Agreement) other than the Secured Obligations, the requirements of this Agreement to deliver
Collateral to the Collateral Agent (or any representation or warranty having the effect of requiring the same) shall be deemed satisfied (or any such
representation or warranty shall be deemed true) by endorsement, assignment or delivery of such Collateral to the Applicable Collateral Agent (as defined in
the Intercreditor Agreement) as bailee for the Collateral Agent pursuant to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement.
[Signature Pages Follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement as of the date first written above.
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT LLC
SEAWORLD OF TEXAS LLC
SEA WORLD LLC
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT INTERNATIONAL, INC.
LANGHORNE FOOD SERVICES LLC
SEA WORLD OF FLORIDA LLC
SWBG ORLANDO CORPORATE OPERATIONS GROUP, LLC
SEA HOLDINGS I, LLC

By:

/s/ Harold J. Herman
Name: Harold J. Herman
Title: Assistant Secretary

Signature Page to Security Agreement

SEAWORLD OF TEXAS HOLDINGS, LLC
SEAWORLD OF TEXAS MANAGEMENT, LLC
SEAWORLD OF TEXAS BEVERAGE, LLC

By: /s/ Genaro Castro
Name: Genaro Castro
Title: Manager

By: /s/ Byron Surrett
Name: Byron Surrett
Title: Manager

Signature Page to Security Agreement

WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as Collateral Agent
By:

/s/ Jane Schweiger
Name: Jane Schweiger
Title: Vice President

Signature Page to Security Agreement

Schedule I to
the Security Agreement
SUBSIDIARY PARTIES

Current Legal Entities Owned

Jurisdiction

SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment International, Inc.

Delaware

SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment LLC

Delaware

Langhorne Food Services LLC

Delaware

Sea World LLC

Delaware

Sea World of Texas LLC
SEA HOLDINGS I, LLC

Delaware
Florida

Sea World of Florida LLC
SWBG ORLANDO CORPORATE OPERATIONS GROUP,
LLC
SeaWorld of Texas Beverage, LLC

Florida
Florida

SeaWorld of Texas Holdings, LLC
SeaWorld of Texas Management, LLC

Texas
Texas

Texas

Record Owner (Percentage
Ownership Interest)
SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment
LLC (100%)
SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment,
Inc. (100%)
SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment
LLC (100%)
SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment,
Inc. (100%)
Sea World LLC (100%)
SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment,
Inc. (100%)
Sea World LLC (100%)
SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment,
Inc. (100%)
SeaWorld of Texas Management,
LLC (100%)
Sea World of Texas LLC (100%)
SeaWorld of Texas Holdings,
LLC (100%)

Schedule II to
the Security Agreement
PLEDGED EQUITY AND PLEDGED DEBT
PLEDGED EQUITY
Pledged Stock:
Current Legal
Entities Owned
SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment International,
Inc.

Certificate
Number
3

Number of
Shares
1,000 common
shares $1.00 par
value

Owner
SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment LLC

Percent
Ownership
100%

Pledged LLC Interests:
Name of Limited
Liability Company

Certificate
Number

Type of
Interest

Member

Percent
Ownership

SWBG Orlando Corporate
Operations Group, LLC

N/A

LLC Interest

SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment, Inc.

100%

SEA Holdings I, LLC

N/A

LLC Interest

SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment, Inc.

100%

SeaWorld Parks and
Entertainment LLC

3

LLC Interest

SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment, Inc.

100%

Langhorne Food Services
LLC

3

LLC Interest

SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment LLC

100%

Sea World LLC

3

LLC Interest

SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment, Inc.

100%

Sea World of Florida LLC

2

LLC Interest

Sea World LLC

100%

Sea World of Texas LLC

2

LLC Interest

Sea World LLC

100%

SeaWorld of Texas
Beverage, LLC

N/A

LLC Interest

SeaWorld of Texas
Management, LLC

100%

SeaWorld of Texas
Management, LLC

N/A

LLC Interest

SeaWorld of Texas
Holdings, LLC

100%

SeaWorld of Texas
Holdings, LLC

N/A

LLC Interest

Sea World of Texas
LLC

100%

PLEDGED DEBT
1.

Intercompany Note dated January 1, 2016, between Sea World LLC (“Issuer”) and SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc. (“Holder”) .

Schedule III to
the Security Agreement
COMMERCIAL TORT CLAIMS
None.

Signature Page to Security Agreement

Exhibit I to the
Security Agreement
SUPPLEMENT NO.
dated as of [•], to the Security Agreement (the “Security Agreement”), dated as of April 30, 2020, among the
Grantors identified therein and Wilmington Trust, National Association, as Collateral Agent.
A.

Reference is made to the Indenture dated as of April 30, 2020 (as amended, amended and restated, supplemented or otherwise
modified from time to time, the “Indenture”), among SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the “Company”),
SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., a Delaware corporation and the direct parent of the Company (“Holdings”), the other guarantors from time to time
party thereto (the “Subsidiary Guarantors” and, together with Holdings, the “Guarantors”), Wilmington Trust, National Association, as trustee
(in such capacity, the “Trustee”) and as Collateral Agent.

B.

Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings assigned to such terms in the Indenture and
the Security Agreement.

C.

Section 6.13 of the Security Agreement provides that additional Restricted Subsidiaries of the Company may become Grantors under
the Security Agreement by execution and delivery of an instrument in the form of this Supplement. The undersigned (the “New Grantor”) is
executing this Supplement in accordance with the requirements of the Indenture to become a Grantor under the Security Agreement.
Accordingly, the Collateral Agent and the New Grantor agree as follows:

SECTION 1.
In accordance with Section 6.13 of the Security Agreement, the New Grantor by its signature below becomes a Grantor under the
Security Agreement with the same force and effect as if originally named therein as a Grantor and the New Grantor hereby (a) agrees to all the
terms and provisions of the Security Agreement applicable to it as a Grantor thereunder and (b) represents and warrants that the representations
and warranties made by it as a Grantor thereunder are true and correct on and as of the date hereof. In furtherance of the foregoing, the New
Grantor, as security for the payment and performance in full of the Secured Obligations, does hereby create and grant to the Collateral Agent, its
successors and assigns, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, their successors and assigns, a security interest in and lien on all of the New
Grantor’s right, title and interest in and to the Collateral (as defined in the Security Agreement) of the New Grantor. Each reference to a
“Grantor” in the Security Agreement shall be deemed to include the New Grantor. The Security Agreement is hereby incorporated herein by
reference.
SECTION 2.
The New Grantor represents and warrants to the Collateral Agent and the other Secured Parties that this Supplement has been duly
authorized, executed and delivered by it and constitutes its legal, valid and binding obligation, enforceable against it in accordance with its
terms, except as such enforceability may be limited by Debtor Relief Laws and by general principles of equity.
SECTION 3.
This Supplement may be executed in counterparts (and by different parties hereto on different counterparts), each of which shall
constitute an original, but all of which when taken together shall constitute a single contract. This Supplement shall become effective when the
Collateral Agent shall have received a counterpart of this Supplement that bears the signature of the New Grantor and the Collateral Agent has
executed a counterpart hereof. Delivery of an executed signature page to this Supplement by facsimile transmission or other electronic
communication shall be as effective as delivery of a manually signed counterpart of this Supplement.

SECTION 4.
The New Grantor hereby represents and warrants that (a) set forth on Schedule I attached hereto is a true and correct schedule of the
information required by Schedules II and III to the Security Agreement applicable to it and its and its’ subsidiaries legal name, jurisdiction of
formation and location of Chief Executive Office and (b) set forth under its signature hereto is the true and correct legal name of the New
Grantor, its jurisdiction of formation and the location of its chief executive office.
SECTION 5.

Except as expressly supplemented hereby, the Security Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

SECTION 6.
THIS SUPPLEMENT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH, THE LAWS OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK.
SECTION 7.
If any provision of this Supplement is held to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, the legality, validity and enforceability of the
remaining provisions of this Supplement shall not be affected or impaired thereby. The invalidity of a provision in a particular jurisdiction shall
not invalidate or render unenforceable such provision in any other jurisdiction.
SECTION 8.

All communications and notices hereunder shall be in writing and given as provided in Section 6.01 of the Security Agreement.

SECTION 9.
The New Grantor agrees to reimburse the Collateral Agent for its reasonable out-of-pocket expenses in connection with the execution
and delivery of this Supplement, including the reasonable fees, other charges and disbursements of counsel for the Collateral Agent.
[Signature pages follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the New Grantor and the Collateral Agent have duly executed this Supplement to the Security Agreement as of the
day and year first above written.
[NAME OF NEW GRANTOR]
By:
Name:
Title:
Legal Name:
Jurisdiction of Formation:
Location of Chief Executive office:
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WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
as Collateral Agent
By:
Name:
Title:
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Schedule I
to the Supplement No_ to the
Security Agreement
EQUITY INTERESTS
Number of
Certificates

Issuer

Registered
Owner

Number and Class of Equity
Interest

Percentage of Equity Interest

INSTRUMENTS AND DEBT SECURITIES
Issuer

Principal Amount

Date of Note

-5-

Maturity Date

Exhibit II to the
Security Agreement
[FORM OF] PERFECTION CERTIFICATE
[see attached]

Exhibit III to the Security
Agreement
FORM OF
PATENT SECURITY AGREEMENT (SHORT FORM)
PATENT SECURITY AGREEMENT
Patent Security Agreement, dated as of [
], by [ ] and [________] (the “Grantor”), in favor of Wilmington Trust, National Association, in
its capacity as collateral agent pursuant to the Indenture (in such capacity, the “Collateral Agent”).
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the Grantor is party to a Security Agreement dated as of April 30, 2020 (as amended, amended and restated, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time, the “Security Agreement”) in favor of the Collateral Agent pursuant to which the Grantor is required to execute and
deliver this Patent Security Agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and to induce the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, to enter into the
Indenture, the Grantor hereby agrees with the Collateral Agent as follows:
SECTION 1.
Defined Terms. Unless otherwise defined herein, terms defined in the Security Agreement and used herein have the meaning given
to them in the Security Agreement.
SECTION 2.
Grant of Security Interest in Patent Collateral. The Grantor hereby pledges and grants to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the
Secured Parties a lien on and security interest in and to all of its right, title and interest in, to and under all the following Article 9 Collateral
(excluding any Excluded Assets) of the Grantor:
(a)

Patents of the Grantor listed on Schedule I attached hereto.

SECTION 3.
The Security Agreement. The security interest granted pursuant to this Patent Security Agreement is granted in conjunction with the
security interest granted to the Collateral Agent pursuant to the Security Agreement and the Grantor hereby acknowledges and affirms that the
rights and remedies of the Collateral Agent with respect to the security interest in the Patents made and granted hereby are more fully set forth
in the Security Agreement. In the event that any provision of this Patent Security Agreement is deemed to conflict with the Security Agreement,
the provisions of the Security Agreement shall control unless the Collateral Agent shall otherwise determine.
SECTION 4.
Termination. Upon the termination of the Security Agreement in accordance with Section 6.12 thereof, the Collateral Agent shall, at
the expense of the Grantor, execute, acknowledge, and deliver to the Grantor an instrument in writing in recordable form releasing the lien on
and security interest in the Patents under this Patent Security Agreement and any other documents required to evidence the termination of the
Collateral Agent’s interest in the Patents.
SECTION 5.
Counterparts. This Patent Security Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, all of which shall constitute one and
the same instrument, and any party hereto may execute this Patent Security Agreement by signing and delivering one or more counterparts.

[Signature pages follow.]
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[GRANTOR]
By:
Name:
Title:
-3-

WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as Collateral Agent
By:
Name:
Title:
-4-

Schedule I
to
PATENT SECURITY AGREEMENT
UNITED STATES PATENTS AND PATENT APPLICATIONS
Patents:
OWNER

PATENT NUMBER

TITLE

Patent Applications:
OWNER

APPLICATION NUMBER TITLE
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Exhibit IV to the Security
Agreement
FORM OF
TRADEMARK SECURITY AGREEMENT (SHORT FORM)
TRADEMARK SECURITY AGREEMENT
Trademark Security Agreement, dated as of [ ], by [ ] and [_________] (the “Grantor”), in favor of Wilmington Trust, National
Association, in its capacity as collateral agent pursuant to the Indenture (in such capacity, the “Collateral Agent”).
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the Grantor is party to a Security Agreement dated as of April 30, 2020 (as amended, amended and restated, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time, the “Security Agreement”) in favor of the Collateral Agent pursuant to which the Grantor is required to execute and
deliver this Trademark Security Agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and to induce the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, to enter into the
Indenture, the Grantor hereby agrees with the Collateral Agent as follows:
SECTION 1.
Defined Terms. Unless otherwise defined herein, terms defined in the Security Agreement and used herein have the meaning given
to them in the Security Agreement.
SECTION 2.
Grant of Security Interest in Trademark Collateral. The Grantor hereby pledges and grants to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of
the Secured Parties a lien on and security interest in and to all of its right, title and interest in, to and under all the following Article 9 Collateral
(excluding any Excluded Assets) of the Grantor:
(a)

registered and applied for Trademarks of the Grantor listed on Schedule I attached hereto;

provided, however, that the foregoing grant of security interest does not and will not cover any Trademark applications filed in the USPTO on the basis of the
Grantor’s “intent-to-use” such Trademark, unless and until acceptable evidence of use of such Trademark has been filed with and accepted by the USPTO
pursuant to Section 1(c) or Section 1(d) of the Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. 1051, et seq.), to the extent that granting a lien in such Trademark application prior to
such filing would adversely affect the enforceability, validity, or other rights in such Trademark application.
SECTION 3.
The Security Agreement. The security interest granted pursuant to this Trademark Security Agreement is granted in conjunction with
the security interest granted to the Collateral Agent pursuant to the Security Agreement and Grantor hereby acknowledges and affirms that the
rights and remedies of the Collateral Agent with respect to the security interest in the Trademarks made and granted hereby are more fully set
forth in the Security Agreement. In the event that any provision of this Trademark Security Agreement is deemed to conflict with the Security
Agreement, the provisions of the Security Agreement shall control unless the Collateral Agent shall otherwise determine.
SECTION 4.
Termination. Upon the termination of the Security Agreement in accordance with Section 6.12 thereof, the Collateral Agent shall, at
the expense of the Grantor, execute, acknowledge, and deliver to the Grantor an instrument in writing in recordable form releasing the lien on
and security

interest in the Trademarks under this Trademark Security Agreement and any other documents required to evidence the termination of
the Collateral Agent’s interest in the Trademarks.
SECTION 5.
Counterparts. This Trademark Security Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, all of which shall constitute one
and the same instrument, and any party hereto may execute this Trademark Security Agreement by signing and delivering one or more
counterparts.
[Signature pages follow]
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[GRANTOR]
By:
Name:
Title:
-3-

WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as Collateral Agent
By:
Name:
Title:
-4-

Schedule I
to
TRADEMARK SECURITY AGREEMENT
UNITED STATES TRADEMARK REGISTRATION AND APPLICATIONS
Trademark Registrations:
OWNER

REGISTRATION
NUMBER

TRADEMARK

Trademark Registrations:
OWNER

APPLICATION NUMBER TRADEMARK
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Exhibit V to the Security
Agreement
FORM OF
COPYRIGHT SECURITY AGREEMENT (SHORT FORM)
COPYRIGHT SECURITY AGREEMENT
Copyright Security Agreement, dated as of [ ], by [ ] and [____] (the “Grantor”), in favor of Wilmington Trust, National Association, in its
capacity as collateral agent pursuant to the Indenture (in such capacity, the “Collateral Agent”).
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the Grantor is party to a Security Agreement dated as of April 30, 2020 (as amended, amended and restated, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time, the “Security Agreement”) in favor of the Collateral Agent pursuant to which the Grantor is required to execute and
deliver this Copyright Security Agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and to induce the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, to enter into the
Indenture, the Grantor hereby agrees with the Collateral Agent as follows:
SECTION 1.
Defined Terms. Unless otherwise defined herein, terms defined in the Security Agreement and used herein have the meaning given
to them in the Security Agreement.
SECTION 2.
Grant of Security Interest in Copyright Collateral. The Grantor hereby pledges and grants to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of
the Secured Parties a lien on and security interest in and to all of its right, title and interest in, to and under all the following Article 9 Collateral
(excluding any Excluded Assets) of the Grantor:
(a)

registered Copyrights of the Grantor listed on Schedule I attached hereto.

SECTION 3.
The Security Agreement. The security interest granted pursuant to this Copyright Security Agreement is granted in conjunction with
the security interest granted to the Collateral Agent pursuant to the Security Agreement and the Grantor hereby acknowledges and affirms that
the rights and remedies of the Collateral Agent with respect to the security interest in the Copyrights made and granted hereby are more fully set
forth in the Security Agreement. In the event that any provision of this Copyright Security Agreement is deemed to conflict with the Security
Agreement, the provisions of the Security Agreement shall control unless the Collateral Agent shall otherwise determine.
SECTION 4.
Termination. Upon termination of the Security Agreement in accordance with Section 6.12 thereof, the Collateral Agent shall, at the
expense of the Grantor, execute, acknowledge, and deliver to the Grantor an instrument in writing in recordable form releasing the lien on and
security interest in the Copyrights under this Copyright Security Agreement and any other documents required to evidence the termination of the
Collateral Agent’s interest in the Copyrights.
SECTION 5.
Counterparts. This Copyright Security Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, all of which shall constitute one
and the same instrument, and any party hereto may execute this Copyright Security Agreement by signing and delivering one or more
counterparts.

[Signature pages follow.]
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[GRANTOR]
By:
Name:
Title:
-3

WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as Collateral Agent
By:
Name:
Title:
-4

Schedule I
to
COPYRIGHT SECURITY AGREEMENT
UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT REGISTRATIONS
OWNER

REGISTRATION NUMBER

COPYRIGHT TITLE
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Exhibit 10.5
EXECUTION VERSION

PLEDGE AGREEMENT
dated as of
April 30, 2020
Between
SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
and
WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
as Collateral Agent
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Pledged Equity

PLEDGE AGREEMENT dated as of April 30, 2020, among SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“Holdings”)
and Wilmington Trust, National Association, as Collateral Agent for the Secured Parties (in such capacity, the “Collateral Agent”).
Reference is made to (i) that certain Indenture dated as of April 30, 2020 (as amended, amended and restated, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time, the “Indenture”), among SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc. (the “Company”), Holdings, the other Guarantors
party thereto from time to time, and Wilmington Trust, National Association, as Trustee and Collateral Agent and (ii) that certain Security Agreement dated
as of April 30, 2020 (as amended, amended and restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time, the “Security Agreement”) among the
grantors identified therein (the “Grantors”) and the Collateral Agent. The parties hereto agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
Definitions
Indenture
. (a) Capitalized terms used in this Agreement and not otherwise defined herein have the meanings specified in the Indenture. All terms defined
in the UCC (as defined herein) and not defined in this Agreement have the meanings specified therein; the term “instrument” shall have the meaning
specified in Article 9 of the UCC.
(b)

The rules of construction specified in Section 1.03 of the Indenture also apply to this Agreement.

Defined Terms
. As used in this Agreement, the following terms have the meanings specified below:
“Agreement” means this Pledge Agreement.
“Collateral Agent” has the meaning assigned to such terns in the preamble of this Agreement.
“Company” has the meaning assigned to such term in the recitals of this Agreement.
“Credit Agreement Collateral Agent” means JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. and any of its successors.
“Holdings” has the meaning assigned to such term in the preamble of this Agreement.
“Perfection Certificate” means a certificate substantially in the form of Exhibit II to the Security Agreement, completed and
supplemented with the schedules and attachments contemplated thereby, and duly executed by a Responsible Officer of Holdings.
“Pledged Collateral” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.01.
“Pledged Equity” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.01.
“Secured Obligations” means the “Notes Obligations” (as defined in the Indenture).

“Secured Parties” means, collectively, the Collateral Agent, the Trustee, the holders and each co-agent or sub-agent appointed by
the Collateral Agent from time to time pursuant to Section 11.02 of the Indenture.
“Security Agreement” has the meaning assigned to such term in the recitals of this Agreement.
“UCC” means the Uniform Commercial Code as from time to time in effect in the State of New York; provided that, if perfection or
the effect of perfection or non-perfection or the priority of the security interest in any Pledged Collateral is governed by the Uniform Commercial
Code as in effect in a jurisdiction other than the State of New York, “UCC” means the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect from time to time
in such other jurisdiction for purposes of the provisions hereof relating to such perfection, effect of perfection or non-perfection or priority.
ARTICLE II
Pledge of Securities
Pledge
. As security for the payment or performance, as the case may be, in full of the Secured Obligations, including the Guarantees, Holdings hereby
assigns and pledges to the Collateral Agent, its successors and assigns, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, and hereby grants to the Collateral Agent, its
successors and assigns, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, a security interest in (i) all of Holdings’ right, title and interest in, to and under all Equity
Interests issued by the Company and any successor entity (the “Pledged Equity”); (ii) all payments of principal or interest, dividends, cash, instruments and
other property from time to time received, receivable or otherwise distributed in respect of, in exchange for or upon the conversion of, and all other Proceeds
received in respect of, the Pledged Equity; (iii) all rights and privileges of Holdings with respect to the securities and other property referred to in clauses (i)
and (ii) above; and (iv) all Proceeds of any of the foregoing (the items referred to in clauses (i) through (iv) above being collectively referred to as the
“Pledged Collateral”).
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Pledged Collateral, together with all right, title, interest, powers, privileges and preferences
pertaining or incidental thereto, unto the Collateral Agent, its successors and assigns, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, forever, subject, however, to the
terms, covenants and conditions hereinafter set forth.
Delivery of the Pledged Equity
. (a) Subject to Section 4.20, Holdings agrees promptly (but in any event within 30 days after receipt by Holdings) to deliver or cause to be
delivered to the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, any and all Pledged Equity to the extent certificated.
(b) Upon delivery to the Collateral Agent, any Pledged Equity shall be accompanied by stock or security powers duly executed in blank or other
instruments of transfer reasonably satisfactory to the Collateral Agent. Each delivery of Pledged Equity shall be accompanied by a schedule describing the
securities, which schedule shall be deemed to supplement Schedule I and made a part hereof; provided that failure to supplement Schedule 1 shall not affect
the validity of such pledge of such Pledged Equity. Each schedule so delivered shall supplement any prior schedules so delivered.
Representations, Warranties and Covenants
. Holdings represents, warrants and covenants to and with the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, that:
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(a)
As of the date hereof, Schedule I includes all Equity Interests required to be pledged by Holdings hereunder in order to
satisfy the Collateral and Guarantee Requirement and all such Equity Interests have been delivered to the Collateral Agent;
(b)

the Pledged Equity has been duly and validly authorized and issued by the issuers thereof and are fully paid and non-

assessable;
(c)
except for the security interests granted hereunder, Holdings (i) is, subject to any transfers made in compliance with the
Indenture, the direct owner, beneficially and of record, of the Pledged Equity indicated on Schedule I, (ii) holds the same free and clear of all
Liens, other than Liens created by the Security Documents and permitted by Section 4.12 of the Indenture, and (iii) will defend its title or interest
thereto or therein against any and all Liens (other than the Liens permitted pursuant to this Section 2.03(c)), however arising, of all Persons
whomsoever;
(d)
except for restrictions and limitations (i) imposed or permitted by the Notes Documents or securities laws generally or (ii)
described in the Perfection Certificate, the Pledged Collateral is and will continue to be freely transferable and assignable, and none of the
Pledged Collateral is or will be subject to any option, right of first refusal, shareholders agreement, charter or by law provisions or contractual
restriction of any nature that might prohibit, impair, delay or otherwise affect in any manner material and adverse to the Secured Parties the
pledge of such Pledged Collateral hereunder, the sale or disposition thereof pursuant hereto or the exercise by the Collateral Agent of rights and
remedies hereunder.
(e)
the execution and performance by Holdings of this Agreement are within Holdings’ corporate powers and have been duly
authorized by all necessary corporate action or other organizational action;
(f)
no consent or approval of any Governmental Authority, any securities exchange or any other Person was or is necessary to
the validity of the pledge effected hereby, except for (i) filing of a UCC-1 financing statement with the Delaware Secretary of State naming
Holdings as debtor and the Collateral Agent as secured party and describing the Pledged Collateral and (ii) the approvals, consents, exemptions,
authorizations, actions, notices and filings which have been duly obtained, taken, given or made and are in full force and effect;
(g)
by virtue of the execution and delivery by Holdings of this Agreement, and delivery of the Pledged Equity to and
continued possession by the Collateral Agent, the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Parties has a legal, valid and perfected lien upon
and security interest in such Pledged Equity as security for the payment and performance of the Secured Obligations; and
(h)
the pledge effected hereby is effective to vest in the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, the rights of
the Collateral Agent in the Pledged Collateral to the extent intended hereby.
Subject to the terms of this Agreement and to the extent permitted by Applicable Law, Holdings hereby agrees that upon the
occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default, it will comply with instructions of the Collateral Agent with respect to the Equity Interests in
Holdings that constitute Pledged Equity hereunder that are not certificated without further consent by the applicable owner or holder of such Equity Interests.
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Registration in Nominee Name; Denominations
. Subject to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement, if an Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing and the Collateral Agent shall
give Holdings prior notice of its intent to exercise such rights, (a) the Collateral Agent, on behalf of the Secured Parties, shall have the right to hold the
Pledged Equity in its own name as pledgee, the name of its nominee (as pledgee or as subagent) or the name of Holdings, endorsed or assigned in blank or in
favor of the Collateral Agent and Holdings will promptly give to the Collateral Agent copies of any notices or other communications received by it with
respect to Pledged Equity registered in the name of Holdings and (b) the Collateral Agent shall have the right to exchange the certificates representing
Pledged Equity for certificates of smaller or larger denominations for any purpose consistent with this Agreement, to the extent permitted by the
documentation governing such Pledged Equity.
Voting Rights; Dividends and Interest
. (a) Subject to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement, unless and until an Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing and the
Collateral Agent shall have provided prior notice to Holdings that its rights under this Section 2.05 are being suspended:
(i)
Holdings shall be entitled to exercise any and all voting and/or other consensual rights and powers inuring to an owner of
Pledged Equity or any part thereof, and Holdings agrees that it shall exercise such rights for purposes consistent with the terms of this
Agreement, the Indenture and the other Notes Documents;
(ii)
The Collateral Agent shall promptly (after reasonable advance written notice) execute and deliver to Holdings, or cause to
be executed and delivered to Holdings, all such proxies, powers of attorney and other instruments as Holdings may reasonably request in writing
for the purpose of enabling Holdings to exercise the voting and/or consensual rights and powers it is entitled to exercise pursuant to subparagraph
(i) above; and
(iii)
Holdings shall be entitled to receive and retain any and all dividends, interest, principal and other distributions paid on or
distributed in respect of the Pledged Equity to the extent and only to the extent that such dividends, interest, principal and other distributions are
permitted by, and otherwise paid or distributed in accordance with, the terms and conditions of the Indenture, the other Notes Documents and
applicable Laws; provided that any noncash dividends, interest, principal or other distributions that would constitute Pledged Equity, whether
resulting from a subdivision, combination or reclassification of the outstanding Equity Interests of the issuer of any Pledged Equity or received in
exchange for Pledged Equity or any part thereof, or in redemption thereof, or as a result of any merger, consolidation, acquisition or other
exchange of assets to which such issuer may be a party or otherwise, shall be and become part of the Pledged Collateral, and, if received by
Holdings, shall not be commingled by Holdings with any of its other funds or property but shall be held separate and apart therefrom, shall be
held in trust for the benefit of the Collateral Agent and the Secured Parties and shall be promptly (and in any event within 10 Business Days)
delivered to the Collateral Agent in the same form as so received (with any necessary endorsement reasonably requested by the Collateral
Agent). So long as no Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, the Collateral Agent shall promptly deliver to Holdings any
Pledged Equity in its possession if requested in writing to be delivered to the issuer thereof in connection with any exchange or redemption of
such Pledged Equity permitted by the Indenture in accordance with this Section 2.05(a)(iii).
(b)
Subject to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement, upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of
Default, after the Collateral Agent shall have notified Holdings of the suspension of its rights under paragraph (a)(iii) of this Section 2.05, then all rights of
Holdings to dividends, interest, principal or other distributions that Holdings is authorized to receive pursuant to
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paragraph (a)(iii) of this Section 2.05 shall cease, and all such rights shall thereupon become vested in the Collateral Agent, which shall have the sole and
exclusive right and authority to receive and retain such dividends, interest, principal or other distributions. All dividends, interest, principal or other
distributions received by Holdings contrary to the provisions of this Section 2.05 shall be held in trust for the benefit of the Collateral Agent, shall be
segregated from other property or funds of Holdings and shall be promptly (and in any event within 10 days) delivered to the Collateral Agent upon demand
in the same form as so received (with any necessary endorsement reasonably requested by the Collateral Agent). Any and all money and other property paid
over to or received by the Collateral Agent pursuant to the provisions of this paragraph (b) shall be retained by the Collateral Agent in an account to be
established by the Collateral Agent upon receipt of such money or other property and shall be applied in accordance with the provisions of Section
3.02. After all Events of Default have been cured or waived, the Collateral Agent shall promptly repay to Holdings (without interest) all dividends, interest,
principal or other distributions that Holdings would otherwise be permitted to retain pursuant to the terms of paragraph (a)(iii) of this Section 2.05 and that
remain in such account.
(c)
Subject to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement, upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of
Default, after the Collateral Agent shall have provided Holdings with notice of the suspension of its rights under paragraph (a)(i) of this Section 2.05, then all
rights of Holdings to exercise the voting and consensual rights and powers it is entitled to exercise pursuant to paragraph (a)(i) of this Section 2.05, and the
obligations of the Collateral Agent under paragraph (a)(ii) of this Section 2.05, shall cease, and all such rights shall thereupon become vested in the Collateral
Agent, which shall have the sole and exclusive right and authority to exercise such voting and consensual rights and powers; provided that, unless otherwise
directed in writing by the holders, the Collateral Agent shall have the right from time to time following and during the continuance of an Event of Default to
permit Holdings to exercise such rights. After all Events of Default have been cured or waived, Holdings shall have the exclusive right to exercise the voting
and/or consensual rights and powers that Holdings would otherwise be entitled to exercise pursuant to the terms of paragraph (a)(i) above, and the obligations
of the Collateral Agent under paragraph (a)(ii) of this Section 2.05 shall be reinstated.
(d)
Any notice given by the Collateral Agent to Holdings under Section 2.04 or Section 2.05 shall be given in writing and
may suspend the rights of Holdings under paragraph (a)(i) or paragraph (a)(iii) of this Section 2.05 in part without suspending all such rights (as specified by
the Collateral Agent in its sole and absolute discretion) and without waiving or otherwise affecting the Collateral Agent’s rights to give additional notices
from time to time suspending other rights so long as an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing.
ARTICLE III
Remedies
Remedies Upon Default
. Subject to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement, upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default, it is agreed that the
Collateral Agent shall have the right, but not the obligation, to exercise any and all rights afforded to a secured party with respect to the Secured Obligations,
including the Guarantees, under the Uniform Commercial Code or other applicable Law and also may (i) exercise any and all rights and remedies of
Holdings under or in connection with the Pledged Collateral, or otherwise in respect of the Pledged Collateral; provided that the Collateral Agent shall
provide Holdings with notice thereof prior to such exercise; and (ii) subject to the mandatory requirements of applicable Law and the notice requirements
described below, sell or otherwise dispose of all or any part of the Pledged Collateral securing the Secured Obligations at a public or private sale or at any
broker’s board or on any securities exchange, for cash, upon credit or for future delivery as the Collateral Agent shall deem appropriate. The Collateral
Agent shall be authorized at any
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such sale of securities (if it deems it advisable to do so) to restrict the prospective bidders or purchasers to Persons who will represent and agree that they are
purchasing the Pledged Collateral for their own account for investment and not with a view to the distribution or sale thereof, and upon consummation of any
such sale the Collateral Agent shall have the right to assign, transfer and deliver to the purchaser or purchasers thereof the Pledged Collateral so sold. Each
such purchaser at any sale of Pledged Collateral shall hold the property sold absolutely, free from any claim or right on the part of Holdings, and Holdings
hereby waives (to the extent permitted by Law) all rights of redemption, stay and appraisal which Holdings now has or may at any time in the future have
under any Law now existing or hereafter enacted.
The Collateral Agent shall give Holdings 10 days’ written notice (which Holdings agrees is reasonable notice within the meaning of
Section 9-611 of the UCC or its equivalent in other jurisdictions) of the Collateral Agent’s intention to make any sale of Pledged Collateral. Such notice, in
the case of a public sale, shall state the time and place for such sale and, in the case of a sale at a broker’s board or on a securities exchange, shall state the
board or exchange at which such sale is to be made and the day on which the Pledged Collateral, or portion thereof, will first be offered for sale at such board
or exchange. Any such public sale shall be held at such time or times within ordinary business hours and at such place or places as the Collateral Agent may
fix and state in the notice (if any) of such sale. At any such sale, the Pledged Collateral, or portion thereof, to be sold may be sold in one lot as an entirety or
in separate parcels, as the Collateral Agent may (in its sole and absolute discretion) determine. The Collateral Agent shall not be obligated to make any sale
of any Pledged Collateral if it shall determine not to do so, regardless of the fact that notice of sale of such Pledged Collateral shall have been given. The
Collateral Agent may, without notice or publication, adjourn any public or private sale or cause the same to be adjourned from time to time by announcement
at the time and place fixed for sale, and such sale may, without further notice, be made at the time and place to which the same was so adjourned. In case any
sale of all or any part of the Pledged Collateral is made on credit or for future delivery, the Pledged Collateral so sold may be retained by the Collateral Agent
until the sale price is paid by the purchaser or purchasers thereof, but the Collateral Agent shall not incur any liability in case any such purchaser or
purchasers shall fail to take up and pay for the Pledged Collateral so sold and, in case of any such failure, such Pledged Collateral may be sold again upon
like notice. At any public (or, to the extent permitted by Law, private) sale made pursuant to this Agreement, any Secured Party may bid for or purchase, free
(to the extent permitted by Law) from any right of redemption, stay, valuation or appraisal on the part of Holdings (all said rights being also hereby waived
and released to the extent permitted by Law), the Pledged Collateral or any part thereof offered for sale and may make payment on account thereof by using
any claim then due and payable to such Secured Party from Holdings as a credit against the purchase price, and such Secured Party may, upon compliance
with the terms of sale, hold, retain and dispose of such property without further accountability to Holdings therefor. For purposes hereof, a written agreement
to purchase the Pledged Collateral or any portion thereof shall be treated as a sale thereof; the Collateral Agent shall be free to carry out such sale pursuant to
such agreement and Holdings shall not be entitled to the return of the Pledged Collateral or any portion thereof subject thereto, notwithstanding the fact that
after the Collateral Agent shall have entered into such an agreement all Events of Default shall have been remedied and the Secured Obligations paid in
full. As an alternative to exercising the power of sale herein conferred upon it, the Collateral Agent may proceed by a suit or suits at Law or in equity to
foreclose this Agreement and to sell the Pledged Collateral or any portion thereof pursuant to a judgment or decree of a court or courts having competent
jurisdiction or pursuant to a proceeding by a court appointed receiver. Any sale pursuant to the provisions of this Section 3.01 shall be deemed to conform to
the commercially reasonable standards as provided in Section 9-610(b) of the UCC or its equivalent in other jurisdictions.
Application of Proceeds
. The Collateral Agent shall apply the proceeds of any collection or sale of Pledged Collateral, including any Pledged Collateral consisting of
cash in accordance with Section 6.10 of the Indenture.
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The Collateral Agent shall have absolute discretion as to the time of application of any such proceeds, moneys or balances in
accordance with this Agreement. Upon any sale of Pledged Collateral by the Collateral Agent (including pursuant to a power of sale granted by statute or
under a judicial proceeding), the receipt of the Collateral Agent or of the officer making the sale shall be a sufficient discharge to the purchaser or purchasers
of the Pledged Collateral so sold and such purchaser or purchasers shall not be obligated to see to the application of any part of the purchase money paid over
to the Collateral Agent or such officer or be answerable in any way for the misapplication thereof.
The Collateral Agent shall have no liability to any of the Secured Parties for actions taken in reliance on information supplied to it as
to the amounts of unpaid principal and interest and other amounts outstanding with respect to the Secured Obligations, provided that nothing in this sentence
shall prevent Holdings from contesting any amounts claimed by any Secured Party in any information so supplied. All distributions made by the Collateral
Agent pursuant to this Section 3.02 shall be (subject to any decree of any court of competent jurisdiction) final (absent manifest error), and the Collateral
Agent shall have no duty to inquire as to the application by the Trustee of any amounts distributed to it.
ARTICLE IV
Miscellaneous
Notices
. All communications and notices hereunder shall (except as otherwise expressly permitted herein) be in writing and given as provided in Section
13.02 of the Indenture.
Waivers, Amendment
. (a) No failure or delay by any Secured Party in exercising any right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder or under any other Notes Documents
shall operate as a waiver thereof, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any such right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder preclude any other or further
exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, remedy, power or privilege. The rights, remedies, powers and privileges of the Secured Parties herein
provided, and provided under each other Notes Documents, are cumulative and are not exclusive of any rights, remedies, powers and privileges provided by
Law. No waiver of any provision of this Agreement or consent to any departure by Holdings therefrom shall in any event be effective unless the same shall
be permitted by paragraph (b) of this Section 4.02, and then such waiver or consent shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the purpose for
which given. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the issuance of the Notes shall not be construed as a waiver of any Default, regardless of
whether any Secured Party may have had notice or knowledge of such Default at the time.
(b)
Neither this Agreement nor any provision hereof may be waived, amended or modified except pursuant to an agreement or
agreements in writing entered into by the Collateral Agent and Holdings, subject to any consent required in accordance with Article IX of the Indenture.
Collateral Agent’s Fees and Expenses; Indemnification
. (a) The parties hereto agree that the Collateral Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement of its reasonable out of pocket expenses incurred
hereunder and indemnity for its actions in connection herewith, in each case, as provided in Sections 7.07 and 7.12 of the Indenture.
(b)
Any such amounts payable as provided hereunder shall be additional Secured Obligations secured hereby and by the other
Security Documents. The provisions of this Section 4.03 shall remain operative and in full force and effect regardless of the resignation of each or either of
the Trustee and the Collateral Agent and the termination of this Agreement or any other Notes Documents, the consummation of the transactions
contemplated hereby, the repayment of any of the Secured Obligations, the invalidity or unenforceability of any term or provision of this Agreement or any
other
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Notes Documents, or any investigation made by or on behalf of the Collateral Agent or any other Secured Party. All amounts due under this Section 4.03
shall be payable within 10 days of written demand therefor.
(c)
The provisions of Articles VII and XI of the Indenture, including the rights, benefits, privileges, protections, indemnities
and immunities of the Collateral Agent, are incorporated herein mutatis mutandis, as if a part hereof. No provision of this Agreement shall require the
Collateral Agent to expend or risk its own funds or otherwise incur financial liability in the performance of any of its duties hereunder or in the exercise of
any of its rights or powers.
Successors and Assigns
. The provisions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors and
assigns.
Survival of Agreement
. All covenants, agreements, representations and warranties made by Holdings hereunder and in the other Notes Documents and in the
certificates or other instruments prepared or delivered in connection with or pursuant to this Agreement shall be considered to have been relied upon by the
Secured Parties and shall survive the execution and delivery of the Notes Documents and the issuance of the Notes, regardless of any investigation made by
any Secured Party or on its behalf and notwithstanding that any Secured Party may have had notice or knowledge of any Default at the time any Notes were
issued under the Indenture, and shall continue in full force and effect as long as this Agreement has not been terminated or released pursuant to Section 4.12
below.
Counterparts; Effectiveness, Several Agreement
. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall
constitute one and the same instrument. Delivery by facsimile or other electronic communication of an executed counterpart of a signature page to this
Agreement shall be effective as delivery of an original executed counterpart of this Agreement. This Agreement shall become effective as to Holdings when
a counterpart hereof executed on behalf of Holdings shall have been delivered to the Collateral Agent and a counterpart hereof shall have been executed on
behalf of the Collateral Agent, and thereafter shall be binding upon Holdings and the Collateral Agent and their respective permitted successors and assigns,
and shall inure to the benefit of Holdings, the Collateral Agent and the other Secured Parties and their respective permitted successors and assigns, except
that Holdings shall not have the right to assign or transfer its rights or obligations hereunder or any interest herein or in the Pledged Collateral (and any such
assignment or transfer shall be void) except as expressly contemplated by this Agreement or the Indenture.
Severability
. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining
provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected or impaired thereby. The invalidity of a provision in a particular jurisdiction shall not invalidate or render
unenforceable such provision in any other jurisdiction.
Right of Set Off
. In addition to any rights and remedies of the Secured Parties provided by Law, upon the occurrence and during the continuance of any Event of
Default, each Secured Party and its Affiliates is authorized at any time and from time to time, without prior notice to Holdings, any such notice being waived
by Holdings to the fullest extent permitted by applicable Law, to set off and apply any and all deposits (general or special, time or demand, provisional or
final) at any time held by, and other Indebtedness at any time owing by, such Secured Party and its Affiliates to or for the credit or the account of Holdings
against any and all Obligations owing to such Secured Party and its Affiliates hereunder, now or hereafter existing, irrespective of whether or not such
Secured Party or Affiliate shall have made demand under this Agreement and although such Obligations may be contingent or un-matured or denominated in
a currency different from that of the applicable deposit or Indebtedness. Each
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Secured Party agrees promptly to notify Holdings and the Collateral Agent after any such set off and application made by such Secured Party; provided, that
the failure to give such notice shall not affect the validity of such set off and application. The rights of each Secured Party under this Section 4.08 are in
addition to other rights and remedies (including other rights of set off) that such Secured Party may have at Law.
Section 4.09.

Governing Law; Jurisdiction; Venue; Waiver of Jury Trial; Consent to Service of Process.

(a)
The terms of Sections 13.09 and 13.17 of the Indenture with respect to governing law, submission of jurisdiction, venue
and waiver of jury trial are incorporated herein by reference, mutatis mutandis, and the parties hereto agree to such terms.
(b)
Each party to this Agreement irrevocably consents to service of process in the manner provided for notices in Section
4.01. Nothing in this Agreement will affect the right of any party to this Agreement to serve process in any other manner permitted by Law.
Headings
. Article and Section headings and the Table of Contents used herein are for convenience of reference only, are not part of this Agreement and
are not to affect the construction of, or to be taken into consideration in interpreting, this Agreement.
Security Interest Absolute
. To the extent permitted by Law, all rights of the Collateral Agent hereunder, the grant of a security interest in the Pledged Collateral and all
obligations of Holdings hereunder shall be absolute and unconditional irrespective of (a) any lack of validity or enforceability of the Indenture, any other
Notes Documents, any agreement with respect to any of the Secured Obligations or any other agreement or instrument relating to any of the foregoing, (b)
any change in the time, manner or place of payment of, or in any other term of, all or any of the Secured Obligations, or any other amendment or waiver of or
any consent to any departure from the Indenture, any other Notes Documents or any other agreement or instrument, (c) any exchange, release or nonperfection of any Lien on other collateral, or any release or amendment or waiver of or consent under or departure from any guarantee, securing or
guaranteeing all or any of the Secured Obligations or (d) any other circumstance that might otherwise constitute a defense available to, or a discharge of,
Holdings in respect of the Secured Obligations or this Agreement.
Termination or Release
. (a) This Agreement and all security interests granted hereby shall terminate with respect to all Secured Obligations and any Liens arising
therefrom shall be automatically released upon payment in full of all Obligations (other than contingent obligations not yet accrued and payable).
(b)
Section 11.04 of the Indenture.

The security interest in any Collateral shall be automatically released upon the occurrence of the circumstances set forth in

(c)
In connection with any termination or release pursuant to paragraph (a) or (b) of this Section 4.12, the Collateral Agent
shall execute and deliver to Holdings, at Holdings’ expense, all documents that Holdings shall reasonably request in writing to evidence such termination or
release and shall perform such other actions reasonably requested in writing by Holdings to effect such release, including delivery of certificates, securities
and instruments. Any execution and delivery of documents pursuant to this Section 4.12 shall be without recourse to or warranty by the Collateral Agent.
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(d)

The Collateral Agent may conclusively rely on an Officer’s Certificate and Opinion of Counsel as to whether
any termination or release contemplated by this Section 4.12 is permitted and all conditions precedent have been complied with.
Collateral Agent Appointed Attorney in Fact

. Holdings hereby appoints the Collateral Agent (and all officers, employees or agents designated by the Collateral Agent) as such Grantor’s true
and lawful agent (and the attorney in fact) of Holdings for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Agreement and taking any action and executing
any instrument necessary or advisable to accomplish the purposes hereof at any time after and during the continuance of an Event of Default, which
appointment is irrevocable and coupled with an interest (provided that the Collateral Agent shall provide the applicable Grantor with notice thereof prior to
exercising such rights). Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Collateral Agent shall have the right, upon the occurrence and during the
continuance of an Event of Default and notice by the Collateral Agent to Holdings of the Collateral Agent’s intent to exercise such rights, with full power of
substitution either in the Collateral Agent’s name or in the name of Holdings (a) to receive, endorse, assign and/or deliver any and all notes, acceptances,
checks, drafts, money orders or other evidences of payment relating to the Pledged Collateral or any part thereof; (b) to demand, collect, receive payment of,
give receipt for and give discharges and releases of all or any of the Pledged Collateral; (c) to commence and prosecute any and all suits, actions or
proceedings at Law or in equity in any court of competent jurisdiction to collect or otherwise realize on all or any of the Pledged Collateral or to enforce any
rights in respect of any Pledged Collateral; (d) to settle, compromise, compound, adjust or defend any actions, suits or proceedings relating to all or any of the
Pledged Collateral; (e) to endorse the name of Holdings on any check, draft, instrument or other item of payment representing or included in the Pledged
Collateral; (f) to make all determinations and decisions with respect thereto; and (e) to use, sell, assign, transfer, pledge, make any agreement with respect to
or otherwise deal with all or any of the Pledged Collateral, and to do all other acts and things necessary to carry out the purposes of this Agreement, as fully
and completely as though the Collateral Agent were the absolute owner of the Pledged Collateral for all purposes; provided that nothing herein contained
shall be construed as requiring or obligating the Collateral Agent to make any commitment or to make any inquiry as to the nature or sufficiency of any
payment received by the Collateral Agent, or to present or file any claim or notice, or to take any action with respect to the Pledged Collateral or any part
thereof or the moneys due or to become due in respect thereof or any property covered thereby. The Collateral Agent and the other Secured Parties shall be
accountable only for amounts actually received as a result of the exercise of the powers granted to them herein, and neither they nor their officers, directors,
employees or agents shall be responsible to Holdings for any act or failure to act hereunder, except for their own gross negligence or willful misconduct or
that of any of their Affiliates, directors, officers, employees, counsel, agents or attorneys in fact, in each case, as determined by a final non appealable
judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction. All sums disbursed by the Collateral Agent in connection with this paragraph, including reasonable attorneys’
fees, court costs, expenses and other charges relating thereto, shall be payable, within 10 days of demand, by Holdings to the Collateral Agent and shall be
additional Secured Obligations secured hereby.
General Authority of the Collateral Agent
. By acceptance of the benefits of this Agreement and any other Security Documents, each Secured Party (whether or not a signatory hereto)
shall be deemed irrevocably (a) to consent to the appointment of the Collateral Agent as its agent hereunder and under such other Security Documents, (b) to
confirm that the Collateral Agent shall have the authority to act as the exclusive agent of such Secured Party for the enforcement of any provisions of this
Agreement and such other Security Documents against Holdings, the exercise of remedies hereunder or thereunder and the giving or withholding of any
consent or approval hereunder or thereunder relating to any Pledged Collateral or Holdings’ obligations with respect thereto, (c) to agree that it shall not take
any action to enforce any provisions of this Agreement or any other Security Document against Holdings, to exercise any remedy hereunder or thereunder or
to give any consents or approvals hereunder or
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thereunder except as expressly provided in this Agreement or any other Security Document and (d) to agree to be bound by the terms of this Agreement and
any other Security Documents.
Reasonable Care
. Beyond the exercise of reasonable care in the custody thereof, the Collateral Agent shall have no duty as to any Pledged Collateral in its
possession or control or in the possession or control of any agent or bailee or any income thereon or as to preservation of rights against prior parties or any
other rights pertaining thereto and the Collateral Agent shall not be responsible for filing any financing or continuation statements or recording any
documents or instruments in any public office at any time or times or otherwise perfecting or maintaining the perfection of any security interest in the
Pledged Collateral. The Collateral Agent shall be deemed to have exercised reasonable care in the custody of the Pledged Collateral in its possession if the
Collateral or Mortgaged Property is accorded treatment substantially equal to that which it accords its own property and shall not be liable or responsible for
any loss or diminution in the value of any of the Pledged Collateral, by reason of the act or omission of any carrier, forwarding agency or other agent or
bailee selected by the Collateral Agent in good faith.
Delegation; Limitation
. The Collateral Agent may execute any of the powers granted under this Agreement and perform any duty hereunder either directly or by or
through agents or attorneys in fact, and shall not be responsible for the negligence or misconduct of any agents or attorneys in fact selected by it with due
care.
Reinstatement
. The obligations of Holdings under this Agreement shall be automatically reinstated if and to the extent that for any reason any payment by or
on behalf of the Company or any Guarantor in respect of the Secured Obligations is rescinded or must be otherwise restored by any holder of any of the
Secured Obligations, whether as a result of any proceedings in bankruptcy or reorganization or otherwise.
Miscellaneous
. The Collateral Agent shall not be deemed to have actual, constructive, direct or indirect notice or knowledge of the occurrence of any Event of
Default unless and until the Collateral Agent shall have received a written notice of Event of Default or a written notice from Holdings or the Secured Parties
to the Collateral Agent in its capacity as Collateral Agent indicating that an Event of Default has occurred.
Filing and Further Assurances. Holdings agrees, at its own expense, to execute, acknowledge, deliver and cause to be duly filed all such further
instruments and documents and take all such actions as necessary to better assure, preserve, protect and perfect the security interest of the Collateral Agent
for the benefit of the Secured Parties in the Pledged Collateral and the rights and remedies created hereby, including the payment of any fees and taxes
required in connection with the execution and delivery of this Agreement, the granting of the security interest in favor of the Collateral Agent for the benefit
of the Secured Parties and the filing of any financing statements or other documents in connection herewith or therewith. Holdings hereby irrevocably
authorizes, but does not obligate, the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Parties at any time and from time to time to file in any relevant
jurisdiction any initial financing statements with respect to the Pledged Collateral or any part thereof and amendments thereto that (i) described the Pledged
Collateral and (ii) contain the information required by Article 9 of the UCC or the analogous legislation of each applicable jurisdiction for the filing of any
financing statement or amendment. Notwithstanding the foregoing authorizations, Holdings agrees to prepare, record and file, at its own expense, financing
statements (and amendments or continuation statements when applicable) with respect to the Pledged Collateral now existing or hereafter created meeting the
requirements of applicable state law in such manner and in such jurisdictions as are necessary to perfect and maintain perfected the security interest of the
Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Parties in the Pledged Collateral, and to deliver a file stamped copy of each such financing
-11-

statement or other evidence of filing to the Collateral Agent.
Subject to Intercreditor Agreement; Conflicts. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, (i) the Liens and security interests granted to the
Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Parties pursuant to this Agreement and (ii) the exercise of any right or remedy by the Collateral Agent
hereunder or the application of proceeds (including insurance and condemnation proceeds) of any Collateral, in each case, are subject to the limitations and
provisions of the Intercreditor Agreement to the extent provided therein. In the event of any conflict between the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement and the
terms of this Agreement, the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement shall govern. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, prior to the Discharge (as
defined in the Intercreditor Agreement) of First Lien Obligations (as defined in the Intercreditor Agreement) other than the Secured Obligations, the
requirements of this Agreement to deliver Collateral to the Collateral Agent (or any representation or warranty having the effect of requiring the same) shall
be deemed satisfied (or any such representation or warranty shall be deemed true) by endorsement, assignment or delivery of such Collateral to the
Applicable Collateral Agent (as defined in the Intercreditor Agreement) as bailee for the Collateral Agent pursuant to the terms of the Intercreditor
Agreement.

[Signature Pages Follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement as of the date first written above.
SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
By:
Herman

/s/ Harold J.
Name: Harold J. Herman
Title: Assistant Secretary

Signature Page to Pledge Agreement

WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
as Collateral Agent
By:
Schweiger

/s/ Jane
Name: Jane Schweiger
Title: Vice President

Signature Page to Pledge Agreement

Schedule I

EQUITY INTERESTS
Pledgor
SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc.

Pledged Interest
100% equity interest in SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc.

Exhibit 10.6

COPYRIGHT SECURITY AGREEMENT
Copyright Security Agreement, dated as of April 30, 2020, by SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., a Delaware corporation, Sea World LLC,
a Delaware limited liability company and SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (each, a “Grantor” and collectively,
the “Grantors”), in favor of Wilmington Trust, National Association, in its capacity as collateral agent pursuant to the Indenture (in such capacity, the
“Collateral Agent”).
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the Grantors are party to a Security Agreement dated as of April 30, 2020 (as amended, amended and restated, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time, the “Security Agreement”) in favor of the Collateral Agent pursuant to which the Grantors are required to execute and
deliver this Copyright Security Agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and to induce the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, to enter into the
Indenture, each Grantor hereby agrees with the Collateral Agent as follows:
SECTION 1.
Defined Terms. Unless otherwise defined herein, terms defined in the Security Agreement and used herein have the
meaning given to them in the Security Agreement.
SECTION 2.
Grant of Security Interest in Copyright Collateral. Each Grantor hereby pledges and grants to the Collateral Agent for the
benefit of the Secured Parties a lien on and security interest in and to all of its right, title and interest in, to and under all the following Article 9 Collateral
(excluding any Excluded Assets) of such Grantor:
(a)
Copyrights and exclusive Copyright Licenses of the Grantor, including, without limitation, those listed on Schedule I
attached hereto (hereinafter, the “Copyright Collateral”).
SECTION 3.
The Security Agreement. The security interest granted pursuant to this Copyright Security Agreement is granted in
conjunction with the security interest granted to the Collateral Agent pursuant to the Security Agreement and each Grantor hereby acknowledges and affirms
that the rights and remedies of the Collateral Agent with respect to the security interest in the Copyright Collateral made and granted hereby are more fully
set forth in the Security Agreement. In the event that any provision of this Copyright Security Agreement is deemed to conflict with the Security Agreement,
the provisions of the Security Agreement shall control unless the Collateral Agent shall otherwise determine.
SECTION 4.
Termination. Upon termination of the Security Agreement in accordance with Section 6.12 thereof, the Collateral Agent
shall, at the expense of the Grantors, execute, acknowledge, and deliver to the Grantors an instrument in writing in recordable form releasing the lien on and
security interest in the Copyright Collateral under this Copyright Security Agreement and any other documents required to evidence the termination of the
Collateral Agent’s interest in the Copyright Collateral.
SECTION 5.
Counterparts. This Copyright Security Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, all of which shall
constitute one and the same instrument, and any party hereto may execute this Copyright Security Agreement by signing and delivering one or more
counterparts.
[Signature pages follow.]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement as of the date
first written above.
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
By:
Herman

/s/ Harold J.
Name:

Harold J. Herman
Title:
Assistant Secretary

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement as of the date
first written above.
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT LLC

By:
Herman

/s/ Harold J.
Name:

Harold J. Herman
Title:
Assistant Secretary

[Signature Page to Copyright Security Agreement]

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement as of the date
first written above.
SEA WORLD LLC

By:
Herman

/s/ Harold J.
Name:

Harold J. Herman
Title:
Assistant Secretary

[Signature Page to Copyright Security Agreement]

WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as Collateral Agent
By:
Schweiger

/s/ Jane
Name:

Jane Schweiger
Title:
Vice President

[Signature Page to Copyright Security Agreement]

Exhibit 10.7

PATENT SECURITY AGREEMENT
Patent Security Agreement, dated as of April 30, 2020, by SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the “Grantor”), in
favor of Wilmington Trust, National Association, in its capacity as collateral agent pursuant to the Indenture (in such capacity, the “Collateral Agent”).
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the Grantor is party to a Security Agreement dated as of April 30, 2020 (as amended, amended and restated, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time, the “Security Agreement”) in favor of the Collateral Agent pursuant to which the Grantor is required to execute and
deliver this Patent Security Agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and to induce the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, to enter into the
Indenture, the Grantor hereby agrees with the Collateral Agent as follows:
SECTION 1.
Defined Terms. Unless otherwise defined herein, terms defined in the Security Agreement and used herein have the
meaning given to them in the Security Agreement.
SECTION 2.
Grant of Security Interest in Patent Collateral. The Grantor hereby pledges and grants to the Collateral Agent for the benefit
of the Secured Parties a lien on and security interest in and to all of its right, title and interest in, to and under all the following Article 9 Collateral (excluding
any Excluded Assets) of the Grantor:
(a)
Collateral”).

Patents of the Grantor, including, without limitation, those listed on Schedule I attached hereto (hereinafter, the “Patent

SECTION 3.
The Security Agreement. The security interest granted pursuant to this Patent Security Agreement is granted in conjunction
with the security interest granted to the Collateral Agent pursuant to the Security Agreement and the Grantor hereby acknowledges and affirms that the rights
and remedies of the Collateral Agent with respect to the security interest in the Patent Collateral made and granted hereby are more fully set forth in the
Security Agreement. In the event that any provision of this Patent Security Agreement is deemed to conflict with the Security Agreement, the provisions of
the Security Agreement shall control unless the Collateral Agent shall otherwise determine.
SECTION 4.
Termination. Upon the termination of the Security Agreement in accordance with Section 6.12 thereof, the Collateral Agent
shall, at the expense of the Grantor, execute, acknowledge, and deliver to the Grantor an instrument in writing in recordable form releasing the lien on and
security interest in the Patent Collateral under this Patent Security Agreement and any other documents required to evidence the termination of the Collateral
Agent’s interest in the Patent Collateral.
SECTION 5.
Counterparts. This Patent Security Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, all of which shall constitute
one and the same instrument, and any party hereto may execute this Patent Security Agreement by signing and delivering one or more counterparts.
[Signature pages follow.]
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SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
By:
Herman

/s/ Harold J.
Name:

Harold J. Herman
Title:
Assistant Secretary

WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as Collateral Agent
By:
Schweiger

/s/ Jane
Name:

Jane Schweiger
Title:
Vice President

[Signature Page to Patent Security Agreement]
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TRADEMARK SECURITY AGREEMENT
Trademark Security Agreement, dated as of April 30, 2020, by SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., a Delaware corporation, Sea World LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company and SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (each, a “Grantor” and collectively, the
“Grantors”), in favor of Wilmington Trust, National Association, in its capacity as collateral agent pursuant to the Indenture (in such capacity, the “Collateral
Agent”).
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the Grantors are party to a Security Agreement dated as of April 30, 2020 (as amended, amended and restated, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time, the “Security Agreement”) in favor of the Collateral Agent pursuant to which the Grantors are required to execute and
deliver this Trademark Security Agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and to induce the Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties, to enter into the
Indenture, each Grantor hereby agrees with the Collateral Agent as follows:
SECTION 1.
Defined Terms. Unless otherwise defined herein, terms defined in the Security Agreement and used herein have the
meaning given to them in the Security Agreement.
SECTION 2.
Grant of Security Interest in Trademark Collateral. Each Grantor hereby pledges and grants to the Collateral Agent for the
benefit of the Secured Parties a lien on and security interest in and to all of its right, title and interest in, to and under all the following Article 9 Collateral
(excluding any Excluded Assets) of such Grantor:
Trademarks of the Grantor, including, without limitation, those listed on Schedule I attached hereto (hereinafter, the “Trademark Collateral”);
provided, however, that the foregoing grant of security interest does not and will not cover any Trademark applications filed in the USPTO on the basis of
any Grantor’s “intent-to-use” such Trademark, unless and until acceptable evidence of use of such Trademark has been filed with and accepted by the
USPTO pursuant to Section 1(c) or Section 1(d) of the Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. 1051, et seq.), to the extent that granting a lien in such Trademark application
prior to such filing would adversely affect the enforceability, validity, or other rights in such Trademark application.
SECTION 3.
The Security Agreement. The security interest granted pursuant to this Trademark Security Agreement is granted in
conjunction with the security interest granted to the Collateral Agent pursuant to the Security Agreement and each Grantor hereby acknowledges and affirms
that the rights and remedies of the Collateral Agent with respect to the security interest in the Trademark Collateral made and granted hereby are more fully
set forth in the Security Agreement. In the event that any provision of this Trademark Security Agreement is deemed to conflict with the Security
Agreement, the provisions of the Security Agreement shall control unless the Collateral Agent shall otherwise determine.
SECTION 4.
Termination. Upon the termination of the Security Agreement in accordance with Section 6.12 thereof, the Collateral Agent
shall, at the expense of the Grantors, execute, acknowledge, and deliver to the Grantors an instrument in writing in recordable form releasing the lien on and
security interest in the Trademark Collateral under this Trademark Security Agreement and any other

documents required to evidence the termination of the Collateral Agent’s interest in the Trademark Collateral.
SECTION 5.
Counterparts. This Trademark Security Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, all of which shall
constitute one and the same instrument, and any party hereto may execute this Trademark Security Agreement by signing and delivering one or more
counterparts.
[Signature pages follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement as of the date
first written above.
SEAWORLD ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

By:
Herman

/s/ Harold J.
Name:

Harold J. Herman
Title:
Assistant Secretary

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement as of the date
first written above.

SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT LLC

By:
Herman

/s/ Harold J.
Name:

Harold J. Herman
Title:
Assistant Secretary

Signature Page to Trademark Security Agreement

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement as of the date
first written above.
SEA WORLD LLC
By:
Herman

/s/ Harold J.
Name:

Harold J. Herman
Title:
Assistant Secretary

Signature Page to Trademark Security Agreement

WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as Collateral Agent
By:
Schweiger

/s/ Jane
Name:

Jane Schweiger
Title:
Vice President

Signature Page to Trademark Security Agreement
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SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc.
6240 Sea Harbor Drive
Orlando, Florida 32821
February [ ], 2020
[LTIP PARTICIPANT]
Re: Notice of Modification to 2019 LTIP Award
Dear [LTIP PARTICIPANT],
On February 25, 2020, SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the “Company”) approved a modification (the “Modification”) to the LongTerm Incentive Performance-Based Restricted Stock Units originally granted by the Company on [DATE] under its 2017 Omnibus Incentive Plan, including
your grant pursuant to the Performance Stock Unit Grant Notice and Restricted Stock Unit Agreement (your “2019 LTIP Award”). The Modification was
approved in order to better align the performance period and performance metrics in your 2019 LTIP Award with the performance period and performance
metrics set forth in the performance-based restricted stock units award granted to the Company’s Chief Executive Officer in November 2019, upon his
commencement of employment with the Company. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning set forth in your 2019 LTIP
Award.
The Modification extended the Performance Period and Extended Performance Period. Following the Modification the following dates apply:
(i)
The term “Performance Period” is revised in its entirety to mean the period commencing on January 1, 2019
and ending on December 31, 2022.
(ii)
The term “Extended Performance Period” is revised in its entirety to mean the period commencing on January
1, 2023 and ending on December 31, 2023.
As a result of these changes the Vesting Date shall also include reference to the 2023 fiscal year and the forfeiture provision in Section 1(c) of Exhibit A to
your 2019 LTIP Award shall be updated accordingly to reflect “fiscal year 2022 and/or 2023, as applicable”.
In connection with the Modification, the Board determined a new “Adjusted EBITDA Target”, referred to herein as the “Revised Adjusted EBITDA Target”,
and a new “Adjusted EBITDA Threshold”, referred to herein as the “Revised Adjusted EBITDA Threshold”. In addition to the current vesting terms set
forth in your 2019 LTIP Award, your 2019 LTIP Award shall also vest in accordance with its terms if the Revised Adjusted EBITDA Target and/or Revised
Adjusted EBITDA Threshold, as applicable, are achieved during the Performance Period or Extended Performance Period, as applicable. For the avoidance
of doubt, all terms and conditions that apply to (i) the Adjusted EBITDA Target shall also apply to the Revised Adjusted EBITDA Target and (ii) the
Adjusted EBITDA Threshold shall also apply to the Revised Adjusted EBITDA Target.
Except as set forth herein, the terms and conditions of your 2019 LTIP Award remain unchanged. The Company believes aligning your award with the CEO
Performance Award puts everyone on the same path to success.
If you have any questions please reach out to [•] at [•].

Sincerely,

SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc.
By: ___________________________
Name:
Title:

ACCEPTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED

[LTIP PARTICIPANT]

Exhibit 31.1
CERTIFICATION OF PERIODIC REPORT UNDER SECTION 302 OF
THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Marc G. Swanson, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarterly period ended March 31, 2020 of SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of
the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition, results
of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

(a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that material
information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in
which this report is being prepared;

(b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles;

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the
disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

(d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the
registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal
control over financial reporting; and

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and
the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely
affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

(b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control over financial
reporting.

Date: May 8, 2020

Signature:

/s/ Marc G. Swanson
Marc G. Swanson
Interim Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Exhibit 31.2
CERTIFICATION OF PERIODIC REPORT UNDER SECTION 302 OF
THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Elizabeth C. Gulacsy, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarterly period ended March 31, 2020 of SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of
the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition, results
of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

(a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that material
information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in
which this report is being prepared;

(b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles;

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the
disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

(d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the
registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal
control over financial reporting; and

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and
the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely
affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

(b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control over financial
reporting.

Date: May 8, 2020

Signature:

/s/ Elizabeth C. Gulacsy
Elizabeth C. Gulacsy
Interim Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer,
Chief Accounting Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

Exhibit 32.1
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 906
OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the Quarterly Report of SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-Q for the quarterly period ended March 31, 2020 filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, Gustavo (“Gus”) Antorcha, Chief Executive Officer of the Company, do hereby certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C.
Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:
•

The Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

•

The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the Company for the periods presented
therein.

Date: May 8, 2020
/s/ Marc G. Swanson
Marc G. Swanson
Interim Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Exhibit 32.2
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 906
OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the Quarterly Report of SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-Q for the quarterly period ended March 31, 2020 filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, Marc G. Swanson, Chief Financial Officer of the Company, do hereby certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as
adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:
•

The Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

•

The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the Company for the periods presented
therein.

Date: May 8, 2020
/s/ Elizabeth C. Gulacsy
Elizabeth C. Gulacsy
Interim Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer,
Chief Accounting Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

